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SYMBOLISM OF NUMBERS

^^HE

best way,"
tlie

-'

says Lawrie in his preface,

ot

calumnies which have been brought

refuting
Freemasons is to lay
against the fraternity of
before the public a correct and rational account

of the nature, origin, and progress of the institution, that they may be enabled to determine

whether or not its principles are, in any shape,
connected with the principles of revolutionary anarchy, and whether
or not the conduct of its members has ever been similar to the conAnd from the publication of such sentiments it
duct of traitors."

must be evident to every Brother's experience that the feeling
so openly only a few
against Freemasonry, which displayed itself
if it be not entirely
years ago, has assumed a much milder form,
removed.
It

will

not, however, be difficult to account for the dearth of

Before the i8th century symin a preceding age.
masonry, being limited to the simple ceremonial, needed

Masonic writers
bolical

few illustrations because, as the science was chiefly operative, the
most valuable secrets would be those which had a reference to buildof each particular
ing, to the scientific ornaments and decorations
and
style of architecture as it flourished in its own exclusive period
;

;

these mysteries were communicated gradually, as the candidate rose
thiough the different stages of his order or profession.
to have been one general principle, which exThere

tended

appears
over every style from the early English to the

itself

florid,

decorated, and perpendicular, and constituted one of the most inefIt is now known to have been
fable secrets of the Masonic lodges.
"which may be
the hieroglyphical device styled Vesica Piscis
;

Church of St. John Lateran, and the old St. Peter's
at Rome, to the Abbey Church at Bath, which is one of the latest
It was formed
Gothic buildings of any consequence in England.
traced from the
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two equal circles cutting each other in the centers, and was held
high veneration, having been invariably adopted by Master Masons in all countries.
In bas-reliefs, which are seen in the most
Dy

in

ancient churches, over doorways, it usually circumscribes the figure
It was indeed a principle which pervaded every
uuilding dedicated to the Christian religion, and has been exclusively

CI our Saviour.

attributed to the scientific acquirements of Euclid."

'

Pythagorean Triangle, says: "The secret meetings
any particular district, were confined to
consultations with each other, which mainly tended to the communication of science, and of improvement in their art.
An evident result was seen in the general uniformity of their designs in architectOliver, in

of master masons, within

with

both to plan and ornament, yet not without
VVe may conclude that the craft or mystery of architects and operative masons was involved in secrecy, by which a
knowledge of their practice was carefully excluded from the acquirement of all who were not enrolled in their fraternity. Still, it was
absolutely necessary, that when they engaged in contracts with bishops or patrons of ecclesiastical buildings, a specification should be
made of the component parts, and of the terms by which either concertain
tracting party should be rendered conversant with them.
viomenclature was then divulged by the master masons for such a
purpose, and became in general acceptation in the middle ages."^
The abstruse calculations which accompanied the sciences of
geometry and arithmetic are no longer necessary to Freemasonry as
an institution purely speculative and they were accordingly omitted
ure,

respect

deviations.

A

;

the revised system, as it was recommended to the notice of the
Fraternity b}^ the Grand Lodge in 1 71 7, and we retain only the beau-

in

tiful theory of these sciences, with their application to the practice
of morality, founded on the power and goodness of T. G. A. O. T. U,
It would be an injustice to our Brethren of the last century to

believe that they did not entertain a profound veneration for the
But the customs and habits of the
principles of the Masonic order.

people of England, living in that day, differed materially from our

own.

"There were times when conviviality and a love of social harprevailed over the more sedate pursuits and investigations of

mony

*

2

Kerrich

in

Dallaway,

"Archaeol.,"
"

vol. xvi., p. 292.

Aichit.," p. 410.
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which such an astonishing progress distinguishes the
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries London was an atmosphere of clubs, and a society of this kind existed

science, in

present times.

in every street for the pecuHar use of its inhabitants, besides those
which were exclusively frequented by persons possessing similar
And it will be no disparagement
tastes or habits of amusement.

to

masonry

if

we

believe that

its

private

Lodges did not

sustain a

higher rank than some of these celebrated meetings, for the
Kit-Cat, the Beefsteak, and other clubs were frequented by the no-

much

and most celebrated characters of that polished era.
"It was the organization of Freemasonry that gave it the distinctive character which elevated its pretensions above the common
routine of club-life, and although it is admitted that the members of
bility

the latter entertained a strong attachment to their several institu
tions, yet none were so enthusiastic as those who had enlisted in the

cause of masonry, as we may learn from the few testimonies which
mason of high standing, more than a century ago, thus
remain.
his
Masonry is the daughfeelings respecting the order
expresses

A

'

:

ter of heaven,

and happy are those who embrace

her.

By

it

youth

passed over without agitation, the middle age without anxiety,
and old age without remorse. Masonry teaches the way to content,
In short,
a thing almost unknown to the greater part of mankind.
is

its

ultimate resort
all

meddlers

is

in

to enjoy in security the things that are, to restate affairs or religion, or of a trifling nature

ject
to embrace those of real

moment and worthy tendency

with

;

fer-

vency and zeal unfeigned, as sure of being unchangeable as ending
in happiness.
They are rich without riches, intrinsically possessing
all desirable good, and have the less to wish for by enjoyment of
what they have.
Liberty, peace, and tranquillity are the only ob^
worthy of their diligence and trouble.'"
But this, as well as almost all the testimonies of that period
to its superior excellence, is confined exclusively to the practice and

jects
"

rewards of Christian morality.
"Modern revision has, however, extended the limits of scientific
investigation in the order of Freemasonry beyond what was in-

tended by those who decreed that the privileges of masonry should
no longer be restricted to operative masons, but extend to men of
'

•

" Pocket
Companion,"

p. 296.
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various professions, provided they
And Dr.
tiated into the order.'

were regularly approved and iniHemming and his associates, in

the year 1814, thought it expedient to introduce some peculiar disquisitions from the system of Pythagoras on the combinations of
the superfice, and the solid, to form rectangular,
quadrilateral, multilateral figures and the regular bodies,

the point, the
trilateral,

line,

the latter of which, on account of their singularity and the mysterious nature usually ascribed to them, were formerly known by the

name

of the five Platonic bodies and they were so highly regarded
by the ancient Geometricians that Euclid is said to have composed
his celebrated work on the Elements, chiefly for the purpose of disThese disquisiplaying some of their most remarkable properties.
;

tions usually conclude with an explanation of the forty-seventh problem of Euclid, which is called the Eureka of Pythagoras.
"
That great philosopher, Pythagoras, who, by the superiority of
his mind, infused a new spirit into the science and learning of

Greece, and founded the Italic sect, taught his disciples Geometry
that they might be able to deduce a reason for all their thoughts

and

actions,

and to ascertain correctly the truth or falsehood of any

proposition by the unerring process of mathematical demonstration.
Thus being enabled to contemplate the reality of things and to
detect imposture and deceit, they were pronounced to be on the

road to perfect happiness.
the

Pythagorean Lodges.

Such was the
It

is

discipline and teaching of
related that when Justin Martyr

applied to a learned Pythagorean to be admitted as a candidate
for the mysterious dogmata of his philosophy, he was asked whether,
as a preliminary step, he had already studied the sciences of Arithmetic, Music, Astronomy, and Geometry, which were esteemed the
four divisions of the mathematics and he was told that it was im;

possible to understand the perfection of beatitude without them, because they alone are able to abstract the soul from sensibles, and
to prepare it for intelligibles.
sence of these sciences no man

And

He

was further told that

in the ab-

able to contemplate what
because the candidate acknowledged his ignorance of

was refused admission

"Above

is

is

good.

them he

into the society.

other sciences or parts of the mathematics, however,
the followers of Pythagoras esteemed the doctrine of Numbers,
which thev believe to have been revealed to man by the celestial
deities.

all

And

they pronounced Arithmetic to be the most ancient

SYMBOLISM OF NUMBERS
of

the sciences, because, being naturally
rest with itself, but it is not taken

all

instance, animal

is first

nature before

in

it

takes

away with them.

For

first

away the

1737

man

generated,

for by taking

;

away

we take away man but by taking away man we do not take
animal.
They considered numbers extending to the decad, to
away
animal

;

be the cause of the essence of

all

teemed the creation of the world
nious effect

other things

;

and therefore

es-

nothing more than the harmoof a pure arrangement of number.
This idea was

adopted by Dryden
'

as

:

From harmony, from heavenly harmony,

This universal frame began
From harmony to harmony.
;

Through all the compass
The diapason closing full

of the notes
in

it

ran,

man.*

"

Pythagoras had another idea, as we are informed by Censorinus,
respecting the creation of the world, and taught that it was fashioned according to the principles of musical proportion that the
seven planets which govern the nativity of mortals have a harmO'
;

nious motion, and intervals corresponding to musical diastemes, and
render various sounds, according to their several distances, so perfectly consonant that they make the sweetest melody, but 'inaudible
to us by reason of the greatness of the noise, which the narrow pas-

sage of our ears

incapable of receiving.'
esteemed the monad to represent the great
and good Creator, under the name of Dis, or Zeus, or Zau and the
duad he referred to as the evil and counteracting principle or dae-

"And

is

further, he

;

as Plutarch expresses it, 'with a mass of matter.'
Porphyry adds, that the monad and duad of Pythagoras seem
to have been the same with Plato's peras and apeiro7i, \\\s finite awdi
the former of which two only is substaninfinite in his Philebus
tial, that first most simple Being, the cause of unity and the measure

mon, 'surrounded,'

And

;

of

all

things.

"According to the above doctrine, the monad was esteemed the
father of Number, and the duad its mother Xk^hence the universal
prejudice in favour of odd numbers, the father being had in greater
honour than the mother. Odd numbers being masculine, were considered perfect, and applicable to the celestial gods, while even numbers, being female, were considered imperfect, and given to the terrestrial and infernal deities.
Virgil has recorded several instances
;
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of this

favour of odd numbers.

in

predilection

Eclogue, he says (thus translated by Dryden)
'

In his eighth

:

Around his waxen image first I wind
Three woollen fillets of three colours

join'd

;

Thrice bind about his thrice-devoted head,
Which round the sacred altar thrice is led.

Unequal numbers please the
"

The Eastern

When

nations of the present day appear to reverse this
young persons are betrothed, the number of

two
principle.
letters in each of their
and

gods.'

names

is

subtracted the one from the other,
it is considered a favour-

the remainder be an even number,
able omen, but if it be odd, the inference
if

is

that the marriage will

be unfortunate.
"
Every tyro knows that odd numbers are masonic and if he
be ignorant of the reason why 3, 5, 7, and 11, have been adopted as
landmarks, let him apply to the Master of his Lodge for information, and he will then be satisfied of the wisdom of the appropriation, because number forms one of the pillars which contribute to
the support of scientific masonry, and constitutes an elementary
;

Thus, in the celebrated Pythagorean
principle of Geometry.
angle, consisting of ten points, the upper single dot or
is monad or unity, and represents a point, for Py-

tri-

jod

thagoras considered a point to correspond in proportion
to unity a line to 2 a superfice to 3 a solid to 4 and
he defined a point as a monad having position, and the
;

;

;

;

a line was thought to correspond with
was produced by the first motion from indivisible
A superfice was
nature, and formed the junction of two points.

beginning of

all

duality, because

things

;

it

compared to the number

three, because

it

is

the

which

first

of

all

causes

the principal of all
round figures, comprises a triad, in centre, space, circumference.
But a triangle, which is the first of all rectilineal figures, is included
in a ternary, and receives its form according to that number; and

that are found in figures

;

for a circle,

is

was considered by the Pythagoreans to be the author of all subThe four points at the base of the Pythagorean trilunary things.
angle correspond with a solid or cube, which combines the principles
of length, breadth, and thickness, for no solid can have less than
four extreme boundary points.
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"

Thus it appears that in applying number to physical things,
the system of Pythagoras terminated in a tetrad, while that of Aristotle, by omitting the point, limited the doctrine of magnitude to a
triad,

viz.,

line

— surface— body.

In

divine

things,

former philosopher profusely used the number
resented the three principal

attributes

of

however, the

three, because

the

Deity.

it

The

repfirst

whereof, as we are informed by Cudworth, is infinite with fecundity
the second infinite knowledge and wisdom and the last active and
From which divine attributes the Pythagoreans
perceptive power.
;

;

and Platonists seem to have framed

their trinity of archical hypossuch as have the nature of principles in the universe, and
which, though they be apprehended as several distinct substances
tases,

gradually subordinate to one another, yet they many times extend
the to Theion so far as to comprehend them all within it.
"
erties

While employed

in investigating the

which distinguish many of the

curious and unique prop-

digits,

we no

longer wonder

that the inhabitants of the ancient world, in their ignorance of the
mysterious secrets of science, and the abstruse doctrine of causes
effects, should have ascribed to the immediate interposition of
the Deity those miraculous results which may be produced by an
Even philosophy was
artful combination of particular numbers.

and

and the most refined theorists entertained singular fanwhich they were unable to solve without having recourse to
Hence the pseudo-science of Arithomancy,
supernatural agency.
or divination by numbers, became very prevalent in the ancient
world and was used by Pythagoras as an actual emanation of the
Deity.
By this means, according to Tzetzes, he not only was able
staggered

;

cies,

;

to foretell future events, but reduced the doctrine to a science, govrules, which he transmitted to posterity in his

erned by specific

Book 0/ Prognostics.
"

The ancients had a kind of onomantic arithmetic, the invention
which was in like manner ascribed to Pythagoras, whether truly
or not is of no importance here, in which the letters of the alphabet,
the planets, the day of the week, and the twelve zodiacal signs,
were assimilated with certain numbers and thus, by the use of preof

;

scribed tables, constructed astrologically according to the aspects,
qualities, dignities, and debilities of the planets relatively towards
the twelve signs, etc., the adept would authoritatively pronounce an

opinion on questions affecting

life

and death, good and

evil fortune,
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It
journeys, detection of theft, or the success of an enterprise.
must be confessed, however, that these predictions were not always

down in different systems varied so esmagician was frequently puzzled to select
an appropriate interpretation.
The numeral system has been introduced into the modern practice of astrolog}% and very important results appear to depend on the trine, quartile, and sextile aspect of
correct

;

for the rules laid

sentially that the wisest

the planets in the horoscope.
"
Something of this sort was used by the Jewish cabalists and
hence one of the rules of their cabala was called gemetria, or numeration, which was chiefly confined to the interpretation of their
;

sacred writings.
The letters of the Hebrew language being numerals, and the whole Bible being composed of different combinations of those letters, it was supposed that the correct meaning of
difficult passages could only be ascertained by resorting to their
numerical value.
The Talmudists entertained an opinion that the

mystery of numbers was actually taught in their scriptures because
after the idolatrous priests of Baal had accepted the challenge of
Elijah, that prophet constructed his altar of twelve stones, corresponding with the twelve tribes of Israel but they say that when
he took this number for the special purpose of conciliating the fa;

;

vor of Jehovah, it was not merely because the sons of Jacob were
twelve in number, but because that particular number was sup-

posed to contain a profound and unfathomable mystery.
"
Divination by numbers was not confined to Jewish or heathen
nations, but occupied much attention at different periods of Chris-

and superstitious properties, I am afraid, are still attached
to particular numbers, as forming climacterics, or grand climacterics
for the days of a man's life are usually considered to be affecttianity

;

;

ed by the septenary year, which, as it is frequently believed, produces considerable changes in both body and mind.
But the most
remarkable change in a person's life is at the climacteric, or 7 x 7, 49
years

;

or the grand climacteric, 7x9, 63 years or 9 x 9, 81 years
is conceived to be
fraught with a peculiar fatality.
;

;

each of which

And

there are

numbers of persons, even

in the nineteenth century,
of terror, and es-

who contemplate these periods with some degree
teem it a relief when they have passed away.
"The exalted ideas which were entertained by

the ancient poets

and philosophers respecting the mysterious properties of numbers,

SYMBOLISM OF NUMBERS
may
made

be estimated from the superstitious uses to which they were
subservient in all countries, whether inhabitants were savages

or refined.
at
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ten

The former saw

and

;

number
amount of

that the

this constituted

the

of his fingers

ended
'

his

It

knowledge.

When

on
formed the standard of all his computations.
his warpath, was asked the number of his enemies, if few, he would
And in whathold one or more of his fingers if many, them all.
a savage,

;

manner his ideas of units might be designated, the calculation
would always end in ten. Thus, in Homer, Proteus counts his seacalves by fives, or in other words by the number of fingers on his
Several nations in the wilds of America have to this day no
hand.
ever

other instruments of calculation.
of the truth of what

I

now

It is

another strong presumption
all civilized nations count

advance, that

by tens tens of tens, or hundreds tens of hundreds, or thousands
and so on, but always from ten to ten. We can discover no reason
why this number should be chosen rather than any other for the
;

;

;

term of numeration, except the primitive practice of counting by
the fingers."

'

"Arithmetical operations," says the Abbe Pluche, "were facilitated and shortened first by the use of counters, and afterwards by
Thus the Romans, when they had a mind
figures or chalked letters.
to express unity, either held up one finger or chalked the figure
I.

To

express the succeeding numbers they drew 11, iii, 11 11.
five they depressed the three middle fingers, and ex-

For the number

tended the thumb and

little

finger only,

which formed the V.

They

by putting two V's, one upon the other, thus X, or by
Then they combined the
them
together, which formed X.
joining
X, the V, and the i, till they came up to fifty, or five tens, which
signified ten

they expressed by laying the five upon its side thus, <. The figure
hundred was marked
in this posture assumed the form of an L.

A

which was subsequently
expressed by LC, and a
thousand by CL3. These figures were afterwards changed, the one
The Greeks and Hebrews
into D, and the other into CL3, or M.
with two L's put one upon the other
rounded into a C. Five hundred was

employed the

letters of

[,

the alphabet ranged in order, to express

all

imaginable numbers.
"

Amongst

these sages, the
'

Goguet,

"

Monad

represented the throne of

Origin of Laws," vol.

iv., p.

216.
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the

Omnipotent Deity, placed in the centre of the empyrean, to
T. G. A. O. T. U., by whom all things were made and
This disposition was symbolised by the ^i^
preserved.
hierogram of a point within a circle or equilateral (
J
indicate

•

^~^

/A

triangle, to exemplify equally the unity of the divine
essence, and His eternity, having neither beginning of years nor end
of days.
And this deduction appears perfectly reasonable, because

Monad or Point is the original and cause of
God is the cause of all things, being

the

system, as

whom

Creator on

the entire numeral
the only and great

everything depends for, if there were more allpowerful Beings than one, none would be independent, nor would all
perfection be centred in one individual, neither formally by reason
:

'

of their distinction, nor eminently and virtually, for then one should
have power to produce the other, and that nature which is producible
is not divine.
But all acknowledge God to be absolutely and infinitely
perfect, in

whom

all

perfections imaginable, which are simply such,
all others which
imply any mi.xture

must be contained formally, and

of perfection, virtually.' "'
Sthenidas the Locrian says, "The first god is conceived to be
the father both of gods and men, because he is mild to everything

which

is

in

subjection

providential regard.
of all things, but he

to him,

Nor
is

and never ceases to govern with

he alone satisfied with being the maker
the nourisher, the preceptor of everything
is

and the legislator to all things equally.
The universal symbol by which this great Being was designated,

beautiful,
"
vis.,

the point within a circle,

it

may

some degree of minuteness, because it
One
important emblems of masonry.
ophers of
tus,

whom

be necessary to explain with
constitutes one of the most
of the earliest heathen philos-

history gives any account was Hermes Trismegis-

and he describes the Maker of the universe as 'an

intelligible

sphere whose centre is everywhere, and whose circumference cannot
be defined,' because the universe is boundless, and He existed from
all

eternity.

'Thou

art the

David expressed a similar sentiment when he said,
We are told
same, and Thy years will have no end.'

Persians, when they wished to pay a high respect to the
Deity, ascended to the top of a high mountain, and expanding both
hands, they prayed to Him in the name of 'the circle of heaven.

that the

'

Pearson on the Creed, Art.

i.
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In like manner, the Jews entertained a belief that 'the heaven of
heavens could not contain Him.' The Romans placed a circular
as in the circumference
target as a symbol of the Deity, because,
is but one point at its centre, and can be no more, so in the
whole circumference of the universe there can be only one perfect
and powerful God nor is it possible there should be another.
"
I
have received a suggestion from a very intelligent brother
He says
respecting this symbol, which merits consideration.

there

;

:

When

W. M.

the

elect enters into the obligation of an

Installed

Master, the brethren form a circle round him, he being in the
and in this situation he is said to be the representative of
centre
Solomon, the son of David. Now, as this is unquestionably a
;

Christian degree, I understand this son David to be a figurative
The W. M. is then
expression for the Redeemer of mankind.
specially intrusted with the Holy Scriptures and invested with a

jewel which

is

emblematical thereof, and

it

then becomes his duty

to exhort his brethren to search those Scriptures, because they contain the words of eternal life, and testify to the divinity of Christ.

Searching implies something

lost

;

and our ancient brethren, the

by an untimely death, their
assembled together in
Lodge here below. He promised, that when two or three were
gathered together in His name. He would be in the midst of them;
and cheered by the recollection, they were naturally led to hope
that He would always be found in the centre of their circle, whenever regularly assembled together in a just and perfect Lodge
early Christians, after they had

Lord and Master, remembered

God and

lost,

that while

In like manner, we are reSt. John.
symbol that He is always in the midst of us
all-seeing eye is always upon us, and therefore exhorted
to discharge our duty towards Him and our fellow-creatures with
freedom, fervency, and zeal.^
"
The Monad, amongst the Grecian philosophers, was a symbol

dedicated to

minded by
that His

—

holy

that sacred

of the hermaphrodite deity, or junction of the sexes, because it parIn a mysterious passage of the Yajur Veda,
takes of two natures.
Brahma is spoken of, after his emanation from the golden egg, as

he therefore
experiencing fear at being alone in the universe
the existence of another, and instantly became masculo;

willed

^

This refers to the Ancient Method of installing a worshipful Master. (W.R.S.)
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The two

feminine.

sexes thus existing in one god were

immedi

ately, by another act of volition, divided in twain, and became man
and wife. This tradition seems to have found its way into Greece
for the Androgyne of Plato is but another version of this Oriental

;

Monad

the

If

myth.

even, and

called Jupiter, because

Vesta or

also

be added to an odd number,

to an even

if

number,

it

makes

it

it

odd.

it makes it
Hence it was

stands at the head of gods and

Fire, because like the point within a circle,

men
it is

;

and

seated

It was also called the Throne of Jupifrom the great power which the centre has in the universe being

in the midst of the world.
ter,

able to restrain

its general circular motion, as if the
custody of the
things were constituted therein.
"
Plutarch tells us that Numa built a temple in an orbicular form

Maker

of

all

for the preservation of the sacred fire
intending by the fashion of
the edifice to shadow out, not so much the earth as the whole
;

in the centre of which the Pythagoreans placed Fire,
which they called Vesta and Unity. The Persians worshipped the

universe

;

circumference, but it could only refer to the apparent course of the
sun in the firmament, which is the boundary of common observation
for the real circumference is far beyond the comprehension of
;

finite
circle,

artists

man. And the sun, under the symbol of a point within a
was the great object of worship amongst the Dionysian
who built the Temple of Solomon.

"The Monad further signified Chaos, the father of life, substance, the cause of Truth, reason, and the receptacle of all things.
Also in greater and lesser it signified equal in intention and remis;

middle

sion,

because

The
and

;

in

cabalists considered that the
like a

in the

of the

hidden

fire, is

wisdom of God,
first

principle

;

in

time,

one part of time which

consists in

it

mean

multitude,

is

first

now,
is

the

present,

always present.^

eternal principle

is

magical,

eternally known in its colours, in the figure,
as in a looking-glass.
The magical centre
fire,

which

is

as a spirit, without palpable

substance."

the

"The learned Aben Ezra, on the i ith chapter of Daniel, says
number one is in a manner the cause of all numbers, and

that
it

is

besides a complete number it causes multiplication and remainder,
And in another place he says,
but does not admit of either itself.
;

'

"

Macrob.

in

somn,"

1.

i.,

s.

6.

THEODORE

S.

PARVIN
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founded on the unit one.' The sage Latif observes
According to Euclid, in his second definition of the
seventh book, numbers are formed of many units but unity being
indivisible, has no composition, nor is it a number, but the fountain
and mother of all numbers. Being the cause of all numbers, they
Thus 2 is twice i 3 is three
are formed by a plurality of units.
so that all numbers require the Monad, vi^hile it exists
units, etc.
by itself without requiring any other. All which is to be considered of the first cause for as one is no number, but the cause and
beginning of number, so the First Cause has no affinity to creatures,
but is the cause and beginning of them they all stand in need of
Him, and He requires assistance from none. He is all in all, and
The Jewish Raball are included in Him in the most simple unity.
bins agree that He is One, and there is no unity like His in the unithe nearest idea that we can form of Him is symbolized by
verse
'

Numbers

are

the same.

;

;

;

;

;

;

the unit or figure one.^
"

The Pythagoreans say, the Monad is the
From the Monad came the indeterminate
things.
'

principle of

all

duad, as matters
from the Monad and indetermi-

Monad,
subjected to the cause.
nate duad Numbers, from numbers
;

lines

;

Points, points

;

Lines, from

Solids, from these solid Bodies,
Superfices, from superfices
of all which,
elements are four, Fire, Water, Air, Earth
;

;

whose

;

transmuted, and totally changed, the World consists.'
"
But Freemasonry has a peculiar preference for the monad, which
produces some very striking and remarkable coincidences in every
In an old ritual of the Fellow-Craft's degree,
nation under the sun.
'^

last century, we find the following pasto
the first step of the winding staircase,
reference
equally
sage
the Point, and the letter
God, the great Architect of the UniIn a
verse, whom it is at all times our duty to worship and obey.'

used about the middle of the
in

G

ritual still

pressed,

or

He

more

vz's.,

that

'

:

same meaning is rather differently exGrand Architect and Contriver of the Universe

ancient, the

'the

;

was taken up

topmost pinnacle of the Holy

to the

Temple.'^
"
This acknowledgment of the divine unity, or point within either
a circle or a triangle, was common to all the systems of Spurious

Freemasonry that ever

existed,

'

Manasseh ben

2

" Laert." in

from India and Japan to the ex-

Israel.

vit.

Pyth.

"

Concil.," vol., p. 105.
'
Oliver.
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tremest West, including the Goths, the Celts, and the aboricrincs of
America. All acknowledge the unity of T. G. A. O. T. U., whether
involved in the deepest ignorance, or refined by civilization and a

knowledge of philosophy and

The

science.

sages of Greece, through

a series of wire-drawn reasoning, came to the same conclusion as the
uninformed savages of Britain, Scandinavia, Mexico, or Peru.^
"
Zoroaster is sublime in his description of the Deity but he
had enjoyed the advantage of associating with the learned Jews at
;

Babylon, and from them, doubtless, he had acquired

his knowledge.
taught that God is the first incorruptible, eternal, unmade, indivisible, not like anything, the author of all good, the wisest of the

He

'

:

wise, the father of justice, self-taught and absolutely perfect.'
aximenes, the follower of Thales, like his master, was a bold

Anand

subtle reasoner, and called everything by its proper name.
He
denominated the one God Zeus, by which he intended to intimate

we breathe. He is infinite, omnipresent, and eternal.
Trajan, in a conversation WMth the Rabbi Joshua, hear-

that, like the air

The Emperor

I
ing the latter say that God is everywhere present,' observed,
should like to see Him.'
'God's presence is indeed everywhere,'
replied Joshua, 'but He cannot be seen; no mortal eye can behold
'

His

The Emperor

glory.'

we

try
sented.

'

'

insisted.

Well,' said Joshua, 'suppose

one of His ambassadors.'
The Rabbi took him into the open

first

The Emperor con-

to look at

noonday, and bid
cannot the light
dazzles me.'
Thou art unable,' said Joshua, 'to endure the light of
His creatures, and canst thou expect to behold the resplendent glory
of the Creator?
Would not such a sight annihilate you ?'*

him look

at the

sun

in his

meridian splendor.

at
'

I

—

'

"

Xenophanes, the principal leader of the Aleatic
and described that Great Being,

tained the same belief

;

admitted to be incomprehensible, as

sect,

enter-

whom

they

'

incorporeal, in substance,
and figure globular and in no respect similar to man. That He is
all sight and hearing, but does not breathe.
That He is all things;
all

;

mind and wisdom

not generate, but eternal, impassible, and
Parmenides held that the principle of all things is
one but that it is immovable.' Sophocles assures us that in his
time, the belief in one God, who made heaven and earth, was prevalent among those who had been initiated into the Greater mysteries.
the

;

'

immutable.'
;

'

Oliver.

^

Goodhugh's "Lectures on Bibliographic;il Literature."
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"

Socrates and his pupil Plato maintained the same opinion.
name of God,' said they, we mean the parent of the world
the builder of the soul the maker of heaven and earth whom it is
'

By

'

the

;

;

difficult to

know by

;

reason of His incredible power; and

if

known,

impossible to clothe our knowledge in words.'
Anaxagoras
contended for the supreme government of one God, but acknowlit

is

edged that he was unable to comprehend his nature. His pupil, Euripides, however, was more fortunate, for he discovered the omnipresence of the Deity and confessed it by asking whether it is possible to confine Him within the wall of a temple built with hands?
Protagoras was banished by the Athenians for impiety in declaring
that he knew nothing of the gods, because in so short a life it was
;

'

impossible to acquire a knowledge of them.'
"
Zeno taught the unity and eternity, of the Deity. Plutarch,
learned in all the rites and doctrines of the Spurious Freemasonry
of Egypt and Greece, expresses himself plainly on this point in his
treatise of Isis

and

ples that 'Jove
the sea.'"

made

Aristides believed and taught his disci-

Osiris.
all

existing things, in the earth, the heavens, or

Thus was the doctrine of the Monad or unity, the first point in
the Pythagorean Triangle, carried out in these early ages, and
among an idolatrous people for however they might worship an
;

number

of intelligences, they had discrimination enough
to perceive that there could be only one Being of unbounded power,
because a duplication of such beings would circumscribe the potency
indefinite

of each individual, and destroy his omnipotence and immutability.
"
"
It was idle," says Bryant,
in the ancients to make a disquisition
about the identity of any god, as compared with another; and to

adjudge him to Jupiter rather than to Mars, to Venus rather than

According to Diodorus, some think that Osiris is Serapis
is
Dionysus others still, that he is Pluto; many take
him for Zeus or Jupiter, and not a few for Pan."
"
The twofold reason of diversity and inequality, and of everything that is divisible in mutation, and exists sometimes one way,
sometimes another, the Pythagoreans called Duad, for the nature of
the Duad in particular things is such.
These reasons were not conDiana.

others that he

;

;

fined to the Italic sect, but other philosophers also have left certain
unitive powers which comprise all things in the universe
and
;

amongst them there

are certain reasons of quality,

dissimilitude.
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and diversity. Now these reasons, that the way of teaching might
be more perspicuous, they called by the names of Monad and Duad
but it is all one amongst them if they be called biform, or equali,

'
form, or diversiform."
"
From such definitions and principles it will not be difficult to
see that the Duad was sufficiently comprehensive to admit of a vast

number

and therefore the prolific fancy of poets and
it a
variety of remarkable qualities. Being
even it was esteemed an unlucky number, and dedicated to the
malignant genii and the infernal deities, because it conveyed to the
mind ideas of darkness, delusion, versatility, and unsteady conduct."*
For this reason, the Pythagoreans spoke of two kinds of
"
whereof that which indulgeth to the belly and to lasciviouspleasure,
ness, by profusion of wealth, they compared to the murderous songs
of the Syrens the other, which consists in things honest and just,
of references

;

philosophers assigned to

;

comprising

all

the necessary indulgences of life, is quite as attracand does not bring repentance in its train." ^ The

tive as the former,

Duad was considered indefinite and indeterminate, because no perfigure can be made from two points only, which, if united,
would merely become a right line whence a notion was originated
fect

;

and superfluous in its applicamisfortune, from a general
belief in its unpropitious qualities
and discord, because in music
that which renders dissonances grating, is, that the sounds which
form them, instead of uniting to produce harmony, are heard each
that

it is

defective in

its

tion to the sciences.

principles,

It signified

also
;

two distinct sounds, though produced at one and the
Brand tells us^ that there is a little history extant of
the unfortunate reigns of William II., Henry II., Edward II.,
Richard II., Charles II., and James II., entitled " Numerus In"
"
faustus
in the preface to which the author says,
Such of the
of
as
were
the
of
Second
kings
England
any name, proved very
by

itself as

same

time.

;

unfortunate princes."
"
The number two was referred to Juno, because she was the sisand wife of Jove ;^ and hence the Duad became a symbol of
On this subject Hierocles says two things are necessary
marriage.

ter

all men in order to
pass through life in a becoming manner, viz.,
the aid of kindred, and sympathetic benevolence.
But we cannot

to

'

*

Porph.,

"

"

Hist. Phil.," p. 32.

Pop. Ant.," vol.

iii.,

p.

145.

a
^

"

'

Vit. Pyth.," p. 84.
Ibid.,
Porph.,
Mart. Capel., " Eulog. in somn. Scrip."

p. 25.
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nor anything more
anything more sympathetic than a wife,
kindred than children, both of which are afforded by marriage.

find

to produce these two beneficial effects, Callicratides gives the
Wedlock should be coadapted to the
following excellent advice

And

'

:

so that the husband and wife may not
peculiar tone of the soul,
but also in adverse, fortonly accord with each other in prosperous,
It is requisite, therefore, that the husband should be the regune.

The regulator, indeed, in
his wife.
the master, in governbut
her
affairs
to
attention
paying diligent
and
the preceptor in teachover
her
and
authority
exercising
ing
inof her such thinijs as are fit for her to know.'
" But how unfortunate soever the Duad
have been esteemed
ulator, master,

and preceptor of

;

;

may

as a general principle, it was not devoid of its share of beneficent
that were malignant or forbidproperties to balance against those
said the Paracelsic Lectures of Contitwo
The
principles,'
ding.
nental Masonry, are not always at strife, but sometimes in league
'

'

with each other, to produce good. Thus death and anguish are the
To the abyss it gives
cause of Fire, but fire is the cause of Life.
stina:
O and fierceness, else there would be no mobility. To the Light

— world, essence,

,1.,

'

would be no production but an eternal
To the world it gives both essence and springing,
Arcanum.
whence it becomes the cause of all things.' The Duad was defined
else there

by the Pythagoreans, the only principle of purity yet not even,
It was an
nor evenly ev^ n, nor unevenly even, nor evenly uneven.'
emblem of fortitude and courage, and taught that as a man ought to
do no wrong, neither ought he to suffer any, without due sense and
modest resentment of it and therefore, according to Plutarch, the
Ephori laid a mulct upon Sciraphidas, because he tamely submitted
to many injuries and affronts, concluding him perfectly insensible
to his own interest, as he did not boldly and honestly vindicate his
reputation from the wrongs and aspersion which had been cast upon
under the impression that he would be equally dull and listless
it
'

;

;

'

;

\x\

the defence of his country,

if

it

should be attacked by a hostile

invader.'

"

The Duad was

elevated by the ancient philosophers of the
symbol of Justice, because of its two equal parts.
Hence Archytas, who was a follower of Pythagoras, says, The
manners and pursuits of the citizens should be deeply tinctured
Italic sect

into a

'

with justice

;

for this will cause

them

to be sufficient to themselves.
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and
due
in

be the means of distributing to each of them
him according to his desert. For thus also the

will

to

a circle through the zodiac,

that

which

is

sun,

moving

distributes to everything

on the

earth, generation, nutriment, and an appropriate portion of life
administering, as if it were a just and equitable legislation, the ex^
cellent temperature of the seasons.'
"
It signified also science, because the demonstration of an un:

known number or fact is produced from syllogistic reasonings on
some other number or fact which is known and this is deducible
;

It was further considered as a symbol of the
by the aid of science.
soul, which is said to be divided into two parts, the rational and the
the latter being subdivided into the irascible and the
irrational
;

appetitive.

The

rational part enables us to arrive at the truth by
while the irrational uniformly im-

contemplation and judgment
pels the soul to evil.
cither true or false and

;

And

;

it
signifies Opinion, which must be
Harmony, whence the ancients introduced

banquets along with wine that by its harmonious
it might prove an antidote to the latter,
Vvhich being drank intemperately, renders both mind and body im-

music

at their

;

order and soothing effect
becile."

"The Pythagorean philosophy," says
Monad and Duad were a symbol of the

Reuchlin,* "taught that the
principles of the universe
;

when we make

inquiry into the causes and origin of all things
what sooner occurs than one or two ? That which we first behold
for

with our eyes is the same, and not another that which we first
conceive in our mind is Identity and Alterity one and two.
Alcmaeon affirmed two to be many, which, he said, were contrarieties,
yet unconfined and indefinite, as white and black, sweet and bitter,

—
;

good and

evil,

great and small.

These multiplicitous

diversities the

Pythagoreans designed by the number Ten, as proceeding from the
Duad viz., finite and infinite, even and odd, one and many, right
and left, male and female, steadfast and moved, straight and crooked,
These pairs are two, and
light and darkness, square and oblong.
therefore contrary
they are reduced all into ten, that being the
;

;

most perfect number, as containing more kinds of numeration than
the first uncomthe rest even, odd
square, cube
long, plain
pounded, and first compounded, than which nothing is more ab;

;

'

"

Fragments"

of Archytas. p. i6.

;

;

'

" A. Cabal.,"

I., ii.,

p. 2.
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numbers

since in ten proportions four cubic
all things consist."

are

consum-

mated, of which
"

Categories, reducible in two, Substance and Accident, both
springing from one essence for ten so loves two, that from one
The first Ternary is
it proceeds to two, and by it reverts into one.
one having no
of one and two, not compounded but consistent
;

;

makes no composition

an unit, whilst an unit, hath no
There being nothing before
position, nor a point whilst a point.
two is not compounded of numone, we rightly say, one is first
position,

;

;

bers, but a co-ordination

of units only.

It

therefore the

is

first

not commensurable by any
number, being the first multitude
number, but by a unit, the common measure of all number for
so that the multitude which is called
one, two, is nothing but two
Triad, arithmeticians term the first number uncompounded, the
Duad being not an uncompounded number, but rather not com;

;

;

*

pounded."
"

The Chinese

philosophers entertained similar fancies about the
is formed by a
mixture of red and black.

color of blue, which

This

'

color,

they say,

being the color of heaven, represents the

and passive principle reunited in one the male and female,
the obscure and brilliant.
All corporeal beings are produced by
inapprehensible nature, emanating from blue, which forms the
In the science of astrology, which
origin of all subtile natures.'
was very prevalent half a century ago, the signs were invested with
Thus it was said that Taurus was designated
significant colors.
by white mixed with citron Aries and Gemini, by white and red
Cancer, green and russet
Leo, red and green Virgo, black speckactive

;

;

;

;

led with blue

;

Libra, black or dark

;

crimson

;

Scorpio,

brown

;

Sagittarius, yellow or green
Capricorn, black or russet Aquarius,
a sky color or blue
and Pisces by a brilliant white."
"
Nor were the Jews destitute of a respect for the number two
;

;

;

;

which was indeed inculcated in the Mosaical writings. Thus while
the clean beasts were admitted into the ark of Noah by sevens, the
unclean ones were allowed to enter by pairs. The angels that were
deputed to destroy Sodom were two Lot had two daughters the
sons of Isaac and the daughters of Laban were each two in number,
as were also the sons of Joseph.
Moses was directed to make two
;

'

Colebrook, " Philosophy of the Hindus,"

;

p. 21.
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cherubim

;

remembrance on the

the Onyx-stones of

high-priest's

shoulders were two, to symbolize the Sun and Moon, as Josephus
but Beda thinks they were emblematical of the faith and
says
;

practice of the patriarchs and prophets, while others suppose, with
greater probability, that the high-priest bore them on his shoulders
to prefigure the

manner

The Jewish

in

which Christ was to bear the

His

sins of

offerings were frequently directed to be

by
two lambs, two pigeons, two turtles, two kids, etc. The
waive loaves were two and the shewbread was placed on the table
in two rows; the silver trumpets to direct the march of the Israelites in the wilderness were the same number."
"Again, Joshua erected two monuments on passing the river
Jordan, one in the bed of the river, and the other on its banks the
temples of Solomon and of Gaza were each supported on two
Jeroboam made two golden calves, and set them up at Dan
pillars
and Bethel
there were two witnesses against Naboth, as the
Mosaic law required in cases affecting human life and two bears
were sent to vindicate the character of Elisha. In the case of
people.
pairs

;

as

;

;

;

;

;

Naaman

the Syrian, we find the use of this
two mules' burden of earth two

number fully exempliyoung men of the sons
of the prophets
two talents^ two changes of garments two serIn the visions of Daniel the ram had two horns and
vants, etc.
in Zachariah we have two olive-trees, two anointed ones, and two
staves called Beauty and Bands, an emblem of brotherhood.
Simified in the

—

—

—

—

;

lar

coincidences might be found in the Gospels, but the detail
tedious, and the result without utility, as far as regards

would be

'

Freemasonry."
"
In our system, the principle of the duad is plainly enunciated
(although two is not esteemed a masonic number) in the two Pillars
of the porch of Solomon's Temple, which were placed in that situa-

by the wise and judicious monarch, to commemorate the
the former of which
remarkable pillar of a cloud and of fire
proved a light and guide to the Israelites in their escape from their
Egyptian oppression the other represents the cloud which proved

tion

;

;

the destruction of Pharaoh and his host

in their

attempt to follow

them through the depths of the Red Sea. Our noble and illustrious Grand Master placed them in this conspicuous situation, that
Oliver.
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memorable event in their recollection,
and coming out from divine worship."
In the spurious Freemasonry of some ancient nations, this principle of duality was extended to support the doctrine of a good and
the Jews might have that

both in going

in

power, who possessed almost equal government in this lower
world and the prosperity or decadence of a nation was supposed
to be produced by the superiority of one or other of these beings,
In Persia
which, however, was esteemed, in most cases, accidental.
the doctrine attained its climax.
Oromases was Light, and Ahrievil

;

man. Darkness.

Hyde says, "The Magi did not look upon the two principles as
co-eternal, but believed that light was eternal, and that darkness was
produced in time ;^ and the origin of this evil principle they account
manner
Light can produce nothing but light, and can
never be the origin of evil how then was evil produced ? Light,
they say, produced several beings, all of them spiritual, luminous,
and powerful but their chief, whose name was Ahriman, had an
for in this

:

;

;

He doubted, and by that doubtthought contrary to the light.
From hence proceeded all evils, dissension,
ing he became dark.
malice, and everything also of a contrary nature to the light. These
two principles made war upon one another, till at last peace was

evil

concluded, upon condition that the lower world should be in subafter which space of
jection to Ahriman for seven thousand years
;

time, he

is

to surrender back the world to the Light."

In countries where the

^

two

principles were represented by two
serpents, the solstitial colures were described under these symbols

Thus

Egyptian hieroglyphics, two serpents intersecting each
These
angles, upon a globe, denoted the earth.
rectangular intersections were at the solstitial points.^ The Teuin the

other at right
tonic

Masonry

of the last century thus explained the two principles
"
From the eternal centre is made the

of Light and Darkness

:

eternal substantiality as a body or weakness, being a sinking down,
and the spirit is a springing up, whence comes motion, penetration,

and when the spirit created the substantiality
into an image, breathing the spirit of the Trinity into it, the whole
essences, even all forms of nature, the power of Light and Dark-

and multiplication

'

2

;

Darkness is the absence of
" Rel. Ant.

Hyde,

'Jablonski,

light,

Pers.," c.

" Panth.
Eg.,"

ix.,

cold

is

the absence of heat.

p. 163.

I., i., c. 4,

cited

by Deane,

p. 73.

— Editor.
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and the whole eternity, it instantly blossomed and became the
In the Darkness is the genetrix, in
paradise or angelical world.
the Light is the wisdom
the first imaged by devils, the other by
ncss,

:

angels, as a similitude of the whole eternal being, to speak as a
creature.
And Lucifer, imaging beyond the meekness of the
Trinity, kindled in himself the matrix of Fire,

and that of nature

becoming corporeal, then was the second form of the matrix, viz.,
the meekness of the substantiality enkindled, whence water originated, out of which was made an heaven to captivate the fire, and
of that Fire and Water came the Stars."

CHAPTER

IV

LEGENDS AND SYMBOLS IN THE SEVERAL DEGREES OF MASONRY

OST

Masonic writers of recent date have assumed that Speculative Masonry was founded

upon the legends and symbols of antiquity. Dr.
A. G. Mackey, in the preface to his valuable
work on Symbolism of Freemasonry, says "Of
the various modes of communicating instruction
to the uninformed, the Masonic student is partictwo namely, the instruction by legends, and
:

ularly interested in
It is to these two, almost exclusively, that he is
that by symbols.
indebted for all that he knows, and for all that he can know, of the
;

is taught in the institution.
All its mysits philosophy, are intrusted,
constitute
which
dogmas,
for communication, to the neophyte, sometimes to one, sometimes
to the other of these two methods of instruction, and sometimes to
both of them combined. The Freemason has no way of reaching
any of the esoteric teachings of the Order except through the me-

philosophic system which

teries

and

dium of

its

a legend or a symbol."

be regretted that the most important legends of
and represented, when the degrees
communicated
Masonry
are conferred, as to impress upon the minds of the candidates the
"
allegories," which were originally designed
realisms, rather than the
as "veils" to conceal the "moral principles" of the system, and
It is greatly to

are so

"
which are also illustrated by symbols."
no documentary evidence of the truthfulness of
have
Legends
Such are the legends in the
the narrative or any authenticity.
Masonic degrees. There is no authenticity whatever for the statements or representations. In fact, strict adherence to authentic

history as contained in the "Great Light" of
tradicts the details of all the Masonic legends

Masonry

itself,

con-

hence we arrive at
the truthfulness of the allegorical system, which was originally designed to teach the morality contained in the Institution.
1755
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The

three degrees of Freemasonry arc in themselves allerepresenting certain important principles in their enumeration.
First, the introduction into Masonic Life and Light.
first

gorical,

—

—

Secondly, the progress during life in instruction the life-work
education in all branches of useful knowledge.
Thirdly, the decadence, death, and final disposition of the body,
the immortality of the soul.

its

resurrection,

and

In each of these degrees symbolisms are introduced, teaching
important truths, which are calculated to impress upon the mind the
value of the great moral principles thus visibly represented.
Step

by step, as the candidate advances in each degree, he learns the
value of the gradation in moral lessons, by which his future life is to
All of these are primarily referable to his first declarabe guided.
tion of "Faith in God," "Hope in Immortality," and "Charity or

Love

to

all

Mankind."

we recognize the several "duties" incumbent upon all
men, which were inculcated in every system of morality taught by the
ancient patriarchs and philosophers our duty to God. our duty to
In these are found the realisms
ourselves, and our duty to all men.
of Masonry, and not in our legends and allegories, by which they
are veiled and concealed.
Of what value to us, at the present day, are the representations
of the manner in which the Craftsmen and Apprentices were distributed when the Temple of Solomon was under construction ? Or
when and how they received their wages ? Every step, from the
first admission of a candidate to the ante-room of a regularly conIn these

—

X

until he has become an obligated Mason, has its
His preparation, admission, and subsequent progress
is marked by a lesson, which it is intended shall be carefully studied
by the candidate for his future guidance in life. The following
sections of that degree are lessons, explanatory and instructive, in
The first section of the second and third dethe art of Masonry.
to
that
of the first and the following sections are
are
similar
grees
The instructions in all three of
strictly instructive and allegorical.
The
these degrees is by symbols and emblematical representations.

stituted

lodge,

moral lesson.

;

—

science of symbolism is perhaps as old as any other science
the
learning of the ancient world was originally conveyed by symbolism.

At

the present day philosophy treats only on abstract propositions.
Freemasonry, however, retaining its traditions, continues the ancient
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method

as the best

means

of

its

moral lessons

imparting
— which word, derived from
the Greek, means

bols

thing by another.

— by

sym-

compare one

This method of instruction, or "object teach-

ing," is employed in schools at the present day.
The "legend" is a spoken symbol
of poetry.

Masonic teaching,

to
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in

some

countries

merely recited or read in both,
mind important moral truths. It

is

;

it

is
is

It is

and

the language

is

an acted drama,

employed
in others

in
it

designed to convey to the

is the province of the initiated
candidate to investigate these symbols and allegories to draw out from
them the philosophies and moral lesson concealed by them. It has

been well said that " Freemasonry is the Science of Morality, veiled
and illustrated by Symbols." We personally do not
claim for Freemasonry the title of a science, but we do insist that it
in Allegory,

comprehends all true philosophy. Its fundamental principle, is a
belief in God, without which there can be neither morality or philosThe second principle taught in Masonry is the immortality
ophy.
of the soul and the third principle is the resurrection of the body.
These constitute the philosophy of Freemasonry. It is upon these
;

In the belief
principles that all the ancient religions were founded.
of all the ancients in a Deity, we find a multiplicity of gods yet, in
all of them, there was a chief god, who was so far above all the others
;

as to constitute a distinct

Deity.

Most

of these ancient religions

contemplated a Triune God.
is now received under the
were
exercised
in the Antediluvian
Freemasonry,
appellation
World revived by Noah after the flood practised by mankind at
the building of Babel, conveniences for which were undoubtedly
contrived in the interior of that celebrated edifice and at the dis-

"The

rites of

that

science which

of

;

;

;

persion spread with every settlement, already deteriorated by the
gradual innovations of the Cabiric Priests and modelled into a form,
the great outlines of which are distinctly to be traced in the myste-

every heathen Nation, exhibiting the shattered remains of
one true system whence they were all derived.
" The rites of
idolatry were indeed strikingly similar and generally deduced from parallel practices, previously used by the true
Masons for idolatry was an imitative system, and all its ceremonies and doctrines were founded on the general principles of the
ries of

;

If the patriarch united in his own person the
patriarchal religion.
offices of king, priest, and prophet, the secret assemblies of

three
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were also governed by a Triad, consisting of three supreme
if
primitive Masonry was a system of Light, the initiated
heathen equally paid divine honors to the Sun, as the source of
idolatry

offices

;

by circumambulating in the cotirse of that luminary, during
ceremony of initiation."
"
The Mysteries of the Cabiric
Sammes, in his Britannia^ says
rites were accounted so sacred and powerful that whosoever was
initiated in them, immediately secured, as they thought, some extraordinary gifts of holiness, and that in all their dangers they had
a present remedy and expedient about them to deliver and rescue
them but that which most affected the Pnoenicians was a confidence they had that those religious ceremonies preserved them from
dangers by sea; therefore it is no wonder that, arriving in Britain,
they taught the inhabitants that worship to which they held themselves most obliged for their safety."
In the above extract from Oliver reference is made to the rite
light,

^

the

:

;

Every Mason will recognize that rite as an
every degree of Masonry, both ancient and those

of circumajnbiilation.
essential

one

in

Pythagoras required his initiates to
degrees invented since 171 7.
pass three years in silence and darkness before admission to the
In all the ancient rites of the Orient the candidate was
conducted by devious ways over many rough and rugged paths, and
encountered various obstacles, and had to pass through the cold air,
and water, the fire, and at last the earth, which four elements were
symbols of purification, and lustrations by these were requisite
before the postulant could receive the higher mysteries and become

mysteries.

an epopt.
"

The uniformity

of

the Ambrosise Petrag

practice

which attended the progress of

They equally used
truly astonishing.
as vehicles of regeneration
they shrouded

error in different nations

is

;

under the impenetrable mask of secresy they possessed
the same mode of instruction by symbols, allegory, and fable the
same repugnance to committing their abstruse secrets to writing;
the same system of morality the same attachment to amulets, telesmans, and perhaps Magic and equally inculcated the immortality
of the soul, and a future state of rewards and punishments, which

their rites

;

;

;

;

were alike pantomimically exhibited during the initiations."'
'

Oliver's

"

Signs and Symbols," pp.

^

4, 5.

Ibid., p. 55.

'

Ibid., p.

5.
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old Asiatic style, so highly figurative, seems, by what we
remains in the prophetic language of the sacred writers,
to have been evidently fashioned to the mode of the ancient hierothe sun, moon, and stars
glyphics for, as in hieroglyphic writing,
were used to represent States and empires, kings, queens, and
and extinction, temporary disasters, or entire
their
"

The

find of its

;

eclipse

nobility,

overthrow, fire and flood, desolation by war and famine, plants or
so, in like manner,
animals, the qualities of particular persons, etc.
the holy prophets call kings and empires by the names of the
their misfortunes and overthrow are repreHeavenly luminaries
and extinction stars falling from the firmament
sented
;

;

by eclipses
thunder
are employed to denote the destruction of the nobility
lions, bears, leopards,
and tempestuous winds, hostile invasions
of armies, conquerors, and founders of
goats, or high trees, leaders
is described by purple or a crown
iniquity
empires royal dignity
;

;

;

;

;

an intoxicating draught
by spotted garments error and misery by
a warrior by a sword or bow a powerful man by a gigantic stature
In a word the
and a judge by balance, weights, and measures.
prophetic style seems to be a speaking hieroglyphic."^
which
Pythagoras expressed his mystical system by symbols
were explained to the initiated and were not comprehended by the
His secrets were forbidden to be committed to
rest of the world.
;

;

;

;

The
writing and were communicated orally as ineffable mysteries.
Pythagoreans conversed with each other mostly by the sign language

;

instruction by symbols

was found useful

mind the most comprehensive truths, and it
from Masonry into all the mystic associations

in

impressing on the

is

said

"

:

was adopted

The most

ancient

and such as were contemporary with, and disciples of Pythagoras,
their writings intelligibly, in a common vulgar
every one, as if they endeavored to dictate things
readily perceptible by the hearer, but consonant to the silence
decreed by Pythagoras, concerning divine mysteries, which it is
not lawful to speak of before those who were not initiated and

did not

compose

style, familiar to

;

therefore clouded both their mutual discourses and writings by symbols which, if not expounded by those that proposed them, by a
;

regular interpretation appear to the hearers
erbs, trivial

and foolish
'

;

like old wives' prov-

but, being rightly explained,

Warburton's " Divine Legation," B. IV.,

s. iv.

and instead
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dark rendered lucid and conspicuous to tlie vulgar, they discovered an admirable sense, no less than the divine oracles of Pyth-

of

Apollo and give a divine inspiration to the Philologists that
understand them."
ian

;

'

The Druids used

hieroglyphics which, with

much

reluctance, were

communicated even to their initiates themselves. These symbols
were imitated from natural objects. Of a man of enlarged mind it
was said, " he is an oak ;" an irresolute and wavering person was an
"
"
one who was deceitful was a " Reed.""^ The Druids
Aspcn-lcaf;
used geometrical figures as lines, angles, squares, and perpendiculars

They did not use enclosed temples, as being thought
by them inconsistent with the dignity and majesty of the gods
they did not employ carved images to represent deities, but employed the rude undressed stones, such as they found in the hills or
on sides of mountains, which were erected in their circles for worship, which were marked out by rude stone pillars surrounding an
as symbols.

;

altar placed in the centre.

They

also constructed of similar stones

Some

long passages between two rows of such stones.
passages were miles in extent.
In Egypt, in

all

find the remains of

of these

probability, originated those passages, where
them as sphinxes, obelisks, and catacombs,

we
all

no doubt were erected for the observance of their mystic
rites.
Clement of Alexandria says " Sphynxes were erected in
front of temples and places of initiation, to denote that all sacred
of which

:

is enfolded in enigmatical fables and allegories."^
In the Egyptian mysteries the candidate was instructed in this
as an ineffable secret, that the mysteries were received from Adam,

truth

and in the last degree the postulant, after the comSeth, Enoch
pletion of his initiation, was called, from the name of the Deity,
In India, the compronounced Allhawmiyah.
;

AL-OM-JAH

;

pleted initiate was instructed in the great word, A. U. M., pronounced
we thus see that the same word was used in Egypt
(o long)

OME

;

as the second word.

Dawn

;

masonry these
'

has been supposed by

names of Deity,

and Mitra, Mid-day Sun,

in its different

•

It

of three certain

initials

Stanley's

Davis,

"

"

all

viz.

:

them

of

some

that these w^ere

Agni, Fire
referring to

;

"

Ushas.
"

Light

In the higher degrees in Freehaving a deep significance, which we

degrees of intensity.
letters appear,

Life of Pythagoras," B. IV., ch.

Celt. Res.," p. 247.

^

i.

Clement of Alexandria,

Lib. V., ch.

iv,
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We

are not at liberty here to say more of.
may here quote from
"It is an extraordinary fact that there is scarcely a
Dr. Oliver:

ceremony in Freemasonry but we find its corresponding rite
one or other of the idolatrous mysteries and the coincidence
can only be accounted for by supposing that these mysteries were
derived from Masonry.
Yet, however they might assimilate in
single
in

;

ceremonial observances, an essential difference existed in the fundamental principles of the respective institutions. The primitive
veneration for Light accompanied the career of Masonry from the
creation to the present day, and will attend its course until time
expires in eternity

;

but in the mysteries of idolatry this veneration

soon yielded its empire over men's minds, and fell before the claims
of darkness
for a false worship would naturally be productive of
impure feelings and vicious propensities." It is true, indeed, that the
first Egyptians worshipped
(A. U. N. in Hebrew, but pro;

ON

nounced Own) as the chief deity, who was supposed to be the eternal
Light and hence he was referred to the Sun as its great source and
emanation.
Thus it was said that God dwelt in the Light, his
But this worVirtue in the Sun, and his Wisdom in the Moon.
The
debased
idolaters
was
soon
practices.
by superstitious
ship
degenerated into an adoration of Serpents and Scorpions, and other
representatives of the evil spirit and, amidst the same profession
of a profound reverence for Light, became most unaccountably
enamoured of Darkness; and a Temple near Memphis was dedicated to Hecate Scotia} which was styled the Lord of the Creation,
and in some respects deemed oracular. The superstition of Egypt
which gave divine honors to Darkness spread throughout the world
of idolatry, upon the principle that Darkness of Night, which
existed in Chaos before the Creation of Light, was of superior
antiquity.
They therefore gave precedence to Night and hence
to signify the revolving of the earth they said a night and a day.
Even the Jews began their time with the evening or commence;

;

;

ment

of darkness, as in Genesis

i.

2, 3.

Moses

said

God

created

Light out of Darkness.
(i Kings viii. 12, 2; Chron. vi. i;
Psalms xviii. 9.) Darkness was considered the incomprehensible
Veil of Deity.
In the Orphic Fragments Night
'••Diod. Sic," B.
Ill

is

I.,

celebrated as the parent of

ch. vii.
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gods and men and the origin of all things. In all the rites of initi.
ation Darkness was saluted with three distinct acclamations hence
;

we may

see that before the Aspirant could participate in the "higher
mysteries" he was placed in a coffin, bed ox pastos, or was subjected

to confinement for a period of time, in seclusion and darkness for

which custom is still employed in some secret societies.
This was a representation of the symbolic death of the mysteries
when he was released from that ceremony, it was to indicate his
deliv'erance, and represented the act of regeneration or being born

reflection,

;

again, or being raised from the dead.
learn from Clement of Alexandria that in the formulary of
"
one who had been initiated he was
to

We

I have descended
taught
say,
Dr. Oliver says: "The ceremony here alluded to was, doubtless, the same as the descent into Hades; and I
am inclined to think that when the Aspirant entered into the Mystic

into the bed-chamber."

Cell, Jie was direeted to lay Jmnself dow7i tipon tJie bed, which
shadowed out the tomb or eoffin of the Great Father. This process
was equivalent to his entering into the infernal ship; and while

upon the holy couch, iti imitation of his figurative deceased
was said to be wrapped in the deep sleep of death.
His resurrection from, the bed was his restoration to life, or his
regeneration into a new world and it was virtually the same as his
return from Hades, or his emergence from the gloomy cavern, or
his liberation from the womb of the ship-goddess."
The time required for this ceremony or imitation of death was
generally for the space of three da3'S and nights but was varied in
Nijie days in Great Britain were required for
different localities.
In Greece three times nine days.
the solitary confinement.
In
Persia it extended to fifty days and nights of darkness, want of rest
and fasting. The remains in Great Britain of the places where the
ceremonies were observed by the Ancient Druids are very numerous
and well known at the present day, and have been referred to in a
stretched

prototype, he

;

'

;

former part of

this sketch.

Among

these are the remains of the

"
This was a dark
celebrated Kit's Cotti House, near Maidstone.
chamber of probation, for Kit is no other than Ked, or Ceridwen,
the British Ceres and Cotti or Cetti meant an Ark or Chest and
;

;

hence the compound word referred to the Ark of the diluvian god
'Fab. Pag. Idol

in Oliver's

"

Signs and Symbols,"

p. 79.
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Noah, whose mysterious Rites were celebrated in Britain and
Ceridwen was either the consort of Noah, or the Ark itself symThe peculiar names which
bolically the great Mother of Mankind.
;

these

monuments

retain throughout the kingdom, are a deciwere appropriated, almost exclusively, to this

still

sive proof that they
*

purpose."

Near a village in Somersetshire called Stanton
Stones, there are the evidences of a rude structure

Drew, or Druid
which originally

consisted of three circles of stones and an Adytune or a Pastos.
There were various other similar structures in different parts of
Britain, evidences of the prevalence of these ceremonies, religious
in their character.

The initiation into the mysteries was a most important part of
the religious worship and all those who held any important place
as priest or legislator, must pass through all their religious ceremonies, as indispensable preliminaries to their advancement, by the
;

solitary confinemcitt

ifi

the darkened Pastos.

"The

religionists of

those days considered initiation as necessary as the Christians do
^

baptism."

We

have referred, in a former page, to the several steps

the

in

progress of initiation in the mysteries of the several degrees in
Freemasonry, and that all of these were symbols by which the vari-

Each
ous principles sought to be inculcated were thus illustrated.
when
individual item was emphasized as the candidate progressed
he was prepared in the ante-room, viz., his raiment, which should
always be pure white, to represent that he was a candidate, from the
;

The peculiar arrangement of
Latin candtdus. which means white.
each degree, is explained in the lecture appertaining

this raiment, in

to each, as also the

degree, which

is

in

^

which accompanies the raiment of each
Freemasonry denominated a Cable-tow. The

Zennaar

in
different degrees require a different disposal of this cable-tow
each there is a distinct symbolism, known only to the initiated.
The candidate thus prepared is in darkness as to what he is to en;

counter, ignorant of what will be revealed to him in his progress in
"
Signs and Symbols," p. 80.
"
Warburton, Divine Legation," B. II., s. iv.
* The Zennaar in Hindostan was a cord
composed of nine threads twisted into a knot
The Masonic scarf takes
the end, and hanging from the left shoulder to the right hip.
*

Oliver,

'

at

the place of the Zennaar.
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the various steps of his initiation he is to be regenerated, born again
as he was originally born into the
into a new world of mysteries
world of physical light, so now he is to be born again into the moral
;

;

and

intellectual

Light of Freemasonry.

The

following preliminary

steps are purely ritualistic, and each Mason who has passed through
them can for himself apply the symbols to their appropriate signifiIt would be well for us just here to call to mind what has
been said by others on this method of instruction in the Church.
In the Explanation of the Symbolism of the Mass, Bishop England
"
The
said that in every ceremony we must look for three meanings.
be
and
it
the
the
literal, natural,
said,
first,
may
original meaning
the second, the figurative or emblematic signification and thirdly,
the pious or religious meaning frequently the last two will be

cations.

;

;

;

found the same
sometimes all three will be found combined."
"
ChurchBro. A. G. Mackey, in quoting the above extract from the
Roman
comment
"The
Catholic
makes
the
man,"
following just
Church is, perhaps, the only contemporaneous institution which con;

:

tinues to cultivate, in any degree, the beautiful system of symbolism.
But that which, in the Catholic Church, is, in a great measure, incidental, and the fruit of development, is, in Freemasonry, the very

and soul of the institution, born with it at its birth, or
germ from which the tree has sprung, and still giving it
Withdraw from Freesupport, nourishment, and even existence.
masonry its symbolism, and you take from the body its soul, leaving
behind nothing but a lifeless mass of effete matter, fitted only for a
life-blood

rather, the

^

rapid decay."

The

candidate, after his admission to the lodge-room, follows
the ancient custom of all the mysteries in a perambulation, which
is a symbol of the Sun in his annual course through the twelve signs
of the Zodiac, as also his diurnal course from east to west by way
The candidates in the mysteries were said to " imitate
of the south.
This symbolism rethe Sun and follow his beneficent example."

custom of Pythagoras, who required his candidates to
The various obstrucpass three years in silence and in darkness.
"
were in imitation of
tions met with in this "circumambulation
ferred to the

those encountered in the Ancient Mysteries, but of quite a different character, as in the Ancient Mysteries these obstructions were
*

Mackey,

"

Symbolism

of

Freemasonrv,"

p. 7A.
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to severely test the courage and persistence of the candidate, ana
and in some of their
often resulted in the death of the individual
;

underground passages which have been explored in modern times,
evidences have been discovered that many persons thus lost their
lives.

After the most solemn and impressive ceremonies, whereby the
postulant becomes a Mason, he is brought to Light in Masonry by
a symbolism, faint indeed, but highly significant of a great event in
the history of creation. All that follows is instruction in the science

Each degree

and morals of Masonry.
"

"

—the

in

Masonry

is

divided into

always the Rite of Initiation. The
other sections are for the instruction of the Neophyte, the second
Sections

first

section

is

section being a rehearsal of the various steps in the first section,
and exoteric reasons for these. The following sections contain the

morals and dogmas in the several different degrees appertaining to
In the Fellow-Craft's degree the second section is a pure

each.

allegorical representation

;

no

intelligent

Mason can

for a

moment

other than an Allegory.
As such there is nothing more
impressive than the important lessons in each part of the representations.
The American Rite differs from all others in the ar-

accept

it

rangement and number of the

steps,

and

are other differences along the whole line.

in

some

That

particulars there

legend of the
an allegory we have simply to consult the only
history of King Solomon's Temple as found in the "Great Light"
and we will find that there was no possibility of adapting our

second degree

Masonic

Book

is

In the sixth chapter of the First
for the Middle Chamber was

ritual to that structure.
"

of Kings

this

we

read

:

The door

and they went up with winding
Middle Chamber and out of the Middle Chamber
into the third." Dr. Mackey, in commenting on this passage, says:*
"
Out of this slender Material has been constructed an Allegory,
which if properly considered, in its symbolical relations, will be
found to be of surpassing beauty. But it is only as a symbol that
we can regard this whole tradition for the historical facts alike forin

the right side of the house

;

stairs into the

;

bid us for a

moment

to suppose that the legend as it is rehearsed
in the second degree of Masonry is anything more than a magnifi-

cent philosophical myth."
'

"

Symbolism

of Freemasonry," p. 21c.
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In addition to what Dr.

Mackey

has said, we would say that
in the text referred to

middle and third chamber mentioned

the

were the chambers on the north and south sides of the Temple mentioned in the same chapter of First Kings and fifth and
sixth verses

Fifth,

:

"

And

against the wall of the house, he built

chambers round about, the walls of the house about, of the temple
and the oracle ^ and made chambers round about." Sixth, "The
nethermost chamber five cubits broad, and the middle six cubits
for without of the house
broad, and the third seven cubits broad
he made narrowed rests round about that the beams should not be
;

:

fastened in the walls of the house."

Then followed in the eighth verse, same chapter, as to where
the door was to these three tiers of chambers, in the "right side of
the house," viz., at the east end, inside of the porch or vestibule.

We

take occasion at this place to say that in

lodge-rooms

all

are diametrically opposite in their

of our rituals our
"

Orientation

"

to

Temple, which it is supposed we copy, viz. : the east of a
Masonic lodge-room is at the end opposite to the " entrance."
Now the entrance to the Temple was at the east end, and the
"
Oracle," or Holy of Holies, was at the west end, where we now
place the presiding officer, and all Masonic bodies claim it to l)e
that of the

the

"

East

The

"

"

or

Orient."

situation of

Solomon's Temple, on Mount Moriah, on the

eastern side of the City of Jerusalem, now occupied by several
mosques of the Mohammedan worship, the central building being

the

mosque

of

Omar

the topography of that part of the city

;

militates against every legend
all

the various

rites,

and thus

our degrees, which many
their firm belief in the

to Dr.

Mackey

for his

and myth

in

our Masonic rituals

in

destroyed any attempt at realism in
Brethren still adhere to in
excellent
very
is

Masonry of the Temple." We
comments on this point: "Let

"

again refei
us inquire

into the true design of this legend and learn the lesson of symbolism
which it is intended to teach.
In the investigation of the true
of
Masonic
and
every
allegory, we must be governed
meaning
symbol

by the single principle that the whole design of Freemasonrv as
speculative science,

is

great object everything

the investigation of divine truth.
is

'

subsidiary
Sanctum

The Mason

SanctoruTir..

is

To

from the

a

this

mo
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Entered Apprentice, to the time at
of Masonic light, an investigator
whose reward is the
a laborer in the quarry and the temple
All the ceremonies and traditions of the order tend to this
Truth.
It is the intellectIs there light to be asked for?
ultimate design.
Is there a word to be sought }
ual light of wisdom and truth.
of his initiation as an

which he receives the

full fruition

—

—

That word is the symbol of Truth.
That loss
that has been promised ?
in the infirmity of

his nature, to

Is there a loss of
is

something

typical of the failure of

discover divine truth.

Man,

Is there a

It is an allegory, which
substitute to be appointed for that loss ?
teaches us that in this world, man can only approximate to the full

conception of truth."*

The proper
is

lesson in the Allegory of the Fellow-Craft's degree
that the intellectual faculties

to teach the Seeker after Truth

must be cultivated and educated by a regular course of instruction
In the Entered Apprentice degree
in the liberal arts and sciences.
the candidate has been instructed in the moral and fundamental
due performprinciples so essentially necessary for the proper and
ance of his several duties in life, to God, his neighbor, and himself.
No man can
All Speculative Masonrv must be philosophical.

become truly a Speculative Mason without a knowledge of the liberal
It is in the second degree that the postulant
and sciences.
learns of Operative and Speculative Masonry, and these two divisThe candidate must apply
ions are simply described in the lecture.
arts

himself diligently to those seven arts and sciences enumerated and
symbolized by the seven steps in order to appreciate Speculative
Does anyone imagine that the eighty thousand
Freemasonry.
craftsmen at the building of the Temple were instructed in those
That there was among them all,
seven liberal arts and sciences
or in that day anyone, who understood the mechanics of the heavens
.^

who did believe that the Sun was the center of the solar system,
and that the Earth was in annual revolution around the sun, and
And yet these two principles
diurnal rotation on its own axis ?
or

are the foundation of astronomy.
In our rituals of the United States, the

approached by

steps,

1

odd

Mackey,

"

in

number

winding

The

vided into three sets of odd numbers.
;

stairs are di-

ancient temples were all
and Vitruvius, the most an-

Symbolism of Freemasonry,"

p. 216.
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cient writer

on architecture, assigns the reason to be

that,

commenc-

ing with the right foot at the bottom, the worshipper would find the
same foot foremost when he entered the temple, which was considDr. Mackey thinks, however, that Masonr\ered a fortunate omen.
derives the use of odd numbers from Pythagoras, in whose system
of philosophy

it

were considered
the

1

8th centurv

are seven.

The

plavs an important part, and in which odd numbers
as more perfect than even ones.
Tracing boards of

show onlv

five steps, delineated,

lectures used in

England

in the

and in some there
commencement of

the present centun% according to Preston, make as many as thirtyeight, in sums of one, three, five, seven, nine, and eleven.
After the union of the two Grand Lodges in 1813, Dr. Hem-

ming, the Senior Grand \Varden, in his new lectures corrected the
error in ha\ing an even number (38), by striking out the eleven.
In the United States these numbers were changed to three, five, and
seven,

making

fifteen.

Like

all

intellectual

be a gradual increase in knowledge.

The

to the ascending scale of

is

knowledge

acquirements there must

postulant at his approach
primarily instructed in the

lessons of the three steps having acquired these, he advances to the
next ascent of five, wherein he is instructed in the human senses, so
;

essentially necessary- for the apprehension of all physical
of the objective world.
Now, inasmuch as the comfort

knowledge
and happithe best methods of con-

mankind is greatly added to in
struction of our dwellings, as also all public structures, the science of
building is taught by showing the fundamental principles of archiness of

tecture as illustrated in the five Orders derived from the three origiIn the next steps the candidate rises to
nal Orders of the Greeks.

the highest posirion of intellectual culrivation in the liberal arts and
sciences
Ha\'ing attained to this elevation, he is entitled to his re-

denominated " wages." Here is introduced another
is derived from a scriptural passage, and is designed
allegory,
to prove the value of a secret pass-word, in all of our Masonic degrees, which is to distinguish a fnend from a foe, and by which is
proved the right of a member to admission to the lodge, and should
alwavs be given before opening the lodge, and by ever\' member or
ward, which

is

which

visitor before admission.

jurisdictions.

This

is

often entirely neglected in

some
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as a Masonic Symbol.

writers on

Masonry held

to the opinion

from the building of King
Solomon's temple by Jewish and Tyrian artisans, and, no doubt,
general assent was given to the proposition but subsequent authorities in Masonic histor}' do not now concur therein.

Masonry dates

that Speculative

its

origin

;

Speculative philosophy existed prior to the construction of
the Temple, but we may conjecture that in the formation of the
rituals of the three degrees of Symbolic Masonry, the authors took

Temple and

the

its

construction as symbols, whereby the instructions

moral principles, which formed the foundation of Speculative
Masonry, were conveyed to the initiates. The very spirit of all of
our lectures proves conclusively that when they were formulated
they were designed to teach pure trinitarian Christianity, and while
in the

the Jewish scriptures did forecast the intermediary of a Chris ios, as
all the ancient heathen mysteries did also, yet Jesus Christ as shown

and demonstrated in the writings of the New Testament, was not
understood by the Jewish writers of the Old Testament, nor by but
ver\- few of that faith since.
The first three degrees taken in connection with the Holy Royal Arch, as they have always been with
our Brethren of England, certainly show pure Christianity, as taught
It is
throughout the writings of the New Testament scriptures.
possible that the investigations which for many years have engaged
the earnest and serious attention of students of the Quatuor Coronati
Lodge of London, may result in determining the period when our

Masonic
that,

lectures

were

England

in

171

7,

We

definitely formulated.

commencing with

the

formation

the separation of

of

the

Masonic

"

know

historically

Grand Lodge

Work "

of

into distinct

degrees did not occur earlier than 1719.^ From that date, those
aided in the progressive movement were, first. Dr. Anderson
and Dr. Desaguliers by whom, principally, the "work "was divided

who

;

into the three degrees of Apprentice, Fellow of the Craft, and Master
second, Entick, by whom, perhaps, the lectures of the degrees
;

were first clearly divided
the third one who made important
and valuable improvements in the lectures was Hutchinson and
about the same period Dunckerlv made many additions and subse;

;

'

Chaps, xxxiii.-xxxvi.. Part

II.

of this work.
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quently united with Hutchinson, in the improvement of the work
and lectures of the three degrees. The fourth attempt to improve
He entered the door of Mathe lectures was by William Preston.
sonry in a Lodge of the Ancients, but subsequently became a memPreston's lectures recommended
ber of a Lodge of the Moderns.

themselves at once to the more literary class of Masons, and toward
the close of the i8th century were the prevailing lectures, and were
introduced into all the English working lodges in the Colonies ex-

cept in Pennsylvania, where we have understood the work and
lectures of the ancients continued to prevail and are more or less the

work and

lectures of the present day.

When

Grand Lodges of England united in 1813
Grand Lodge," Dr. Hemming, the
Senior Grand Warden of the new Grand Lodge, was intrusted with
the work of preparing a new set of lectures and arranging the floor
work of the three degrees and reconciling any discrepancies. This
wa;; the last change in the English work and lectures in England.
About the close of the 18th century in the last decade Thomas Smith
Webb, who became very conspicuous as a Masonic scholar in tiie
northern part of the United States, made many changes in the
work and lectures of all the several degrees in Masonry as far as
the two
and became the

rival

"

United

they had been introduced into the country. Jeremy L. Cross, of
Vermont, became his scholar, and about t8i6 he too "took a hand"
at the lectures

and made changes in Webb's work

Union except, as before
the Webb-Preston work and lectures prevail.
all

the States of the

The

first

section in

all

the degrees in

;

so that now, in

said, in

Masonry

is

Pennsylvania,
the initiatory

any degree has been obligated
he is essentially a Mason of that degree, and as such is entitled to
hence
all the secrets and m3rsteries appertaining to that degree
every following section in any degree comprises instructions and
rite.

So soon

as the candidate in

;

explanations of the several steps

in

the initiatory section of

the

degree.
In the third degree, the second section is a dramatical represen"
tation of the
Legend." To ordinary minds, unaccustomed to allegorical representations,
real occurrence.

it is

Scholars

received as a true representation of a

who have

critically

examined and com-

the circumstances of the allegorical representation, are
well satisfied that such an occurrence could not have happened in

pared

all
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sur-

rounding topographical features all forbid any such circumstances as
are related in the Legend.
Hence we must assume that our authors
of the legend intended it to be the culminating Symbol of Ancient
In that legend

Craft Masonry.

is

carried out to its ultimate extent

the grand idea which prevailed and dominated every one of the Ancient Mysteries of the Oriental religious rites, and when we carefully
"

read between the lines

"

we

"

learn

how

very near to the funda-

"

mental principles of Christianity all of those religious rites approached, even in their ignorance of what Dr. Oliver and Dr.
"
Mackey have denominated true Masonry." True Masonry, as

was intended to be strictly " Trinitarian Chrisand
tianity,"
every step taken in Masonry prior to the organization
of the Grand Lodge of England, in 171 7, was Christian, and no one
could be a Mason who was not such, and was true to " Mother
Church," as all the Ancient Manuscripts prove, and in some Grand
Lodges in Europe this test is still required and a Jew or an infidel
originally designed,

Perhaps the change made in this direction, after 171 7,
admitting only those who professed a belief in God as being the
only test of eligibility, has done good, by spreading abroad all the
is

excluded.

valuable principles involved

m

our several lectures, founded, as they

God, and having no other dogma. To this end
was the legend of the third degree invented, and the secret mysteries
of the whole of Masonry are concealed in the substitute when properly interpreted, as that should be, and not as now generally exWhen properly explained,
plained, which has no meaning" whatever.
it Q-grets precisely with that for which it was substituted.^
all are,

upon Faith

in

Notwithstanding the conclusion reached by Dr. Mackey in the
Chapter XXXI, referred to, we do not fully agree with him, but
believe that the origin of the Mysteries involved in the third degree were invented some time subsequent to the organization in
1 71 7; and that,
perhaps, Chevalier Ramsay may have been the author, or, with the priests in the College at Clermont,

have concocted

those secrets, and invented the Royal Arch degree, which he
brought with him into England, and endeavored to introduce into

We

work of the Grand Lodge of England.
know that the de"
"
Ancients of
gree was finally introduced into the work of the
the

*

See in

this

work

ch. xxxi., p. 290 et sequiter.
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Dermott, and subsequently, by Dunckerly, into the old Grand Lodge
of England, of which he was a very conspicuous and distinguished
member. Through him the third degree was so altered that to obit became
requisite
to take the Royal Arch degree.
Now, in the Ancient and Accepted
Rite the degree of " Mason of the Royal Arch," which is essentially
the same as the Ramsay degree, is so nearly like the English Royal

tain the original essential secrets of that degree

Arch degree that we may say they are both from the same original
Everyone who is familiar with these several degrees must

source.

is a family likeness, and they all concur, in their essenfeatwes, in demonstrating that the religious elements are the
same.^

confess there
tial

In reference to the occult science

in

India,

we take

the follow-

ing extract from Louis Jacolliot, as translated by Willard L. Felt
"
Remember my Son, that there is only one God, the Sovereign
Master and Principal of all things, and that the Brahmins should
:

worship him in secret but learn also that this is a mystery, which
otherwise great
should never be revealed to the vulgar herd
;

:

harm may

—

befall you.

[Words

spoken by the Brahmins upon
Brahma

receiving a
itiation

candidate for

according

to

in-

Vrihas-

pati.]

This triangular arrangement
recof the great name,
in the
ognized as the

AUM,

WORD

One God referred to
God of all the Ancient

higher Mysteries in India, as the
extract, represents the

Triune

the Oriental religions.
Under the head of Freemasonry, Chapter

Mack ay

says

II.,

in the

above

Mysteries of

page 484, Dr.

:

" Krause
made
gives ample proof that the Colleges of Artificers
use of symbols derived from the implements and usages of their
need not be surprised at this, for the symbolic idea was,
craft.
Their mythology,
as we know, largely cultivated by the ancients.

We

a great system of
religion, was made up out of
was
first
their
Sabaism,
altogether symbolic,
worship,

which was their
symbolism.
*

See

in this

work

ch. xxii., pp. 135 to 139; also ch. xxvi., p. 178.
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their primitive adoration of the simple forces of nature,

by degrees and with the advancement of civilization, was developed
a multiplicity of deities, every one of which could be traced for his
origin to the

It would, indeed, be
impersonation of a symbol.
with such an education, the various craftsmen had failed
to have imbued their trades with that same symbolic spirit which

strange

if,

was infused into

all

their religious rites

and

their public

and private

acts."

In plates i and 2 (pages 1718 and 1720) we have shown a very
few of the symbols used by the Ancients in their mythologies, and
which are copied from Calmet, and herewith is a short description
of each.

Figure i, plate i, is an Indian representation of Vishnu, the
second person of the Trimurti the semblance of the God, is seated
on a lotus-plant having four arms, and in each hand a peculiar em-

—

blem is displayed. The stem is supported by Vishnu, represented
an immense turtle.
huge serpent encircles the pillar; the
gods hold the tail part and the daityas or demons hold the opposite
end.
By pulling the serpent alternately the sea was converted into
milk, and then into butter, and from this was obtained the Anirita
or water of life which was drank by the Immortals.
Figure 2 represents Brahma seated on a lotus flower after the
Calmet supposes it to represent Noah and his three sons.
deluge.
The connection between numbers one and two may be seen in the
conch shells shown in the hands, and the chains of pearls around the

A

as

necks.

Figure 4 represents the Sun-God and Deus Lunus.
Figures 3, 5, and 6 are different forms of Nergal.
iWr-6^fl/ divides into two parts:

The word

Ner

signifies light, or luminary,
roll, revolve, a revolution, a circuit, the

etc., and gal signifies to
two together implies the revolving or returning

light.

If this

be

truly descriptive of Nergal, there is nothing improbable in considering the cock as allusive to it, since the vigilance of the cock is

well

known, and

that he gives due notice of the very earliest reapThere are different
morning after morning.

pearance of light

senses in which light

may

be taken, besides

its

reference to natural

light.

"
I

viii.

St.

16.

Deliverance from any singular danger, or

distress.

Esth.
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"

xi.

Resurrection, or something very like

it.

;

i

2

Chron.

Job

xxxiii.

36

;

7.

"
3dly.
28,

a son, or successor,

Kings

Posterity

2dly.

xxi.

30; Psalm

xcvii. 11."

In the figures

5,

3,

and 6 there

is

no

allusion to the

first

of

these principles, but they have a strong reference to the second,
Posterity, and the idea of fecundity is expressed in the adaptation
of the figure of a cock, which signifies the returning of light.

In figure

5,

which

is

taken from a

gem

in

the Gallery at Flor-

to the car of Cupid, and driven
by one Cupid and led by another and not merely as if harnessed
to a common car, but as if they had been in a race and had

two cocks

ence, Italy,

are

yoked

;

come

as the driving Cupid carries a palm-branch,
the reward of victor)\ obtained by these his emblemat-

off victorious

which

is

;

ical coursers.

we have a car w'th a cock standing in the attitude of
and
flapping his wings which is the custom of this bird on
crowing
The star shown is the Star of Venus, and dis
certain occasions.
In figure 3

;

tinguishes this equipage as the consecrated vehicle of that supreme
goddess of love and beauty. At a short distance in the background
sits

Hymen,

blazing

the

god

at his feet

;

is

of marriage and conjugality his torch brightly
a cock crowing, etc., in a manner and attitude
;

and with precisely the same allusions. The indication of this allegory is the influence of Venus and Hymen, the
genial powers of vitality, on the renovation of life, in human posvery like the other

;

terity.

As

the extinction of lamps, or torches, indicated utter desolaand misery, so on the contrary we are
led to imply the joy of connubial engagements.
tion, deprivation of children

cock holding in his bill two ears of
attended by Mercury, having a Caducous in one hand,
and a bag of money in the other. This gem has puzzled the
learned.
Montfaucon ' says " To see Mercury with a cock is

The

corn

;

figure 6 represents a

he

is

:

common enough
himself,

is

what

I

;

but to see him walking before a cock larger than

have never noticed, except

may denote that the greatest of the
lance.
The cock holding the corn in
It

'

Vol.

i.,

in

this representation.

qualities of Mercury is vigihis bill, may, perhaps, mean

pp. 123, 128.
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that vigilance only can produce plenty of the productions necesAncient Mythology adopted various
sary to the support of life."

human

representations of the

form.

It reptaken from Montfaucon.
with two faces having on his head the bushel or
sacred Calatlms ; two wings are on his shoulders and two wings
on his hips, and a scorpion's tail and a staff in each hand.

Figure

resents a

7

an

is

Abraxas,

man

Figure 8 evidently represents Neptune.
Figure 9 represents Ashtaroth or Astarte, which is the same as
Venus. She holds a long cross in her hand and has the sacred

Calathus on her head.

This

is

a

Medal

of Zidon, which

was a

city

St. Ambrose, in writing to Symmachus, imof great antiquity
is the Metrane of Persia, and though worshipped
Venus
that
plies
;

In this
is constantly the same power.
enlarge somewhat upon the names of Ashtaroth,
Astarte, and Venus, as in the description of several of the following figures the subject will be better understood.

under different names yet
connection

we must

Venus represented with

a

dove

is

referred to Askelon,

we know that Egypt had her Venus and dove,
when she stands with a staff in one hand and

shown

as

in

and yet
a medal

a dove supported by
This medal was struck in Tentyra, a city
This shows that the worship of the dove was very prev-

the other hand extended.
of Egypt.
alent

in

these countries.

The etymology

in

Hebrew denotes

fire

;

Kel

of Askelon

is

derived

Ash
origin is suggested
denotes activity, briskness, and heat,

from weight, or balance, shekel.

Another

;

even to wasting lun denotes to reside, to stay, to remain. These
"
the residence, or station, of fire, in activity
ideas combined, mean,
or heating." To explain this the following Hindoo story is found
;

Asiatic Researches, vol. iv., p. 168, which agrees with this etymol"
The Puranas relate that Sami Rami, in the shape of a dove,
came and abode at Asc'halanorthan, which is obviously Askelon
here Samiramis was born, according to Diodorus Siculus, and here
in

ogy.

;

She was, says he, the daughter of Derkeshe was nursed by doves.
tos.
Here, say the Indian Puranas, she made her first appearance.
Now, by doves, we are to understand priestesses by her birth, the
;

institution or establishment of her worship, as daughter,

i.e.,

im-

mediate successor or offspring of Derketas. Sami is the Hindoo
word for fire, and Rama signifies the fir-tree 'Sthan is station,
;

residence,

dwelling.

By

uniting these

ideas,

we

find

they also
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signify 'the residences,' 'Sihan, of fire, Sami, in perfect conformity
lo the Hebrew name, as above explained."'

We

must
Dagon, properly Dag-Aun.
description of this figure by reference to another
There is a gem in the Floientine Gallery
figure, not shown, vis. :
which is probably of Grecian workmanship it shows the progress
lo represents

Figure

anticipate the

;

of those variations

by which

time Art relinquished the
This figure exhibits a union

in process of

truly ancient representation of
of the human and fishy parts

Dagon.
;

but this union

is

contrary to

the

original idea of the emblem, which was that of a person coming out
of a ^s/i, not making a part of the fish, dui isstcittg from it.
(As
will

be seen

in

Shall

figure lo.)

I

be thought fanciful in referring

the figures of this plate to traditional memorials of Noah, his wife,
and three sons ? All of them having human upper parts, but
of them originally considered as having
though by lapse of time the import of that
N. B. The original Merman
representation was forgot.

piscine lower parts
issued from a fish
allegorical

;

i.e., all

;

Mermaid of our heraldiy supporters.^
the male and female, and three children,
parts, there is one person allied to a fish

In figure lo, instead of

diX^di

all
;

having piscine lower

but this one person has
take the fact to be this

Now I
four arms, or governing powers.
when the male personage was used as a type of the event commemorated in this emblem, then the original allusion was to Noah
and his three sons but when a female personage was used, as an

:

;

of the very same event, then the allusion was to the wife
of Noah.
On the same principle genealogies were reckoned, and

emblem
are

still

in the

by women

East, only

by the male sex

we have no genealogy

;

but this rule was departed from, speciaU
race of mankind
gratia, when the universal mother of the second
Vide figure 2 for the picture of a man
was to be commemorated.
in Scripture

;

with four heads and four arms, that is, four governing powers. Menor in this Indian emblem, the four states and contal and Corporal
;

ditions of
tants,

life,

or the four castes and distinctions

which castes

arc,

on the Indian

among

the inhabi-

attributable
system., equally

to Noah as the father, or to his wife as the mother of succeeding
The four bearded heads may be those of the four
generations.
fathers of mankind united into one
signifying legislative govem;

•

Calmct, Fragment 269.

*

p. 373.

Ibid., p. 133.
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The four arms to the female figure, No. 10,
ment, morals, etc.
may signify executive government. Still they represent government in some manner or other; and wherefore y^wr.? unless four
persons had originally their respective departments in conducting
the general welfare of the community, their descendants.
It repFigure 10, plate 2, is from y[^ux\cQS Histojy of India}
resents a female, crowned, having four arms, each holding its proper

symbol, coming out of a great

fish

;

as

if

this great fish

was casting

forth this personage, after the tempestuous ocean was calmed, the
evil demon destroyed, and the verdant meadows were again clothed

with cheerful herbage, as appears in the background of the original.
This emblem is called in Indian one of the appearances of

Avartas of Vishnu.
There is an ancient fable that Oannes, who was said to be half a
man and half a fish, came to Babylon and tatigJit several Arts ; and
there were several of these
afierward returned to the sea
the name of one was Odacon, i.e., 6 Dagon [the
Oannes
Dagon\. Berosus, speaking of Oannes, says he had the body and
head of a fish and above the head of the fish he had a hicman head ;
and below the tail of the fish he had human feet. This is the true
figure of Dagon, who was the God of the Philistines, i.e., the most
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

of the inhabitants of Palestine, long prior to the time when Joshua
led the children of Israel across the river Jordan and took possession of the whole country and divided it among the twelve tribes.

Etymologists say that Dagon was Saturn others say he was Jupiter
others say Venus, whom the Egyptians worshipped under the form
of a fish
because in Typhon's war against the gods, Venus con;

;

;

cealed herself under this shape.*
Diodorus Siculus says,^ that at
Askelon the goddess Derceto, or Atagatis, was worshipped under
the figure of a woman, with the lower parts of a fish (see figure
describes that goddess, or
18, plate 2), and Lucian, de Dea Syr
Venus, as being adored under this form.
There is an ancient fable, that Oannes, a creature half man, half
fish, rose out of the Red Sea, and came to Babylon, where he taught
men several arts, and then returned again to the sea. Apollodorus
reports that four such Oannes, in several ages, had arisen out of the
Red Sea, and that the name of one of them was Odacon whence the
:

;

1

2

Plate VII., p. 507, per Calmet, vol.

Ovid,

112

"

Met.,"

lib. v., fab. 5.

iii.,
3

p. 183.

Lib.

li.,

p. 65.
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The worship of Dagon continuea
learned Selden derives Dagon.*
in Palestine until the change in the mythologv of early days to the
Greek nomenclature, after the days of Alexander the Great. The
temple of Dagon was pulled down by Sampson at Gaza. The Philistines deposited the ark in the temple of Dagon at Azoth.
Figure ii, plate ii, represents Succoth Benoth, and is a companion to the Deity Nergal which the Babylonians selected as their
;

favorite object of worship (2

Kings

xvii. 30).

This representation is evidently Venus rising from the sea, attended by Tritons, who regard her with veneration and triumph
united

;

but this

not the original Venus

is

;

it is

the story poetically

by the looser imagination of the Greeks, from the
ancient emblem retaining the idea, but changing the figures, etc.,
as seen they did in Dagon, and as they were accustomed to do in all
from whence the Egyptians, etc., thought them imtheir Deities
pious and indeed their images became hereby altogether desecrated.
To this incident of Venus rising from the Sea ought to be referred
all that the poets have written on the birth of the goddess of beauty
from the briny wave, from the froth or foam of the sea, etc., of
which enough may easily be met with among the classic writers,
treated, varied

;

;

;

Greek or

Latin.

The Hebrew word Succoth
porary residences, as tents, etc.
the

young women

or young

women"

is

"
:

it is

that

is,

usually rendered booths, i.e., temtranslate it "tents of

The Rabbins
"

literally

the tabernacles of the danghlers.
name of a fe-

"if benoth be taken as the

male idol, from Beneh to build up, procreate children, then the
words will express, The tabernacles sacred to the productive powers
feminine."
The dove,

when used as an insignia or as a token, referred primarily to the dove at the deluge and the double-faced Jason rewho looked backward on one world,
ferred primarily to Noah
In the illustrations conended, and forward on another, beginning.
;

;

Venus on one side of a
medal with a dove for its reverse, and a head of Janus with a dove
also for its reverse, must originally have referred to the same event
and this event was what the figure of Derketos, who was the Syrian
goddess, commemorated in other words, Venus rising from the Sea.
nected with Succoth Benoth the head of

;

;

•

Calmet's Dictionary, Dagon.
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Derketos issuing from a fish ist, Noah, as the great progenitor of
mankind, restored to light and life 2dly, the prolific powers again
;

;

a tem^dW, the revival of human posterity, etc., after
of mankind, the ark of preswomb
in
that
residence
floating
porary
in exercise, to

ervation.'

The composition of a woman with the form of a fish is seen in
medal of Marseilles representing Atergatis, Derketos, the Syrian
Marseilles was settled by a colony of Phoenicians
goddess Venus.
from Syria. They, like the Men of Babylon, carried their country
worship and gods with them to their distant settlement.^
In figure 12 is a representation of the eighth Avatar of Vishnu,
in which he represents the Good Black Shepherd treading upon the
The promise made to Adam and
head of the Serpent Calanach.
Eve when they were turned out of the garden of Eden, was that
a

head of the Serpent. Now, this figure
of Vishnu, the second person of the Indian Trimurti, was called
Krishna— the Anointed one and some have thought that this
their seed should bruise the

—

myth was to

illustrate the

promise made to

Adam

and Eve,

as

above

stated.

same as Astarte
form a crescent as in other
around the beautiful head are the
pictures but are more natural
Seven stars by three and four, and two figures of lightning to show
Figure 13

or Venus.

a representation of Ashtaroth, the

is

The horns

are not united to
;

her authority as regent of night.^

Figure 14 represents another form of Abraxas which has more
This figure has on its head the lotos it
figure 7.
and connected with each wing an arm and in
has four wings

emblems than

;

;

;

It has on its
its four hands different destructive emblems.
what might be taken for a third pair of wings but these are

each of
feet

;

very imperfect,

they be wings.
Dea Luna or Deus Lunus.

if

Figure 15 is
with a Phrygian bonnet on

sword

in his right

his head,

hand, in his

left

This represents a man
clothed in a short dress, a

a man's head, which he has

re-

whose flowing blood
Marcrobius says "the Moon was both ?na/e and
spirts upward.
"
and adds one particular from Philocorus, that the male
fevtale ;
sex sacrificed to him in the female habit, and the female sex in the
cently cut off from the body lying by him,

•

Calmet,

vol.

ii.,

p. 283.

^Ibid., p. 234.

*

Ibid., p. 375.
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male habit. Though Spartian speaks of Carhoe as a place famous
for the worship of Lunus, the reader must not think this
worship
was confined to that place and to Mesopotamia for it was spread
all over the East.
This worship was established in Phoenicia lonff
;

before the empire of Caracalla; a medal published by Vaillant hath
Antoninus Pius on one side and the god Lunus on tlie other, with
his Syrian cap on, and holding a spear with a great star on one
side of him, and a crescent, which signifies the moon, on the other.
The medal was struck at Gaba, near Caesarea in Palestine, by the

borders of Phoenicia.'

This medal was
Figure 1 6 represents the Egyptian Venus.
struck in Tentyra, a city of Egypt, as appears by the legend upon
it.
Strabo mentions a temple of Venus at Tentyra.
This is a
a medal of y\drian
it
represents Venus holding her
one hand, in the other a staff. On the whole, this has a
strong similitude to medals of Askelon, and shows that the worship
of the dove was very prevalent in these countries, and in their re-

reverse

dove

of

;

in

spective adjacencies.*
Figure 17 is a representation of a four-horned goat, which is
said to be from Spain, with two upright and two lateral horns.
This

animal was alive

in

London about

1769.

It is a

symbol of the goat

of Mendes.

Figure 18 represents the figure of a woman united to the form
fish, and is similar in composition and shape of Atergatis-Der-

of a

ketos, the S3^rian goddess.

are

Figures 19 and 20 represent two appearances of Baal.
human heads with symbols of an ox added to them.

Observe
stars,

or

if

in

No. 19 the

They

which accompany the head if these
Deity it accompanies, then
the Israelites might "take up the Star of their
stars

;

a single star, be referred to the

we see how easily
God" (Amos v. 26),

small figures,
i.e., portrayed on medals, or
whether images or coins, etc., carried about them
and secured
from detection by their smallness and readiness of concealment.
This figure has the bull's or cow's horns and ears on its head.
No. 20 has onlv the ears of a bull or cow but has on its head
a garland of vine-leaves and grapes, whereby it is allied to Bacchus
with two apples on the front of the head, whereby it is allied to
;

;

;

'

Calmet,

vol.

ii.,

p. 375.

*

ibid., p. 374.
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indicates a fruit-bearing divinity, perhaps

'

We have selected the foregoing examples of the very earliest
symbols employed by the Ancient Nations to express their ideas of
the Deities whom they worshipped these all coalesce at last in the
Sun and Moon. What was Fortune? Baal Gad; the Luna
Dea which presided over favorable times where then is the wonder
;

;

that the Israelites should be

tempted to

favorable

solicit

seasons

from
he

this goddess, instead of entreating them from the Lord ? as
complains; or that they should offer propitiatory incense to the

queen of heaven ? (Jen xliv. 17) or that the question be asked. Can
any of the deities of the heathen give rain ? which is so necessary
to fertility
and an act of true divinity alone. We see, too, how
Gad and Meni terminate in the Sun and Moon.'
;

We

now

revert to quite a different class of symbols, which

find prevailed in Egypt, Persia, Assyria,

Almighty himself when he revealed
Israel.

We

allude to the Cherubim.

which we have

we

his

we

and was employed by the
worship to the children of

The

first

authentic reference

in
iii., v. 24, and
Exodus, ch. XXV., vs. 18, 19, and 20, which we quote, viz.: "And
thou shalt make two Cherubims of gold, of beaten work shalt thou
make them, on the two ends of the Mercy Seat. And make one
Cherub on the one end, and the other Cherub on the other end
even of the Mercy Seat^ shall ye make the Cherubims on the two
ends thereof. And the Cherubims shall stretch forth their winars
in

history

find in Genesis, ch.

;

on

high, covering the Mercy Seat with their wings, and their faces
shall look one to atnother toward the Mercy Seat shall the faces of
the Cherubim be."
;

It would seem from the directions here
given by the Almighty
Moses, thai the cherubic form was well known to him, from his
We must
familiarity with the Cherubim so common in Egypt.
therefore look to the Cherubim of Egypt to understand the
subject

to

and appreciate the Cherubim of the first Ark of the Covenant car"
by the children of Israel in their forty years of Wanderings in
the Wilderness," and into the " land of Promise " and the
great
ried

Miracle wrought by
ch.

iii.,

vs.

15,

^

'

it

in the

midst of the river Jordan.

16, 17.)

Calmet,

vol.

Another rendering

ii.,

may

p. 122.

be,

"

*

Ibid., p. 124.

of the matter of the Mercy Seat."

(Joshua,
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In

all

the different nations, where the cherubic forms were em.
compound animals. The various authors on this

ployed, they were

subject have employed

many

Mr. Parkhurst,

articles.

in

his Dic-

no less than sixty ; and M. Calmet has many pages
and numerous illustrations, some of which we will use. In these
articles Calmet proceeds by giving a description of the various
tionary, uses

parts, separately entering into the

He

compound

animal.

takes the Cherubim described in the Bible, of their
heads or cotmtenarices.
Each Cherub has four ist, that of a man
I.

first

:

ox

3d, that of an

;

an eagle.
In
what manner were they placed ? Were they four heads attached
to four necks rising from the trunk of the body
or four faces atzd, that of a lion

;

;

4th, that of

;

tached to one head

He

?

thinks they were four faces attached to

one head.

Of

their bodies, i.e., from the neck downward.
This was
the " likeness of a man," which extended below the navel
and to the lower rim of the stomach.
II.

human

,

III. Of their wings.
Ezekiel describes them as having yi?«r
wings Isaiah describes the Seraph as having six wings, viz. : two
on the head, two on the shoulders, and two on the flanks.
IV. Of their arms. The translations say hands, but certainly
imply arms at length their number VTdisfour, one on each side.
V. 'WxQ lower part.
It must have been ist, either human thighs,
legs, and feet to which was appended at the posteriors the body and
hind legs of an ox or, rather, 2d, the body and four legs of an ox,
out of which the human part seemed to rise, so that all below the
rim of the belly was in the form of an ox, and all above that was
human.
VI. Their services ; or, what they appeared to do. The vision
seen by Ezekiel, and also by Isaiah, was the resemblance of a movable throne or chariot, of prodigious dimensions, on which the sovthat the wheels -.vere annexed to it in
ereign was supposed to sit
;

;

;

;

much

the same

manner

as to the royal traveling or military thrones
and that the four Cherubims occupied the

of the Persian Kings
places of four horses to draw this capacious machine.
;

Did our

limits permit, \vc could

subject of the

Cherubim with great

been obtained

was the idea

of

if

we can succeed

compounding

extend

in

this

examination into the

but our object will have
showing how almost universal

profit

;

different animals into

one for the pur-
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pose of illustrating the general ideas of the different attributes of
their deities among all the nations of antiquity.

We

copy from Calmet's Dictionary the following description of

the Cherub.

Cherub

—derived from the Chaldee,

signifies as a child ; from
and rabia, a yoiing man, a child otherwise, as
multiplying, or as combating ; from rakab, or abundance, or multitude of knowledge ; from rab, a mnltittide, and Nacar, to knozv ;

the adverb

ki, as,

Hebrew, rahar

otherwise, in

bring up

;

;

signifies io

grow

great, to nourish, to

in Syriac, to labour.

This term

Hebrew

in

sometimes taken for a

is

calf or an ox.

10 mentions the face of a Cherub, as synonymous to
the face of an ox.
The word Cheriib in Syriac and in Chaldee
Cherub also
signifies to till or plough, which is the work of oxen.
Ezekiel

i.

signifies strong and powerful, possessing the strength of an ox.
Bochart thinks
Grotius says the Cherubim were figures like a calf.
So does Spencer. Josephus
they were nearly the figure of an ox.

says they were extraordinary creatures of a figure unknown to mankind.
Clemens of Alexandria believes that the Egyptians imitated

Cherubim of the Hebrews

the

in their

Sphinxes and hicroglyphical

Animals.'

The

descriptions, in various parts of Scripture, of the

Cherubim

but agree in a figure composed of various creatures except
in the first description in Exodus.
The others an ox, a lion, a
man, and an eagle, as in Ezekiel i. 5, and x. 2. Those placed in the
differ,

Temple by Solomon were probably

similar to these, (i

Kings

vi.

We

23.)

can readily see that those on the Original Ark could not have
been like those in the Temple, for there evidently was but one head

on each one from the expression "and their faces shall look one to
toward the mercy seat shall the faces of the Cherubim be."
(Ex. XXV. 20.) There could only be one head and face to each of

another
the

;

two Cherubim.

own conclusion on this difficult question
"So great obscurity has hitherto overwhelmed this

Calmet's

resentation, notwithstanding

learned men, that
in

explaining

it.

I

I

cannot

it

:

figurative rep-

has been the theme of

flatter

many very
myself with succeeding at once

think, however, that this opens a

'

as follows

is

Calmet Dictionary, Cherub.

new way

for
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attaining some conception of its real forms and I feel some satisfaction in the idea that these symbols were not unknown in
kingdoms and countries independent of Judea."
;

The Cherubic

or

compound form was common

to most of the
In Egypt, the sphynx and other examples
are extant at the present day
in Assyria, all the
Temples had

nations of the Orient.

;

such

compound

these

m

"

figures

at

their entrances,

and we show some of

figures 21, 22, 23, 24.

In regard to these Cherubic forms, there were two extreme
ist. That it
pleased God to compose the Jewish religious

opinions

:

ceremonies, and symbols, of materials as unlike as possible to
those of the countries around them, especially of Egypt, in order to
establish a total dissimilarity, and to exclude idolatry.
2d. That a
rites,

was established,
and habits of a
people who had been used to such in Egypt. This was the hypothesis of the learned Spencer.
The truth, I apprehend, lies between
close resemblance, especially to Egyptian manners,
in order to accommodate the services to the
temper

these opinions.
"

The Jews considered

the

Cherubim

under the Levitical priesthood

as of the

utmost importance

yet they have lost their true representation.
If the flame placed to keep the way to the tree of life
was a Cherub, then this emblem is extremely ancient. Mr. Parkhurst finds resemblance to this symbol in the West Indies
in the
;

;

of Elephanta, in the East Indies in Diana; in Proserpine
in Rhadigust,
an ancient German idol
in Mithras, a Persian
Deity in the gryphon, or griffion, of Cochin-China in Yahuthana

Temple

;

;

;

;

;

and in many
Nasr, Arabian idols resemblmg a lion and an eagle
other parts of the world.
The opinion of this writer seems to be
sufficiently established to warrant the inference, that this emblem
;

was not borrowed by the Jewish

ritual

from Egypt only, but was

known among many other nations m its principle at least."
When we reflect that at the very earliest ages, when religious
rites were new among all the nations of the earth, it does seem prob'

and
able that they all derived their ideas from one original stock
in time the varieties of manners and customs, and also following
;

these, the methods of worshipping their gods with the same central
and general ideas the variations were like branches of an original
;

1

Calmet.

No. 22.
Fig. 21.
Froma doorway
now

in

—Assyrian

in the palace of Assur-nasir-pal,

the British

Museum.

According

Winged Man-headed
King of Assyria(c.c.

to

Lion.

Calah (Nimrad),
an inscription of Esar-haddon, the colossal figures which
and
and
the paths of
blessed
enemy
protected
885-8(x>), discovered at

flanked the doorways of the royal palaces turned back the
the kings who set them up.

Fig. 22.

— Assyrian

Winged Man-headed

7'aken from the same locality.

Bull.

No.22.
Fig.
From a

bas-relief

tio.24.

23.— Assyrian Eagle-headed Deity

on wallss of the palace
of Assur-nasir-pal, King of Assyria
palai
Calah (Nimrud),
now in the British Museum.
(?

Fig. 24.

— Assur-nasir-pal,

(B.C. 885-860), discovered

ftt

Kin<j of Assyria (B.C. 885-860).
Osiris,
JaJge orHiea'.i

No25.

No26.

fJo.27.

—

—

The Egyptian God, Thoth, Scribe of the Gods. Fig. 26. An Indian
Warrior of the Present Day, clothed and equipped similarly to the foregoing
Assyrian figures. FiG. 27. Osiris. Judge of the Dead, having in his right hand
the Crux-Ansata, the symbol of eternal life, and in the left hand a rod having
on its top the head of the Hopooe, the symbol of purity.

Fig. 25.

—

This

similar to the rod or spear in the right hand of Fig. 26, having an eagle's feather forming a cross with the
rod.
The warrior should have on his forehead the scalp and horns of a buffalo, which they frequently wear.
He has jlso around his neck a necklace of bears' claws and teeth. In his left hand the same form of bag as

is

in

numbers

23, 24,

and

3ti.
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The fact that hi the vast number of cherubic forms, found
any part of the original heathen and idolatrous world, the common symbols have a great likeness to those symbols used by the
Jewish people and described in the Jewish sacred books.

stock.
in

Nq.28.

— Assur-nasir-pal,

King of Assyria (B.C. 885-860), and winged attendants performing a ceremony before a sacred tree. Above is the emblem of the god Assur,
who was the Arian God Ormudz.

Fig. 28.

From

a bas-relief on the walls of the palace of Assur-nasir-pal, discovered at Calah (Nimrlld). now in the British Mu"
In the middle is the famous " Ashera " translated in EngUsh version '* Grove
and " Groves," which were

seum.

not growing trees but were as here drawn.

The

When
uity,

and there

is

the country, or the people

symbol

;

Cross.

became a symbol is lost in the remotest antiqno mention of it, historically, at any period, or to

the Cross

nevertheless,

it is

who were
found

the

at a

first

to

make

use of

it

as a

very early period, by which

certain forms have been recognized by certain

names having

specific

meanings.

There are principal forms of the cross which are used as symand others frequently employed in ornamentation having no
There are a great many forms of the cross.
special signification.
Among these we call attention to f^ which is the usual form of the
Swastika, or Svastika, a symbol which has recently excited very
much attention among archaeologists. In 1894, the Smithsonian
bols,

publication contained a very lengthy paper of 221 pages, giving the
most complete history with full illustrations and examples of this
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symbol by Professor Thomas Wilson, Curator Department of Prehistoric Antliropology, U. S. National Museum.
He says: "The
swastica has been called by different names in different counthough nearly all countries have in later years accepted the
ancient Sanskrit name of Swastika and this name is recommended
tries,

;

now the most general and,
It was formerly spelled s-v-a-s-t-i-c-a and
indeed, almost universal.
s-u-a-s-t-i-k-a, but the later spelling, both English and French, is
most

as the

"

'

"

certain,

being

The

s-w-a-s-t-i-k-a.

in Littr^'s

given

and

definite

definition and etymology of the word
French Dictionary

thus

is

:

Svastica, or Swastika, a mystic figure used by several (East) Indian sects.'
was equally well known to the Brahmans as to the Buddhists. Most of the

It

rock inscriptions in the Buddhist caverns in the West of India are preceded or
followed by the holy (sacramentelle') sign of the Swastika. (Eugene Burnouf, Le
Lotus de la bonne lot ; Paris, 1852, p. 625.) It was seen on the vases and pottery
of

Rhodes (Cyprus) and Etruria.
"Etymology: A Sanskrit word signifying happiness, pleasure, good luck.
composed of Su (equivalent of Greek cS), good,' and asti, being,' good
'

'

is

with the suffix ka (Greek

ing,'

Ka,

Latin

'

It

be-

co)."

Dumou-

In the Revue a' Ethnographie (IV., 1885, p. 329), Mr.
tion gives the following analysis of the Sanskrit swastika :

radical, signifying ^^i?;/, 7afll, excellent, or suvidas, prosperity,
Astt, third person, singular, indicative present of the verb as, to be,

"Sa,
"
is

sum
"

which

in Latin.

Ka,

suffix

forming the substantive."

The Century
fortune.''

Dictionary says. Swastika— [Sanskrit,

Svasti

(su,

well,

+

asti,

being),

lit.."

welfare].

of

good

Same

as

fylfot.

Compare crux ansata and gammadion.'
In Ilios

(p.

Max

347),

Muiler says

:

"

'

Ethnologically, svastika is derived from svasti and svasti from su, well/
'
to be.'
Svasti occurs frequently in the Veda, both as a noun in a sense
as,
It corresponds
of happiness, and as an adverb in the sense of well or hail
The derivation svasti-ka is of later date, and it always
to the Greek tutoTw.
means an auspicious sign, such as are found most frequently among Buddhists

and

'

'

'

'

!

and Jainas."
'

Smithsonian Report, 1894,

p. 769.
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as follows

:

sign of four branches, of which the ends are curved (or
name signifying, literally, the sign of benediction, or

bent) at right angles, the

good augury."

The foregoing explanations relate only to
name " Swastika."
The sign Swastika must have existed long
given to

it.

It

must have been

hist religion
or the
»~

in

the present accepted

before the

name was

existence long before the Budd-

Sanskrit lanfruaofe.
C'
Try

In Great Britain the

common name

given to the Swastika from
Anglo-Saxon times by those who had no knowledge whence it came,
or that it came from any other than their own country, was Fylfot,
said to have been derived from the Anglo-Saxon yfzfifr
/£>/, meaning four-footed, or many-footed.^
"

Many

theories have been presented concerning the

symbolism

of the Swastika, its relation to ancient deities and its representation
of certain qualities.
In the estimation of certain writers it has been
respectively the emblem of Zeus, of Baal, of the Sun, of the sungod, of the sun-chariot, of Agni the fire-god, of Indra the rain-god,
of the Sky, of the sky-god, and finally the deity of all deities, the

Great God, the Maker and Ruler of the Universe.

It

has also been

held to symbolize light or the god of light, of the forked
lightning,
and of water. It is believed by some to have been the oldest Aryan
In the estimation of others

it represents Brahma, Vishnu,
It appears in the footPreserver, Destroyer.
prints of Buddha, engraved upon the solid rock on the Mountains
of India.
It stood for the Jupiter Tonans and Pluvius of the Latins,

symbol.

and

Siva, Creator,

and the Thor of the Scandinavians.
In the latter case it has been considered
In
erroneously, however a variety of the Thor hammer.
the opinion of at least one author it had an intimate relation to the
Lotus sign of Egypt and Persia. Some authors have attributed a

—

—

others have recognized it as representing the
of
mankind,
generative principle
making it the symbol of the female.
Its appearance on the person of certain goddesses, Artemis, Hera,
Demeter, Astarte, and the Chaldean Nana, the leaden goddess from
*
Hissarlik, has caused it to be c!:?imed as a sign of fecundity."
phallic

meaning to

'

2

it

;

R. p. Greg per Smithsonian Report, 1894, p. 769.
Smithsonian Report, 1894, p. 771.
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Commenting upon the theories of the various writers quoted,
Professor Wilson says
"
In forming the foregoing theories their authors have been
largely controlled by the alleged fact of the substitution and permutation of the Swastika sign on various objects with recognized sym:

The claims

bols of these different deities.

somewhat clouded

of these theorists are

and lost in the antiquity of the subWhat seems to have been at all times an attribute of the
ject.
Swastika is its character as a charm or amulet, as a sign of benedicThis character
tion, blessing, long life, good fortune, good luck.
has continued into modern times, and while the Swastika is recognized as a holy and sacred symbol by at least one Buddhistic rein obscurity

common

sect, it is still used by the
China, and Japan as a sign of long

ligious

life,

good

of

people

India,

wishes, and

good

fortune."

Whatever

else the sign Swastika may have stood for, and howmany meanings it may have had, it was always ornamental.
may have been used with any or all of the above significations,

ever
It

but

it

"

was always ornamental

Dr. Schliemann found

as well.

many specimens

of Swastika in his ex-

cavation at the site of ancient Troy on the hill of Hissarlik.
They
were mostly on spindle whorls.
He appealed to Professor
.

.

.

Max

Miiller for an explanation, who, in reply, wrote an elaborate
description, which Dr. Schliemann published in Ilios"

He commences with a protest against the word Swastika being
applied generally to the sign Swastika, because it may prejudice the
reader or the public in favor of its Indian origin.
He says
:

" I
do not like the use of the word Svastika outside of India. It is a word of
Indian origin and has its history and definite meaning in India.
The
.
occurrence of such crosses in different parts of the world may or may not point
.

.

common

origin, but if they are once called Svastika the vulgus profanum
once jump to the conclusion that they all come from India, and it will
take some time to weed out such prejudice.
"
Very little is known of Indian art before the third century B.C., the period
when the Buddhist sovereigns began their public buildings.

to a

will at

" The
name Svastika, however, can be traced (in India) a little farther back.
occurs as the name of a particular sign in the old grammar of Panani, about
a century earlier.
Certain compounds are mentioned there in which the last
It

word is karna, 'ear.' One of the signs
what Panani teaches in his grammar

for
is

marking cattle was the Svastika, and
when the compound is formed.

that
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having the ear marked with a sign of a Svastika, the final a
it is lengthened in other compounds,
such as daira-karna, i.e., having the ear marked with the sign of a sickle."

svastika-karna,

i.e.,

of Svastika is not to be lengthened, while

"

It

beginning of Buddhist
Buddhist manuscripts.
His-

(the Swastika) occurs often at the

inscriptions,

on Buddhist coins, and
Svastika

torically, the

posing Krananda

is

lirst

in

attested on a coin of Krananda, sup-

same king as Xandrames, the predecessor
of Sandrokyptos, whose reign came to an end in 315 b.c.
(See
Thomas on the identity of Xandrames and Krananda.) The paleographic evidence, however, seems rather against so early a date.
"
In the foot-prints of Buddha the Buddhists recognize no less
than sixty-five auspicious signs, the first of them being the Svastika ;
the fourth is the Siiavastika, or that with the arms turned to the
the third, the Nandydvaria, is a mere development of the
left
Svastika.
Among the Jainas the Svastika was the sign of their
to be the

;

Seventh Jina, Suparsva."
"In the later Sanskrit literature, Svastika retains the meaning of an aumark thus we see in the Ramayana, that Bharata selects a ship
marked with the sign of the Svastika. Varapamihira in the Brihat-samhitS
mentions certain buildings called Savastika and Nandyavarta, but their outline
does not correspond very exactly with the form of the sign. Some Sthupas,
spicious

;

however, are said to have been built on the plan of the Svastika.
Originally, Svastika may have been intended for no more than two lines crossing each other, or a cross. Thus we find it used in later times referring to a

woman covering

her breast with crossed arms, Svahastasvastika-stani, and like-

wise with reference to persons sitting cross-legged."'

Max

Miiller continues

:

"
Quite another question is, why the sign p^ should have an auspicious
meaning, and why in Sanscrit it should have been called Svastika. The similarity between the group of letters sv in the ancient Indian alphabet, and the
sign of Svastika is not very striking, and seems purely accidental.
"

A remark

of yours [Schliemann] {Troy, p. 38) that the Svastika resembles
motion, the direction of the motion being indicated by the crampons,
contains a useful hint, which has been confirmed by some important observations of Mr. Thomas, the distinguished Oriental numismatist, who has called at-

a wheel

in

tention to the fact that in the long list of the recognized devices of the twentyfour Jaina Tirthankaras the sun is absent, but that while the eighth Tirthankara
has the sign of the half-moon, the seventh Tirthankara is marked with the
'

Smithsonian Report, 1894,

p. 772.
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Svastika, i.e., the sun.
Here, then, we have clear indications that the Svastika,
with the hands pointing in the right direction, was originally a symbol of the
sun, perhaps of the vernal sun as opposed to the autumnal sun, Suavastika, and,

therefore, a natural symbol of light, life, health, and wealth.
"But, while from these indications we are justified in supposing that

among

the Aryan nations the Svastika may have been an old emblem of the sun, there are
other indications to show that in other parts of the world the same or a similar
emblem was used to indicate the earth. Mr. Beal
has shown
.

+)

.

.

.

.

occurs as a sign for earth in certain ideographic groups.
was probably intended to indicate the four quarters north, south, east, west
or, it may be, more generally, extension in length and breadth.
that the simple

(

—

.

It

—

'

"That the cross is used as a sign for four in the Bactro-Pali inscriptions
i'Max Miiller, Chips from a German Workshop, Vol. II., p. 298) is well known; but
die fact that the same sign has the same power elsewhere, as, for instance, in
the Hieratic numerals, does not prove by any means that the one figure was de'

rived from the other.
We forget too easily that what was possible in one place
was possible also in the other places and the more we extend our researches,
the more we shall learn that the chapter of accidents is larger than we im;

agine."

'

In the Smithsonian Report (Annual) for 1897 we find an article
"
Unity of the Human Species,"
by Marquis De Nadaillac on the
*
who, in concluding one part of the subject, says
" The accumulated
proof renders it incontestable that the funeral
rite of cleaning the bones and coloring them red was practised in
:

different countries widely separated by sea or desert.
Thucydides
In the
says the history of a people is to be sought in their tombs.
cases cited, the tomb has responded and has thrown a clear light on

the earliest origin of the rite, and at the same time on the common
question arising from these facts is, whether they
origin of man.
But this is comparatively of small
relate to religious or funeral rites.

A

It was surely a custom of the unknown ancestors of
these peoples, transmitted from generation to generation.
These
facts do not allow us to say that primitive life was everywhere the

importance.

if the productions of men are everywhere the same,
In the strange rite that
they are always to satisfy the same needs.
we have recounted, a rite which has required much thought and multiplied cares and which one can believe was strange to barbarous

same, nor that

and nomadic

races,

not a question of similar needs growing out
In order to find a solution it is necessary tc

it is

of similar creations.

'Smithsonian Report, 1894,

p. 773.

'Ibid., 1898, pp. 563 to 569.
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seek higher and farther it is the identity of the genius of
all times and in all regions that should be inquired of, and it
there that it can be found.'
;

man
is

in

only

"

The mysterious Swastika sign born in undefined regions and
rapidly extended over the entire world, goes to support this hypothwill seek the lessons it teaches.
esis.

We

"

For a long time the Swastika (the croix gammee, a Greek cross,
with arms bent to the right at right angles) has been regarded as an
Aryan sign, even the Aryan sign par excellence. From this, or from
its

name Indian (East Indian) has been
present to maintain because of the daily
diffusion or spread among absolute strangers to the

apparent place of origin, the
it

given

;

a

name

discoveries of

Aryan

its

difficult at

race."

"

It appears from the researches made during late years that the
Thus we
origin even of the Swastika sign appears to be contested.
read in the work of Count Goblet d'Alviella,^ one of those who has

best studied the question
"
The croix gammee (Swastika) appears from prehistoric times
among the peoples originating in the valley of the Danube, who have
:

'

respectively colonized the

Troad and the north of

Italy.

It

extends

with the products of this antique culture, on one side, among the
Greeks, Etruscans, Latins, Gauls, Germans, British, and Scandinaon the other side, to Asia Minor, Persia, the Indies, and to
vians
;

China and Japan.'
"
Such is also the opinion of M. Salomon Reinach.* According
to him the sign of the Swastika already represented in the city of
Hissarlik, prior, according to all probabilities, to the thirteenth cen'

J.

McGuire,

Classification

and Development of Primitive Implements.

" Amer. An-

throp.," July, 1896.

The

literature upon the Swastika has increased in late years until it has become a
In 1889 Count Goblet d'Alviella made a communication to the Royal Academy
" La croix
of Belgium entitled
gammee, or Swastika." It has since been enlarged and pub^

library.

" La
migration des Symboles," Paris, 1891. An English translation
appeared with an introduction and note by Sir G. Birdwood. Among recent publications
" Zur Geschichte der
were those of Michael Zmigrodzki,
Swatika," Brunswick, 1890, and
Thomas Wilson, "The Swastika," Washington, 1896. Eminent savants in all countries
have been occupied with the question of its origin and signification, but it appears, neverlished under the title

"

It is easy to read into
it is not yet entirely cleared, for Dr. Brinton writes:
barbaric scratches the thoughts of later times, and we must acknowledge that something
more than the figure itself is needed to prove its symbolic sense."
2
La migration des Symboles. " Revue des deux Mondes," May 12, 1889.

theless, that

Le mirage
I to

oriental.

"

L'Anthropologie," 1895.
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He
B.C., did not penetrate the Indies until after that period.'
continues that one does not find the symbol in Egypt,^ nor in

tury

Phoenicia, nor Assyria
while, on the other hand, it is frequent in
northern Italy, in the valley of th<; Danube, in Thrace, in Greece,
and on the western shores of Asia Minor. Thence comes his con;

clusions that
"

we should

seek in Europe for

its origin.^

do not pretend to contradict this, but the first discovery of
the Swastika on the hill of Hissarlik determines that this was not its
When came this mysterious sign which we see at
place of origin.
?
To
what
rite does it
Troy
belong ? Where did it originate ?
These are questions we would like to have answered. In the present state of our knowledge, the question is insoluble.
One point
I

my interest, that is the long persistence of the Swastika and
I see in this
rapid diffusion throughout such different regions.
an important argument in favor of the unity of the human species.
This argument should be further presented and such facts produced

excites
Its

as justify
"

An

it.

infant, the child of a savage,

might amuse himself by

trac-

ing in the sand or on stone, or on the first object that came under
his hand, squares and circles and crosses, and lines, making all imagwith progress the child can reproduce the images of
inable angles
;

mind, the scenes that strike him most, even to bizarre figures
He will not produce a sign
which are due only to his imagination.
as complicated as the Swastika unless he has it or has had it before his
his

eye, or unless

have been transmitted to him by his ancestors.
explain its presence in so many and such widely sep-

it

It is puerile to

shall

arated regions by the theory of the identity of the psychologic state
among human races which have the same rudimentary culture.
'
M. Reinach afterward recognized that the Swastika mentioned by Goblet d'Alviella
on certain ingots of silver in the form of dominoes, serving as money, and also those with
"
L'Anthropologie,"
inscriptions in honor of Acoka, belonged to the third century E.G.

—

1894, p. 248.
^ Flinders Petrie has found at Naukratis certain vases

ornamented with the Swastika

(Third Memoir Egyptian Exploration Fund), but this pottery appears to have been imported from Caria or from Cyprus. Stuffs ornamented with the same sign have also been discovered at Panopolis, Upper Egypt, but these have been attributed to Greek workmen who
were numerous at Coptos, a neighboring village where Clermont Ganneau has recently

—

"Acad, des Inscriptions," March 5, 1897 (Forrer, "Die
discovered a Greek inscription.
Graber und Textilfunde von Achmin Panopolis").
' " As for
India, everything induces the belief that the Swastika was there introduced
from Greece, from the Caucasus, or from Asia Minor, by routes as yet unknown."
" La
d'Alviella,
migration des symboles," p. io7.

— Goblet
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mysterious Swastika* figured on the idols and spindle
on the diadem of the daughters of
Priam, and on the numberless objects from the early cities on the
hill of Hissarlik,^ in the sacred temples of India as on the bas relief

"The

whorls

'

of the ancient Dardania,

of Ibriz, attributed to the Hittites,"* on Celtic funeral urns, and on
the hut urns of Albano or Corneto, a curious imitation of the habitations of the living wherein they have piously deposited the ashes

of the dead.^
"

We

on the balustrades of the porticos of the
Pergamos, on the sculptured ceiling of the
Orchomenos, on the vases of Milo and Athena, those of

see the Swastika

temple of

Athena

Treasury at

at

Bologna, the ancient Felsina of the Etruscans,^ of Caere (CerveCumes,* Cyprus,' and on the pottery gathered at Konigswalde
on the Oder on a golden fibula of the Museum of the Vatican, and

tri),''

;

a copper fibula of the
"

combs

of

Rome,

bishop's chair of St.

'

Royal

Museum

of

Copenhagen.

the most ancient paintings of the cataon the tunic of the Bon Pasteur,'" and on the arch-

encountered

It is

in

Ambrose

at Milan,

Sometimes the arms of the Swastika turn

where

to the left, to

it

is

associated with

which Professor

Max

Miiller

(Mr. Virchand R.* Gandhi reports that while
says has been given the name Suavastika.
studying an ancient Sanscrit philosophy, in the British Museum library, he found the word

Suavastika in connection with Swastika.
*

They

— T. W.)

The number

of these objects casts a doubt upon their use as spindle whorls only.
have been religious objects, a sort of ex-voto, for example.

"
Schliemann,
Ilios," Figs. 1873, 191 1, and others.
"
S. Reinach, Le mirage oriental.
Anthropologie," 1893.
" Cities and Cemeteries of
^
Dennis
Etruria," vol. i., p. 69; vol. ii., p. 457.
Dennis,
Etruscan
See also " Annali Dell' Inst.
to
the
civilization.
urns
as
anterior
these
regards
H.
W.
of
is
of
that
Professor
these
Boston,
Haynes,
opinion
Romano," 1871, pp. 239, 279.
5
^

"

"
belong to the Iron

Age" (Nation, January 24, 1889). Professor Heilbig, Guide to the
" Bulletino EthCollection of Classic Antiquities in Rome," vol. ii., p. 267; Pigorini,
"
Chantre,
Necropoles Halstattiennes de Italic et de
nologia Italiana," vol. xii., p. 262
;

I'Autriche, Materiaux," vol. xviii., pp. 3, 4.
" Scavi
^
Gozzadini,
Archasologici," Plate IV.
' In a tomb at Caere there has been found a
golden fibula with engraved Swastika.
Greffi, "Monumenti di Caere," Plate VI., No. i.
8 At Cumes has been found the
sign (Swastika) on pottery, buried at great depth,
which mark the establishment of sepulchres at the most ancient periods, beneath the
tombs of the Hellenic epoch, they in turn being under those of the Roman epoch. Alex.
Bertrand (" Arch, celtique et gauloise," p. 45).
' "
Cesnola, Cyprus, its Ancient Cities, Tombs and Temples," Plates XLIV. and

XLVII.
i«

Roller,

"Les Catacombes

LXXXVIL, XCIV.

de Rome," Plates VI., X.. XXXII.,

XXXIX., LIV.,
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monogram of Christ on the ancient sacred
books of Persia, as well as on the coins of Arsacides and the Sassanides on the most ancient Christian monuments of Scotland and
on the ScanIreland, often accompanied with Ogam inscriptions
dinavian runic books in the Halstattien sepulchres of San Margarether or de Rovische,^ and in the necropolis of Koban.^
"
Schliemann found it at Tiryns and at Mycenae * Cartailhac in
the citanias, those strange fortified towns of Portugal, some of which
date from Neolithic times ;^ Chantre in the tombs in Caucasus,® and
the Russian archaeologists on the bronze objects from their country
the Latin cross and the

;

;

'

;

;

;

Museum of Moscow.
The Swastika has been found

in the

"

in France, in the Tumuli
(mounds) of Haguenau, engraved on the cinctures of bronze.'' It
is perpetuated on objects posterior or strange to the Roman dominaFor example, on those taken in the Frankish tombs opened at
tion.
Colombe (Loire-et-Cher), on a funeral st^le at the Museum of Toulouse, on a vase at the Museum of Rouen,' on the cinctures, GalloRoman or Merovingian, near La Fere.* The Swastika also is found
onaCelto-Roman altar erected at Ambloganna, in England by a DaOn the right and left are
cian legion in honor of Zeus or Jupiter.""
two circles, rayed after the fashion of stars, which Gaidoz believes

The Laplanders still engrave
to be a representation of the sun."
the Swastika on their drums intended to be used in Magic rites.
"
The Chinese decorate with it their standards, instruments of
music, and their cannon.'*
"

>

The Japanese employ

it

as a

mark on

their potter}',

Dr. Graves, Bishop of Limerick, " Proceedings Roy. Irish Acad."

and the

Ludvig Muller

reports the same.

*" Materiaux,"
=

1884, pp. 137, 139, 466,

and

Fig. 84.

Ibid., 1888, p. 352.

i <<

Mycenae," p. 193.
5 "
L'Espagne et le Portugal prehistoriques," Figs. 410-412. Recently M. da Veiga
" L' Anhas recognized the Swastika in the compartments of a mosaic found in Algarve.
thropologic," 1891, p. 222.
'
M. Chantre assimilates these burials to those of Villanoba, Halstatt, and Bismen<

"
Materiaux," 1881, pp. 164, 165.
" Album
prehistorique," pp. 98, 99,

tovia in upper Italy.
'

De

Mortillet,

100.

"Ibid., Figs. 1247, 1257.

"
•Moreau, Album de Caranada."
Goblet d'Alviella, " La migration des symboles," p. 65.
" " Le dieu
gaiilois du soleil et la migration des symboles."
'*
The Letter of Gordon to Schliemann. "
'*'

Ilios," p. 3S2.
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red on their houses at the
beginning of the New
with liour or sacred rice upon a table or stand

in

Year, and make it
when entering a house

or church as a sign of good luck or good
wishes, or the occasion of a weddinsr or fete.^
"
The difTusion of a sign so complicated as the Swastika throughall time and in all countries is
something to be remarked, and of
which we should recognize the importance. Our astonishment is
doubled when we find the same symbol among the Ashantes on the

out

western coast of Africa,* and see

it
figured in America among the
most ancient civilization of which we have any
knowledge.
By
what migration has it crossed the Atlantic, by what migrations has

penetrated such distant countries and appeared among races of
so different ? And if, as we believe, all these
representations
are due to an indigenous art, either Indian or African, where did
it

men

they obtain their model ? Our ignorance on these points is complete, and the most we can do is to give a rdsum^ of the principal

Known facts.
"The Swastika has been found engraved on a shell from a
mound in Tennessee which contained thirty-two human burials,^ on
plates (five) of copper from the mounds of Chillicothe, Ohio,^ a
stone hatchet from Pemberton, N. J., on an Arkansas vase in the
National Museum, on a silver ornament, the
authenticity of which
appears incontestable, and which was shown in 1887 at the reunion
ot the Association
Fran9aise at Toulouse.^
"

Nordenskiold

engraved
'

to the

It

cites

numerous examples of the Swastika, now
times indicated by dots, among the

in straight lines, other

has been contended by some persons that the triskelion was an evolution from or
triskelion of three human legs bent at the knee and
joined at the
It is found on the
Lycian coins abtut 480 B.C., and thence was carried by Aga-

Swastika— the

thigh.

" Coins of the
thocles to Sicily.
(Barclay Head,
Ancients," Plate XXXV.) It is also
" Ceramic Art in Remote
found on a vase from Agrigentum.
(Waring,
Ages," Plate
XLII.) Newton explains how the symbol (triskelion) is found on the arms of Sicily, and
also those of the Isle of

proprietary of the Isle of

Man. (" Athenasum," September, 1892.) The Duke of Athol,
Man, sold in 1765 his right to the Crown of England, but because

he had been its sovereign he
kept the triskelion in his coat of arms.
'" It is not
possible to admit," says Count Goblet d'Alviella (" Migration des sym"
boles," p. 108), that this has been spontaneously conceived and executed. Of all a priori
hypotheses, this is certainly the most difficult to accept."
' "
Third Annual Report," Bureau of Ethnology, Fig. 140.
*" Twelfth Annual
Report," Bureau of Ethnology. Other similar discoveries have
been made in Ohio.

^"

Comptes rendus,"

i.,

p. 284.
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Mesa Verde, and the same is done by Max Mliller
Yucatan and Paraguay, while other savants have found it among
the Huacas of Peru and among savage tribes of Brazil, where the triangular pieces of pottery, sometimes bearing the mysterious Swastika sign, often form the only dress of the women.'
"
We find it in the paintings of the Navajos ' and on the ornaments of the Pueblo Indians, while the Sac Indians of the Southwest wear it on their collars and garters on occasion of their religious
cave dwellers of
in

fetes,

which

although it is not possible that they should know the sense
is attached to it,^ and the
Wolpis paint it on their dance

rattles.^

"

I

have omitted to treat of numerous figurines ornamented with

the Swastika in the hope to find an explanation of this mysterious
find it engraved on a figure of Buddha in the United
symbol.

We

Museum,^ on the base of a bronze Buddha from
and
on
a
vase in the Kunsthistorische Museum of Vienna
Japan,
where it figures on the breast of Apollo.' Astarte bears it on her
arms and shoulders,' Adonis on his arms, a follower of Aphrodite,
on her robe,^ a centaur from Cyprus on his right shoulder.^ In a
rude representation of Apollo directing the car of the sun it is found
on the wheels of the chariot.'" A female statue in lead found at Troy
wears a triangular covering over the ulva, the center of which bears
a Swastika." Numerous cinctures or girdles worn by women bore
this same Swastika sign.
Does this not indicate that it may have
been regarded as an emblem of the generative forces of nature ?
"
But we will not venture further in our researches for the sigStates National

nification of a sign so obscure as is the Swastika.
Probably (and
the figurines just mentioned give this hypothesis a semblance of

'

Wilson, Swastika,

2

Ibid., Plate

"

Report U.

S. Nat.

Mus.," 1894, Plate XVIII.

XVII.

'Ibid., Plates

good luck and give

XV. and XVI.
it

(Nevertheless these Indians recognize
name. T. W.)

—

a corresponding

'"'

Rev. d'Ethnographie," 1885, No.
^Wilson, 1. c, Plate I.
«
Goblet d'AIviella, 1. c, Plate I.

it

as a sign of

I.

'"
8

Bui. Soc. d'Anth.," 1888, p. 676.
This statuette was found in 1887 in a Greek tomb.

p. 677.

'Cesnola,
>"

"

Salaminia,"

p. 243.

Ibid.

"Schliemann,

"

Ilios," Fig. 226.

"Bui. Soc. d'Anth.,"

1888.
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emblem, an amulet consecrated by the varied
is the hand with the fingers raised a survival
symbol which is worn to-day by the Italians,

Was it dedicated to the living
little pig by the Parisians.^
to Zeus or Baal to Astarte or to Aphrodite to Agni, the god
or to Indra, the god of rain or, still further, to Vishnu or
of fire

as

is

sun

the

;

;

;

;

;

Hindu representatives of creation and destruction? All
more than this, all of them are probthese hypotheses are possible
able, for the signification of Swastika has singularly varied accordThose persons who in the actual
ing to the time and to tradition.^
to Siva, the

;

state of

our knowledge pretend to formulate general conclusions are

sadly in error.
"

I

approach the end of

my

of the anatomic structure of

task.

man

in

have sought to place the similarity of

By

the side of the similarity

all

times and of

all

races, I

proved by the
identity of his conceptions. The ossuaries which contain the remains
of his predecessors, the custom of coloring his bones red after they
had been denuded of their flesh, the mysterious sign to which we
have given the name Swastika, and other conceptions, other almost
universal creations, which it would be easy to add, all tend toward
his genius, as

the confirmation of the knowledge given to us by the earliest arms,
the first tools and implements of flint, and the most ancient pottery.

We

believe it impossible to misapprehend or mistake the multiplied
proofs that flow from modern researches, all of which affirm with an
irrefutable eloquence the unity of the human species."

Among the very ancient symbols of the Orient we find the
In one of the illustrations in the
Pentalpha, or five-pointed star.
Iconographic Encyclopcedia of the late Professor Baird, President
of the Smithsonian Institution, who succeeded Professor Henry, we
observe that the Pentalpha occupies the most conspicuous place.

That picture represents the universe, viz., the great celestial serpent
forms a circle having the tail in its mouth, at the top diametrically
opposite, at the bottom the serpent twists the body in a large coil
upon this coil is a huge tortoise on the back of the tortoise stand
;

;

;

'

W. W.

Rockhill ("Diary of a Journey
Tibetan who had a Swastika tattooed
Sewell (" Indian Antiquary," July, 1S81)
the Swastika has given rise.
To cite but one
cites the
*

:

believes the Swastika to have been a

through Mongolia and Tibet," 1891-92)
his hand.

on

presents innumerable hypotheses to which
Mr. Cunningham, a distinguished savant,

monogram.
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four elephants occupying the four cardinal points
on these elephants rests the earth, which is flat on the bottom and hemispherical
on the top
above the earth are represented concentrically the
seven heavenly spheres immediately above the uppermost sphere,
;

;

;

and suspended from the junction of the

tail

and mouth of the

ser-

the Pentalpha.
pent,
The Pentalpha has been so called, because the five {J>ente) points
each represented the Greek letter Alpha (A).
It was called
Hygeia
is

or symbol of health by Pythagoras.
refer our readers to Book IV., Chapter IV., pages 1755 to
1783 and especially on pages 1781 to 1783 wherein we have

We

—

—

shown the connection between some of the symbols now employed
in our modern Masonic system, with those of the remotest antiquity,
and have made frequent references to Dr. Mackey and to his
predecessor, Dr. Oliver, from whose works on symbolism we have
freely quoted such passages as would demonstrate our subject.
The writer of this treatise on Symbolism has endeavored to
place before the reader the intimate relation between all the forms
of language, as displayed by man, from the earliest ages, in the
crudest efforts to convey his ideas to others, down to the perfected

forms of animal life, as displayed in the unnatural compositions in
the cherubim, which was shown first to Moses, and subsequently to
the prophets Ezekiel and Isaiah, as described in the text.

We

can give no further explanations than those taken from
ancient writers, as, down to the present day, they are as mysterious
as they have always been in every age of the world, like the
Isis in her temple on the island Philae in
" I am that which
the
with
was,
Egypt,
following inscription
which is, and which is to come, and no mortal hath lifted my

image of the veiled

:

veil."

PART FIVE
ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE
ROYAL ORDER OF SCOTLAND

ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE
CHAPTER

I

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE SCOTTISH RITE

N

Chapter LI of

this

work

will

be found a

"

History of Christian Knighthood," and in the
"
following chapter, LIT,
Knight Templarism
in America."
In pages 1332 to 1336, Chapter
LI,

is

of the

given the

history of the suppression
the death of the last

"Templar Order,"

Grand Master, Jacques De Molay, and the
persion of the

"

dis-

Order."

There is no need to repeat in this place the account of the de"
Poor
struction of the greatest of the three great military orders, the
"
Fellow-soldiers of Christ and Solomon's Temple as they officially
described

themselves.

On March

11,

Jacques de Molay, was burned to death
last

1314, the

Grand Master,

in Paris, declaring

with his

wrung from him and other knights
and that the order was innocent. The

breath that the confessions

by torture were untrue,
Papal Bull, issued by Clement V. the year before, had suppressed
the order and transferred its estates to the Knights Hospitallers, or
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, for centuries the bitter foes of
the Templars.
The Templars who escaped the cruelty of the
French King, Philip the Fair, fled to other countries.
From this period until the invention of printing there was a
slow but gradual increase in learning, which was mostly confined to
the priesthood very few, even of the nobility, could read or write
hence they employed as chaplains the learned class of the clergy,
who conducted all of their busmess affairs, and became domesticated
in their families.
After the invention of movable type and the in"
"
crease of books,
learning became more popular, and by the polit;

;
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ical

in

changes

the

kingdoms

in science

improvements

of

and the

Europe there were important
brought about, so that from

arts

the close of the 14th century to the death of Charles II. of England, very important events had taken place and an entire revolution of society had occurred,

The great fire in
in religion.
its effects upon other parts of
city of

London

growing out of the

London —although a

The

"

"

Reformation
local affair
had

—

reconstruction of the

Europe.
—and particularly
of the religious

edifices

— produced

a revolution in architecture under the supervision of Sir Christopher
Wren, who was appointed by Charles II. as superintendent of all

the public buildings after the great fire.
King, Wren visited the continent and
classic orders

in

England.

in

London,

of

which there were few examples
no doubt that the great cathedral of St. Paul's
order of architecture, was a copy of St. Peter's in
architecture, of

There
in its

Under the sanction of the
became familiar with the

is

Rome.
Sir Christopher Wren has often been called by Masonic writers
Grand Master of Masons, but there is no evidence whatever that
he was even an Apprentice Mason when he became the government architect or " Superintendent."

a

Lessing, the German critic, goes so far as to describe Wren as
the inventor of Speculative Masonry, but later investigators affirm
that while Inigo Jones, the great architect of so many noble buildings in England,

is

claimed to have held a place

capacity.

As

the

first

Wren

in the

Masonic

only mentioned in a professional
code of Masonic laws and the first items of

order, yet Sir Christopher

is

Masonic history were published by authority, it may justly be inferred that the triumvirate of compilers had no knowledge of his
having ever been a member of the Society. The English Freemasons of the period of the so-called revival of 171 7 seemed to
have found no reason to believe in Wren's connection with the SoWren was one of the most eminent men of the time, " a
ciety.
prodigy of universal science," President of the Royal Society, the

new cathedral of St. Paul's, London, and numerous
and
other
colleges
buildings, and, more than all, the rebuilder of
London after the Great Fire, and it would be strange that the initiabuilder of the

man as the King's Archishould have been forgotten by the lodges of Masons subsisting
when the revival of 171 7 took place.
tion or affiliation of such a distinguished
tect
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The invention of new degrees was continuous, in the countries
of Europe, during the middle portion of the i8th century, but most
of them were worked to a limited extent only and soon passed into
The three degrees of Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft,
oblivion.
and Master Mason were the source from whence this prolific development of degrees sprang, and these three degrees were selected,
with twenty-two others, to compose a Rite which was destined to
retain its vitality, and to spread its influence, throughout the world.
This Rite was known as the " Ancient and Accepted Rite."
There have been various accounts of the manner in which these
"
Rite of Perdegrees were selected and arranged in the so-called
The most reasonable statement is as follows
fection."
:

The Chevalier de Bonneville established a chapter of twenty-five
degrees of the so-called High Degrees in the College of Jesuits of
Clermont, in Paris, in 1754. The adherents and followers of the
House of the Stuarts had made the College of Clermont their asy-

One of these degrees being the
lum, they being mostly Scotchmen.
"Scottish Master," the new Body organized in Charleston, S. C, in
"
"
1 801,
gave the name of Scottish Rite to these degrees, which name
ever since that time has characterized the Rite

all over the world,
previously given to these degrees
was the " Rite of Perfection," or the Ancient and Accepted Rite.
The Marquis de Lernais carried these degrees to Berlin in 1758

of which

more anon.

The name

and they were introduced into and adopted by the Grand Lodge of
the Three Globes.
The Rite was revived in Paris that year under
"
Council of Emperors of the East and West."
the authority of the
In consequence of the interference of the Jesuits, who, finding that
their former efforts had not succeeded in finally suppressing the

Rite, again

"

forced themselves into the Rite and

sowed seeds of

dissension," the result was that a new organization was formed
"
"
and as a concalled the
Council of the Knights of the East
;

sequence a rivalry sprung up between these two bodies and the
Grand Orient of France. In 1781, however, both of these bodies
became incorporated with that Grand Body which held the Rite of
Perfection within

itself.

who had taken
patronage all of Masonry in Germany, formed and promulsfated what have been known ever since then as the Grand ConIn

under

1

762

it is

asserted that Frederick the Great,

his

stitutions of 1762.
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The
with

"

many

Rite of Perfection," which for a quarter of a century,
struggles, had not fully accomplished the work proposed

by its authors, was improved, it is said, by Frederick himby a reorganization and reconstruction which placed it on a
higher standard in its philosophy and in its teachings that eight
other degrees were added to it, and the name was changed to " The
for

it

self,

;

Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry," and that the
Grand Constitutions of 1 786 were ratified and signed by Frederick in
Berlin, in

By

May

of that year.

these Constitutions of

authority he had held from

1

1

786, Frederick the

762 as Grand

Great resigned the

Commander

of the Order

of Princes of the Royal Secret, and Supreme Chief of the Scottish
His Masonic prerogatives were by the same
Rite or of Perfection.

document deposited with

a council for each nation, to be

composed

of Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General of the Thirty-Third and last
degree of legitimate Freemasonry, limited in numbers to that of the

years of Christ

on

earth.

The Grand Constitutions formed

in 1762 were ratified in Bordeaux, October 25th of that year, and were proclaimed as the gov"
"
Rite of Perfection
erning laws for all the several Bodies of the

over the two Hemispheres.
Prior to this, in 1761, Stephen Morin was invested with power
by the Grand Consistory of Sublime Princes of the Royal Secret in
Paris, on the 27th of August, 1761, to carry the "Rite of Per"
to America. He received a Patent, as his credential, of
fection

which the following

is

a

copy

:

Moritis Patent.

To

the glory of the G. A. O. T. U., etc., and by the good will
of H. S. H. the very illustrious Brother Louis de Bourbon, Count

de Clermont, Prince of the Blood Royal, Grand Master and Protector of all Lodges.
At the Orient of a most enlightened place where reign Peace,
Silence,

mon

and Concord, Anno Lucis 5761, and according to the com-

style,

27th August, 1761.

Lux

We

ex

lenfbris.

Unitas, concordia fratrum.

the undersigned, Substitutes General of the Royal Art,
Officers of the Grand and Sovereign Lodge of

Grand Wardens and
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John of Jerusalem, established at the Orient of Paris and We,
Sovereign Grand Masters of the Grand Council of the Lodges of
France, under the sacred and mysterious numbers, declare, certify,
and decree to all the very dear Bros., Knights, and Princes scattered
St.

;

throughout the two hemispheres, that being assembled by order of
the Substitute General, President of the Grand Council, a request
was communicated to us by the worshipful Bro. Lacorne, Substitute of our very illustrious G. M., Knight and Prince Mason, and

was read in due form.
Whereas our dear Bro. Stephen Morin, Grand Perfect Elect (G.
elu parfait) and Past Sublime Master, Prince Mason, Knight and
Sublime Prince of all orders of the Masonry of Perfection, member
"
of the
Trinity," etc., being about to depart
for America, desires to be able to work with regularity for the advantage and aggrandisement of the Royal Art in all its perfection,

of the Royal

Lodge

may it please the Sovereign Grand Council and Grand Lodge to
On the report which has been
grant him letters of constitution.
made to us, and knowing the eminent qualifications of Bro. S.
Morin, we have, without hesitation, accorded him this slight gratiin return for the services which he has always rendered
this Order, and the continuation of which is guaranteed to us by
fication

his zeal.

For this cause and for other good reasons, whilst approving and
confirming the very dear Brother Morin in his designs, and wishing
to confer on him some mark of our gratitude, we have, by conand invested him, and do by these presents conand invest him, and give full and entire power to the said
Bro. Stephen Morin, whose signature is in the margin of these
presents, to form and establish a Lodge in order to admit to and
multiply the Royal Order of Masons in all the perfect and sublime
degrees to take measures that the statutes and regulations of the
Grand and Sovereign Lodge, general or special, be kept and observed, and to never admit therein any but true and legitimate
sent, constituted

stitute

;

brothers of sublime Masonry.
To rule and govern all the

members who

shall

compose

his said

Lodge, which he may establish in the four quarters of the world
wherever he may arrive or shall sojourn, under the title of Lodge of
"
"
we give him power
Perfect Harmony
St. John, and surnamed
to choose such officers as he may please to aid him in ruling his
;
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Lodge, whom we command and enjoin to obey and respect him
do ordain and command all Masters of regular Lodges of whatsoever
dignity, scattered over the surface of land and sea, do pray and enjoin them in the name of the Royal Order, and in the presence of
our very illustrious G. M., to acknowledge in like manner as we
recognise our very dear Bro. Stephen Morin as Worshipful Master
of the Lodge of Perfect Harmony, and we depute him in his quality
of our Grand Inspector in all parts of the New World to reform
the observ^ance of our laws in general, etc., and by these presents do
;

constitute our very dear Bro. Stephen Morin our G. M. Inspector,
authorising and empowering him to establish perfect and sublime

Masonry

We
said
their
shall

in all parts of the world, etc., etc.

pray, consequently,

all

brothers in general to render to the

Stephen Morin such assistance and succour as may be in
power, requiring them to do the same to all the brothers who
be members of his Lodge, and whom he has admitted and con-

stituted, shall

admit or constitute

perfection which

in future to the

sublime degree of

we grant

him, with full and entire power to create
where
the sublime degrees shall not already
places

Inspectors in all
be established, knowing well his great acquirement and capacity.
In witness whereof we have given him these presents, signed by
the Substitute-General of the Order, Grand Commander of the
Black and White Eagle, Sovereign Sublime Prince of the Royal

and Chief of the Eminent Degree of the Royal Art, and by
Grand Inspectors, Sublime Officers of the Grand Council and of
the Grand Lodge established in this capital, and have sealed them with
the Grand Seal of our illustrious G. M. His Serene Highness, and
with that of our Grand Lodge and Sovereign Grand Council. Given
Secret,

us.

at the

G. O. of Paris,

or according to the
light, 5761,
(Signed) Chaillon de Jonville,
M. of the first lodge in France called " St.

in the

year of

Vulgar Era, 27th August, 1761.
Substitute-General,

W.

Thomas," Chief of the Eminent Degrees, Commander and Sublime
Prince of the Royal Secret.
Bro. the Prince de Rohan, Master of
"
the Grand Lodge
Intelligence," Sovereign Prince of Masonry.
Lacorne, Substitute of the Grand Master, W. Dep. M. of Lodge
Sava"Trinity," Grand Perfect Elect, Knight and Prince Mason.
de Bucheley, Grand Keeper of the Seals, Grand Elect, Grand
Knight and Prince Mason. Taupin, etc.. Prince Mason, Brest-de"
Exactitude." Grand Elect
Ia-Chauss6e, etc., W. M. of the Lodge

lette

APPRENTICE'S PILLAR
Roslyn Chapel, near Edinburgh, Scotland
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Perfect Master, Knight Prince Mason.

Mason Boucher de Lenoncourt,

Prince

1809

Count de Choiseu!, etc.,
W. M. of the Lodge

etc.,

"

Virtue," Prince Mason.
By order of the Grand Lodge.
Master and Knight Prince Mason,

Daubertin, Grand Elect Perfect
of the Lodge " Saint Al-

W. M.

phonse," Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge and of the Sublime
Council of Prince Masons in France, etc.

The first soil which Morin touched on his mission to America
was San Domingo, and afterward, on his arrival at Kingston, Jamaica, he appointed Henry Francken a Deputy Inspector-General.'
Later on other appointments were made by him to this office, and
these Deputies he supplied with copies of the Grand Constitutions,
which had been adopted in 1762. Soon after his appointment
Francken visited the North American Colonies, where he gave an
appointment of Deputy Inspector-General to Moses M. Hayes,

at

Boston, Mass.

Francken established under his commission from Morin a lodge
This was a Lodge of Perfection of the 14th

Albany, N. Y.

at

Degree.

On December

20,

1767,

he conferred the degree of

Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret, the 25th Degree of the
This lodofe seems not
Rite, on several Brethren of the order.
to have prospered, and was nearly forgotten when in 1822 Giles
Fonda Gates, one of the most active Brethren of the Northern
Masonic Jurisdiction, discovered the original Warrant, together
with some patents of the Brethren of the body, and its books of
record.

This was, no doubt, the very first body of the " Rite of Perfecever planted on the Continent of North America, and
there were, doubtless, several such bodies in the Islands of the

tion'

West

Indies.

Those Masons who have progressed beyond the Blue Lodge
degrees, and are familiar with the Capitular and Cryptic Rites, as
also the degrees of the Commandery and those of the A.'. A.'. A.*.
S.
R.". can readily perceive how Thomas Smith Webb was able to
•.

manufacture the degrees attributed to him, after his residence
Albany, and his connection with the Masons of that city.
•

The date
114

is

not known, but

it

must have been between 1762 and 1767.

in
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Brother

Da Costa was made Deputy

Carolina by

Deputy

Hayes

in

1781

;

Inspector-General for South
he also appointed Solomon Bush

for Pennsylvania, and B. M. Spitzer Deputy for Georgia.
established in Charleston in 1783 a Sublime Grand

Da Costa

of Perfection.

Lodge

A

Council of Princes of Jerusalem was duly constituted
Charleston, and Meyers, Spitzer, and Frost were present and
stalled the Officers.

The Council

of Knights

Kadosh was

in
in-

orsfanized

When
Philadelphia in 1796 by refugees from San Domingo.
France again assumed authority over San Domingo, these Brethren

in

returned

home and

the

council

became dormant

if

not entirely

extinct.

In

New York

City a chapter of Rose Croi.x (iSth Degree) was

established in 1797, the Grand Constitution of 1786 and the ritual
of the eight added degrees having been received in Charleston at

The bodies already established in Charleston accepted
new regime and adopted the new degrees, and in 1801 a convention was held and preliminary steps inaugurated to form a Supreme
that time.

the

Council of the 33d and Last Degree of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.

The name of this new body was " The Supreme Council of Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General of the Thirty-third and Last Degree
United States of America." It was formed and organized
by John Mitchell and Frederic Dalcho, and during the year the full
number of members, nine, was admitted.
This new body recognized the Constitutions of 1762, the Secret
Constitutions, and the much-discussed Constitutions of i 786.
These latter constitutions are believed to have been approved
for the

and ratified by Frederick the Great of Prussia, as Supreme Head
and Governor of the Rite, and, as already stated, provide for the

government of the Rite, after his death, by a council in each nation.
Although these constitutions claim to have been recognized as the
Supreme Law of the Rite in 1786, they were not published till
A Latin text was pub1832, when a French version appeared.
lished two years afterward which, while agreeing with the French
book in essentials, differs in many of the details. It may be broadly
stated that the Latin version is more precise, more complete, more
in legal form, and, hence, some students have arrived at the conclusion that the Latin constitutions, thus written in a language uni-
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versally understood, were the original, while the French version
really an adaptation for the use of the Brethren in France.

is

a

1811

was

But the question whether the French or Latin text is the original
mere trifle of little importance compared with another vital one,

namely: "Were the Constitutions of 1786 ever seen or sanctioned
by Frederick the Great ? Were they not forged in Charleston ?
Those who asserted the falseness of the constitutions made no
attempt to demonstrate the commission of forgery at Charleston,
but confined themselves to denying that they were ever sanctioned
oy Frederick. The reasons alleged for this opinion were that in
1
786 Frederick was mentally and physically incapacitated for business, and, furthermore, that the names subscribed to the Latin verThe injurious suspicions as to the veracity of
sion were fictitious.
numerous Masonic statements, caused by the injudicious zeal and
the uncritical methods of many Masonic writers, led to the general

acceptance of the belief that the constitutions as contained in
many of the stories invented by the

the Latin version were like

arch-impostor, Cagliostro, and others, simply stupid forgeries by
men ignorant or careless of historical facts and historical probabiliit may be repeated, was held not only
by men not
any Masonic order, but by many Masons of good standIt was reserved for an American Mason, of the highest degree,
ing.
Brother Albert Pike, to refute this theory. That eminent Mason,
in his Historical Inqtiiry, showed from documents of the period
that in 1786 Frederick the Great, while undoubtedly suffering from
physical ailments, was still in the habit of attending to business.
Brother Pike likewise showed that the names appended to the Constitution of 1786 were those of men who were connected with the
Court of Berlin. The result of hie investigations, after an extensive
and impartial study of all accessible sources of information, was to
the effect that the aforesaid constitutions were drawn up at Berlin
and duly ratified by Frederick in the year assigned to them. As
such they were recognized by the Southern Supreme Council. This
Another student
refers to the Latin version of the constitutions.
of the history of the Rite considers the French version the original,
and this is the version which is recognized by the Northern Supreme

ties.

This

belief,

affiliated to

Council.

Without quoting
it

may

at length

from Bro. Pike's Historical Inquiry,
his conclusions.
He shows that

be advisable to give some of
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when Francken
nies

it

in 1 767 introduced the Rite into the American Colowas generally understood that the supreme governing power
Berlin, and that in 1770 the Lodge of Perfection at Albany

was in
was directed to transmit reports to Berlin, while, still earlier, a tracingboard made by one of its members displays the double eagle of Prussia as a

symbol of the head of the order.

of Perfection at Philadelphia drew
sented to Frederick as head of the order.

Lodge

Moreover,

in

up an address

17^5, the
to be pre-

The Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of t,^°, the title of
which heads this chapter, like all the so-called Scottish Masonry, has
No
nothing whatever to do with the Grand Lodge of Scotland.
portion of it, except perhaps the Royal Order of Scotland, ever
originated in Scotland, nor were any of these so-called Scottish deGould, in his history, apgrees at any time practiced in Scotland.
plies the word Scots as distinguished from Scottish to show these
additions to Freemasonry made on the Continent.
These so-called
Scottish or Scots degrees seem to have originated about the year

France.

The statement

1740

in

Paris

from 1739, holding

ter of Dublin,

that Irish chapters existed in
from the Grand Chap-

their constitutions

cannot be accepted.

There

no evidence

is

to sup-

port it, and Masonic authorities reject it, holding that a much later
Nor must we condate must be assigned to all these Irish degrees.
"
fuse the " Orient de Bouillon
with these so-called Scots Masons,
for that

was simply

a

Grand Lodge

established in

Luxemburg, years

afterward.

What

these Scots lodges taught nobody knows and nobody need
Rituals exist in lamentable profusion, but unfortunately they
do not agree. They are, however, all permeated with one notion,
care.

the absurdity of which will show the absurdity of the system. They
some Scottish crusaders found in a vault the long-lost in-

state that

and that in their search they worked " with the sword
in one hand and the trowel in the other."
This expression is taken
from the Hebrew account of the building of the Second Temple of
Zerubbabel, and while natural enough as applied to builders, is quite
effable word,

out of place in the case of men
The story of the " long
passage.

rummaging

some subterranean
"
word we meet with

in

lost, ineffable

A)'ah'an Nights, where we learn that the knowledge of
made Solomon, the King of Genii, able to perform all kinds
marvels.
The Arabian Nights is the fit place for the story.
in the

it

of
It
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must be remembered, too, that the temple that the Crusaders saw
was not Solomon's nor Zerubbabel's, but Herod's, erected a little
before the birth of Christ.

At any

on

Scots Master claimed to be
Freemasonry, the true history and
the real designs of the order.
He claimed also to be in every way
superior to the Master Mason, and to hold various peculiar privileges.
rate, relying

this fable, the

in possession of the true secrets of

In utter contempt for the great principle on which Freemasonry
founded, the perfect equality of all its members with a governing
body elective and representative, the Scots Masters claimed to rank

is

before the
as visitors.

W. M.

of any lodge even when they were only present
the right to wear a distinctive dress and

They claimed

to remain covered even in a Master's Lodge.
part the secrets of the E. A., F. C, and W.

They claimed to imM. degrees, personally

and either with or without ceremony as the whim seized them.
They would not, if they were members of a lodge, permit anyone
but other Scots Masons to sit in judgment upon them.
Matters
became still worse when the Scots Lodges were "grafted on the
In
ordinary Lodges," and increased in number and in arrogance.
these cases the W. M., instead of being elected by the lodge, was
nominated by the Scots Lodge, and as was inevitable, he was almost
always one of themselves. All questions of ritual and doctrine were
decided by the Scots Lodge, all the finances were managed by the
Scots Lodge, in fact all the governing powers were usurped by the
Scots Lodge.
Nay, the Scots Lodge went so far as to arrogate to
itself all the powers of a Grand
Lodge, and as such to issue Warrants of Constitution.

From

the exercise of these powers arose

Mother Lodges which became so numerous in
France, each Mother Lodge claiming and exercising the right of

the so-called Scots

granting constitutions and warrants to other lodges, and of developing systems of degrees peculiar to themselves, and worked in chapters all independent of each other.
France, it has been said, was the
all these novelties, and the most
important of its Scots
Mother Lodges was the one established in Marseilles in 1751 under
the title of St. John of Scotland.
To give it some ground for call-

inventor of

itself Scots, it professed to be founded
by a traveling Scotsman,
and proceeded to grant warrants to a large number of lodges in
France and elsewhere.
From it descended another so-called Mother

ing

Lodge, the Mother Lodge of the county of Venaissin, with

its

seat
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Avignon, which

sophic Rite.

In

in turn

all

these

became the mother of the Scottish Philo-

new systems not only was

the true original

and beautiful simplicity of the Craft overlaid and disfigured by fool"
ish legends and childish ceremonies, but to
quote Br. Gould, the
is
autocratic
and
a
governing power
irresponsible,
hierarchy is
formed, the highest class rules all the others, and directs the lower
classes without appeal from those below it."
France, we have seen,
may be considered as the inventor of what a German historian of
Masonry calls "the lying fictions" of the so-called High Degrees,
and in the i8th century, as in the present, set the fashion to
Europe.

The

arch impostor Balsamo,

who

called himself the

Count

Cagliostro, was in the height of his reputation, preaching the doctrines of his Egyptian Masonry, of which he made himself the

Grand Cophta

;

his

dupes were persons of the highest rank, and
overwhelmed most of the
From France it spread to

speedily a flood of imbecile mysticism
lodges on the Continent of Europe.

Germany, and the name of its introducer into the Empire is given
Count von Schmettau. In Berlin the members of the lodge
entitled the Three Globes erected a Scots Lodge in 1741, Hamburg
followed with a Scots Lodge or two in 744, and the Saxon city of
Leipzig in 1 747, and the Free City of Frankfort followed suit in
It is stated that between 1742 and 1764 no fewer than forty1753.
seven such lodges were erected in Germany. These Scots Lodges,
however, were soon absorbed by the Clermont system with its low
chapter degrees, which system in its turn was absorbed by the Tem"
Strict Observance."
Even now, some of these
plar system of
Scots Lodges, according to Mr. Gould, form the basis of the German
Grand Lodge Systems, styled the " Inner Orient."
To France and to the Scots Lodges in France must be assigned
the manufacture of those new degrees which connected the Scots
Masons with the Knights Templars and thus gave life to the whole
It was an age of disbelief and credulity,
system of Templarism.
of sensuality and mysticism, of the hardest common-sense and the
wildest tomfoolery.
It was an age of unrest, of decay, and a longing for a new birth, and the teachings of history were scorned, and
every fable the more improbable the better was eagerly accepted,
till men
really believed that there was some foundation for the legend that the Military and Religious Order of the Temple, in spite
of its having perished in fire and blood, had in some unknown way,
as a

i

—

—
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In 1741
preserved a germ of vitality for some four hundred years.
a degree called the Kadosh degree, representing the Vengeance of
the Templars, was invented by the Masons of Lyons, and henceforth
all

the

new

rites of

French origin contain Knightly and almost

all

Templar degrees, the connection being in all instances formed by
some of the Scots degrees. The German Handbook enumerates
over sixty-eight such degrees in various rites, and it is probable
this list could be extended.
The name Scottish, too, is assumed
by many rites to designate the whole system, for instance the
Scottish Philosophic Rite.
The above-mentioned system of the

Clermont was a Templar continuation of the Scots
grew into the so-called Emperors of the East and
"
West, and finally developed into the Ancient and Accepted Scotchapters

of

degrees, and

Rite 33°."
was on the Continent of Europe that these innovations on the
simple ceremonies and beneficial doctrines of the Craft spread out
tish

It

most luxuriantly.
Under the assumption that the Scots lodges
could issue warrants of constitutions, whole swarms of irresponsible lodges were formed, in which the principles of the Craft were
little considered.
From this period may be dated the enmity of the

Church and the Kings of Europe

to any association that bore the

name

or claimed any affiliation with the Freemasons.
There is no
doubt that most of these lodges became political centers of social

and

political

class

is

conspirators.

In the hierarchy of these

rites,

each

and thus admits only those it pleases, while the
have no voice in the management of their affairs or in

self-elected,

lower classes

the election of their rulers.

Our limits will not permit any very extended r^erence to the
"
varied changes in these so-called " High Degrees
prior to the full
establishment of the Ancient and Accepted Rite but we must
;

mention the most important events, that the reader may appreciate
the subsequent and final establishment of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, which took its origin, as such, in Charles"
Suton, S. C, in 1801, and the formation of the very first
of
General
the
of
Grand
Council
33d degree, in
Inspectors
preme
South Carolina," with Colonel John Mitchell Sov. Grand Commander.
From all the authorities which have been examined, in respect
to the Chapter of Clermont, the system of

Masonry

therein prac-
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ticed gives no definite information.
Thory, who wrote sixty years
subsequently, states that Chevalier de Bonneville founded a chapter
on November 24, 1754. Brother Gould, in his history of this

chapter, denies the statement of Thory, that Von Hund took the
Templar degrees in that chapter, as he had left France for the last

eleven years previously, and erected his first TemUnwurde in 1751.
"
The Chapter was based on the three degrees
Thory also says
Freemasonry, and the Scots or St. Andrew degree, and worked

time
plar

in 1743, or

Chapter

in

:

of

three higher,

the

the Knight of the Eagle or Select Master 6°,
7°, the Sublime Illustrious
Knight or Templar

5°,

Illustrious

;

;

Knight."
The Chevalier de Bonneville, mentioned above, is probably the
same person as the Count de Bonneville who founded in 1 760 a
lodge in the Nouvelle France, near Paris, which

is

described as be-

ing brilliantly conducted and frequented by persons of high rank.
The difference in the titles given to Bonneville can be explained by
the old French system by which a younger son was styled Chevalier until by the death of older members of the family he attained the higher rank of Count, and such deaths may have occurred
between the two dates of 1754 and 1760. Not much information
can be found respecting the doings of this lodge created by M. de

Bonneville, and it is probable that Kloss's opinion of it referring to
"
is the nearest to the truth.
the " Emperors of the East and West

As

"

Emperors of the East and West," an account will be
While the histor}' of the Rite, as far as France is concerned, is obscure, its history in Germany is more important.
We will now briefly state the Masonic affairs of Germany in
to the

given

later.

In 1742 the memconnection with this "Chapter of Clermont."
"
"
"
to
bers of the
Three Globes erected the Scots Lodge " Union
work the fourth or Scots degree. The Baron Von Printzen was,

1750-54 and 1757-61, W. M. of the Mother-Lodge "Three
Globes" of Berlin; i.e., he was ex-officio QrzwA Master of all the
In 1757 the French Marquis Gabriel
lodges of "Three Globes."
Tilly de Lernais came to Berlin as a prisoner of war, and in 1758,
with Printzen, founded a chapter of the three Clermont degrees,
"
Three Globes," and the
grafted upon the Mother-Lodge of the
Scots Lodge "Union."
On June 10, 1760, this chapter consti"
and on July 19, 1760, took
tuted the chapter " Sun
at Rostock
in

;
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"
Premier Grand Chapter of Clermont in Germany."
Rosa was appointed to travel over the north of
Samuel
Philip
"
Germany, to bring the lodges under the control of the Three
"
Globes and to institute chapters. A fourth chapter was constituted
by Rosa at Stettin, March, 1762 he then, subsequently, instituted
eight others, in different cities, until in June, 1763, his career was
terminated by being e.xpelled from the Craft his successor, Schubart, instituted the last and fifteenth German chapter of Clermont,

the title of

;

;

at

Magdeburg, November

27, 1763.
has been thought by some writers that the name of Clermont
was derived from the College of Jesuits of that name. Brother
It

"
I am unGould, however, does not concur therewith, and says
able to believe that the Jesuits could have consented to glorify the
Knights Templars, nor can I see anything new in these degrees,
being, as they were, merely amplifications and rearrangements of
:

I
prefer to consider the title a delicate compliment
of Clermont, Grand Master of French Masonry from

previous ones.
to the

Duke

1743 to 1770."^

Inasmuch

as the

"

"Knights of the East" was

a

body of "im-

proved Masonry about that period, it becomes proper to give
some account of that organization, and we are again indebted to
Brother Gould above all other authors for his very impartial examination into the history of not only this particular body, but also
in that connection all of those systems which flooded the Conti-

nent about the middle of the i8th century and toward the close
of

it.

The only

real

attempt to arrive

early system, was made by Dr. Kloss.
the separate existence of Masons, who

at the facts,

in

regard to this

Other writers had overlooked
were called "Sovereign Princes

of Masonry," "either confusing them with certain special degrees of
other systems, or treating them as an offshoot of the Emperors of

the East and West."

Even

the usually diffuse Hajtdbiich

is

exces-

meager in the information which it supplies. Yet if Kloss's
extensive and minute researches are to be given their just weight,
it is to the
rivalry between the Knights and the Emperors that must
sively

be attributed the sorrowful picture of discord
of France, 1760-80.

Grand Lodge

'

Gould,

vol. v., p. 95.

presented

by the
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In 1754 the Grand Lodge of the members of the Chapter of
Clermont had been founded, and in the following year the Grand
Lodge of France acknowledged the privileges which were claimed
to be possessed

by the so-called Scottish Masons. This action may
probably have been with a desire to counterbalance the influence of
the Chapter of Clermont.
This chapter seems to have been decidedly of an aristocratic order, and to have enrolled as

its

members

only the high nobility, members of the Court circle, high officers in
the military and other professions reserved to nobles, while all less
favored individuals were refused admission to it. It was a period in

French history when the lower noblesse, and the noblesse of the
robe, as the highest lawyers or judges were entitled, as distinguished
from the noblesse of the sword, the designation of the old feudal
with its military traditions, were striving to obtain great
influence and higher recognition in the social hierarchy.
It was
from this class of the lower nobility and less highly placed officials
nobility,

"

Knights of the East, Princes and Sovereigns
was formed in 1 756. Its separate subdivision took
the name of colleges, each of which bore the name of its president.
The chief college was that of Valois of Paris. If this college followed the usage of its fellow colleges, Valois must have been a
that the association of

of

"

Masonry

man who
it is

as vet remains undiscovered.

more probable

Valois, adjoining the Isle

name

Under these circumstances,

taken from the province of the
of France, in which Paris is situated, and

that the

is

which gave its name to the royal family that sat on the throne of
France from Francis I. to Henry III.
Be this as it may, some
names of these Knights of the East survive, and they clearly show
that the association was recruited mainly from the lower nobility
and the upper middle class. The occurrence of a name like Baron
Tschadi is no objection to this view.
In the first place, the name
shows he was not a Frenchman, and in the second place the title
baron was that reserved to the richer members of the mercantile or
financial class.

The statutes of the Rite are elaborate one article provides that
the position of Sovereign shall be held for the space of one year by
each member in turn.
Another article. No. 7, decrees that the
;

Knights of the East are the born princes of the complete order, just
Scottish Masters are the Grand Superiors of the Masonic
Order. The ne.xt article lays down the doctrine that if a Knight of

as the
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the East
exists,

he

Mason.

comes

in his travels to a place
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where no lodge of the Rite

may dispense the light of the first six degrees to a Master
The term " first six degrees" implies that the degrees were

more than

that number, and that therefore there were at least seven
degrees beyond that of Master, or ten degrees in all, thus working
three degrees higher than the Chapter of Clermont.

The dominant position of the College of Valois in the Knights
of the East was lost in 1762, as the result of an intestine quarrel.
Its place was taken by a Sovereign Council of the Knights of the
East, of which the following officers of the Grand Lodge of France
were members The Grand Keeper of the Seal, Brest de la Chauss^e
the President, one of the Wardens the Grand Orator, the Secretary
General and the Grand Secretary. The prime mover of this resolution is said to have been a Parisian tailor named Poilet, but this is
:

;

;

we find a Poilet acting as a leading member
of the rival Emperors, and his humble profession would certainly
have excluded a tailor from the aristocratic Emperors. There is
improbable, as in 1764

reason, however, to believe that

from

this period the aristocratic

lost much of their influence in
Emperors
Grand Lodge, while the lower class Knights gained power. The
old rivalry still went on and in 1 766 the Knights sustained a defeat
from the Emperors and many of their members were expelled.

of the East and

The Sovereign Council

West

Knights of the East retaliated by a
lodges to cease working Templar
did
not do so.
The Emperors of
The
evidently
Knights
degrees.
the East and West, as they were an offshoot and continuation of
the Chapter of Clermont, certainly did so. The quarrels of the Emperors and the Knights continued and grew more bitter, till it became necessary in 1767 for the Government to issue an edict discircular in

solving the

which

it

of the

requested

Grand Lodge.

all

From

a body, sank into insignificance.

that the Knights of the East, as

CHAPTER
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THE ORIGINAL SUPREME COUNCIL

HE very

Supreme Council of which we have
any knowledge whatever, either by tradition or
history, was the one organized by John Mitchell,
Frederic Dalcho, Emanuel De La Motta, Abra-

ham

first

Alexander, Major T. B. Bowen, and Israel

Delieben, at Charleston, S. C, May 31, 1801.
This was a transformation of the former " Rite
of Perfection," or Ancient and Accepted Rite.
The Brethren who constituted this new Rite were

members

all

of the several Constituent Bodies, which derived their Masonic life,
and constituted authority from Morin through his Deputies duly

appointed by him to propagate the Rite on the American Continent, or more extensively the Western Hemisphere.

The pedigree is as follows Morin commissioned Francken, and
Francken commissioned Moses M. Hayes Moses M. Hayes commissioned Barend M. Spitzer, and the latter, on April 2, i 795, com:

;

missioned John Mitchell as Deputy Inspector-General, reciting in
his patent of commission that he does so by authority of the Convention of Inspectors held in Philadelphia, June 5, 1781.
This new
Rite, which came into the world apparently fully developed, was
really a transformation of the Rite of Perfection.

To show
33d and

conclusively as to

last

herewith a facsimile copy
of the A.-. A.-. A.-.
S.

C,

in 1802.

when

degree was organized,

The

S.".

the

Supreme Council

of the

we

are permitted to furnish
"
of the " Register of the several bodies

R.-.

original

which met
is

in

Council of the Southern Jurisdiction
1820

in the city of Charleston,
the Archives of the Supreme

in

Washington, D. C.
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ANNUAL REGISTER
OF THE

BRETHREN WHO COMPOSE THE
SUBLIME GRAND LODOE OF PERFECTION OF

SOUTH.CAROUNA.
ESTABLISHED AT CHARLES TOH. ANNO

LITCXS

S783.

ALSO.

THE

LIST OF

THE OFFICERS OF THE

GRAND COUNaL OF PRINCES OP JERUSALEM;

OFFICERS OF THE SOVEREIGN CHAPTER
OF ROSE CROiX DE HERODEN;

OFFICERS AND MEMBERS Of THE
CONSISTORY,

GRAND

AND

GRAND INSPECTORS GENERAL OF THE
33d

Hoc maxime
ita ei

officii,

poiissunum

DEGREE.

ut quisqae maxtme opis indigeaU

Toli,,

opitulari.

REGISTER FOR THE YEAR

CHARLESTON
?R(MTEO BT

T.

B.

sSoz.

(sovth-carolima}

EOWEN, «0

3>

BROAD'STREBT'

1821
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BY THE CLORT OF THE GRAND
ARCHITECT 07 THE UN2VERSB.
LVX * TCNIBMt.

Oncers of the Sublime Grand

Lodge of Perfection

of South

Carolina>

Sublime

Grand Majitr.

Frederick dalcho, native of Mary.
bnd, Dodor of Medicine, Meml^r of the
Medical Society of South-Carolina, Hgnorary

Member of

the Chemical and Medical

Societies of Philadelphia,
ficians

and one of the Phy.

of the Charlefton Difpenfary, &c. &c.
P. R. S.
R.* 335.'. K. H.

—

aged 32 years,
Sov. Grani Ir.fpeaor General of the 33d
degree,,

and Lieutenant Grand Commsmdef

for the United States.

Aa
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Sublime Deputy

JOSEPH
en Gafinois,
43f years,

N.

J

AH AN,

PlafiiCT

native, of Montargis,
of Saint Domingo, aged

Mafler of the Lodge

12, Paft Sublime

K.

Grand Maftsr*

H.—P.

R.

la

Grand Waller,

Candeur,
R.'-IK.*.

S.

Sublime Senior

ISAAC AULD,

Grand Warden,

native of Pennfylvania,

Doftor of Medicine, Member of the Medical
Society of Sonth-Carolina, Honorary

Member

of the Medical and Chemical Societies of
Fhiladclphia, and cae of the Phyficians of the

Ghnrlefton Difpenfary,^ &c, aged
R.r.2r...

K-

H.—P.

32 years,
R. S.Sov. Grand Infpeaor

General of the 33d degree.
Sublime "junior

Grand Warden*

WILLIAM PORTEH,

native of Ireland,

Commiffion Merdianf, aged 37 years. Prince
of Jerufalem.

1823
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15)
Grand Oreior end Keeper of the

JAMES MOULTRIE,

SSals.

native of South-

Carolma, Do£tor of Medicine PortPhyfician,
Vke-Prefident of the Medical Society of
South-Carolina, and o ne of the Phyficians of
the Charleflon Difpealary, &c aged 38 years,
R.*.)K.-.

K.

H.—P. R. S. Sorv.

Genera! of

tl^c

33d

Sublime

JAMES

Grand Infpeaor

degree-

Grand Treafurtr
native

ALLISON",

Britam, Cooper, aged 46 years,
Sublime

Grand

.

of

North.

R.*^.v

Secretary*

JOHN PETER PROYS,

native of

Hano-

vcT, Accountant, aged 33 years. Prince of

Jerufalem.

Grand Majier of Ceremorueu

ALEXANDER PLACIDE,
Eourdsaux,
Taeatrc,

P.

R, a.

Manager

aged 45

of

yc^,

the

nadve

of

Charlcftoa

R.'.)S(.'.

K.

H«—
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Captain if the

PIERRE RIG ADD,

Guar^U
natire

Planter of Saint-Dotningo,
R.-.®.-. S.

H.—P.

R.

of Naatz,

aged 31 yeart,

S.

Grend Tykr.

DAVID LABAT,

native of

Hamburg^.

Storekeeper, aged 42 years, PerfeSion.

Members.

JOHN MITCHELL,
Juflice of the
late

narivc of Irdaod,

Quorum and Notary

Public,

a Lieutenant-Colonel in the American

Army, Member of the Cincinnati ; and Paft
Sublime Grand Mafter, aged 60 years.
R.-.JK.-.
K. H.— P. R. S. Soy. Grand
Infpciftor

General of the 33d Degree and
for the United States.

Grand Comtnander

IHOM AS BARTHOLOMEW WmtH^
native of Ireland, Printer, late a

the Americaa

cumati

«5

; Pafi:

Army

Major ia
and Member of the Cia-

Sublime Grand'MaRer, aged 60

1825
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(7>
R.».)8^.*.

yeai^

H.—P.

K.

R.

Sot.

8.

Crajid Jsfp&dor Gecenl cf the 33d Degree
and UL Grand Malte? of Ceremonies.

ABRAHAM SASPORTAS,

narive

of

Bourdeaus, Merchant, aged ^6 years, R.'.S.*.
JLnight of the Sun.

PIERRE BOUySSOU,
Francois,

Planter,

late

native of

Captain of

Cape
Gen-

darmerie, aad Orator of ihe Lodge la Caadeur^

aged 48 years,

R.-.S1.'.

K.

H

—

P. R. S.

ISRAE L DELIEBEN, native of Bohemia,
Commiffion Merchant, aged 61 years, R.
S. Sov, Grand Infpeaor
3K.-. K. H.— P. R
Ccneral of the 33d degree.

MICHEL FRONTY,
Martial, en Limoufin,

ag^

50

years,

native of Saiaf*

DoSor of Medicine

R.'.^.*. K.

H.

—P. iL

S.

EMANUEL DE LA MOTT.A, nati?e of
Commi^ion Merchant and
Au£Honeer, aged 43 years, R.*.3fC'. SU H.-^
ihe
P. R, S. Sor. Grand
InlpeSor Generri of
Santa

Croix,

33d degree, and
H. £iapre.

iha

liL Treafurer Gcsistzl

of
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ROBERT L»ALLEMj\ND, native of Port
Republican, Planter of St

Dotningo, aged

SS ytars R-.^.'. K. iL—P. R.

JOSEPH BEE,
Planter,

aged

56

S.

native of South-Carolina,

R. .5a.%— <jrand

years,

Pontiff.

ETIENNE DUBARRY.

native

of Jarbes,

en BigorCs Planter of St
Domingo, aged 49
Syears, R.-.0.-. K. H.--P.

K

PETER SMITH, native of South-Carolina,
Fafior, aged 53 years. Prince of Jeriifaletn.

JOSEPH CLARET,
Mafter of Lodge No.

native of Narbonne,

45, aged

SOLOMON HARBY,

36

native of

year?,

London,

ComrailliDn merchant and Audioneer, aged
P. R. S.
40 years, R\')f{%* K-

H—

JEAN ANDRE PELLETANF,
t(

planter of St,

aged

native

Dcmingo

years, R.-.J^^;".

THOMAS BAKER,

naiiye

of Tngland,
Infurance

1827
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Infurance

Brokerj

aged

Sccrei

37 yeais,

MaRer.

JEAN RErGNE',

native

of Caflillon,

near Bourdeaus, aged 30 years. R.*.

Si*.*

native cfSouth-

JOSEPH DICKINSON,

Caroiina, Infpeftor of Exports, late a Captain
of lofantry, aged 33 years. Intimate Sscre.
tirj.

JEAN JACQUES THOMAS,
London, Merchant, aged 42

JACOB DELEON,

years,

native

natiye

R.

of

}^.".

of Jamaica,

Commifiion Merchant and Auftioneer, aged
years, Intendant of the Bucldtug.

38

JEAN DESBEAUX,
Cooper, aged 37 years,

native

of

Buzet,

IV. }*(.•.

FRANCIS LOUVRIER SAINT MART,
native of Nevers,

aged 39 years. Intimate

Secretary.

PIERRE JOSEPH MORE,

native

of

Fontaine, en FraKche Comtc, Surgeon, aged

SO

years.

Knight of the Eaft and Weft.

B
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JEREMIAH WILCOX, natltc of Rhode*
l(kad,

Painter; aged

33 years, Provoft aad

Judge.

GEORGE

ESTILLET,

Ne

native qF

Orleans, aged 28 year*, intimate Secretary.

ISAAC CANTER, native of Santa Croix,
Audioncer, aged 33 years. Knight of the
Eaft.

JOHN HINCKLEY MITCHEL,

native

orSouth^rCarolina, Juftice of the Peace,

and

Notary Public, aged 33 yejirs. Secret Mafter.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER,

native

of

South-Carolina, FaCtor, aged a 6 years. Secret

Mafter.

LEWIS

T-

RAYNAL,

native of South-

Carolina, Accoununt, aged 24 yearB» Ekfied

of Nine.

JOHN BANKS,
coumant, aged 30

MORRIS

native of

England,

Ac

years. Intimate Secretary.

GOLDSMITH,

aative

of

1829

1830
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London*

MercbanSj aged 21

years. Secret

Mafter.

JOHN BILLEAUD,
en

Sesatre,

Ele^fd of

Xaintonge,

aged

30

n:;tivc

of North.

years,

Fifteen.

THOMAS
Britalsi,

of Sainu

native

NAPIER,

Merchant, aged 30 years, Knight of

thcEaft.

EMANUEL CANTOR,

native of Santa

€roiz» Merchant, aged 30 years,

Intiioate.^

Stcretary.

Hencrary Mcmbttt.

His
ditary

Ropl
Prince

Highnefs
of

CHARLES,

the Swedes,

Gcths

Here,

and

Duke of Sudermania, Heir of
Norway, DuVe of Slef<vick, Hohlein, StorVandals,

marrie and Dittmarche, Count of Oldenburg
and Dclmeahorft. Grand Admiral of Sweden,

Vicar of 5o!omoa of the ^th and ^ih t^ro.
\iRce, and National .Grand Malter of the

Kingdom of Swed§p,
Ft IL S.

R»*,

^.'.

K.

H.—
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ALEXANDER

Cojuit

FRANCOIS

AUGUSTE DE GRASSE,
of

Verfailles,

36

aged

of Saint

Planter

years,

U.-.

34i.-.

K.

native

Domingo,
H.— P. R,

Grand Infpe^or General of the
33d degree. Grand Commander for the
French Weft Indies, and Reprefentative of
Sov.

S.

Grand Lodge of South-Caro-

the Subiime
lina, in

and

Sublime Lodge io Saint

to the

Domingo.

JEAN BAPTISTE MARIE DELAHOCUE, native of Paris, Planter of Saint
Domingo, aged 58 years, R.*. Jg.-, K. H.—
S, 5ov. Grand
Infpcftor General o*

P..R.

the 33d
mander

degree, and Lieutenant
for.

ihe Frencli

JOHN SUCKLEY,
Merchant of
R.-.

.C^-..

K.

Saint

Weft
native

Grand Com*

Indiej.

of London,

Domingo, aged 34

H.— P.

NICOLAS SAMSON PANEL,
of

Normandy,

aged 28 yeare,

yearly

R. S.

native

Merchant of Porto-Rico,
R.-.

y.ii:

JONATHAN Bayard smith, naaVc

1831
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of Pennfylvertia^ sgeJ 50 years, late

Mafter of the State of

Grand

f cnfylvania> R.-.

J^.*.

K. li.— P. R. s.

SAMUEL MYERS,
York,
R.-.

Tiativc

)fis.-.

K. H.-P. R.

MOSES MICHAEL

Netr-

S.

HAYJiS,

Merchant, of

K.

of

Merchant of Virginia, aged 43 years,

H.— P.

R. S.

Bofto.),

native of
R.*. A.'^
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ADDRESS:
TO DOCTOR FREDERICK DALCOQ^

Chahlestoit, (Sout&'Can&$A}

« »«»«««
The SubSme Grznd Lodge* meets &t the
Lodge Room, Meeting- (Ireef, every

Ineffable

©ther Saturday evening at fix o'ciock, from
the Autumnal to the Vernal
Eijufnox, and ca
the fird Saturday ia
every saontli at feren
c'clccl:, in the ewnbg, from the Veroai to

f.

u>n3KKptc of

S.

th: %eah.

Comma ad.

G. U.

1833
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XV—&^ZVI )
BY THl GLORT OF THE GRAND
C

ARCHITECT OF THE UNIVERSE.
LUX Z TtN(&l.l>

HEALTH, STABILITY AND POWER,
Officers of the

Grand Council of Princes of
A- L. 5802.

Jerufalem, iASouth-Cacolina
lit. Bro. Cou.

JOHN MITCHELL—MofiE«joitable.

Dft.

FKEDERICK DALCHO-Senlo?
Moft Enlightened.

Or. ISAAC A ULD— Junior

Mod

En-

lightened.

ABRAHAM ALEXANDER— X. D.
SOLOMON HARBY— Grand Orator
and Keeper of the Scaia.

ISRAEL DELIEBEN— CxaiiJ

Tret-

fnret,

JOSEPH BEE— Graod

Secretary.

AlEXANDERBLAaDE-Maftet

of

£$remonjesi
.

7yl«f (vacjy

)

THE ORIGINAL SUPREME COUNCIL

(

Iff

i»35

>

Keprefentativs in St. Dimlngv^

AUGUSTUS DE GRASSE—K. H~P.

R. &.

Sov. Grand Infpeftor General of the 33d Degree.

Convent tenf a^e held on tbejirji Sundays 0/
Fibruary,
Ulocki

M.

May^ Auguji

a.id

November^

at the Ineffable Lod^e

at

12"

Rotm.

%^^/A^'^^^-^
%^/P^i^

0, and Keeper^

<J
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m

THE NAME OF THE MOST HOLT
AND UNDIVIDED TRINITY.

SS.

8S.

OfBcers

of the

SS.

Sovereign

Chapter

of

Rofe Croix de Hereden, in South-Carolina^

A.

X>,

1802.

Bto. Cot.

JOHN MITCHELL—E.

M.

Perfect

Sovereign.

Dr.

FREDERICK DALCHO—M.

E.

P.

Senior Warden.

Dr.

ISAAC

AULD—M.

E. P. Junior War-

EMANUEL DE LA MOTTA— Grand
Treafurer.

ABRAHAM ALEXANDER— Grand Secre*
tarjr.

Major T. B.

BOWEN"—Grand

Maaef

CfandTyUr

of

(vacant)

c

THE ORIGINAL SUPREME COUNCIL

jSJmbla^s tf the Knigbis are ixtd in tht
Lodge Room at Metidian, on tie day

ineffable

ef the

Annual Feafiy Sbrcve Ttufday^ Tuefdaf

after Eafier^ the

day cf Afcenjlon^ the day of

Peniku/i^ all Saints day

and

the two/efitvaU (f'

St, John.

M. E.

Bj^

P. J,

Commando

Gfmd Seeretary,

W,

1837
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AD CLORIAM DEI

Knights of K. H. and Membets of the Grand
Confiftory of Princes of the Royal Secret in
South-Carolina, A. L. 580a.
Col.

JOHN MITCHELL—T,

HI.

Grand Com-

mander.

Dr.

FREDERICK DALCHO—T. L

Lieutenant

Grand Commander.

JOSEPH

JAHAN—T.

1.

Lieutenant Grand

Com-

mander.

Da.

JAMES MOULTRIE—BCoifter

of Stare

and Grand Orator.

MICHAEL FRONTY— Orand Chantellcf
EMANUEL DELAMOTTA—Grand Treaftftc*.
ABRAHAM ALEXANDIR - Orand Sctrtity.
Dr.

PIERRE B0U"8SS0U--Otand.Maft«r

Areftitea

and Engineer.

AULD ^Phy/T^w General.
DEUEBEN— K«p«r 9f the Scak

Dr. ISAAC

ISRAEL

*ci

ArcIiiTes.

Major T. B

BOWEN— Ocand

Maa«T

of Cert-

monies;

f IE»RE

RIGAUD— C»puin of \he Quarts

THE ORIGINAL SUPREME COUNCIL

(W)
(S.

TjrUr Taeant.)

(J. Tyler vacant.)

SOLoxoK Harbt.

Etiene Dobarr?

KOBEIT LALLiUiXty.

AtEXAKDER PtACIDl.

Moses C. Levt,

Reprefentative in St. Domingo*

AUGUSTUS DE GRASSE— IL H—P. R. 3.
Soy. Grand Infpcftor General of the
33d Degree.
Conjtftorits

LcJge
2 »/?

T

are held at

RcmiOnthc

i\Ji

M.

at the Ineffable

Marchy i^thjwae^

September and ijtb December,

I, T^ „G.

CW*»-,it_-^

I.

L. C. C.

fhhes.

y

Command.

Crcnd

Secrfiari,

1839
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(xvn—to—xxxni
Vi^Vtrfi

iac)

Urrarum OrhU ArchiteEimt
eb

gloria

ingentis^

DBUS MEUMQXJE JUS.

ORDO AB CHAO.

Supreme Council of Grand

Inf-

pe£lors General of the 33d
degree, in South-Carolina*

CojlonblJOHN MITCHEL—Sov. Grand
Comniaiider.

Dr. FREDERICK

DAtCHO—Lieutenant

Grand Commander.

EMANUEL DE LA MOTTA—HI.

Trea-

H* Empire.
ALEX ANDER^ill, Seaetary

furer General of the

ABRAHAM

General of the H. Empire,

Major T. B.

BOWEN—UL

Grand Malter

of Ceremonies.

ISItAELDELlEBEN—Sov.GuBdlni
General.

eOs

HIS MAJESTY,

KING EDWARD VII — P. G. M. AND PROTECTOR OF
MASONS OF ENGLAND

THE ORIGINAL SUPREME COUNCIL

Or.

ISAAC

AULB—Sov*

Grafld Infpeftot

General.

MOSES

a

LEVY—Sov. Grand

roTpcaor

General.

Dr. JAMES

MOULTRIE— S07,

Graad

Infpeflor General.
111.

Ciiaxds (Ta£aj[U>)

Capt. of the life

1841

[842
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Heprefeniative in Saint DofAfngif,

AUGUSTUS DE GRASSE— Sov,
Commander

for the French

Grand
Weft ladies.

Councils are held at the
boufe of the

Commander at

Meridian^

MooTty reckoning from the

Grand

every third neuf

new Moon

in

Moj,

'4m^
Ll Gd. Com.

Sov. Gd.

Cqhu

By Ojmmand,

fiJary Central of th»

iL

Etnpire.

CHAPTER

III
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A

circular,

which we give

Supreme Council

at

in part below, was issued
by the
Charleston (adopted October lo, 1802), under

December 4, 1802, and copies were sent to every Grand
Lodge then in existence in the United States and also in other

date of

countries.
"

Circular

"

"As Society improved, and as discoveries of old records were
made, the numbers of our degrees were increased, until, in progress
of time, the system became complete.
"
From such of our records as are authentic, we are informed
of the establishment of the Sublime and Ineffable degrees of Ma-

sonry in Scotland, France, and Prussia, immediately after the crusades.
But from some circumstances, which to us are unknown,

4658 they fell into neglect until the year 5744, when
nobleman from Scotland visited France and re-established the

after the year

a

Lodge of Perfection in Bordeaux.
"In 5761 the Lodges and Councils

of the

Supreme degrees

being extended throughout the Continent of Europe,
the

King

of Prussia, as

of the Royal Secret,

Grand Commander

was acknowledged by

his

Majesty

of the Order of Prince
all

the Craft as the head

of the Sublime and Ineffable degrees of Masonry throughout the
two hemispheres. His Royal Highness Charles, Hereditary Prince
of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals, Duke of Sudermania, Heir of

Norway, was, and still continues the Grand Commander and protecSublime Masons in Sweden and his Royal Highness
Louis of Bourbon, Prince of the Blood, Duke de Chartres, and the
Cardinal Prince and Bishop of Rouen, were at the head of these

tor of the

;

degrees in France.
"On the 25th of October, 5762, the Grand Masonic Constitutions were finally ratified in Berlin and proclaimed for the govern-

ment

of all the Lodges of Sublime and Perfect Masons, Chapters,
Councils, Colleges, and Consistories of the Royal and Military art
of Free- Masonry, over the surface of the two hemispheres.
There
are Secret Constitutions,

and are alluded to

which have existed from time immemorial,

in these instruments.

America. Being a Collection of all the Official Documents which have appeared on
both sides of the question with Notes and an Appendix. By Joseph McCosh, Charleston,
of

S.

C,

1823."

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES
"

1845

same year the Constitutions were transmitted to our
who had been Appointed on
the 27th of August, 5761, Inspector-General over all Lodges in the
new World, by the Grand Consistory of Princes of the Royal Secret
convened in Paris, at which presided the King of Prussia Deputy,
Chaillon de Joinville, substitute General of the Order, Right WorIn the

illustrious

'

Brother, Stephen Morin,

'

shipful Master of the first Lodge in France, called St. Anthony's,
Chief of the Eminent degrees, Commander and Sublime Prince of

the Royal Secret,'
"

etc.

The following

Illustrious Brethren

were also present

:

The

Brother Prince of Rouen, Master of the Grand Intelligence Lodge
and Sovereign Prince of Masonry, etc.
"

La Coine, substitute of the Grand Master, Rignt Worshipful
Master of the Trinity Lodge, Grand Elect, Perfect, Knight and
Prince of Masons.
"
Maximillian de St. Simon, Senior Grand Warden, Grand Elect,
Perfect and Knight and Prince of Masons.
"

Grand Keeper of the Seals, Grand
Knight and Prince of Masons.
"
Duke de Choiseuil, Right Worshipful Master of the Lodge of
the Children of Glory, Grand, Elect, Perfect Master, Knight and
Prince of Masons.
"
Topin, Grand Embassador from his Serene Highness, Grand,
Elect, Perfect Master, Knight and Prince of Masons.
"
Boucher de Lenoncour, Right Worshipful Master of the
Lodge of Virtue, Grand, Elect, Perfect Master, Knight and Prince
of Masons.
"
Brest de la Chausee, Right Worshipful Master of the Exactitude Lodge, Grand, Elect, Perfect Master, Knight and Prince of
Masons. The Seals of the Order were affixed and the Patent counSavalette de Buchelay,

Elect, Perfect

tersigned by
"

Daubertiny, Grand, Elect, Perfect Master, Knight and Prince
of Masons, Right Worshipful Master of the Lodge of St. Alphonso,
Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge and Sublime Council of
Princes of Masons, etc.
"

When

Brother Morin arrived

to his patent,
^

A

in St. Domingo, he, agreeably
appointed a Deputy Inspector General for North-

copy of his commission is
and is given in chapter

Jurisdiction,

in the archives of the
i

of A. A. S. R.

Supreme Council, Southern
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This high Honor was conferred on Brother M. M.
Hayes, with the power of appointing others, where necessary.
Brother Morin also appointed Brother Frankin Deputy Inspec-

America.

tor-General

of Jamaica

and

the

Brother Colonel Provest for the
ish

British

Leeward

Windward

Islands,

and

Islands and the Brit-

Army.
"

Brother Hayes appointed Brother Isaac

Da Costa Deputy

In-

spector General for the State of South Carolina, who, in the year
5783, established the Sublime Grand Lodge of Perfection in Charleston.
After Brother Da Costa's death. Brother Joseph Myers was
appointed Deputy Inspector-General for his State, by Bro. Hayes,
who, also, had previously appointed Brother Colonel Solomon Bush
Dep. Insp. Gen. for the State of Pennsylvania, and Bro. Barend

M.
a

Spitzer to the same rank for Georgia, which was confirmed by
Convention of Inspectors when convened in Philadelphia, on the

15th of June, 5781.
"
On the I St of May, 5786, the Grand Constitutions of the ThirtyThird Degree, called the Supreme Council of Sovereign Grand Inspectors General, was ratified by his Majesty the King of Prussia,
as Grand Commander of the Order of Prince of the Royal

who

Secret, possessed the Sovereign Masonic power over all the Craft.
In the
Constitution this Power was conferred on a Supreme

New

Council of Nine Brethren

Masonic prerogatives

in

in their

each

own

nation,

who

district that his

possess

all

the

Majesty individ-

ually possessed, a7id are Sovereigns of Masonry.
the 20th of Feb., 5788, the Grand Council of Princes of

"On

Jerusalem was opened in this City (Charleston, S. C), at which
were present Bros. J. Myers, D. I. G. for South Carolina, B. M.
Spitzer, D. I. G. for Georgia, and A. Forst, D. I. G. for Virginia.

Soon

after the opening of the Council, a letter was addressed to his
Royal Highness, the Duke of Orleans, on the subject, requesting
certain records from the Archives of the Society in France, which
in his answer through Col. Shee, his Secretary, he very politely
promised to transmit, but which the commencement of the French
Revolution most unfortunately prevented.
"On the 2d of Aug., 5795, Brother Colonel John Mitc+iell, late
Dep. Quarter Master Genl. in the Armies of the United States, was

a Dep. Ins. Genl. for this State by Bro. Spitzer, who acted
consequence of Bro. Myers' removal out of the Country.

made

in

SCOTTISH RITE
"

IN

THE UNITED STATES
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Bro. Mitchell was restricled from acting until after Bro. Spitwhich took place in the succeeding year.

zer's death,

" As
many Brethren of eminent degrees had arrived from Foreign parts, consistories of Princes of the R. S. were occasionally
held, for initiations and other purposes.
"

On

May, 5801, the Supreme Council of the Thirty^
United States of America was opened with the
high honors of Masonry, by Brothers John Mitchell and Frederick
Dalcho, Sov Gr Insp Genl :; and in the course of the presen'.
year the whole number of Grand Inspectors General was completed,

the 31st of
third degree for the

:

:

:

agreeably to the Grand Constitutions.
"
On the 2ist of January, 5802, a Warrant of Constitution passed
the Seal of the Grand Council of Princes of Jerusalem for the es-

tablishment of a Master
ton, S.
"

Mark Mason's Lodge

in this

City (Charles-

C).

On

the 2ist of February, 5802,

Our

Count

Illustrious Brother,

Alexandre Francois Auguste Degrasse, Deputy Inspector General,
was appointed by the Supreme Council a Grand Inspector General,
and Grand Commander of the French West-Indies and our lUus
trious Brother, Jean Baptiste Marie De La Hougue, Dep. Insp
Genl., was also received as an Insp. Genl. and appointed Lieut
Grand Commander of the same Islands.
"
On the 4th of December, 5802, a Warrant of Constitutior,
;

passed the seal of the Grand Council of Princes of Jerusalem, for
the establishment of a Sublime Grand Lodge in Savannah, Georgia

The Names of the Masonic Degrees are
Entered Appfentice.
Fellow Craft.
Master Mason.

ist degree.

y

Given

)

Secret Master.

Perfect Master.

Intimate Secretary.
Provost and Judge.
Intendant of the Building.
Elected Knights of

9.

Illustrious Elected of 15.

Sublime Knight Elected.

Grand Master Architect,
Royal Arch.
14th

"

"

Perfection.

as Follows,

viz.

:

\

in

the Symbolic Lodges.

T848
15 th
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he the happy cement of the

That as
Universal Society of Free and Accepted Masons.
at the improvement of the general condition of Man-kind

all

l)y

aim
the

practice of Virtue, and the exercise of benevolence, so they sincerely
wish that any little differences which may have arisen, in unimportant ceremonies of

Ancient and Modern, may be reconciled, and

given away to the original principles of the order, those great bulwarks of Society, universal benevolence and brotherly love, and that
the extensive fraternity of Free-Masons, throughout the two HemiBehold how
spheres, may form but one band of Brotherhood.
'

good and how pleasant

it

is

for

Brethren

to

dwell together

in

Unity.'
"

They

respectfully Salute

your Supreme Council by the Sacred

Numbers.

Charleston, South Carolina, the loth day of the 8th
Month, called Chisleu 5553, A.L. 5802, and of the Christian Era,
this 4th day of December, 1802.
"

Frederick Dalcho.

"K-H.P.R.S., Sovereign Grand Inspector General of the
33d, and Lieutenant Grand Commander in the United
States of America.
"
•*

Isaac Auld.

K-H.P.R.S., Sovereign Grand Inspector General of the
33d.
"

E.

De La Motta.

"K-H.RR.S., Sovereign Grand

Inspector General of the

33d, and Illustrious Treasurer General of the

H. Empire.

"

The above report was taken into consideration, and the Counwas pleased to express the highest approbation of the same.
"
Whereupon, Resolved, That the foregoing report be printed
and transmitted to all the Sublime and Symbolic Grand Lodges,
throughout the two Hemispheres.

cil

"Jno. Mitchell.

"K-H.P.R.S., Sovereign Grand Inspector General of
33d. and Illustrious Secretary General of the H. Empire."
2)eus flOeumque Jus,

the
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The major
as generally

part of this circular recites the history of Masonry,
at that early day, and which \vc omit, con-

understood

fining our extracts to that part

which

refers only to the

A:A:A:S:R.

The Supreme Council, having been thus established and made
known to the whole world of Masonry, is the mother of all the
other regular Supreme Councils which have since been organized
either immediately or mediately

The

by her authority.

council in Charleston conferred the 33d Degree on

Count

de Grasse Tilley, Hacquet, and de la Hogue and through these
Brethren by the authority of letters patent dated February 21, 1802,
were established the Supreme Councils of France and also of the
;

and English West India colonies. Illustrious de Grasse
Supreme Council of France on December 22,
This was the first and only Supreme Council estab1804, at Paris.
lished in France
many years subsequently it was divided into two
branches, in consequence of the dissension heretofore mentioned
one was called the Supreme Council of France, and the other the
Supreme Council of the Grand Orient of France. Both of these
the former only, however, is in relabodies are still in existence
tions of comity with the Mother Supreme Council, and all the other
The Supreme Council of
regular Supreme Councils of the world.
P'rench

Tilley installed the

;

;

;

the

Grand Orient is not so.
The Supreme Councils of

Italy, Naples, Spain, and the Netherlands were also established by de Grasse Tilley.
Only one Supreme Council of the 33d Degree can exist in each

kingdom (by Article V. of the Grand Constitution of
two in the United States of America, as far as possible one
from the other one in the British Islands of America, and one
also in the French colonies.
nation or
1

786)

;

;

The

first

on

May

31,

all

of the United States of America, until August 5, 1813, at which
"
Supreme Council of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish

Supreme Council
1

at Charleston, S.

801, as hereinbefore stated, and

its

C, began

its

labors

jurisdiction covered

date the

Rite of Freemasonry for the Northern Jurisdiction of the United
States" was established by special Deputy Emmanuel de la Motta
at

New

This Supreme Council was substituted for the
of Sublime Princes of the Royal Secret, 32d
Brother D. D. Tompkins, Vice-President of the United

York.

Grand Consistory
Degree.

States of America, was

M.

P. S.

Grand Commander.

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES
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At

a later period the seat of the Northern Supreme Counwas changed to Boston. The jurisdiction of the Northern Supreme Council included all the northern and northeastern States
east of the Mississippi River, viz.: Maine, New Hampshire, Vercil

mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and WisThe other States and Territories were reserved for itself
consin.

by the Supreme Council for the Southern Jurisdiction of the United
States.

The Supreme Council of England and Wales was created by
Supreme Council in March, 1846, and that body created the Supreme Councils of Scotland and of the Canadian DoThe Supreme Council for Ireland was established by the
minion.
the Northern

of the Southern Jurisdiction.
5, 18 13, Article V. of the Constitutions of 1786
has been complied with, and there have been consequently in the

Supreme Council
From August

United States of America but two legitimate Supreme Councils,
which have ever endeavored to preserve and enforce their authority
and they have always discountenanced all attempts against that

:

authority which rightfully, according to the

Grand

Constitutions, be-

longs to them.
third Supreme Council could not be established in the

A

United

States of America, without a violation of the Constitutions of 1786,
Neither the 33d Degree nor a Supreme Council can exist witnout a

compliance with that constitution. The establishment of a second
Supreme Council in the United States was not a wise measure,
although the constitutions provided for it, as subsequent events
demonstrated.
It was a remarkable coincidence that in the
very

when the two Grand Lodges of Blue Masonry in England
were consolidated into one, Scottish Masonry in the United States
was amicably divided into two organizations, in consequence of
which each Supreme Council altered and amended its own conyear

stitutions

and

in the rituals,

statutes, and changed and made material alterations
and thereby destroyed the harmony and uniformity

of the work.

The injurious and pernicious consequences of this division were
soon manifested and both Supreme Councils were called upon to
make their defense against the invasion of illegitimate bodies, which
not only affected Scottish Rite Masonry, but also all the other
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Grand Bodies of Masonry, from the Grand Lodges to the Grand
Commanderies of Knights Templars, illegitimate bodies of which
were soon established, as well as of the Scottish Rite, by these unauthorized parties.

On
cil

October 7, 1856, Foulhouze formed a new Supreme Counand commenced making Masons at sight, and manufacturing

Pursuing the same system of misrepresentation as in
1850-51, he succeeded in causing two lodges to withdraw their allegiance from the Grand Lodge of Louisiana. This rebellion was

Thirty-thirds.

1858-59 these lodges memorialized the Grand Lodge
on its register, and with difficulty obtained their reOn February 4, 1859, the Grand Orient of France expelled
quest.
Foulhouze, and his so-called Supreme Council soon became dormant.
In the early part of 1867 an attempt was made to reviv^e it, and it
obtained recognition from the Grand Orient of France that recognition, however, failed to give it vitality, and in a short time it
either became dormant or ceased to exist.
It would be useless to waste valuable time in tracing out all
these irregular bodies yet it would be unwise not to acknowledge
that they have had an existence, and that some still continue to the
detriment of Freemasonry.
We quote from a letter of the late 111. Bro. Dr. Henry Beaushort-lived

;

in

to be reinstated

;

;

mont Leeson, the Sovereign Grand Commander

of the

Supreme

Council of England and Wales and their Dependencies, to the
Grand Commander of the Southern Supreme Council of the
United States, written at London in i860, in which he says: "Our

own Council

is

now

in a

flourishing condition, nearly

all

of the

Masonry
England being ranged under our banners although we are distinct from Grand Lodge, who acknowledge only
the first three degrees, and the Royal Arch, and Grand Conclave,
elite of

in

;

governing the Knights Templars. These two last degrees are in this
country, perfectly different and distinct from any of the Ancient
and Accepted Degrees, and of very modern origin, neither having

The Knight
existed previous to the middle of the last century.
Templar Degree was concocted in France and i possess the actual MINUTES AND OTHER RECORDS OF THE FRENCH CONVENT. The
Royal Arch (Dermott's) was concocted by Ramsay, and modernised

by a Chaplain (G.

(^Grand Master.)

Brown)

of

the

late

Duke

of

Sussex."

SCOTTISH RITE

IN

THE UNITED STATES
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This spurious French Knight Templar Degree differed from the
Degree it was carried to England and established
there it was also brought to the United States by Joseph Cerneau,
who made Templars of New Orleans Masons^ as well as he did

Webb Templar

;

;

m

New York, where he and his coadjutors also established
bodies of Templars, and of the Rite of Perfection with twenty-five
degrees, in New Orleans and New York, changed the names of
those

suited his pleasure, and declared himself and his coadSovereign Grand Inspectors-General of the 33d Degree.
There is no evidence that Cerneau ever had received the 33d Degree.
give below a copy of the only document he ever had to
his bodies as

jutors

We

show

his status as a

Mason.

\_Translaiton.'\

TO THE GLORY OF THE

[Gr.-.

ARCH.-.

OF THE

UNIV:]

Lux
From

ex Tenebris.

Very Great and Very Puissant CounSublime Princes [of the Royal Secret], Chiefs of Masonry, under the C: C: of the Zenith [which responds] to the 20°

cil

25'

all

the Orient of the

of the

N:

Lat:

To

our

111:

and Very Valiant Knights and Princes, Masons of
two Hemispheres:

the Degrees, over the surface of the

HEALTH

!

We. Antoine Mathieu Dupotet, Grand Master

of

all

the

Lodges, Colleges, Chapters, Councils, Chapters and Consistories,
of the higher degrees of Masonry, Deputy Grand Master of the
Grand Orient of Pennsylvania, in the United States of America

;

and of the Grand Lodge and Sovereign Provincial Grand Chapter
of Heredom of Kilwinning, of Edinburgh, for America, under tht
distmctive title of the Holy Ghost, Grand Provincial of San Domingo in the Ancient Rite, Grand Commander or Sovereign President of the Th: Puissant Grand Council of the Sublime Princes of
the Royal Secret, established at Port au Prince, Island of San Do'

See chapter

liii.,

pp. 1390, 1391, of this

work

;

also chapter

Iviii., p.

1624.
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mingo, by constitutive patent of i6 January and 19 April, 1801,
under the distinctive title of The Triple Unity transferred to Baracoa, Island of Cuba, on account of the events of war.
;

Do

name of the Sublime and Th: Puissant Grand
and attest, that the Very Resp: Or: Elect
Knight of the White and Black '^d.^^, Joseph Ccrjieaii, Kx^c\&x\\.
Dignitary of the Lodge No. 47, Orient of Port au Prince, Grand
Warden of the Provincial Lodge, same Orient, Venerable founder
of the Lodge of the Ancient Constitution of York, No. 103, undeclare, in the

Council, do

certify

der the distinctive

title

of

The Theological

Virtues, Orient of the

Habana, Island of Cuba, has been regularly initiated in all the
Degrees of the Sublime Masonry, from that of Secret Master to
and including that of Grand Elect Knight of the White and Black
Eagle and wishing to give the strongest proofs of our sincere
friendship for our said Very Dear ^xo: Joseph Cerneau, in recognition of the services which he has rendered to the Royal Art, and
which he is rendering daily, we have initiated him in the highest, in
the most eminent and final Degree of Masonry we create him our
Deputy Grand Inspector, for the Northern part of the Island of
Cuba, with all the powers that are attached thereto, giving him
full and entire power to initiate the Bros: Masons, whom he
may
judge [worthy ?], to promote them to the Sublime Degrees, from
the 4th up to and including the 24th provided, however, that these
Masons shall have been officers of a Lodge regularly constituted
and recognized, and in places only where there may not be found
Sacred and Sublime and regularly constituted Asyla from which
Bros: he will receive the obligation required and the authentic submission to the Decrees of the Sublime Princes consulting, however,
and calling to his aid the BB: whom he shall know to be decorated
with the Sublime Degrees we give him full and entire power to
confer in the name of our aforesaid Grand Council the highest Degrees of Masonry on a Kt: Prince Mason, one only each year, whose
;

;

;

;

;

;

virtues he shall recognize, and the qualities required to deserve this
favor and to the end that our dear ^xo: Joseph Cerneau, so deco;

may enjoy, in this quality, the honours, rights, and prerogatives
which he has justly deserved, by his arduous labors in the Royal
Art, we have delivered to him these presents, in the margin whereof
he has placed his signature, that it may avail him everywhere, and
be useful to him alone.
rated,
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We pray our Resp: BB: regularly constituted, spread over the
two Hemispheres, with whatever Degree they may be decorated,
whether in Lodge, Ch:, Col:, Sovereign Council
Sublime,
to recognize and receive our dear Bro:, the Very Illustrious Sov:
.

.

.

and Subl: Pnnce, Joseph Ccrneau, in all the Degrees above mentioned promising to pay the same attention to those who in our
Orients shall present themselves at the doors of our Sacred Asyla
;

furnished with like authentic

titles.

Sublime Princes, G: C: G: I: G'al: of our aforesaid Grand and Perfect Council, under our Mysterious Seal, and
the Grand Seal of the Princes of Masonry, in a place where are deposited the greatest treasures, the sight whereof fills us with consolation, joy, and gratitude for all that is great and good.
At Baracoa, Island of Cuba, anno 5806, under the sign of the

Given by

us, S:

Lion, the 15th day of the 5th month called
ation 5566, and according to the Common
1806.

Ab, 7806, of the CreStyle the 15th July,

Mathieu Dupotet,

Signed,

President, Sov:

A

true copy

:

Signed,

.

.

.

Gal:

Mathieu Dupotet,
President, S: G: I: G'al:

I
certify that what is transmitted above and the other portions
conformable to my Register.
TiPHAINE,
^.- P: R: S:, D: I: Gal: G: Comm:

are

The foregoing translation of the ancient copy
been correctly and faithfully made by me.

March

in

French has

Albert

20, 1882.

Pike.

The Northern Supreme Council
into

some

two

for a few years was divided
them compromised with and affiliated
Masons and took them in, which resulted

factions and one of

of these irregular

very unfavorable condition of the Northern Supreme Council,
which for a time was infected with an unhealthy absorption of bad
material, by this unwise compromise, which was made, as was supposed, for the good of Freemasonry.
in a
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Some

of these irregular Masons had caused a division even in
of
York, and the original chief of them,

New

Grand Lodge

the

Joseph Cerneau, had previously represented the irregular Knights
Templars of New Orleans and the irregular council of the Rite of
Perfection of Louisiana

Templar of

New

the

in

York, as

is

Grana Encampment

found

in the records,

viz.

of Knights
"
:
On the

4th day of May, 18 16, a meeting of the Grand Encampment of
Knights Templar of New York was called to act upon an application

by a collected body of

Masons and members

the

of

Sir

Knights Templar, Royal Arch
Grand Council of Sublime

Sov.

Princes of the Royal Secret for the State of Louisiana, sitting at
Orleans, praying that a constitutional charter be granted

New

They had previous to this application elected and inThe charter, by resolution, was granted them,

etc.

them,

stalled their officers.

and

it

was

also

''Resolved, That the 111. Bro. Joseph Cerneau, having been designated by the Louisiana Encampment to be their representative

and proxy near this Grand Encampment, be and is hereby acknowledged and accredited as such."
In this manner the irregular French Templar Degree that was
carried from France to England got into the United States at
New Orleans, and allied with an irregular rite and body, became
amalgamated with the American Webb Templar Degree at New
York.
These evils which have beset the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish

Rite of Freemasonry, have not prevented

its

great ad-

vancement and prosperity and during the past decade, in the
Northern Jurisdiction alone, it has increased over fifty per cent,
;

in

numbers.

The Southern Supreme Council did not meet from February,
November 17, 1865, which was in Charleston, S. C.
Six members only were present, and all of them are now dead.
1862, until

There were no bodies of the Rite working anywhere except

New

in

Orleans.

With indomitable energy and zeal the Illustrious Sovereign
Grand Commander, Albert Pike, 33d Degree, who during the
last two years and a half of the war had been engaged in rewriting and restoring the rituals of the degrees, and whose scholarship and knowledge of the Ancient Mysteries and their philosoohv,
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by Albert Gallatin Mackay, 33d Degree, the late Secretary
General of the Southern Supreme Council, reconstructed the Rite

assisted

at

Charleston, S. C.

The Supreme Council of the Southern Jurisdiction has now its
Its library of nearly fifty thouheadquarters in Washington, D. C.
sand volumes is not surpassed by any other in the country in rare
and valuable works.
constantly increasing, with five hundred and
of the Rite over its extended territory,
bodies
twenty-five organized
and nearly approaching in numbers that of its more prosperous
sister council of the Northern Jurisdiction, which was exempt from
the calamities of war, as a reference to the tabular statements fol-

The constituency

lowing

this

is

chapter will show.

each other
legitimate Supreme Councils duly recognized by
around the globe are the following

The

:

Southern Jurisdiction, U.S.A
France (Supreme Council)
Northern Jurisdiction, U.S.A

Constituted
"
"
"

Belgium

"

Ireland

"

Brazil

"

Peru

New Granada

"

England, Wales and Dependencies
Scotland

"

Uruguay
Argentine Republic
Turin, of Italy

"

Switzerland

Rome,
Egypt

of Italy

1825.

April

6,1826.

Nov.

2,

Mar.

1855.
1864.
April 28, 1868.

1842.

June
Mar.

24,

1862.

27,

1870.

25,

1871.

24,

1872.

30,

1873.

14,

1877.

Oct.
Jan.

1874.

1878.

"
"

Tunis

"

Canada
117

856.

1848.

"

Spain

833.

1846.

1

Nov.

"

830.

1

Sept. 13, 1858.

"

"

1

1846.

May
May

"

Canada

11,

"
"

Greece

1817.

June

"
"

Hungary

1813.

«
"

Central America

5,

11,

"

Mexico

1801.

Aug.
Mar.

"

"

Chili

31,

"

Colon (Cuba)
Venezuela
Portugal

May

Sept. 22, 1804.

May

II,

1879.
1880.

——
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"

The following Supreme Councils have been formed, but have
not received formal recognition and the courtesy of an exchange of
Naples, of Italy, Dominican Republic, Turkey,
representation
Palermo, of Italy, Florence, of Italy, and Luxemburg."
The rituals of the degrees differ very much in their dramatic
:

In the Northern Jurisdiction they apply more direpresentations.
in the Southern
rectly to the history and scenes of the Crusades
;

Jurisdiction they are very

much more

intellectual, j)hilosophical,

and

historic.

Councils of Deliberation are held in each State in the Northall the bodies from the 14th to the 32d degrees

ern Jurisdiction of

which are presided over by the deputies for the States.
In these are presented all matters of local legislation, action upon
which must subsequently be approved, or otherwise, by the Suinclusive,

preme Council.
The Supreme Council of the Rite is the governing body over
laws and statutes for the
all, and as such it makes and promulgates
This Supreme Council
various divisions of the organized body.
confers the Governing Degree, namely, 33d Degree, Grand Master

Kadosh or Sovereign Grand Inspector-General. The active
members, according to the Statutes of the Southern Supreme Counof the 33d Degree
cil, are limited to thirty-three active members
and no more, but in the Northern Supreme Council this number
of the

is

doubled, so that the active

six.

members

These active members are for

of the 33d Degree are sixtytheir respective States rela-

Grand Masters of the Rite. The title of Honorary Into the degree
spectors-General is given to those who are elevated
with specifically delegated powers and no others, or they are sent
as special delegates to establish new bodies or propagate the Rite

tively the

by communicating the degrees. These special delegates have a
voice in council but no vote.
In the Southern Supreme Council, with its number of active
of the 33d Degree limited to thirt3'-thrce, there is a
"Court of Honor," which may be called the vestibule to the 33d
This Court of Honor comprises two grades or ranks, both
Degree.
of which are carefully reserved and can only be conferred as a free

members

Note.— In
Kadosh

Supreme Council, the council or preceptory of the Knights
but in the
separate from the consistory of 31st and 32d degrees,

the Southern

or 30th degree

is

Northern Supreme Council

it is

withm the consistory.
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and a mark of appreciation for services rendered. Each active
each Emeritus member of the Southern Supreme CounThese grades are, first, that
is ex-officio a member of both grades.

gift,

member and
cil

This is conferred upon Brethren of the 32d
of Knight Commander.
Degree for general meritorious service rendered to the Rite, and only

upon the recommendation of the Grand Consistories or by the Active Inspectors-General of the respective States.

which

The second

grade,

higher than the grade of Knight Commander, is that of
Knight Grand Cross. It is conferred with the jewel upon Brethren
of the 32d Degree for extraordinary services to the Rite.
Neither
is

of these grades can be given to anyone who solicits for them
it
must be repeated that they are special marks of honor, gratuitously
conferred.
According to the Statutes of the Southern Jurisdiction
;

the possession of at least the first of these grades is a condition precedent of eligibility for the reception of the 33d Degree.

The

working of the degrees in the rituals of the
Southern and that of the Northern
some
Jurisdiction, may require
explanation, which likewise will explain why the changes were necessarily made in working the degrees.
Rite,

difference in the

between the

ritual of the

The

late 111. Brother Azariah T. Pearson, 33d Degree, Active Inspector-General for the State of Minnesota in the Southern Jurisdiction, a little while before his death, made the following statement
:

"That

the late Masonic firm of

City, both of

whom

Macoy and

are 33d degree,

Supreme Council, printed

Sickles of

New York

and belong to the Northern
supreme Council

in the rituals for the

of the Southern Jurisdiction as well, but who unfortunately failed
in business, and that the stereotype plates which belonged to

Supreme Councils, were surreptitiously seized
upon and taken by persons connected with the Cerneau fraud, who
had claimed that they had bought them with the rest of the propert}^ of Macoy and Sickles, which was sold for the benefit of their
creditors
and that it was with these stereotype plates of the rituals
either or both regular

;

thus surreptitiously obtained that the fraudulent Cerneau Supreme
Council was thus enabled to improve its own meagre skeleton, and
its subordinate bodies a semblance of the true work conferred
under the authority of the regular Supreme Councils, which for selfprotection against impostors and clandestine Scottish Rite Masons,
had to call in all the rituals then out, and to issue new ones in lieu

give

f-iereof."

•
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most be again repeated, with a degree of reiteration which
be tiresome but is necessary, that the Scottish Rite confers no

It

may

degrees but those of

its

own

has no

and also that while many of its
Masonry, it
doubled its
and year by year gains new ac-

Rite,

members belong

to legitimate bodies of other rites of
conflict with any such.
The Scottish Rite has

members

in

the

last

few

years,

cessions.

Antoine Bideaud, who had been created a Deputy Grand Inspector-General and a Sovereign Grand Inspector-General, September lo, 1802, by De Grasse Tilley, at Cape Francois, in San Do-

mingo, so soon as he had opened his Supreme Council, after the
French to that island, was in New York and on

return of the

August 4th conferred upon J. J. Gourgas, John B. Tardy, Lewis
de SouUes, John B. Desdoity, and Pierre E'u Peyrot all the deTwo days thereafter a
grees of the A A S Rite to the 32d.
consistory was opened, which although exceeding his patent,
was afterward confirmed by proper authority. John B. Tardy
was subsequently appointed Deputy Inspector-General by Du
:

:

:

Plessis, of Philadelphia, who had received his appointment in 1790
from Augustine Prevost, who derived his authority directly from
Francken in 1774, at Jamaica.

Abraham Jacobs, who claimed to be a Grand Inspector-General,
made such by Moses Cohen in 1790, came to New York in 1804,
and began his work of conferring degrees. He states, in his register,

that

by the wishes of

J.

B.

Tardy there was opened

a council of

November 6, 1808, there being present J. J.
B.
John
Gourgas,
Desdoity, Maduro Peixotto, Moses Levy, John
B. Tardy, and Abraham Jacobs.
At this time Richard Riker rePrinces of Jerusalem

ceived the degrees.
It appears from a statement by Gourgas that
Jacobs had exceeded his authority by interlining words in his patent,
for which he was afterward expelled.
Gourgas also says that on
November 8, 1808, Daniel D. Tompkins, Richard Riker, and Samp-

son Simpson received the degrees, including the 32d Degree, in the
consistory which was formed August 6, 806, and that he was made
1

a Deputy Inspector-General on
1 8th, and Peixotto on the i6th.

November

12, 1808,

Desdoity on the

In consequence of a rumor of the irregularities which had ocNew York having reached the Supreme

curred in the bodies in

Council

in

Charleston.

De

la

Motta,

who was an

oflicer

in

that
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body, was sent to New York with authority from the Supreme
Council to investigate the whole matter, in 1813. August 5th he

conferred the 33d Degree upon J. J. Gourgas and Sampson Simpson these three then opened a Supreme Council and conferred the
;

Tardy, Daniel D. Tompkins,
De la Motta, by authority
of the Mother Supreme Council at Charleston, regularly and con"
Second Grand
stitutionally organized what was then called the
degree on Richard Riker, John

On

and Maduro Peixotto.

the

B.

same

day,

"

Daniel D. Tompfor the United States.
and Supreme Council
the other Officers were
kins was installed Grand Commander
At the next meeting of the " Mother Suappointed and installed.
;

preme Council," at Charleston, the following December, these proceedings were duly confirmed.
As heretofore stated, a treaty was entered into by and between
two Supreme Councils, and the jurisdiction over the various
States and Territories of the United States was determined for each

the

of these.

Like all human voluntary institutions, the histories of both the
Northern and Southern Supreme Councils are records of bitter
controversies growing out of rival bodies which were irregularly
started in opposition

to each

of these duly constituted

Councils, and which greatly retarded the advancement of

Supreme
this val-

uable Rite.
In the Southern Jurisdiction these controversies continued to

keep the Scottish Rite entirely in the shade, as it were, until
General Albert Pike received the several degrees and was elected
Since the close of the war in 1865 the
the Grand Commander.
progress has been onward and upward, as has been shown in the
preceding pages of this chapter.
In the Northern Supreme Council the Rite encountered a more

and relentless opposition in the bodies organized by Joseph
in 1807, and although that body repeatedly declined, until it would appear to be utterly extinguished, yet it would
quite unexpectedly arise again, deceive the unwary, and so soon
as the sunlight of Truth was poured upon it would again decline,
wither, and disappear.
The opposition to which the Northern Supreme Council was
subjected was of such a character that it is incumbent on us to take
some notice thereof to demonstrate what the Scottish Rite of the
bitter

Cerneau, originally
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Northern Supreme Council had to contend against

in

defense of

the truth.
Giles Fonda Yates, of Albany, became, at an early date (1822),
He discovered the Warrant of
interested in the study of Masonry.
the Lodge of Perfection granted by Francken at Albany and a
copy of the Constitutions of 1762; he then succeeded in resuscitating
this a Grand Council of Princes of Jerusalem
Albany, and several lodges of Perfection were
constituted in other places.
consistory was instituted in 1824 at
and
several
bodies
were
established
in Boston.
These were
Albany,
under patents of the Supreme Council at Charleston.
Yates re-

After

the old lodge.

was organized

at

A

ceived the 33d Degree from

McCosh, who was

the special

Deputy

Afterward, in 1828, Yates became a member
of the Northern Supreme Council.
Just at this period, from 1826,

of this council.
the

Morgan

affair

having occurred, nearly

all

the Masonic bodies

North became

extinct, as recited in the chapter devoted to
In 1832 Gourgas suspended all efforts in the affairs
that subject.
In 1842, however, the great excitement
of the Scottish Rite.
at the

had mostly died out and the fire of persecution, bigotry, and fanaticism having had no fuel for many years, waned, and all efforts
Yates having conferred with Gouragainst the Institution ceased.
gas and other Brethren who had not succumbed under their severe
ordeal, they determined to resume their labors.
June 15, 1844, a
meeting was held Gourgas was then Grand Commander, and Yates
Lieutenant Grand Commander. These two, by a law of the Rite,
that if only one member of a Supreme Council survives, that coun;

does not cease to

opened the Supreme Council.
13, 1844, applications were received
meeting,
from Edward A. Raymond, Ruel Baker, and Charles W. Moore
(all of Massachusetts), who, having received the 32d Degree, were
crowned Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General.
cil

At

this

exist,

November

At the meeting held April 3-5, 1845, Gourgas declared that the
recent publication by Clavcl, relating to the Ancient and Accepted
Rite, was utterly incorrect, and stated that Cerneau's name was
struck from the Tableau of the

Grand Orient of France in 1830,
Grand Orient having written to him that it was a matter quite
inexplicable to them that it should have remained there so long.
At this meeting Gourgas reorganized the Supreme Council,

the

the officers being appointed by the constitutional provisions.

From
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time the Supreme Council became very industrious in estabover this jurisdiclishing bodies in many cities harmony prevailed
this

;

and the Rite, although slowly, was steadily extended.
At an important meeting held September 4, 1851, Gourgas's resignation as Grand Commander and his appointment of Yates as
Yates presided at this meeting, the
his successor were received.
Sovereign Grand Consistory was organized, and the degrees in the
At the close of the meeting Yates
various bodies were conferred.
and appointed Raymond to that
as
Commander
Grand
resigned
In his address Yates gave a forcible exposition of the
position.
laws, the objects, and the history of the Rite, and it contains so
tion,

much
give

information, of interest and value to

it

in full

its

members, that we

:

ADDRESS OF

M.

P.

BRO. GILES

Respected and Beloved Associates

:

FONDA YATES

You

have been listening to

the valedictory address of our honored friend, long triedj true, and
His sentiments, I am well assured, are reciprocated. He
trusty.
"

has been called by our transatlantic Brethren
the patriarch of our
Illustrious Order,'" and not without appropriateness. John James
'

J.

Gourgas—c/arum-

et venerabilc

nomen

!

He

has been pleased to allude to my own participation in some
of the works and administrative duties of our order, but such par-

you are well aware, has been at a later day and for a
shorter period.
Under the circumstances in which I now appear
before you, it can hardly be deemed egotistic in me if I advert
to a few of the humble contributions to the cause of "

ticipation, as

Sub-

briefly

lime Freemasonry" previous to 1840, which it fell to my lot to
render.
These, with the "sublime works" performed by other
Brethren of our order before and since, in Massachusetts, New

York,

New

Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, furnish

altogether evidence supplemental to that given by my predecessor,
in complete confutation of the preposterous charge that " Sublime
"

has been dormant in our jurisdiction since its estabus.
charge of this kind has been the stereotype
apology of surreptitious Masons for their occasional attempts to foist
"
"
their spurious creations upon our
Sublime System
within our

Freemasonry

lishment

Masonic

among

territory.

A

The abundant

parole testimony which can be
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adduced to show how untrue is this charge, can be corroborated
by our archives, and will be found iterated in manifestoes issued by
our own and our sister council for the Southern Jurisdiction of the
United States.
"
"
I turned my attention to the history of the
Sublime Degrees
very soon after my initiation as a Mason.
My intercourse in 1822
with several old Masons in the city of Albany, led to the discovery
"
"
Ineffable Lodge of Perfection
had been established in

that an

that ancient city on December 20, 1767.
not only the Ineffable, but the Superior

I

also discovered

that

Degrees of our Rite,
had been conferred at the same time on a chosen few, by the
founder of the lodge, Henry A. Francken, one of the Deputies of
Stephen Morin^ of illustrious memory. It was not long, moreover,
before I found the original Warrant of this lodge, its book of minutes, the patents of 111. Brother Samuel Stringer, M.D., Jeremiah
Van Rensselaer and Peter W. Yates, Esquires, Dep. Inspectors"
the regulations and contriGeneral, under the old system also
butions of the nine commissioners," etc., 1761, and other documents that had been left by Bro. Francken with the Albany Brethren when he founded their lodge.
With the concurrence of the
;

members of said lodge residing in Albany, Dr. Jonathan
Eights and the Hon. and R. W. Stephen Van Rensselaer, P.G.M.
of the Grand Lodge of New York, I aided in effecting its revival.

surviving

The

necessary proceedings were thereupon instituted to place the
same under the superintendence of a Grand Council of Princes of
Jerusalem, as required by the old constitutions and such Grand
Council was subsequently opened in due form in said city.
"
Having been made aware of the new Constitution of the Thirratified
on
the
first of May, 1 786, conferring the
ty-third degree,"
Supreme Power over our Rite on "Councils of Nine Brethren," I
hastened to place myself in correspondence with Moses Holbrook,
;

M.D.,

at the

time S. G.

Commander

of the

Supreme Council

at

Charleston, and with my esteemed friends, Joseph M'Cosh, 111. Gr.
Sec. Gen. of the last-named council, and Bro. Gourgas, at that
"
Inspector General
Stephen Morin was on the 27th day of August, 1761, appointed
all Lodges, &c., &c., &c., in the new world by the Grand Consistory of Princes of
the Royal Secret convened in Paris, at which presided the King of Prussia's Deputy,
Chaillon De Joinville, Substitute General of the Order." See circular issued by the Su'

over

preme Council

at Charleston, S.

C, December

4, 1803.
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Saratoga, and

Monroe

in the State of

Montgomery, Onondaga,
York, were successively

New

organized, and placed agreeably to the constitutions under the superintendence of the Grand Council before named. The establish-

ment

body was confirmed, and all our proceed"
Sublime Freemasonry were legalized and sanctioned by
the only lawful authorities in the United States, the aforesaid Suof this last-named

ings in

"

preme Councils.

On

the

1

6th day of November, 1824,

I

received a patent, ap-

pointing me S. of S. of a consistory of S.P.R.S., established in
the city of Albany.
I
would here also state that on the 13th
day of February, 1825, a Charter was granted to 111. Bro. Edward

A. Raymond, of Boston, Mass., and eight associates, constituting
them a Grand Council of Princes of Jerusalem a Charter was also
granted them for a consistory of S.P.R.S., both bodies to be hold;

en in the city of Boston. All these several bodies named, as well
Albany Grand Council and Consistory, have since their establishment paid due faith and allegiance to our Northern Supreme
as the

Council.

In the organization of the New York State Grand Council, and
of the different lodges of Perfection under its superintendence, I
received the most effective aid and co-operation of several dear

companions whom
numbered on their

"

it

lists

These lodges
delights me to remember."
of initiates some of the brightest and wor-

Masons

that State produced, and enjoyed for a series of years
share
of
prosperity, until the persecuting fires of anti-Masongood
Their labors were then intermitted for
ry swept over the land.
thiest

a

awhile, in

common

Institution,

with those of other departments of the Masonic
But the consequences were not

from the same cause.

main inauspicious. The legitimate effect was to purify and
cement more closely the materials subjected to the fiery ordeal.
In 1825 I took my vows as a " Sovereign Grand Inspector Gen" "
eral
between the hands" of our Brother Joseph M'Cosh, he havI was
ing been specially deputized for that purpose.
shortly after
"
"
constituted and accredited the
Representative of the Southern
Supreme Grand Council near this Northern Supreme Grand Council, of which last I was made, and have ever since been a member.
I would fain have you to believe, my dear Brethren, that, as a
in the
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member

of the Masonic Institution, if I have had my ambition, it
has been to study its science, and to discharge my duties as a faithful Mason, rather than to obtain its official honors or personal ben-

efits

of any kind.

Self-aggrandizement has never formed any part
all who know me can bear witness that it

my Masonic creed, and
never has of my practise.
of

I

accordingly shall never shirk any just

me by my obligations as a " Sublime
Freemason," but continue to prefer, as I have ever done, since it is
"
most congenial to my own taste, those " works and labors of the
Craft not necessarily connected with its administrative duties.
responsibility

imposed upon

As

Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General, it cannot be bootless
what is the charge committed to our keeping what the
Is it true that the degrees and orders of our
trust reposed in us ?
Rite are, as our enemies allege, only superfetations ?
Are they

—

to inquire

naught but excrescences on the great pyramid of Freemasonry ?
Have they no antiquity ? Are they of an irreligious character ?
Allow me to deliver a few of my own views on this subject views,
as you are well assured, I have not arrived at hastily.
As Brother Gourgas has well observed, our degrees and orders
constitute of themselves a perfect system and Rite, which we denominate the " Sublime system," and the " Ancient and Accepted
"
Rite."
They have been called Honorary." Such they are, in the
true sense of the term, but not in the sense generally used, which is

—

construed as synonymous with "side," or "detached degrees." We,
"
dehowever, possess, in addition to our regular series of degrees,
tached degrees," of more or less value, subsidiary to our regular deBut none of our degrees are, per se, subordinate or subsidgrees.
iary to any other system or Rite, much less to any system or Rite
which had no existence when our Rite was reorganized at the beginning of the last century. All attempts to make them so, we,
as faithful conservators and guardians of our Rites, are bound to
resist.

Ours

are not,

as

many have

represented them,

"

loose,"

"floating," or "side degrees," nor yet are they "waifs of Masonic
If the star of "Sublime Freemasonry" is never perstragglers."'

We

'
are indebted to our Worthy Brother Philip C. Tucker, of Vermont, for this aprefer to those
propriate designation of Masonic pretenders of a certain description.
who occasionally spring up in this country and elsewhere, and engnge in "peddling"

We

Masonic Degrees (" Marchands de Maconnere"), and who assume prerogatives which
they do not possess and over degrees which most probably they never received in a
;
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deserves a better fate than to

become a satellite to any other orbs, albeit these may shine with
If it ever becomes depressed to the
more distinguished luster.
nadir of the Masonic horizon, it will not be because of its want of
value or merit.

Our "Sublime Brother" Dalcho remarks

in

one of

his ora-

that our degrees imparted to him knowledge, which he had
that they elucidated the orivainly sought for in the lower degrees
gin and principles of the Masonic Institution and its connection with
*

tions

—

I
science and religion more intimately than the symbolic degrees.
have myself noticed that in the latter general ideas only are com"
municated and these obscurely, while in the " Sublime Degrees
these ideas become clear as particular truths
though still, like all
;

mind and

which are invisible, they can be
and
terms
external symbols.
expressed only by figurative
*
By imagery, and through a veil of metaphor, the light of truth
and the most sublime allusions are disclosed. We may be well versed
in the ceremonials of our order and yet not understand their true im"
"
the letter of our traditions and leport we may correctly read
"
and
remain
blind
to
their
yet
gends,
spirit," and ignorant of the
principles and inferences they involve.
By study alone can we solve
"
"
de quo fabula narratur ?
the enigma,
Many of the character"
istic allegories, legends, symbols, and ceremonies of
Sublime Free"
masonry are counted as insignificant and valueless, because they
are not palpable to the senses, and fully comprehended at the first
blush.
Some of our most sacred mysteries are lightly esteemed,
because they furnish no disclosures that strike dumb with amazement our "hidden treasures," and spiritual " riches of secret places"
"
are unappreciated
and no " Royal Secret which humbly professes
to have a relation only to the li/e of the heart seems to be cared
"
for
nor yet any " precious stone in our mystic edifice, if the " phi
truths regarding the

heart,

;

;

;

lawful manner.

These men, perchance too, may have surreptitiously obtained some parinformation from garbled MSS.
or if they have obtained any degrees lawfully, are
guilty of a violation of a fundamental Masonic law in regard to "allegiance" by using
and transmitting to others Masonic knowledge under assumed authority, in a manner
tial

;

different from that in which they received it.
'
See his oration delivered before the Sublime

March
^

Grand Lodge,

at Charleston, S.

C,

21, 1803.

This idea is beautifully symbolized in one of the
truth covered with a semi-transparent veil.

"high degrees" by a

figure of
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"

be wanting
For men of this stamp, our degrees,
losopher's stone
or indeed any Masonic degrees, will ever fail to present attractions.
"
Upon the arts of building and architecture the Order of Free
and Accepted Masonry rises like a fair stupendous pyramid from a
!

broad, square basis, tending regularly up to a summit of attainments,
ever concealed by intervening clouds from the promiscuous multitude of commo?t observers below." ^ The first fourteen degrees of
"
our Rite are in a part an amplification of " Ancient Craft Ma"
"
sonry while the superior degrees are founded on those Christian
and " religious and military Orders
which are declared by the
;

'

oldest

book of York Constitutions

to be cognate to the

Craft de-

grees of Freemasonry.

The

proofs are undeniable that the learning contained in the
"

"

Sublime Degrees was taught long previous to the last century
our M. P. Brother Dalcho thinks shortly after the first crusade. In
Prussia, France, and Scotland the principal degrees of our Rite apThe unfortunate Lord Der
peared in an organized form in 1713.
Wentwater and his associate English Brethren were working in
;

lodges of Harodim, in 1725, at Paris, when the Grand Lodge of
England transmitted to France the Ancient York Constitutions.

Scotch Brethren (adherents of Charles Edward Stuart) being
France about this time, also cultivated some of the high degrees

Many
in

Rite.
Some of the important mysteries celebrated in the
superior degrees were instituted by the successors of Jacques de
Molay, and others derive their origin from the renowned Robert

of our

Bruce.

The former gave

the military, the latter the Christian, char-

acter to the degrees and orders of our Rite and from what has been
alluded to relative to the connection of our Scotch Brethren with
;

our degrees and orders, I think we may readily account for the
terms Ecossais, or Scotch as applied to them.
No person can pretend that any one department or system of

Freemasonry or any particular Masonic Rite, however unexceptionfrom time immemorial existed in the same form in which
it appears at the
But we contend that the (historical
present day.
epoch) traditions and grades of knowledge embodied in the degrees
and orders of the Rite we profess, have descended to us from remote antiquity. This fact can be proved to the reasonable satisfac-

able, has

*

Quoted from an old edition of the York Constitution.
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most skeptical, by the writings of learned Brethren who
have spent years in investigating the subject.
To the same effect,
too, we have the incidental testimony of writers who never belonged
to the Fraternity, as well as the unwilling admission of those option of the

posed to

Even

us.

manded by

a brief recapitulation of such proofs

present occasion.

is

not de-

My

referring to this topic at this
Brethren that our "Ancient and Ac-

time is merely to remind my
"
"
modern Rite." ^ When
cepted Rite is incorrectly designated as a
we use the term " modern " as applicable to any of our orders or
degrees,

it is

to be taken in a comparative sense, and not in its vulIt refers to our "religious and military orders"

gar acceptation.
instituted since

that of "the

the

commencement of the Christian era, and after
Of a verity, our Rite is not born of

holy wars!"

yesterday.

Many

of our degrees imply prerequisites in candidates peculiand unknown in other departments of Freemasonry

arly stringent,

;

and not a few partake of the character of official degrees. Even
the lowest degrees of our Rite, the eleven " Ineffable," are designed
"
for the " Select few
This is especially the case with our
only.
principal superior degrees, Prince of Jerusalem, Sov.'. Prince of
Rose Cross, elected Knight K. H. Grand Inquisitor Commander,

and Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret, which are virtually orders
of Harodim.
Some of our superior degrees confer the titles of
"

Commander,"
But

ereign."
our "

it

"

Patriarch,"

behoves

me

"

"

Grand Master,"

to observe that the

"
Prince," and Sov-

Masonic

titles

in

Inner Easts," like the jewels on our breasts, are not cherished
and worn by us for show or aggrandizement they are suggestive
;

of holy truths and self-perfecting duties, which every conscientious
"
"
Sublime Freemason will strive to learn and perform.

persons who have written and discoursed about our dehave obtained what little knowledge they possess of them

Some
grees,

from spurious and corrupted sources. I do not speak unadvisedly
on this subject; for I have critically examined rituals identical with
those in use among the clandestine and " soi-disant" Supreme
'

It is

doubtless the case that some persons confound our Rite with " the French ot

Modern

Rite," which is confessedly modern and was invented within the last half century.
It embraces the three symbolic degrees and forms the basis, and is
part, of the spurious

" Scotch
Rite," which aims at supplanting us. It is the same cultivated in some French
lodges in this co-mtry, and by the Louisiana and other spurious Supreme Councils.
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"
Sublime Freemasonry."
Councils, and usurping propagandists of
and then an orthodox hieroglyphic symbol or allegory is sur-

Now

reptitiously obtained, but its true solution

is

not attained

to,

by the

vulgar interpretations of superficialness, or it is purposely perverted
by the infidel, or bigot, or sectarian, to suit his narrow purposes or

by

who

intriguers,

" Like
scurvy

The

politicians, seem to see

things they do not."

Such

rituals, too, often penned by blundering copyists, may not
be
likened to human skeletons, stripped of all the arteries,
inaptly
nerves, and muscles of the living man, deprived of soul, life-blood,

and

spirit.

There are some writers, who, while they may not deny antiquity
"
to the doctrines and traditions on which some of the
high deRobison
are
with
a
Barruel
and
founded,
yet
grees"
purposely
confound our "Ineffable" and "philosophical degrees" with those
of the political society of the Illuminati and certain infidel systems of philosophy.
A learned philosopher^ has well observed
that "philosophy is not possible, unless it be founded on, and
guarded by, Christianity. Christianity is the basis, and philosophy
It
the superstructure of the edifice."
this that true Freemasonry has to do.

with philosophy such as
worthy of note in this

is

It is

connection that speculative science as well as practical wisdom once
ranked among the virtues. The knowledge of the Eternal Being,
as understood
basis

by philosophy, reason, and religious revelation, is the
and apex, as well of the Masonic as the scientific pyramid.
" No

art or learning serveth useful ends.

But as the heart

However
tor of "the

it

guides, and

life

amends."

great the acquisitions of the most successful cultiva"
art
and science, all will be vain without a prac-

Royal

The understanding
application of the knowledge acquired.
should be strengthened that the conduct may be directed and truth
discovered, that it may be used "for the better endowment and help
of man's life."
One of the cardinal ends designed to be answered

tical

by Freemasonry, in any of

its

departments,
'

Geoberti.

is

to

make men

better as
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The eulogy pronounced by

well as wiser.

Bro. T. S.

Webb

1871
^

on

"

the eleven ineffable degrees," is applicable to the whole system of
"
Sublime Freemasonry," that it is " intended for the glory of the
Deity, and the

good of mankind."
Those who bring the charge of irreligion against our Rite would
do well to bear in mind that learned authors' unfriendly to our Institution

have expressed their conviction that the pure doctrines of

the Zabians, which are incorrectly stigmatized as astrological and
idolatrous,^ and the doctrines of St. John the Baptist, were essentially identical

;

while Brethren learned in the secrets of " Ineffable

"
Masonry," delivered only behind the veil," and versed in the doc"
Sublime Freemasonry," have become penetrated with the
conviction that these secrets and doctrines are in essence the same
with those which were taught by the Pythagorean and Essenean
trines of

rituals.

After the French revolution of 1793, Christianity
ridiculed

Among

into obsoleteness.

in

France was

the mass of the people

who

were the mass of the Masons.
Numerous copies
of that holy book, which we esteem as the first great light in MaUnder this state of things,
sonry, were committed to the flames.

became

"

atheists

Sublime Freemasonry

"

the establishment

fell

into desuetude

;

and

it

was not

until

the

Supreme Council at Charleston,
S. C, on the 31st day of May, 1801, that the "Sublime System"
was revived in France by the establishment of a Supreme Council
at Paris, to wit, in 1804, by Count De Grasse, Grand Inspectorafter

of

General, under authority from the Charleston Supreme Council.
The Paris Supreme Council has been in continuous operation ever
'

Bro.

Webb

did not pretend to be a professor of those degrees, or of any other in
See his preface to his illustrations of those degrees.

" Sublime
Freemasonry."'

E.g., Cardinal Wiseman
" Druses Montis Libani."
^

'

in the

I

— Syriac

here quote the words of Dr.
text,

because he expresses

version of the Vatican code used by Adler in his

Dewey

I have advanced
and briefly. It is, however, far from
has been the persuasion of every philos-

in corroboration of the idea

this idea clearly

being a singular one, or original with him. It
opher and divine of celebrity who has bestowed more than a superficial examination upon
the subject, both before and since Lord Bacon's day
who proves its truth in detail.
" The idea that
images set up as gods were worshipped, is erroneous. They were esteemed
as symbols of a higher power and as symbols only.
A species of images (as for example the four-faced Cherubim) was recognized even in the early worship of the Hebrews
when under the immediate government of God himself. I would notbf; understood to say
that the pure doctrines alluded to were not perverted, or that there were no persons obnoxious to the charge made by St. Paul in Rom. i. 23.
;

'

'

:
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And

since.
"

here truth compels

me

to advert to the fact that the

"

Grand Orient of France, which had a legal existence only as a
"
"
Symbolic Grand Lodge of Master Masons, now commenced her

"
assumption of jurisdiction over all the degrees of the Ancient and
Accepted Rite." Disputes hereupon ensued between the French
Supreme Council and Grand Orient, which have never been fully

up to the present day.
Every lover of Masonic order and constitutional authority cannot but regret this unhappy occurrence and none the less the conduct of the Parisian Brethren on sundry occasions during the last
settled

;

half century, in extending their jurisdiction in both the Symbolic
and Sublime degrees over territory on this continent, already lawTheir example in this last respect has been repeatfully occupied.
edly followed and is at this present moment producing consequences

The present occasion is not the
deleterious to the Craft at large.
most appropriate one for descending to particularities on this head.
It is unnecessary for me to make more than a passing allusion
to the troubles that hav^e been experienced from analogous causes
by our sister council at Charleston and our own Supreme Council,

from 1806 to the present time. In assaulting our Supreme Councils
our enemies tried to shift the issue from principals to individuals, and
resorted to wilful perversions of facts and failing to find legitimate
;

and real subjects to
"the droppings of

As
attack, they for the nonce fabricated them.
their lips" were anything but "sweet-smelling

"
myrrh," or the perfume of hearty counsel," as true gentlemen and
Masons we could not meet them on their own ground, or do aught
else than simply pronounce their allegations false and unfounded.

A

word or two with regard to the charge of interference on the

part of the two only lawful Supreme Councils in this country, with
the prerogatives of other departments of Freemasonry. No Supreme

Councils of Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General were established
in the world till after 1786.^
Previously, Inspectors-

anywhere

'
"On May I, 1786, the Grand Constitution of the Thirty-third Degree, called the
Supreme Council of Sovereign Grand Inspector-General, was finally ratified by his
Majesty, the King of Prussia, who, as Grand Commander of the Order of Prince of the

Royal Secret, possessed the Sovereign Masonic power over the Craft. In the New Constitution this high power was conferred on a Supreme Council of nine Brethren in each
nation, who possess all the Masonic prerogatives in their own district that his Majesty
Extracts from the circular let*
individually possessed, and are Sovereigns of Masonry."
ter of the Charleston

Supreme Council,

issued

December

4,

1802.

o

* ^
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General under the enlightened Frederick of Prussia were charged
with the powers and duties now vested in such Supreme Councils
and the Grand Bodies under them. By them the degrees and
orders of our Rite were conserved and propagated in the constituIt was not the Grand Orient of France, as is by
tional manner.
many erroneously supposed, nor any other Grand Body on the Continent of Europe, except the Grand Consistory, over which presided
"
Frederick's Substitute General" before named, that had any author-

For the authors of the numerous new
the premises.
and innovations committed on the old system of Freemasonry,
which were erst so rife on the European Continent, we must look
elsewhere than to the lawful Deputies Inspectors-General under the
ity to act in

rites

old system.

The

original minutes and documents left by 111. Brother
who established the Albany Lodge of Perfection in 1767,
evince the most scrupulous avoidance of interference with the Mas-

Francken,

ter's

Lodge

Symbolic Degree. As there were no
of Knights Templars established
years afterward, to speak of interference

in that city or the

R. A. Chapters or
in this

Encampments

country till thirty
with them would be an anachronismic absurdity, akin to those
recently spawned by ignorance or design to mislead uninformed
Brethren, or for other unworthy purposes.
The first Supreme Council ever established under the

new Con-

1786 was that at Charleston,' whose jurisdiction extended constitutionally over the whole of the United States, until
stitution

of

they constituted, by their Special Deputy, E. De La Motta, 111.
Treas. Gen. H. E., this Northern Supreme Council in 1813.^ Then
'
On May 31, 1801, the Supreme Council of the 33d Degree for the United States of
America was opened with the high honors of Masonry by Bros. John Mitchell and
and in the course of the
Frederick Dalcho, Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General
year the whole number of Grand Inspectors-General was completed agreeably to the
Grand Constitutions. The other members of this Grand Council admitted in 1801 were
Emanuel De La Motta, Dr. J. Auld, Dr. James Moultrie, Abraham Alexander, M. C. Livy,
'I'homas B. Bowen, and J. De Lieban.
^
The Supreme Grand Council for the Northern Jurisdiction of the United States
was founded on August 5, 1813, by the M. 111. Brothers E. De La Motta, " Special Dep"
from the said Supreme Grand Council at Charleston, Daniel D.
uty-Representative
Tompkins, S. Simson, John J. J. Gourgas, Richard Riker, J. G. Tardy, and M. L. M.
;

In the words of a manifesto issued by the last-named council, dated August
1845, the establishment of our Northern Supreme Council is shown "by authenticated
documents in the possession of this (the Charleston) Council, in accordance with the
Secret Constitutions, by Emanuel De La Motta as the Representative and under the
Peixotto.

2,

118
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the Northern and Southern Jurisdictions were defined and
regucandid review of all the acts of the constitutional regula-

A

lated.

and governors of our Rite in these United States cannot fail to
establish the falsity of this charge of interference on their part.
If
I am not much mistaken,
they have been "more sinned against than
If we have not claimed the benefit of the
sinning."
legal maxims,
tors

Quod prius
jure,

it

est,

verius

On December

which

I

est tempore,
potiiis est
entitled to this benefit.

quod prius

we were not

1802, our Southern

4,

lished a report from
speak for themselves
"

et

est,

has not been because

make

Supreme Council pubThey

the following extracts.

:

Although many

of the Sublime degrees are in fact a continu-

ation of the Blue degrees, yet there is no interference ' between the
two bodies. Throughout the continent of Europe and the West
Indies, where they are very generally known, they are acknowledged
and encouraged. The Sublime Masons never initiate any into the
Blue degrees, without a legal warrant obtained for that purpose
from a Symbolic Grand Lodge but they communicate the secrets
of the chair to such applicants as have not already received them,
previous to their initiation into the Sublime Lodge yet they are
at the same time informed that it does not give them rank as
;

;

sanction and authority of the Council at Charleston. The Masonic Jurisdiction of the
Northern Council is distributed over the Northern, North-western, and North-eastern
And this, with the Council at Charleston, are the only
parts of the United States.

recognized Councils which exist or can exist, according to the Secret Constitutions, in the
United States. Their labors have never been suspended, though withdrawn for a time

from the public eye
hold

in

Grand

— their

authority has never been, and cannot be, abrogated.

They

their archives certified copies of the Secret Constitutions, derived from the
Their succession of officers and members has
Consistory held at Paris in 1761.
'

been regularly and duly continued, and the Great Light of Sublime Masonry,' which has
been confided to their keeping, like the sacred fire of the Vestals, has been preserved
unextinguished on their altars."
" !n deference to the Constitution of the York Rite
'
practiced in this country, it waves
its rights and privileges, so far as they relate to the first three degrees of Ancient Craft
Masonry, which long before the establishment of any Supreme Council in this hemisphere,
were under the control of Symbolic Grand Lodges." See circular letters of both Northern

and Southern Supreme Councils,
terfere with the rights of

1845.

" The
object of the Supreme Council is not to into preserve from decay or innova-

any other bodies, but simply

Sublime truths and ineffable mysteries which, while they tlirow a brighter light
upon the pure system of Ancient Craft Masonry, can be attained only by those who have
sought for light in the deepest recesses of the Masonic Temple. They ask, therefore,
as the legal guardians of these invaluable treasures, the sympathy and fraternal kindness
of their Brethren, to whom they take this occasion of offering the right hand of brotherly
Charleston Circular, 1845.
love and affection."
tion those

—
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Past Masters

in

Grand Lodge."'

the

"On

January

1875

1802,

21,

constitution passed the seal of the Grand Council
of Princes of Jerusalem for the establishment of a Master Mark
a warrant of

"
Besides those
Mason's Lodge in the City of Charleston, S. C."
are
of
most
the
in
are
which
succession,
Inspectors
regular
degrees,

number

in possession of a

of detached degrees given in different

and which they generally communicate free of
parts of the world
expense, to those Brethren who are high enough to understand
;

Masons

making in the aggregate
Master's Degrees, all
Past
fifty-three degrees."
authority over them was surrendered to the R. A. Chapters, at that
Such

them.

as select

As

to the

time springing into existence.
ter

of 27,

etc.,

Mark and

Independent lodges of Mark Mas-

Masons having no governing head were afterward

established in

and continued in operation for a series of years until
the Gen. Grand Chapter assumed jurisdiction over both the Mark
and Past Master's Degrees as " honorary grades," and incorporated
this country,

them

;

into their system.

No

Brethren, the intermeddling complained of, lies at the
door of the spurious bodies established by the impostor Joseph
Cerneau, et id onuie genus, progeniesqtie, whose illegitimate works
are ever and anon exhumed and revamped for sinister purposes.
It ought, methinks, to be a sufficient refutation of the charge of
our intermeddling with other departments of Masonry, that the
leading Brethren of both our Northern and Southern Supreme
Councils, ever since their establishment, have been active leaders in
Symbolic Grand Lodges, Grand Chapters of R. A. Masons, and
!

Grand Encampments of Knights Templar, the only other

depart-

ments of Freemasonry in our land which we recognize and acknowledge.
"
No Masonic power professing our Rite, or any of its dependent associations, can, under any pretence whatever, amalgamate or
associate by representation or otherwise, with any other power, or
with any association depending on any other Rite, nor consent to

become

or dependence thereof, without renouncing the
and losing de facto its sovereign attributes."
This fundamental law applicable to any department of Freemasonry

object of

a section
its

institution,

truism, and surely needs

is a

no argument to support

it.

This practice was never adopted by the regular " Sublime Freemasons "
Northern Jurisdiction.
'

in this
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well persuaded that our Supreme Grand Council will ever
it has heretofore done, to illustrate the truth of one of

continue, as

own sentiments, that " Sublime Freemasonry is unobtrusive, a
manna for the clear-sighted to gather everyone according to
We claim not to keep the vineyards of
his own taste and ability."
to
the proof that we have ever trenched
and
we
others,
challenge
upon them. And while we guard, as we are bound to do, our own
possessions, we hope to be permitted to sit peaceful and undisturbed
"
"
under our own vine and Jig-tree /
The institution of the official dignity of Sovereign Grand Inits

—

divine

spector-General, in 1786, and the adoption of the constitutional
provisions, by which, on the decease of the great Frederick, his
authority and duties over our order in both hemispheres were transferred to a limited

number of Brethren

practically as a distribution

in

each nation, operated

among many Brethren

of the high

Ma-

sonic powers and prerogatives, originally possessed by one Grand
Master.
Notwithstanding the numerous efforts made to enlighten

Brethren as to the true nature of the 33d Degree "governing
"
of our said Rite, and conferring rights and
and all others

itself

"
agreeably to the Grand Constitupowers, and imposing duties
"
tions
of our order, of an executive character,^ it is still generally
'I will fortify my statement with that of our M. Puis. Bro. Dalcho, whose authority in
I
a matter of this kind cannot be gainsaid.
quote from page 1 16, appendix to his oration delivered before the Sublime Grand Lodge of Charleston, S. C. March 21, 1803.
"
By the Constitution of the Order, which was ratified on October 25, 1762, the King of
,

Prussia was proclaimed as the chief of the Eminent Degrees, with the rank of Sovereign
Grand Inspector-General and Grand Commander. The higher Councils and Chapters
could not be opened without his presence or that of his substitute, whom he must appoint.
All the transactions of the Consistory of the thirty-second degree required his sanction, or
that of his substitute, to establish their legality ; and many other prerogatives were at-

No provision, however, had been made in the Constitutions
appointment of his successor; and, as it was an office of the highest importance,
The
the utmost caution was necessary to prevent an improper person from obtaining it.
King, being conscious of this, established the thirty-third degree. Nine Brethren in
each nation, from the Supreme Council of Grand Inspectors-General, alter his decease
possessed all his Masonic prerogatives and power over the Craft. They are the Executached to his Masonic rank.
for the

tive Body of the Masonic Fraternity, and their approval is now necessary to the acts of
the Consistory, before they can become laws and from their decision there can be
;

no appeal."
In 1825 I received from Moses Holbrook, M.D., at that time Sov. Grand Commander
of the Charleston Supreme Council, a letter in answer to some inquiries relative to the
" All the transacsubject in question, from which letter I make the following extracts
:

tions of S.P.R.S. required the sanction of Frederick William II. (who had for many
their
years been the head and patron of the Order), or that of his substitute, to establish
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"

"

distinction
but most erroneously considered as an
honorary
and one to
merely, and as an ordinary degree in Freemasonry
which all Brethren having the usual qualifications required for initi;

most of the lower degrees hav'^e a right to aspire.
tenure of office in a Supreme Grand Council being for

ation into

The

body can be vacated only by death, resignaremoval from its jurisdiction. This is a fundamental law,
and may not be changed, though its inevitable tendency is to exclude from our little circle some good, true, and worthy Brethren,
who would, no doubt, adorn our assemblies, and prove faithful conservators, regulators, and governors of our Rite.
life,

a seat in such a

tion, or

By being tenacious of official station, I may be the means of excluding Brethren whose councils are needed and I may also stand
in the way of the just preferment of my compeers.
Moved by
;

have named, and desirous of setting an example,
discreetly followed may, without violation of our organic laws, serve in a degree to modify what is, albeit without good
reason, deemed too exclusive a feature in our "sublime system," I

reasons like these

which

I

if

nave concluded to resign the
council.

official

station

There are other considerations

also

I

now

hold in this

which induce

me

to

adopt this course.

By a constitutional regulation of our order, the office of chief
custodian of our archives devolves upon the Sov. Grand Commander,

us,

who

should, for this and analogous reasons well understood by
be a resident of one of the Easts in our jurisdiction.
Living as

'egality.

Many

other prerogatives were attached to his Masonic rank

;

and not

least in

the consideration of the day, it was thought that in the United States, just emerged from
the thraldom of the mother country, after a long and arduous struggle for their liberty, it

would be highly improper to have the Masonic head and jurisdiction over the Ineffable
and Sublime degrees in another country, and to pay allegiance of any kind to a foreign
These difficulties, added to the importance attached to the highest office in
potentate.
Freemasonry, and the very great caution necessary to prevent an unsuitable person from
obtaining an office so respectable, influential, and important, weighed with the King and
the high Consistory over which he presided. Upon reading the respectful petitions and
statements made to them during the years 1784 and 1785. the subject was referred to a
highly learned and able committee, who reported this degree (thirty-third) to constitute
nine S.P.R.S. in each nation, a Supreme Co»«<:z7 of Sovereign Grand Inspectors-General;

and they being duly organized, accredited, and approved, should at his decease possess
all his Masonic prerogatives over the concerns of the Craft within the country or territory
over which their jurisdiction extended; and their appointment was ad vitam.
They became the Executive Body of the Masonic Fraternity within their territory. This arrangement annulled all former powers granted to individuals (Dep. Ins. -Gen.) in different
parts of the world."
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I

do

in the interior of

become such

native State,

my

Our

is

it

not meet for

me

to

valuable and voluminous,
should have a fixed and permanent depository, under the charge of
their constitutional guardian.

My

custodian.

archives,

association for a quarter of a century with this Supreme
my active participation in its works and ad-

Grand Council, and
ministrative duties,

have spoken of

I

in

my

antecedent remarks.

avert to the fact again, and in this connection, to remind you,
that it places me before you in such a position as to render, in a
measure applicable to my own case, the reason for abdication adI

vanced by

my

venerable predecessor, deducible from his long term

of service.
"

My much esteemed compeer, your Most Illustrious Inspector
Lieutenant Grand Commander," Edward A. Raymond, in the event
of my abdication of the presidency of this council, is pointed out
by the constitutions as
that such
restricting

my

is

the

my

duty

successor were

a selection

case.
in

left

my

successor.

It

gratifies

me

to reflect

were no constitutional provision
the emergency named, and the selection of
If there

to

more congenial

my own free choice, I could not make
to my feelings, or more in accordance

my convictions of duty. I have known him for three times
"
Brother of the mystic tie," and a
three years twice told as a
His Masonic age and experience,
possessor of "the high degrees."
derived from long and repeated services as a ruler in other departments of Masonry,' and the satisfaction he has given to his comwith

panions in the discharge of his administerial duties, afford an earnest that he will not be found wanting as a chief administrator in
I am assured that he has the
our "Ancient and Accepted Rite."
requirements demanded by our Book of Constitutions, that he

"can be
all trials,

entirely depended on, that his discretion is proof against
his capacity acknowledged, and his probity untouched."

man caused some trouble in this
Grand Commander Raymond contended that
Frederick were vested in him as Grand Com-

In 1859 the ambition of one

Supreme Council.
"

the powers of

He had conferred
in the Council as a body."
the 33d Degree upon Paul Dean, and the Supreme Council had
mander and not

'

Bro.

Raymond

and has been

at the

is the present Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts,
head of the Grand Chapter Encampment of Massachusetts (1851).
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In i860 an extra session was
recognized him as a member.
and the controversy with the Grand Commander reached the

tacitly

held,

climax.

The Grand Commander

refused

to

put certain motions.

A

motion was made to close the council, to be opened at four o'clock
this he refused to put, and declared the council closed until ten
o'clock on the following morning.
At that hour the council was opened and the minutes read,

;

whereupon the Grand Commander declared the council closed

sine

die.

Some of the members (five) conferred together, and being advised
by Gourgas, reopened the council and proceeded with the business.
Upon the report of a committee on rules, etc., previously appointed, the council adopted the Constitutions of i860.
The record of this session was signed by Van Rensselaer, who
was elected Lieutenant Grand Commander, Starkweather, Moore,

A

Christie, Case, and Young.
preamble and resolution were
adopted, deposing the Grand Commander in effect.
Gourgas,
Turner, Bull, and Hubbard formally approved the proceedings
Carson also did so with some qualifications.
;

The Grand Commander, Raymond, disregarded the action of
members after he had left the council. Both parties published

these

the proceedings of i860, those for the regular session being alike,
Raymond's being a record of his action in conferring the 33d De-

Lawson, Starkweather, and Field, who, it is alleged,
It is said, however, that the records
by him were elected in 1857.
of 1857 show only the election of Starkweather.
Both of these factions continued to operate we shall not, how-

gree upon

;

upon the minutiae, but state that the Van Rensselaer
body grew in numbers and importance. There was a large accession in 1862 of very distinguished and prominent Masons;
among
these were Josiah H. Drummond, of Maine, and
Benjamin Dean,
of Massachusetts, both of whom subsequently became Grand Commanders; Hubbard, who had been elected Grand Commander, having:
positively declined to serve. Van Rensselaer was chosen.
Raymond
and Robinson having been summoned to attend, and
failing to appear, were tried and expelled.
ever, dwell

the

Notwithstanding the controversies between these two bodies,
Van Rensselaer body continued to prosper until 1867. With
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UNIVERSI TERRARUM ORBIS ARCHITECTONIS

PER GLORIAM INGENTIS.

Deus Meumque Jus.

Ordo ad Chao.

the Orient of the Supreme Grand Council of Sovereign Grand Inspectors General of the ssd and last Degree of the Ancient and Accepted Rite, for the United
States of America, their Territories and Dependencies, tvhosc Sacred Asylum is
beruath the C.\ C.\,at the V.-. P.'. of the Z.\, near the B.-. B.\, corre-

From

sponding with 40°

To ALL

4^ 40" N.

Lat.,

d 57"

and 2°

E. Lon.

WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL

COME, GREETING
Known, That on the 17th day of the Hebrew month
Shebat, Anno Mundi 5623, answering to the 7th day of February,
1863 (E. v.), by solemn articles, the Supreme Council of Sovereign Grand Inspectors General of the 33d and last Degree of the

Be

TO

:

it

Ancient and Accepted Rite for the Northern Jurisdiction of the
United States of America, sitting at Boston, was duly consolidated
with the Supreme Grand Council of Sovereign Grand Inspectors
General of the 33d and last Degree of the A. and A. Rite for the
United States of America, their Territories and Dependencies, sitting at New York, upon terms honorable and just alike to all parties interested therein.

Be it further Known, That the following Sovereign Grand Inspectors General, in pursuance of such consolidation, comprise the
Officers of the Supreme Grand Council for the United States of
America, their Territories and Dependencies. They will be recognized and respected accordingly.
111.-.

EDMUND
EDWARD

B.

A.

HAYS—A/.-.

P.-.

Sov.: Gr.-. Commander.
.Jot/. •. Gr.: Com.:

RAYMOND—y^jj/.

•.

SIMON W. ROBINSON— u/Z!>«/.-. Gr.: Com.:
HOPKINS THOMPSON— 2,/ ZiVa/.-. Gr.: Com.:
BENIAMIN C. LEVERIDGE— Cn-. Orator.

GEORGE M. RANDALL— Cr. . Minister 0/ State.
LUCUS R. PAIGE— Cr.-. Chancellor.
DANIEL SICKELS— Cr.-. S,;i:.: General H.: E.\
ROBERT E. ROBERTS— Cr. Treas.: Gen.: H.:
•.

HENRY
AARON

BANKS— Cr.-. Marshal General.
HUGHES— Cr.-. Sword Bearer.
H. J. %Y.\'iAOV,V.~\st Gr.: Mas.: of Cer.:
CHARLES T. McCLENACHAN— 2a' Gr.: Mas.:
PETER LAWSON— Cr.-. Ex.: Introductor.

JOHN INNES— Cr.-. Standard Bearer
WM. FIELD— ij^ Gr.- Capt.: of the Guard.
WILLIAM H. JARVIS— 2</(;r.-. Capt.: of the
All which

is

whom

R.:

C.

P.

of Cer.\

Guard.

promulgated, and ordered to be transmitted to

it
may concern.
Done at the Grand East, New York City, this 8th day of the
Hebrew month Adar, A.-. M.-. 5623, answering to March ist, 1863

(E.-. V.-.)

In Testimony of all which I have hereunto set my hand, and
caused the Seal of the Supreme Grand Council to be affixed.
[seal.]

Edmund

B.

Hays

M.\ P.\

Attest,

33.-.

Sov.\ G.\ Commander.

Daniel Sickels 33^
Gr.-. Sec.-. Gen.-. H.-. E.-.

[seal.]
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New

the exception of four bodies in the city of
York, which had
been organized prior to the schism, all others continued in their
In 1867 there were twenty-eight active
allegiance to this body.

members on

the

roll.

In 1862 three

Supreme Councils claimed

Northern section of the United
records of

jurisdiction over the

In

April, 1862, by the
Council, the Cerneau body, presided over by
overtures to the Raymond faction for a union of
States.

Raymond

Hays, had made

the two, and committees were appointed to meet for the purpose of
organizing for such union.
January 23, 1863, it was reported to
the Raymond body that there was a reasonable prospect of effecting the union, and the committee was granted full power to act.
January 19, 1863, in the Hays body similar action ensued.

Under date of February 7, 1863, Articles of Union were agreed
upon by which the two councils were consolidated. The number
of members was increased to seventeen, and each member, and
body, was required to take the oath of allegiance to the new body
when they had the same status as they respectively had under the
original bodies.

Raymond, Randall, Paige, Hughes, Robinson, Lawson, Field,
and McClenachan of the Raymond body and Hays, Thompson,
Sickles, Roberts, Leveridge, Seymour, Banks, Jarvis, and Innis of
the Hays body, constituted the membership of the united body.
On the preceding page is shown the copy of the " Article of
;

Consolidation."

April 15, 1863, Hays, having been agreed upon as Grand Commander, installed the Officers. All the members of both the former
bodies were required to take the oath of fealty to the newly united
body, hence the claim, set up a few years subsequently, that the
Ra3'mond body was merged in the Hays Council is entirely without
foundation moreover, when a few of the old Hays Council withdrew from the united body, the large majority, and the most em;

inent Brethren, remained true in their allegiance to that body.
change was made in the constitution by which the active

A

membership was increased

to twenty-four, besides the nine officers.

The members of this united body became very active a very
many new bodies were inlarge number received the 33d Degree
;

;

stituted, particularly in States

tofore been worked,

all in

where the Scottish Rite had not here-

the Northern Jurisdiction.

SCOTTISH RITE
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Until 1864 the tenure i)f oHicc had always been ad vitam, but at
the meeting this year, amendments were passed for the triennial
election of the officers and for a reduction to nine.

September

11,

Communication had
1S65, a session was held.
officials of the Southern Supreme Council,

been resumed with the

Hays Council having

but the

declared

having jurisdiction over

itself as

the United States, this body was not in a condition to ask the recognition of the Southern Supreme Council, as it had denounced as

spurious

all

the various bodies which had originated in

New

York.

meeting charges were presented against Harry J. Seymour, who was Asst. Grand Master of Ceremonies. A committee
of his friends of the old Hays body was appointed to try these

At

this

At a subsequent date the committee reported.
had been duly notified to appear, but he refused to do
was expelled, as will be seen by the following

Seymour

charges.

so,

and he

:

SUPREME COUNCIL, 33°
Northern Masonic Jurisdiction U.

S.

A.

Gr.\ Orient, Boston. Massachusetts,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY GEN.*.

New

At

a session of the

Supreme Council

2)Z''_

York, 27

for the

H.'. E.*.

A.: M.\, 5631.

Northern

Juris-

S., held on the loth day of the Hebrew month Elul,
Anno Heb. 5625, answering to the nth day of September, 1865,
V. E., the following action was had :
111.-. Bro.-. C. T. McClenachan, Rose +.-. 33? preferred a charge

diction U.

with three specifications of the violation of sundry obligations by
Henry or Harry J, Seymour Rose .-. 33°, said obligations being
18°
16?
those of the 14?
17?
32? and 33.°. degrees of the

+

— — — —

A.-. A.-. Scottish Rite, as set forth in the Ritual of the degrees.

The charge and specifications were read in the presence of the
Commander, and the Inspectors General present.
Bro.-. Henry C. Banks, Rose+.-. 33°, moved that the
111.-.
charge and specifications be referred to a Commission, which was

Gr.-.

carried,

and the

Gr.-.

Commander announced
111.-.

Bros.-.

Henry

C. Banks,

33.°,

John Innes, 33?,
Hopkins Thompson, 33?
said

commission

for the

trial.
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At an adjourned

session of the Sup.-. Council for the Northern
December 14, 1865, the Commission

Jurisdiction of the U. S., held
rendered the following report

:

Banks, chairman of the commission appointed to investigate certain charges and specifications presented to this Supreme
Council against Harry J, Seymour, a past officer of this Supreme
Council, reported that they had carefully examined the said charges
111.'.

Bro.

•.

and the proofs thereof that the aforesaid Harry
had
been
J. Seymour
duly notified to attend the meetings of the
commission had been served with a copy of the charges and speciand

specifications,

;

;

fications

;

that in

cases he had refused or neglected to pay any
and that your commission have arrived at

all

attention to such notices

;

the conclusion that the charges and specifications have been fully
sustained, and offer the following resolution
:

"That the said Harry J. Seymour be, and he
expelled from all the rights ana privileges of Masonry
Resolved,

branch of the

is

hereby,

in

every

A.'. A.-. Scottish Rite."

Henry

Signed,

C. Banks, 33?,

John Innes,
Hopkins Thompson,

\

\ Committee.

Tyi°..,

'

33?_,

On

motion the report was received, and the resolution unanimously adopted, the members voting "viva voce" by roll-call, beginning with the Junior Member.
true copy from the records,

A

Attest

[great seal]

:

Daniel Sickels, 33°
Gr.-. Sec.-. Gen.-.

H. E.

A committee

was appointed to take into consideration the proresuming the old name, viz. : the Supreme Council of the
Northern Jurisdiction of the United States of America "in lieu of
the one at present adopted."
Also it was resoh-ed " that the Grand
Commander appoint one or more delegates to repair to Charleston,
South Carolina, at the meeting of the Southern Supreme Council."
The report of the committee was unanimously adopted in favor
of resuming the old name of the " Supreme Council of the Northern Jurisdiction of the United States." Thus it appears that this
priety of

Supreme Council, composed of the most distinguished Masons
the old members of the two councils, fully recognized the

among

Supreme Council

of the Southern Jurisdiction.
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Brothers Paige and McClenachan had visited the council at
Charleston and an oral report was made to the Supreme Council,
December 14, 1865, but it does not appear on record. Hays resigned his office of Grand

Commander, and Robinson was

elected,

did
generally inferred that the Southern Supreme Council
not agree that they would enter into recognition with a council
whose chief officer was not considered a regular member of the
It

is

Scottish Rite, and had denied the regularity of the union, and RayAs above shown,
being dead, Robinson was his successor.

mond

the election of Robinson followed, so that both by election and
"
The record says
succession his title would be perfect.
:

A

of the Supreme
majority of all the officers and active members
Council were present." Lucius R. Paige was appointed to visit
the Southern Supreme Council at their meeting held April 16,

1866.

At the meeting of the council held in New York June 5, 1866,
the address of Robinson, Grand Commander, he stated that the
Raymond Council was forced into the union with the Hays Coun-

in

cil for self-preservation, and referred to the Brethren the question of
securing friendly relations with the Southern Supreme Council.
At the Southern Supreme Council meeting held April 6, 1866,
the Grand Commander entered at some length upon the occurrences

in the Northern Jurisdiction, which was placed in the hands of a
committee, whose report was in consonance with the views of the

Grand Commander.
The report of the committee was

to the following effect, namely,

Robinson had been duly appointed Lieutenant Grand Commander by Raymond before the deposition of the latter and hence
if Raymond had been legally deposed, Robinson, on his deposition,
would naturally succeed him as Grand Commander, and if Raymond
had not been legally deposed, still Robinson, now that Raymond
was dead, would be his legitimate successor. The report added
that

;

that the only legitimate members of the council at the time, after the
death of Hubbard, were Moore, Case, Young, and Starkweather,

manner that was illegal and
them could be recognized. This decision did not find
general acceptance and was challenged on the allegation that the assumption that the Northern Supreme Council could have only nine
members was erroneous in ooiiit of law. Whether this assumption

that both of the factions had acted in a

neither of
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by the committee was or was not erroneous

ment

at

this time, as

Supreme Council had

it

is

is

generally admitted

matter of no mo-

a

that

the Northern

the right to increase at pleasure the

number

members.
The Northern Supreme Council, upon a summons from the
Grand Commander, Robinson, met in Boston December ii, 1866.
Moore, Case, Starkweather, and Young, although included in the
summons, did not appear, and Robinson declared their seats vacant
of

its

active

;

thereupon, being himself as the only member, he then proceeded to
fill the vacancies
according to the provisions of the Constitution of

There were then present twelve of the active and ten of
1786.
the honorary members of the united council.
The Grand Commander said that he was acting " with the unanimous consent of

member of that council."
The legal effect of these proceedings was

every

a reorganization of the

United Council, just as if the officers and members had elected
themselves again.
In form, no doubt, there was a dissolution of the
United Council, and the organization of a new council, but the substance was as stated above.
All members had the same status, no

new oath was required, everyone was recognized as Grand Inspector-General, all the acts of the United Council were confirmed, and
its actions of every kind
In every
recognized as still in full force.
way

the proceedings were nothing

more or

less

than a formal reor-

ganization of an existing body in deference to the requirements of
the Southern Supreme Council.
But although the action of the

committee was intended to meet the wishes of the Southern Supreme
Council, it did not satisfy the latter body, which desired to effect
a perfect union, and had hoped to see the five members whom it
had decided to be active members uniting in the action to be taken.
The position of the New York Council was therefore still in doubt.
In December, 1866, it published a full report of its proceedings and
it had
already adopted a resolution, with a view to securing a union
with the Boston Council, which was a copy of the one previously
adopted with the same view to union, by the Boston body.
The committees appointed were as follows Boston Council,
;

:

Evans, of

New

York, Woodbury, of Massachusetts, Drummond,
of Maine, Ely, of Ohio, Foss, of Illinois, Harmon G. Reynolds,
of Illinois, an Honorary Member, and later Gardner, of Massachusetts.
New York Council, Lewis Paige, McClenachan, and
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New York, Paige, of Massachusetts, Palmer, of Wisand Barrett, of New Hampshire.
These two committees met in May, 1867, a short time before
There was considerable
the annual session of the Boston Council.
Sickles, of

consin,

discussion as to the details of the union, although the general terms
Local interests as well as personal considerations
settled.

were soon

created such difficulties that at one

moment

negotiations would have to be broken

off

;

it

seemed

as

if

the

indeed so hopeless was

members left their seats, prepared to quit
Then, to quote Drummond's account, "a brother invited
break bread together,' and insisted that all should accept the
all to
Before they returned to the committee-room everyinvitation."

the outlook that several
the room.
'

was signed by
thing had been satisfactorily arranged. The report
all the members of the two committees, and adopted by the unanimous vote of each body, and the approval of the honorary members.
as equals, and all their previous actions were
except expulsions on account of former differEach council consisted of twentyences," which were rescinded.
New
the
York Council consenting to the
active
members,
eight

The two

councils

held to be valid,

met

*'

admission of Charles Levi Woodbury, of Massachusetts,
nition of his services in bringing about the union."

"

in recog-

The two bodies by a concurrent vote met as one council The
two great commanders, Killian H. van Rensselaer, of the New York,
and John L. Lewis, of the Bostoa Council, then conducted the
Grand Commander elect of the united body to the altar, and administered to him the oath of fealty in the presence of the members of
In his turn the Grand Commander adminthe Supreme Council.
Other officers were
istered the oath to all the members present.
then elected and installed, and a constitution was adopted, and the
Northern Supreme Council was fully organized.
Until 1872 harmony prevailed in the Northern Jurisdiction. In

—

H. J. Seymour, who had been expelled in 186
put forward a claim that Hays, when Grand Commander of the "rump
"
Council of the Cerneanites, had given him a patent empowering
him to create 33d Degree Masons and to institute a Supreme Coun-

that year

cil.

He had

,

to Grand
previously, however, authorized an application
to be reinstated in all his rights as a mem-

Commander Drummond
ber of the

Supreme Council, on condition of his surrendering all his
Supreme Council. It was after the rejection of this

papers to the
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application that Seymour began his active work, and the success of
his efforts, limited as it was, encouraged others who had been members of the old Hays Council, before the union with the Northern
"
Cernean Supreme Council
Council, to start an annexation, styled
These men, Hopkins Thompson, Robert Folger and
revived."

had been members of the United Council reorganized in
till 1881, and now set the claim that
December, 1866, the Union Council was, and that all the mem-

others,

1867 and had remained therein
in

bers were, released from their allegiance to it.
They did not deny
that they had taken the oath of fealty to the reorganized United
Council, and had been loyal members for fourteen years, but they

pleaded that their conduct arose from their ignorance of the proceedings of the council in 1866, and therefore they claimed to be a
revival of the old

Hays

Council.

As

such they claimed also

diction over the Southern territorv, a claim which

juris-

Thompson and
in
1867.
They

Folger and others had unanimously surrendered
deny also the loyalty of the Southern Supreme Council, which is
" Mother
Council of the World," and
everywhere accepted as the
the source from which came the 33d and last degree.
No regular Supreme Council has ever been acknowledged as
either the Cernean Supreme Council revived or the Seymour
^sociation.
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Supreme Council

A.'. A.'.

1889

S.\ R.'. of the Southern 'Jurisdiction of the United States of
America.

The following Exhibit shows the number of Active and Honorary 33ds and
the number of 14th and 32d Degree Members
's ;
the numK. C C
ber of Lodges, Chapters, Councils, Consistories, and Grand Consistories.
:

H

:

:

;

a
u

ORIENT.

i

2g

Alabama

I

Arizona

Arkansas
California

Colorado
District of

Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaiian Islands
Idaho

.

.

Indian Territory ....

21

I

3
32
6

•7

23s

47

439

7

359
243

24
4

22

I

9
4
4

.

Iowa
Japan
Kansas
Kentucky

87

5

3

3

3

2

12

48
24

99
48
39
675

28

70

614

I

7

16

29
27

34
27

953
452

Louisiana

14

17

112

Maryland
Minnesota

7

8

26

35
4
22

I

Mississippi
Missouri

II

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico

,

12

248

391

394

2

404
89

14

203

287
47
397
124
393
34

9
39

5

15

Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
U. S. Army
Utah

Washington

6
20

10
6
8

25

44
19

1 1

4

21

15

25

10

4

I

Virginia

West

104
993
45
713
210

29

"3

1,124

27
584
145

762

7

North Carolina
North Dakota

239
737
375
433
66

293
120

loi

I

9

9

45

91

13

31
10

261

374

154

185

6,830

8,917

Virginia

Wyoming

5

Totals.

353

119

599

86

55

44

37
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Siatfmint ef Subordinate Masonic Bodiis, their number and membership, and the
proportion of Ferfect Elus (I4<0. Knights Rose Croix (i%d). Knights Kadosh (yod). Mas-

Royal Arch Masons, and Knights Templars to Master
Territories embraced in the Jurisdiction of the Supreme Council of the ^jd A:A:S:R: of Free-Masenry, for the Southern Masonic Jurisdiction of the U.S. A.
ters of the

Masons,

Royal Secret

{i2d),

in the several States

ORIENT.

and

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES

Royal Arch Chapters.

ORIENT.
14* to

Alabama

I

Arizona

I

Arkansas

I

California

I

Colorado

Columbia

Florida

I

1

to

I
I

Georgia
Hawaiian Islands.
Idaho

.

.

M. M.

M.M.

to 43
to 33
to 52
to 26
to 20
to 12
to 83
to 188

I

District of

Comnianderies K. T.
Proportion of
R. A. to

Proporrion of

33
5

55

66
33
10
16
108

880

1891

I

263
895

I

5.405
2.525
2,192
598
3.149

I

I

No.

6

to 13
to 3
to 14
to 4

36

3
«3

288
122

502
3,101

I

to

3

25

I

to

2

5

I

to

7

5

I

to

6

10

I

to
to
to

4
4
4

5

182

57

4.470

—

47

9

3.234
2,151
373
',234
2,534
441
4,375
374

23

1.655

1,667
1,481

300
719

.

Indian Territory

Iowa
Japan
Kansas
Kentucky

I
I

I

32

7

to 123
to 41

121

297
781
7,482

82
61

5,140
2,923

I

20

1,067
1,880

I

4,916

I

1,388

I

6,924

I

811

I

to

18

Louisiana
to

Maryland
Minnesota

75

to 16
to 207
to 44
to
13
to 30

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

New Mexico

I

North Carolina
North Dakota

I
I

Oklahoma

I

Oregon
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
U. S. Army

I
I

I
I

I

to 20
to 576
to
7
to
14
to 18
to 124
to II
to 139
to 71

24

«9
61

39
96
15
52

8
8
18
13

I

I

I

I

2,919
298

I

380
703
874

I

I

I
I

to
to 6
to
to
to
to
to
to
to 40
to 3
to 2
to 16
to 3

27

1,101

I

to

17

599

I

to 10

27

1,456
2,714
6,20;

I

68
•38

I
I

5

25
5

12

25
14
56

17

347

8

449

4
6

170
399

to
to
to

6

16

4

30

75«
1,075
3,098

to
to
to
to

5

20

1,486

4
4

10

633

12

',037

3

7

342

5.6

37,890

3

Utah
Virginia

I

Washington

West Virginia

I
,

Wyoming
Totals

Note.— The membership

I

to 142
to 12
to 34

2,710
1,154

I

18

20

1.381

I

7

350

39

J,334

72,639

I

I

of the Scottish Rite Bodies is based upon reports of
June 30, 1899 that
York Rite Bodies upon the latest reports in our possession when the statement was compiled.
Note. In giving the proportions, where the fraction was one-half or less it has been subtracted i
where more than one-half, added.

of the

—

;

1
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APPENDIX.
Average membership of Blue Lodges
"
"
"
Royal Arch Chapters
"
"
" Commanderies
"
"
"
Lodges of Perfection
"
"
"
of Rose Croix

47^
54^
73
103J

Chapters

"

"

" Councils of Kadosh

"

"

"

105 J

148

Particular Consistories

169

Proportion of Royal Arch Masons to Master Masons
"
Knights

i

to

4J

I

to

9

I
I

•-.

to 38
to 46^

I

to 51%

«

to 54
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COUNCILS OF KNIGHTS KADOSH.
No.

Nsine of Body.

God. de
God. de

St.
St.

Omar;
Omar^

De Molay
Hughde Payens.,

!

i
1

2

3

4

Temple
Denver
Robert de Bruce.'
Gethsemane

I

j

Alex. Liholiho.

.

.

Lewiston
Hugh de Payens..
St.

Andrews

i

i
i

i

2

Cyrus

3

Coeur de Leon
Wm. Ue La iMorej
God.de St. Omar.'
Robert de Bruce.
Wichita
Salma
Mayland
.

De

i

.

Molai

4
i

2

4
5

6
I
I

A. Elisha Ames..

2

Name of

Orient.

No.

Body.

Little Rock, Ark.
San Francisco, Cal,
Oakland, Cal.

Zenith

Los Angeles, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
Denver, Col.
Washington, D. C.
Savannah, Ga.
Honolulu, H. Isl.

Missouri
De Molai

Fargo

I

Lewiston, Idaho.
Lyons, Iowa.

De Sonnac

I

3

Winona

Multonomah

Winona, Minn.

I

Meridian, Miss.

1

St. Louis,

2

Livingston
Butte

Andrews

iDuIuth, Minn.

4

,

Mississippi

St.

Orient.

1

2
...

I

...

I

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
iLivingston, Mont.
Butte, Mont.
:

lOmaha, Neb.
Fargo, N. Dak.
JGuthrie, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
I

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Robert de Bruce
Deadwood
Des Moines, Iowa.

I

3

'Yankton, S. Dak.
JDeadwood, S. Dak.

Dak.

Davenport, Iowa.
Lawrence, Kan,
Topeka, Kan.
Fort Scott, Kan.
Wichita, Kan.
Salina, Kan.

Albert Pike

4

Aberdeen,

Cyprus
Pike-Tucker

I

Memphis, Tenn.

Baltimore, Md.
St. Paul, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Occidental

St.

...

I

Omar

I

Washington

1

De Molai

2

3
4

Tacoma
Albert Pike.

.

.

[Galveston,

Tex.

Richmond, Va.
Seattle, Wash.
iOlympia, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
iTacoma, Wash.
i

I

.

S.

I

Wheeling,

W.

Va.

CHAPTERS OF KNIGHTS ROSE CROIX.
Name

No.

of Body.

Birmingham

.

Excelsior

I
I

Verba Buena.
Gethsemane

.

.

.

Robert Bruce

.

I

2

3

Temple
Mackey

4

Evangelist

I

I

Temple
White Eagle..
Nuuanu
Lewiston
Delphic
Bruce

Emmanuel.
St.

2
I
I
I

2
.

.

.

John's

Unity
Equality
•Mackey
Wichita...
Salina

Victory

Meredith
St. Paul
St. Vin. de Paul.

3

4
I

2

4
5

Name

Orient.

Birmingham, Ala.
Little Rock, Ark.
San P'rancisco, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal
Pasadena, Cal.
Denver, Col.
Washington, D. C.
Savannah, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Honolulu, H. IsL
Lewiston, Idaho.
Lyons, Iowa.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Davenport, Iowa.

Topeka, Kan.
Lawrence, Kan.
Fort Scott, Kan.
Wichita, Kan.
Salina, Kan.
Kansas City, Kan.
Baltimore,
St. Paul,

Md.

Minn.

St.

No.

of Body.

Louis

I

2

Areiopagus

Helena

I

2

Livingston
Butte

Semper

3

Fidelis.

i

.

Emmanuel

2

Constans

3

Pelican

i

Guthrie
Ainsworth

I

I

Buist

I

Mackey

I

Robert Bruce

3

Aberdeen

4

Calvary

I

Philip C. Tucker.

M. Oppenh'r..
Houston

i

2

L.

!

Pelican

3
2

[

Washington ....
Robert Bruce..
St. Andrews ....
Columbia
.

I

2

.

3
;

5

Tacoma

9

A. T. C. Pierson.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Duluth, Minn.

Cascade

7

Winona

Winona, Minn.

Chantv

I

Mississippi

Meridian, Miss.

Orient.

Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis,

Helena, Mont.
Livingston, Mont.
Butte, Mont.

Omaha, Neb.
Lincoln, Neb.
Hastings, Neb.
Fargo. N. Dak.
Guthrie, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Charleston, S. C.

Yankton, S. Dak.
Deadvvood, S. Dak.
Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Memphis, Tenn.
Austin, Texas.
Galveston, Tex.
Houston, Tex.

Richmond, Va.
Wash.
Olympia, Wash.
Pt.Townsend,Wash
Walla Walla, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Seattle,

Wheeling,

W.

Va.
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LODGES OF PERFECTION.

Nuu at Bodf
Alabama
Birmingham

I
.

.

.

Santa Kita
Acacia

2
I
I

Verba Buena
Oakland
King Solomon..

3

Isaac Davis

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

2

Pacific

5

Delta

6

Temple

7

Constans

8

Visalia

9

Delta
Mithras
Orient
Ponce de Leon
Orient

I
I

2
.

Acme
Alpha

2

Adoniraii

4

MacJcey

2

Oriental
Zerbal

3

Joabert

6

5

Elmo

9

Lafayette
Albert Pike
Delta

.

.

.

.

Carmel

I

2
I

Washington, D. C.
Georgetown, D. C.

Carmel
EUendale

Lisbon

Hillsboro
Devil's Lake

Gx

Honolulu, H. Isl.
Lewiston, Idaho.

Chickashaw, Ind. T.

Aleph
Alpha
Webster
Golden Belt

Lyons, Iowa.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. I. C. Batchelor..
Delta
Des Moines, Iowa.
Albert Pike
Davenport, Iowa.
Salina, Kan.
John Chester.

Topeka, Kan.
Lawrence. Kan.
Fort Scott, Kan.
Wichita, Kan.
Kansas City, Kan.
Baltimore, Md.
Gaithersburg, Md.
St. Paul, Minn.

Galveston, Tex.
Austin, Tex.

6

Houston, Tex.

Dallas
Libertas

7

Dallas, Tex.

Lafayette

3

Meridian

I

Meridian,

Tacoma

Columbus

2

Columbus, Miss.
St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

S.'.

5

2

Albert G.

Sup'-eme Council A.'. A.'.

1

Washington
Olympia
Columbia

2

I

S.

4

Winona, Minn.

St.

S.

Fidelity
San Jacinto

Minneapolis, Minn.
Duluth. Minn.

Adoniram

S.

Deadwood,

5

7

.Miss.

Dak.
Dak.
Dak.
S.
Dak.
Aberdeen,
Hot Springs, S. D.
Eureka, S. Dak.
Jackson, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Yankton,
Webster,

Mizpah
San Felipe

6

I

Guthrie, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.

Delta

Winona
Louis

Fremont, Neb.
Kearney, Neb.
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Asheville, N. C.
Fargo, N. Dak.
Lisbon, N. Dak.
Grand Forks, N. D.
EUendale, N. Dak.
Hillsboro, N. Uak.
Devil's Lake. N. D.

Alpha
Enoch

Excelsior
North Star

2

Omaha, Neb.

j

Oregon

3

.

Santa F^

Savannah, Ga.

I

. .

Emeth
Damascus

I

2

.

.

Hastings, Neb.
Lincoln. Neb.

Marysville, Cal.
Redlands, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Visalia, Cal.
Denver, Col.

Atlanta,

.

Mo.

Plattsburg,

Columbia, Mo.
Helena, Mont.
Livingston, Mont.
Butte. Mont.

Fiducia
Delta

S

I

.

King Solomon.

Mount Moriah.

Guthrie

I

OrienL

Khurum

Ocala, Fla.

4

No.

of Body.

Winslow-Turner.
Columbia
Alpha

Jacksonville, Fla.
Plant City, Fla.

Kammehameba.

.

Tucson, Ariz.
Little Rock, Ark.
San Francisco, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Sacramento, Cal.

3

Lewiston

Kilwinning
Tabernacle

Montgomery, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala.

4

Hermes

Alpha
Iowa

Name

Orient

No.

.

I

5

Mackey

McDaniel

I

Richmond. Va.
Seattle, Wash.
Olympia, Wash.
Port Townsend, W.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.

8

Tacoma. Wash.

9
I
!

Wheeling,

W. Va.

Parkersburg, W. Va.
Leavenworth, K.

Purnell

Army

iFt.

R.\ of the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the Vnitea
States of America.

The following Exhibit shows the number of Active and Honorary 33ds
the Consistories, and the number of Chapters, Councils, and Lodges of Perfection, of the several States of the Northern Jurisdiction.
;

Sovereign

Grand Inspectors-General of

Officers

Active

members

33
,

48

the Thirty-third

and Last Degree.

Emeriti Members
Past Active Member.

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES

1895

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Maine ....
New Hampshire

26

Pennsylvania

57

Vermont

21

Ohio
Michigan

87
48

Massachusetts

60

Indiana

Rhode

17

Illinois

57

26

Wisconsin
Non-resident Honorary Members

27

18

Island

Connecticut

New York
New Jersey

152
19

'

51

....

Total

7

673

Table of Subordinate Bodies in Northern Jurisdiction, by States

MAINE.
CONSISTORY.

Maine Consistory

S:P:R:S: 32D, Portland.

Date of Charter,

May

22, a.d.,

1862.

CHAPTERS OF ROSE CROIX.

DuNLAP Chapter of Rose Croix, Portland. Date of Charter, May 14, 1857.
Bangor Chapter of Rose Croix, Bangor. Date of Charter, September 18,
1890.

H. H. Dickey Chapter of Rose Croix, Auburn.
ber

17,

Date of Charter, Septem-

1891.

Emeth Chapter

of Rose Croix, Augusta.

Date of Charter, September

17,

1896.

General Knox Chapter of Rose Croix, U.
pensation, May 8, 1899.

D.,

Rockland.

Date of Dis-

COUNCILS OF princes OF JERUSALEM.

Portland Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Portland.

Date of Charter,

May 14, 1857.
Auburn Council

of Princes of Jerusalem, Auburn. Date of Charter, September 19, 1889.
Palestine Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Bangor.
Date of Charter,
September 19, 1889.
Deering Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Machias. Date of Charter,

September

21, 1893.

Augusta Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Augusta.

Date of Charter,

September 19, 1895.
Rockland Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Rockland.
September 21, 1898.

Date of Charter,

lodges of perfection.

Yates Lodge of Perfection, Portland. Date of Charter, May 14, 1857.
Lewiston Lodge of Perfection, Lewiston. Date of Charter, August
1876.

16,

HISTORY OF FREEMASONRY
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Eastern Star Lodge of Perfection, Bangor.

Date of Charter, September

25, 1884.

Delta Lodge of Perfection, Machias.

Date of Charter, September

17,

1891.

Kennebec Valley Lodge of Perfection, Augusta.
tember

Date of Charter, Sep-

19, 1895.

Rockland Lodge of Perfection, Rockland.

Date of Charter, September

21,

1898.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
consistory.

Edward

A.

Raymond Consistory,

Nashua.

Date of Charter, June

4,

1864.

chapters of rose CROIX.
ST.

George Chapter of Rose Croix, Nashua.

Date of Charter, June

4,

1864.

New Hampshire Chapter
May

of

Rose Croix, Portsmouth.

Date of Charter,

19, 1866.

Acacia Chapter of Rose Croix, Concord.

Date of Charter, September

17,

1891.

Littleton Chapter of P^ose Croix,

Littleton.

Date of Charter, September

19, 1895.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Grand Council
June

of Princes of Jerusalem, Portsmouth.

Date of Charter,

25, 1845.

Oriental Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Nashua.

Date of

Charter,

June 4, 1864.
Ariel Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Concord. Date of Charter, September 17, 1891.
Washington Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Littleton. Date of Charter,

September

19, 1895.

lodges of perfection.

Ineffable Grand Lodge of

Perfection,

Portsmouth.

Date of original

Charter, January 31, 1842, which was destroyed by fire November 30, 1S65,
and a new Charter was issued on the 19th day of May, 1866.

Aaron
4,

P.

Hughes Lodge of Perfection, Nashua.

Date of Charter, June

1864.

Alpha Lodge of Perfection, Concord.

Date of Charter, September

17,

1891.

North Star Lodge
19,

1895.

of Perfection, Lancaster.

Date of Charter, September

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES
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VERMONT.
CONSISTORY.

Vermont Consistory S:P:R:S:

Date of Charter, August

32D, Burlington.

19, 1874.

CHAPTER OK ROSE CROIX.

Delta Chapter of Rose Croix,

Date

Burlington.

of

Charter,

Novemoci

13, 1873.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Joseph W. Roby Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Burlington.

Date of

November 13, 1873.
Mount Calvary Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Date

Charter,

Montpelier.

of

Charter, September 22, 1880.

lodges of perfection.

Haswell Lodge of Perfection,

Burlington.

Date of Charter, June

Windsor Lodge of Perfection, Windsor. Date of Charter, August
Gamaliel Washburn Lodge of Perfection, Montpelier. Date of
August

17, i*_'o.
18, 1875.

Charter.

18, 1875.

Bennington Lodge of Perfection, Bennington.
ber 20, 1882.
Mizpah Lodge of Perfection, Saint johnsbury.

Date of Charter,

Septen),-

Date of Charter, Septerobei

20, 1882.

Newport Lodge of Perfection, Newport.

Date of Charter, September

17,

1891.

Delta Lodge of Perfection, Rutland.

Date of Charter, September

at. 1893,

MASSACHUSETTS.
consistory.

Massachusetts Consistory S:P:R:S:

320, Boston.

Date of Charter,

May

tj;

1861.

chapters of rose croix.

Mount Calvary Chapter
16,

of Rose Croix, Lowell.

Date of Charter, May

i860.

Mount Olivet Chapter

of Rose Croix, Boston.
Date of Charter, Septeinber II, 1863.
LAVi'RENCE Chapter of Rose Croix, Worcester. Dale of Charter, June 17.
1870.

Springfield Chapter
tember 20, 1894.

of Rose Croix, Springfield.

Date of Charter, Sep-
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COUNCILS OF PRINCES OK JERUSALEM.

Lowell Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Date of Charter,

Lowell.

May

28, 1858.

Date of
Giles Fonda Yates Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Boston.
Charter, February 17, 1864.
Massasoit Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Springfield. Date of Charter, May 19, 1866.
Goddard Council of Princes

June

of Jerusalem, Worcester.

Date of Charter,

17, 1870.

lodges of perfection.

Boston-Lafayette Lodge of Perfection, Boston.

Date of Charter, January

21, 1842.

Lowell Lodge of Perfection, Lowell. Date
Worcester Lodge of Perfection, Worcester.

of Charter, May 28, 1858.
Date of Charter, September

30, 1863.

Sutton Lodge of Perfection, Salem.
Evening Star Lodge of Perfection,

Date of Charter, April 8, 1864.
Date of Charter, May

Springfield.

18,

1866.

Merrimack Valley Lodge of Perfection,
tember

Date of Charter, Sep-

Haverhill.

22, 1892.

Onota Lodge or Perfection,

Date of Charter, September

Pittsfield

20,

1894.

RHODE

ISLAND.

consistory.

Rhode Island Consistory
10, 1856.

S:P:R:S: 320, Providence. Date of Charter, April
Destroyed by fire new Charter issued September 17, 1896.
;

chapter of rose CROIX.

Rhode Island Chapter or Rose Croix,
cember

Date of Charter, De-

Providence.

14, 1849.

COUNCIL OF princes OF JERUSALEM.

Rhode Island Council of Princes of Jerusalem,
Charter,

December

Providence.

Date

of

14, 1849.

lodges OF perfection.
Solomon's

Grand Lodge

of Perfection, Providence, Date of Charter, 1849,
Destroyed by fire new Charter issued September 17, 1896.
Van Rensselaer Lodge o"^ Perfection. Newport. Date of Charter, De:

cember

14, 1840.
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CONNECTICUT.
CONSISTORIES.

Lafayette Consistory S:P:R:S:

Date of Charter, June

32D, Bridgeport.

i,

1858.

Connecticut Sovereign Consistory S:P:R:S.
ter,

May

Date of Char-

32D, Norwich.

28, 1864.

chapters of rose CROIX.

Pkquonnock Chapter of Rose Croix,

Date of Charter, June

Bridgeport.

i,

1858.

Norwich Chapter of Rose Croix, Norwich. Date
New Haven Chapter of Rose Croix, New Haven.

of Charter, May 28, 1864.
Date of Charter, August

19. 1875-

Cyrus Goodell Chapter of Rose Croix, Hartford.

Date of Charter, Au-

gust 16, 1876.

Corinthian Chapter of Rose Croix, Waterbury.

Date of Charter, Septem-

ber 23, 1897.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Washington Council of Princes of Jerusalem,
ter,

June

I,

Bridgeport.

Van Rensselaer Council
Charter, May 28, 1864.

of

Princes of Jerusalem, Norwich.

Elm City Council of Princes of Jerusalem, New Haven.
August

Date of Char-

1858.

Date of

Date of Charter,

18, 1875.

Hartford Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Hartford.

August 16, 1876.
Ionic Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Waterbury.
September

Date of Charter,

Date of Charter,

23, 1897.

LODGES OF perfection.

De Witt Clinton Lodge of Perfection,

Bridgeport.

Date of Charter,

May

II, 1858.

King Solomon Lodge of Perfection, Norwich.

Date of Charter,

May

28,

Date of Charter,

May

19,

1864.

Charter Oak Lodge of Perfection,

Hartford.

1866.

E. G.

Storer Lodge of Perfection, New Haven.

Date of Charter, August

19. 1874.

Doric Lodge of Perfection, Waterbury.
1897.

Date of Charter, September

23,
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NEW YORKCONSISTORIES.

The Consistory

New York

of

S:P:R:S: 32D,

New

York.

Date of Charter,

August 6, 1806.
Albany Sovereign Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Albany. Date of Charter, November 16, 1824.
Central City Consistory S:P:R:S: 320, Syracuse. Date of Charter, November 27, 1862.

Date of Charter,

May

16,

Date of Charter,

May

16,

Otseningo Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Binghamton.
1867.

Rochester Consistory S:P:R:S;

320, Rochester.

1867.

Corning Consistory S:P:R:S:

320, Corning.

Aurora Grata Consistory S:P:R:S:
tember

Date of Charter, May 16, 1867.
Date of Charier, Sep-

32D, Brooklyn.

19, 1889.

Buffalo Consistory S:P:R:S: 320,

Buffalo.

Date of Charter, September

21,

1893-

chapters of rose CROIX.

The Chapter

of

Rose Croix of

Charter, August

6,

New York

City,

New

Date of

York.

1806.

Date of Charter, November

Albany Chapter of Rose Croix, Albany.

16,

1824.

Central City Chapter of Rose Croix,

Date of Charter, Novem-

Syracuse.

ber 27, 1862.

Aurora Grata Chapter of Rose Croix,
6,

Brooklyn.

Date of Charter, June

1866.

Otseningo Chapter of Rose Croix, Binghamton.

Date of Charter, May

16,

1867.

Rochester Chapter of Rose Croix, Rochester.

Date of Charter,

May

16,

1867.

Corning Chapter of Rose Croix, Corning. Date of Charter May 16, 1867.
Delta Chapter of Rose Croix, Troy. Date of Charter, August 19, 1874.
Yah-nun-dah-sis Chapter of Rose Croix, Utica. Date of Charter, September 20, 1882.

Buffalo Chapter of Rose Croix,

Buffalo.

Date of Charter, September

21,

1893.

Ogdensburg Chapter of Rose Croix, Ogdensburg.
tember

Date of Charter, Sep-

21. 1893.

councils of princes of Jerusalem.

Grand Council

of Princes of Jerusalem, Albany.

cember 20, 1767.
The Council of Princes of Jerusalem of
of Charter,

November

3,

1808.

New

Date of Charter, De-

York, New York.

Date
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Central City Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Syracuse. Dale of Charter, November 27, 1862.
Date of
Aurora Grata Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Brooklyn.
Charter, June

1866.

6,

Otseningo Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Binghamton.
ter,

May

Date of Charter,

Rochester Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Rochester.

May

Date of Char-

16, 1867.

16, 1867.

Corning Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Corning.

May

Date of Charter,

16, 1867.

Palmoni Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Buffalo.

Date of Charter,

May

16, 1867.

Date of Charter, August

Delta Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Troy.
19, 1874.

Yah-nun-dah-sis Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Utica.
ter,

September

Olean Council of Princes of Jerusalem,
tember

Date of Char-

20, 1882.

Olean.

Date of Charter, Sep-

17, 1891.

Ogdensburg Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Ogdensburg.

Date of

Charter, September 21, 1893.

LODGES of perfection.
Ineffable Lodge of Perfection, Albany.

Date of Charter, December

20,

1767.

New York City, New York. Date of CharDate of Precedence, November 6, 1808.
Central City Lodge of Perfection, Syracuse. Date of Charter, November
The Lodge

of Perfection of

ter April

7,

1849.

27, 1862.

Date of Charter, Novemof Perfection, Brooklyn.
Reissued May 12, 1866.
Otseningo Lodge of Perfection, Binghamton. Date of Charter, May 16,

Aurora Grata Lodge
ber

6,

1808.

1867.

Rochester Lodge of Perfection, Rochester. Date of Charter, May 16, 1867.
Corning Lodge of Perfection, Corning. Date of Charter, May 16, 1867.
Palmoni Lodge of Perfection, Buffalo. Date of Charter, May 16, 1867.
Delta Lodge of Perfection, Troy. Date of Charter, November 16, 1871.
Yah-nun-dah-sis Lodge of Perfection, Utica. Date of Charter, November
13, 1873-

Rochester.

Date of Charter, August

19,

Lock City Lodge of Perfection, Lockport.

Date of Charter, .\ugusi

16,

Germania Lodge of Perfection,
1874.

1876.

Watertown Lodge
5,

St.

of Perfection, Watertown.

Date of Charter, September

1884.

Lawrence Lodge of Perfection, Canton.
19, i88g.

Date of Charter, September
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Northern Star Lodge of Perfection,

Date of Charter, SepPlattsburgh.
tember 19, 1889.
Olf.an Lodge of Perfection, Olean. Date of Charter, September 17, 1891.
Shebarim Lodge or Perfection, Walton. Date of Charter, September 21,
1893.

NEW

JERSEY.

CONSISTORIES.

New

Jersey

Charter,

Sovereign Consistory S:P:R:S: 320, Jersey

May

City.

Date of

16, 1867.

Excelsior Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Camden.

Date of Charter, September

27, 1883.

CHAPTERS OF ROSE CROIX.

Trenton Chapter of Rose Croix, Trenton. Date of Charter, June 26, 1868
Jersey City Chapter of Rose Croix, Jersey City. Date of Charter, November 16, 1871.
Excelsior Chapter of Rose Croix, Camden.

Date of Charter, November

16, 1871.

Adoniram Chapter of Rose Croix, Paterson.
13.

Date of Charter, November

1873-

councils of princes of Jerusalem.

Mercer Council op Princes of Jerusalem, Trenton.

Date of Charter,

May

19, 1866.

Excelsior Council of Princes or Jerusalem, Camden. Date of Charter,
June 17, 1870.
Jersey City Council or Princes of Jerusalem, Jersey City. Date of Char.
ter, November 16, 1871.
Adoniram Council or Princes of Jerusalem, Paterson.
November 13, 1873.

Date of Charter,

LODGES OF PERFKCTIOK.

Mercer Lodge or Perfection, Trenton. Date of Charter, May 23, 1863.
Jersey City Lodge or Perfection, Jersey City. Date of Charter, May

19,

1866.

Excelsior Lodge or Perfection, Camden.
Adoniram Lodge or PiRrECTioN, Paterson.

Date of Charter, June 17, 1870.
Date of Charter, November 13,

1873-

PENNSYLVANIA.
consistories.

Pennsylvania Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Pittsburgh.
i4>

Date of Charter, May

1857.

Philadelphia Consistory S:P:R:S: 320, Philadelphia.
ii, 1857.

Date of Charter, July

SCOTTISH RITE IN THE UNITED STATES
Harrisburg Consistory S:P:R;S:
vember 15, 1865.

Caldwell Consistory S:P:R:S:

320,

Harrisburg.

Date of Charter, No-

Date of Charter,

320, Bloomsburg.

1903

May

19,

1867.

Keystone Consistory S:P:R:S;

32D, Scranton.

Date of Charter, September

18, 1890.

Coudkrsport Consistory S:P:R:S:
pensation, February

6,

Date of Dis-

320, U. D., Coudersport

1899.

chapters or rose croix.
Pittsburg Chapter of Rose Croix, Pittsburg.

Date of Charter,

May

14,

1857.

Kilwinning Chapter of Rose Croix,
II,

Philadelphia.

Date of Charter, July

1857.

Evergreen Chapter of Rose Croix, Bloomsburg.

Date of Charter,

May

19,

1865.

Harrisburg Chapter or Rose Croix, Harrisburg.
ber

Date of Charter, Novem-

15, 1865.

Keystone Chapter of Rose Croix, Scranton.

Date of Charter, September

18, 1890.

Calvary Chapter of Rose Croix, Towanda.

Date of Charter, September

20, 1894.

Coudersport Chapter of Rose Croix.

Date of Charter, September

21,

1898.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Pennsylvania Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Pittsburg.
ter,

May

De Joinville Council of Princes of Jerusalem,
Charter July

Philadelphia.

May

Date of

11, 1857.

Harrisburg Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Harrisburg.
ter, March 15, 1864.
Zerubbabel Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Bloomsburg.
ter,

Date of Char-

14, 1857.

Date of CharDate of Char-

19, 1865.

Keystone Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Scranton.
September

Hayden Council
September

Date of Charter,

18, 1890.

of

Princes of Jerusalem, Towanda.

Date

of

Charter,

20, 1894.

Coudersport Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Coudersport.

Date

ot

Charter, September 21, 1898.

lodges of perfection.

Gourgas Lodge of Perfection, Pittsburg. Date of Charter, May 14, 1852.
Philadelphia Lodge of Perfection, Philadelphia. Date of Charter, July ii,
1857.
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Harrisburg Lodge of Perfection, Harrisburg.

Date of Charter, March

15,

1864.

Enoch Lodge of Perfection, Bloorasburg. Date of
Lancaster Lodge of Perfection, Lancaster, Date

Charter,

May

of Charter,

19,

1865.

August

18,

September

19,

1875-

Keystone Lodge of Perfection, Scranton.

Date of Charter,

1888.

Presque Isle Lodge of Perfection,

Erie.

Date of Charter, September

19,

1888.

Towanda Lodge

of Perfection, Towanda.

Date of Charter, September

18,

1890.

Coudersport Lodge of Perfection, Coudersport.

Date of Charter, Septem-

ber 23, 1897.

OHIO.
consistories.

Ohio Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Cincinnati. Date of Charter, May 4, 1854.
Lake Erie Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Cleveland. Date of Charter, September

18, 1890.

chapters of rose CROIX.
Cincinnati Chapter of Rose Croix, Cincinnati.
ber

Date of Charter, Decem-

27, 1853.

Ariel Chapter of Rose Croix, Cleveland. Date of Charter, May 19, 1866.
Columbus Chapter of Rose Croix, Columbus. Date of Charter, September
18, 1879.

Dayton Chapter of Rose Croix, Dayton.

Date of Charter, September

20,

1880.

Cambridge Chapter of Rose Croix, Cambridge.

Date of Charter, Septem-

ber 20, 1880.

Fort Industry Chapter of Rose Croix, Toledo.
tember

Date of Charter, Sep-

20, 1881.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Dalcho Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Cincinnati.

Date of Charter,

April 27, 1853.

Cambridge Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Cambridge.
ter,

May

Bahurim Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Cleveland.

May

Date of Char-

14, 1857.

Date of Charter,

19, 1866.

Franklin Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Columbus. Date of Charter,
September 18, 1879.
Miami Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Dayton. Date of Charter, September

20, 1880.

Northern Light Council of Princes of Jerusalem,
Charter, September 20, 1881.

Toledo.

Date of
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LODGES OF PERFECTION.

GiBULUM Lodge of Perfection, Cincinnati. Date of Charter, April 27, 1853.
Cambridge Lodge of Perfection, Cambridge. Date of Charter, May 14,
1857-

Eliadah Lodge of Perfection, Cleveland. Date
Enoch Lodge of Perfection, Columbus.
Date

of Charter,
of

May

19, 1866.

Charter, September 19

1877.

Gabriel Lodge of Perfection, Dayton.

Date of Charter, September 20

1880.

Mi-A-Mi Lodge of Perfection, Toledo.
Canton.

Emeth Lodge of Perfection,

Date of Charter, September 20,
Date of Charter, September 17,

1880.

1896.

MICHIGAN.
consistories.

Michigan Sovereign Consistory S:P:R:S:

May

32D, Detroit.

Date of Charter,

20, 1862.

De Witt Clinton Consistory S:P:R:S:
September

320,

Grand Rapids.

Date of Charter.

19, 1878.

chapters or rose croix.

Mount Olivet Chapter

of Rose Croix, Detroit.

Date of Charter,

May

20

1862.

Date of Charter, SepRobinson Chapter of Rose Croix, Grand Rapids.
tember 19, 1878.
Saginaw Valley Chapter of Rose Croix, Bay City. Date of Charter, September 16, 1885.
Peninsular Chapter of Rose Croix, Marquette. Date of Charter, May 18,
1891.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Carson Council of Princes of Jerusalem,

Detroit.

Date of Charter, May

26, 1861.

Cyrus Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Grand Rapids.
April

4,

Date of Charter,

1868.

Bay City Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Bay

City.

Date of Charter,

September 16, 1885.
Lake Superior Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Marquette. Date of
Charter, September 15, 1886.
Moriah Lodge of Perfection, Grand Rapids. Date of Charter, April 4,
1868.

Detroit-Carson Lodge of Perfection, Detroit. Date of Charter, May
1861.
Date of new Charter, September 17, 1896.
McCoRMicK Lodge of Perfection, Bay City. Date of Charter, September

26,

25,

1884.

Marquette Lodge of Perfection,
15, 1886.
i20

Marquette.

Date

of Charter,

September
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INDIANA.
CONSISTORY.

NDIANA CoNSiSTO«Y S:P:R:S:

Date of Charter,

32D, Indianapolis.

May

19.

1865.

CHAPTER OF ROSE CROIX.
Indianapolis Chapter of Rose Croix, Indianapolis.

Date of Charter,

May

19, 1865,

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Saraiah Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Indianapolis.

May

Date of Charter,

19, 1865.

Darius Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Fort Wayne.
September 18, 1890.

Date of Charter,

lodges of perfection.
.•\.doniram

Lodge of Perfection,

Date of Charter,

Indianapolis.

May

19,

1865.

Fort Wayne Lodge of Perfection, Fort Wayne.
tember

Date of Charter, Sep

19, 1888.

ILLINOIS
consistories.

Oriental Consistory S:P:R:S:

32D, Chicago.

Date of Charter,

May

14,

1857.

QuiNCY Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Quincy. Date of Charter, March 16, 1866.
Freeport Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Freeport. Date of Charter, February 7,
1867.

Peoria Consistory S:P:R:S: 32D, Peoria.

Date of Charter, February

25,

1867

chapters of rose CROIX.

GouRGAS Chapter of Rose Croix, Chicago. Date of Charter, May 14, 1857.
Quincy Chapter of Rose Croix, Quincy. Date of Charter, March 16, 1866.
Freeport Chapter of Rose Croix, Freeport. Date of Charter, February 7,
1867.

Peoria Chapter of Rose Croix, Peoria.

Date of Charter, February

25, 1867.

councils of princes of JERUSALEM.

Chicago Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Chicago.

May

Quincy Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Quincy.
March ij, 1866.
Freeport Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Freeport.
February 7, 1867.
Peoria Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Peoria.
ary

Date

of

Charter,

14, 1857.

25, 1867.

Date of Charier,
Date of Charter,

Date of Charter, Febru-
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LODGES OF PERFECTION.

Van Rensselaer Lodge or Perfection, Chicago.

Date

of Charter,

May

14,

'857.

QuiNCY Lodge of Perfection, Quincy. Date of Charter, March 16, 1866.
Date of Chartei, February
P^reeport Lodge of Perfection, Freeport.

.

1867.

Central City Lodge of Perfection,

Peoria.

Date of Charter, February

25, 1S67.

WISCONSIN,
Wisconsin Consistory S:P:R:S: 320, Milwaukee.

Date of Charter, August

7

Date of Charter, August

7,

1863.

Wisconsin Chapter of Rose Croix, Milwaukee.
1863.

Wisconsin Council of Princes of Jerusalem, Milwaukee.

August 7, 1863.
Wisconsin Lodge of PBRrKCTiON, Milwaukee.
186$.

Date of Charter,

Date of Charter, August

7,

CHAPTER

IV

ROVAL ORDER OF SCOTLAND
is a countr)' which
possesses a romanand is rich in legendary lore, and both
romance and legend are found in the story of the
RovAL Order of Scotland, the most popular
of the added degrees worked by the Craft.
It
was difficult to obtain any reliable information

|COTLAND
tic history,

as to

its

true history

till

D. Murray Lyon, Grand

Secretary of Scotland, in his History of the Lodge of Edinburgh,
It embraces two degrees, one
gave, in 1873, a sketch of the order.
the "

Heredom

of Kilwinning," which, according to one fable, was
time of David I. of Scotland; the other, "The Rosy
Cross," which, according to another fable, was instituted by King
Robert Bruce as a reward for the aid given to him by some Templars

founded

in the

who fought on

his side at Bannockburn.
As the Order of the
Templars had been suppressed by Papal Bulls in 13 12, some late
members may have been present in Bruce's army in 13 14, but we
must always remember that, to quote Lyon's remark, "the fabulous
stories about the early origin and royal patronage of the Royal Order
must be taken for what they are worth, which, to those who value
The fable that the Hautes Grades had
accuracy, means nothing^
"
their source in the
Mother Lodge, Kilwinning, is totally erroneous
and based on ignorance or fraud, for that ancient lodge, as is shown
by its records, never warranted or worked any degrees beyond the
well-known "three degrees." It is true that the " Mother Kilwinning" did, in 1779, grant to some Masons in Dublin authority to
form a regular lodge or society, and that the lodge so formed assumed the title of " High Knights Templars of Ireland, Kilwinning
"
but all the evidence collected by Lyon and the Masonic
Lodge
historian, W. J. Hughan, proves that the Mother Kilwinning never
claimed any authority beyond the three degrees, and is neither more
nor less than a regular Masonic lodge, and that the ceremony was
;

IQOS
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unknown

In fact, when the Dublin
prior to the last century
Brethren, after conferring, in 1782, Royal Arch, Knight Templar,

and Rose Croix degrees, petitioned the Mother Lodge for documents to establish beyond doubt the "authority and regularity of
their warrant as
High Knights Templars," the request was never
granted, because impossible.

Moreover, the Grand Lodge of Scotcountenanced any degrees
beyond that of Master Mason, and has repeatedly objected to lending any support to ceremonies worked by authority of the Supreme
land,

instituted in

1736, never officially

Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Scotland. The Grand Lodge, although toleration has succeeded to opposition, still recognizes only
three degrees, the only change being the adoption of the Mark as a
As regards the claim that the
portion of the Fellow-Craft degree.
"
"
Mother Kilwinning possessed other degrees of Masonry, careful

examination shows that

is

it

utterly baseless,

and devoid of any

corroborative evidence.

There is no authority for the statement of Dr. Arnot that the
"
Royal Order is so called because it is the highest and most sublime
"
in
He
likewise
stated
that the
Rose Croix was
degree
Masonry."
got up by the adherents of Prince Charles Edward Stuart, and only
received the name of Rose Croix (a translation of the R. S. Y. C. S.
of the Royal Order) in 1746 or 1747.
It was intended to be a

Roman

Catholic version, or rather perversion, of the Royal Order,
being deemed for the French too bigoted in other words,
was too purely religious and Protestant, although it is Christianity

this last

;

it

which it really promulgates." The Royal Order in France is said
to have been established by the Pretender Charles Edward Stuart,
and to be sanctioned by the Grand Orient under the title of Rose
Croix de Heredom de Kilwinning, and Dr. Arnot states that the
Lodge of Constance at Arras preserves the original Charter signed
by the Prince

Bro.

in 1747.

Hughan,

in his valuable history,

informs

us that he possesses a catalogue of books advertised for sale in Paris
in i860, in which the
following extract occurs
"9. Charles Edward Stuart, roy d'Angleterre, de France,
d'Ecosse et d'lrlande
voulant temoigner aux ma9ons arte.

.

.

.

combien nous sommes reconnaissant envers eux des preuves
de bienfaisance qu'ils nous ont prodigues, etc., creons et erigeons
par
la presente bulle en la dite ville d'Arras un souv.
chap, primatial de
siens

R. C. X.. sous

le titre distinctif d'

Ecosse Jacobite, qui serra

regi par
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An

chevaliers Lagneau, de Robespierre, avocats.

les
t-ion

5745-"
note

de I'incarna-

"
Le document authcntique, sur
appended that
VEi.iN, est revetu du grand sceau, de sept timbres ct d'un grand
nombre de signatures. C'est Texpedition originale pour le chapitre

A

is

metropolitan de Paris."

The

date, 5745,

on

this authentic

document must be wrong,

as

that year, the era of the Incarnation, is still some four thousand years
away, and if it is an error for Anno Mundi, it may be remarked that

Charles

Edward

ated above

Stuart did not succeed to the

empty

titles

enumer-

All trace, however,
the death of his father in 1766.
of these documents escaped the research of such a diligent inquirer
as Bro.

till

Hughan, who comes

to the conclusion that

it is

an error to

connect the Royal Order with the Rose Croi.x, as the ceremonies
differ essentially, the former possessing a very peculiar and quaintly

rhythmic

ritual.

With regard to the name Heredom of Kilwinning, many derivations of the word have been given.
Some give it a Greek origin
and interpret

it as Holy House, others
go to the Hebrew, and, as it
"
Rulers," others derive it from
plural in form, translate it by
"
Heroden, a mountain in Scotland," without assigning any reason ;

is

Bro.

Hughan

takes the safe course of concluding that as the rituals
do not reveal the secret, the subject can not be defi-

of both degrees

one wav or another. The word occurs under the
form Harodim as well as Heredom, the latter seeming to be a Sa.xon
term of the same form as Kingdom, which might be represented in
modern German by Herrthum or Heerthum.
nitely decided

The

earliest records, strangely

Scotland, as
ters,

may be

enough, relate to England, not to

seen from the following
V

according to seniority

list

of regular chap-

•

Decree of
Seniority.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Date.

List, etc.

Grand Lodge at the Thistle and Crown, Chandos Street..
Grand Chapter at the Thistle and Crown, Chandos Street.
Coach and Horses, Welbeck Street
White Boar's Head, Exeter Road
Golden Horse Shoe, in Cannon Street, Southwark
The Griffin, in Deptford, in Kent
Grand Chapter at The Hague, empowered to act as
Grand Lodge

Time Immenioriai
"

"
"

December
December
July

11, 1743,

20,

22, 1750.

1744

ROYAL ORDER OF SCOTLAND
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Decree of

Date

List, etc.

^niority.

October

8

Grand Chapter at Rouen
to act as a Grand Lodge

in

1752

12,

Normandy, empowered

9.

(il

10.

(2)

Choix 4 Paris

October

4,

178O.

11.

{3)

Strasburg

4,

1

12.

(4)

L' Union

13-

(S)

January
January
October
April

4,

1788.

April

4,

1788.

14. (6)
15. (7)

Lavall.

.

May

,

Grand Lodge, Chambery
Grand Chapter at Chambery in Saxony, empowered
to act as a Grand Lodge in the Dominion of

King of Sardinia
At Martinique (?)
(9) At St. Domingo
(10) At Brest

1,

16. (8)

July

4,

17.

J"'y

4,

July

4,

18.

Here we

find in

London

a

Grand Lodge and

a

1782.

7S7
787.

4,

i

4,

1787.

Grand Chapterj

evidently the governing body of the order; two other subordinate
"
immemorial." and two, Nos. 5 and 6, of an
bodies also described as

Grand Lodge of Edinburgh which was
list, the Grand Chapter at The Hague.
The record-book gotten up for " The Brethren of H. R. D. M.,
belonging to the Hague," is stated to belong to the Grand Chapter
termed the "Grand Lodge of the Royal Order at Edinburgh constiOther records show that the Royal Order of
tuted July 22, 1750."

earlier date than the Scottish

originally

No.

Scotland

(in

7

on the above

England) existed much

earlier than

any of the other

degrees in the United Kingdom except the "first three." The Royal
Arch is alluded to in print in i 744, but is not again mentioned till
In both, the
1752, and the minutes do not begin till ten years later.
evidence of the existence and activity of the Royal Order during the
early part of the last century gives it a position superior to all additional degrees, and thus it can claim a very respectable antiquity.

The notion

that

it

was fabricated by the Chevalier Ramsey has been

perfectly refuted by Bro. Gould in his history, and may be dismissed
from consideration. Bro. Lyon seems to incline to the opinion that

not of Scotch origin, alleging the fact that certain privileges
were allowed to No. 7 in the list of chapters "on an acknowledgment once a year to the Grand Lodge from whom it derived its title
at a quarterly Grand Lodge meeting which is always held at London

it is

on the fifth Sunday in the months having so many," and arguing there
from that a body of Scotch origin would not so far desert its relig
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ious principles as to hold constitutional meetings on the Sunday.
"
There is evidence, however, that in England "Masters' lodges did

To sum up
"we cannot

meet on Sunday.

the whole matter in the words of

get farther back than the Grand
Lodge and Grand Chapter in London with three subordinates of
time immetnorial antiquity (so called), and the first dated consti-

Brother Huglian,

'

'

December ii,
With regard to the

tution of

(No.

7 in

the

list

1743."
offshoot of the

first

London Grand Lodge

of .chapters given above), doubts arose respect"
of the

ing the meaning of the contraction
Charter constituting the new lodge.

Prov." in the signature
Scotland had for a long series

of years been in very close relation with the United Provinces of
the Netherlands. In 1444 a contract was made between the royal
burghers of Scotland and the latter power by which Scotch traders

were freed from several duties and governed by the law of Scotland.
Among the Scots residing in Holland at the beginning of the i8tb
It is stated
century was William Mitchell, a teacher ol languages.
that he had been admitted to the Royal Order in France in 1 749.
In this latter year Mitchell and a Brother,
and in London in 1750.
Jonas Kluck, of the Netherlands, presented a petition to the Pro. G.
South Britain, asking the London Grand Lodge for authority
them and other residents at The Hague to found a Prov.
Grand Lodge there. The petition was duly granted, and Brother
William Mitchell was appointed Prov. G. M., and the Prov. Grand

M.

in

to enable

Lodge was duly
register

is

constituted at London, July 22, 1750.

as follows

The

official

:

"

I did this
day attend at the house of Brother Louis, 8. N. C. R.
T. Y., the sign of the Golden hiorse Shoe, in Cannon Street, in
Southwark, and did then and there constitute the following brethren
residing at The Hague into a regular Chapter in full form, and did

constitute and appoint our

Brother William

Mitchell,

Right Worshipful and highly honored

known and

Brethren of the Order by the sublime
L. T. Y., and Knight of the R. Y. C

distinguished

title

among

the

and characteristic F. D.

S., etc.,

T. R.

S.

T. A.,

by

delivering the patent, etc., in due form, as usual, for the constitution
of Chapters in foreign parts, and did, by virtue of my authority, ex-

change

The

his characteristic, etc., for that of R. L. F."

Golden Horse Shoe, was the house
chapters and lodges were accustomed to assemble.

place mentioned, the

where the No.

5
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seal on the diploma appointing Brother Mitchell Prov. G. M. has
been destroyed, but that on the Charter of the Prov. Grand Lodge
and Chapter exists. The design represents a bridge of five arches,

The

and above

it is

displayed the letter Z, and recalls to mind the bridge
P., well known to members of the i6th Degree

with the letters L. O.
of the

"Ancient and Accepted

Rite."

The

difficulty, as

we have

connected with the signature. The presiding officer signed
his
and as may be seen in the fac-simile in Lyon's
characteristic,
by
"
Prov'. Gra**. Mas'." stand above, and the words
history the words
said, is

"
"

Does the contraction Prov'. mean
In. So. B." below, the seal.
If the former meaning is assigned
Provincial" or " Provisional ?"

to

it,

is difficult

it

to see

how

it

could be applied to the President

Grand Lodge and Grand Chapter, and therefore it is
"
assume that it means " Provisional and that the President
The Royal
time being was Grand Master pro tempore.

of the original
safer to

for the

here be added, has always been and still is Christian in
and the following prayer resembles, in its opening lines,
the Old Charges of the Freemasons of the i6th century, before
they were changed and adopted as the Universal Freemasonry.
"
The might of the Blessed Father of Heaven, the wisdom of
His Glorious Son, and the fellowship of the Holy Ghost, being the
glorious and undivided Trinity, three persons in one God, be with
us at this our beginning, and so guide and govern our actions in this
life, that at the final conflagration, when the world, and all things
therein, shall be destroyed, we may be received with joy and glad-

Order,

may

it

character,

ness into eternal happiness, in that Glorious, Everlasting, Heavenly
Kingdom, which shall never have an end.
'

The

regular minutes of the Royal Order at Edinburgh date
Down to 1763 the register contains only
31, i'766.

from October

fifteen names, including Brother Mitchell, but between that date
and the commencement of the regular minutes fifty were admitted,
"
and it is recorded in the minutes of July 28, 1769, that after much
trouble and a great deal of expense they had been able to revive
and establish the Ancient Order of Scots Masonry in the metropolis of their native
country, which would be attested by several members of the Honorable Council."
In the same year by permission
of the Provost and Baillies of the city, a room was fitted up at the

expense of the Grand Lodge,

commencement

in a "centrical

"

situation.

From

the

of those regular minutes the sequence of the high
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Down to July 4, 1776, Brother William
can be traced.
"
Mitchell was the Grand Master or Governor of the
Royal Order."

officials

He resigned
was succeeded by Brother Jas. Secresy" Kerr.
"
776, and was succeeded by Brother William "Honor Baillie, AdWhen he resigned in 1778,
vocate (afterward Lord Polkemmet).
"
"
Brother William Charles Eloquence Little, Advocate, succeeded
The chair of Deputy Grand Master was filled in 1786 by
him.
Brother William " Worship" Mason, who was admitted to the deWhen he resigned in 1789 there was
gree at Edinburgh a.d. 1754.
He

in

''

I

elected Dr.

he was

Thomas

'^'^

Activity" Hay,

who

Grand Master, but there does not

died in 1816.

In 1805

app'^ar to have been

any

minutes recorded from that date to 1813.

During the period from 1770 to 1780 the office of Deputy Grand
Master was filled by General Oughton, Brother Little, the Earl of
Leven, and Lord Westhall. Of the four of these high officials, three
were Grand Masters of Scotland, showing that at this period the
Craft showed great favor to the Royal Order.
But as may be seen
from the fact that no minutes were made between 1805 and 1813,
the order was becoming dormant, and it continued so in Scotland
the revival in 1839.
In Brother
Abroad, the Royal Order spread and flourished.
Hughan's catalogue of books mentioned in the preceding page, there

till

is

the entry

"
:

No. 945, of the year 1808,

is

entitled

"

Tableau g^n^ral des officiers et membres, composant le R.
chapitre du grand et sublime ordre de H-d-m de Kilwinning, sous
le titre distinctif du C/toix, constitute par la
grande loge de I'ordre
s^ante k Edinbourg, le 4 Octobre, 1786.
Sous les auspices de Mgr.
le Prince de Cambacdr^s,
grand maitre d'honneur en France."

Nos. 946 and 953 contain "tableaux'* of the officers of the foreNovember 30, 1808, and a.d. 18 10, the latter having
another list " du meme ordre s6ant ^ Rouen," 1810, in the same
volume.
going, of

Prince Cambac^r^s, Arch Chancellor of the French Empire, was
in his office of Provincial Grand Master by the head of

succeeded

the Ducal house of Choiseul.
the

The above-mentioned Charter,
Grand Lodge of Edinburgh in

Chapter de Choi.x, from
was addressed to Nicholas
en Parlament, and other Brethren.
A few
for the

1786,

Cliadouille, Avocat
months previously a Charter dated Edinburgh, May

i,

1786,

had
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Heredom

of Kilwinning,

established a Provincial

Grand Lodge

of

Matthews, a merchant of Rouen, Provincial
Both these docuChief, with powers to disseminate the order.
ments are signed by William Charles Little, Deputy Grand Master,
William Mason, and William Gibb. To commemorate the event the
Chapter ciu Choix struck a medal which is engraved in the Tresor
Numismatique Napoldon. It represents between a draw-bridge
open, sinister and a ladder dexter, a tower enbattled supporting a
On the front of the tower are two
pillar on which is an open book.
square stones, one exhibiting the square and compasses, the other
The medal is inscribed with the following legend
the letter R.
Introduit en Fr. Par J.
Obverse, L'Ordre de H-d-m.
Matheus, G. M. p., 1786.
N. Chadouille, 1786.
''Reverse, in eleven lines, (i) T-r-s-t-a.
L. T. Dorban, 1789.
A. C. Durin,
(2) T-r-s-t-a.
(3) T-r-s-t-a.
1806.
C. A. Thory, 1807. Depute T-r-s-t-a.
(4) T-r-s-t-a.
J,
constituting

John

:

P.

ROUYER.
In exergue, in three lines, the last curving, Chap .*.
a Paris, 1809, Jaley Fecit L .•. A-p-ht-n."

De

h-d-m.

Du Choix

The Medal is of copper.
Jaley being the artist's name.
short time after the establishment of the order in France, a

A

Provincial

Grand Master was appointed

for Spain,

Mr. James Gor-

Frontera, whose commission was
Master Dr. Thomas Hay, and Messrs.

don, a merchant of Xeres de

la

signed by Deputy Grand
Charles Moor and John Brown.

The

Provincial

Grand Lodge

in

France had jurisdiction over twenty-six Chapters of Heredom, including some in Belgium and Italy, but as fourteen of these chapters were not ratified by the Grand Lodge of Edinburgh from January 10, 1809, to October 4, 181 1, they may have been irregular.
Coming down to our own times, we find that the following Provincial Grand Lodges and Chapters have been authorized during
Those in italics are dormant.
the last half century.
The Netherlands, at Amsterdam
Eastern Provinces, at Calcutta, India,

July

4,

1843.

July

4,

1845.

North of France
Srveden and Norway

Jan.

5, 1

1847.

Sardinia

New

Brtinsivick, at St.

Province of Quebec

?

John

?
?

85 2
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Glasgow and Neighboring Counties or
"
London (and " Royal Bruce Chapter)
Western India, at Bombay

Isles

Jan.

1872.

Shanghai
United States, at Washington, D. C
Lancashire and Cheshire, at Manchester
Aberdeen

?

Oct.

4, 1877.
?
?

York
Durban

at

South-east Africa, at

1859.

?

China, at

County of Yorkshire,

4,

1886.
?

Royal Order

in

the United States.

As early as 1752 a chapter was formed in Virginia, but seems
soon to have ceased all activity. We must come down to the year
1877 for the foundation of the Provincial Grand Lodge in the United
The Warrant

States.

follows

signed at Edinburgh October

4,

is

1877,

as

:

Charter for Royal Order

in

the United States.

THE NAME OF THE HOLY AND UNDIVIDED

IN

TRINITY.
We,

SEAL

I

(

R.

S.

Y. C. S.

)

)

Sir

John Whyte,

W.

D. M., President

of the Judges and Council of the Great S. N. D.
R. M.: Warder of the T. W. R. of R. F. R. S.

M. N.

Deputy Grand Master and Governor
High and Honourable Orders of H. R. M.
of K. L. W. N. G. and the R. S. Y. C. S.
Sir
Alexander, S. T. N. T. H., Senior Grand Warden,
Sir William, B. T. Y., Junior Grand Warden,
and the Remanent Knights Companions of the
Royal Order of R. S. Y. C. S. in Grand Lodge
T.

:

of the

:

assembled

—

TO
V. G. R. (Pike), Knight of the Order of the R. S. Y.
send greeting in God Everlasting.
By virtue of the authority vested in US from time immemorial

Sir Albert

C.

S.,

WE do hereby grant unto you and the rest of the Right Worthy and
Worshipful Brethren of the Royal Order of H. R. M. and of the R,
S. Y. C. S. in the United States of America, full power, warrant and
authority to hold a Chapter of the order of H. R. M. in Washing-
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TON, or elsewhere wilhin the United States of America, so long as
shall behave becometh as Worthy Brethren of the said

you and they

Order, or until the powers hereby conferred shall be withdrawn,
which the Grand Lodge of our Order reserves full power and authority to do when they consider proper, with full power to you lo
remove the same from place to place, but always within the United
States of America, as occasion shall offer for the good and glory of
the Order, you and they conforming to the laws and regulations of
the Grand Lodge transmitted to you now or afterwards, and we do
hereby appoint you T. R. S. T. A. of the said Chapter and grant
you full power, warrant and authority to appoint proper officers to
assist

you

therein, viz.

:

a

Deputy T. R.

S.

T. A., a Senior Guardian,

a Junior Guardian, a Secretary, a Treasurer, a Marischal, a Deputy
Marischal, and aGuarder, who shall act as Examiner and Introducer.

And

further, know you that for the good and promotion of
M. in general we do hereby empower you to
form a Provincial Grand Lodge of the said Order, and to nominate, constitute and appoint you, the said Sir Albert V. G. R., to
preside and rule over and govern the same and the Brethren thereunto belonging, so long as you shall act conformably to the Laws
and Rules of our Grand Lodge, and so long as this Charter and the
powers therein conferred shall continue unrecalled, and we do hereby authorize, empower and charge you to take upon yourself, the
title of Provincial Grand Master of the Order of H. R. M. for
the Order of H. R.

the United States of America, being the Province hereby placed

under your superintendence and we do hereby grant you full power,
warrant and authority to appoint proper officers to assist you in the
;

high office hereby on you

conferred, to consist of the following

number and denominations one Deputy Provincial Grand Master,
a Senior Provincial Grand Warden, a Junior Provincial Grand
Warden, a Provincial Grand Sword-bearer, a Provincial Grand
Secretary, a Provincial Grand Treasurer, two Provincial Grand
Marischals, a Senior Provincial Grand Steward, and three other
Provincial Grand Stewards, and a Provincial Grand Guarder.
And further be it known to all and every one of the Brethren
:

we hereby invest you with full pow^er, warrant and authority to
appoint such persons to be your officers as you shall think are most
proper and fit for each respective post either in your Chapter or
Provincial Grand Lodge, without consulting or asking the consent
that
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or approbation of any Brother of the Order whatsoever, unless of
your own free will you shall think proper to pay such compliment,

which we deem expedient and therefore recommend.
And iurthek, we hereby invest you with full power, warrant
and authority to depose or displace from his or their offices any
officer or officers, who have been guilty of improper conduct or digor amerce them, or any of
nity to your Worship, or to fine, mulct
them, for the same, without being obliged to bring them to a formal
trial, or asking the consent or approbation of the Brethren for so
doing, unless you shall of your own free will think proper so to do.

But be

Lodge

it

also

known

to be for the

that

good

if it

shall

of the

appear to your Provincial Grand
in your Province that you

Order

should relinquish, or restrict your privilege of appointing or displacing your office-bearers, either in your Chapter or Provincial Grand

and if you see proper to consent to the same, it
your power so to do, notwithstanding any existing
general law of our Grand Lodge appearing to the contrary, and to
cause a resolution or law to that effect specifying how and where the
Lodge, or
be

shall

in both,

in

elections are to be in future conducted, to be endorsed

upon or an-

nexed to this Charter, and which when signed by you and registered
in the Minute Book of your Provincial Grand Lodge, and a copy
thereof, certified by your Provincial Grand Secretary, transmitted
to and approved by our Grand Lodge, shall thereafter be as good
and valid a law, so far as regards your Chapter and Provincial Grand
Lodge, as if it had been made by our Grand Lodge of the R. S. V.
and being entered in our Record Book shall be irrevocable
C. S.
by you and your successors in office unless by application to and
;

Grand Lodge it being, however, declared
that nothing shall affect your right as Provincial Grand Master or the
rights of your successors in office to appoint your or their Deputy.
with the approval of our

;

And we further strictly

require of the Brethren in general, your
Officers as well as others, to respect, acknowledge
and obey you, the said Sir Albert V. G. R., and pay you due respect
as HEAD RULER and GOVERNOR ovcr them and their Chapter or

Provincial

Grand

in your said Province
And we do hereby appoint you to
hold quarterly meetings of your Provincial Grand Lodge for regulating the affairs of the Order of H. R. M. in your Province.

Chapters

:

And FURTHER, we hereby empower you and your Chapter to
advance to the Royal Order of H. R. M. (on paying a fee not less
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than two guineas, of which ten shillings and sixpence shall be transmitted to our Grand Lodge), such Master Masons as are companions of the Royal Arch Chapter and as are well-known to you and
your Brethren to be worthy of that High Honor, but with this proviso, that you shall not have it in your power within your Provincial
Grand Lodge or elsewhere to promote any Brethren of H. R. M.
to the
ity

Sublime Order of the R.

obtained from our Grand

S.

S.. without special authorfor that purpose, nor even then,

Y. C.

Lodge

payment of a fee of at least one guinea (of which ten shiland
sixpence shall be transmitted to our Grand Lodge).
lings
And further, be it known to you that we prohibit and aisor Chapter from
charge you and your Provincial Grand Lodge
of Constitution to Chapters,
granting any Patents or Letters
or Diplomas to the Brethren or Knights, under any pretence whatever, all such things being issued by us alone, and diplomas being
so issued free of charge, on payment of the fees above mentioned,
to us on advancement to the Order of H. R. M. and prounless on

payable

motion to the Sublime Order of R.

And
is

not, nor can

it

S.

Y. C.

S.

known

to the Brethren in general that it
be, in their power to depose or displace you or

further, be

it

on you conyour successors in office from the high office hereby
to
the scandal
crimes
or
enormous
for
tending
ferred, except
high
and detriment of the Order, and not then without bringing you to
a regular trial, and an account of the proceedings therein, with the
crime and sentence of the Council, being
by our Grand Lodge at Edinburgh.

first

sent to and approved

And

further, we empower you to relinquish, give up, or reand privileges attached thereto
sign vour said office with the powers
as aforesaid, in case you shall think proper or be desirous so to do.
to any worthy qualified Knight of the Order of the R. S. Y. C. S.
and to no person whatsoever, under that degree, but your successor
or successors, in office, before he or they shall exe cise any of the
powers connected with said office must be approved by our Grand
Lodge.

And

further, be

it

known

to you, that

if

you or your succes-

sors in office are guilty of acting contrary to our will and pleasure or
any of the Laws, Rules and Regulations now appointed by us, or

which may hereafter be appointed for your observance by authority
of our Grand Lodge, from which you hold this Constitution or

I920
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Charter, These Presents and all power thereunder shall forthwith
cease and determine without any formal revocation on our part, and

you and they shall be rendered incapable of holding any Grand
Office or authority in the Royal Order, and also be liable to be extruded for contempt and disobedience.

That all companions of the Royal Order admitted in your ProGrand Lodge or Chapter may be duly enrolled in our Record
Book, we do particularly direct your attention to the Twenty-sixth
Article of our Constitution and Laws as revised and approved on
Sixth January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.
And for every Authority, Power and Privilege herein above
mentioned, this shall be your sufficient Warrant, Patent and Charter.
In testimony whereof, this, our Charter, written by Alexander
vincial

Blues Wyllie, clerk to our Grand Secretary, is subscribed by John
Whyte-Melville, of Bennochie and Strathkinnes, our Deputy
Grand Master and Governor; Alexander Hay, our Senior Grand
Warden; William Mann, our Junior Grand Warden; George
Murray, our Grand Treasurer, and John Brown Douglas, our

Grand Secretary all Knights of the R. S. Y. C. S., duly sealed
ind thereupon approved and issued by our Grand Lodge of the
Royal Order, at Edinburgh, this fourth day of October, in the year
if our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and of
;

Ihe Restoration of .the

Order 564.

Whyte-Melville, W. D. M.
S. T. N. T. H.
W. Mann, B. T. Y.
George Murray, G. T.
J.

Alex. Hay,

J.

B.

Douglas, G.

S.

"

"
charter members
were thirteen in number, including
well-known and eminent Brethren (whose labors for the
Craft and deep interest in its welfare are as familiar to English
Masonic students as to those in America), all of whom became
members of the Grand Lodge at Edinburgh.

The

several

Founders' Names,

a.d. 1877.

Brother Albert Pike, Washington, D. C.
John Robin McDaniel, Lynchburg, Va.
"
Henry L. Palmer, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Jas.

C. Bachelor,

New
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Orleans, La.

Vincent L. Hurlbut, Chicago,
Josiah H.

111.

Drummond,

Portland, Maine.
Ireland, Washington, D. C.

William M.
Robert McC. Graham, New York, N. Y.
Albert G. Mackey, Washington, D. C.

Enoch Terry Carson, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Roome, New York, N. Y.
Charles Eugene Meyer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles

Samuel C. Lawrence, Boston, Mass.

The number of members in the order was divided equally
between the Southern and Northern Masonic Jurisdictions of the
United States the total number was fixed at one hundred and fifty,
;

Election is by ballot, which must be
unanimous. At present, September, 1900, there are two hundred
and fifty-seven members. There are no by-laws for the regulation
of proceedings in the United States except the rules of the order,
and the series of standing resolutions.

with a margin of twenty-five.'

The

Provincial

Grand Lodge meets

alternately at Washington,
York, holding their annual
"
on the Monday nearest the day fixed for the meetings
meetings
The only special regalia worn on these
of the Supreme Council."
"
occasions are the
star and garter," the aprons and cordons not
in the District of

Columbia, and

The

being obligatory.

in

New

archives of the

Provincial

Grand Lodge

Since 1883 the
preserve sketches and portraits of each member.
ladies of the Knights Companions have been admitted to their

annual gatherings and banquets.

The proceedings on

these

occasions

include an "allocution"

The addresses of the
delivered by the Provincial Grand Master.
first Provincial Grand Master, the late General Albert Pike, have
been printed in published proceedings, and from
extracts are taken
:

them the following

—

"
I
value the Ancient Order,
Antiquity of the Royal Order.
It has close kinship with the three
it is eminently Masonic.
Its quaint old Ritual has
degrees of Ancient Craft Masonry.
throughout the old-fashioned simplicity of the Masonry of the sev-

for

'

Several years ago the Constitution was changed and the
121

number

is

no longer hmited.
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enteenth century, when

it and those
degrees were all the Freemaread it and breathe the air of
sonry that existed in the world.
After hav^ing been long conversant with the elabothe old days.
rate ones of the present day, it is like going from the pomp and

We

show

of cities into the forest and prairie, to live among the frank
who have been the builders of the

hunters and sturdy husbandmen

long days of October in the woods, and sleep at
stars."
the
under
protecting
(October i6, 1882.)
night
"
We represent, not altogether unPrimary Aim of the Rite.
worthily, I hope, the intellect and the scholarship of the Freemasonry of the United States: Our Father who is in Heaven has given
us the opportunity to serve Masonry worthily, and make it the
States, to enjoy the

—

debtor of the Royal Order, by leading the Masons of the

'

Blue

'

Lodges to the living springs of truth, making known to them the
meaning and profound significance of their most ancient svmbols, and teaching them to set a higher value upon their Freema-

true

sonry, and to elevate it, in the estimation of the world."
(September 24, 1883.)
" To see
united into a Provincial Grand Lodge of our old and

venerable Order a certain limited

number

of

good men and Masons,

residing in all our States and Territories, between whom the new ties
of a more perfect Brotherhood might be created, and year by year

grow stronger and more enduring."

—

(October

20,

1884.)

"
Historical Basis of the Order.
It was established, our Ritual
'to
correct
the
errors
and
reform the abuses which had
declares,
It is 'for
crept in among the three degrees of St. John's Masonry.'

the preservation in its purity of St. John's Masonry.'
One who
to seek admission here declares that he is 'a Mason from a

comes

to St, John ;' and he comes to seek a word which
and which by our assistance he hopes to find.
"The Royal Order has also the early symbolism of the Blue'
degrees, and not that borrowed from the Alchemical and Hermetic
books.
The column of the Tower of Refreshment has a square base
of pedestal, intended to be a cube or perfect ashlar.
The shaft of
the column has nine windows looking East, one for each flight of
seven (7) steps.
On the column is a triangular entablature on this
a book and under the letters upon its face a square, a level, and a
plumb rule over these a pair of compasses extended to a right
The stairway has three landing-places and the lowest flight
angle.

Lodge dedicated

was

lost,

'

;

;

ROYAL ORDER OF SCOTLAND
of stairs

is

of seven

second of

steps, the

five,
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and the

'

'

apex

of

three."

"It was an innovation to
of the Royal
Order; for it

was

make

the possession of the

Degree

a necessary qualification for admission into the

Arch

at

first

open to Master Masons."

(October

15,

1888.)

The present Provincial Grand Master is Brother Josiah H.
Drummond, of Maine nominated to succeed General Albert Pike.
The Deputy Provincial Grand Master is Thomas H. Caswell of
;

California.

The remaining
date are

officers duly

:

appointed forming the tableau to

—

Grand Warden George M. Moulton, of Illinois.
Prov. Junior Grand Warden Charles H. Fisk, of Kentucky.
Prov. Grand Secretary W. Oscar Roome, of District of Columbia.
Prov. Sc7iior

—

—

Prov.
Prov.

Grand Treasurer —^\^oxx\z.'?, J. Shyrock, of Maryland.
Grand Sword Bearer F. M. Highley, of Pennsylvania.

—
— Nicholas Coulson, of

Prov. Grafid Banner Bearer
Prov.

Prov.

Grand Chaplain — Rev. M. Carmichael, of
First Grand Marischal—-G. E. Corson,

Columbia.
Prov. Second

Columbia.
Prov.

Grand Marischal—J. H.

Prov.
;

of

Grand

Jr.,

William Bromwell Melish, of Ohio

London

changed

of

—James Hays Trimble, of District of
of District of CoStewards — Allison Nailor,
;

Harrison Dingman

H. H. Williams, of Hawaii.
The constitutions and laws of the Royal Order,
in

District

Grand Guarder

Columbia.

lumbia

Olcott,

Michigan.

Virginia.
of District of

till

at the

5,

1767.

By one

drawn up

1742, remained unof these laws, Rule 19, fees

foundation of the order

Januaiy

as

;

in

of Edinburgh by members
England, and the Constitution declares that the King of Scotland is Perpetual Grand Master, and therefor not an elective
are to be paid

to the

Grand Lodge

in

officer.

By the statutes, the Grand Lodge of R. S. Y. C. S. and Grand
Chapter of H. R. M. can onlv be held in Scotland, and the former
reserves to itself the right to promote to the honor of Knighthood
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of the R. S. Y. C.

S.,

but usually delegates the power to that effect

Grand Masters, by personal patents.
The Grand Lodge officers are similar to those already noted for
the Provincial Grand Lodge, only the Brother who rules that body,
to the Provincial

until a

king of Scotland (called of Great Britain and Ireland)

is

able

become Grand Master, is termed "Deputy Grand Master and
Governor," a Deputy Governor being also appointed, all having corresponding rank in the Grand Chapter of H. D. M. The D. G.
M. (and Governor) and Deputy Governor of the Grand Lodge are
ex-officiis Warder and Deputy Grand Warder of the T. W. R. of
R. F. R. S. M. N. T., and the Provincial Grand Master enjoys a
to

similar status in his Province

;

also T. R. S. T.

as

A. of

his

own

chapter.

The 4th of July is election-day for the Grand Officers and also
for subordinate chapters out of Scotland, or first following lawful
The other stated
day, if the 4th shall be a Saturday or Sunday.
meetings of Grand Lodge and Provincial Grand Lodges are October 4th, January 4th, and April 4th, with the same exceptions.
Members acting as Grand Officers pro tern, have power to sign

A

diplomas, charters, patents, etc.
copy of a certificate issued to
William James Hughan, the historian, under the seal of the Royal

Order

at

Edinburgh, dated March

6,

1867,

is

annexed

Copy of the Royal Order Certificate,

IN

:

a.o. 553.

THE NAME OF THE HOLY AND UNDIVIDED
TRINITY.
We, Sir John Whyte, W. D. M., President of the
Judges and Council of the Great S. N. D. R. M., and
< Warder of the T. W. R. of R. F. R. S. M. N. T.,
o Deputy Grand Master and Governor of the High and
E Honourable Order of H. R. M. of K. L. W. N. G.
^ and the R. S. Y. C. S.; Sir Alexander, S. T. N. T.
s H., Senior Grand Warden, and Sir William, B. T. Y.,
^ Junior Grand Warden, and the remanent Knights
.

L. S.

GREEN.

f

s
«

Companions of the Royal Order
C. S. in Grand Lodge assembled,

ij

^ and

We

of the R. S. Y.

do hereby certify and declare that our Trusty
Beloved Brother William James Hughan,

well
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Master Mason of the Lodge Number 594, holding of
Grand Lodge of England, and Companion Royal
Arch Chapter, Number 50 in Scotland, whose signature is on the margin, having been advanced to the
Order of H. R. M. of K. L. W. N. G. at Glasgow, in
the Chapter of the Provincial Grand Master for the
County of Lanark, and others, on the twenty-eighth
day of February, one thousand and eight hundred and
and
sixty-seven, by the characteristic of Geometry,
the

)

promoted on the

said twenty-fifth day of February,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven, to the
Honourable Order of the R. S. Y. C. S. in the Provincial Grand Lodge for the County of Lanark, and
others, has been recorded in the Books of our Grand

\

SCARLET.

we recommend him as a
Royal Order, Brother of

Lods:e here, and therefore
lawful

member

of

the

H. R. M. and Knight of the R. S. Y. C. S., to all
Knights and Brethren of the Order wherever found
and established.
Given under our hands and

seals of the Royal
Edinburgh, this sixth day of March, a.d.
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven, and of
the Restoration of the Order 553.
Gustavus K. Flindt, P. T. W. D. M.
T. D. Porteous, Prov. Grand Sy. David Sutherland, P. T., S. T. N.
F. H.

Order

J. B.

at

G. L. Brodie, P. T., B. T. Y.

Douglas, Grand Sec'y,

The minimum
guineas

;

fee for the

H. D. M. and Knighthood

is

three

officer
subject in all cases to the approval of the presiding
"
R. S. Y. C. S." Conviction of crime
promotion to the

as respects

by any court of justice

xrw^oXv^s

permajient extrusion.

On

the 4th of April, 1855, the Supreme Council 33d Degree
of Scotland, and on the nth of May following, the Grand Lodge
of the

Royal Order agreed to a reciprocal treaty, by which only
of the Royal Order can be admitted to the i8th Degree,

members

all Knights of the Royal Order, provided they are Royal Arch
Masons, have special privileges as to fees in joining the A.-.A.-.S.'.

and

Rite.

1926
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M. VV. Brother John Whyte-Melvillc was the Deputy Grand
Master and Governor for many years, and on nis decease was succeeded by the Right Honorable, the Earl of Rosslyn, in 1885, who
The
died September 6, 1890, and was succeeded by
Grand Secretary is the Scottish Masonic historian. Brother D.
.

Murray Lyon.
The "Year of the Restoration of the Order" dates from 1314,
"
so that A.D. 1900 or a.l. 4900 would be " Anno Ordinis 576 to St.
A
the
be
but
after
would
that
festival
it
577.
John
Baptist Day
;

similar

mode had long been followed by the Knights Templars
doubtless, refers to De Molay's martyrdom), in relation to

(which,
the same year, only termed "Anno Caedis," thus suggesting an
intimate connection between the two bodies.

THE OLDEST MASONIC MINUTE
FAC-SIMILE OF

IN

THE OLDEST MINUTE OF THE LODGE

0<=

EXISTENCE,
EDINBURGH (MARY'S CHAPEL).

^v

TRANSCKIITION.
vi.iTMo J^I.^

ir.'.i^i.

qlk day George Patoun maissoun grenttit & confessit that lie had iiffendit
agane the dekin .K: nirs for ]>la('eing of ane cowane to wirk at aiu- hvinnay heid
for tiia dayis and ane half day. for the i|lk offenss he sulmiittit him self in the

The

c

dekin

&

mrs guds

having respect

willis

for

(]t

vnlaw they pless to lay to his charge, and thay
snbmissioun & of his estait. they reniittit

to the said (Georges hnmill

him the said offenss, Providing alwayis that gif ather he [or] ony vther brother
comitt the lyke offenss heirefter that the law sail stryke vpoun thame indiscreta
'I'his wes done in prcs of Paull Maissoun dekin,
wtont exceptioun of personis.

Thoas Weir warden. Thoas Watt. Johne Broun, Henrie
George Patoun, & Adam W'alkar.
Ita est

\y

Adamiis Gibsone

Tail/.efeir,

the

noriiis.

Paul! MaissDui), dekin,

said
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OF CANADA

Freemasonry

in

North

British

America, or that part of the continent now
"
better known as the
Dominion of Canada," is
a

most interesting one.

Upon
1867,

the advent of Confederation, July i,
control in each Province for the

local

government of the Masonic Fraternity of the
Dominion took a strong hold as a predominant idea, and prevailed.
Each Province has now a Grand Lodge, and in order of their
Canada, having jurisdiction only in
organization are as follows
Nova Scotia, 1866 New Brunswick, 1867 Quebec,
Ontario, 1855
Manitoba, 1875; Prince Edward
1869; British Columbia, 1871
:

;

;

;

;

The first
Saskatchewan, 1906.
found in Nova Scotia.
A mineralogical survey in 1827 found on the shore of Goat Island
in the Annapolis Basin, partly covered with sand, a slab of rock
2 feet, bearing on it those well-known Masonic emblems,
2|
"the Square and Compasses," and the date 1606. Who were the
Craftsmen, and how the stone came there, must be left to conIsland,

marks

1875

;

Alberta,

1905

;

of the Ancient Craftsman have been

X

jecture.

Nova
The
Henry

records of

the

Craft

Scolia.

in

Boston, Mass., state that Bro.

Price was appointed Provincial

Grand Master of

New

Eng-

land by Viscount Montague, Grand Master of the Premier Grand
Lodge of England (Modems), and that his authority was subsequently extended to all North America.
1929
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On

the 13th of November, 1737, Erasmus James Phillips, an
Regiment, then stationed at Annapolis Royal,

officer of the Fortieth

Boston and was made a Mason in the " First Lodge in
This Bro. Phillips was a nephew of Col. Richard
Phillips, the first governor of Nova Scotia and the secretary of the
governor's council, and evidently obtained an appointment as
Deputy from Bro. Price, the Provincial Grand Master at Boston.
The first lodge established in Nova Scotia was at Annapolis,
and under authority from Boston by the St. Johns Grand Lodge of
Under date 1740 the minutes read
Massachusetts.
"The R'. Worsh'' Grand Master granted a Deputation at the
visited

Boston."

:

Petition of sundry Brethren for holding a lodge at Annapolis in
Scotia, and appointed the Right Worshipful Erasmus James

Nova

Phillips,

D.G.M.,

there,

who

afterward erected a

fax and appointed His E.xcellency
Master."

Bro.

Phillips,

having

organized

this

lodge

at

Annapolis as

on on the petition of the Brethren at Halifax in 750
a
Warrant for a lodge and appointed Bro. Edward
granted

stated, later

—

—

Lodge at HaliEdward Comwallis their first

1

the founder of Halifax, 1749, and first governor of
Scotia (and an uncle of the Lord Cornwallis who figured in
Revolutionary times in the United States), as its first Master. This

Cornwallis,

Nova

was instituted at Halifax July 19, 1750.
Bro. Phillips
held the position of Provincial Grand Master until 1758, and in
the minutes of the First Lodge at Boston in 1739 is entered as
lodge

Grand Master

of

Nova

Scotia.

In 1756 lodge meetings were held in Halifax, by the

Lodge

of

"Social and Military Virtues," No. 227, Irish Registry, then attached to the Forty-sixth Regiment of Light Infantry.
This lodge

now "Antiquity Lodge," No. i, Montreal, on the Registry of the
Grand Lodge of Quebec.
The Grand Lodge of Nova Scotia is in possession of a large
amount of valuable and interesting Masonic documents, among
them a Charter to form a Provincial Grand Lodge, dated December
27, 1757, from the Grand Lodge of the "Ancients," signed Blesington. Grand Master, and Laurence Dermott, Grand Secretary.
On the 2d day of June, 1784, a Warrant (apparently a renewal
of the 1757) was granted by authority of Grand Master Antrim,
Deputy Grand Master Laurence Dermott, and Robert Leslie,
is
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1

Warrant, a Provincial Grand Lodge

this
24,

IN

1784— Bro. John George Pyke,

Pro-

"

together with
their lawful assistants, that is to say the regular Masters, Wardens
and Past Masters only," were authorized to " nominate, choose, and
install their successors upon or near every St. John the Evangelist
vincial

By

this

Warrant, the

officers

day forever."
From 1 786-1 791, His Excellency, John Parr, Governor-in-Chief
of Nova Scotia, was Provincial Grand Master, followed by the
Hon. Richard Bulkeley, 1791-1800; Duncan Clark, 1800-1 Hon.
;

John Wentworth, LL.D., 1801-10; and John Geo. Pyke, 1810-20.
At this time, after thirty-six years, there were thirty-one lodges on
the Provincial Registry.
Trouble then arose over a successor to
Bro. Pyke and he continued in office another year, followed by
At this period the number of
John Albro from 1821 to 1829.

For another forty years this
lodges had been reduced to sixteen.
Provincial Grand Lodge continued its work until, after an existence
of eighty-five years, its lodges united with the
Nova Scotia in 1869.

The

new Grand Lodge

of

Grand Lodge had been agitated
Grand Lodges of England, Ireland, and Scot-

subject of an independent

for five years, for the

land had lodges chartered under their authority in this Province.
In 1 86 1 a committee was appointed from the Provincial Grand

Lodge of Scotland to act in conjunction with a similar committee
from the Provincial Grand Lodge of England regarding the practicability of forming a Grand Lodge of Nova Scotia. Upon reference
to the parent Grand Lodges, England refused permission.
Scotland
never answered. On the i6th January, 1866, a meeting of delegates
from all the Scottish lodges was held, twelve out of thirteen being
It was decided to call a convention of all the
represented.
lodges
in the Province at Halifax on the 20th February, and at this
meeting
the Grand Lodge was duly formed and M. W. Bro. W. H. Davies
elected

Grand Master.

From

1866 to 1869 the Grand Lodge

in-

creased to twenty-five lodges. In this latter year, the District Grand
Lodge under the English Registry decided to affiliate, as did also
the remaining lodge under Scotland.
On the 23d June, 1869, the
amalgamation took place, the twenty-five English and one Scotch
Lodge uniting with the twenty-five Nova Scotia lodges under the
designation of "The Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted
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Masons
under

Nova

of

this

are

jurisdiction

March

chartered

Scotia."

28,

The
in

1768,

three oldest lodges now working
Halifax and are " St. Andrew's,"

London, Laurence Dermott, Grand
30, 1780, London, and

"St. John's," chartered June

Secretary;

"Virgin" Lodge, February

18, 1782.
Nova Scotia has sixty-six lodges
1906.
bership of 4,500.

The Province

on the

New Brunswick.
New Brunswick previous
Nova Scotia. On March 6,

of

roll

to the

and a mem-

year

1

786

formed a part of
1784, application
was made to John George Pyke, Esq., Provincial Grand Master
elect, at Halifax, by Elias Hardy, Master of Lodge 169, for a
dispensation to establish a lodge of "Ancient York Masons" at
Parr Town.
Parr Town, now the City of St. John, was named
after His Excellency John Parr, Captain General and Governor-inChief, and who had been elected Provincial Grand Master of the
"Ancient" Masons of Nova Scotia 1786-91.
On August 22, 1792, a Warrant was granted by the Provincial
Grand Lodge at Halifax for Solomons Lodge, No. 22 (now No. 6
on the Registry of New Brunswick), to be located at " St. Anns,"

On June 7, 1826,
Fredericton, the capital of New Brunswick.
Master
at
Provincial
Grand
Halifax,
Albro,
J.
appointed Benjamin
L. Peters Deputy Grand Master for the city of St. John and the
now

town of

St.

Andrews

in

New

Brunswick.

On March

10,

1829, a

Warrant, No. 52, was made out by the Provincial Grand Lodge at
This lodge, formerly also
Halifax for Albion, No. 841, St. John.

under the English Registry as No. 400, is now No. i on the Registry of New Brunswick.
The Act confederating the Provinces into the " Dominion of
Canada" came into force July i, 1867. This new state of political
existence brought prominently to the front the Masonic status in
each Province, and the formation of an Independent Grand Lodge
for the Province of New Brunswick was agitated.
On the i6th of
August, 1867, a meeting of the Masters and Past Masters in the
city of St.

John was held and

it

was resolved

to address a circular

to every lodge in the Province.
On the loth day of October, 1867.
the Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of

New

Brunswick was formed by representatives of fourteen lodges.
There were nineteen lodges represented, but the delegates from
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St. Andrews Lodge, 364 R. S. retired from the convention, while
those from Howard, 668 and Zetland, 886 E. R., though favoring
the movement, stated they had no authority to vote for a new

Grand Lodge. The representatives of two others were not present
when the vote was taken. V. W. Bro. Robert T. Clinch, District
Grand Master, E. R., was elected Grand Master but declined, as he
had not resigned

under the English Registry.

his office

Bro. B.

unanimously elected Grand Master, the
installation taking place on the 2 2d of January, 1868.
During the
under
the
ten
English Registry
year 1867-68
lodges holding
became of allegiance to the Grand Lodge of New Brunswick, and
Lester Peters was then

in

September, 1872, St. Andrews Lodge, at Fredericton, also
rendering the jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge complete.

affiliated,

There are thirty-five lodges on the
1906.
of 2,200.

roll,

with a membership

Qtiebec.

Although it has been affirmed by French and other writers that
a lodge of Freemasons existed in the city of Quebec in the year
1755, no records or other evidences are known to be in existence,
and Masonry in the Province only dates its existence from the time
"
"
of
Wolfe," when the Lily" flag of the Bourbon was replaced by
"
Union Jack" over the citadel of Quebec.
the
Quebec capitulated in September, 1759, and among the regiments taking part in the capture the following seven held travelling
warrants for lodges, as follows: No. 245, I. R., warranted 1754, in
the Fifteenth Regiment; No. 35, I. R., warranted 1734, in the
"

Louisa lodge in the Twenty-eighth,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
I. R., warranted 1749, in
No.
warranted
Boston
1758;
205,
burg,"
No. 42, E. R. " Ancient," warranted
the Thirty-fifth Regiment
;

;

No. 192, I. R., vv^arranted 1748, in
No. 218, I. R., warranted 1750, in
There were likewise lodges in seven

1755, in the Fortieth Regiment;
the Forty-seventh Regiment, and

the Forty-eighth Regiment.
or more regiments taking part in the capitulation of Montreal, September 9, 1760, holding under English, Irish, Scotch, and Colonial
charters.

The following extracts from a document in possession of the
Grand Librarian of England succinctly tell the story of the formation of the first "Lower Canada" Grand Lodge on December 27,
1759, in the city of Quebec.
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"In the winter of 1759 the Masters and Wardens of all the
Warranted Lodges held in the Regiments garrisoned there, assembled together and unanimously agreed to choose an acting Grand
Master to preside over them. Agreeable thereto they made choice
of Bro. Guinnett, Lieutenant in the Forty-seventh Regiment, and
drew out, signed and sealed, a Warrant empowering him and his
successors elected, to congregate them together as a Grand Lodge
for the intent before mentioned, they having the Constitution as

their chief guide."

"The

24th June, 1760, Brother Simon Fraser, Colonel of the

Highland Regiment, was elected to preside over the Lodges, and
Brother T. Dunckerley of His Majesty's Ship the 'Vanguard,' who
was possessed with a power from the Grand Lodge of England to
inspect into the state of the Craft wheresoever he might go,
Brother Fraser in his high office."
This Provincial Grand Lodge for the " Province of Quebec,"
annually elected a Grand Master and officers, and was in existence
installed

thirty-two years, 1759-91.
Among the Grand Masters following the Hon. Simon Fraser were, Capt. Milborne West, 1761;
Lieutenant Turner, 1763 Hon. John Collins, 1765 Sir Guy Carleton (Lord Dorchester), 1786, and Sir John Johnson, Bart., who
for

;

;

resided at Montreal, 1788.
According to M. W. Bro.

John Hamilton Graham, LL.D., who
compiled that valuable work The History of Freemasonry in
Quebec, there has been traced some forty lodges holding under or
emanating from this Grand Lodge. The first lodges it chartered
were in the city of Quebec: "Merchants," No. i, "St. Andrews,"
No. 2, "St. Patrick's," No. 3, and Select, No. o, 1759-61. The
next warranted was No. 4, St. Peter's, Montreal, instituted 1761,
and lapsed about 1792. The next Montreal charter was St. Paul's,
No. 10, and of date November 8, 1770, which had an existence up
to 1796.
Among other lodges warranted was one at Vergennes,
Vt., U. S. A., named "Dorchester," and of date May 5, 1791,
granted by Sir John Johnson, Bart., Prov. G. M., and still in existence as No. I, Vermont.
In

Grand Lodge of England
Grand Lodge under the cogThe rivalry between these two Grand
791, when "Prince Edward," grand-

1752 the schism occurred

which caused the formation of a

nomen

of the " Ancients."

Lodges was

at its height in

1

in

the

rival

FREEMASONRY
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father of His Majesty King Edward VII, arrived in Quebec as
Colonel of the Seventh Royal Fusiliers, and with the advent of the
"
Prince" came a new era in Masonry in the Province.

On March 7, 1792, the Grand Lodge of the "Ancients" in
"
Provincial
England issued a patent deputing Prince Edward
Grand Master" of "Lower Canada," and on June 22, 1792, His
Royal Highness was installed with great ^clat, a religious service
"
and procession to the " Recollect Church (R. C.) Quebec, forming
of
In
^was created "Duke of
the
HH.
part
1799
ceremony.
Kent," and remained Grand Master until 1813, when he resigned to
"
"
Ancients in England, being
accept the Grand Mastership of the
succeeded in Quebec by the Hon. Claude Den^chau, M. P. P., who
filled that important post until 1822.
This new Provincial Grand
Lodge in a period of over thirty years, 1791-1823, warranted some
twenty-six lodges, five'of them still in existence, under the present
Grand Lodge of Quebec, viz.: "Dorchester" at St. Johns; "Select
"

now

Prevost," at Dunham; "Nelson," now at St.
Armand Station " Golden Rule," at Stanstead and " Sussex "
now St. Andrews," at Quebec. It also warranted among others
at Detroit, of date September 7, 1794,
"Zion," No. 10, now No.

Surveyors"

;

;

i

and St. Paul's, No. 12, May i, 1797, which was apparently formed
from among some of the late members of St. Paul's, No. 10, under
the former Provincial Grand Lodge, and again lapsed as a provincial

Lodge about

1824.

April 2, 1823, marked another era in the history of the Craft in
The lodges in Montreal as well as others
the Province of Quebec.
in the Province forwarded their provincial or Canadian Charters to
"
United Grand Lodge of England," and exchanged them for
Warrants under that body. They then petitioned said Grand Lodge
to establish a Provincial Grand Lodge for Montreal and the Borough of William Henry, now Sorel and the Grand Lodge across
the ocean saw fit to grant the request, and the Hon. William McGilliThe lodges in the
vray was appointed Provincial Grand Master.
cities of Quebec and Three Rivers being also formed into another
Provincial Grand Lodge under the Hon. Claude Ddn^chau.
On the 5th September, 1826, John Molson, Esq., was installed
as Provincial Grand Master at Montreal.
In 1836 the Hon. John
Molson died, and the Provincial Grand Lodge did not meet again

the

;

for over ten years.
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On May

20, 1846, the Provincial

Grand Lodge

at

Montreal was

revived to install the Hon. Peter McGill as Grand Master.

In 1849

Hon. Peter McGill resigned his office and was succeeded by the
Hon. William Badgley until his decease in 1888.
"
In
Quebec," the Hon. Claude D^n^chau, deceased, was suc-

the

ceeded by Thomas Harington, Esq., 1852, and he
Dean, 1857.

in turn

by James

The Provincial Grand Lodge at Quebec finally dissolving in 1870,
members joined the then new " Grand Lodge of Quebec." That

the

"

"

Montreal and William Henry with three lodges had no active
existence after the formation of the Grand Lodge of Canada, and
in the later years of the late Judge Badgley, never met.
third period of thirty years had thus elapsed when in October,
of

A

1855, the representatives of forty-one lodges in Canada West (now
Ontario) and thirteen in Canada East (now Quebec) met in Ham"
Grand Lodge of Canada," holding jurisdictwo Provinces.
From 1855 to 1869 the Grand Lodge of Canada was the controlling Masonic power in the Province of Quebec, but with the
birth of the Dominion came also the agitation for separate Grand
Lodges. Several meetings were held, and finally, on the 20th October, i86g, the Grand Lodge of Quebec was formed by twenty-eight
of the Warranted Lodges then in the Province, with M. W. Bro.
John Hamilton Graham, LL.D., as Grand Master.
A number of the lodges did not at once join in this movement,
Those remaining under the Grand
but gradually were absorbed.
Lodge of Canada (which Grand Lodge vigorously and strenuously
opposed the formation of the new Grand Lodge) continued until
September 23, 1874, when "Canada" withdrew, and its lodges
ilton

and formed the

tion over the

affiliated

with Quebec.

On

the 27th of January, 1881, three lodges holding under warrants from Scotland also affiliated, leaving three claiming allegiance
to the

Grand Lodge of England.
The Grand Lodge of Quebec has now on the
lodges and a membership of 5,000.

1906.

eight

Canada

roll fifty-

(in Ontario).

The

history of the Craft in the Province of Ontario has been
Bro. John Ross Robertson in
exhaustively compiled by Most

Won
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admirable work, The History of Masonry in Canada.
Lodge
in the Eighth Regiment of Foot appears to have been the
first lodge to hold meetings in this Province, at Fort
Niagara, about
his

No. 156

From 1780

some ten lodges appear to have
Upper Canada." Some chartered byEngland, others by the Provincial Grand Lodge at Quebec, among
them St. James in the King's Rangers, No. 14, at Cataraqui (King1755-80.

worked

in

ston), 1781

part of

what was

;

St. John's,

Canada;

St.

to

1792

called

No.

John's,

"

15, at

No.

Michilimakinac (Michigan), then
Niagara, and Oswegatchie

19, at

Elizabethtown (Brockville).
1
792, Bro. William Jarvis was appointed Provin"
Grand Master of Upper Canada by the " Ancient or '' Athol "

Lodge,

1

786, at

On March
cial

7,

Bro. Jarvis resided at Newark (Niagthe then capital of the Province.
During his Grand Mastership, 1792 to 1804, twenty warrants for lodges were issued for
various parts of the Province.

Grand Lodge of England.
ara),

In 1797 Bro. Jarvis removed from Newark to York (now Toronto), when the capital was transferred to the latter place.

The Brethren at Niagara continued to be active and enthusiastic,
and urged Bro. Jarvis to assemble Grand Lodge there, but he refused.
This refusal caused much dissatisfaction, and the Brethren
of Niagara District met in 1803 and elected Bro. Geo. Forsyth as
Provincial Grand Master, and trouble and friction ensued.
In 1817, at Kingston, a Grand Convention was called by the
Lodges in the Midland District under R. W. Bro. Ziba M. Phillips.
All the lodges attended excepting those in the Niagara District.
This convention was held annually during the years 181 7, 1818,
1820, 1S21, 1822.

After repeated entreaty to England during these years, R- W.
Simon McGillivray came to Canada in September, 1822, with
authority from the Duke of Sussex to reorganize the Craft in
Bro.

Upper Canada. The Second Provincial Grand Lodge was thus
at York in 1822, with R. W. Bro. Simon McGillivray as
Provincial Grand Master, and met regularly up to 1830; birt the
Morgan excitement in the United States also told somewhat on the
Fraternity in Canada, and while a number of the lodges remained
active, the Provincial Grand Lodge became dormant and remained
formed

so until 1845.

In 1845 Masonic enthusiasm once more gained the ascendency.
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urgent appeal was sent out, and a Third Provincial Grand
Lodge organized in Hamilton with Bro. Sir Allan MacNah
"
Provincial Grand Master of
Canada West," appointed by the
This body was an energetic one, and continued
Earl of Zetland.
work until 1858.
In 1853 a number of the lodges holding Irish Warrants organized a Grand Lodge, but 'it was not very successful.
They then
endeavored to secure the cooperation of the Provincial Grand
Lodge in forming a Grand Lodge for Canada, but the Provincial
Grand Body declined. But Home Rule and a self-governing body
for Canada was the idea uppermost and would not down, and finally

an

on October 10, 1855, a convention of all the lodges in the two
Provinces was called at Hamilton and the Grand Lodge of Canada
was formed. Forty-one lodges were represented, twenty-eight in
Canada West (Ontario) and thirteen in Canada East (Quebec), and
M. W. Bro. William Mercer Wilson was elected Grand Master.
In September, 1857, the Provincial Grand Lodge under England met and resolved itself into an independent Grand Lodge
under the name of "Ancient Grand Lodge of Canada," but the
next year in July, 1858, they united with the Grand Lodge of
In October, 1869, the majority of the lodges in the
Canada.
Province of Quebec held a convention and decided to form a

Grand Lodge

for

that Province.

The Grand Lodge

of

Canada

strenuously opposed this new body, and an edict of suspension coverThe Grand
ing all the lodges and Brethren taking part was issued.

Lodge
leading
in

of Quebec, however, becoming duly recognized by all the
Grand Lodges of the world, the Grand Lodge of Canada,

1874, likewise decided to do the same and withdrew from the
all the lodges of her obedience
joining the Quebec Grand

Province

;

In 1875 ^ schism occurred and a number of Brethren or"
Grand Lodge of Ontario." This breach was finally
ganized a
healed and the Brethren and lodges became of allegiance to the

Body.

Grand Lodge of Canada in 1896.
In 1886 the words "in the Province of Ontario" were added
to the title of the " Grand Lodge of Canada," owing to the representations of other Grand Lodges that the title did not represent
the jurisdiction of that Grand Body.
The Grand Lodge of Canada has now 395 lodges and a
1906.
membership of 37,628.
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Columbia.

this Province was Victoria, No.
by the Grand Lodge of England, March 19, 1859, and the
chartered by the Grand Lodge of Scotland was Vancouver
first

in

Lodge

lodge established

in

1862.

87 1 the Grand Lodge of England had three lodges in the
conProvince, and the Grand Lodge of Scotland six lodges.
vention was held on the 21st day of October, 1871, and the Grand
In

1

A

Lodge of British Columbia duly organized. Eight out of the nine
The Provincial Grand
lodges in the Province were represented.
Master of Scotland and the District Grand Master of England both
took an active interest in the formation of the new Grand Body,
and M. W. Bro. Israel Wood Powell, M.D., was unanimously
elected

Grand Master.

In 1872 the only lodge not represented at the formation of the
Grand Lodge, viz., " Union Lodge" of New Westminster, late 899
E. R., affiliated with twenty-three members.
In 1875 two of the lodges in Nanaimo, "Caledonia" and
"
Nanaimo," amalgamated under the name of Ashlar."
In 1878 Victoria, No. i, and British Columbia, No. 5, of Victoria,
united as Victoria Columbia Lodge, and Vancouver and Quadra
Lodges, also at Victoria, united as Vancouver Quadra Lodge.
Grand Lodge has now thirty-nine lodges and a member1906.
"

ship of 2,859.

Manitoba.
In 1864 a dispensation was issued over the signature of M. W.
Bro. A. T. Pierson, then Grand Master of Masons in Minnesota,
"

Northern Light

"

Lodge was organized at Fort Garry (Winwith
Bro.
Dr.
John Schultz, Worshipful Master, A. G. B.
nipeg),

and

Bannatyne, S. W., and Wm. Inkster, J. W,
In 1867 Bro. Bannatyne was elected W. M. and the lodge
went out of existence, shortly before the Red River insurrection.
country was claimed by the "Hon. Hudson Bay Co.";
made to Canada in 1870 and the Red
River Settlement, as it was then known, became the Province of

At

but

this time, the

when

the transfer was

Manitoba, the Grand Lodge of Canada assumed jurisdiction and
"
Pnnce Rupert's" Lodge,
Charters to
Winnipeg, December, 1870, and Lisgar Lodge, Selkirk.
On May 12, 1875, the three lodges then existing, viz., "Prince
shortly afterward issued
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Rupert," "Lisgar" and "Ancient Landmark," held a convention
and formed the "Grand Lodge of Manitoba," electing M. \V. Bro.
the Rev. Dr. W. C. Clarke as Grand Master.
Unfortunately he removed from the Province before his year of office expired.
In 1878 the question of Ritual created considerable trouble, and
a number of the Brethren endeavored to form another Grand

Lodge, but happilv peace was restored the following year.
On the 28th July, 1881, a Warrant was ordered issued to " Al
Moghreb Al Asku," No. 18, to be opened at Gibraltar, but protests
from the Grand Lodges of Scotland and England following, it was
shortly afterward transferred to Tangiers in Morocco.

This Grand Lodge held jurisdiction over the Northwest Ter-

and the Yukon Territory as well as Manitoba until 1905,
the Provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan were formed, fol-

ritories

when

lowed by the organization of Grand Lodges for these two new
upon which the Grand Lodge of Manitoba withdrew.

divi-

sions,

1906.

Grand Lodge of Manitoba has now eighty chartered

lodges and six U. D., with a membership of 4,410.

Prince

Edward

Island.

Edward Island was called
name being changed by Imperial Act on that

Previous to November, 1798, Prince
St.

Johns

Island, the

date.

On the 9th October, 1797, St. John's Lodge, now No. i on the
Registry of that Province, was established by Warrant at Charlottetown by the Grand Lodge of England. The then Lieutenant-Governor, General

Edward Fanning, was one

of the Charter members.

In 1857 Victoria Lodge at Charlottetown was chartered by Scotland.
In 1875 there were seven lodges in this Province working

under English Warrants, viz., St. John's, King Hiram, St. George,
Alexandra, Mount Lebanon, and True Brothers, and one under the
Scottish Register, " Victoria."
On the 23d day of June,

1875, these eight lodges met and
formed the Grand Lodge of Prince Edward Island. The Hon.
John Yeo was elected Grand Master and was installed, together
with his officers, the following day by M. Wor. Bro. John V. Ellis,
Grand Master of New Brunswick.
There are fourteen lodges, with a membership of 635 on
1906.

the

roll.
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Alberta.

Previous
Territories

"

to
of

October,

1905,

the

lodges in

Canada were under the

the

"Northwest
Grand

jurisdiction of the

Lodge of Manitoba.
The political changes which culminated

in

the division of these
"

"

and " Saskatchewan
on the ist of September, 1905, brought forward the question of
Provincial Autonomy for the Craft; accordingly "Medicine Hat"
Lodge, No. 31, took the initiative and requested the Senior Lodge
"
in the Province,
Bow River Lodge," No. 28, to call a convention
at Calgary,
This convention was held on the 25th day of May>
1905, and arrangements were made for a formal meeting on the
1 2th
day of October, 1905. Seventeen lodges out of eighteen in
the jurisdiction were represented by seventy-nine delegates, and the
"Grand Lodge of Alberta" was duly formed, with M. W. Bro. Dr.

Territories into the Provinces of

"

Alberta

The Most Won the
George MacDonald elected as Grand Master.
Grand Master of Manitoba, M. W, Bro. W. G. Scott, was present
at this

convention and installed the officers.
Twenty lodges, with a membership of 1,206.

1906

Saskatchewan.

The Brethren

of the Province of Saskatchewan assembled at

Regina on the loth day of August, 1906, and formally resolved
"Grand Lodge of Saskatchewan." Twentyfive lodges out of twenty-eight located in the Province were represented.
M. W. Bro. H. H. Campkin was elected Grand Master
and was installed by M. W. Bro. McKenzie, Grand Master of

themselves into the

Manitoba.

Newfoundland.
Newfoundland still remains without the
Confederation of the Canadian Provinces.
Masonry in this island dates back to 1746, the first Warrant
Bro.
being granted by the Provincial Grand Lodge at Boston.

The Ancient Colony

J.

Lane's

list

of

gives six lodges warranted in the eighteenth century.
of the Ancients (England) is credited with

The Grand Lodge

— one

—

774 and three in 1 788 and the Grand Lodge of
England (Moderns) with two one each in 1784 and 1785. Nine

four

in

1

—

others were chartered by the present Grand
to 1 88 1, a number still remaining active.

Lodge

of

England up

CHAPTER

TI

MEXICO

E

learn from several writers that about the year
1810 Civil and Military officers of the Mon-

archy

introduced

—

"

the

Scottish

Rite

Mexico then the principal colony
The Grand Lodge of Louisiana

"

into

of Spain.
after

this

erected lodges in 18 16 and 181 7, respectivel)',
at

do

;

Vera Cruz and Campeachy.

The Grand

Pennsylvania also established a lodge in 1824 at Alvarasubsequently confusion onsued, Masonry and politics being so
of

Lodge

f

closely interwoven that

any attempt

at separate

treatment

is

quite'

hopeless.

The

Yorkinos divided the country into two
moderate measures being in favor with the former under a
constitutional monarchy, and republican institutions being advocated
Escoccses and the

factions,

by the

"

Among
titles

and

with the expulsion of the " old or native Spaniards.
the Escoceses, or " Scots Masons," were persons having

latter

all the Catholic
of nobility
clergy
classes of native Spaniards.
;

;

many

military officers

;

all

The
resolved
revival

republicans appreciating the progress of their opponents,
"
to fight the devil with his own fire," and thereupon a
faction

was organized with the

title

of

Yorkinos, whose

York Rite. Mackey is authority for the statement that the Grand Lodge of New York established three lodges in the city of Mexico in 1825.
These lodges were formed into a Grand Lodije of the York
Rite by Mr. Joel R. Poinsett (American Minister), a former G. M.

members were thought

to be of the

There is no record that since the year 1815 any
foreign lodges have been warranted by the Grand Lodge of New
York.
But however established, the so-called York Rite, or, in

of South Carolina.

other words, pure English Masonry, flourished, and toward the end
of 1826 there were twenty-five lodges, with a membership of about
1«M2
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Scots Masons,' finding their

lodges deserted, regarded the Yorkinos as renegades and traitors,
and with a view to counterbalance the fast increasing power of the
latter^ they formed the Novenarios, a kind of militia, which derived

name from a regulation requiring each member to enlist nine
additional adherents.
These ingratiated themselves with the clerg7,
who, after having been the most embittered enemies of the Craft in
its

now

joined the Escoceses almost in a body.
of these proceedings, tried to
outdo their rivals by recruiting their own lodges upon the plan of
receiving all applicants without distinction, provided they belong to
past years,
"

The Yorkinos, becoming aware

the federal,

i.e., the patriotic party.
Thus, the system of Masonry
very soon degenerated into a mere party question, and at last all the
adherents of one side styled themselves Escoceses, and of the other
In 1828 the two parties resorted to open warfare,
side, Yorkinos.

with a view to deciding the question at issue by the sword, and the
civil war then commenced lasted for more than a generation.
"

—

Somewhere about this time, while Dr. Vincente Guerrero G.
M. under the York Rite— was President of the Republic, a law was
enacted by which all Masonic lodges were closed.
The Yorkinos
obeyed their Grand Master, and discontinued their meetings. The
Escoceses went on working, but some of their most influential
lodges were suppressed, and the members vanished.
Subsequently,
native Spaniards were expelled from Mexican territory.
"
This internecine strife seriously affected the Fraternity in general, and gave birth, during the darkest hours of the struggle for
all

supremacy, to an organization called the National Mexican Rite,
formed by Masons, and composed of distinguished men, but containing innovations and principles so antagonistic to Masonic usage
and doctrine, that it was never accorded recognition, even in

Mexico, by any Masonic body of acknowledged legality.
" This new school of
Masonry was established by nine Brethren
of both rites, and who had belonged to the highest grade of either

To guard against the intrusion of unworthy memsystem, in 1830.
bers and the revival of political antagonism, they resolved to create a
rite which should be national, in the sense of not
depending upon
any foreign Grand Lodge for its Constitution, and to obviate by
safeguards and precautions of an elaborate character, the dangers to
be apprehended from the reception of either Escoceses or Yorkinos.
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"The National Mexican
omitting the

first

three,

Rite consisted of nine degrees, which,
4°, Approved Master (equal to the

were

5°,
Knight of the Secret (equal to the 18°,
Knight of the Mexican Eagle; 7°, Perfect Architect or Templar
8°, Grand Judge, and 9°, Grand Inspector GenAll of these degrees had their equivalents in the grades of
eral.
'^Vith the 'St. John's' (or purely Craft)
the A. and A. S. R. ^sdegrees certain special signs were associated, which, however, were
not required from foreigners unless they had acted as auxiliaries in

'Scots');

15°,

'Scots');

6°,

;

any of the party contests.
"

A

Grand

composed of members of the

9", was supreme
There
was
also
an
administrative
dogma
body or National Grand Lodge, whose members were elective and
met in the metropolis. The Provincial Grand Lodges had their
seats in the State capitals, and were formed by the 'three lights'

Orient,

in matters of

or ritual.

of at least five St. John's lodges.
"

But although

still

preserving a nominal existence, the several

Grand Bodies, owing to political convulsions, were virtually dormant for many years after 1833. A lodge St. Jean d'UUoa was
constituted at Vera Cruz, by the Supreme Council of France, in
—
1843 and another Les Ecossais des Deux Mondes at the City
of Mexico, by the Grand Orient of the same country, in 1845.
"
The National Mexican Rite appears to have somewhat recovered from its torpor in 1863. At that date we find in the Metropolis
a National Grand Lodge with six working lodges, though of these

—

—

—

;

— belonging

—

A. and A. S. R. was constituted by the
Granada, and consisted chiefly of foreigners
in Toluca a Prov. Grand Lodge with five lodges
in Vera Cruz and
Guadalajara two lodges each and in five other cities single lodges.^

one

Grand Lodge

of

to the

New

;

;

;

"

In the year 1858 or 1859," according to the official report,
"
Bro. Lafon de Ladebat went to Mexico, with authority from Bro.

Albert

Pike

Masonry on

Washington, D. C.) to organize and establish
sound basis in that country.* However, Bro. Lade-

(of
a

bat did not organize a Grand Lodge of Symbolic Masonry first, as
instructed, but constituted the Supreme Council with jurisdiction
over the three degrees of E. A., F. C, and M. M." '

The Grand Lodge
*

Gould,

2
Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Louisiana, 1884
This was entirely in opposition to Brother Pike's wishes.

vol. vi.
*

"
Scots
of Yorkinos ceased to exist, and the
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Rite," divested of all political coloring, erected— December 27, 1865
a Supreme Council 33°, this being done after the overthrow of
This Supreme Council and the Supreme
the Maximilian Empire.
Council of 1858-59 were joined in 1868 and both were fused with

—

the National

Grand Lodge,

the President of the Republic, Benito

However, this union was
Juarez, being one of the highest officials.
more of a friendly pact than of a thorough nature, as each rite was
independent of the other with regard to its own ritual and internal
the A.
government. The National Rite numbered thirty-two, and
and A. S. R. twenty-four, lodges in 1870.
'
It would seem as if the authority of Juarez alone held these

—

at his death in 1872
although he was succeeded as President by his chief follower, Sebastian Lerdo de Tejedissensions arose, and they fell
da, also a prominent Freemason
asunder, Alfredo Chavero becoming G. M. of the Grand Orient,

rites together, since

—

and Jose Maria Mateos of the National Grand Lodge. In 1876 a
Lodge of Germans left the G. O. and joined the National Grand
in the following year, with the consent of the latter,
with the Grand Lodge of Hamburg under which body
'
also (1886) another lodge at work in Vera Cruz."

Lodge, but

—

affiliated

there

is

About 1882 the two

rites

united, though information

is

probably seem to have been again
meager that this is not definite.

so

However, it is quite possible that the National Mexican Rite conAs far as
tinued to exist though its proceedings are not recorded.
there is any evidence, it appears that Grand Lodges were organized
by the lodges which were under the jurisdiction of the Supreme

At the capital a Central Grand Lodge was formed, havCouncil.^
was very liting jurisdiction over the subordinate lodges, and there
tle interference upon the subject of Symbolism except by the Central Grand Lodge, though the Supreme Council did not formally
waive

its

authority thereover.

"In 1883 there were the following State Grand Lodges Vera
Cruz and Jalisco, each with seven lodges Puebla, Yucatan, and
:

;

five
thus
Guanajuato, with six and Morelos and Tlaxcala, with
subordinate
and
seven
Grand
of
a
total
lodges,
forty-two
making
exclusive of the Central Grand Lodge and the metropolitan lodges.
"
It will be seen that at this period there existed at Vera Cruz a
;

;

1

Gould,

vol. vi.

^

Recommended by General

Pike.
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Grand Lodge, but from the fact that it was subordinate to the
it was not deemed
by the Grand Lodge of

Stale

Central Grand Lodge,

over Symbolism in that
was regarded by the lastnamed body as unoccupied territory,' and it therefore proceeded
to charter three lodges, which in January, 1883, formed themselves,
Mexican Independent Symat the City of Vera Cruz, into the

Colon
State.

to

exercise legitimate authority
whole of Mexico

Indeed, the
'

'

bolic
"

Grand Lodge.'

Two

"

of the lodges taking part in this

movement had

originally

Mexican warrants, but having quarreled with their superiors,
solicited and obtained charters from the G. L. of Colon (now Colon
and Cuba), shortly after which the third lodge was formed, and
then, finally, the Grand Lodge, although the Supreme Council of
Mexico had formerly protested against the invasion of its territory.
held

Indeed the step thus taken by their former superiors appears rather
to have accelerated the action of the three lodges, as in the record
of their proceedings it is stated,
that they hasten to constitute
'

themselves into an Independent Grand Lodge, pending the protest
of the Supreme Council of Mexico, to relieve their friend and
mother, the Grand Lodge of Colon, from any further unpleasant
complications.'
"
The Supreme Council of Mexico, in a Balustre numbered
XXX., and dated April 25, 1883, renounced its jurisdiction over the

symbolical degrees, and promulgated a variety of relations with reThis threw the Craft into
gard to Grand and subordinate lodges.
tne utmost confusion, and might have ended in the destruction of the
greater number of Mexican lodges, or at least in the establishment
of some half dozen Grand Bodies, all claiming supremacy, had it not

been for the skill and address of Carlos Pacheco, who succeeded
Alfredo Chavero as Sov. G. Com. 33°.
"
The former Balustre was revoked, and by a new one (XXXII.),
dated May 27, 1883, the Supreme Council renounced, in favor of
the State Grand Lodges then existing or which might afterward be
formed, the jurisdiction over Symbolism conferred upon it by the
Constitutions of the A. and A. S. R. ^iS"- The transmission of pow-

was to take effect from June 24th them ensuing. The lodges
having no Grand Lodge were to remain under the jurisdiction of
the Grand Lodge nearest to them, or the oldest if two were equidistant, until they organized their own in accordance with Masonic

ers
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The lodges of the Federal District, however,
form and inaugurate their Grand Lodge on June 5th
then following. Balustre XXXII. was signed {inter alias) by Carlos
Pacheco, Mariano Escobedo, Alfredo Chavero, and Porfirio Diaz.
"On June 25, 1883, twelve lodges at the capital met and estabusage and precedent.

were directed

lished the

to

1

Grand Lodge

of the Federal District (or city) of Mexico,
The event was announced to
first G. M.

with Porfirio Diaz as the

the Masonic world in two circulars, the first of which is in Spanish
an immense document of one hundred and eighty pages
The
second is in English, and its only noticeable feature is a declaration

—

-

that the

!

American system of State Grand Lodges, each with exclu-

sive jurisdiction, has been adopted.
Grand Lodges have since been
established on the same plan
i.e., in conformity with the edict of
the Supreme Council, as promulgated in Balustre XXXII.
in the

—

—

States of

Vera Cruz, Tlaxcala, Morelos, Puebla, Campeachy, and

Lower California. The complications, however, already existing in
the Republic, were still further increased in 1883, by the action of
the Grand Lodge of Missouri, in granting a Charter to the Toltec
Lodge, in the City of Mexico, which had been firovisionally established at the close of the previous year

Grand Master."

under a dispensation from the

^

"
The recognition of the Grand Lodge of which Porfirio Diaz
became the head, by the Grand Lodges of Louisiana and Florida,
was duly protested against by Carlos Pacheco, Sov. G. Com. t,-^,
and Carlos K. Ruiz, the latter of whom claimed to be himself the
It would appear from
La Gran Logia,' a bullegitimate G. M.
letin published by some members of the Ruiz Grand Lodge, and
denominated their official organ, that on the same day, at the same
hour, and in the same hall, when and where the Diaz Grand Lodge
was organized and installed, the other body was organized also.
There was this diff'erence, however, that whereas the Diaz party
'

aff'airs within the body of the lodge, the supporters
of Ruiz were reduced to the necessity of attending to theirs in the
anteroom ^the latter Brethren having withdrawn from the original

transacted their

—

convention while

it

was being organized, but not leaving the

ing, in the vestibule of

proceedings."*
*

build-

which they afterward conducted their own

Gould,

vol. vi.

^

Ibid.
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Extract from Proceedings of Grand Lodge of Iowa.
Report on Foreign Correspondence, Theo.

S.

Parvin, Chairman,

1896.

"The

year 1890 opens before us the new, and present era of

Mexican Masonry. The functions of the Supreme Council being
limited and confined to the legitimate Scottish Rite degrees 4th
and 33d, inclusive, with no organized jurisdictions of Masonry of
the symbolic degrees except the Grand Lodges of the State of \'era
Cruz and the Federal District (city of Mexico), both of which had
been recognized by the Grand Lodge of Iowa as well as many other
Grand Lodges, the Lodges, to the number of one hundred and
twenty-two of the one hundred and twenty-five, met in convention,
and after a session of ten days, on the 20th of July, 1890, unanimously created and organized a new and governing body of Masonry,
styled The Gran Dieta Symbolica,' or the Grand Diet of Symbolic
Masonry for the Republic of Mexico. It elected for its Grand
Master, and who has since by annual re-election been continued in
office, Bro. Porfirio Diaz, the distinguished and illustrious President
of the Republic and for its Grand Secretary another distinguished
citizen and Mason, Ermilo G. Canton, the Clerk of the Supreme
'

;

Court of the United States of Mexico, who
election,

still

continues in

also,

by annual

re-

office.

"The Gran Dieta promulgated a Constitution of forty-seven
pages, consisting of eleven titles and one hundred and forty-five
The three sections of this Constitution relating to Maarticles.
sonic

power and

lation)
"

authority, read

as follows

(we give the

trans-

:

'Article

30.

The powers

of Symbolic

Masonry

in this

Re-

public are constituted in the governing Grand Lodge, which goes
by the name of the "Grand Symbolic Diet of the United States of

Mexico," whose duty it shall be to watch over the welfare, absolute
and independence of the three blue degrees, or Symbolic
Lodges, under the Grand Lodges of the different States.'

liberty

"'Art. 31. The Sovereign Masonic Power resides essentially
and originally in the great body of Masons, who deposit their
obedience for its exercise in the Grand Diet.'
"'Art.

32.

The Supreme Authority

of

Symbolic

Masonry

FREEMASONRY
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of the United States of

—
—

"All of the Grand Lodges save three that of the State of Vera
Cruz, the Federal District, and one other together with the subordinate Lodges that had not participated in its organization, transferred their allegiance to the Gran Dieta. These constituent Lodges
now number about two hundred, and the membership exceeds ten
thousand the reporter for the Grand Lodge of Texas makes the
former two hundred and fifty, and the latter twenty thousand too
among whom I found, during my visit, were enrolled
high, I think

—

;

—

among

its

the President of the Republic, but the
which I
principal States (some. sixteen of

members not only

Governors of

all

the

visited), the

Mayors of the
The Gran Dieta is,

cities,

and the Judges of the Supreme

therefore, a sovereign and independent
of the Grand Masonic Bodies of
after
the
manner
body, organized
and
the United States.
It, and it alone, exercises supreme authority

Court.

'

the three symbolic degrees of masonry in Mexico.
constituent elements in the Gran Dieta of Grand and

control over

"The

'

Subordinate Lodges and in the membership consists of Masons
We have learned from the
both of the York and Scottish Rite.
one time some twenty
general history presented, that there was at
that had obLodges, with a membership of near eight hundred,
tained their charters from Grand Lodges in the United States, and
that the old

York element has

like the leaven of old, will yet

existed in

Mexico ever

since, and,

under fostering care more and more

each year permeate the system of Masonry now established upon a
new basis. The ritual, however, used in a majority of these Lodges
is that of the three degrees of the Scottish Rite
and Grand

Lodges

as practiced in Lodges created by the Supreme Council, the exceptions being the Lodges composed exclusively or principally of
American citizens resident in the various cities of the Republic, in

There are now some half dozen
ritual is used.
American Lodges— that is, Lodges composed of American
These
citizens resident in Mexico and other cities of the Republic.
is and
which
the
from
Grand
charters
their
Dieta,
all
hold
Lodges
must continue to be the only governing body of Symbolic Masonry
The last effort of the Grand Lodges in the United
in Mexico.
States to establish a Lodge in Mexico, was that of the Grand Lodge
of Missouri which chartered Toltec Lodge some ten or more years

which the American
so-called
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ago, but which, upon the organization of Gran Dieta, surrendered
its charter and took out one from the Gran Dieta, under which it

now

works.

"

There are thousands of American

citizens,

hundreds of them

being Masons, residing in the various cities in Mexico, many of
whom are affiliated with the so-called American Lodges, while
others yet hold membership in the Mexican Lodges, and this
ber is increasing each year.
"

num-

Gran Dieta it made no special
American Grand Lodges, and it was
some two or three years later that the Grand Lodges of Texas and
New York recognized it, as they do still, and then the subject of its
recognition was presented to other Grand Lodges, which deferred

Upon

the organization of the

effort to secure recognition of

action for further information, as it had been currently reported,
especially through a publication issued by an American resident of
the city of Mexico, that the Gran Dieta by its constitution author-

making of women Masons, and prohibited the use of the
Great Light in their lodges. These statements I had heard and read
while I was yet writing the Reports on Correspondence for this
Grand Lodge, and so declined to present the subject of recognition
of the Gran Dieta to the Grand Lodge of Iowa until I could satisfy
myself more fully in relation to these rumors developing into pubized the

I examined the Constitution of the Gran Dicta,
have referred, and could find nowhere within it any provision prohibiting the use of the Great Light in their Lodges, or
authorizing the making of women Masons the Constitution is en-

lished statements.

to

which

I

;

upon both subjects. During my visit to the Republic
of Mexico in February and March of 1895, I had an opportunity to
I found that the Gran Dieta
satisfy myself upon these subjects.
did not, by any law, much less constitutional provision, prohibit or
exclude the Great Light from its altars it did and does permit its
use it does, however, require by law the use of the Book of Constitutions upon its altars.
I found
during my visit to Lodges and
Grand Lodges in some, and especially all of the American Lodges,
tirely silent

—

;

the Great Light open upon the altar
in other Lodges the Book of
Constitutions only and notwithstanding the requirement that the
;

;

Book
it

was

of Constitutions should be used, I found in some Lodges that
laid aside in open view, and the Great Light substituted, and

the action was not called in question by any authority.

It

is

not

FREEMASONRY
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been stated, that the Bible

1951
is

excluded

;

its

while permitted, is not required.
"
In reference to this subject, I fail to find any warrant or requirement in the Book of Constitutions,' the Constitution or Code of
use,

'

iowa, or any other Grand
of the Great Light in our

Lodge

I

have examined, requiring the use
The Constitution of

American Lodges.

no reference to God or a Supreme Being, and
of our Presidents, in their annual messages, have omitted all
reference to a Supreme Being, so that a class of Christians are year
the United States has

many

clamoring for an amendment to that National Charter, as
a Christian nation by its insertion.
The
'Book of Constitutions' not only does not, any more than the Con-

after year
if

we would become more

Gran Dieta, require the use of the Bible in Lodges,
on the contrary, we learn from it that // 'charges the Masons

stitution of the
but,

of every country to be of the religion of that country or nation,'
and so, of course, authorizes the use of the book of the religion of
It has been well said by
the people of such country and nation.
high authority that he that is without sin among you, let him first
'

cast a stone.'

Until the

Grand Lodge

of

Iowa and other Grand

Lodges, by constitutional or legal enactment, shall first require the
use of the Great Light in their Lodges, let them be sparing of their

and censure of another supreme and independent Grand
Withall the rights and privileges they claim.
out the exercise and practice of this Christian and Masonic charity,

criticisms

Lodge possessing

Masonry can never become, as the Constitutions affirm it is, 'the
means of conciliating true friendship among
persons that must otherwise have remained at a perpetual distance.'
Our people and Masons are fast becoming important factors in the
center of union and the

business and social relations (even marrying and being given in
cities of the Mexican Republic
they are already
and if
in large numbers enrolled as members of their Lodges

marriage) of the

;

;

given a chance, will yet bring the Masonry of
harmony with ours.

th?<t

country more

"

in

Another of the objections urged heretofore against the recogGran Dieta is, that it made Masons of women. From
a thorough examination of the Constitution, I learn that this was
not authorized or warranted by any constitutional provision
it was
not, indeed, until a year later, in 1891, that the Gran Dieta, by a
law provided for the initiation of women, and also for the issuing to
nition of the

;
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From what I saw and the best infor Lodges.
could obtain, there were some two or three only of the
"iirand Lodges that had sanctioned this practice, and about the same
'lumber of Lodges that had acted under the permission thus given.

them of charters
formation

I

Mexico and the city of San Luis Potosi,
I found both in the city of
which is the capital of the State of the same name, and a city of
about the size of our State capital, Des Moines a woman's Lodge
that is, I saw the charters hanging upon the wall of the ante-room
side by side with the charters of some four or five men's Lodges
occupying the same hall tne charters were filled out upon the same

—

;

;

same manner, signed by the same Grand Officers,
and with the great seal of the Gran Dieta the only difference
being the insertion in one, of the names of women rather than of
men.
Moreover, I find from an examination of the Masonic Bulleiin, the official organ of the Gran Dieta for 1891-94, edited by
the Gran Dieta, and especially in the number for February, 1893,
which contains the official list of a hundred and more Lodges all
owing obedience to the Gran Dieta, among them one or two Lodges
of women, chartered by the Gran Dieta and organized by the Grand
In the
Secretary himself, as I was informed by the brethren.
blanks, in the

—

Bulletin for February, 1892, pages 175-201, there is a list of
the officers and members, of some twenty Lodges, all of them constituent members, of the Gran Dieta, and among them I find that
official

Martha Washington Lodge, No. 156, with a list of the names of
and members, and the name of the Master is Maria C.
These ladies I know very
Beall, the Secretary Josefina S. Rivera.
well
have known the former from her childhood Mrs. Beall is a
native of Iowa City, was educated in our State University (where
for years, I was a professor), was graduated in 1876, and went to
Mexico as a missionary, where she met and married her husband,
who was a member at that time and later Master of a Mexican
Lodge in the same city, as his name appears in the published record
to which we have referred.
The father of this lady is and has been
for many years a leading physician of Iowa city, and a prominent
Mason for half a century. The Secretary is the niece of the Governor of the State, the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge, and the
daughter of Gen. Rivera, one of the leading citizens of the Repubof

its officers

—

—

lic,

and the second

several

officer in a

Lodge

that has in

its

membership

prominent Americans, among them the Rev. Mr. Winton,
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lone;-
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city,

and thoroughly informed
as also from the

Mexican Masonry. From them I learned,
Masters and other officers of Mexican Lodges I

as to

of

Mexico, that the

women

visited in the city

were accustomed to

Lodges at pleasure.
"
Wherever I went and

I953

visit

the men's

Grand or subordinate

visited, either

Lodges, being received with the greatest courtesy and welcomed by
eloquent addresses delivered by the Grand Orator, an officer attached
to every Lodge for the purpose of welcoming visitors, I took oc-

my responsive addresses, which I delivered upon every
occasion and at considerable length, to cite attention to this practice,

casion in

in a few cases, and which was very
American Masons; and I assured them that while
it continued, many of our Grand Lodges would not recognize the
Gran Dieta, under whose jurisdiction they worked. I was everywhere informed, in public and in private, that an overwhelming
majority of the Lodges and members were opposed to the practice,
and were very anxious to be brought into closer and more intimate
This sentiment was
relations with American Masons and Masonry.
communicated to me by President Diaz, who honored me with two

which

found had obtained

I

objectionable to

very interesting interviews, as also by his Deputy, both in the Supreme Council and Gran Dieta, and other prominent Masons.
"

A

few months

after

my

home

return

learned that the

I

Gran

Dieta had repealed the law under which women were authorized to be
made Masons, and upon receiving this information, I replied that that
would not satisfy American Masons they must go further, and pro;

vide by law for the revocation of charters issued to women, and still
more, deny to them the right of visitation to men's Lodges, both
of which the

Gran Dieta has

since done, as

I

am

informed.

Further

do not see what they could do. They cannot unmake
the women who are made Masons any more than we can by expulWe only do as they
sion declare that a man is no longer a Mason.
have done, deny them all the rights and privileges of Masonry.
"
The making of women Masons is not a new departure in Masonry its has only been more recent, upon a larger scale, and brought
than this

I

;

nearer home.

Every well-read Mason knows

Num.

full

well that in the

Doneraile, initiated a
woman, Miss Elizabeth St. Leger, daughter of the Right Honorable
St. Leger, Viscount Deneraile, whose son and successor was Master

last

century a

123

Lodge

in Ireland,

44, at
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Lodge at the time. She afterwards married Hon. Richard
Aldworth, of the County of Cork, and has left a most honorable
record as a woman and a woman Mason.
Moreover, the Masonic

of the

student

may learn that during the reign of Napoleon, the First
a woman was made a Mason, he being Grand Master at

Emperor,

She was

the time.

his

officer in

army

;

a colonel, and a very brave and distinguished
served with distinction for many years, and her

sex was not discovered until she was severely wounded, when, upon
her recovery, the Masons, prompted by a spirit of gallantry, con-

upon her the three symbolic degrees. Within the past decade
Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Hungary, a Symbolic
Grand Lodge, which takes a prominent part the present year with
ferred

the

the officials and people of

Hungary

in the celebration of their Mil-

lenium Festival, a thousand years of honorable history, conferred,
While the
himself, the degrees of Masonry upon his own wife.

Masonic press commented upon

this last case as

Masonic historians

have upon the former, I have yet to learn that any Masonic Grand
Body ever withdrew, or even withheld, their recognition from those
Grand Lodges of Ireland, France, and Hungary. They were all
recognized by the Grand Lodge of Iowa as independent Grand
Masonic Bodies and it was only when the Grand Lodge of France
;

eliminated from
Being,' that the

its ritual

'

the requirement of a belief in a Supreme
of Iowa, following the example of the

Grand Lodge

Grand Lodge of England, and later followed by American Grand
Lodges other than our own, withdrew its recognition, or rather, refused to hold further Masonic intercourse with that Grand Body.
"Another, and the third, objection has been very recently urged
against the recognition of the Gran Dieta as a lawfully constituted
Masonic body, and the very sweeping charge has been made, not
only against the Gran Dieta, but against very many of the Grand
Lodges of the world, especially those of Europe, Asia, Africa and

South America, nearly all of which owe their origin to Supreme
Councils of Scottish Rite Freemasonry.
It has been published that
there is no lawful Masonry artywhere that is not descended from
the Free and Accepted Masonry of the British Isles, the Masonry of
'

'

the Charges of a Freemason
that this
in

is

Mexico

dissenters

'

an indisputable

arc

'

clandestine

;

and

;'

that

it is

declared by the same writer

He

fact.'
'

further says that the Lodges
their members are impostors and

from the original plan of Masonry,' and that

'

whoever

FREEMASONRY
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Masonic vows.' If these statements he true,
Grand Lodges to which we liave referred are clandesand their members are impostors and dissenters, and all who
them, as I and thousands of other American Masons have done,
all

tine,

IN

violates his

the

The writer affirms
are guilty, as charged, of violating our vows.
made by him are indisputable facts.' They arc
'

that the statements

not only disputed now, but have been through the whole history of
Freemasonry in the United States. In the Reports on Correspond-

ence of the past year. Past Grand Masters Drummond, of Maine,
and Anthony, of New York, two among the ablest Masonic writers
of the day, and certainly the peers in Masonic knowledge of any
tlie country, not only deny the statement, but affirm, to

other two in

which an overwhelming majority of Grand Lodges and Masonic
'

'

writers give their adherence quite as indisputably,' that
a Lodge
created by a Supreme Council in a country where, by the Masonic
it may be done, is just as lawful a Lodge, and
as regular Masons, as any to be found outside of those
The
can trace their origin back to the British Grand Lodges.

law then prevailing,
its

Masons

which

bodies of the

York Rite do

'

not,'

pure and accepted Masonry.'

they say,

To

this

I

embrace the whole of

give

my

unwavering ad-

herence.
"

One

of the so-called landmarks of Masonry, and quite as essenin its character, and which has received the

and important

tial

assent of quite a large number of Masonic writers, affirms and declares that
Masonry is cosmopolitan,' and is universal, in which
'

statement they are borne out by the
"

The

Let us refer
first

Book

of Constitutions

briefly to the history of the English

itself.

Grand Lodge.

Grand Lodge of which Masonic

history gives any record,
by the four old Lodges of London
The Constitution (Charges and Regulations) for its govin 1 71 7.
ernment was presented by Dr. Anderson (and since known by his
name), and adopted in 1823. This Grand Lodge, we all know, was
is

that of England, organized

'

'

constituted by only four Lodges, leaving a larger number out in the
cold, while the Gran Dieta was constituted by one hundred and

twenty-two of the one hundred and twenty-five Lodges in the ReWhile there had never been an earlier Grand Lodge, there
public.
had been and were at that time other Lodges constituted in the same
way as those four ^by voluntary action and without any warrant or

—

authority save the brothers'

common

consent.

Now,

the Constitu-
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Grand Lodge of England, then and there adopted for t/s
government and it alone for it was not and is not binding upon
any Lodge or Grand Lodge till accepted as such is either a truth
We are also Masons
It reads, Head. VI, Division 2, that
or a lie.
of all nations, tongues, kindreds, and languages,' which is corrobothat there was at that time other and 'lawful
rated by all history
tion of the

—

—

'

;

Masonry' elsewhere than in England. England, while her political
monopoly of Masonry, outside of
flag floats on every sea, has no
There was and is lawful Masonry in other
her own dominions.
parts of the globe, and so recognized by the Grand Lodge of England itself, by Scotland, Ireland, Canada, and all English colonies,
as by a majority of the Grand Lodges of the United States, includIt cannot be said, as some have asserted, that the Lodges
ing Iowa.
in other nations sprung from the loins of the English Grand Lodge,
because at that date, 1723, the Grand Lodge of England had not
warranted a single Lodge beyond England and it was several years
before she constituted one beyond the British Isles.'
"
Not only has the Grand Lodge of Iowa, but a majority of the
Grand Lodges of this country as well as those of England and
Europe have recognized the Grand Lodges of Cuba, Veracruz, and
'

'

'

'

'

the Federal District in Mexico, together with those of Chili, Peru,
Brazil, Argentine Republic, and others in the Western Hemisphere,

and

in the Eastern, those of Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Roumania,
Hungary, and others, all of which, as we have stated, were created by
supreme Councils. We have not had time to look into many of the
proceedings of Grand Lodges, but those which we have at hand, and
into which we have looked, are those of California, Canada, Louisiana, New York, as well as Iowa, all of which have recognized the

aforesaid

Masons.

Grand Lodges
It will

as lawfully constituted

Grand Lodges

never do for us or others to assert that

all

of

knowl-

edge, all wisdom, and all Masonic intelligence reside either in Illinois or Iowa, or any other American Grand Lodge, or even in the

Grand Lodge

of

England, which has always acknowledged and

recognized a majority,

if

not

all,

of the several

Grand Lodges we

Moreover, the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of
England, the Prince of Wales, who has served his Grand Lodge
and Freemasonry now for twenty-one years, was made a Mason in
a Lodge under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of Sweden
and the Grand Lodge of Norway, which is now seeking recognition
have named.

;
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our hands, has been recognized recently by some of the American
Grand Lodges, as well as in former years by others.
"These statements and averments prove that Masonry is univerat

it embraces, as
sal, wide spread and cosmopolitan in its character
the Constitutions say, Masons of all nations, tongues, kindreds,
;

'

and languages,' Mohammedan, Hindoos, and even Pagans have
Lodges and Grand Lodges, using the Koran, the Vedas, and other
sacred books of their religion, instead of the Bible.
I have
myself
sat in Lodges and Grand Lodges with native aboriginal Americans,
full-blooded Indians.
One of the Presidents of the United States,
a former Grand Master of a Grand Lodge, ordered the degrees of

Masonry conferred upon Indian

War

chiefs visiting the

Secretary of

National capital on business pertaining to their nation,
and those men had very little knowledge of the Great Light in
at the

Masonry, or of any other sacred book, except the great volume of
and as little, also, of the Book of the Constitutions, or the
laws of the Grand Lodge under whose jurisdiction they were made.
"
Let us inquire what is a 'clandestine Lodge' and see whether
Lodges I visited in Mexico were 'clandestine.' What is a 'clandestine Lodge,' and an impostor and dissenter or
clandestine
nature,

'

Mason

'

The (Anderson) Constitutions declare. Section 8, that
where a number of Masons shall take upon themselves to form a
Lodge without the Grand Master's warrant, the regular Lodges are
not to countenance them nor own them as fair brethren, and duly
?

In other words, a Lodge formed without a warrant from
formed.'
the Grand Master (we now say Grand Lodge) is 'clandestine,' and
so a clandestine Mason is one made in a Lodge without a warrant.
'

'

The Gran Dieta Symbolica

of Mexico, and the

Lodges under

its

obedience, are as regular and legal bodies of Masons as is the Grand
Lodge of Illinois, Iowa, England, or any other Grand Lodge in the
world.
The Gran Dieta is composed of Grand and subordinate

Lodges

that obtained their charters

the Scottish

from both Supreme Councils of

Grand Lodges
more than here,

Rite and

does not militate, there

of the
against

York
its

Rite, but that

lawful character.

"

So, too, a lawfully-constituted (warranted) Lodge cannot make
'clandestine Masons.'
There is a great difference between an 'irThe making of
regularly-made and a clandestinely-made Mason.
'

a person

born

'

:

who

is

one who

'

'

7tot
is

a

'

good and true man

'

;

one who

is

'

not

not of mature and discreet (legal) age

'

'

;

free-

or a
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'bondman,' a 'woman,' or an 'immoral or scandalous man,' and not
good repute,' is declared by Anderson's Constitutions to be irregu-

of

'

—

and not permissible but that irregularity does not make them
There are few, not any among all my brethren of
many years' standing in Masonry, who have not visited Lodges
which had violated one or more of these six commandments, called
by some 'landmarks.' The violation of a 'landmark by a Lodge
or Grand Lodge docs not make it or its members clandestine. Were

lar
'

clandestine.'

'

this so, the

Grand Lodge

of

England

itself,

Grand

the oldest of

English-speaking Grand
no fact more notorious than that

Lodges, would be declared clandestine by

all

Lodges in the world, for there is
Grand Lodge of England, very many years

the

manumission of slaves

in

its

colonies,

ago,

upon the

changed one of the funda

mental landmarks, so recognized, from 'free born' into 'free man,'
and thereby authorized the making of, and did make, Masons of
those who were born in slavery.
Moreover, the Grand Lodges of
and
several
other Grand Lodges in the
of
Pennsylvania,
England,
United States even our neighboring Grand Lodge of Missouri
knowingly, and I may say willfully, made Masons of those of nonWe have residing in the State of Iowa to-day a Mason made
age.
a Mason in his eighteenth year in a Lodge in Missouri, and the
Lodge so making him was fully cognizant of the fact. These are
irregularities, and no irregularity, however great, can vitiate the
charter or the legal existence of the body performing the act, how-

—

—

ever offensive
"

Any

and

may be in the eyes of the brethren.
Masons may visit any and all Lodges

it

all

in

Mexico

without violating, as charged by the ignorant or malicious, any O.
B. of which I have any knowledge, or known to the rituals here or
elsewhere from the
"
it

first

to the thirty-third and last degree in Masonry.

The Grand Lodge

was not created

till

of England was the first Grand
7, nor its Constitution adopted

171

Lodge and
till

1723;*

yet within twenty years there was a schism and a secession of a
number of brethren, who constituted another Grand Lodge, calling
themselves the Ancients,' and by some strange hocus pocus their
'

mother Grand Lodge the

'

—

all this about the middle of
Moderns
the last century.
This new schismatic, cla^idestine Grand Lodge,
engineered by a more inteingent, active and energetic Grand Secre

'

'

Constitution was adopted 1721, and

first

edition printed 1723.

— Editor.
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Laurence Dermott, grew rapidly, and soon assumed large and
of Constitutions,
It, too, published a Book
permanent proportions.
called by its author, the Grand Secretary, the Ahiman Rezon,' and
planted its Lodges at home and abroad, especially in America, for
Bro. Hughan, the great Masonic antiquarian and historian, says that
almost unanimous support of the Grand Lodges of
it secured the
America.' That 'a stream cannot rise above its fountain,' 'nor can a
pure stream flow from an impure fountain,' are unquestionably axioms
in nature and in Masonry. Now, there are a few Grand Lodges

tarv,

'

'

'

'

United States in whose veins the blood of the 'Ancients,'
and his clandestine Grand Lodge, so declared
from 1750 to 1813, when the mother Grand Lodge condoned all
offenses and gave her the 'kiss of peace,' better by far than tiiat of the
If there is no Dermott blood in Iowa and Illinois, the
'betrayal.'
veins of the Grand Lodge of Pensylvania are full of it, and they still
Ahiman Rezon,' and reject and cast over among
glory in their
in the

the

'

rebel Dermott,'

'

'

the rubbish

'

Nor

the Anderson's Constitutions.

is

the

Grand Lodge

of Pennsylvania alone in this, but she has illustrious associates
yet who ever heard of an Illinois or Iowa Mason, or one from
;

and
any

other jurisdiction, calling those Grand Lodges clandestine, or refuse,
Masonically, to visit their Lodges or hold Masonic intercourse with

members, charging them with being impostors and dissenters
from the original plan of Masonry ?
"The difference between the Masonry of Mexico and the United
Their origin and pedigree is more pure and lawStates is just here
ful than ours, while thexr practices were not only objectionable to us
but to others, and to even a majority of their own membership, as
they have repealed and abrogated the law under which such objectionable practices had obtained by only two of the twenty or more
Grand Lodg-es, and the same number out of more than two hundred
'

their

'

:

subordinate Lodges.
"It has been publicly proclaimed that the Gran Dieta has not only
repealed the law under and by which women were made Masons,
but revoked and recalled the charters (only three, and that is three
further they
loo many) granted to women Lodges, but gone further

—and

—

forbidden Lodjjes to admit women Masons as
visitors or to recognize them (though they be as lawful Masons as
could not

s:o

the men).

"The Gran

Dieta being a lawfully constituted Masonic Body.
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with some two hundred Lodges and (it is stated) twenty thousand
members, with several American Lodges and many of our citizens
affiliated therein, and having not only proved that it did not forbid
or exclude, but permits, as she has always, the use of the Great
Light and moreover settled the question of the past woman, she

knocks at the door of the American Grand Lodges for recognition.
Let it be borne in mind that recognition is not essential, or even
It only bears in its train a more enlarged and
necessary to legality.
fraternal intercourse among and between their members.

CHAPTER

III

CUBA AND PORTO RICO
Cuba.

N

17, 1804, the Grand
at Havana
chartered
sylvania

Lodge of PennLe Temple des

Vertus Theologales, No.

Joseph Cerneau

December

103,

Under the same sancbeing the first Master.
in 1818, Nos.
tion other lodges were erected
in 1820, No.
in 1819, Nos. 166, 167
157, 161
175 (at Santiago de Cuba), and in 1822, No.

—

;

;

They existed up to 1826, at which time the charters of Nos.
181 had been revoked for failure of meeting for more than
and
175
The Grand Lodges of Louisiana
a year, and the others had died out.
and South Carolina next assumed the warranting of lodges on the
island.
Under the former Grand Lodge, bodies sprang up, in 18 15,
No. 7, in 1818, Nos. 11 and 14, and under the latter in 1818, No.
The Grand Orient of France in 1819
50, and in 1819, No. 52.
established a lodge and consistory (32), and two further lodges in
The Grand Lodge of South Carolina received from the G.
182 1.
L. of Ancient Freemasons in Havana in 182 1, a communication
stating that a Grand Lodge had been organized there, to which the
Lodge La Amenidad, No. 52, desired permission to transfer its alleA favorable answer was returned, but La Constancia, No.
giance.
50, was retained on the roll of the G. L. of South Carolina for some
"
in
years, after which the Warrant was surrendered by the members
consequence of the religious and political persecutions to which they
181.

were subjected."
For many years Masonry languished
tilles," its

in the

"

Pearl of the

An-

votaries practicing their rites in secret, but not daring to

indulge in any overt acts, which might entail not only expulsion
from the country, but also confiscation of their property. At
length, however, a faint revival set in, and a Warrant was granted,
November 17, 1859, by the Grand Lodge of South Carolina to St1
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Andrew's Lodge, No. 93, "for the purpose of establishing, with the
co-operation of two other Lodges' already existing on the island, a
Grand Lodge," which was accomplished on December 5th of the
same year.
An independent " Grand Lodge of Colon " was thus established
December 27, 1859 a Supreme Council
at Santiago de Cuba, and
of the A. and A. S. R. 33° was founded in the same city by Andres

—

—

Cassard.*

At this time, it must be recollected, the practice of assembling
Freemasons was forbidden by the Spanish laws, which laws, moreafter the dethronement of Queen
over, though destined to become
Isabella (1868)
innocuous in the Peninsula, remained for a long
time in full force in Cuba.
Several, indeed, of the Captains General and other officers who
ruled the islands were Masons, and therefore from time to time the
Craft was tolerated, but its members being always compelled to work
to a great extent in the dark, found it necessary to observe the most
"
Masonic
inviolable secrecy, and even to shield themselves under
as

—

—

lest by the discovery of their own, they might incur the
most grievous penalties.
For the same reason the Supreme Council and the Grand Lodge,
which soon after united in forming a Grand Orient, found a conthe
venient title for the amalgamated body in the name of Colon
Spanish for Columbus it being desired above all things to conceal
"
from the public ken the seat of the " Grand East of the Society.
At the formation of the Grand Orient of Colon, a constitution
published at Naples in 1820 was adopted as that of the new organization.
By this the Supreme Council necessarily became a section
of the Grand Orient.
In 1865 a new constitution was promulgated.
The Sov. G. Com. of the Supreme Council became ex officio G.
M. of the Grand Orient, but the G. M. of the Grand Lodge was

names,"

—

—

—

—

All charters for lodges
required to submit himself for election.
were issued by the Grand Lodge, but had to be confirmed and vistd
by the Supreme Council.
In 1867 the Grand Lodge promulgated a constitution of its own,
in which, while
recognizing its continued membership of the Grand

still

'Brothers Albert Pike and Josiah H. Drummond agree that these
lodges, havinj warrants from Spain.
•
Sanctioned by S. C. 33" Southern Jurisdiction.

were Spanish
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power to enact its own by-laws,
and regulate lodges. Their right to do
In 1868, September 30th,
this was denied by the Supreme Council.
the Grand Lodge suspended its constitution until a meeting took
But
place of the Grand Orient, convoked for November 30th.
before that time the revolution broke out, and Freemasons, being
regarded by the Spanish Government as revolutionists, the G. O.
could not meet. The Grand Lodge, so far as it was possible, resumed labor. But the times were unpropitious. In the winter of
1869, at Santiago de Cuba, by order of Gonzales Bret, an officer of
the Government, eighteen persons were seized without warrant, and
immediately shot, without trial, for being Freemasons one of them
and many others were arrested and
the M. W. G. M. of Colon
committed to prison for the same offence.
The number of Cuban lodges, which in 1868 amounted to
about thirty, had fallen in 1870 to about seven, and in the latter
Orient,
issue

it

claimed

tlie

exclusive

charters, constitute

—

—

S. C. organized a Provincial Mother Lodge at Havana^
which
the Grand Lodge very naturally protested. The Waragainst
"
"
rant to this
Mother Lodge was soon after recalled, but the disthe
between
and
the
S.
C.
Grand Lodge continued. In 1873
pute
April nth the Grand Lodge resumed work openly, and in the

year the

—

—

following year entered into a compact with the Supreme Council,
whereby it was agreed that the former should have exclusive jurisdiction over Symbolic Masonry, with the sole right of chartering
lodges, and that it should establish a Provincial Mother Lodge in

the western section of the island to govern the lodges there, but
in submission to the laws of the Grand Lodge.
After this compact

was intended that the Grand Lodge, though still nominally a secGrand Orient, should have full jurisdiction over the
Symbolic Masonry. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that there was a
divided authority, and apparently great Masonic confusion on the

it

tion in the

island.

The Grand Lodge
at the last of

which

of Colon held five meetings in August, 1876,
26th
it declared itself free from all

— August

—

other authority, a sovereign body, with
over its subordinates.

full

and unlimited powers

This action, however, was accelerated by an event which had
taken place on August ist, when the representatives of nine chartered lodges, and of four under dispensation, met at Havana, and
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formed the Grand Lodge of Cuba. This body from the very first
itself free from the blighting influence of the (so-called) high
December 31, 1876 should
degrees, which it willingly consented

kept

—

—

Grand Orient of Spain. In a circular of
September 4, 1876, the Grand Lodge of Colon claimed to have on
while its newly
its register thirty-six lodges and 8,000 members
formed rival, the Grand Lodge of Cuba, in 1877, possessed an apbe ruled

in

Cuba by

the

;

of seventeen

parent following
lodges.
—
a second Grand Lodge of Colon (or

In the latter year

Columbus)

—June 3d

Havana was

at

added to the two existing Craft Grand Bodies.

Thus we find three organizations, each claiming to be the reguGrand Lodge. From a circular of the Grand Lodge of Cuba,
we learn that in 1879 the three lodges which formed the Grand
Lodge of Colon, at Santiago de Cuba in 1859, and four others, adlar

hered to that body but that the remaining lodges, excepting those
under the Grand Lodge of Cuba, were subject to the control of the
Grand Lodge of Colon at Havana. To local jealousies must be
;

attributed this multiplication of Grand Lodges.
tives of some of the Havana lodges who seceded

The

representa-

from the old (or
originat) Grand Lodge of Colon at Santiago de Cuba, met as the
Gra7id Lodge, and decreed its removal to Havana.
Eventually, however, the Grand Lodges of Colon (at Havana)
and Cuba formally united, and March 28, 1880, the G. M. of one
body became Grand Master, and the G. M. of the other body DepThe title assumed by the new organization was
uty Grand Master.
the United Grand Lodge of Colon and the Island of Cuba, and it
entered upon its career with a roll of fifty-seven lodges, and between
The lodges under the original Grand
5,000 and 6,000 Masons.
Lodge of Colon at Santiago de Cuba remained true to their allegiance.
"

United Grand
lodges under the
Lodge had apparently increased to eighty-two, with Provincial
Grand Lodges at Santiago de Cuba and Porto Rico but on the
In

1885

the

number

of

"

;

there were only fifty-eight lodges in all upon the roll.
Of these, thirty are in the capital, or in its vicinity, and twenty-eight
in other parts.
It is possible that further schisms may have dis-

official

list

turbed the peace of Cuban Masonry
able that the

Provincial

;

and

Grand Lodge

it

is

somewhat remark-

of Porto Rico

fourteen subordinate lodges on that island, shown

in

— with

the

sundry calen-
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in the official list of

current

date.
It

only remains to be stated,

that,

from the

statistics

before me,

there would appear to have been in existence on the island thirteen
under
lodges under the National Grand Orient, and twenty-seven
The latter were subject to a Prov.
the Grand Lodge of Spain.

G. M., whose jurisdiction also extends to Porto Rico.
Since the suppression of Masonry in Cuba by Spanish authority,
and the murder of Masons at Santiago de Cuba, no authentic in-

formation of the status of the Institution in the island has been
No official documents have been issued, but after the
attainable.

war of the United States with Spain ended,

a notice

announcing

Fraternity in the island had resumed
their labors was issued, and under the new regime there is no doubt
that Masonry will flourish there, and its prosperity spread into other
that several bodies of

the

parts of the Antilles.

Porto Rico.
early Masonic history of this island is very vague and conare all questions relating to the problem of Spanish
jectural, as
In i860, at Mayaguez, there was in existence a Lodge
Masonry.
Restauracion under the G. O. of Colon, but the changes which took

The

place in

Cuba during

the struggle for existence of the Grand Lodges
all of the Spanish islands.

there, had their influence throughout

The lists show that the Provincial Superintendent of Cuba and
Porto Rico under the Grand Lodge of Spain (of which Becera was
The lodges are not enuthe G. M.) was Don Manuel Romeno.
merated in the list, but five are on the roll of the Grand Orient of

Le
Spain, however, without a Provincial Superintendent named.
Phenix, No. 230, constituted in 1874, was the only lodge representAt one time the United Grand Lodge
ing the S. C. of France.
of

Colon

in

Cuba had under

its

jurisdiction fourteen lodges in the

However, these were formed into an Independent Grand
The greatest centres of Masonic
Lodge, September 20, 1885.
activity have been San Juan, Ponce, and Mayaguez, the last-named
town not only having two lodges, but also a consistory of 32°, a

island.

and a chapter of 18°.
lodofes of Porto Rico severed their connection with
the ''United Grand Lodge" oi Colon in the island of Cuba, the
council of

30°,

While the
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chapters and other associations of Masons in this Spanish dependency retained their allegiance to the Supreme Council of the same
title.

Upon this a little light is thrown by the action of Don Antonio
Romero Ortiz (at the same time presiding over the Grand Lodge of
Spain), who, in a decree, dated March 13, 1883, "denounced the
Grand Lodge of Colon and Cuba, and the Masons of its obedience
as traitors to the Government and to the Mother Country," simply
because they declined to recognize his authority to govern or interIn the same
"Symbolical Masonry" in Cuba.

fere in the affairs of

year the United Grand Lodge of Colon and Cuba announced by
circular that there being in all three Supreme Councils and three

Grand Lodges
Seville as being

in

Spain,

it

"the only

had recognized the Grand Lodge of
independent organization of Craft

really

"

then existing in that country.
This, of course, was dealing very summarily with the pretensions of the Grand Lodge (or
Orient) under Ortiz, which Mr. Albert Pike pronounced to be the

Masonry

only Grand

Body

in

Spain legitimately entitled to recognition as

The name last quoted being, as many
a regular Masonic body.
will be aware, that of the Sov. G. Com. of the S. C. 33° for

—

the body of which he is the
the U. S. A., Southern Jurisdiction
head being to other Supreme Councils what the Grand Lodge of

England is to other Grand Lodges, and his own personal authority
perhaps ranking higher than that of any other Mason either in the
Old World or the New.
The Grand Lodge and Supreme Council

of

Colon and Cuba

have therefore followed different roads, the latter treading in the
beaten track traversed by Supreme Councils in amity with that presided over by the patriarch and iaw-givcr of the rite, and the former
boldly striking out a path of its own.
Owing to the state of political affairs in the island, and from the
influential position held by Ortiz in Spain, the charges he made

were calculated to subject the Cuban Masons both to surveillance
and persecution on the part of the authorities. At Porto Rico the
Out of Cuba itself the
circumstances were somewhat different.
and not alone by votaries of
S. C. of Colon was long regarded
the A. and A. S. R. 33* as a more stable institution than any other
of the numerous Grand Bodies which sprang up like mushrooms in
the island.
When, therefore, the two governing bodies at Havana,

—

—
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way, attempted to solve the problem of Craft sov-

ereignty in Spain, it is not to be wondered at that the confusion
existing in the peninsula was reproduced with more or less fidelity
in

the Spanish Antilles.
In Porto Rico there were no less than
chapters of 18°, besides a council of 30°, and a consistory

five

of 32°.
These, as already related, adhered to their allegiance; but
the lodges on the island set up a Grand Lodge of Porto Rico at the

Mayaguez in 1885, and it is satisfactory to state
Grand Lodge of Colon and Cuba subsequently established
relations with the new body.
city of

that the
fraternal
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IN ASIA

indebted to Gould's " History of
"
for the following sketches of
Freemasonry
are greatly

Masonry

in

Asia and other countries

Eastern Hemisphere.

He

in

the

"

It has been
says
writers to pass lightly
:

the practice of Masonic
over the history of Free

Masonry in non-European countries and to exclude almost from
mention the condition or progress of the Craft, in even the largest
Colonies or Dependencies within the sovereignty of an Old World
Power."
Information on this point must be sought amid the records of
the countries discussed.
ers

Too

upon other than European

little

emphasis has been laid by writand slight attention given

countries,

to their dependencies.
Of these latter Findel says
existing in these quarters of the globe were one and
:

"

The

lodges

under the
Grand Lodges of England, Scotland, Holland or France, and therefore their history forms an inseparable part of that of the countries
in question."
This statement, to say the least, is inexact. Owing
to the varied admixture of peoples found in the Asiatic countries
into which Europeans have entered, the practice of the craft emanates from

While

many

all

different sources.

Greater Antilles arose Masonic Innovations claiming equality with or superiority over the Grand Authority of the
Craft, in the Lesser Antilles, lodges connected with different European Grand Bodies existed in the same localities. This state of
in the

Rebold savs
induced a conflict of jurisdiction.
After Holland had become incorporated with the French Em-

affairs necessarily

"

:

Grand Orient of France assumed the control
Dutch Lodges which then existed, with the exception of
those of the Indies, which remained under the obedience which had
pire (July, 1810), the

of

all

the

lo68
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created them, and which carried on the title of
the United Provinces of the Low Countries,"

Grand Lodge

of

Likewise the Provincial Grand Lodge of Bengal, in British
was more than once independent in fact, if not in name, and
its archives must be examined for Hindostanee Freemasonry or else
do not
nothing would be known of lodges the names of which
Bodies under which
appear upon the rolls of those European Grand
Findel avers they came.
India,

India.

George Pomfret was authorized in 1728 by the Grand Lodge of
"
This lodge was
to open a new Lodge in Bengal."
England
established in 1730 by Captain Ralph Farwinter, the successor of
"
This lodge is
Provincial Grand Master of India."
Pomfret, as
described as No. 72, Bengal, and is distinguished by the arms of
the Company in the Engraved Lists.
James Dawson, Zech Gee, and Roger Drake, in order, succeeded
Drake was Governor of Calcutta, but escaped
Captain Farwinter.
He
the horrors of the Black Hole in 1756 by flying to the ships.
returned with Clive, but does not appear to have resumed his
Masonic

office.

"
to elect
the period in question it was the custom in Bengal
the Prov. G. M. annually by the majority of the voices of the mem-

At

bers then present, from among those who had passed through the
different offices of the (Prov.) Grand Lodge, who had served as

Dep. Prov. G. M."

Under this practice Samuel Middleton was elected in 1767 and
But a few years previously Earl
confirmed October 31, 1768.
Ferrers had granted a roving commission to "John Bluvitt, commander of the Admiral Watson Indiaman for East India, where no
other Provincial is to be found." The annual election referred to
was confirmed by the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Engits being thought an infringement upon his prerogative.
But the dispensation confirming Middleton's election was

land without

regarded as abrogating annual elections.
death in 1775.

The
1774.
one, of

He

held office until his

Bengal Grand Lodge only extend back to
second
were formed.
nothing, save its existence, is known, arose and seven

records of the

But prior to

whom

this date other lodges

A
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members of this organized a lodge April
"
the Grand Lodge of England ordered

i6, 1740, and on petition
the said Lodge to be en-

rolled (as requested} in the lists of regular lodges, agreeable to the
date of their Constitution."

Other lodges were formed at Chandernagore, Calcutta, Patna,
and Burdwan, the names of only some of which are preserved, but
the numbers given them show that others must have existed.
Besides these
In 1774 there were only three lodges in Calcutta.
and the lodges at the other places mentioned, there were lodges at
Dacca, Moorshedabad, and "at some military stations or with army
brigades."

"The Grand Lodge of Solomon at Chinsura," which was under
Holland, worked in harmony with the Provincial Grand Lodge
under England, visits being interchanged and officials of both
engaging

in the

same ceremonies,

"In

1775, February 15, the Prov. Grand Lodge, 'taking into
consideration the propriety of preserving concord and unanimity,

recommend
"

it

do

who

Brethren

to the

call

themselves

"

Scott and

wearing of red ribbons, or any
other marks of distinction, but such as are proper to the Three Dewhich
grees, or to the Grand Lodge as such,' a request, we are told,
Elect

was

that they

lay aside the

cheerfully complied with."
the death of Middlcton in 1776, Charles Stafford Pleydell
elected in his stead.
Under Philip Milner Dacres, the successor

Upon
was

of Stafford, the Prov.
last

Grand Lodge of Bengal assembled

for the

time January 25, 1781.

The war in the Carnatic, which nearly swept Masonry out
much to do with this dissolution.

of

India, had

"

Industry and Perseverance

"

of the lodges in Calcutta,

alone in Bengal Masonry may be said to have existed,"
to be the only one which survived with a feeble light.

"

where

may be

said

However, the Provincial Grand Lodge was re-opened July 18,
Deputy P. G. M., under
Acting P. G. M., and
authorizingr a meetingr for election of Grand Master.
Upon an election November 14th, Edward Fenwick, former
Grand Warden, was elected, receiving six votes, while Williamson
The former was installed March 17, 1786, though
received four.
under his patent Williamson was clearly entitled to hold his acting

1785, under George Williamson, a former
a patent from England appointing him

FREEMASONRY
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from London of the election

of Fenwick.

Williamson was sustained by the Grand
Grand Lodge maintained its posiLodge
tion and, despite protests, Fenwick continued in the duties of his
office and his election was confirmed May 5, 1788.
A letter of February 6, 1788, from the Prov. Grand Lodge to
This led to trouble.

of England, but the Prov.

Grand Secretary White contains the following

:

"

An interesting account of the state of Masonry in Bengal appears in a letter of February 6, 1788, from the Prov. Grand Lodge
to Grand Secretary White, from which I extract the following
:

"

'

We

earnestly wish to see the whole
existed in 1773 or 1774 re-established.

number

of

Lodges which

But the Subordinates

at

Patna, Burdwan, Dacca, and Moorshedabad now consist of such
small societies, and these so liable to change, that we must confess
it

rather to be our wish than our

any of these

"At

hope

to see

Lodges

established at

places.'

this assembly, the

Wardens of Lodge 'Star

in the

East'

meetings had been interrupted, because, in the absence of
the Prov. Grand Lodge, no new Master could be installed.
Williamson, however, ordered them to proceed with the election of a
said their

new

Master, and engaged to convene a Prov.

Grand Lodge

installation.

for his

—

"A

letter from G. Sec. White, dated March 24, 1787
continuWilliamson the powers specified in his patent of 1784 -was
read in the Prov. Grand Lodge on August 27 of that year.
In the
discussion which ensued, the Master of Lodge Star in the East observed
Mr. Williamson, whose affairs have long been in
a most an.xious situation
who has been obliged, for a long time
who now cannot come to
past, to live under a foreign jurisdiction
Calcutta, but on a Sunday, or, if he comes on any other day, is
obliged to conceal himself during the day time, and to be extremely
cautious how he goes even when it is dark

—

ing to

'

:

.

.

.

—

—

'

!

"

1789.
"

The
'

patent, however, did not arrive in India until

With

March

4,

respect to the Brigades, they have been divided into
and three of Artillery. This regulation has lessened

six of Infantry

the

number

of officers in each, and they will be

more

liable to re-
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The

movals than formerly.

circumstance must be a great dis-

first

couragement to the. formation of Lodges in the Brigades, and the
second would sometimes expose such Lodges to the risk of being
annihilated.
However, we shall giv'e all encouragement to the
of
and all the support we possibly can to such
applications,
making

Lodges
"

A

as

may be
ball

grand

January

14,

constituted.'

and supper was giv^en by the Prov. Grand Lodge,
which invitations were sent, not only to resi-

1789, to

'

dents in Calcutta, but also to Bro. Titsingh, Governor of Chinsuto Bro. Bretel, and the
rah, and other Masons of that Colony
;

other Masons of Chandernagore and also to the Masons of Serampore, and to the Sisters of these Colonies, according to what has
;

been customary on such occasions formerly.'
"In 1790 December 27 Fenvvick resigned and on the same
day the Hon. Charles Stuart was elected and installed as his successor.
The latter, howev^er owing to the government of the coun-

—

—

;

—

devolving upon him
Cornwallis from Calcutta

try

ing Prov. G.

"The

in

Birch

'

Act-

M.

of Bengal.'
Lodges in the Presidency are thus described in the Free-

masons' Calendar for

1

794

:

Star in the East, Calcutta, ist

Lodge of Bengal
Lodge of Industry and Perseverance, Calcutta, 2d Lodge
Lodge of Unanimity, Calcutta, 3d Lodge of Bengal
Anchor and Hope, Calcutta, 6th Lodge of Bengal

1740
of Bengal

Humility with Fortitude, Calcutta, 5th Lodge of Bengal
of True Friendship, with the 3d Brigade, 4th Lodge of Bengal
At Futty Ghur, Bengal
Lodge of the North Star, Fredericksnagore, 7th Lodge of Bengal
At Chunar, in the East Indies, 8th Lodge of Bengal
Lodge of Mars, Cawnpore, 9th Lodge of Bengal

Lodge
Lodge

Lord

of the absence of

consequence
— appointed
Richard Comyns

of

There was

also another lodge, the

1761

1772
1773
1773
1775
1

786

1789
1793

1793"

Marine Lodge, Calcutta, and

Lodge under the Grand Lodge of England.
From the first two lodgfes of the above list the officers of the
Prov. Grand Lodge had always been selected, which induced resentment upon the part of the other lodges. This feeling brought
about a general defection from the Prov. Grand Lodge of Bengal
and by consequence from the Grand Lodge of England.
An
a Stewards'
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— No.
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Lodge was
founded
"
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the Atholl (or Ancieni) Grand
in 1767, but no others were

Calcutta

established at

until later.

The Lodges
'

— under
146
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'

True Friendship

'

and

'

Humility with Forti-

who

transferred their allegiance, the former
becoming No. 315, or No. i of Bengal, Dec. 27, 1797; and the
The 'Marine
latter. No. 317, or No. 2 of Bengal, April 11, 1798.
Lodge followed their example, and obtained a similar warrant

tude

were the

first

—

'

— March

Meanwhile, Lodge 'Star in the East'
4,
into abeyance, and 'Industry and Perseverance' was on the

No. 323
fell

1801.

point of closing also.
years 1802, 1803, and

were no more.

One meeting

Lodge

—

only was held

in

each of the

1804, after which, for a long period, there
'

Anchor and Hope

'

obtained an Atholl

Little is known of Lodge
warrant as No. 325 Oct. i, 1801.
Unanimity,' which, though carried forward at the union (1813),
must have died out at least several years before.
'

"

During the ten or eleven years that intervened between the
Prov. Grand Lodge and its re-establishment in
18 13, Masonry in Calcutta was represented almost exclusively by
the Lodges which had seceded from the (older) Grand Lodge of

obliteration of the

England.

"On St. John's Day (in Christmas), 1809, the Lodges, True
Friendship, Humility with Fortitude, Marine, No. 338 (Ancients)
in the 14th Foot, and the
Dispensation Lodge,' working under a
'

warrant granted by No. 338, walked in procession to St. John's
Church, where a Masonic sermon was delivered by the Rev. Dr.

James Ward.
"

Happily, Lodges Star in the East, and Industry and Perseverance, were revived in 1812, and on December 22 of that yeai,
accompanied by the 'Officers' Lodge,' No. 347 in the 14th Foot,
and Humility with Fortitude, also walked in procession to the same
church, and benefited by a like sermon from Dr. Ward.
"On October 4, 1813, the Earl of Moira who had been apThe
pointed Acting Grand Master of India arrived in Calcutta.

—

—

first

Masonic

Lodge

act of the Gov^ernor-General

—

and
under the Hon. Archibald Seton."

8,

was

to constitute a

—

new

in that city
the Mona, Freedom and Fidelity
November
his second, to re-establish the Prov. Grand Lodge of Bengai
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Upon

three in number, at
Prov. Grand Lodge.

Two

Grand Lodges, the " Atholl "
Calcutta came under the jurisdiction

the union of the two

lodges,
of the

others of the secession are not mentioned in the records of

the Province, 1814-40.
"
At the period of this fusion, there were the following Lodges
under the old sanction The Stewards, Star in the East, Industry
and Perseverance, and Sincere Friendship (Chunar). Of these
Lodges, the first never held a London warrant, and the last was
:

struck off the roll inadvertently at the Union.
There were also
in existence the Moira Lodge, and three others, constituted
since the revival of the Prov. Grand Lodge, the names of which

then

head the following table of Lodges erected during the period
1813-26
:

Moira, Calcutta, November 13, 1813.
Oriental Star, NoacoUee, April 21, 1814.

Aurora, Calcutta, June 23, 1814.
Courage with Humanity, Dum Dum, July

Northern

12, 1814.

Star, Barrackpore, July 18, 1816.

Sincerity, Cawnpore, January 8, 1819.
Hasting Lodge of Amity and Independence, Allahabad,
United Lodge of Friendship, Cawnpore, June 13, 1821.

Humanity with Courage, Prince of Wales' Island, July,
Amity, St. John's, Poona (Deccan), January 30, 1824.

.\pril 9,

1821.

1822.

in the West, Nusseerabed, October 20, 1824.
Larkins' Lodge of Union and Brotherly Love, Dinapore, October 20, 1824.

Kilwinning

Independence with Philanthropy, Allahabad, October 26, 1825.
South-Eastern Star of Light and Victory, Arracan, October 26, 1825.
Tuscan, Malacca, October 26, 1825.
Royal George, Bombay, December 9, 1825.
Union and Perseverance, Agra, October 23, 1826.
Kilwinning
"
3,

Out

4, 6, 7,

in

the East, Calcutta,

December

23, 1826.

—

of these eighteen Lodges, however, only seven
Nos. 2,
secured a footing on the roll of the
13, and 18 above

—

Grand Lodge

of England,

and

it is

not a

little

curious that of the two

now

alone surviving, Courage with Humanity (1814), and Independence with Philanthropy (1825), which were placed on the general

list

in

earli«:r

the

same year (1828)

in

juxtaposition, the latter bears the

number, and has the higher precedence

"
!
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The Duke of Sussex empowered Earl Moira, whose sway extended over India, to appoint Provincial Grand Masters, as if appointed by himself.
Acting Prov. G. M. Seton, leaving India in 1817, the GovernorGeneral, Marquis of Hastings, selected Hon. C. Stuart to succeed
So Hon. C. R,
him, but he does not appear to have qualified.
Lindsay was appointed by Marquis of Hastings, Prov. G. M. January 17, 1818, and by the Deputy G. M. of India January 13, 1819.
November 30, 18 18, request was made to the Grand Master of
India by eight persons for permission to meet as a lodge at St.

Andrew, to make the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone
also to install him,

when made,

No

as deacon.

a

Mason and

record of any reply

has been kept.
John Pascal Larkins succeeded Lindsay as D. G. M. of India
He returned to
and Prov. G. M. of Bengal December 24, 1819.

Europe
Deputy

in 1826,

and

until

1840 the Craft

From

in Calcutta.

in

this resulted the

Bengal was ruled by a
overthrow of all order

and constitutional authority.
"
The Lodges in Bengal made their returns regularly, and forwarded their dues punctually, to the Prov. Grand Lodge but as no
steps were taken for the transmission of these returns and dues to
;

their destination, the

Grand Lodge

of

England ceased to notice or

On the submission of a
regard the tributary Lodges of Bengal.
motion for inquiry March 22, 1828 the Deputy Prov. G. M.

—

—

himself constrained to resign his chair on the spot, and the
Grand Wardens also tendered their resignations.'
'

felt

"
This led, at the instance of Lodge Aurora, to the formation of
a representative body, styled the Lodge of Delegates, who were
charged with the duty of preparing a memorial to the Grand Lodge
of England, which, bearing date August 22. 1828, was sent to the
Duke of Sussex, signed by the Masters and Wardens of the follow-

ing Lodges: True Friendship, Humility with Fortitude, Marine,
Aurora, Courage with Humanity, and Kilwinning in the East.
"To this no reply was vouchsafed. The letters of the Lodges in

The
Bengal remained unanswered, and their requests unheeded.
made in the country were withheld,
notwithstanding that the established dues were regularly remitted
and applications for warrants were also unnoticed, though they were
usual certificates for brethren

;
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accompanied by the proper
until 1834,

This state of

fees.

affairs

continued

the question of separation from the Grand
was gravely and formally mooted in the Lodges.

when

Lodge

Overof England
tures for a reconciliation at length came in the shape of certificates
Anfor brethren who had by this time grown gray in Masonry.
but the most
letters written long ago were also received
important concession made by the Grand Lodge of England was
under
the constitution of the first District Grand Lodge of Bengal

swers to

Or.

;

John Grant

—which held

"In 1834 some Masons

—

its first

at

meeting, February 28, 1840."

Delhi applied to their brethren at

an acting constitution of this kind, which might serve
their purpose until the receipt of a warrant from the Grand Lodge
At the latter station there were two Lodges, one of
of England.
which, however, was itself working under dispensation, and could

Meerut

for

not therefore dispense grace to another. The other belonged to the
26th Foot, No. 26, under the Grand Lodge of Ireland. This Lodge
declined giving a dispensation, for the somewhat Irish reason that
the Cameronian Lodge had already granted one to another Lodge,

and that until
of the propriety of which act they had great doubt
an answer had been received from Ireland they could not commit a
;

second act of doubtful legality
In 1759, Lodge No.

!

The custom, however, was

a very

Foot (2d Batt.),
to
its
warrant
dated
October
an
exact
of
26, 1737
copy
granted
some brethren at Albany, to work under until they received a sepThis was changed February 21, 1765
arate charter from Ireland.
for a warrant from George Harrison, English Prov. G. M. of
New York and the Lodge Mount Vernon is now No. 3 on the
old one.

—

of the

I.

R., in the ist

Grand Lodge

In the British

Army

of that State."

the

—

—

—
—

—

;

roll

74,

'

Grand Lodge of Ireland has been the

Bodies, and yet only one stationary lodge has
been erected in India under its jurisdiction. This was in 1837 at

favorite of

Grand

At Bombay, in
Kurnaul, but it seems to hav^e lived only one year.
But the
1862, an attempt was made to organize another lodge.
attempt failed, as the Grand Lodge of Ireland refused a warrant
on the ground that there were already two jurisdictions
the English and Scotch.
*

Cf.

Barker, "Early Hist of the

Grand Lodge of New York,"

preface,

in

India,

p. xviii.
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''In the decennial periods 1840-50 and 1850-60 there were in
each instance 12 additions to the roll. In 1860-70 the new Lodges
amounted to 19, and in 1870-85 to 38. These figures are confined
to the English Lodges, but extend over the area now occupied in
part by the District Grand Lodges of Burmah and the Punjaub,

both of which were carved out of the territory previously comprised
The following statistics
within the Province of Bengal in 1868.
show the number of Lodges existing January i, 1886 in the
various states and districts which until 1868 were subject to the

—

Masonic government of Bengal
land

— Bengal (D.

Punjaub (D. G.

— the
East,

G. L.), 39

L.), 24.

:

—

under the Grand Lodge of EngBurmah (D. G. L.), 7 and

British

;

;

Under the Grand Lodge

of Scotland, 11

of which, St. David (originally Kilwinning) in the
371, Calcutta, was constituted February 5, 1849.

earliest

No.

"The Dutch Lodges in Hindostan have passed out of existence,
but with regard to these, and also to certain other Lodges established by the Grand Lodge of Holland in various places beyond
the seas, the materials for an exhaustive

list

are not available to the

historian."

Madras.

At

in 1752 was established the earliest lodge in
In 1765 three others were formed at the same
station.
Captain Edmund Pascal was appointed Provincial Grand
Master for Madras and its Dependencies, about 1756. In the fol-

this

place

Southern India.

The
fifth lodge was erected at Fort St. George.
other English settlements in India were dominated by this presidency for a short period, and the Carnatic figures largely in Indian

lowing year a

Masonic history during the latter half of the i8th century
to the continuous wars with the French, and afterward with

AH

and

his son.

—

owing

Hyder

—

"In 1768 a lodge No. 152 -was established by the Atholl (or
and in
Ancient) Grand Lodge of England at Fort St. George
1773 one by the Grand Lodge of Holland at Negapatam. The
;

next event of importance was the initiation, in 1776, of Umdat-ulUmara, eldest son of the Nabob of Arcot, at Trichinopoly, who in
his reply to the congratulations of the Grand Lodge of England,
stated he considered the title of an English Mason as one of the
'

most honorable he

"

possessed.'
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A

Provincial

lished at

Fort

Grand Lodge under the AthoU sanction was estabGeorge in 1781, "but the dissensions in the

St.

settlements had so rent asunder every link of social life, that even
the fraternal bond of Masonry has been annihilated in the general

wreck."

Under Brigadier-General Horn, " Prov. G. M. for the Coast of
Coromandel, the Presidency of Madras and parts adjacent," the
union of the Brethren in Southern India was effected.
All the older lodges at this time seem to have been extinct but
M. L. The follow;

there was established at Arcot in 1786 the C.

ing year Lodge No. 152 tendered its allegiance to General Horn
and joined one of the lodges under that officer.
Of these, four were added to the roll in 1787. Nos. 510-513

—

Perfect

Thomas Mount;

Social Friendship,

Madras;
and Social Friendship, St. Thomas Mount and
Trichinopoly
Two other
styled Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, Coast of Coromandel.
lodges were also established in the same year, the Stewards and

Harmony,

St.

;

—

Perfect Unanimity, which, according to the loose practice of those
were given the places on the list of the two earliest Madras

days,

and became (in i 790) Nos. 102 and 233 respectively.
La Fraternity Cosmopolite
lodge of happy nomenclature
was constituted at Pondicherry in 1 786 by the Grand Orient of
lodges,

—

A

France, and a second
In the latter year

— Les Navigateurs Reunis — 1790.
—July 5th — John Chamier received

—

-

a similar

by General Horn,
and was succeeded by Terence Gahagan, 1806, and Herbert Compton, 1812.
During this period four lodges were added to the roll
Solid Friendship, Trichinopoly, 1790; Unity, Peace and Concord,
patent, as Prov. G. M., to that previously held

—

St. Andrew's Union, 19th Foot, 1802; and Philanthropists,
Scotch Brigade (94th Foot), 1802, at Madras. These lodges
were numbered 572, 574, 590, and 591 on the general, and 7, 9, 10,

1798;

in the

and

1
(Coast of Coromandel) on the local, lists respectively.
After the union the Province was ruled by Dr. Richard J ebb,
1814; George Lys, 1820; and in 1825 by Compton once more.
1

The name

of this worthy only disappears from the Freeniaso7is
Calendar in 1842, and with it the provincial title, "Coast of Coro"
"
mandel
exchanged for Madras," over which Lord Elphinstone
had beeu appointed Prov. G. M. in 1840.
Within this period 1814-42 numerous Lodges were war-

—

—

—
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ranted locally, as in Bengal
secured places on the
in Madras itself

—

were

;
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—
only of

which seven

London

Register.
established in the

Eighteen English lodges have since been
Presidency, and there are at present in existence twenty lodges on
both erected
the register of England and two on that of Scotland

—
— but the introduction of Scottish lodges into India
be
referred to
the ensuing
of Pondicherry — La Fraternity Cosmopolite
The French
—was revived (orlodgenew one
1821.
established under the old
the same station
Another — L' Union Indienne — was erected
in

will

1875

section.

in

title) in

a

at

185

and

1.

in

At

its

Lodges

the present date, however, there exist throughout India
dependencies no other lodges than those under the Grand

of

England and Scotland

respectively.

Bombay.
During the i8th century there were established in this Presidency a lodge at Bombay in 1758, and one at Surat in 1798, which
were carried on in the lists until 18 13, but disappear at the union.
Jas. Todd was appointed in 1763 Provincial Grand Master, and his
name only drops out of the Freemasons Calendar in 1799. The
78th foot, a regiment under Sir Arthur Wellesley in Mahratta war,
and which took part in the decisive victory of Assaye, received an
A lodge at Poona was established in
Atholl Warrant in 1801.
No more were established in the Presidency until 1822,
1818.
when the Benevolent Lodge, Bombay, was placed on the lists. In
the Bombay Artillery in 1823 there was "installed" at Poona a
Orion in the West Coast of Coromandel,
military lodge as No. 15
November 15th. The Proceedings of this lodge show that mem"
were examined in the Third Degree T. D. and passed into
bers
"
the chair of the Fourth Degree
paying a fee of three gold

—

—

—

mohurs.
"

Among the Masons about this time in Bombay were thirteen
non-commissioned officers who were too poor to establish a lodge
of their own, and too modest to seek admittance in what was considered an aristocratic lodge.
They met, however, monthly in the
guard-room over the Apollo Gate, for mutual instruction in MaThis coming to the knowledge of the Benevolent Lodge,
sonry.
the thirteen were elected honorary members of No. 746, for which
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At their first attendance, when the
they returned heartfelt thanks.
was
and
the
work
Brethren
over,
lodge
adjourned to the banquet, the
thirteen were informed that refreshments awaited

them downstairs.

Revolting at the distinction thus made among Masons, they one
and all left the place. The next morning they were sent for by
their

commanding

officer,

who was

also

one of the

officers of the

One of the party
lodge, and asked to explain their conduct.
W. Willis (by whom this anecdote was first related to

— Mr.
—

me) told
him that as Masons they were bound to meet on the level and part
on the square, but as this fundamental principle was not practiced
in No. 746, of which they had been elected honorary members, they
could not partake of their hospitality.
The astonished Colonel
uttered not a word, but waived his hand for them to retire.
Ever

—

—

Benevolent Lodge including the thirteen met on
the level, both in lodge and at the banquet-table." ^
Burnes, in 1836, may be best described, in ecclesiastical phrase,
"
in pardbus infidcliu7n" for whatever lodges then
as a Prov. G. M.
after this, the

existed throughout the length and breadth of India were strangers
to Scottish Masonry.
But the times were propitious. There was
no English Provincial Grand Lodge of Bombay and under the
;

Chevalier Burnes, who had been bountifully endowed by nature with
the qualities requisite for Masonic administration. "Scottish Masonry
presented such attractions, that the strange sight was witnessed of
English Masons deserting their Mother Lodges to such an extent
fell into abeyance, in order that they might give their
support to lodges newly constituted by the Grand Lodge of ScotIn one case, indeed, a lodge^Perseverance
land.
under England

that these

—

went over bodily to the enemy, with its name, jewels, furniture, and
belongings, and the charge was accepted by Scotland."
"

From

Masonry flourished, and
becoming quite dormant
until the year 1848, when a lodge, St. George, No. 80; on the roll
of the Grand Lodge of England, was again formed at Bombay, and
for some years was the solitary representative of English Masonry
this period, therefore, Scottish

English Masonry declined, the latter

in the Province."

finally

^

Rising Star, No. 413, was established by Burnes at
the admission of natives a beautiful medal, cut by

—

'

Gould's " Hist.,"

vol. vi., p. 354,

note

2.

^

Bombay,

for

Wyon, was

Ibid., vol. vi., p. 335.
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struck in consequence — No. 414, St. Andrew in the East, at Poona
was formed by him. Nos. 421, Hope, Kurrachee, and 422, Perseverance, Bombay, 1847, followed.
In 1824 there was established at Poona a second lodge which,
however, has passed out of existence and left no trace thereof. The
civilian element of the military lodge at Poona, No. 15, seceded in
1825 and, also at Poona, formed a lodge, 802, the Lodge of Hope.

At

Lodge 15, unrecognized at home, aided in the secessome of its members who obtained a Warrant, on the recommendation of the parent lodge, from the Grand Lodge of England.
In 1828, Perseverance, No. 818, was erected at Bombay.
No
this point

sion of

Orion in the west had been receiv^ed
by the Grand Lodge of England, nor had any fees been paid,
though regularly paid to the Provincial Grand Lodge of the Coast
of Coromandel, though this was not ascertained until 1830.
Also
it was ascertained that the Prov. G. M. of the Coast of Coromandel
had gone beyond his powers in permitting the erection of a lodge
notification of the existence of

Bombay, though ultimately there was granted from England
19, 1833, a new Warrant, No. 598.
As yet there had been no invasion of the jurisdiction of the
Grand Lodge of England but the Grand Lodge of Scotland, in
1836, appointed Dr. Jas. Burnes Prov. G. M. of Western India and
its Dependencies.
But not until January i, 1838, was a Prov.
Grand Lodge formed. Subsequently there was erected in Eastern
India a second Scottish Province.
This was absorbed within the
at

July

;

Burnes on the retirement of the Marquis of
Prov. G. M. for all India, in 1846, with the
proviso, however, that any future subdivision of the Presidencies was
not to be restrained by this appointment.
After this, in Bengal, Scottish lodges were established Kilwinning in the East, Calcutta, 1849 ^^^ i" Arabia Felix, Aden, 1850.
At the beginning of 1886, from the Grand Lodge of Scotland, there
had been received charters by nineteen lodges under Bombay, eleven
under Bengal, two under Madras, and one in Afghanistan thirty-

jurisdiction of Dr.

Tweeddale,

who became

—

'>

—

three lodges in

all

In 1849, Burnes, leaving India, was succeeded in Western India
However, Captain Henry Morland became
only by a Prov. G. M.
Prov. G. M. of Hindustan in 1874, and subsequently became Grand

Master of All Scottish Freemasonry

in India.
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Of the lodges under the Grand Lodge of England, St. George,
erected in 1848, was the only representative of its class for ten years.
"
Union" were established at Bombay
However, "Concord" and
in the

West" aroused

established in

From

dormancy, "Orion
Grand Lodge was
1861, and other subordinate lodges were subsequently

and Currachee respectively,

in 1858.
a year later.

A

its

Provincial

chartered.

At

first

Freemasonry did not take any real root among the native

population of India.
"

Umdat-ul-Umara, son of the Nabob of Arcot, was admitted a

member

of the Society, in 1776.

The

princess Keyralla

Khan

(of

Mysore family) and Shadad Khan (ex- Ameer of Scinde) joined,
"
or were made Masons in, the lodge of "True Friendship in 1842
and 1850 respectively; and in 1861 the Maharajahs Duleep and
Kundeer Sing were initiated in lodges "Star of the East" and
"
"
the last-named personage at Lahore,
Hope and Perseverance
the

—

and the other three

in Calcutta.

A

By-law of the Prov. Grand Lodge of Bengal, forbidding the
entry of Asiatics without the permission of the P. G. M., was in
force until May 12, 1871
and there was at least a popular belief in
existence so late as i860, that Hindus were ineligible for initiation.
;

The Parsees of Western India were the first of the native races
who evinced any real interest in the institution, and are to be con-

—

gratulated on the recent election (1886) of one of their number
Mr. Cama to the high position of Treasurer of the Grand Lodge
of England.

—

— presumably for the
Bombay. The exnow practiced by the Hindus — who
— am unable to
population of India

"
In 1876 a Scottish lodge. No. 587, " Islam
Mohammedans was erected at

—

association of
tent to which

form

Freemasonry

is

I
per cent, of the total
determine.
The first of this class of religionists to nil the chair of a
lodge was Mr. Dutt, whose election in 1874 may not have been
without influence in the diffusion of Masonic light.

JT,^

The Indian Freemasons' friend, a publication of rare merit, was
on foot at Calcutta in 1855, but was short-lived. A new or second
series was commenced in May, 1861, and lasted to the end of 1867.
In Bombay, the Masonic Record of Western India enjoys an exten
sive circulation, and is very ably conducted.
set
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grouped under the heading

these islands the

Grand Lodge

1773

at

Sincerity

Colombo.

When

of Orient

In 1771 Fidelity was erected at Colombo in
Point de Galle in 1794 Union, another at

established Masonry.

;

;

the

British possessed themselves of the Dutch
it was annexed to the Presidency of Mad-

settlements on the Island,

but in
80 was formed into a separate crown colony. The
Grand Lodge of Scotland granted a Charter February 9, 1801, to
the 51st Regiment, stationed at Colombo, for the Orient Lodge.
There were also formed on the islands two other lodges under Atholl
Alexander Johnston was appointed Prov.
(or Ancient). In 1810 Sir
G. M. by the Grand Lodge of England, though his name disapHowever, greater activity was dispears from the lists before 1838.
At Colombo, in 182 1, an Irish
under
other
jurisdictions.
played
In
lodge was erected, and in 1822, a French one under the G. O.
formed
a
new
was
or
there
revived
the
was
there
latter,
lodge
1832
of the same name.
Sumatra.
1

ras,

1

There was established at Bencoolen, in 1765, an English lodge,
Until
in 1772 and 1796, at Fort Marlborough, two others.
"
181 3 these appeared in the lists, but the
Marlboro," which ultimately became No. 242, was carried forward at the union but was
and

erased

March

5,

as Prov.

omitted to make any returns for
Macdonald, in 1 793, Sumatra was erected
and he was succeeded by H. R. Lewis,

1862, having

Under John
several years.
into an Enarlish Province,
G. M., December

until his death in

10, 1821, but continued to hold office
1877, there having been in existence at the date

of his original appointment one lodge, and none at
years preceding his decease.

Java.

The Grand Lodge
East

—

all

for fifteen

—

Star in the
of Holland constituted a lodge
There are no precise records, but it
into this island in 1 769.

known

that others sprung up in the Capitol and larger towns.
771 there was erected at Batavia a second lodge, and at SamaIn
rang in 1801, and at Sourabaya, 1809, charters were granted.

is

In

1

1886 there were eight lodges

in Java.
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Celebes.

There was erected at Macassar, in 1883, under the Grand Lodge
one lodge Arbeid Adelt.

of Holland,

—

Borneo.

An English lodge — Elopura — was established
in 1885, at the station of the

in

North Borneo,

same name.

The Philippines.
In 1886 there were four lodges in existence in these islands, one
under the National Grand Orient, and three under the Grand Lodge
of Spain.
The latter form a Province, and are subject to a Provincial Superintendent.

Persia.

us that Askeri-Khan, ambassador of the Shah at
and who was himself admitted into Masonry in that city
November 24, 1808 took counsel with his French Brethren re-

"Thory informs

Paris,

—

—

Whether this projspecting the foundation of a lodge at Ispahan.
ect was ever carried into effect it is impossible to say, but two years
also an ambassador
later we find another Persian
figuring in

—

—

Masonic history. On June 15, 18 10, " His Excellency Mirza Abul
"
Hassan Khan was granted the rank of Past Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of England. This personage the Minister accredited
from the Court of Persia to that of Great Britain in addition to
having been a great traveler both in Hindustan and Arabia, had
In the course of his journey
also performed his devotions at Mecca.
from Teheran he passed through Georgia, Armenia, and Antolia.
At Constantinople he embarked in a British man-of-war, and reached

—

—

in December, 1809.
"Sir Gore Ousely, Bart, who was selected to attend upon the
Mirza 'as Mehmander an officer of distinction, whose duty it is
to receive and entertain foreign princes and other illustrious person-

England

—

'

ages

—

in

the following year (1810) received the appointment of

ambassador to the Shah of

Persia,

and was

also granted an English

patent as Provincial G. M. for that country.
were established in Persia at any time by the

No

lodges, however,
of Eng-

Grand Lodge
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evidence extends

— by

1985

any other external

The Mirza Abul Hassan Khan was made a Mason by
Lord Moira in 18 10. The extent of his services to the Craft we

authority.

must leave undecided but it was stated somewhat recently in the
Masonic journals, on the authority of a Persian military officer then
;

his studies in

pursuing

Berlin, that nearly all the

members

of the

Court of Teheran are Brethren of our Society."

The Straits Settlements.

The Duke of Atholl established Neptune Lodge, No. 344, at
Penang (or Prince of Wales Island) by Warrant September 6, 1809,
which became extinct in 1819. Three years subsequently a military
lodge
Humanity with Courage was warranted from Bengal.
This body, however, having become irregular by the initiation of
civilians, the Duke of Sussex renewed the Charter of the Atholl

—

—

Lodge, which, having flourished for a time, eventually fell into
"
"
decay, and was erased, together with another lodge
Neptune
also at Penang
erected in 1850
No. 846 on the English roll,

—

—

March
is No.
In

The only lodge now existing in this settlement
1555, warranted by the Grand Lodge of England in 1875.
Malacca, a lodge was formed under the Prov. Grand Lodge
5,

1862.

of Bengal in 1825, which never secured a place on the general list.
In Singapore, English lodges were established in 1845, 1858, and
1867, named Zetland in the East, Fidelity, and St. George, Nos.

Of these the first and last sur748, 1042, and 1 1 52 respectively.
vive, and, together with the lodge at Penang, compose the province
of the Eastern Archipelago, of which Mr.
pointed the first Prov. G. M. in 1858.

W. H. Read

was ap-

Cochiii-China.

—

—

In this French dependency, a lodge
Le Reveil de I'Orient
was established by Warrant of the Grand Orient of France,
October 22, 1868.

China.

During the

last

century two lodges of foreign origin were conEmpire the lodge of "Amity," No. 407,

stituted in the Celestial
"
under an

English, and

l?5

—

Elizabeth

"

under a Swedish, Warrant.

The
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former was erected in 1767, the latter in 1788; and in each case
The English lodge was not
the place of assembly was Canton.
carried forward at the union (1813), and "Elizabeth," as we are in-

formed by the Grand Secretary of Sweden, came to an end in 1812.
The next lodge erected on Chinese soil was the Royal Sussex,
No. 735, at Canton, for which a Warrant was granted by the
United G. L. of England in 1844. A second Zetland, No. 768
was established at Hong-Kong under the same sanction, in 1846;
and a third Northern Lodge of China at Shanghai, in 1849.
No further increase of Lodges took place until 1864, in which year
two were added to the English roll, at Hong-Kong and Shanghai
and one each at the latter port under the Grand
respectively
of
and Massachusetts. The progress of the craft
Scotland
Lodges
in the "Middle Kingdom" has since been marked, but uneventful,

—

—

—
;

though as yet Freemasonry has failed to diffuse its light beyond the
British Colony of Hong-Kong, and the various ports of the mainland opened up by treaty to the merchants of foreign powers.
Mr.
Samuel Rawson was appointed by Lord Zetland Prov. G. M. for
China in 1847; and a second Province was carved out of the old
one in 1877, by the appointment of Mr. Cornelius Thome as District G. M. for Northern China.
In 1886 there were in existence at Victoria (Hong-Kong) and
the Chinese treaty-ports thirteen English, one American, and four
No. 1217, at
Scottish Lodges; and with a solitary exception
Ningpo, formed in 1868, under the Grand Lodge of England, but
now extinct all the lodges erected in China or Hong-Kong since
the revival of Masonry in the Far East (1844) were still active,
and can therefore be traced in the calendars of current date by

—

—

those desirous of further information respecting them.

yapan.
"

English Lodges bearing the following numbers were erected
at Yedo (now
in 1866 and 1869
1092 and 1263
in 1872; and at Tokio
1344 in 1870; at Kobe
1401
extinct)
2015 in 1883. These are subject to a Prov. G. M., who was
at

—

Yokohama

—
—

appointed

—

—
—

—

—

;

in 1873.

"There

— Nos. 498,

under the Grand Lodge of Scotland
Kobe, Yokohama, and Nagasaki."

arc also three lodges

640,

and

710—at
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Cape Colony.
Prior to the acquisition of this colony by Great Britain, two
Dutch lodges had been erected at Cape Town, in 1772 and 1802,

While these survived, several other lodges under the
without leaving any trace of their
jurisdiction passed away

respectively.

same

existence.

Afterward the Grand Lodge of England, established at the cap"
the
British," No. 629 under the
lodges in 181 1 and 1812
the "Cape of Good Hope"
and
old sanction, in the former year;
in the Tenth Battalion of the
Warrant
an
Atholl
under
Lodge

—

ital

Royal

Artillery.

first band of English settlers arrived in 1820, and in the
following year a second stationary lodge, under the United Grand
Lodge of England— Hope, No. 727 was erected at Cape Town,
where, also, a lodge bearing the same name, under the G. O. of

The

—

A third English lodge,
France, sprang up, November 10, 1824.
"The
Albany, No. 817, was established at Grahamstown in 1828.
Dutch lodges received the English Brethren with open arms, and
When English Masonry had increased, and
with great satisfaction.
it was considered
right to form a Provincial Grand Lodge, the
Brother selected for the office of Prov. G. M. was the Deputy G. M.
of the Netherlands, who continued till his death to hold the two
This must have been Sir John Truter, who
appointments."
received an English patent in 1829; for although an earlier Prov.
G. M. under England, Richard Blake, had been appointed in 1801,

Between 1828
the words quoted above will not apply to the latter.
and 1850 there was no augmentation of the lodges but in the latter
;

year a revival set

in,

and during the decade immediately ensuing,

1851-60, six were warranted by the Grand Lodge of England.
In i860, to the jurisdictions already existing (those of Holland
and England), was added that of Scotland, under the Grand Lodge
of which country a lodge, Southern Cross, No. 398, was erected at
Cape Town. Shortly afterward, in a single year (1863), two Dutch
lodges were established in Cape Colony, and one at Bloemfontein,
in the

Orange Free

State.

This period coincides with the appoint-

ment, after an interregnum, of the Hon. Richard Southy as Prov.
G. M. under the G. L. of England and it will be convenient if I
here proceed to describe seriattm the progress of Masonry under
;
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the three competing jurisdictions.

Commencing

with that of Eng-

land between the date to which the statistics were last given (i860)
down to the close of 1885, sixty-two lodges were added to the roll.

The number
official

at present existing in South Africa, as shown by the
calendar of current date, is fifty-four, viz. : Eastern Division,

twenty-four

;

Western Division, eight

;

Natal,

eleven

;

and eleven

not subject to any provincial authority, some of which were formerly
under the District Grand Lodge of Griqualand (now abolished),
and two, No. 1022, at Bloemfontein (Orange Free State), and 1747,

Within the
same period (1860-85) twelve lodges have been established under
the Grand Lodge of Scotland, and now compose a Masonic District
The Dutch Masonic Calendar for 1886 shows
(or Province).
Of these, as
twenty-four lodges as existing in South Africa.
already related, two were erected before 1803, and three in 1863.
The latest on the present list dates from 1884. These lodges are
distributed throughout the British possessions, and the different
Boer Republics, as follows, viz. : In British South Africa, sixteen;
in the Orange Free State, four
and in the Transvaal, four and
at the head of all is a Deputy National G. M., Mr. J. H. Hofmeisr, at Cape Town.
Between the English and Dutch Masons at the Cape, there
have always been the most friendly relations.
In 1863 the D. G. L.
under England was re-erected, and there assisted at its re-inauguration the Deputy G. M. under the Grand Lodge of the Netherlands.
And the Dutch Fraternity placed their Masonic Hall at the disFor a long time it was the custom
posal of the English Brethren.
on St. John's Day for the English and Dutch Masons to assemble
at Pretoria (Transvaal), are situate in foreign territory.

;

at different

;

hours of the day so that the Brethren might be present

On June 5, 1867, there was stated at a commuGrand Lodge of England that " recently an objection
has been raised by some of the younger English Masons against the
establishment of some new Lodges lately formed by the Dutch, on
at

both meetings.

nication of the

the ground that the Convention of 1770 prohibits their doing so,
the Cape now being an English possession, and having been so
since the early part of the present century.
In this view, the Dis-

Grand Lodge does not seem to participate. That body is.
anxious that the amicable relations that have so long subsisted
between the English and Dutch Masons should continue.

trict
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before the

Grand Registrar expressed an opinion

1989

Grand Lodge, the

that whatever

might have
been the intention of the Convention of 1770, it had not been acted
on in the Cape Colony, but that the G. M. of England, by appointing the Deputy G. M. of the Netherlands to be his Prov. G. M.
It
over English Lodges, virtually recognized the Dutch Lodges.
must be taken for granted that both the contracting parties have
He was
tacitly consented that it should not apply to the Cape.

of opinion that as both parties seem to have considered that the
Cape was neutral ground, and the existence of two Grand Lodges

having been allowed to continue side by side, it would be for the
benefit of the Brethren in that Colony, that as they have gone on
working as friends and brothers, they shoulrl continue to do so." A
resolution

adopted.

embodying

the foregoing

was then put and unanimously

CHAPTER V
AUSTRALASIA

New

Wales.

Sotith

—

ME

Lodge of Social and Military Virtues No.
227 on the roll of the Grand Lodge of Ireland

—

attached to the 46th Foot in 1752, after undergoing many vicissitudes, was at work in the

same regiment
the

and

lodges,

the

(strictly colonial)

Grand Lodge

of

This paved

in i8i6.

Sydney

establishment

Irish warrants

of

lodge,

England

No.

820, Australia,

The

in 1828.

stationary

were issued to Nos.

1820, and 266, Leinster, in

260, Australian Social, in
third

at

the

for

way

last

1824.

The

was erected bv

named,

as well as

The first established
the Irish lodges, met at Sydney, the capital.
in any other part of the Colony was No. 668, St. John, constituted
at Paramatta in 1838, and the second, No. 697, the Lodge of AusFelix, at

tralia

New
at

Melbourne

South Wales

Windsor

in

Kilwinning, at

Lodge

—-1841.

1843,

and

— then
An

included

Irish

in the

same

Melbourne, received

in

the government of
was erected
275

— No.
lodge

—

No. 408, Australasian
Charter from the Grand

year,
a

of Scotland.

During the two decennial periods ensuing, there were issued
Colony twenty-one English, eight Scottish, and two Irish
Between 1864-85 there were added forty-seven English,
lodges.
forty-one Scottish, and four Irish lodges.
Up to 1S86 there were
seventy-four English, one Irish, and fifty Scottish active lodges.
In 1839 !" English Provincial Grand Master was appointed, and
one for the Grand Lodge of Scotland in 1855, and that of Ireland
in

the

in 1858.
"

While the question of separation from the Mother Grand
Lodges was first formerly mooted in Victoria, still for some years,
at least, there had existed in Sydney a body styling itself 'the
Grand Lodge of New South Wales,' formed from the great
iqqo
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—

It affected to make,
majority of a regular lodge St. Andrew's.
and issue certificates.'
pass, and raise Masons, grant charters,
"On December 3d, 1S77, the representatives of twelve or (at

most) thirteen Scottish and Irish lodges met at Sydney, and established another Grand Lodge of New South Wales, to which, how-

body of the same name eventually made subAt
and
mission,
accepted an ordinary Lodge Warrant at its hands.
this time (1877) there were eighty-six regular Lodges in the Colony English, forty-seven Scottish, thirty and Irish, nine. The
thirteen lodges which thus assumed to control the dissenting majority of seventy-three, sheltered themselves under a perverted prinapplied to a wholly illusory state of facts.
ciple of Masonic law
ever, the pre-existing

;

;

;

—

This was, that any three lodges
'

— the

in a territory

'

Masonically unoc-

three jurisdictions already existing being thus coolly
cupied
and quietly ignored— could form themselves into a Grand Lodge,
and that when so formed, the remaining lodges averse to the

—

movement— were

they one hundred or one thousand

Vi^ould be irregular

Mr.

Lodge

Jas. F.

in

number,

"
!

Farnell, appointed Prov. G.
was a leader in this

of Ireland, 1869,

of independence was

first

raised by the Irish

M. under the Grand
movement. The flag
While there
lodges.

were great disadvantages in having the Australian lodges working
under warrants from distant Grand Lodges, still there were reasons
not entirely sentimental, which raised an opposition to separation
from the earlier existing Grand Lodges. Whenever matters are
proper condition for the erection of an Independent Grand
Lodge, the matter will happily culminate, and a large majority of
the lodges and brethren interested will unite therewith.
Should,
in

however, the movement be premature, the outcome of the agitation
depend upon the character and influence of the leaders,

will largely

or what

is

the

same

thing,

upon the extent

of the following.

Mr. Farnell for twenty years was a member of the parliament of
New South Wales, and was also Prime Minister, but does not seem
The Irish Province of
to have had great influence as a Mason.
New South Wales had its affairs in great confusion when he was
And not the smallest of the motives which
elected Grand Master.
weighed with his supporters Scotch as well as Irish seems to
have been the disinclination to be taxed by (or remit fees to) the
mother countries.

—

—
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The new organization, at the close of 1885, had been recognized as the only regular governing Masonic body in the Colony of
thirty-eight

Grand

Lodges,

chiefly,

however,

American.

There

seems, indeed, in the United States a decided inclination to regard
each uprising of the lodges in a British colony as a tribute to the
efficacy of a certain doctrine which has been laid down by Dr.

with regard to the formation of Grand Lodges.

But those
which have lent a willing ear to the specious
representations of the Grand Lodge of New South Wales are now
running the gauntlet of intelligent criticism, and the several committees by whom they have been hoodwinked or misled, may read
with profit some of the reports on correspondence in the larger
States, notably, Illinois, Pennsylvania, and New York, where the
unaccountable delusion into which so many Grand Lodges have
fallen is discussed with equal candor and ability.
It is almost need-

Mackey

American

jurisdictions

less to say that a Grand Lodge thus constituted by a small minority
of the lodges in New South Wales, has been refused recognition by
the Grand Lodges of the British Islands.

Victoria.

The lodges of Australia Felix and of Australasia (now Nos. 474
and 530) were established at Melbourne by the Grand Lodge of
England in 1841 and 1846 respectively. Scottish Masonry obtained
in
with "Australasian Kilwinning"
a footing m the same city
Hiram, No. 349 was also chartered
1843 ^"d an Irish lodge

—
—

;

—

—

same year a third English, apparently the
and Prudence, No. 801 was constituted at Geelong.
After this the Craft advanced in prosperity by
leaps and bounds.
Thirty-six English lodges were added to the
list between 1847 and the close of
1862 twenty-eight during the
ensuing thirteen years, and twenty within the decennial period comthere in

fifth

1847.

^^

the

Victorian, lodge

— Unity

—

;

mencing January i, 1876. During corresponding intervals of time,
the Irish warrants granted in the colony were respectively twelve,
and the Scottish, three each in the first two
seven, and three
periods, and two in the last.
;

the

The first
Hon. J.

Lodge

Provincial G. M. of Victoria (or Australia Felix) was
E. Murray. The date of his appointment by the Grand
of Scotland has not been recorded, but he was succeeded by
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Clarke,
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The present District G. M.
1846.
received his Scottish patent in 1883
Provinces were established in 1855 and 1856

H. Ross, August

W.
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English and Irish

3,

who

and the following has been the succession of English
(now District) Grand Masters Captain (now MajorGeneral Sir Andrew) Clarke, 1855 Captain F. C. Standish, 1861
and Sir W. J. Clarke, 1883. The rulers of the Irish Province
have been Mr. J. T. Smith, 1856-79; and from 1880, Sir W.J.
respectively,

Provincial

:

;

;

Clarke.

The lodges now at work under the three jurisdictions, all of
which, however, are in a manner united under a single Provincial
and Scottish,
G. M., are English, ninety-one
Irish, seventeen;
twelve (including one in Levuka, Fiji).
:

;

The idea of forming an independent Grand Lodge of \'ictoria
seems to have been first launched in 1863, and after encountering
March 2, 1864
the opposition of the Earl of Zetland, was debated
in the Grand Lodge of England, by which body a resolution was

—

—

secession.

It

"

"

of the contemplated
strong disapprobation
was observed in priecient terms by the late John

passed declaring

its

"
Havers, that
every

new Grand Lodge was the forerunner of new
and conflicting degrees. It was a stone pulled away from the foundations of Masonry, and opened another door for inroads and inno"
and he exhorted the Brethren in Victoria to " remember
vations
that union was strength, and universality one of the watchwords of
;

Masonry."
In 1876 the agitation for a local Grand Lodge was renewed, but
again slumbered until 1883, when the scheme was fairly carried into
by an insignificant minority of the lodges.
In the latter year a meeting was held, and a Masonic

effect

Victoria formed, April 27.
lish, fifteen
Irish, and ten

On

At

this

Scottish

Union

of

time there were seventy Englodges in

the

colony

—

total,

June 19th certain delegates met, and the adhesion
of eighteen lodges
twelve Irish, five Scottish, and one English, to
the cause was announced.
But the number has since been reduced
by the subtraction of the English lodge and one other, which were
erroneously named in the proceedings.
By this invention it was
ninety-five.

—

resolved "that the date of founding the Grand Lodge of Victoria
should be July 2, 1883." Thus we find sixteen lodges, with an esti-

mated membership of about eight hundred and

forty,

calmly trans-
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forming themselves into the governing body of a territory containing ninety-five lodges, and a membership of five thousand
This organization has a following of about twenty subordinate
and as the proceedings of some Grand Lodges baffle all
lodges
reasonable conjecture, it will occasion no surprise to learn that by
!

;

"
Grand Lodge of Victoria"
seventeen of these bodies the titular
had been duly recognized at the close of 1885, as the supreme

Masonic authority in this Australian colony. At the same date
Mr. Coppin entered upon the second year of his Grand Mastership,
having

been

installed

— November

4th

—

in

the

presence of the

New

South Wales and South Australia.
Meanwhile, however, the English, Irish, and Scottish lodges,
which have remained true to their former allegiance, are united in a
Sir W.
solid phalanx under a single Provincial (or District) G. M.
and should the day arrive when independence is conJ. Clarke
stitutionally asserted by the century and more of lodges which obey

Grand Masters of

—

;

common

this

chief,

those bodies

whom

by

the

soi-disant

Grand

recognition, will find themselves confronted by an interesting problem, not unlike that propounded with
so much dramatic effect by the late Mr. Sothern in the role of Lord

Lodge has been accorded

"
Whether
viz.,
wags the dog?"

Dundreary,
tail

that

is

it

Souih

No. 423), on the

later.

dog

that

wags

its

tail,

or the

A tistralia.

The South Australian Lodge
(and

the

roll

of Friendship, Adelaide, No. 613
of the Grand Lodge of England,

was constituted at the British metropolis in 1834. The founders
were all in London at the time, and two persons afterward Sir
John Morphett, President of the Legislative Council, and Sir D.
R. Hansen, Chief Justice of the colony, were initiated.
A second
English lodge was established at Adelaide in 1844, and in the same

—

year, also at the capital, a Scottish one.

In 1S55 the first Irish Charter was received in the colony, and
1883 the total number of lodges formed in South Australia was
as follows
Irish, seven active,
English, twenty active, one extinct
in

:

three extinct

The

;

;

and Scottish,

initiative in

six, all active.

forming a Province was taken by Scotland

in

1846, a step followed by England in 1848, and Ireland in i860.
In 1883 there were premonitory symptoms that the lamentable
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lodges in the adjacent colonies o!

examples
South Wales and Victoria, in usurping the authority and honor
which should belong to the majority, would be followed in South
The imminence of this danger induced Mr. H. M.
Australia.
Addison to form a Masonic Union, whose labors resulted April

New

1884 —

—

convention of eighty-five delegates, representing
16,
twenty-eight lodges, by whom the Grand Lodge of South Australia

was

in

a

established.

The proceedings

of the executive committee of

the Masonic Union, which were characterized throughout by the
most scrupulous regularity, were crowned by an unprecedented

A

resolution in
unanimity of feeling on the part of the lodges.
favor of independence was carried nem. con. in eighteen English, four
Irish, and six Scottish lodges, and with a single dissentient in one

two dissentients in one Irish, lodge while in the
"
"
remaining lodge under England, and in the
Mostyn under
a
of
the
members
the
Union. Thus, in
Ireland,
majority
joined
effect, out of a grand total of thirty-three lodges under the three
English, and with

;

sole

—

—

British jurisdictions, only a single lodge
No. 363 Duke of LeinsThe new Grand
(i.), has adhered to its former allegiance.

ter

Lodge (besides the usual indiscriminate recognition of American
Grand Bodies) has been admitted to fraternal relations with the
Grand Lodges of England, Ireland, and Scotland. The privilege,
however, accorded by the last named in August, 1885, was cancelled
in

the

November

following

;

a proceeding, there

is

every reason to

believe, arising out of the inconsistent action of the colonial

Grand

recognizing the authority of the Grand Lodge of New
South Wales the irregular establishment of which, it was declared

Lodge

in

—

by Mr. Addison, at the formation of the Masonic Union in Adelaide,
July 30, 1883, would, if initiated, "bring Masonry in South Aus
tralia into

disrepute throughout the world."
S. J. Way, Chief Justice of the Colony, and Mr.

The Hon.

J.,

H. Cunningham, formerly District Grand Secretary (E.), have been
Grand Master and Grand Secretary respectively, since the foundation of the

Grand Lodge. The subordinate lodges are thiity-six in
a total membership of two thousand two hundred and

number, with

seventy-seven.
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Queensland.

The North

Australian Lodge was established at Brisbane by
Grand Lodge of England in 1859, and two others under Irish
and Scottish warrants respectively, were constituted at the same
town in 1864.
Each jurisdiction is represented by a Provincial (or District)
G. M., and the number of lodges is as follows English, twenty-six
and ScotIrish, eleven active, three extinct
active, two extinct
the

:

;

tish,

twelve,

;

all active.

West Australia.
Eight lodges in all have been formed in this colony, the first of
which St. John, No. 712 was erected at Perth in 1842. Seven
of these survive, and being included in no Province, report direct to

—

—

the

Grand Lodge

suffered

of England, which in this solitary instance has not
from the exercise of concurrent jurisdiction by other Grand

Bodies.

Tasmania.

Lodges under the Grand Lodge of Ireland were established
at Hobart Town in 1823, 1829, 1833, and 1834, but the three earliest of the series are now extinct.
fourth lodge under the
same sanction was constituted at Launceston in 1843, ^"d 't was
not until 1846 that English Masonry obtained a footing on the
In that year Tasmanian Union, No. 781, was formed at
island.
Hobart Town, and a second English lodge Hope sprang up (in
the first instance under a dispensation from Sydney) in 1852.
In
the following year the Rev. R. K. Ewing became the Master of the
latter, and in 1856 the lodges of Faith and Charity were carved out
of it
Mr. Ewing then becoming, on their joint petition, Prov.
G. M. The other English lodge Tasmanian Union objecting to
these proceedings, as having been carried on clandestinely, was suspended by the Prov. G. M., and remained closed for nine months.
The strife thus engendered nearly put an end to English Masonry
in Launceston.
Lodge faith became dormant, Charity was voluntarily wound up, and even in Hope the light almost went out.
Soon, however, there was a revival, and in 1876 the Grand Lodge of
Scotland also began to charter lodges on the island, where there are

A

—

—

—

—

—

AUSTRALASIA
now

four in existence under

the Province of

New

its

jurisdiction.

South Wales.
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These are included

The Grand Lodges

of

in

Eng-

land and Ireland have each a roll of seven lodges on the island, one
under the former body, and four under the latter, having surrendered
their charters.

The English

Prov.

Grand Lodge died

a natural death

on the removal of Mr. Ewing to Victoria, but a new one was estabThe Irish lodges were
lished under Mr. W. S. Hammond in 1875.
constituted into a Province in 1884.

New
The
dienne

first

lodge
—was founded

in

Zealand.

—
—

Colony Fran9aise Primitive AntipoAkaroa by the Supreme Council of France,
second Ara at Auckland, by the Grand
the

at

—

August 29, 1843; the
Lodge of Ireland in 1844; and the third
the Grand Lodge of England in 1845.
issued until 1852,

— New Zealand Pacific — by
No

further charters were

when English lodges were

established in Lyttel-

and Christchurch, whilst others sprang up at New Plymouth
and Auckland in 1856, at Wanganui in 1857, and at Nelson and
ton,

In the latter year an Irish lodge (the second in
Kaiapoi in 1858.
the Colony) was formed at Napier, and in i860 an English one at
Dunedin where also the first Scottish lodge was erected in 1861.

—

After this the diffusion of Masonry throughout New Zealand became
so general, that I must content myself with giving the barest statistics, which, for convenience sake, will be classified so as to harmonize as far as possible with the Provincial systems of the three comBetween i860 and 1875 there were warranted
peting jurisdictions.

m

the

Colony twenty-five English, eight

tish lodges;

Irish,

and twenty-one Scot-

while in the ten years ending January

i,

1886, the

num-

bers were respectively forty-seven, seven, and thirty-two.
The lodges in New Zealand are usually classified according to the

Masonic Provinces of which they form

a part.

Of

the latter there

are five English and three Scottish, of late years dominated Districts,
in order to distinguish them from bodies of a like character in Great

Britain
cial

;

and one

Grand Lodge

which the more familiar title of ProvinThese preliminaries it will be
applied.
mind, because the arrangement which seems to

Irish, to
is

still

necessary to bear in
me the simplest and best, is to group the lodges according to their
positions on the map, which in the present case will correspond very
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closely with the territorial classification, or division into
by the Grand Lodge of England.

North

Auckland
ters are

P. Pierce (I.)

;

Island.

—

The District (^or Provincial) Grand MasGraham (E.), Sir F. Whitaker (S.), and Mr. G.
whilst the number of lodges under the several juris-

District.

Mr. G.

Districts,

S.

eighteen under the G. L. of England, and six each under
those of Scotland and Ireland, that is, if taken according to localitv,
for all the Scottish lodges on the North Island are comprised within
dictions

the

is

Auckland

and the whole of the

District,

islands within the

Wellington District. —The only D. G.

ward (E.)
eight (S.),

;

Irish lodges in

both

Auckland Province.

and the number of lodges
and four (I).

is

M.

is

Mr. C.

J.

Tox-

respectively eighteen (E.),

Middle, or South, Island.

Canterbury District.— The D. G. M.'s are Mr. Henry Thomson
(E.) and the Rev. James Hill (S.), who rule over nineteen and
nine lodges respectively.
The seat of government is at Christchurch, where there is also an Irish lodge, the only one in the
District.

Otago and Southland District.
L. (E.), and Mr. G.
There are fourteen lodges in each

over one D.
local

G

— Mr.

T.

S.

Graham

presides
the other (S.).
according to the

W. Harvey over
District,

i.e.,

arrangement, for the Scottish D. G. L. (of which there are

only two in the South Island) exercises authority beyond the territorial limits of Otago and Southland.
The total number of lodges
on its roll is twenty-one, and doubtless Otago has derived much of

importance as a Scottish Masonic center, from the fact of having
been originally founded by an association connected with the Free
its

Church of Scotland.

At Dunedin and

case an Irish lodge.

Westla?id District.

—The

Invercargill there

only D. G. M.

is

in

each

is Mr. John Bevan
and there are three others (S.)
which are comprised within the D. G. L. of Otago and Southland
at Dunedin.

(E.),

who

rules over six lodges;

AUSTRALASIA
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—

Marlbo7-ough and Nelson District. These provinces of the
Colony are exempt from any local Masonic jurisdiction, under the
Grand Lodge of England, which is represented by five lodges.
There is also a Scottish lodge (at Blenheim), which is subject to the
D. G. L. of Otaaro and Southland.

Oceania.

and archipelagoes have been treated
which they
are ordinarily associated, there are some few of these, lymg as it
were in mid-ocean, that must be separately a. alt with, and their

Although the various

islands

as far as possible in connection with the continents with

consideration will bring this chapter to a close.
Nezv Caledonia.—-This island was taken possession of by France
in 1854, and has been used for some years as a penal settlement.

At Noumea,

the chief town and the seat of government, there are
L'Union Caledonienne, and No. 1864, Western PolyThe former was established by the Grand Orient of France
nesia.
in 1868, and the latter (which is included in the Masonic Province
of New South Wales) by the Grand Lodge of England in 1880.

two

lodges,

—

—

—

The formation of a lodge Polynesia at Levuka,
Fiji Islajids.
with the assent of the native king, was announced to the Masonic
world in a circular dated March 12, 1872. The Islands were
annexed to Britain in 1874, and on February i, 1875, a Scottish
Charter No. 562 was granted to a lodge bearing the same name

—

—

and meeting at the same place as the self-constituted body of 1872.
A second
This is comprised in the Masonic Province of Victoria.
No. 193 1, Suva na Viti Levu was established in
British lodge

—

—

the archipelago by the Grand Lodge of England in 1881.
Masonry was introduced into Papeete,
Society Islands.

—

the

town of Tahiti (or Otaheiti), the largest of the Society group,
by the Grand Orient of France in 1834. A Chapter L'Oceanie
Fran9aise -was established in that year, and a lodge of the same

chief

—

—

name in 1842.
The labors

of these bodies were intermittent, the latter having
life in 1850, and the former in 1857.

been galvanized into fresh
Both lodge and chapter are

Marquesas

Is/atids.

—A

now

extinct.

lodge, which has long since ceased to
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exist

— L'Amitie —was established

at

Nukahiva by the Grand Orient

of France in 1850.
Sandwich or Hawaiian Islands.

—

In 1875 there were three
and more recent statistics show no increase in
Lc Progres de I'Oceanie, erected by Warrant of the
the number
of France in 1850; and the Hawaiian and WaiCouncil
Supreme
iukee lodges, under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of California.
The last named is Maui the others meet at Honolulu, the capital,
lodtrcs in this croup,
:

;

where they occupy a hall in common. The earliest of the two
American lodges (Hawaiian) was formed in 1852. These three
lodges are composed of natives, Americans, Englishmen, and Germans, between whom the most friendly relations subsist.
King
Kalakaua was an act /e member of Le Progres de I'Oceanie, and also
The
his brother, William Pitt Leleihoku, of the Hawaiian Lodge.
former,

who

has visited

many

foreign countries, also evinced the

same interest in Masonry while on his travels. On January 7, 1874,
he was entertained by lodge Columbian of Boston (U. S. A.), and
on May 22, 1881, by the National Grand Lodge of Egypt. By
the latter body the king was elected an Honorary Grand Master,
and afterward delivered a lengthy oration, in which he expressed his
belief in Egypt being the cradle both of Operative and Speculative
masonry, and thus may be said to have fully reciprocated the compliment which had been paid him by the meeting.
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SUPPLEMENT TO DR. MACKEY'S TEXT
Bv W. BRO. WILLIAM JAMES

HUGHAN

P.S.G.D. of England; P.S.G.\f. of Egypt,

lovia, etc.

Mackey and I had long been regular correspondents and
Masonic students, when his lamented decease ended our
happy collaboration, which had been mutually helpful and stimuDr.

fellow

lating.

England obtained for me numerous facilities
and original MSS. concerning the Craft.
Hence my esteemed friend was often glad to avail himself of my
services accordingly, which he always warmly appreciated.

My

residence in

for the examination of old

Since Dr. Mackey's regretted death in 1881, several important
works have been published and valuable discoveries have been made
of ancient records, which, as they concern and in part affect the
expreceding pages, require to be carefully considered and duly
Of these, mention may be made of Bro. R. F. Goulds
plained.
History of Freemasonry ; the Transactions and Reprints of the

Quatuor Coronati Lodge (London) Bro. E. Conder's History of
the Masons Company (London)
my Old Charges of the British
Freemasons, 2d Series, and others.
In loving memory of my dear friend, and in fulfilment of an
;

;

offer of literary aid

comprehensive
needful to

have liked
fail

make
it

made some time

history,
it

as

ago, I have gone through his
and noted the corrections and additions
complete and accurate to date as he would

to be.

His support of what he terms the " Iconoclastic School" can not
as we seek to be as
to help us throughout the United States
;

constructive as possible, our own desire is that the legends should
be kept distinct from authenticated facts, so that the Fraternity may
possess a complete history, perfect in
126

2uOi

all

its

parts

and worthy of
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the Free and Accepted Masons throughout the world.
on the subject at p. 8 are worth reproduction

His words

;

"To this school I have for years been strongly attached, and in
I do not
the composition of this work I shall adopt its principles.
fear that the claims of Freemasonry to a time-honoured existence
will be injured by any historical criticism, although the era in which
its birth may not be admitted to be as remote as that assigned
by Anderson or Oliver."

had

it

to

it

Book I.— The Old A/SS.,

Etc.

Since the publication of my Old Charges of British Freemasons,
in 1872, many copies of these manuscript constitutions have been

some of considerable value having been discovered during
There are now some threescore and ten rolls or

traced,

the last decade.

books of these "Charges"

in existence,

the text of certain scrolls

being of great importance. The dates of some of the older MSS.
have also had to be revised, such as a few noted at p. 15. The date
"

of the

Halliwell

"

or "Regius

by a few critics, and that of the
to 1450 or earlier.

An

MS." has been
"Cooke MS."

placed a little later,
has been put back

made by the Editor of the " Cooke
word in the line "And in policronico a

unfortunate error was

MS." by reading

the final

cronycle p'uyd," as printed, instead of preuyd or proved, as pointed
out by Bro. G. W. Speth in his commentary on that noted little

gem

of a Book.

The

"

Harleian

No. 2054" (British Museum)

is

not likely to

have been written before 1660 (not 1625, p. 15), and a still older
copy of its text was found in 1899, viz., the "John T. Thorp MS."
A.u. 1629, which
Sloane" of 1646.

of
"

is

probably the original of both

The "Grand Lodge MS. No.
1632 (pp.

Vork MSS.

erroneously placed by

me

at

of 1583, and the numbers of the two
2 and 4 should be reversed, the first mentioned being
These points are all detailed in my second volume on

and
his

has been obtained relative to the "
the

and the

15, 69, etc.), is really

the junior.
"
the
Old Charges" (of 1895),
Since Dr. Mackey wrote
to in

i,"

it

"

Halliwell

MS." and

in

subsequent additions to 1899.
additional information

historv,

Four Crowned Martyrs"

referred

elsewhere, whicli has considerably
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The

legend,
so far from being of German origin, is mentioned in England many
centuries before there is historic proof of its having acquired cur-

On this subject Bro. Gould's history should be
in Germany.
consulted, both in relation to the Steinmetzen and the Masonic
MSS. of Great Britain. The fact of the legend having been known
rency

England for so many centuries led the late Bro. the Rev. A. F.
A. Woodford to suggest that our Students' Lodge No. 2076, Lon"
don, should be called the
Quatuor Coronati," and, though rather a
singular title for such an organization, we agreed thereto.
in

The

curious

name

of " Nosechidec" for Masons, referred to at

may be traced back to Dr. Anderson's Book 0/ Constitutions,
It was, however, dropped in later editions, but continued by
1
738.
Laurence Dermott in his Ahiman Rezon, which was a pity, the
term being so absurd.
"
The St. Amphibalus legend is not peculiar to the " Cooke

p. 60,

text as the "William Watson" Roll of 1687, first noted in 1890,
contains a reference to that ancient celebrity, and I believe that the
"

Henery Heade

London,

"

also does

MS.
;

but

of 1675, in the Library of the Temple,
recent discovery has not allowed time

its

enough for its complete transcription.
There are several MSS. that call Edwin the King's brother, instead of son, as in most MSS. (p. 103), but they are not of much
value or antiquity, and belong to the " Spencer" family as respects
the text.
Dr. Anderson probably had a copy of the " Spencer" or
"
Cole MS." before him in 1738, as it was printed in 1729.
As to Prince Edwin having been made a Mason at Windsor (p.
98), one or two lately discovered Scrolls contain the same statement
"
"
as the
Lansdovvne and "Antiquity MSS.," but evidently it was
but a local tradition.
Dr.
of

Mackey observes

Solomon was

(p. 163) that the reason "why the Temple
exclusively selected by the Modem Masons as the

incunabulum of their Order can be only conjecturally accounted
for."
That is so, but on the other hand the extraordinary popularity of works on the Temple of Solomon, and the numerous models
made and exhibited, in the latter part of the 17th century, and early
m the 1 8th century, may have led to its incorporation in the Masonic Ritual during the Revival period, 1717-23.
It cannot be said
"
"
that the
Old Charges make a prominent feature of that great
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historic building,

and neither are the Biblical worthies familiar to

modern Freemasons conspicuous

the

figures in the ancient

MSS.

The Transactions of the " Quatuor Coronati
of the Fraternity.
Lodge for 1899 are worth a careful study on this point.

"

Early Records.

Of

the

most valuable entries concerning Freemasonry

century

may be mentioned

diary.

It

is

in the

1

7th

Ashmole in his famous
however, that the two editions of the
that MS. book (171 7 and 1774) con-

those by Elias

to be regretted,

typographical reproduction of
tain serious errors in the portion relating to his admission into the
Craft, and his visitation of a lodge, in 1646 and 1682 respectively.

Unfortunately, Dr.

hence

The
two

Mackey had not

facsimiles of these entries, and

adoption of the faulty transcripts (pp. 322, 620-21, etc.).
following may be relied on as being an exact copy of the

his

entries of a.d. 1682.

"March

1682.

About 5. p.m. I reed a sumons to appr. at a Lodge to be held the next
day, at Masons Hall London.
II. Accordingly I went, & about noone were admitted into the Fellowship of
10

:

Free Masons,
Sr. William Wilson Knight, Capt. Rich
Boothwick, Mr. Will Woodman,
Mr. Wm. Grey, Mr. Samuell Taylour & Mr. William Wise.
I was the Senior Fellow among them (it being 35 yeares since I was admitted) There were prsent beside myselfe the Fellowes after named.
Mr. Tho Wise Mr. of the Masons Company this prsent yeare. Mr. Thomas
.
Waindsford Esqr.
Mr. Rich
Shorthose, Mr. Thomas Shadbolt, .
Young Mr. John Shorthose, Mr. William Hamon, Mr. John Thompson, & Mr.
Will
Stanton
Wee all dyned at the halfe Moone Taverne in Cheapeside, at a Noble Dinner
prepaired at the charge of the New-accepted Masons."
:

:

:

.

:

:

On comparing the forcgomg excerpt with the one printed at pp.
621-22 of the history, it will at once be seen that Ashmole was not
or readmitted into the fellowship, a.d. 1682, by Sir
William Wilson and others but that Wilson and the others named
were themselves " accepted," and subsequently paid for the dinner,
which was served at the Half Moon Tavern, in Cheapside, accord-

reinitiated,

;

ing to custom.

That being

so,

the elaborate and most ingenious arjjuments in
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"

"
by are wholly unnecessary,
explanation of the interpolated word
Neither can it be said that
because due to a very faulty transcript.

the lodge in which

Ashmole was initiated in 1646 was of an operaW. H. Rylands has demonstrated most

because Bro.

tive character,

See his Freemasonry in
it was a speculative assembly.
So far
the ijth Century ("Mas. Mag.," London, Dec, 1881).
from the celebrated antiquary having been rr.ade an " Honorary
Member," it is quite clear that he was admitted to the full privifully that

leges enjoyed by the Brethren who elected him.
very valuable work which was originally published in 1 730 (but
no copy has been preserved), and a sd edition was printed as an

A

appendix to the Book of Constitutions,

Anderson

1

738,

was not by James

364) (as generally accepted until recent years), but
by Bro. Martin Clare, F.R.S., who became D. G. M. in 1741. It

was

(p.

A

Defence of Masonry, publisKd A.D. ijjo, Occacall'd Masonry Dissected.
In a paper on
"
The Old Lodge at Lincoln," by Bro. Wm. Dixon (Quatuor Coronatorum, 1891), information is afforded as to this Brother, and
copies of minutes given in relation to his authorship of the Defence.
So also in another paper of the same year read to the members of
entitled

sioiid by a

Pamphlet

the " Quatuor C. Lodge," London, by Bro. R. F. Gould, the Masonic
"
Martin Clare, A.M. & F.R.S.," with facsimiles. One
historian, on
"When Brother Clare's Disminute reads thus: Oct. 2, 1733.

course concerning Pritchard, as also some of our Regulations and

By Laws were

read."

Book
was impossible,

II.

— Masonic

History.

p. 598, "to obtain
Mackey
any continuous narrative of the transactions of the Masons' Company," but happily that condition is now altered by the publication of
the Records of the Hole Crafte a7id Fclloivship of Masons, with a

It

as Dr.

states at

Chronicle of the History of the Worshipful Company of Masons
of London, by Bro. Edward Conder, Jr., Master of the

in the City

Company,

1894.

In this important volume the records of the Company are interestingly described, and many are of a very remarkable character. It

appears that there were two separate Masonic organizations meeting in the Masons' Hall. The one known as the Masons' Company
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"
In the
Acception."
proper, and the other a Lodge, termed the
"
first named, the members were
admitted," but in the latter they
were "accepted." The Company of Free Masons was so termed,

about the middle of the i6th century, the fellowship before being

Masons only. The prefix was dropped officially after 1653.
There were thus the Free Masons of the Company, and the Accepted Masons of the Lodge, until the former ceased to use the
term " Free." Eventually the two prefixes were united as " Free
and Accepted Masons," but precisely when we can not say probably toward the end of the 7th century.
of the

;

1

The

speculative Lodge of the Acception is noted in the records
company from about the year 1620, and it was this body that
was visited by Elias Ashmole in 1682. The grant of arms was
made to the Company of Masons in 1472, and is now preserved in
the British Museum, but the copy of the " Old Charges," so often

of the

noted in the inventories, has been missing for fifty or more years.
This is a great pity, as we are unable to decide for certain what the
text was, or

The

how

near

it

agreed with those

still

preserved.

"

MSS." Nos. and 2 may be copies of the missing Masons' Company MS., of 1650 circa, and so may the "G. W.
Bain MS." of the same period, but beyond indicating the probability of

Of

i

Phillipp's

such relationship, nothing can be
the " Harleian No. 1942" text

(p.

616, etc.)

we have now

no longer enjoys the solitary position it once
and the other similar documents seem to have been
and used by a company, neither of them can be the

several copies, so
had.
Though it

written for

said.

it

"

Masons' Company MS.," nor can they be copies if the
previously mentioned represent the original Scroll or book
which belonged in the Accepted Masons' Hall. They are, however,
missing

MSS.

suggestive of the use of the term accepted, and are thus especially
valuable in illustration of the minutes of the " Acception."
I
do not consider that the " Sloane MS. No. 3329," British

Museum, dates from "between 1640 and 1700," now that the
matter has been thoroughly sifted but more likely to have been
written soon after the "Revival of 171 7."
There is no evidence
;

was ever known to Dr. Plot (not " Plott "), the historian of
1686, and I agree that it is unlikely that separate
ceremonies or degrees were worked prior to the iSth century, as
that

it

Staffordshire,

Dr.

Mackey emphatically

states.
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friend declares that the

2007

word Free Mason

is

not to be found

Constitutions," i.e., the "Old Charges," of the
It does not appear in the
operative body, but this is not correct.
is met with in several of the rolls of
but
the
term
very early copies,
in the

"Masonic

the 17th century.

The mark degree
selection of

is modern, comparatively
speaking, but the
marks by the operative and speculative Masons is a

Even apprentices chose their marks, as evivery old custom.
"
denced in the " Mark Book of the Lodge of Aberdeen, of a.d.

As

1670 onward.

a degree,

Mackey's time, but

later

utes of

1777,

The
The

last

mentioned

first

entry

London;'
is

is

on

it

had traced

I

back to 1778

in

Dr.

Lodge Min-

Durham; and

1773,

in cypher,

as follows

it

has been found noted in

1769, Portsmouth.
and has only recently been read.

:

" At a
Royal Arch Chapter held at the George Tavern in Portsmouth on
First Septr., Seventeen hundred and sixty nine, Present:
"

Thomas Dunclierley, Esq., William Cook Z, Samuel Palmer H, Thomas
Thomas Webb.
J., Henry Dean, Philip Joyes, and
"Pro. G. M. Thomas Dunckerley bro't the Warrant of the Chapter, and havinj; lately rec'd the mark he made the bre'n Mark Masons and Mark Masters,
and each chuse their mark, viz., W. Cook Z, S. Palmer H, T. Scanville J., Philip
Scanville

He also told us of this mann'r of working which is to be used
Joyes, T. Webb.
in the degree w'ch we may give to others so they be F. C. for Mark Masons
and Master M.

for

Mark Masters."

Full particulars of this chapter are given

in

the

history

of the

Phoenix Lodge, No. 257, Portsmouth, by Bro. Alexander Howell,
The Royal Arch was started in that town under the regular
1894.
or "

Modern Masons" in 1769.
Bro. Dunckerly received the Royal Arch Degree in Portsmouth
in 1754, but at that time, though worked by the "Moderns," there
was no governing body. The ceremony was known in England,
Ireland, and Scotland in the 5th decade of the 17th century, and
"
"
was thus patronized before the advent of the " Ancients or Atholl

Masons"

It is well to

in 1751.

remember

this fact, as Bro. L.

Der-

mott has erroneously been credited, or his Grand Lodge, with havRoyal Arch Masonry is reing arranged and started the degree.
ferred to in print (a.d. 1743-44) two years before Dermott obtained
'The degree

is

shire," vide p. 822),

noted in the records of

and

is

St.

Thomas's Lodge, London (not " Lanca>

duly referred to on p. 821.
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the degree (1746), and undoubtedly the ceremony was worked in
it was worked
by the "Ancients" in England.

America as soon as
Bro. Dermott was
a

member

initiated in

of Nos. 9 and 10,

Ireland, 1740-41,

and

in

1752 was

London (England), when he was

Grand Secretary. At that time No. i was kept vacant.
was the usage, certainly, for lodges generally to be known
by the taverns or hotels in which they assembled, until it happily
became the custom to have halls built for Masonic meetings.
Lodges, however, had special names long before the year 1767, as
In Masonic Records, iyiy-i8g^, by my
recorded at p. 885.
lamented friend and Bro. John Lane, will be found several instances
of lodges having adopted distinctive titles, the first to do so acelected
It

"
cording to this excellent authority being the
University Lodge,"

No.

74, in A.D. 1730,

and there was a

London, and so named

in

England, and probably

much

"

French Lodge,"

also held in

It is not a matter of
1737, or earlier.
much importance, but it is as well to remember that lodge nomenclature began some one hundred and seventy years ago as respects

earlier in

Scotland.

Neither

is

it

sure that there were only four operative lodges in the city of London in 1716 (p. 879). The immortal quartette of 171 7 may ha>^e
been mainly operative, but even that is not certain, as we are not

informed as to their members until the next decade, when assuredly
We are wholly in
they were severally of a speculative character.
when
Dr.
and
Anderson
were initiated, or
Dr.
ignorance
Desaguliers
in what lodges, all particulars as to such being mere guesswork.
(p. 924), it should be stated that these
to the Fraternity since 1750 in England
(but much earlier in Ireland), were not issued originally by the
premier Grand Lodge of England, but Brethren who wished to be

Concerning warrants

charters, so well

known

constituted into a lodge petitioned the Grand Master, and on his
approval of their prayer a day would be fixed for its constitution,

and

certified accordingly.

In the provinces, a Brother would be

deputed to constitute such a lodge by a document signed by the
requisite authority; which was a kind of Warrant, but did not
nominate the W. M. and Wardens, as since the period mentioned.
The fact of constitution made the lodge regular, but there were

numerous lodges who did not avail themselves of that favor,
and so were irregular, from the Grand Lodge point of view, though
as much entitled then to continue their meetings as they were be-
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Grand Lodge was formed. It is impossible now to dewhat lodges joined the new organization between 171 7 and
hence my remark, which is referred to in the note at p. 924.
1721
mass of information had been obtained in 1894 and printed in
the volume by Bro. John Lane aforesaid, respecting the old lodges
fore the

cide

;

A

"

noted by Dr. Mackey at pp. 886-88. The " Lodge of Antiquity
assembled in other places besides those stated, and so as to several
of the other lodges but they need not be recapitulated now.
The
;

Dr. Mackey (p. 888) assumes
original No. 2 was erased in 1736.
that the original No. 3 continued to work from 1723, but as a matter of fact the members gave up their distinctive position, and were

new lodge, February 27, 1723, taking the No. 11
successive changes it is now 12, and from 1768 was

constituted into a
in 1729.

named

From

the "Fortitude," and from 1818 "The Lodge of Fortitude
Dr. Anderson puts the matter quite clearly

and Old Cumberland."
in

the

his
list

Book of Constitutions, 1738,
of London lodges only.

p.

185,

when

it

was No. icon

"

This was one of the four Lodges mentioned. Page 109, viz., the
Apple-Tree Tav^ern in Charles Street, Covent Garden, whose Constitution is immemorial
But after they removed to the Queen's
Head upon some Difference, the members that met there came under
a new Constitution, tho' they wanted it not, and it is therefore placed
at this number."
It is, however, of Time Immemorial
continuity.
:

As to the age of the Ma'^ter Masons' Degree, no later discovery,
subsequent to Dr. Mackey's period, at all serves to make the matter
any clearer, save to indicate that the ceremony was not generally
worked until fairly on in the i8th century. I published a long account of the minutes of a London lodge from 1725, which menDegree in 1727. This is the oldest of the kind
known, appertaining to a regular lodge in London, and is of great
value.
The musical and architectural lodge, quoted pp. 1 000- 1 001,
was never on the register of the Grand Lodge of England, but its
tions the Third

records afford evidence of the ceremony being worked as early as
Minutes published in facsimile by the Q. C. Lo. in 1900.
1725.

The lodge opened
tuted until April

3,

in

Paris as

1732.

No. 90

The

list

(p.

Dr.

1029) was not consti-

Mackey quotes

from,

though begun in 1 730, was continued for two years later. There is
no engraved list preserved of 1733 and there was no regular lodge
in France until the year I name, i.e., 1732.
;
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The

Grand Lodge of

the "Ancients" was inaugurated in
Laurence Dermott was not a founder (p. 105),
he having joined in the year 1752, when he became Grand SecreBro. Henry Sadler, in his Masonic Facts and Fictions (1887),
tary.
"
"
Ancients being termed Schismatics, and ably
objects to these
defends them in that well-known work.
He considers they were
mostly Irish Masons, from whom Grand Secretary Dermott also
came, and certainly many of the facts he presents indicate their
fondness for that organization. There is no doubt that the date
given at p. 1109, viz., July 17, 1751, was the day on which this
body was established, but no Grand Master was elected until 753.
The Royal Arch Degree was not started by these "Ancients"
1

75

1

rival

(not

I

753), but

1

i

1
108), but only adopted by them as an authorized ceremony.
In self-defence the " Moderns," who had worked it before the origin

(p.

more
Arch
Masons and issued warrants for chapters, pushing the degree more
even than the " Ancients," though not recognized by their Grand
Lodge so at the union of the two Grand Lodges in December,
of the "Atholl Masons," but not officially, gradually gave it
In 1 767 they formed a Grand Chapter of Royal
prominence.

;

"
way was prepared for the inauguration of the United
Grand Chapter" in 18 17, the ceremony being adopted as the completion of the Master Mason's ceremony, not as a separate and in-

18 1 3, the

dependent degree.

The York Masons who revived their Grand Lodge in 1761 had
never any dealings with the " Ancients," and consequently the latter
had no right to style themselves "Ancient York Masons." The
York Grand Lodge never warranted any lodges out of England,
and so the lodges chartered in the United States by the " Atholl
Masons" were not "A. Y. M." (Ancient York Masons), but "An"
cient
or " Atholl Masons."
I should find it
simply impossible to treat of the Introduction of
Freemasotiry into the North Americatt Colonies in brief, and so
shall not attempt it, and must leave Dr. Mackey's interesting Chap-

XLVI.

untouched.
I may, however, just state that, bearing in
distinction already noted between regular and irregular
lodges the one duly constituted by authority of a Grand Lodge,
and the other not constituted.
Let me say that the " St. John's,"

ter

mind the
;

Boston, A.D. 1733, was the first regular Masonic lodge in North
There were before then several lodges assembling in
America.
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"

"
time immemorial usage,
Philadelphia, and evidently elsewhere by
and these had as good a right to meet Masonically as any other
Everywhere, however, outside the pale of regular
organization.
Grand Lodge Masonry, and unless such Brethren joined under the
new rdginie, they were accounted irregular. Strange to say, the
"
"
Modern Grand Lodge of England the premier of the world
never had a Pennsylvania lodge on its register.
I once
thought

—

—

that a lodge assembling in Philadelphia, Penn. (1730, etc.), had
been granted by its constitutional authority, but there is not sufficient evidence to warrant the conclusion.
There were regular " An"
cient
warrants issued for Philadelphia during the 6th decade of

and a Provincial Grand Lodge formed. As a
singular as it reads, the lodge of 1 730, and subsequent lodges of the kind, were never recognized as of English origin, though a Provincial Grand Master was appointed by the "Mod"
"
"
This was done, though
erns for the Keystone State in 1 730, etc.
there was not a lodge on its English register from Pennsylvania.
the

1

8th century

matter of

An

fact,

unusual experience assuredly, but not unique as respects some
Grand Masters appointed in England.

Provincial

I am not aware of
any authority for the statement at p. 1252,
that the esteemed Bro. E. T. Carson (deceased) had a copy of Dr.

Enquiry of 1 744 in his collection, which has
been acquired by General S. C. Lawrence (P. G. M., Mass.),
who is believed to have the largest Masonic library in America, if
not in the world.
The only copy in the United States is the one I
let Bro. R. F. Bower have, who was a distinguished collector and
Dassigny's celebrated

lately

ardent Masonic student.

On

his regretted decease, his library

was

purchased by the Grand Lodge of Iowa, which has a great collection of Masonic books, MSS., and curios of immense value. Since
my discovery of that volume of 1744, another, and almost perfect,
is now in the important Masonic library
of the province of West Yorkshire
and a third has been recognized
the collection of Masonic works in Newcastle on Tyne

copy has been traced and

;

m

;

so that at the present time, three copies are known, all, however,
lacking the frontispiece, and only one of the trio is complete else.

The references in the history of Freemasonry at York, and
especially in relation to the additional degrees, i.e., those after the
Third, require, occasionally, qualification, in the light of discoveries
of late years.

It is

necessary also to carefully study both portions
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Masonic Sketches and Reprints, as the second part was
first was printed, and contains particulars of MS.
books discovered whilst the work was in the press. There is an
excellent American edition to be had of the same year as the origof

my

written after the

inal issue in

England.
Chapter XLVIII.

au important one, and deserves particular
of the statements are of a very suggestive,
not to say startling, character, and advanced by a Brother of great
eminence and research. I am not aware of the existence of any
consideration, for

evidence

is

many

fav^or of the assertion that

in

Ramsay

(not

Ramsey) ever

sought to introduce any of the additional degrees to the Grand

For that matter, beyond
has not been proved that he
arranged the ceremonies so long connected with his name and all
the declarations concerning the Stuarts and the Craft must be re-

Lodge

of

England

early last century.

statements of fanciful

historians,

it

;

ceived with caution.

Beyond

reiterated assertions, the initiation of

any of the unfortunate royal family has not

at all

been clearly

established.

Chapter XXX. is of very great interest, but how far it is supported by cold and hard facts it is not for me to say, unless time
and space were ample. At all events, it should be read side by side
with Chapter XXX. of Bro. Gould's history so that the reliability
or otherwise of some of the sources depended upon should be tested.
;

At p. 280 Dr. Mackey cites the Charter of Arras (Rose Croix), said
to have been granted by Charles Edward Stuart.
Now, is it likely,
is it even possible, that in his father's lifetime he would describe
"

We, Charles Edward, King of England, France, Scotland, and Ireland?"
Surely, in the face of such a declaration, there
"
There
IS no authority to say as to the authenticity of this Warrant
be
could
not
authentic
if
the
docuto
be
no
It
doubt."
appears
himself as

ment contained any such title.
Another subject has also been more thoroughly elucidated of late
years, and in consequence thereof some of the authorities quoted in
Chapter XVIII. have been found to be unreliable at times, and
rather inclined to treat the question as fiction, instead of as history.
of Germany are not always safe in the hands of

The Steinmetzen

"

such authors as Fallou (not " Fallon ) and W^inzer. Gould is much
safer than either to follow, and the reader may be confident that
existing documents will verify

all

his statements thereon.

Consid-
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ering the paucity of really critical works on the subject, Dr. Mackey
Kloss is nearly always to be trusted, either as
has done wonders.
or
France, but in respect to the latter country
respects Germany
all

mere statements

as to the introduction of

treated with suspicion
evidence.

;

for prior to 1732

Freemasonry must be
actually as yet no

we have

Some parts of Dr. Mackey 's massive work are indications as much
of his valued opinions as of matters of fact, and these, of course, are
left alone, and can not well be questioned, now their author is no
They are, however, of considerable worth, and, whilst the
opinions of some other students may not always coincide, so long
more.

as they are accepted as inferences, rather than evidences, they are of
on
special interest and importance, and can not fail to throw light

points needing elucidation, because of their suggestiveness.
The foregoing does not aim at being a microscopic examination
of Dr. Mackey's history, but simply a fraternal attempt to read it
in the light

and by the assistance of valuable discoveries made since

the year of his lamented decease.
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at, ii,

I,
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20.

I,

11,

of

the

67.

378,
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vi.

to a brother, iv,
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certain date of,

MS. name

early

for

Hiram,

933.

Abraxas, a Gnostic name and symliol of
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VI,

IS-

Ajuon, an

565-

Abif, Hiram (see Hiram Abif).
Abraham, episode of, in Legend

1268;

(cf. V,

Aitcheson-Haven MS.,

S.

vii,

1775, 1779-

.

iv,

.

Alabama, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1458; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1487 cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1570; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
;
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commanderies in, vi, 1602 Scottish Rite
Masonry in, vii, l88g.
Alaska, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1484.
Albany, N. Y., development of Royal Arch
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Accepted Masons' Hall, vii, 2006.
Accepted Masons, origin and meaning of

opment of the Scottish Rite at, vii, 1862.
Albertus Magnus (Albert the Great), iii,

the words, m, 617.
Acre, the siege of, v, 1322.
Act of Union, proclamation

Alchemists, theory of the relation of

Acacia,

136.

i,

;

Academy of True Masons,
tablished by Pernelty,

a

11,

AccEPTioN Lodge, vii, 2006.
Acceptation, two kinds of,
sonry,

new

353.
in

Accepted, the term of admission
ception Lodge," vii, 2006.

1813,

1

Ma-

early

618.

III,

V,

Rite es-

in

fection established at,

735-

of

the,

in

173.

Addison, Joseph, influence of, on Speculaclubs discussed
tive Masonry, iii, 854
iii,

Sepulcher and Crusade

the Holy
spirit described

857

;

traditional

of Rosicrucian origin,

Admission,
Lodges,

of,

requirements

11,

767

;

II,

of,

in

early

use
some English equivalents

769,

577;

iii,

v,

1440.

29,

591.

iv,

rec-

880,

certain date of,

i,

15.
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iv,

1758.
i,

28.

of
introduction
Freemasonry
Colonies of North, v, 1224;
in Colo"Ancients"
of
the
popularity
1 159;
introduction of Royal
nial, V,
Arch Masonry into, v, 1264 conflicting
systems of Royal Arch in. v, 1288; organization of G. G. Chapter in, v, 1290;
Knight Templarism in, v, 1368; organization of G. G. Encampment in, v,
1384: Cryptic Masonry in, vr, 1549;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1820,

America,

the

;

;

;

349.

extant,

932.

;

11,

oldest

Ambrosia Petr.e, vii,
"Amen, so mote it be,"
into

1659
copy of charter of, vi,
declaration of independence of,
1663
in 1827, VI, 1660; text of same, vi, 1665;
record of correspondence regarding, vi,
i666ff.
United Grand Lodge of England drops, from list, vi, 1660.
Agrippa, Cornelius, his Occult Philostext-book of Rosicrucian
ophy, the

philosophy,

the

AL-OM-JAH, vii, 1760.
Aman, an early MS. name

416.

VI,

of,

Alnwick MS.,

Adonis, the mystery of, i, 177.
Affiliation, early use of the term, iii, 617.
African Lodge, Boston (cf. "Colored
Masonry"), illegal organization of, in
1787,

11,

895.

Adon Hiram (see Hiram Abif), 11. 420.
Adoniram (see Hiram Abif), the meaning
of,

ords

354.

613.

III,

III,
III,

Guilds,

1326.

v,

Alexandrea Lodge, No.

degree

Adon Hieronymus, German medieval
of.

Saxon

cer in

Aleppo,

\

Alnwick Lodge (Northumberland),

by, V, 1312,

Adept of the Eagle, a

the,

sources
11, 336, zn
of the symbolism of the, 11, 350.
Alderman, the name of the principal offito Rosicrucianism,

;

by, in the Spectator,

1809; devel-

vii,

1843,
1641.

1873

;

Colored

Masonry

in,

vi,

American Colonies, Lodges established in,
by Grand Lodge of "Ancients," iv, 1126.
IS
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American Rite

(cf.
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Smith

the

"Degrees"). Thomas
founder of the, y,

Mark degree incorporated in
659; how the, differs from other

1292; the
the.

III,

Scottish Rite (see
"Scottish Rite" and cf. "Degrees").
Ancient Ckaft Maso.n'ry, the "Royal

Acceited

Arch" recognized as part
IV,

a.d.

of,

1132.

1813,

Ancient Landmarks, proprietary "marks
important feature

Ancient

Masonry,

grees.

VI,

,_'

of, in, 813.

U.

dom

de-

the, in, 866.

Ancient York Masons, the title of Athol
Grand Lodge Masons, v, 1272.
"Ancients" and "Moderns," epithets applied to brethren under the rival Grand
Lodges of England, iv,
Ancients, Grand Lodge

iiosff. v, Il55ffestablished
of,
in 1753, IV, 1 104, 1 106; vii, 2010; popularity of the, IV, 1 1 19; first Colonial
warrant granted by the, v, 1264; Lodges
established in Canada by the, iv, 1 126;
all
Colonial Lodges in Pennsylvania
;

Royal Arch as
by, vii, 201 1
practiced by, v. 1257; influence of the, on
the Royal Arch, v, 1288; union of the,
with G. L. of the "Moderns," v, 1 155.

warranted

history of the,

1677.

S., VI,

1324; name of a Latin Kingof the East, v, 1326.
V,

schism

in

the

Lodge

of,

iv,

II35-

Antiquities of Josephiis, indebtedness of
the Legend of the Craft to, I, 69.
Ant.\gonisms. a triple series of, in Masonic Symbolism, v, 1239.
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at, IV, 882, 885, 887
meeting of Specu;

four

formerly

1534-

Ancient Mysteries, comparison of Freemasonry and the, i, 174; objection to
theory that Freemasonry is derived
from

in the

Antioch,

Antiquity,

Rites. VII, 1765.

Ancie.nt

Anti-Masonic excttement.

;

Anderson, Rev. James (M.A., D.D.),
Temple Legend and theory first promulTemple Legend abangated by, I, 7
doned by, I, 157; treatment of Babylon
Legend by, i, 58; theory of, that Enoch
founded Geometry and Masonry, 11,
401
Pythagorean philosophy familiar
to, II, 366; views of, on the Pythagorean
theory
origin of Freemasonry, 11, 364
of, as to the origin of Freemasonry, I,
117; influence of, on the reconstruction
and the developof Masonry, 11, 365
ment of Speculative Masonry, in, 852
;

;

;

;

;
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contribution of, i, 13; inaccuracies of,
III,
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330; Rosicrucian works published by,
II.
331
origin of Freemasonry attrib;
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Masons
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;
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;
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1
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;
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strict

regulations regard-
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of the,

with Scottish Rite, vii, 1812.
of Enoch, a degree of Ramsay, prac-

Arch

ticed in

Architect,
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until
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a
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term introduced
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;
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Architecture,
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the purpose
to, by Buhle, 11, 345
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;

of
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first
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v,

at,

Lodge
1414.

in
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S. R.. in, VII,

Aristotle,

vi,
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Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1571 organizaof Grand Commandery and sub;
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in,
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;

;
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of
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Masons,
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S.,

Masonry

in,
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at,
1747,
ter of, VII, 2012.

11,
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Croix
;

char-

Articles of Union, Grand Lodges 1813.
178; Scottish Rite 1863,
AscALON, defeat of Saladin at,
1

vii,
v,

1322.
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;

;

;
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Ashmolean Museum (Oxford), 11, 318.
AsHTAROTH (Venus), an early symbol of
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1718;

1775, 1779.
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Asia. Freemasonry

in,
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Assassins, the sect of, and Freemasonry,
236; defeat of the,

172; v, 1330.
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of the early Masonic, iv. 899; application of name, to permanent Lodge, in,
I,

1

;

term. in. 602, 604 object of the, in, 608.
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II. 556, 548; III. 606.
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;

through the. 11. 393.
Assistants, supposition regarding

the,

in,

•
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Astrea. Freemasonry
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to

restore the reign
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Freemasons and
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of,

of,
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significance of,
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1720; vii, 1780.
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;

Elias, Ragon's theory of "new
Degrees" by, in 1648. n. 273; becomes
a member of the Royal Society, 11, 310;
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members of Freemasonry, 11, 316; in,
652 passages from the diary of, 11. 320
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2004; circumstances of initiation.
620; VII, 2004: early Craft usages,
II,
III, 624, 626; seeming inconsistencies in
diary of, explained, 11. 323; the true explanation, VII, 2004; Lodge of Acception
visited by, vii. 2006; true relation of, to
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early Speculative Masonry, 11, 325
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masonry in,
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Augustus. Emperor, developm.ent of

established

V,

gend of the Craft, I, 18; Rosicrucian
emphasis of, n, 341.
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7th liberal science in the Le-
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military

1472, VII, 2006.

Army,

2017

vi,

1612.

Baptism, Pagan practice of,
Barker, John V.. v, 1371.
Barruel, Abbe, ii, 289, 290,
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II,
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Masonic

marks discovered

M. Didron, iii, 658.
Batalha, Portugal, important
found at, in, 805.
Bates, Hon. Edward,

vi.

at,

1454.

Bauhutten. name of the Lodges of
German Steinmetzen, in, 713, 715.
Bavaria,

Adam Weishaupt

cret society in,

1776,

by

"marks"

11,

the

established se2S9.
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Belgium, Sup. Coun. A. A.

S. R.,

in,

vii,

Bkllerman,

II,

Belleville,

first

377.

Nebraska

estab-

Lodge

lished at, VI, 1474.
Berlin', Scottish Rite adopted at,
VII, 1805.

in

Columbia,

Freemasonry

vii,

in,

1758,

of

Tem-

Betrand de Blanquefort, 3rd Gr. M.
Billings, \V. W.,

vi,

1575.

BiSELLiuM, the meaning
leges,

of

1329.

v,

of, in

Roman

Col-

Blue, the color of, vii, 1751.
Bodleian Library, iv, 935.
Bo'he-Mond, Count of Tarentum, v, 1325.
Boileau, Etienne, valuable contributions
668.

III,

BoMB.w, Freemasonry in, vii, 1979.
Boniface VIII, Templars side with,

in

contest with Philip the Fair, v, 1331.
Bonneville, Chevalier de, a fabricator of
degrees,

1805,

vii,

Buck,

Kilwinning MS., Iii, 633.
Buhle, Johann Gottlieb, one of the first
to link Freemasonry with Rosicrucianism,

4S0.

II,

il, 279.
VV. P., articles by, in the London
iv, 900.
the Old, name given the Edinburgh

BucHAN,

Freemason,

plars, V, 1356.

Templars,

Brockwell, Rev. C, views of, on Freemasonry and Religion, 11, 369.
Brotherhood, common spirit of, among the
Essenes and Freemasons, 11, 395.
Bruce, Robert,

Bertrand du Guesclin, a G. M.

of.

British
1933-

iS57-

345.

II,

Hiram

Builder, the (see

Abif),

420.

11,

Corporations of the Middle
Ages, Speculative Freemasonry an evolution from the, in, 876.
Bulls, Papal, 11, 292; v, 1191.
Burlington, Iowa, first Lodge organized

Building

at, VI,

1465.

Burton, Dr., Bampton Lectures
in relation to Gnosticism,

of,

cited

375.

11,

1816.

Bonneville, Nicholas de, a French Historian,

310.

II,

Booker, John, an astrologer and associate
of Elias Ashmole, 11, 326.
Books, language and contents of the, kept
by Craft Guilds, in, 599.
BoRTHWicK, Capt. Richakd, associate of
Elias Ashmole, 11, 320.
Boston, the first regular Masonic Lodge in
North America at, 1733, vii, 2010; St.

Andrew's Chapter, the

first

at,

v,

i-;74,

1293
development of the Scottish Rite
1862
at, VII,
Supreme Council of the
Northern Jurisdiction A. A. S. R. at,
;

;

1851.

VII,

Boswell, John, Laird of Achinflek, one of
the first recorded non-professional Freemasons, III, 839.
Boswell, William, Laird of Auchinlech,
one of the earliest recorded non-operative members of the Lodge of Edinburgh, III, 652.
F., G. G. H. P., 1880, v,
1301
distinguished collector and Masonic scholar, vii, 201 1.
Brahma, an early symbol of Deity, vi,
1718; VII, 1773.

Bower, Robert
;

Brazil, Sup. Coun. A.

A.

S.

R.,

in,

Cabala,

tury, VII,

Calcott,

387 theory of, as to influence of
Assassins on the Templars, i, 253.

Britain
of

;

(see

England),

Artificers

British

in,

11,

Roman

503,

511,

Masonry in, 11,
America, Freemasonry

S39i 557

;

early

Colleges
532, 534,
530.
in,

vii,

1929.

Colonies, Royal Arch Masonry
introduced into, at Philadelphia, 1758,

British
V,

1271.

A

Candid

361.
;

;

1890,

1892.

Nicephorus,

Callistus,
stone,

related by,

11,

fable

sacred

of

399.

Cambridge, Charter of the Thanes' Guild
at,

II.

568.

Canada, Lodges established in, by the
Grand Lodge of "Ancients," iv, 1126;
severance of capitular from symbolic
Masonry in, v, 1288; the Royal Arch
lished

II,

11,

organizaCryptic Masonry in, vi, 1571
tion of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, VI, 1603;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889,

Ritual

;

1814.

California, first Lodge and organization
of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1467 introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1489;

vii,

231

177.

I,

Wellins, author of

Disquisition,

Brewer, Hugh, ii, 320.
Brewster, David, analogy between Essenes
and Freemasonry first discovered by, i,

1857-

349.

ii,

Cabiei, Mysteries of,

Cable-tow, vii, 1763.
Cagliostro (Joseph Balsamo), Count, the
great impostor of the eighteenth cen-

in, in

eighteenth century,

Supreme Council A. A.
in,

VII,

1851,

S.

v,

R.,

1287;
estab-

1857.

Cape Colony, Freemasonry

in, vii,

1987.

Capitol, the U. S., cornerstone of, laid
with Masonic Ceremonies, 1793, v, 1440.
Capitular Decrees, nomenclature and
precedence of the, settled, v, 1295.
Capitular Masonry, severance of, from

Lodge

Masonry

in

Canada,

1806,

v,

1288; severance of, from symbolic, v,
1294; influence of the War of 1812 on,
V, 1297; efforts in 1870, to supplement
the, with Royal and Select Master, v,
1299.

INDEX
and

Carausius

Alban,

St.

character of the story

Carson City, Nev.,

of,

apocryphal
538.

11,

Lodge established

first

Cassillis, Lord, election of to deaconship
in Lodge of Kilwinning, 11, 322.
Catechism, the form of, among medieval
Freemasons, iii, 765; text of the earlicharacter of the,
est known, IV, 930
;

IV,

937-

Cathedral of Cologne,
732

history of the, in,
traditionary architects of the, in,

;

73S, 737-

Central America, Sup. Coun. A. A.
in,

S. R.,

Cerneau, Joseph, alleged authority
1388 not a K. T., v, 1391
of the patent of, vii, 1853.
;

;

of,

v,

translation

Chadouille, Nicholas, vii, 1914.
Chapman, Alfred F., G. G. H.

1883,

(cf. "Degrees"), the pre-

liminary, invented by Webb, v, 1292.
Chapters, R. A., when organized as independent bodies, v, 1282.
Ch.\rges of a Freemason, reputed source

585; sources of those of 1718,
sources of the, iv, 916; adoption
III, 851
of the, in 1722, by the Grand Lodge of
England, III, 872 fac-simile reprint of
the 1723 text of the, iv, 994; importance
of, in the development of Masonic Law,
IV, 917; recent discovery of manuscript
text of, VII, 2002.
Charges, Old (see "Old Charges," "Old
Constitutions," "Old Documents," "Old
III,

;

;

"Old

MSS.,"

Records"), for list cif
manuscripts, see under "Old Charges."
S. C, the first Lodge at,
1736, V, 1230; K. of R. C. and K. T.
degrees conferred in, in 1782, v, 1373;
of the
Princes of Jerua council
salem established at, vii, 1810; "Scottish Rite" first applied to High DeSup. Coun. A. A.
grees at, VII, 1805
S. R., established at, vii, 1850, 1871,

Charleston,

;

London

of

by,

Masonry,

Chevalier Macon Ecossais, a high degree
added to the three symbolic degrees, in
the Lodge held at St. Germain, i., 271,
275-

Chevalier, St. George, name commonly applied to son of James II (see "Stuart

Masonry"),

11,

277.

Chickasaw Nation, Masonic Lodge
ganized in

or-

the, vi, 1475.
Lodge at, in 1697, iv, 880.

Chief of the Tabernacle, 23d degree,
A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,
1848.

Chiu, Supreme Council A. A.

S.

R.,

in

1857.

China, Freemasonry in, vii, 1985.
Chinese, the picture-characters of
1708;

fancies of the,

the, vi,

about color blue,

1751.

VII,

Choctaw Nation, Masonic Lodge organized in the, vi,

1475.

Christianity, a definition of, vi, 1729; theory of analogy between, and Freemasonry,

II,

373.

the, practice of symbolism in, vii,
1764; connection of the early Freemarelation of Freemasons with, in, 695
Traveling Freesonry to, vn, 1771
masons servants of, in, 699 Freemasons
originally under the protection of, in,
777 significance of the relation of earlj

Church,

;

;

;

;

Freemasons to, in, 838 Guilds, Com
panics or Societies for mutual help condemned by, in, 593 gradual disseverance of medieval Masons from, in, 760;
;

;

Masonic work ordered burned by,
v,
1246; origin of enmity
1750,
toward Freemasons, vn,

in
of,

1815.

Circumambulation, universal

practice

of,

in secret bodies, vn, 1758, 1764.
War, effect of the, upon Masonry,
influence of the, upon Capitular
VI, 1480

Civil

1873.

Hiram,

View

323-

VII,

Chapter Degrees

Charles

"

VII,

P.,

V, 1302.

of.

New

CmswELL,

Chichester,

1857.

VII,

Chesterfield, Constitution of the Guild of
the Smiths of, n, 570.

quoted on early Speculative

1476.

at, VI,

2019

L

of

England,

symbolized

as

tion with

Masonry,

Chartanier,

in, 678.

Benedict,

degrees

invented

by, n, 354.

Charter of Cologne,
Charters, the

St.

hi, 738.
Clair, in Scotland,

in,

v,

issue, V, 1297.

Chefdebien, Marquis

de,

favorably criticized by,

Leland MS. un11,

439.

Cherokee Nation, Masonic Lodge organ1474.

Cherub, etymology and

definition

of,

the, vii,

1781.

1783.

Cherubim, symbolism of

vii,

1300.

Clare, Martin, work

of, cited, n, 369; one
of the early revisers of Masonic Ritual,
II,
368; V, 1382; Defence of Masonry
published by, vii, 2005.
Clarke, Rev. Abraham Lynsen, elected
first Grand Chaplain, v, 1295.
Clavel. T. B., a French Masonic Historian,
II,

516.

Clement V,

636.

Charters, right of the Grand Chapters to

ized in the, vi,

;

Masonry,

272, 274.

11,

Charles II, Mason's Company granted
new charter in 1677 by, iii, 601, 616.
Charles Martel, tradition of his connec-

Pope,

and the Templars,

v,

1331, 1337-

Clement XII, Pope,

the

Freemasonry, n, 292;

v,

bull

of,

against

1191.

Clement XIV, Pope, ii, 286.
Clement of Alexandria, founder

of a sect
of Gnosticism, n, 373; ancient symbolism mentioned by, vn, 1760, 1762.
Clermont, high degrees in the Colleges of
Jesuits of, 1754, vn, 1805: Jesuits mod-
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ify Third degree at the College of, ii,
2S8: inception of Stuart Masonry at the
the Chapter of, orCollege of. II, 201
ganization of. 1754, VII, 1805; relation
of German Masonry to the Chapter of,
VII, 1816; survival of elements developed
at, in modern Rituals, 11, 284; degrees
of, amplifications and rearrangements of
:

previous ones,

Clinton,

vii,

De Witt,

1301 ;
influence

1826, V,
Ci-tJns,

H.

G.

1816-

P.,

iii.

of,

on

856.

CfEMEN'TARius, ihe medieval name for an
Operative Mason, 11, 552.
Collegia Artificum
Roman Col(see
leges of Artificers), prototype of Masonic Guilds, I, p. ix
11,
485
geometrical proportions in building link
medieval Masons with the, ill, 758.
Collegia Faiirorum, or Colleges of Masons (cf. Roman Colleges of Artificers),
;

II,

474, 485, 495

;

Roman

in the

rise of,

;

Empire under Augustus, 11, 498; tendency of, to become political clubs, 11,
496; rise of Masonry in the, 11, 468; position of apprentices in the,

11,

502.

Collegia Licita (lawful), and Illicita
(unlawful), the two Roman, 11, 477, 494.
Collegia Structorum (Colleges of Builders),

II,

(College of Artificers) or Collegium Fabrorum (College

Workmen),

i,

ix.

p.

Fabkorum (College of Masons), Pliny organizes a, 11, 495, 499.
Collier, James, ii, 320.
Cologne, early jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of. III, 722; charter of, iii, 737.
Collegium

Cologne Cathedral and the Stone Masons OF Germany,

hi, 731.

Colonies, introduction of Freemasonry
into the North American, v, 1224.
CflLORADO, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1476 introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1490; Cryptic
;

Masonry in. vi, 1571 organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderics in, VI, 1604
Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Colored Masonry, history of, in the United
;

;

1641
recognition of, by the
of Washington, vi, 1641 ;
formation of National Grand Lodge in
1847, VI, 1660.
States, VI,

;

Grand Lodge

Columbia

Encampment

creating, v,

No.

charter

2,

1374.

Comacine

Fraternity
(see
Traveling
Freemasons), 11, 468.
of the Temple, 27th degree
A. A. S. R. as announced by the Su-

Commander

preme Council of Charleston,

S.

C,

in

1802, VII, 1848.

Communications,

quarterly,

when

estab-

lished, IV, 912.
III,

694

;

671

III,

status of

;

German Steinmetzen.

a,

the

among

722.

iii,

III,

602.

Company of Freemasons, a chartered
Company in the list of forty-eight published in 1370,

III,

591

;

representative of

Freemasons"

"Traveling

in

England,

599; when so termed, vii, 2006.
Company of Masons, the, name of the
"Company of Freemasons" and the
"Masons' Company" after their union,
III, 599; chartered on or before 1370, iii,
distinction between the, and the
Sgi
Craft of Operative Masonry, 11, 323
some members of the, 11, 318; status of
the, in 1682, 11, 323
usages of the, in
the seventeenth century, iii, 626.
Compendium of Proceedings, General
Grand Chapter of the United States, vi,
III.

;

;

;

1535-

CoMUM (Como), Roman

Colleges of Ar-

;

CoNDE, Louis Henry Bourbon, v, 1356.
CoNDE, Louis Francis Bourbon, v, 1356.
Congregation (see Assembly), iii, 605;
an early name for an annual meeting
of the Craft, iv, 897.
first Lodge and organization
Grand Lodge in, v, 1416; introducMasonry in, vi, 1490 rep-

Connecticut,
of

tion of R. A.

;

resented at organization of the General
Grand Chapter, 1798. v, 1294; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi. 1572; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1604 list of Scottish Rite Bodies in, vii, 1899.
Conrad III of Germany, second Crusade
under, v. 1322.
;

CONSTANTINE THE GrEAT,
Constantine Red Cross,
Constitution, the
III.

first

V,
v,

I3O9.
1371.

German Masonic,

716.

Constitutiones

cundum
MS.),

artis

EucLEVDEM
of

title

earliest

geometri.e
(cf.

se-

Halliwell

Masonic Docu-

ment, I, 13 HI, 873.
"Old
Constitutions,
manuscripts
(see
Charges").
Constitutions, some early Guild, 11, 570,
572 law suits discouraged by the Sax;

;

on. HI, 587.

Constitutions,
increase of,

Masonic, formation
Germany, iii, 721

in

and
the

;

development of, in England, iii, 872 iv,
uniform character of the old, iv,
990
915; Anderson's Book of, first edition,
I,
32; HI, 872; English Grand Lodge
law suits discouraged
adopts, IV, 990
;

CoMO, the important school of architecture
at.

;

tificers in, II, 508.

492.

Collegium Artificum
of

;

Co.MPANY and Fraternity of Freemasons,

1529, 1624.
of the formation

VI,

Speculat've Masonry,

from, i, p. vi
spread of the
"Traveling Freemasons" from. 11, 508
Company of Freemasons thought to be
off-shoot
from
Freema"Traveling
sons" of, in, 601; the Masters of (see
"Traveling Freemasons"), history and
spread of, 11, 508 in, 682.
Companion, the use of the term in French
Guilds,

1817.

G.

builders

spread

of

the

Fraternity

;

;

INDEX
second edition of, iv, 977;
Anderson's inaccuracies in, 111, 598; the
Kloss collection of medieval German,

by, in, 588;

743-

III,

Constitutions of the Art of Geometry
ACCORDING TO EucLiD, Written in 1399,

Continental Lodges, invention
grees

in,

of high de-

275.

II,

Controversies, the, between the Northern
and Southern Supreme Councils A. A.
S. R.. VII,

1861.

(see under "Old Charges").
Co-operative Principle, importance of, in
Operative Masonry as basis for SpecI,

viii.

p.

663.

Covncil, function of the, in early French
Masonry, v, 12 10.
Council Degrees (see Cryptic Degrees),
importation of the, from France, vi,
1560; G. C. of Md., first worked in
Chapters, v, 1298.
Council of Avignon, eflfort of the, to extirpate fraternities in

1326,

iii,

593.

1805.

Councils. Cryptic,
tories in the U.

in the states
S.,

vi,

1549,

and

terri-

i57ofif.

;

a

of the subordinate, vi, 1596.
Raymond of Toulouse, v, 1325.
Robert of Flanders, v, 1325.

Count
Count

Coxe, Daniel, First Deputy Grand MasV,

North American Colonies,

of

ter

1730,

1225, 1427.

the name of a rough layer in
Scotland, I, p. viii; 11, 496; iv, 959; Masonic Constitution forbade blaster or
Fellow from working with the, in, 586;
a. might not work within or without an
early Lodge, lii, 611; not admitted into
the Fraternity, lii, 618, 745, 846.
Craft, two important conditions of the, in
the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries, HI, 604; usages of the, in the
seventeenth century, iii, 616, 624, 626;
early government of the, iv, 1044 early
usages of the Alasonic, in Scotland, iii,
642 real value of the Legend of the,
I, p. V
importance of Legend of the, i,
12: Dowland MS. Legend of the, i, 18.
Craft Guilds, influence of religious character of. II, 574: Saxon and Norman,
condition and character of, 11, 577; similar spirit in the Masonic Guilds and

CovVAN,

;

;

;

books kept by the, iii, 599.
the Middle Ages, wanderings of, in Europe, iii. 700; rise and
growth of the English Guilds of, 11, 574.
Creed, The Masonic, cosmopolitan and
universal character of, with but two es584
Cr.\ftsmen of
the.

n,

303.

1787.

VII,

Jeremy L., appointed G. Lecturer of
G. Chapter in 1816, vi, 1552, 1557; influence of, on Cryptic Masonry, vi, 1552;
about 3i Councils of R. and S. Masters
established in the U. S. by, vi, 1553.

III,

;

sential tenets, in. 691.

Creek Nation, Masonic Lodge organized
in the, vi,

1474.

Creigh, Alfred,

vi,

1630.

1581,

1572,

1588,

1594. .1595

1590,

Crotona, school of philosophy established
at, by Pythagoras, n, 366.
Crown Ale-house, meeting of Lodge at,
882, 887.

Crowned Marty'rs, The Four, Legend

of,

where found, i, 27, 29; early patrons of
Freemasonry in Germany, I, 16; iv, 940;
newly discovered facts regarding, vn,
2002 English source of the Legend of,
;

2003.

VII,

Crusade, the

the second, v,
v,
1322;

1320

;

of

the

third,

III

promotes the fourth,

v,

first,

leaders

1322;

Pope Innocent

1323; Frederick II leads the fifth,
1323; sixth led by Louis IX, v, 1323;
seventh led by Prince Edward, v, 1323.
Crusaders, eminent commanders of the. v,
1325; influence of the, upon the archiV,
V,

Council of the Knights of the East,

list

n,

Cross, an element of Rose Croix symbolism, II, 358; early symbolism of the,

IV,

Corporations des Metiers, Guilds of the
Middle Ages developed into the, in,

vii,

Freemasonry and,

Oliver,

293.

1554,

Cooke MS.

ulative,

Cromwell,

Cromwell, Richard,

Cross,

873.

in,

202 1

tecture of Europe, i, 244.
Crusades, outlined history of

225

1367

V,

;

225

;

the,

218,

i,

three military Orders of

;

Knighthood

during

developed

file,

i,

the close of the, v, 1324. 1325
the
1325: influence of the,
the
European Nations, v, 1326;
;

effect of the. v,

on
Freemasonry and

the,

217.

i.

Cryptic Degrees, the origin and spread of
the,

VI,

1549,

1570;

Select

of,

1549,

1555.

1560,

i553,

i554,

Master's:

early practice
1562; modern origin
of, VI, 1550; position of. in curriculum,
established, vi, 1567; Royal Master's:
earliest mention of, vi, 1556; precedence
of, established, vi, 1567; Super-excellent
Master's: an optional degree, vi, 1567;
conferring the, vi, 1578; source of the,
VI, 1557
symbolism of the, vi, 1565 theory of Berlin origin of, VI, 1555, 1558;
theory of French origin of, vi, 1560;
spread of, in the U. S., vi, 1552, 1553,
influence of J. L. Cross on
1554, i57off.
the spread of, vi, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1572,
VI,

1552,

;

;

:

1581,

1588,

conferred
1558,
1583,

1562,
1584,

1590, 1594,
in chapters,
1567, 1575,
1589, 1591

1595; originally'
1550,
1578,

vi,

1577.
;

1556,
1580,

Royal Master's

preceded Royal Arch as

late as 1826,
1553; prerequisites for the, vi, 1560,
1575
appendant to the A. A. S. R. in
Md., prior to 1800. vi, 1582; chapter
work in Virginia, vi, 1595 conflicting
jurisdiction over the, vi, 1550.
Cryptic Rite, origin of the spread of, in
the U. S., VI, 1549, 1570; G. Council of
Mass. initiates re-organization of the,
VI,

;

;

INDEX
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1871, VI, 1567 ; General Grand Counorganized, vi, 15O7, 1508; introduction of the, into States and Territories
in

cil

U.

of the

the, in the

I570ff.

VI,

S.,

U.

1961

vii,

in,

Council A. A. S. R.

in, vii,

Cuneiform writing, vi,
Customs and Usages
"Freemasonry,"

of

statistics

;

1596.

S., VI,

Cuba, Freemasonry

Supreme

;

1857.

1709.

(cf.
"Degrees,"
"Lodges," "Masonry,"

"Ritual," and "Symbolism") some historic, prior to the era of Speculative

Masonry.
Of the Ancient
I,

Mysteries

:

of

doctrines

174;

and
:

perambulation,
of

light,

symbolic use

1764;

vii,

and darkness,

1761,

VII,

vii,

1762.

Of the Indian Mysteries: use of the
"Word," V, 1772; of Deity, vii, 1773.
Of the Essenes ascetic celibacy prac:

preliminary training for
388 three degrees prac388; exemplary character necfor
a robe,
admission,
11,
essary
389
an apron, and a spade presented, 11,
an
oath
389;
administered, II, 389; no
woman admitted to the Order, 11, 389;
of
signs
recognition. 11, 390; community
life practiced, 11, 390; no distinction of
rank, 11, 390; indigent strangers looked
ticed,

II,

388

membership,
ticed,

;

11,

;

11,

;

after,

11, 390.
the Druids: worship in groves, I, 202;
secret initiation, i, 202
three degrees
practiced, i, 203; ist degree, the coffin,

Of

;

a feature of, i, 203
circumambulation,
203 an oath of secrecy, l, 203 novice
assumed character of various animals,
203
symbolic use of darkness and
light, I, 204
"appalling sounds" a feature of, I, 204; 2d degree, lustration, i,
;

I,

;

;

;

l_,

nition,

III,

members kept

692-693, 700;

up correspondence with each other, in,
702 pagan Byzantin style, transformed
:

secret worthe unity
Deity
immortality taught, I,
dramatic and allegorical
177-178, 181
form of initiation, i, 178, 184, 195: steps,
classes or degrees, I, 196: (i) Lustration, I, 179, 197: (2) Initiation, i, 174,
180, 197; (3)
Perfection, i, 181, 197;
funereal ceremonies practiced, I, 184;
ship.

of

construction, in, 696; price of labor
fixed, not by law as in other corporabut by the craft, in, 695; models
and proportions of timber frame-work
applied to stone by, 111, 698; emigrant
Greek Artists admitted to ranks of, in,
699; incursions of the. into Germany,
France. England, Scotland and other
countries, iii, 700; traveling about for
work leads to secret modes of recogtions,

;

205; immortality tauglu in the, I, 205;
use of the talisman against danger, I,
205 3d degree, exclusive character of
the, I, 205; nine months solitude imposed, I. 205; symbolic death and regeneration, I, 205 nocturnal expedition
on the open sea, i, 205 baptism and
other customs among the, vi, 1731 vii,
1760, 1762, 1763; doctrines of, not committed to writing, i, 202.
Of the Traveling Freemasons ancient
sodalities perpetuated by, in, 691
a
school of Architecture formed at Como,
I, 191; HI, 694, 703; title "Freemasons"
assumed by, iii, 6q6; training of apprentices, m, 6gi
only members allowed to
work on rcligiotis edifices, in, 696; papal
bulls invest, with authority, iii, 697
a
camp of huts built near building, under
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

to Christian Gothic, in, 703 geometrical
symbolism developed by, iii, 704, 757,
759, 761
uniformity in stj'le of architecture developed and practiced by, in,
;

;

702.

Of

the Steinmetzen of

715.

720-725,

Germany, in, 714,
741-752; three classes of

members, in, 714; the

secret ceremony,
in, 714, 753, 763, 747; character of the
two classes of sesecrets, in, 759, 761
crets, III,
768-770; secret words and
forms of recognition, in, 714, 724, 764;
the obligation or oath, in. 714, 748; the
initiation, in, 745-747; the early Catechism, in, 765; the "Hutte" or form of
Lodge, III, 715; exclusiveness, iii, 722;
mode of advancement, lii, 722; the
the office of
Master, in, 748, 749-751
"Werkmeister" (Master of the work),
in, 750; duties of the "Parlirer," in,
748-751
regulations
controlling
Apa Fellow allowed to
prentices, III, 751
travel, in, 750; forms of salutation, in,
750; two classes of Masons, in, 789;
the Rough Masons, or the "Maurer,"
the "FreiIII.
783-784, 789, 790-791
maurer," in, 788; "Werkmann" or the
Steinmetz, in, 789, 790; first use of the
use of the "Mark," in,
chisel. III, 791
;

;

;

;

;

;

797, 798,803, 806,808, 811,812-814; collections for charity, in, 723; judicial functions of lodges, in, 724-725 compulsory
attendance at church, in. 745 General
;

;

Assemblies, in. 720; imposition of

fines,

of B;;auty," in, 757.

721
"Geometry
the Medieval French Masons Masons
employed assistants and servants, in,
747 regulations for organizing corporations, in, 670; customs of the early
Guilds, in, 667; use of markt, in. 801;
requirements for proiuotion in Craft
Masonry, in, 671 son of a Mason initiated at earlier age than other candinone but men of good
dates, in. 672
report admitted, in, 672 importance of
secrecy, in, 757; an oath required, in,
676; improper language fined, in, 672;
banquets and collections for charity, in,
672; St. Blaise, not St. John, the patron
Saint of, in, 674; nvvnibcr of apprentices limited, in. 675; a six-year apshort
prenticeship prescribed, in. 675
hours for work on certain days, 111, 676;
fines and penalties, in, 677; a Master
III,

;

Of

:

;

;

;

;

;

INDEX
General appointed by the King, in, 678,
and given two jurisdictions, iii, 679;
honorary members developed independent lodges, III, 680; French Operative
Masons of to-day called "children of

Solomon," m,

Of

the English

680.

Masons

in the 15th,

i6th

and 17th centuries, in, 617-628; books
kept by Craft Guilds, iii, 599; a particular dress common
val Masons, iii, 594;
sonic
Assemblies,
ill,

all
mediemedieval Ma-

to

604,
607-609;
compulsory attendance at, in, 605 practice of holding local Operative Lodges,
;

611; Master of Operative Lodges,
returns of membership to the
general assembly, iii, 618; exclusive
character of local bodies, in, 611; apprenticeship regulations, in, 612; one
degree common to whole craft, IV', 938,
943, 949, 951, 954; early forms of initiaIII,

made

tion, III, 617, 621-624, 746;

IV,

900; the

importance of secrecy, in, 614, 747, 748,
the primitive ritual, in, 865
a form of the "oath of secrecy." in, 615
early use of a "word," in, 649, 720, 742;
cf. IV, 934, 948, 1 120; V, 1239, 1249; vn,
universal
circumambulation a
1772
754, 756

:

;

;

;
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porate organizations, in, 646; duties
of the "Master of the Work," in, 647;
Principal Warden or Lord WardenGeneral, III, 647; three heads of the
Lodge, III, 648; three classes of Members, III, 648; simple form of initia"secret signs and
tion, III, 649, 764
words," "oath of secrecy and fidelity,"
III,
627; "wonderful trials" of initiation,
III,
651
practice of examinaadmission of Honorary or
tion, in. 651
"Gentlemen Masons," in, 652-653 admission of Females, in, 653-655 opening lodge with prayer, in, 655-657;
some forms of Scottish prayer, 111, 656;
importance of the Banquet, in. 649. 812;
early use of gloves, in, 650; the "Essay
or Trial piece," in, 650; the significance
of "marks" (cf. in, 795ff.). in, 657660, 795-796, 799, 801, 802, 807-810, 814;
square and compasses and other symbols, III, 658, 661 (cf. II, 349; III, 805)
the position and duties of the Apprentices, III, 660
only one ceremony and
set of secrets for Apprentices, Fellowcrafts and Masters, iv, 947, 949, 951,
954; the "Mason Word," iv, 948; a sign
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and

grip, iv, 948.

practice in secret societies, vn, 1758,
1764; significance of the term "Accepted," III, 745, 617, 846 cowans excluded
;

from membership

in

Operative Lodges,

618; Masters might not work with
cowans, in, 586, 611; Masons made by
Masters and Wardens only in early
Operative Lodges, in, 619; five the
original quorum, in, 619; opening lodge
with prayer probably an Operative
usage, in, 655-656
honorary members
admitted into seventeenth century Operative Lodges, III, 620, 624 entertainment of members and wives with collation, III, 625
early part of th'j i8th
century: an early Catechism, iv, 930;
the Opearly sign for lodge, iv, 931
erative ritual followed, iv, 937
FelIII,

;

;

;

;

;

lows made Master Masons by official
appointment, iv, 944 number necessary
to constitute an early lodge, iv, 892,
938 meeting-places of early lodges, ill,
;

;

610; IV, 885; VII, 2008; creating new
lodges without warrants, v, 1229, 1231,
1233; lodges used as political centres,
VII,
1815; some of the Operative and
Speculative usages compared, iv, 894,
897; the beginning of lodge nomenclature, vn, 2008.
Of the Early Scottish Masons, in, 629645, 646-662
suppression of "leagues"
and institution of "Deacon" or "Master;

Mason." Ill, 634
"Deaconship"
ished and "Wardens" created, in,
patrons and protectors, in. 636fif.
self-government of the Craft, in,
usages prescribed by the Schaw
;

;

utes.

the

111.

642, 644.

17th

century,

Scottish
in,

abol-

635

;

Masons

646-662;

;

early
641
Statin

cor-

Dacier.

M.,

biographies of Pythagoras
11. 366; quoted, 11, 370.
vi, 1720;

translated by,

Dagon, an early symbol of Deity,
VII,

1776, 1778.

Dakota

(see "North" and "South Dafirst Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1477 introduction
of Royal Arch Masonry in, vi, 1492; introduction of Cryptic Masonry in, vi,
1590, 1592; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi. 1605
Scottish Rite Masonry

kota"),

;

;

in. vn. 1889, 1890, 1892.
Dalcho, Frederic, an organizer of the Supreme Council, A. A. S. R., vn, 1810,

1867.

The Earl of, the seventh G.
of England, 1723. iv, 906.
Dallaway, Rev, James, 11, 534.
Damietta, capture of. v. 1323.
Dassignv's Enquiry, vii, 201 i.
Dalkeith,

D'AuMONT Templars,

v,

M.

1340.

Day, David F., G. G. H. P., 1889, v, 1302.
Deacon, sometime title of presiding officer
in early Scottish

Lodges,

Dean, Rev. Paul, G. G. H.

iii,

648.

P.,

1835-1844,

V,

1301.
Del«iTH, symbolic use of,
II, 308.

by early Masons,

Declaration of Masonic Independence,
of the U. S. from G. B., Dec. 6, 1782,
VI.

1651^ 1655.

Decrees. French Grand Lodge, against the
Grand Orient, a schismatic body, V,
1214.

IxNDEX
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Degree, but one, so called,
Freemasons, iv, 946.
the absence of,
Dei;rees,

of

Operative

in

Operative

Fraternities, iv, 938, 943, 944, 946, 964,
969, 971. 974.

The American,

So Called "York"

or

Rite

Symbolic Degrees

(cf.

"Symbolism iv"),

conferred in a "Blue" or Symbolic
Lodge Operative base for the three,
IV, goo, 992; some historical sources
of the, IV, 937; separate, not worked
prior to the eighteenth century, vii,
2CX16; opinion of Masonic scholars as
to the origin of the, iii, 672; fabrication of the, IV, 899; VII, 1805; development of the old Operative Ritual into three Speculative degrees,
IV, 958; "symbolical" applied to the
introduction of
first three, 11, 271
the system of, iv, 940, 952; origin of
"sections" in the, vii, 1765, 1769.
Entered Apprentice's Degree (cf.
tradition as to fab"Apprentices")
rication of the, II, 311; modeled out
of one primitive ritual, iv, 958, 992,
loio, 1014; adoption of the, iv, 940,
conferred in subordinate
952, 959
Lodges, IV, 1012 the symbolism of
:

;

1.

:

;

;

the, VII,
2.

1756.

;

;

Master Mason's Degree
ter

Masons")

;

;

;

the, IV, 978, 997, 998, looi, 1014-1015;
development and spread of the, IV,
1001
modification of, in the de;

velopment of the Royal Arch, v,
I239ff
Royal Arch originally the
completion of the, vii, 2010; division
.

of

;

the,

into

lectures

attributed

to

and
VII,
1769;
English
French expression for advancement,
Entick,

in, 873.
Capitular Degrees, conferred under the
charter of a Royal Arch Chapter:
4. Mark Master's Degree (cf. "Masons'
Marks") history of the rise and
progress of the. III, 816-835 character and legendary history of the, ill,
660, 825-834 fabled relation of Hiram
Abif to the, in, 827, 832, 834; supposition as to the origin of the, in,
real historical origin of the,
659
III, 820. 824, 830; origin of the, in
Scotland, in, 660, 817, 824, 832; relation of the, to early "proprietary
marks," in, 815, 816; source of the
ritual of the, in, 825, 830, 832, 833
significance of the "Mark" in the, iii,
826, 827-831, 833-834; the jewel of
introduction of the,
the. III, 831
into Speculative Masonry, in. 853
in
Scotland
in a.d. 1778, in,
given
660; originally an appendage to Fellow-Craft's degree in Scotland, in,
818; also in England, in, 821; earli:

;

;

;

;

"FelFellow-Craft's Degree
(cf.
non-existence of the,
low-Crafts")
before 1717, II, 272; iv, 976, 1000;
invention of the, iv, 957-959, 960,
modeled out of one primitive
1003
ritual, IV, 992, lOio, 1014; early elements of the, IV, 959; VII, 1745; odd
numbers in the, iv, 931; vii, 1766;
lessons in the allegory of the, iv,
ion; VII, 1756, 1765; adoption of
the, IV, 960, ion; first conferred in
the Grand Lodge of England, iv, 992,
1012; Desaguliers conferred, in Scottish Lodge. IV, 997
when subordinate Lodges first conferred the, iv,
960, 993, 999; the Mark Degree a
part of the, in Scotland, in, 818.
:

3.

allegory of the. i, 126; Ashmole said
to have applied a biblical allegory to
the, II, 274; the Temple Legend in
the Hiramic Legend in
the, IV, 965
the, V, 1243
theory connecting the
martyrdom of James de Molay with,
introduction and adoption of
II, 265

:

(cf.

"Mas-

non-existence

among Operative Masons,

iv,

of,

946,

964, 969, 974 probable period of origin, II, 272; non-existence of, prior
to 1723, IV, 982, 983, 989; record of
the, in 1727, vii, 2009; the invention
of the, IV, 959, 975, 978, 993; Opera;

tive "rank" of Master, probably suggested need of the. iv, 1013 modeled
from one primitive, iv, 992; some
sources of the dogma of the, i, 172;
sources of the symbolism of the (cf.
"Symbolism iv"), 1, 74; 11, 416; iv,
96s; V, 1347; VII, 1755, 1769, 1771;
"loss and recovery," v, 1239; the
"word" originally a part of the, v,
1240, 1241, 1242, 1252; VII, 1757; the
;

;

;

mention of

the, in England, a.d.
821; VII, 2007; not defiinto England till
introduced
nitely
1856, and then under an independ-

est

1777,

ent

III,

Mark Grand

jurisdiction called

III, 817; the, in Ireland, in,
817; not known in France, Italy,
Spain, or Germany, in, 817; introduction and early practice of the, in
Canada, v, 1287 introduction of the,
in the United States, in, 822; i8th
century record mention of the, in the
United States, v, 1275, 1278, 1280;
record of conferring, in a.d. 1807. v,
1288; originally conferred in Craft
or Blue Lodges, in, 660, 822, 824;
sometime worked in independent
Mark Lodges, in, 818, 823, 825 v,
sometime conferred by G. C.
1284
of Princes of Jerusalem of the A. A.
S. R., in, 659, 817. 825 (cf. V, 1275,
influence of Webb on the, v,
1280)

Lodge,

;

;

;

;

1202: position of the. in modern ritual, in, 817-825; made a chapter defirst capitugree in 1856, III. 824
lar in the American Rite, in, 817,
818; G. G. Chapter establishes the.
;

INDEX
as 1st capitular degree preliminary
to the Royal Arcli, in 1798, v, 1295;
of

definitive adoption

Webb,

tlie

v,

1299 (cf. V, 1292).
5.

Past Master's Degree, germ of the,
in the practice of exalting only "actual Past Masters," v, 1255,
1258,
fabrication of the, to
12S6
1260,
"pass the chair," and make "virtual
Past ^Masters," v, 1260, 1286; early
record of making "virtual Past Massignificance of
ters," V, 1283, 1285
;

;

Royal Arch Masonry, v, 1286;
always a prerequisite for exaltation,
V, 1288; originally conferred in Master's Lodges, V, 1286; United Grand
the, in

England abandoned the,
Lodge
A.n, 1813, V, 1260: mention of the,
in New Vork, in 1793, v, 1278; early
mention of in R. L, v, 1275, 1280;
of

lack of uniformity in the eighteenth
century ritual, v, 1287: influence of
Webb on the, v, 1292 G. G. Chapter establishes as 2nd capitular degree preliminary to the Royal Arch,
;

A.D.

1798;

tion of the
6.

V,

definitive

1295:

Webb form

adop-

of the, v, 1299.
the

Most Excellent Master's Degree,

rise of the, v, 1292; Super-Excellent
exchanged for the, v, 1281 first record of, in the U. S., a.d. 1796, v,
1280; early record mention of the,
;

V, 1278, 1288, 1280,
tice of the, in the

1275

;

early prac-

Northern but not

the Southern States, v, 1287; influence of Webb on the, v, 1292 G.
G. Chapter establishes, as 3d capitular degree preliminary to the
Royal Arch, v, 1295 definitive adoption of the Webb form and precein

;

;

7.

dency of the, V, 1299.
Royal Arch Degree (cf. "Royal
Arch Masonry"), history of the rise
and spread of the, v, 1238-1252; origin of the. in mutilation of the 3d

degree, iv, 1108, 1132; v, 1238; Ramsay a fabricator of the symbolism of,
V, 1243-1244, 1249, 1250; his "Ecossais" or Scotch blaster's degree the
germ of, v, 1248, 1257; various early
Legends of, v, 1250; the "doctrine"
of, distinguished from the "degree"
of the, V, 1250-1252; Ramsay's doctrine incorporated in, but his
of Enoch rejected, v, 1256

Legend
(cf.

v,

125S), 1272: connection of Dermott
with the fabrication of. iv, 1 119; Legend of Enoch probably once an element of, V, 1258; two early rituals
no eviof the, V, 1262 cf. V, 1283)
dence of a, in England prior to 1738,
V,
1252, 1257: development of. in
France, v, 1248; introduction of. into
England, v, 1252, 1257; vii, 2007; the
".Ancients" formulate a fourth de(

;

gree called the. V, 1249, 1257: Lodges
originally worked, as a supplement

2025
of the third degree,

817; iv, 1109;
V, 1257, 1259. i-'79, 1282, 1293: VII,
2010; originally conferred only on
actual Past Masters, v, 1258, 1260,
1279, 1286; sometime conferred in
Lodges attached to Chapters, v, 1259,
1265-1271, 1285, 1293; early form of
application for the, v, 1259; "Ancients" organized chapters for conferring the, V, 1259; "Moderns" confer in 1765, V, 1260; influence of
Dunkerly on the R. A. degree of
indethe "Moderns," v, 1260-T261
pendent jurisdiction of the Grand
iii,

;

of

the
as

Moderns,
component

1262;
part of
the
by
United Grand Lodge, v, 1262; the
ritual
v,
1262;
retained,
Dunkerly
early practice of, in Scotland, v,
1263; VII, 2007; Grand Lodge of
Scotland refuses to recognize, v,

Chapter

recognized
Ancient
Craft

v,

Masonry

1263 early practice of the, in England, Ireland and Scotland, vii, 2007;
from
America
into
introduced
;

France, v, 1248, 1289; conferred under Master's Warrants, v, 1293 introduction of the, into America at
Philadelphia by a military Lodge, v,
1264-1271, 1279; severance of the,
;

from Lodge

jurisdiction, v, 1271 the
at Albany, v, 1290; inof the, into the several
American Colonies, v, 1272!?., 1293;
T. S. Webb the formulator of the
;

practice of,

troduction

v, 1272, 1278, 1292; relation of the, to the "High Degrees"
conferred in
in America, v, 1275

American,

;

Royal Arch Lodge, v, 1279; some
elements of the ritual of, v, 1285
early confusion in the ritual of, v,
1288; degrees preliminary to the,
definitely settled by the G. G. Chap;

ter in

(cf. 1299)
the, different

129s

1798, V,

American form of

;

the

from

Scotland, v, 1279-1280; a
part of the A. A. S. R. in Virginia,
1280
V, 1272,
purpose of the, vi,

that

in

;

1566.

conferred in a Counoricil of Royal and Select Masters
gin and spread of the, vi, 1549, 1555,
1560, IS53, 1554. 1570; the legend of
the, VI, 1563-1567; source of the, vi,
1557; symbolism of the, vi, 1565; theory of the Berlin origin of, vi.
1555. 1558; theory of the French origin of, VI, 1560; spread of, in the

Cryptic Degrees,

:

United States,

vi, 1552, 1553, 1554.
originally conferred in Chap1550, 1556, 1558, 1562, 1567,
1583. 1584, 1589.
1575, 1578, 1580,
prerequisites for the. vi, 1560,
1591
1575: detached characterof the early,
VI, 1530. 1550. 1562; early conflicting jurisdiction over the, vi, 1550;
claimed by A. A. S. R. as Ineffable
l57oflf.

;

ters, VI,

;

INDEX
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8.

American Colonies, v, 1369; earliest
record of conferring the, in America,
August 28, 1769, V, 1370, 1371, 1383;
VI, 1613; conferred in Charleston,

degrees, vi, 1550, 1559. IS62; purpose of the, VI, 1566.
Royal Master's Degree, modern origin of the, VI, 1550; earliest mention of, VI, 1556; precedence of the,
finally established, vi,

1613

1560.

Super- Excellent Master's Degree:
not
an optional
strictly
degree,

:

Order of the Red Cross
(conferred
by
Knights Templar,
as
a
Council of Companions
meeting

of the Red Cross) : traditional derivation of the, v, 1327, 1371 no relation of the, to primitive Red Cross
of Rome and Constantine, v, 1309,
theory of the
1370 (cf. v, 1371)
derivation of, from the 15th and i6th
degrees of the A. A. S. R., v, 1371,
VI,
1612; the source of the
1391
allegory in, v, 1371 not the same as

1612,
1370,

;

10.

11. Illustrious

in 1782-83, V, 1373; VI,
later records of, v, 1373,

1379; VI, 1612; list of early
dates and places of conferring the, in
America, v, 1383; supposition that
Lodges conferred, prior to the RevV.
(cf.
olutionary War, V, 1372
1379)
working of the, under warrants of Master Mason's Lodges, vi,
1611, 1612,
1613; question _ of the
legitimacy of Lodge-conferred, v,
sometime
under the Roy1380-1382;

Excellent Master's
was invented later than the, vi, 1549;
modern origin of, vr, 1550; early
practice of the, vi, 1549, 1552, 1562;
relative position of the, in Masonic
curriculum, vi, 1549, 1567; Royal
Arch degree a prerequisite for, vi,

Cryptic, VI, 1567.
Chivalric Orders, conferred under the
charter of a Commandery of Knights

;

1378,

Mark and Most

Templar

C.

S.

1557.

Select Master's Degree, theory that

9.

Arch

al

jurisdiction,

v,

1371,

1372,

once dependent upon the A.
R., v, 1370, 1378; dropped as
a chapter degree in 1796, v, 1371
development of independent body for
conferring the, v, 1372-1373, 1377. 137913. Knights of Malta
(an appendant
Order), introduction of the, into the
United States, v, 1381 early mention
1382

A.

;

S.

;

;

of,

;

VI,

macy
v,

1625

;

question of the

legiti-

when conferred by Lodge,

of,

1380-1382.

;

;

;

the Rose Croix, v, 1371
probable
source of the Ritual of, v, 1371, 1391 ;
into
introduction
of.
the
United
States, V, 1379; not mentioned in
early accounts of the Templar Orconferred in Charlesder, V, 1371
ton, S. C. in 1872, V, 1373; VI, 1612;
later record mentioned of the, v, 1373,
1376, 1378, 1379; VI, 1612; sometime
conferred by Lodges, v, 1379; question of the legitimacy of Lodge-conferred, V, 1 380- 1 382; attached to the
;

Ancient and .\ccepted Scottish Rite
(cf.

;

;

America, vii, 1806-09; definite establishment of the, in America at
Charleston, S. C. in 1801, vil, 1810;
relation of the, to the Blue Lodge
1868,
1874
degrees, vii,
allegory
and symbolism of, vil, 1867; the
purpose of, vii, 1870; conferring of
the, at Albany, N. Y., in 1767, vii,
1864 difference between those of the

;

;

Chapter degrees in our Revolutionary era,

1372

v,

(cf.

v,

1382)

;

de-

:

Southern and Northern jurisdiction,

velopment of independent body for
conferring the, v, 1372-1373, 1377.
12. Order of Knights Templar, fundamental principles of the medieval
order in the, v, 1368 Christian character of the, V, 1369, 1382
Rebold's
theory of a mythical, 11, 274 (cf. II,
name of the, in the Ramsay
27s)
Rite, V, 1248; conferred in Ireland
in 1779, V, 1371
theories of the invention of the, in the United Slates,
V, 1391
VI, 161 1, 1613; theory of
the derivation of the Ritual of, from
the 24th degree of the A. A. S. R.,

VII,
4.

1864.

;

;

;

V,

1391

;

VI,

1612;

English rituals of

American and

the, differ, v, 1370,

1391
early ritual of, still preserved,
V, 1370; development of the ritual
of, VI, 1616
magnificence of the, vi,
1602
early mention of the, in the
;

;

;

1859.

Secret Master, the origin of, if, 274;
1311; VII, 1847. 1848, 1867; conferring of, at Albany, in 1767, vii,
V,

;

;

"Scottish Rite")

Ineffable or Sublime Degrees (4th-i4th),
conferred in a Lodge of Perfection :
origin of the, in France, vii, 1805
spread of, to Germany, vii, 1805
traditional influence of Frederick the
Great, vii, 1S05-06. 1811; Morin's patent and introduction of the, into

Perfect Master, :i, 274; vii, 1847.
Intimate Secretary, vii, 1847, 1848.
Provost and Judge, vii, 1847. 1848.
Intendant of the Building, vii, 1847,

5.
6.
7.

8.

1848.
9.

Elected Knight of the Nine, vii,
1847, 1848.
Illustrious Elect of the Fifteen, vii,
1847.

10.

Sublime Knights Elect of the
Twelve, vii. 1847. 1848.
Grand Master Architect, vii. 1847.
13. Knight of the Ninth Arch, or Royal Arch of Solomon, vii, 1847.
11.

12.

INDEX
14.

Grand

Mason,

Perfect and Sublime

Elect,

1847.

VII,

Traditional or Historical Degrees, conferred in a Council of Princes of

Jerusalem
Knight of the East, vii, 1848.
Prince of Jerusalem, v, 1275, 1280;
:

15.
16.

exVIT, 1S48 (cf. Ill, 659, 817, 825)
clusive character of the, vii, i86g;
relation of the early, to Royal Arch
;

Masonry,

vii,

1810,

conferred

a

in

Chapter of Rose Croix
Knight of the East and West,
Prince Rose Croix, relation of
II,

11,

significance

;

;

1848.

Degrees, conferred in a
Consistory of 32d Degree, A. A. S. R.

Consistorial

Masons, in Northern Jurisdiction
(Southern Jurisdiction confers 19th30th in a Council of
19.

20.

Grand Pontiff,
Grand Master

VII, 1848.
21. Noachite,

vii,

of

Kadosh)

or Prussian Knight,

vil,

Prince of Mercy, vii, 1848.

Commander

Adept,
29.

drew,
30.

VII,

Grand

the

of the Temple,

Sun,

VII.

Prince

32. Sublime
cret, early

An-

vii,

Commander,

Prince of the Royal Serecord of conferring the,

United States,

1848

;

prac-

1272.
vii,

1816.
v, 1388;

vii, 1853.

Lodge of St. Germaine, 11, 271, 275.
Clermont "High Degrees," a list of
some of the, vii, 1805; character of
the, VII,

1817.

Constantine Red Cross, a degree of the
Constantine Orders of Knighthood,
137011.

V,

one

Ecossais,

of

the

Degrees," 11, 352;
Golden Rosicrucian,
of,

Ramsay "High

v,

1248.

1251.

nine degrees

the

354-355-

11,

Grand Hermetic Chancellor,
tional degree
II, 354-

a tradiof Rosicrucian origin,

Hautes Grades
("High Degrees"),
Ramsay's system of, 11, 284; v, 1205.
Heredom of Kilwinning, one of the
two degrees of the Royal Order of
11,

279;

vii,

1908,

igio.

of Rosicrucian origin, 11, 354.
Illegitimate
Degrees, the names

some,

of

VII, 1866.
11,

280, 355-

Knight of the East

also A. A. S.
R., 15 supra), a degree of the French
Rite, V, 1218.
Knight Rose Croix (cf. A. A. S. R.,
18 supra), a degree of the French
Rite, V, 1218.
Knight of the Sun (cf. A. A. S. R., 28
supra), one of the Pernelty degrees,
(cf.

253.

II.

Knight Templar Degree (cf. A. or Y.
Rite, 12 supra), one of the Ramsay
Degrees,"

II,

352

(cf.

vil,

1853).

1848.

vii, 1809, i860;
definite adoption of the, by the Supreme Council at Charleston, S. C,
VII,
vii,

1820, v,

Bonneville Degrees, some of the,

"High

1848.

31. Inspector
Inquisitor
VII, 1847, 1848.

in the

or

1848.

Scottish Knight of St.

Knight Kadosh,

354.

till

Knight of the Eagle and Pelican,

1848.

of

11,

Ramsay Degree

America

Hermetic Knight, a traditional degree

Royal Axe, or Prince
of Libanu€, vii, 1848.
23. Chief of the Tabernacle, vil, 1848.
24. Prince of the Tabernacle, vii, 1848.
25. Knight of the Brazen Serpent, vii,

27. Knight
VII, 1848.
28. Knight

:

crucian Degree,
Arch of Enoch, a

Scotland,

:

1848.

Symbolic Lodges,

1848.
22. Knight of the

26.

1864;

1876.

Chartanier's Degrees, 11, 354.
Chevalier Magon Ecossais, one of the
"High Degrees" developed in the

;

VII,

vii,

the,

354-358; derivation of
357; symbols of the, 11,
of the origidegree of, 11, 356; Christian
character of the, 11, 356, 357, 358
influence of Roman Catholic Spirit
on the early, 11, 292 theory of the
worked in New
origin of, v. 1327
York as early as 1797, vil, 1810; exclusive character of, vir, 1869; embodies no Hermetic Philosophy in its
present form, 11, 355, 356; definite
adoption of the, in the A. A. S. R.,
losophy,
the term,
358;

357.
nal

1786,

I,

Cerneau Degree,

Hermetic Phi-

to Rosicrucianism or

May

vii,

1848.
18.

ratified

the,

the true nature of the, vii,

Traditional, Obsolete, Detached, etc.. Degrees
Adept of the Eagle, a traditional Rosi-

1805,

:

17.

of the, by the
Council at Charleston, S.
new
constitutions
of
1848;

Supreme
C, VII,

ticed in

1845.

Degrees,

Philosophical

2027
definite establishment

exclusive character of the,

i86g.

Crowning Degree of the A. A. S. R.,
conferred in a Supreme Council
33. Sovereign Grand Inspector General,
:

Knighthood Degrees, various
and traditioned, 11, 352; v,
Perfection, the last grade
cient Mysteries, i, 181.

Ramsay's "High Degrees,"
V,

in

i,

historic
1310.

the

An-

245, 247;

1248.

of Rome and Constantine,
character of the, v, i3ioff.
spread
of the, V, 1316, 1371.
Rosy Cross, the 2nd degree of the
Royal Order of Scotland, 11, 279;

Red Cross

;

VII,

1908.

INDEX
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Arch of Solomon, a degree
fabricated by Ramsay, iv, 1130.
Scottish Architect, 11, 277.
Scottish Knight, u, 272, 290.
Scottish Knight of St. Andrew, 11,
Royal

277-

Scottish Mason, v, 1210.
Scottish Master, 11, 277;

"Tetragrammaton"

Deity,

the, vii,

1805.

the

Hebrew

1742.

187.

Delaware, the First Lodge and organizaintrotion of Grand Lodge in, v, 1431
duction of K. A. Masonry in, vi, 1493;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1573; organization of the Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1605
Scottish Rite Masonry in (see under
;

;

Pennsylvania).

Demeter, the Mysteries of, i, 177.
De Molay, James (see "Molay, James
de").

Denver.

session of General
of the U. S. held at, in

first

Colo.,

Grand Council

ii, 345
ignorance
regarding Masonry, 11, 346.
Solomon
Chapter estabDerby, Conn.,
;

of,

at,

1794, V, 1293.

Dermott, Laurence, a sketch of, iv, 11 13;
name "Noaechidae" for "Masons" renot a founder of
vived by, vn, 2003
Grand Lodge of Ancients, vii, 2010.
Dermott Grand Lodge (a name for
"Atholl Grand Lodge"), iv, 1105.
Derwentwater, Earl of. Master of first
Lodge in France, n, 282; v, 1337.
;

John Theophilus (LL.D.),
celebrated ritualist and Third Grand

Desaguliers,
the

Master of England, 11, 365 iv, 905
VII, 1769; on the state of Masonry beginning of i8tli century, 11, 344; Pythagorean Philosophy known to, II,
366; Pythagorean symbols introduced
;

into

Masonry

Hiram were members of,
Dionysian Artists, v, 1346.

by,

11,

;

368; influence of,

discovered in 1378, vi, ibii.
of Columbia, introduction of
Freemasonry in, v, 1439 first Lodge
and organization of Grand Lodge in, v,
1439; introduction of Royal Arch Masonry in, VI, 1495; admission of Grand
Chapter of, i8it), v, 1298; Cryptic Masonry in, VI, 1573; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
plar,

District

;

commanderies
Masonry

Rite

Master Mason's degree invented
vii,

1769;

by, iv,

influence of, on

Ritual, iv, 917;

permanent

success of, v, 1289; three
degrees established by, vii, 1769; Edinburg Lodge, record of visit of, in 1721,
ritualistic

IV,

Scottish

;

1889, 1890, 1892.
the, vi,

Dominican Friar of Norfolk, A, author
of Promptorium Parvulorum, 1440, in,
780 latest edition, with annotations by
Albert Way, 1865, 111, 780.
;

(see under

1091.

Deucher, Alexander,

v,

1355.

"Old Charges"),

14-15, 17, 18.

1,

Drake, Francis (M.D.), contributions of
to the history of Masonry, iv, 1068;
speech of, before the Grand Lodge of
York,

cited,

368.

11,

Druidism and Freemasonry,

i,
199-216;
early theories regarding relation, l, 199;
system of the Druids described ceremony of the initiation among Druids, i,
203 the First degree, I, 203 the Second degree, i, 204 the Third degree,
various theories as to the idenI, 205
theories
tity of the Druids, i, 206-209
as to the derivation of Freemasonry
:

;

;

;

:

;

from

Druidism, i, 210-214: argument
against such derivation, i. 214.
Druids, some theories regarding the, and
Freemasons, 11, 460; baptism among

some practices of the, vii,
the, VI, 1731
1763, 1762, 1763.
H., G. G. H. P., 1871,
G. G. Master, vi, 1578.
V, 1301
;

Druses,

Masonic

1605

vi,

in,

in, vil,

Divine Will, written revelation of

sonry, III, 852; IV, 900, 1006; VII, 1769;
the Fellow-Craft's degree invented by.
958, 960, 991-992; VII, 1769; the

IV,

the

166.

I,

Dionysus, the Mysteries of, i, 168.
Diplomas, fac-similes of Old Knights Tem-

Drummond, Josiah

;

the,

156; later history of the, i, 173; theory
of Brewster that Masons sent by King

on the development of Speculative Ma-

975. 99iff.

in, 658.

cities,

Dionysiac Artificers, the Legend of

Dowland MS.

1721, iv, 905.

De Quincey, Thomas,
lished

European

1719.

1883, VI, 1568.

Deputy Grand Chapters, the formation
of, V,
1294; name changed to "State
Grand Chapters," v, 1296.
Deputy Grand Master, creation of the
office of, in

Didron, M., Masonic marks discovered by,
Differences, the essential, between medieval Operative and modern Speculative
Masonry, in, 863.
I,

Delalande, Joseph Jerome Francois, author of a History of Freemasonry, written for the French Encyclopedia, v,
1

early symbol
of Deity, VI, 1718; vii, 1773, 1779.
ancient symbolic use of, vi, 1732.
Dialectic, 3d liberal science mentioned in
Legend of the Craft, i, 18.

Dew,

in
vil,

title for the, hi, 800; VI, 1704; Timaeus
of Locri describes, vi, 1706; important

symbols for

Deus Lumus (Sun-God), an

;

supposed

plarism to the,
I.

i,

indebtedness of Tem233 the doctrines of,
;

234.

Duad, the Pythagorean, vn,

among
Magi,
p.

pp.

the
p.

1753;
17.38,

Jews,

p.

1751

1738,
;

1747;
the

among

1753; among the Egyptians,
in Speculative Freemasonry,
1749,

1752.

Due Form, early use of the
Duke of Lorraine, v, 1325.

term, iv, 907.

INDEX
Duke

of Sussex, the, v, 1345.

DuNCKERLY, Thomas,

a sketch of, v, 1260;

one of the early revisors of

Masonic

Ritual, II, 368; V, 1382; inlUicnce of, on
the Royal Arch Degree of the Moderns,
V, 12<M.

DuNLAP, Robert
V.

P., G. G.

H.

2029
lodges

P., 1847-1853,

1301.

in

n, 321, 322; early
Masonry in, 11, 530; inlUicnce of early
Christian missionaries on Masonry in,
". 536, 538; the admission of gentlemen
in,

1646,

Masons into Operative Lodges in, in,
the clergy admitted into Freema843
sonry in medieval, ni, 838; origin of
modern Speculative Masonry in, i, p. x
the Grand Lodge of, the Alothcr of
English and Continental Masonry, 11,
272; History of the organization of the
Grand Lodge of, iv, 877 early Speculative Masonry in, 11, 324; iv, 903, 920;
extension of Rosicrucianism into, 11,
335 Grand Master of the Grand Ixidge
of, of royal or noble rank since 1721, iv,
905; four Grand Lodges in, in 1780, iv,
1 152;
theory of Cromwellian Masonry
in, 11,294; theory of the spread of Cromwellian Masonry in, n, 298; the Grand
Lodge of all, established at York, iv,
1043
spread of Freemasonry from, to
France, 11, 287, 288: the schism between
the two Grand Lodges of, iv, 1104; the
use of Masonic Marks in, in, 802; establishment of Mark Grand Lodge in,
III, 817; introduction of the Royal Arch
degree into, v, 1257; early practice of
Royal Arch in, vn, 2007; organization
of a Grand Chapter in, v, 1261
Supreme Council, A. A. S. R., established
in, VII, 1851, 1857; new school of Masonic history in, n, 516.
English Freemasonry, theory that York
;

;

DupOTET, Matthew, text (in translation)
of patent from, to Joseph Ccrneau, v,
1388.

;

;

East India Islands, Freemasonry

vii,

in,

1983-

Eckel, Philip P., Council of Select Masons organized by, and H. Niles, vi,
(fac-simile
1557; history of diploma
discovered) issued to, by Encampment
No. I, Md., VI, 161 1.
Ecossaim, a term introduced in Masonry
by Ramsay, 11, 277.
EcosSAis, one of the Ramsay High Degrees,

II,

352; V, 1251

;

significant in the
v, 1248.

development of the Royal Arch,

EcossAiSM (doctrine of the True Word),
the development of, v, 1251.
Edessa, a Latin

Kingdom

of the East, v,

1326.

non-operative membership in lodges of, 11, 322; claimed that
in
Scotland
Masonry
originated at, ill,

Edinburgh,

early

631.

Edinburgh-Kilwinning MS., date

of,

i,

15; preservation of, at Kilwinning, ill,
633Edward I, seventh crusade led by, v, 1323.
Egypt, mysteries first invented in, i, 182;
the use of "Marks," in ancient, in, 793,
803 priests of, taken as model by Jesin
uits,
Masonry, 11, 290; Supreme
Council A. A. S. R. in, vn, 1857.
;

Egyptian Priests, philosophy and allegory
of, VI, 1706.

Egyptian Mysteries, practices in the, vii,
1760; influence of the, on Pythagorean
philosophy,

11,

366.

Egyptian Venus, vi, 1720: vn, 1780.
Eleanora, Princess, v, 1324.
Elect Mason, a degree of the French

Rite,

V, I2l8.

;

was the birth-place of, iv, 1052.
English Grand Lodge of France, v, 1196.
English Guilds of Craftsmen, rise and
growth of the, 11, 574.
English Lodges, supposition that prayer
was used in the early, in, 656.
English Medieval Guilds, some usages of
the, IV, 913.

English Templars, the, v, 1344.
English, James H., G. G. H. P.,

of

Charleston,

in

1802,

vii,

1847.

Eleusis, the Mysteries of,

I,

177.

Ellam, John, ii, 320.
Elliot, Captain Joseph, one of the first
Grand Wardens in England, iv, 904.
England, remains of Roman Masonry in,

Roman

character of early
553; no records of
of the Operative Lodges
in, during seventeenth century, n, 321
of
Masons members
non-operative
II. 511. 534;
architecture
the meeting

in,

11,

;

1874, v,

1301.

Enoch, .Hebrew meaning
legend
of,

of,

the
403
396; the solar character

11,

of,

11,

;

n, 404.

Entered Apprentice's Degree (see under
"Degrees" i).
Entick, John, division of degrees into lectures attributed to, vn, 1796; provisions
in

Elected Knights of Nine, 9th degree A.
A. S. R. as announced b}' the Supreme
Council

;

1756 constitution

of,

vi,

Eranos, the Greek analogue

1647.
of the Guild,

n, 560.
Erwin of Steinbuch, a celebrated Master
of Operative Masonry, iv, 944.
Esquire, use of the title, in early lodges,
III,

621.

Essay, or piece of work: requirement of,
for advancement among Operative Masons, in, 651.

EssENES, the Jewish sect

of,

I,

230

:

charac-

of the, II, 388; origin of the. in
Syria, v, 1346 symbolism of, not based
on the art of building, II, 392; Freemater

;

sonry and

the,

11,

387.
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Etymologies of St. Isuwre, indebtedness
of the Legend of the Craft to, i, 69.
Euclid, the tradition of, in the Legend of
the Craft, I, 20, 67
prominent points
tlie 47th Propoin the Legend of, 1, 71
sition, and other symbols from, I, 42;
II, 368; Constitutions of the Art of Geometry according to. written in 1399,
;

;

III,

Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1606; Scotti^h
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890, 1894.
Fludd, Dr. Robert, most famous and
earliest of English Rosicrucians,

at, VI,

873-

EuGENius in. Pope, Red Cross symbol

as-

signed to Templars by, v, 1321, 1329.
Evangelist, St. John the, festivals of,
and Masonry, m, 850; iv. 883, 903,
1075; V, 1397, 1399, 1400, 1401, 1413.
E.xamination, form of the, among medieval Masons, iii, 765.
ExcLUSlVENESS, the practice of,
Masonic Guilds, iii, 586, 612.
Eyland, James, v, 1374.

33S.

11,

Forsyth's Royal Arch Chapter MS.
Minutes of. v, 1283.
Fort Howard, Wis., first Lodge organized
1460.

FouLHOuzE, James, spurious Scottish Rite
Council organized by,

vil,

1852.

Four Crowned Martyrs, Legend

of

the,

where found, i, 27, 29, 34; early patrons
of Freemasonry in Germany, i, 16
iv,
940
newly discovered facts regarding,
VII, 2002
English source of the Legend
;

;

;

in

early

of, VII, 2003.

Four Old Lodges of London,
of the, IV,

1

the history

136.

Fowle, Henry, the Templar Ritual developed by, and others, vi, 1616.
Frabrii C.ementarii (Stone Masons), n,
492.

Franc-Macon,
and A. M. (see
cepted Masons").
Faber, Freemasonry
F.

by.

I,

infra,

"Free and Ac-

traced

to

Druidism

199.

Fairfax, a friend of Cromwell, 11, 294.
F. A., author of Mysterien dcr
J'Ai.i.ot",
Freimaurer. iii, 714; vii, 2012.
Fees, some early Masonic, vi, 1497.
Fellow, mark given a, in Middle Ages, iii,
806, 819.

Fellow-Craft, use of mark by the, in early
Scottish Masonry, iii. 660.
Fellow-Crafts, early Speculative regulations regarding the, iv. 918;

status

of

-when Masonry consisted of but two
lii, 976; status of the, in 1720
IV, 980; admission fee of the,
in early Scottish Lodges, in. 650.

the,

degrees,
to 1722,

Fellow-Craft's Degree (see under "Degrees" 2).

Fellows, rank instead of degree in early
Scottish Lodges, lll, 648; early provisions

regarding, in, 611.

Fellows, J. Q. A., vi, 1602.
Fellowship, the Five Points

of, historical

evolution of the, iv, 934.

"Architecture in all Countries," in, 673.
Islands, Freemasonry in. vii. 1999.
FiNDEL. J. G., author of a German History
of Freemasonry, l, 17; 11, 276, 439; in,
712, 714; IV, 1024; scope of Masonic
History by, 11, 517.
Fire, significance of, in early symbolism,
Fiji

1749,

First Degree (of. "Degrees" i), symbolism of the, VI I, 1756.
first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, v, 1437; introduction
Masonry in, vi, 1501 Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1579; organization of

Florida,

of R. A.

name

of a Freemason

Romans introduced

architecture

II, 503, 506. 522
early Masonry in,
n, 282, 516; early Operative Masons of,

into,

a

;

continuation

of

Artificers, II, 523
chitects of early,

Roman

;

Colleges

most celebrated

of
ar-

Guilds of the
Middle Ages in, in, 663 Operative Masons in, at present day, in, 680; Freemasonry introduced into, 1725, 11, 272;
Speculative Masonry imported into, 11,
681; IV, 1017, 1040; exiled Royal House
of England said to have brought Freemasonry into, II, 287 first Lodge es11,

521

;

;

;

tablished

first legal Lodge
283
282; the English Ritual
adopted in. v, 1195; the clergy admitted
into Freemasonry in early, in, 838; history of the Grand Lodge of, v, 1 183;
the English Grand Lodge of, v, 1 196;
the National Grand Lodge of, adoption
of title, V, 1 198; two rival Grand Lodges
in, v, 1203, 1223; the degree of Mark
Master not known in, in, 817; development of the Royal Arch degree in. v,
elements of the Royal Arch in1248
troduced into America from, v. 1289
Chapter of Rose Croix established in,
1747, II, 280; origin of the Grand Orient
of, V, 1209: Rites fabricated in, by RamScottish
Rite
II,
1735-40,
279;
say.
in,

1732,

in,

II,

;

II,

:

Fergusson, James, author of "Tree and
Serpent Worship," i, 300: in, 803; of
"Rude Stone Monuments," 11, 538; of

VI, 1731; VII,

the

in France, in, 788.

France,

;

;

Freemasonry originated in. 1740. vii,
1812: Supreme Council A. A. S. R. established
in,
VII,
1850,
1857,
1871 ;
Thory and Clavel on the history of

Freemasonry in, 11, 517.
Francken, Henry A., vii, 1864, 1873.
Franklin, Benjamin, bearing of correspondence of, with Henry Price on
first Lodge in America, v, 1,196: First
Master of first Lodge in America, v,
Provincial
Grand Master of
1398
;

Pennsylvania, 1734, v, 1398.
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Franklin

Chapter,

Norwich,
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Conn.,

1796, V, 1293; participates in organization of general Grand Chapter, 1798, v,
1294.

Fraternity, growth of the early Speculative, IV, 910.

Fraternity of Freemasons, the formation
in, 761.
II of

of,

Frederick
by, V,

;

Germany,

crusade led

fifth

1323.

Frederick the Great,
of, to the A. A. S.

relation
vii, 1873
R., vii, 1805, 1806,
;

1810.

of

in

term,

the

Craft

Free and Accepted Masons, early use of
the title in England, 11, 307; origin and
meaning of title, lii, 617; historical
source of term, in, 786;

vii,

2006; Elias

Ashmole becomes one of the, in, 624.
Free Brothers, use of the term, in the
Craft Guilds,

11,

576.

Freemason, the term, found in rolls of the
seventeenth century, vii, 2007 derivation of the term, 11, 576; application of
the term to English workmen only, ni,
;

when

title

came

into general

use,

III, 788.

Operative

"Operative Masons"),
link connecting corporations
(cf.

the first
of Rome with, 11, 502 Roman introduction of, into France (see under
"France"), 11, 503, 506, 522; a continuance of the Roman Colleges of
three periods of,
Artificers, 11, 523
;

;

Germany (cf. "Germany"), in,
726, 730
Strasburg the original center of. in Germany, in, 730; reorganized after the Roman method by
Christian missionaries in Britain (cf.
in

:

"England"), n, 536; a guild of OpMasons in time of James II,

erative

condition of, among the
291
Anglo-Saxons, n, 540, S43flf. early
period of, in Scotland (cf. "Scotland"), importance of the traditions
of Kilwinning, in, 629; first historic
period of, in Scotland, in, 634 difference between that of to-day and
of the tenth and eleventh centuries,
III, 690; condition of, in the eleventh
the gradual decay
century, in, 693
of, in, 855: IV, 906; the extinction
as
a
Guild
of,
organization, iv, 909;
the death of, and the birth of Speculative. IV. 1003
Speculative Masondecline of
ry founded on. in, 683
the influence of, on Speculative, v,
II,

:

;

;

;

;

;

1

II.

177.

between the Legends of, and
Ancient Myths, 11, 459: Druidism
and, I, 199; theory of analogy be-

tion

tween, and Christianity, 11, 373; theory that the Jesuits invented, n, 288,
289; theory of the Crusade origin of,
I, 217, 229;
Ramsay's theory of the
origin of, v, 1246 Temple theory of
origin of, criticized, i, 48, 73; theory

Ashmole and others developed,

that
in

1648,

II,

273;

fable

Oliver

that

Cromwell invented, 11, 293 theory
Pythagorean origin of, n, 365,
369; distinction between, and Rosi;

of

crucianism, n, 342; the Jesuits in, 11,
286; two theories that Speculative,

was developed

in

London

in

1646,

the Royal Society and, n,
Nicolai's theory as to the com301
mon cause of the Royal Societv and,
II, 304, 307, 310, 316, 318; theory of
the origin of, in the Royal Society
rejected, II, 313; true theory of the
origin of, iil, 684.
of the Fraternity
Two
3. History
ways of looking at, exoteric or puband
eso
eric or secret, l, i; two
lic,
periods of the history of, i, 2; scope
of prehistoric and historic, i, 9, 10;
position of the legendary history of,
I, p. vi, 10; sources of the traditionary history of, in, 598; authentic history of, preliminary outlook, ir, 455 ;
position of the recorded history, i,
character of the early history
p. vi
of, II, 461
distorting influence of the
Legend of the Craft on the history
the beginnings of. 11. 365 ;
of, II, 463
derivation of, from an association of
builders, i, pp. vii, viii
n, 468; iii,
essential historical features in,
705
transition from Operative to
II, 472
Speculative. III. 836; Speculative ascendency over Operative, in, 848;
epoch of real birth of, in England,
IV. 903. 920: death of Operative and
birth of Speculative, iv, 1003
first
II,

311;

;

:

;

;

;

;

Speculative (cf. "Speculative Masonry")
Philosophical and Social Character
of the Institution The accepted definition of. IV. 882; V. 1 182, 1242; the
philosophy of, developed from Masonic myths, I, I
one of the social
:

I.

;

;

FREEMASONET:
I.

2.

:

Free, significance
Guilds, II, 575.

787;

organizations of the world, I, 2;
Christian character of early, iv, 933,
940; sources of the symbols of (cf,
"Symbolism iv"), i, 42; n, 350, 367;
the early ritual of (cf. "Ritual"), IV,
926, 928; seven early revisions of the
Ritual of, II, 3C8; sources of the
Ritual of the, iv, 937 preference of,
for the Monad, vn, 1745; the fundamental principles of, vn, 1757; the
cardinal purpose of, vn, 1870.
Traditions and Theories as to the
Origin of the Order EtTorts to trace
origin of, to the Ancient Mysteries,
I,
174, 185, 188; analogies between,
and the Pagan Mysteries, i, 192, 197;
the Gnostics and, n, 371
the Socinians and, n, 382; the Essenes and,
II,
387; rejection of theories as to
Oriental origin of, n, 473; distinc-

:

;

;

;

;

INDEX
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step in the separation of Speculative
from Operative, iv, 1012; progress
in seventeenth century, lu, O17;
influence of clubs on the origin of,
VII, 1735; the early years of Speculative, in England, iv, 903; the evo-

of,

lution of, in, 643, 848, 850, 853, 854,
;
IV, 882, 906, 909; dit-

856, 862, 870

and
between
fcrenccs
Operative
Speculative, iii, 863; iv, 941; fabrication of the degrees of (cf. "Degrees"), IV, 899; VII, 1805; tradition
as to fabrication of the First degree,
II,
311; invention of the FellowCraft's, IV, 957-959, 960, 1003; the
Master

Mason's, iv, 959, 975, 978,
source of prominent portion of
the Third degree in, 11, 416; conclusions as to early Speculative, in England, II, 324; the House of Stuart
and, II, 267; a political character
given to, 11, 273; the High Degrees

993

;

not an original element of, 11, 329;
condition of, in eighteenth century
England, iv, 878; influence of the
"Ancients" upon, iv, 1132; slow
progress of, in English Provinces,
IV, 920; introduction of, into Germany (cf. "Germany"), in, 727; ex-

Royal House of England said to
have introduced, in France
(cf.
"France"), 11, 275, 287; introduction
iled

Queensland, p. 1996; in 'West
Australia:
lasmania, p. 1996; in
New Zealand, p. 1997 in North Island, p. 1998;
Oceania, p. 1999.
Freemasons, origin and meaning of term,
111,
782; architects of Lombardy first
termed, i, 42; first associations of, in
Como, III, 687; connection of early, with
the Church, iii, 695;
Gothic Architecture founded by the Traveling, l, 191
III, 727, 772; character of the symbols
of the Traveling. 11, 3O7 the guilds of,
only form known until the eighteenth
century, 11, 300; fraternity of, organized
at Strasburg in the fifteenth century,
III,
804; similarity between the, and
the Steinmet;:cn of Germany, lit, 72^
admitted
into
the
non-professionals
ranks of the, iii, 838, 844; a "cowan"
not allowed to work with, in, 618; differences between the Speculative, and
the medieval, iii, 8C3 resemblances between the Speculative, and the medieval, III, 854; first meeting places of
fabrication
early Speculative, iv, 885
of some of the High Degrees of, at the
Chateau of St. Germain, 11, 270.
Free.masons, the Company of, a company
chartered on or before 1370, in, 591.
Freemaso.n's, Society of, Nicolai's account
of the, II, 309.
in

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

pREEiMASONS AND CowANS, regular and

ir-

France, iv, 1017; introducinto Scotland (cf. "Scotof,
land"), HI, 632; relation of Females
in
to,
Scotland, ni, 652; introduction
of, into the North American Colo-

regular workmen, n, 496.
Freemasons and the Rough Masons,

also
under "America,"
(sec
"United States" and the names of
the several States and Territories),
severance of American,
1224;
V,
from English jurisdiction, vi, 1650;
introduction of, into New York, New

Freimauker, meaning of the term, among
German Masons, 111, 788.
French, Benja.min B., v, 1384.

of,

into

tion

nies

Jersey, and Pennsylvania, v, 1225;
into New Hampshire, v, 1229; history of the introduction of, into each
State and Territory of the United
States, v, 1293IT.
history of, in British
America, vii, 1929; in New
in Prince EdBrunswick, p. 1931
ward Island, p. 1932; in Manitoba,
in
British
(Columbia, p. 1933;
p. 1933;
in Quebec, p. 1938
in Ontario, p.
1939: in New Brunswick, p. 1939; in
New Foundland. p. 1940 in Nova
in Me.\ico, p. 1942
Scotia, p. 1940
in Puerto Rico,
Cuba, p. 1961
in
p. 1965;
Asia, p. 1968; in India,
in ^ladras, p. 1977
in Bomp. 1969
bay, p. 1979; in East India Islands,
p. 1983: in the Philippines, p. 1984;
in Persia, p.
in
the Straits
1084
in
Settlement, p. 1985
China, p.
1985; in Japan, p. 1986: in (3ape
Colony, p. 1987; in Au>;tralasia New
South Wales, p. 1900; in Victoria,
p. 1992; in South Australia, p. 1994;

French Guilds,

royal confirmation of the
early statutes of, in, 679.
the early ritual of

French Freemasons,

;

;

;

;

191.

111,

675.

French Revolution,

serious effect of the,

on Freemasonry, v, 1216; vn, 1871.
Friendship Lodge, No. 3, the first Lodge to
assume distinctive name, iv, S85.
Frizzel, John, G. G. H. P., 1877, v, 1301.
Frontenac Chapter, No. i, first in Canada,

;

;

m

1

the, V,

French Freemasonry (cf. "France"), effect of the High Degrees on, v, 1197.
French Masons, early regulations of the,

;

;

hi,

779-

Free.men, St. John's Lodge, Glasgow, priority claim made by, 111, 631.

v,

1288.

Fylfot (see "Swastika"), a frequently occurring symbolic mark of the Middle
Ages,

III,

800;

VII,

1789.

;

;

;

:

the letter, i, 41; vii, 1745; historical
aspect of the letter, 111, 763 Hutchison's
theory as to w-hat it denotes, i. 41.
Gadicke, J. C. author of a German Lexicon of Freemasonry, i, 41 opinion of.

G.,

;

;

INDEX
on

of

relation

and

Jesuitism

masonry, II, 2S7.
Gage, Jonathan, influence

of,

Free-

on Tem-

plarism, vi, 1616.

Wm.

address of, giving history of Prince Hall Lodge (colored),
address by, on Tcmplarism in
VI, 1642
Pennsylvania, vi, 1630.
Gaul, Roman Colleges of Artificers in, 11,

Gardnek,

S.,

;

503, 506.

early French corporations held. III, 670.
General Assembly, an early name for an
annual meeting of the Craft, iv, 897.

General Assemblies,

General Grand Chapter of Royal Arch
!\Iasons for the U. S. of A., v, 1297;

of the presiding officers of, v, 1301
jurisdiction of the, v, 1295; national aspect of the, V, 1299; powers of the,
abridged, v, T296; value of the, v, 1300;
biennial sessions of, v, 1296; septennial,
V, 1296; triennial, established, 1826, v,
1299; constitution of the, revived, v,
1296; memoranda of important transactions of the, VI, 1548.

list

;

General Grand Council, organization of
1567.

the, VI,

General Grand Encampment of K.
the U.
in

1384; organized in

V,

S.,

N. Y. City,

"Law"), adop-

(cf.

tion of, in 1721, III, 852; some provisions of the, IV, 894; substitution of, for

the "Charges" as early Masonic Law,
V, 917; the, the first code of Masonic
Law, IV, 919; some features of the, iv,
979-

General

of Royal Arch
of Scotland, v. 1342.
position of the, in Scot-

Regulations

Masonry

General Warden,
tish

Masonry,

Gentleman,
Lodges,
scribing

648.

iii,

of the title, in early
621
Masonic record de;

Anthony Sayer

Gentlemen Masons,

a

iv, 904.

as,

title

of early non-

operative members, in, 841.

Geometrical Marks,
Geometrical Mason,
tive
I,

Mason

in

iii,

796.

for a Speculaeighteenth century,

title

the

42.

ern Freemasonry,

i.

42

in

mod-

in, 865.

;

"Euclid"), etymology of
the word, i, 68
secret use of, in the
Middle Ages, in. 769; medieval secrecy
(cf.

;

and the principles of, iii, 796; early
emphasis of, by Freemasons, n, 342;
origin of (in the Legend of the Craft),
the founder of. in AnI, 19, 40; Enoch
dersonian theory, 11, 401 Operative and
;

Speculative regard for, in, 865 identity
with Masonry, i, 41, 43; 11, 368; lu,
;

of,

in,

Geometry,
Masonry
synonymous terms
I,

66.

1404; intro-

v,

1893.

German Architecture,

three

epochs

of

medieval, in, 713.

German Freemasonry,
HI,

into,

medieval initiation

745.

German Freemasons,
tution of the.

III,

written Consti-

first

716.

German Stonemasonry,

introduction

of,

into England, in, 742.

German Stonemasons, customs and
of the.

influence

History,

Germany

11,

(cf.

of

on

the,

"Freemasonry"), TravelLig
introduced

Masonry

710; evidence of Guilds

III,

Masonic

466.

Freemasons

Stonemasons

the

usages

741, 743.

III,

Germans,

(cf.

into,

738;

in, iii,

"Steinmetzen")

operative marks in, in,
802 customs as to the use of Masonic
marks in, iii, 811; the degree of Mark
Master not known in, in, 817; Rosicrucianism originates in, 11, 338; the clergy
of,

III,

707;

admittcd into Freemasonry

in early,

in,

constitutions of the Freemasons
influence of French Masons
721
III, 708; three periods of Freemason-

838;
in.

in.

III,

;

ry in, III, 726; Cologne and Strasburg
each claim to be Masonic center of, in,
729; development of Scottish Rite Ma
sonry in, vii, 1816.
Gervase of Canterbury, the work of, in
the "Decern Scriptores Angilise," in,

Gervasius Dorobornensis (see Gervase of
Canterbury).

Gesture-language, significance of, in the
development of symbolism, vi, 1695.
Gib, Rev. Adam, an antiburger clergyman
of eighteenth century, n, 269.
Gibraltar, deputation granted to Brothers,
1728, III, 788.

by,

1330.

V,

Gillman, Charles, G. G. H.

and

Architecture,

in the

Legend of the

P.,

1856, v,

1301.

Glasgow, claim

that

Masonry

in

Scotland

originated at, in, 631.
Gloves, the use of, in the initiation of Operative Masons and in Continental Speculative Lodges, III, 650.
Gnostics, Freemasonry and the, n, 371.
Gnosticism, the origin and character of,
II. 372, 374; the character of Basilidian,
II,

zn-

Goat of Mendes, symbol

762.

Craft,

Grand Lodge

duction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1503;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1579; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, i5o6; Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890,

Gilbert d'Assalit, the Hospitalers armed

Geometrical Masons, hi, 770.
Geometrical Symbols, source of.

Geometry

tion of

791.

use
III,

Georgia, introduction of Freemasonry inta,
v, 1230, 1395; first Lodge and organiza-

;

T., in
1816,

1416.

vi,

General Regulations

2033

1720;

VII.

of

Deity,

vi,

1780.

God. character of the Supreme, in Gnostic
Symbols, II, 378; vii, 1745.
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GoDDARD, Dr., supposed relations of, to the
Royal Society origin of Freemasonry,
303, 327-

II,

Godfrey of Bouillon, v, 1325.
Golden City, Col., first Lodge organized
VI, 1476.

at,

Golden Rosicrucians, a title
Samuel Richter, 11, 354;
grees of the,

used by

first

the

nine de-

Good and

Evil, distinction between, in symbolism, VI, 1717.

Goose and Gridiron Tavern, Grand Lodge
of England formed at, June, 1717, iii,
858; IV, 882.

Gothic Architecture, Traveling Freemathe
sons founders of, 1, 191
iii, 727
Freemasons and, lii, 772; medieval
the
Freemasons invented
style of. III,
774; generic use of the name, iii, 728;
the name, not suggestive of that style
of architecture, iii, 776; distinguishing
features of the, in, 777; "geometry of
beauty" in the, ill, 757; celebrated mas;

;

ters of, IV, 944

organization,

;

influence of,

iii,

on Masonic

727.

Gothic Constitutions,
Freemason" identical

of

a

with, iv, 917.
of, as

to

"Charges

Gould, Robert Freke, opinion

when

ritual

was developed,

1347
value of the history by, on the Stein-

metzen and Masonic MSS.,
ist of the

Grammar,

v,

;

vii, 2003.

seven liberal sciences

Legend of the Craft, I, 18.
Grand Architect of the UNrnxsE,
in

The

(T. G. A. O. T. U.), VII, 1742, 1746.
Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons,
"Moderns" organize a, in 1767, Vll,
2010 (cf. v, 1261).

Grand Chapter of Kentucky, memorial
of the, against G. G.

Grand Chapter
mation of

Chapter, v, 1299.
]\L\ssacuusetts, for-

of

the, in

Grand Chapter

1799, v, 1274.

of

Pennsylvania, early
subservience of the, to the Grand Lodge,

V,

1271.

Grand Chapter
first

meeting

1798, V,

of the
of,

at

Northern States,
Middletown, Conn.,

1296.

Grand Chapter of the United

States,

history of the General, iv, 1132 v, 1290;
discussion of the usefulness of, vi, 1509.
Grand Constitutions (A. A. S. R.),
Frederick the Great promulgated the,
ratification of the, at
in 1762, VII, 1805
;

;

Bordeaux,

Grand

vii,

1806.

Encampment, K. T., of U.

S.

A.,

the organization of, v, 1386.

Hermetic Chancellor, a traditional degree of Rosicrucian origin, 11,
354-

Grand

Grand Inquisitor Commander,
A. A.

preme
VII,

31st degree
by the Su-

R. as announced
Council of Charleston,

S.

in

1802,

1848.

Grand Lodge,
Grand Lodge

;

Grand

cial

355.

11,

of the organization of the. in
1717, IV, 877 names of the first officers
of the, IV, 904; the method of forming
the, IV, go8; the first, of whom formed,
IV, gio, 911; Anderson's "Book of Constitutions" adopted by, iv, 900; query
whether the organization of the, was a
"Revival," iv, 890; system of Provin-

history

Lodges

use of the term, in, 603.
of England, ii, 272; the
mother of Speculative Masonry, 11, 291
;

in

by,

;

;

1174; Freemasons meet in Philadelphia
before the organization of, v, 1230.

Grand Lodge of All England, The,
tablished

germ

es-

York, in 1725, iv, 1043;
the Operative Guilds, iv,

at
in

of,

1066; illegal constitution of,

Grand Lodge of Ancients

iv,

1055.

AthoU

(cf.

Grand Lodge), organization
the
ity
IV,

of the, in
year 1753, iv, 1104, 1106; popularof, due to the Royal Arch degree,
1119; some of the early officers of
IV, 1 120; influence of requirements

the,
in the,

on American Lodges,

iii,

614;

jurisdiction extended into foreign countries by, IV, 1 126, 1 133; first Colonial
Warrant granted by, in 1758, v, 1264;
declaration of the, regarding union,
March 2, 1802, v, 1159; union of the,

with "Moderns,"

v,

1155,

1173.

Grand Lodge of England South of the
1780-1790, history of the, iv,
the schismatic attitude of the
1135
"Lodge of Antiquity," iv, 1 138; text of
the Manifesto of December 16, 1778; iv,
1140; a discussion of the grounds of
dispute, IV, 1 144; organization of the,

Trent,
;

at

London

status

of

between

Lodge

in

the,
the,

1153; historical
1151; reconciliation
original Grand

1780, iv,
iv,

and the

of England, in 1790, iv, 1152.

of Engl.\nd, The United,
formed by the union of the two, v, 1155;
the arms adopted by the, in 1813, 11,
formed by the union of the two, v, 1155,
II 73- 1 1 74; the arms adopted by the, in
1813, II, 597
Royal Arch Masonry recognized by, V, 1 179; African Lodge
(colored) dropped from roll by, vi,

Grand Lodge

;

1660.

Grand Lodge of Scotland, organized

in

1079; list of the
Lodges forming the, iv, 1097; Scottish
Rite Masonry has no relation to, vii,
1736,

III,

645;

IV,

1812.

Grand Lodge of France,

history of the, v,

II93-

Grand Lodge,
America,

the
iv,

method of forming
907;

establishment

in Mass., v,
in Penn., v, 1397
Ga., V, 1405; in N. H., v, 1408;
in
N.
Y.,
v, 1410; in
v, 1409;
14IJ; in Md., V, 1415: in Conn.,
;

first

organized

1726, VI, 1644; first Lodge of France,
established by warrant from, 1725, 11,
281 grants a charter to African Lodge
at Boston, in 1784, vi, 1659, 1661
union
of the, with "Ancients," v, 1155, 1173-

a,

of

1401
in S.

;

in
a,

in

C,

R. L, v,
v, 1417;

INDEX
Va., V, 1419; in N. C, v, 1423;' in
Me., V, 1424; in N. J., v, 1428; in Mich.,
1430; in Del., v, 1432; in Vt., v,
1434: in Fla., v, 1438; in Ky., v, 1439.
Grand Lodge of Cologne, early jurisdiction of the. III, 722.
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in

Greece, Supreme Council A. A. S. R.

V,

Greeks, The, formation of secret societies
among, 11, 497 baptism practiced by,
some practices in the mysVI, 1729

Grand Lodge of Iowa, valuable Masonic
works owned by, vii, 201 1.
Grand Lodge of New York, established by
the

Ancients, in 1781,

iii,

824.

Grand Lodge of Rhode Island, Webb's
body interred

by, v, 1291.
Grand Ixjuge of St. Stephen of Vienna,
early jurisdiction of the, iii, 721.

Grand Lodge of the Three Globes (Germany), Scottish Rite degrees adopted
by, 1758, VII, 1805.

Grand

MS.

Lodge

"Old

under

(see

the first, in the several
States and Territories, v, 1394; development of the supreme authority of, iv,
1 152; the several, in the United States
(see under the respective names of
States and Territories)
a list of the
;

State, VI,

1485.

Grand Master,

first

use of the term,

iii,

603.

Grand Master Architect,

12th

degree,

A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,
1847.

VII,

Grand Master

of All Symbolic Lodges,
20th degree, A. A. S. R. as announced
by the Supreme Council of Charleston,
in 1802, vii,

1848.

Grand Mystery

;

;

teries of the ancient, vi, 1729; fraternities among the ancient, 11, 475, 560.
Grey, William, ii, 320.
Grip, evidence of the early use of the,
among Masons, iv, 930; the Operative,
IV, 969.

Guild of Freemasons, early form of the
order,

300; the extinction of Opera-

11,

tive Masonry, as a, iv, 909.
Guild of the Holy Cross, law-suits between members discouraged in, iii, 587.
Guild of the Holy Trinity, some of the

statutes of the,

Guild, Legend of

Charges").
Grand Lodges,

of Free-Masons Discov-

in,

VII, 1857.

Craft),

p.

1,

586.

iii,

the

Legend of the

(see

V.

Guild Spirit, essential characteristic of the
Masonic Institution, I, viii.
Guild of St. John the Baptist, regulation as to law-suits between members
in,

587.

III,

Guild of Tailors at Lincoln, religious
and Craft character of, 11, 573.
Guilds, Adulterine, ii, 577.
Guilds, Craft, resemblance of, to the Roman Colleges, II, 563 some ancient pro;

totypes of,
sonic,

559, 560

II,

members

;

combining with other

Ma-

of

guilds,

iii,

598; exclusive character of the, in, 612;
in
of,
early evidence
Germany (cf.
"Steinmetzen"), in, 738.
Guilds, The Anglo-Saxon, ii, 559; comparison of, with the priesthood fraterthe Eranos of
nity of Egypt, II, 559
the Greeks the analogue of a Guild, 11,
the Agapae or Love Feasts of the
560
early Christians grew to resemble, 11,
560: theories as to the origin of, 11, 561
influence of the Roman Colleges on the
formation of, 11, 562 analogies between
the Roman Colleges and, 11, 563
the
antiquity of, 11, 564; the number 13,
a favorite in, 11, 565
text of the
original charter of Orky's Guild, 11,
between charters of,
565
similarity
and the Constitutions of the Freemathe charter of Thanes'
sons, II, 567
;

ered, reprint of the text of the, iv, 930.
Grand Orient, French title for the Supreme Masonic Authority, v, 1212.

Grj\nd Orient of France, origin of the, v,
1209; Chapter of Rose Croix at Paris
united with, 11, 2S1
rivalry between
the, and the "Council of the Knights of
;

the East," vii, 1805.

Grand Pontiff,

19th degree, A. A. S. R.
as announced by the Supreme Council
of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Grand Royal Arch Chapter, first constitution of the, of the Northern States of
America, adopted in 1798, in, 824; organization of the, V, 1294; establishment
of a, in Canada, 181S, v, 12S8.

Grand Scottish

i\Iason' of James VI, a
high degree of Stuart period, 11, 269.

Grand Wardens,

the

names

of

the

first

Speculative, iv, 883.

Grande Loge Anglaise de France,

1196.

1

iv,
the, v,

104,

1220

;

112S; ritualistic basis for
influence of the, on Masonic Histhe French schism and

tory, IV, 1152;
the, contrasted

and compared, v, 1220.
Grecus, Namus, meaning of name, in Masonic lore,

I,

86.

;

;

;

;

;

:

Guild at Cambridge,

11,
568
principal
features of, 11, 569; charter of the Guild
of the Smiths of Chesterfield, 11, 570;
charter of the Tailors' Guild at Lincoln, II, 572; character of, n, 573; the
progress of, 11, 574 the purpose of, 11,
use of "free" and "freemen" in
575
charters of, 11, 575
character of the
;

;

;

v,

Grandidier, Abbe, ii, 467.
Schism in English Masonry,

GRE.^T

;

;

early,
ii>

in,

II.

576; customs and usages of,
form of admission and oath
579; suits at law between mem-

11,

577

;

bers discouraged in

Guilds,

all,

in,

587.

The Early English Masonic,
theories

as to

the origin of,
II.
Hughan collects and publishes
the ordinances of the, in, 581
text of
III,

581
561

;

:

;
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the

"Charges"

MS.,

of.

583

582,

Ill,

in
:

the Landsdowne
internal evidence

Freemasonry developed
from, III. 584; Anderson's "Charges of
with
the
Freemason" compared
a
"Charges" of, lii, 585; some statutes of,
that Speculative

Hamel, Count
at
280.

Chapter
by,

II.

de. Charter of Rose Croix
Arras, France, discovered

Ham.mer. Von, theory
I,

Hamon, Wm.,

in. III,

Harleian MSS., No.

586-587; the spirit of e.xclusiveness
586; suits at law discouraged in,
587-588; connection between the, and
modern lodges, iii, 58S; some usages of,

IV, 913.

The French

Medieval, history
663: derivation of. from the
of
III,
Artificers,
Colleges
the formation of the "Cor663. 664
poration des Metiers," in, 663, 664;
regular progress of, iii, 666; the Parisian Hanse, or the "Merchadise de
I'eau," ni, 668; legal basis for. established, in, 668; royal confirmation of
charters of, a universal usage in the
fourteenth century, in, 669; privileges
of the Parisian. 11, 669; the general assemblies of, III, 670; classes of workman in, in, 671 some regulations in the
statutes of, in, 672, 675
St. Blaise, the
patron of, in. 674; text of the "Regulaof
tions
the Masons," etc., in, 675; royal
confirmation of the statutes of, in seventeenth century, in, 679
letters-patent
and decrees of the King's Council to,
in, 679.
Guilds, Masonic, Roman Colleges of Artificers, the prototype of, 11, 485.
Guilds and Companies, name of Operative
Guilds,
of,

ni,

Roman

;

;

;

;

Masons

in

England, i, ix.
GuiSTiNiANi, Abbe, first to publish tradi-

and

tions

rituals, v, 1316.

as to the rela-

and Templarism,

237-

III,

III,

of,

tions of the Assassins

of.

15

I,

;

321.

II,

supposed date
importance of, ill,

1942,

historical

re616; an analysis of the, in, 6l7ff.
cent discovery of new copies of, vil.
2066; No. 2054, supposed date of. i, 15;
Hughan's view of the date of, vn, 2002.
Harnouester, Lord. Grand Master of
France, 1736, v, 1188.
Hartford (Conn.), organization of Grand
Chapter at, in 1798, v, 1294; Grand
Chapter the first in America, 1798, v,
General Grand Chapter organized
1271
;

;

1491.

at, VI,

Harrington, a friend of Oliver Cromwell,
n. 294.

Haswell, Nathan B., vi, 1542.
Haues, Moses Michael, one of

the early
inspectors of the Rite of Perfection, v,
1274.

Haupthutte, Lodge of Strasburg recognized

as. III, 720.

Hautes Grades

(see "High Degrees"), 11,
284; Ramsay's system of 7, v, 1205; the
spirit of their ordinance, v, 1243.

Hawaiian

Islands. Freemasonry in
vn, 2000; Scottish Rite Masonry in
VII, 1889, 1890.

the,

the,

1893.

Hayes, Moses M., appointed D. L

G., at

Boston. Mass., vn, 1809.
of 1675, vn, 2003.

Henery Heade MS.,

Heart, Jonathan, vi. 1443.
Heguety, a member of the

first

Lodge

in

France, n, 283.

Heiohng.

H
H,

initial

of Scottish Chapter of Heredon,

280.

II,

Hague, The, provincial Grand Lodge
tablished

at, VII,

es-

1912.

Halifax, Freemasonry in, vn, 1940.
Hall, Prince, the leader of colored Freemasonry in the U. S., vi, 1659.

Dr., Pythagorean principles introduced by, vn, 1736; lectures of,
adopted bv the Grand Lodge of England,

III,

868.

Henry, Duke of Montmorency, v, 1356.
Heraldry (see "Masonic Arms").
Herbert, William, list of London Companies published by, in, 590.

Heredom, a term introduced in Masonry by
Ramsay, n, 277 theories regarding the
;

views of,
regarding
Freemasonry, n, 469.
O.,
Halliwei.l, James
genuineness of Leland Manuscript, doubted by, n, 361.
Halliwell MS., the earliest extant, I, 25;
Temple of Solomon not mentioned in,
I, 75
thought to be a translation from

Hallam,

Henry,

writers on

;

a

German

original, ni, 742; the date of

the, VII, 2002.

Halliwell

Poem, comparison of, with
other Masonic MSS., I, 30, 34; origin
of the. I. 33 analysis of the, i, 26-30
antiquity of the, compared with other
documents, i, 14; Legend of the Craft
and the, i, 25 mention of the Tower
of Babel in. i, 53; the Legend of Euclid
;

;

;

in,

I,

68.

etymology of the term,

11,

278.

Heredom of Kilwinning, vn, 1908. 1910.
Heredom, Royal Order of, not relaxed to
the Templars,

i,

259.

Heredom Templars, v, 1342.
Heredon (same as I^eredom).
Heredon of Kilwinning, a degree

of the

Royal Order of Scotland, n, 279;

vii,

1908, 1910.
Hermes, significance of, in Legend of the
Craft, I, 20, 50; symbolic use of the
ancient columns of, in the Royal Society, n, 306; theory that Enoch was identical

with.

Hermetic

II,

400.

Dfjjrees. existence of, early in
eighteenth century, n, 339; Rose Croix
the most influential of the, n, 354.

INDEX
Hermetic Knicht,

a traditional degree of

Rosicrucian origin,

354.

11,

Hekmetic

Philosophy
"Rosicru(see
cianisni"). the extinction of, 11, 359.
Hervey, John G., Secy, of the U. G. L. of
England, letter from, regarding African
Lodge, VI, 1667.
Hewitt, John (D. D.), ii, 306.
Hieroglyphics, origin and significance of,
in Symbolism, vi, 1704, 1710.
HiCDEN, Ranulph, Polychronicon, or Universal History written by, i, 46; indebtedness of the Legend of the Craft to
writings of. i, 69; finding of one of the
Pillars by Pythagoras mentioned by, in
his Polychronicon, 11, 364.
HiGGiNs, Godfrey, Freemasons associated
with the Assassins by, i, 238.
High Degrees, The, unknown prior to
1728, II, 284; the flood of, develops in
France, v, 1205
origin of some, vil,
1805 the adoption of those, of the Rite
;

;

1218; influence of Hermetic philosophy on, 11, 329
doctrine
of sacred numbers developed in, 11, 380;
influence of Rosicrucianism on, 11, 351,
352 the political purpose of, 11, 284 effect of the. upon French Freemasonry,
V, 1197; influence of, on American Royal
Arch Masonry, v, 1275 absurd views of
theorists, at time of fabrication of, 11,
372; philosophical interpretation of symbols in, II, 287; importance of the Legend of Enoch in legendary history of,
II, 398
changes in the development of,
Frangaise,

v,

;

;

;

;

;

1815 significance of, vii, 1S70.
Priest, title of the chief officer in
R. A. Chapter, v, 1275
duties of the,
in eighteenth century, v, 1281.
Hiram Abif, origin, history, and meaning
of the Legend of, 11, 412; meaning of
VII,

;

High

;

name, 11, 418; legend of, accepted as
fact from time of Anderson and DeI,
137; preservation of the
by Freemasons in all coun419; significance of, in the
Legend of the Temple, i, 77; various
in Speculative ^lasonry, 11,
titles of,
429; the historic character of, 11, 421;
work done in the Temple by, 11, 430 in-

saguliers,

Legend
tries,

of,

II,

;

Legend of the Smith on
Masonic use of, 11, 431, 432; theory that
he was a member of Dionysiac Fraternity. I, 170
theory associating James
de Molay with, i, 265 Charles I and
James II symbolized as, 11, 268. 272,
fluence of the

;

;

interpretation of, in alleged Cromvvellian Masonry, 11, 298; fabled relation
of, to Mark Masonry, in, 827, 831, 834.

283

;

Hiram, King of Tyre, ii, 416.
HiRAMic Legend (cf Hiram Abif), medieval Masons not familiar with the, in,
871
V,

;

importance

of, in the

Third degree,

pher,

253,

II,

HoLiiRooK, M. E..
1373;

Sir

Moses (M. D.),

Legend

v,

MS. book

of, cited, vi, 1555.
significance of the, in
Knighthood, v, 1312.
Honorary Members, status of the, in Operative Lodges, III, 842.
Hope, Thomas, historical essay on architecture by. III, 682; secrets of medieval

Holy Sepulcher,

Masons

in

essay of,

754.

iii,

Hopkins, James H. (P. G. N.), v, 1385.
Horner, Joseph P., G. G. H. P., 1891,

v,

1302.

Hosmer, Stephen Titus,

elected first

G.

Treas., v, 1295.

Hospitallers, The Knights, origin of, in
the Crusades, i, 225, 226; Gilbert d'Assalit arms, v, 1330.
House of Solomon, Lord Bacon's romance
of the,

304; discussion of the,

II,

11,

326.

H. T. W. S. S. T. K. S., Ill, 831.
FIuuson Chapter, participates in organization of General Grand Chapter, 1798, v,
1294.

Hudson, N.
V,

Y.,

Chapter organized

at, 1796,

1293.

Hugh the

Great,

v,

1325.

Hughan, William James,

opinion

of,

as

to when ritual was introduced, v, 1347;
criticizes
King's "The Gnostics and
their Remains," 11, 371
1725 Lodge in
;

France proved clandestine by,
that

theory

Freemasonry

11, 282;
Elias Ashmole invented
refuted by, 11, 328
Ma;

Guild

ordinances published by,
iconoclastic method of, i, 6; memorials of the Masonic Union, v, 1169;
copy of Royal Order certificate issued
to, VII, 1924; supplement to Mackey's
text by, VII, 2001-2013.
Hugo de Paganis, first Master of the Templars, V, 1320, 1328.
.sonic
III,

581

;

Hungary,
III,

in,

721

introduction of Freemasonry in,
Supreme Council A. A. S. R.

;

VII, 1857.

Huntsviile, Ala., first Lodge at,
Hurd, Benjamin, Jr., first G. K.,
G. G. H. p., 1S06, V, 1301.
Hure, first Lodge in France held
of,

II,

vi, 1458.
v, 1295;
in

house

282.

Hutchinson, theory of, that Freemasonry
is derived from Adam, 1,
i85; theory
as to the origin and progress of
Freemasonry, in his "The Spirit of
Masonry," i, 128; the Temple Legend as

of,

discussed by,

i,

155; opinion of, in re-

gard to Basilidian Gnosticism and Freemasonry, II. 379; theory of, as to the
relation of the Crusaders and Freemasons, I, 24S.
HiJTTEN. or old German Lodges, Parlirer,
the

name

of principal officer

Hyneman, Leon, work

1243.

History, Masonic, the germ of in
of the Craft, i, 19, 36.

2037

Hitchcock, General, work of, to prove
Swedenborg was a Hermetic philoso-

of,
in

Grand Lodges abounds
901.

in,

on

iv, 893.

English

errors,

iv,
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I

Iao (see "Abraxas"), ii, 379.
Iconoclasts, religious and masonic, contrasted,

I,

5.

Iconoclastic Criticism, true value

Masonic History,

i,

of,

in

9.

subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1607;
Scottish Rite Bodies in, vu, 1906.
Ineffable Degrees, a general term for the
A. A. S. R. degrees from the 4th to the
14th inclusive (see under "Degrees"),
1562; the early practice of, at Albany, v, 1291.
VI,

Iconoclastic School, valuable influence of
the. on Masonic History, vii, 2001.
Idaho, first Lodge and organization of

Ineffable Name, importance of. in symbolism of the Legend of Enoch, 11, 399.
In hoc signo vinces, adoption of, as Ma-

Grand Lodge in, vi, 1478; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1504; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1580; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, l6o5; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1S89, 1890, 1892.
Idaho City, first Lodge established at, vi,

sonic motto, V, 1309.
Initiation, the second step in the Ancient
Mysteries, I, 180 but one esoteric sys-

1478.

and Alterity, development

Identity

of

the idea of, vii, 1750.

Illegitimate Degrees, some names

of, vii,

1866.
first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1450; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1505 Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1580 organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1606 list of Scot-

Illinois,

;

;

;

tish Rite Bodies in, vii, 1908.
Illuminati, Barruel's views regarding
II,

the,

290.

Illijminism, II, 289.
Illustrious Elected of 15, loth degree
A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,
1847.

VII,

Immortal

Quartette,

the

four

lodges

which organized the Mother Grand
Lodge of the world, vii, 2008.
Impostor, Joseph Balsamo ("Count Cagliostro"), the great, vii, 1814.

Increase of Wages, the French expression
for advancement in Masonic degrees,
III,

1655-

Independents, theory of Cromwellian Masonry and, II, 297 position of, in Cromwellian Masonry, 11, 298.
;

the

use

of

Freemasonry in,
Indian Territory,

"Marks"
vii,

in,

iii,

803;

1969.

among Operative Masons,

iv,
;

;

;

sade, v, 1323.

Inquisition, influence of the Spanish,

v,

1332.

Instructor, usual duty of the, in, 652.
Intendant of the Building, 8th degree
A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,
VII, 1847.

Intimate Secretary. 6th degree A. A. S.
R. as announced by the Supreme Council

of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1847.

first
Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1465 introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1508; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1580; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1607; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vu, 1889, 1890, 1892;
valuable
Masonic works owned by
Grand Lodge of, vu, 201 1.

Iowa,

;

theory of introduction of the
in, 11, 298; attitude of the Grand Lodge of, toward the
English Grand Lodge of Moderns, iv,
1123; system of provincial Grand Master in, VI, 1649
the degree of Mark
Master in. III, 817; early practice of
Royal Arch in. vu, 2007: Supreme
Council A. A. S. R. established in, vu,

Ireland,

first

;

1890,

;

T851, 1857-

Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1474
introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi,
1506; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in,
VI. 1607; Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii,
1889,

of,

character of the Operative, iv, 943
some elements of the Operative, iv, 900;
simple character of the early, iv, 881 ;
some early terms for, iii, 617; early requirements regarding, iii, 621
simple
form of, in seventeenth centurj', ill,
the German medieval, iii, 745.
649
Innocent III, Pope, promotes fourth cru;

Cromwellian masonry

873-

Independence, Declaration of Masonic,
from Eng. by the U. S. in 1782, vi, 1651,

India,

:

tem
899

Irish Master, Masonic degree during
lime of Charles I, II, 274.
Italy, the degree of ^lark Master not
known in, iii, 817 Supreme Council of
A. A. S. R. established in, vu, 1850,
;

1857.

1894.

Indians, American, Masonic Lodges organized among, vi, 1474-1475.
Indiana, first Lodge and organization of

Grand Lodge in, vi, 1455 list of the
lodges organizing G. L. of, vi, 1456;
introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi,
1506; Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1580; organization of Grand Commandery and
;

Jacquesson, a symbol for the son of James
II

in the Stuart

Period,

11,

270.

Jamaica. Scottish Rite Masonry established
in. vu, 1809.
Jamdlichus, the biographer of Pythagoras,
u. 366.
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James II, relation of, to Masonry, 11, 271.
Jai'AN, Frtciuasonry in, vii, 1986; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Jekson, a signilicant word in the Scottish
or Ramsay degrees, 11, 270.
Jerusalem, the crusaders capture of, v,
1325 the Latin Kingdom of, v, 1326.

ety at, n, 279; manuscript of (see Edelection of
inburgh-liilwinning MS.)
Lord Cassillis to the deaconship in the
the
Lodge of, II, 322
Abbey of, iii, 630.
King, C. W., The Gnostics and their Remains, Ancient and Medieval, written
by (1864), II, 371, 380.

Jerusalem Word, The,

King Cyrus Chapter, Newburyport,

;

of

relation
286.

Jesuits,
II,

Jesuitic Masonry,

iv, 934.

to

the,

Freemasonry,

288, 290.
Jews, three sects of, in time of Christ, 11,
388; baptism among the, vi, 1730, 1732.
Jones, Inigo, a great architect, vii, 1804.
ii,

JosEPHUS, Legend of Lamech's Sons and
the Pillars mentioned by, l, 44
the
Legend of the Craft drawn from the
;

Antiquities of,

I,

6g.

JuD^EUs, Philo, citation from, in regard to
the Essenes, 11, 390.
Jurisdiction, The American Doctrine of
Grand Lodge, vi, 1650; discussion of, in
connection with colored Freemasonry,
VI, 1642; in Constitution of G. G. ChapGeneral Grand Chapter's,
ter, V, 129s
abridged, v, 1296.
;

'"Law" and "Stat(cf.
utes"), operative character of early Ma-

Jurisprudence

sonic, IV, 939
Payne's "General Regulations," the basis of, iv, 917, 918, 919;
inlluence of the schism of the Lodge of
;

upon,

Antiquity

iv,

tant principle of, v,

1

an

152;

impor-

1380.

;

;

V,

1293

participates

;

Grand Chapter, 1798,
Kingdom of Jerusalem,

in

1790,

formation

of

1294.
v, 1325.
v,

King's AL\ster of Work, a common title
in the Middle Ages, iii, 647.
KiRBY, Ephraim, first G. H. Priest, v, 1295.
Kloss, Geokg, II, 293, 434.

Knight, Sir William Wilson,

ii,

320.

Knight of the Brazen Serpent,

26tli degree A. A. S. R. as announced by the
Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,

VII,

1848.

Knight of the Eagle and Pelican
also

Knight

(see

"Rose Croi.x"),
of

the East,

11, 280, 355.
a degree of French

Rite, v, 1218; 15th degree A. A. S. R.
as announced by the Supreme Council
of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1S48.
Knight of the East and West, 17th degree A. A. S. R. as announced by the

Supreme Council of Charleston,

in 1802,

VII, 1848.

Knight of the Red Cross, v, 1327.
Knight Rose Croix, a degree of the French
Rite, V, 1218.

Knight of the Sun,

K

;

Kansas, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1472; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 15 10; Cryptic
IMasonry

in,

1581

vi,

;

organization

of

Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1608; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Kassideans, The, v, 1346.
Kaskaskia, III., lodge established at, in
1805, by charter from G. L. of Pa., vi,
553.
1576.

introduction of Freemasonry in, V, 1438 first Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, v, 1438; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi,
1510; Grand Chapter of, 1826, tries to
G.
G.
dissolve,
v,
Chapter,
1299;
Cryptic Masonry in. vi, 1581 organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi,
1608;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889,

Kentucky,

the

;

;

1890, 1892.

K-H., 30th degree, A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of
Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Kilwinning, claim that Freemasonry

Scotland began
identify Robert

at,

ill,

VII, 1848.

Knight

of St. Andrew, 29th degree A. A.
S. R. as announced by the Supreme
Council of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Knight Templar, name of one of the Ramsay High Degrees, 11, 352.
Knight Templarism, the introduction of,
into America, v, 1368.

Knighthood, General History of Christian, V, 1309.
Knights of Baldwin, v, 1345.
Knights of the East, formation

1450.

Kemble, John M., ii,
Kennedy, K. A., vi,

a degree invented by
Pernelty, 11, 253 name of the 28th degree A. A. S. R. as announced by the
Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,

631

Bruce with

in
efforts to
secret soci-

;

1756, VII,

of,

in

1818.

Knights of the Holy Temple and Sepulcher and of St. John of Jerusalem, H. R. D. M. K. D. S. M., V, 1355.
Knights Hospitallers, Templars, and
the Teutonic Knights, origin of, in
the Crusades,

i,

225.

Knights of Malta,

history of the, v, 1,347,
of the Templars shared
by, V, 133s; relation of the, to Freemasonry, V, 1318, 1339.

1353;

estates

Knights of the Red Cross of Rome and
Constantine,

V, 1309.

Knights of the Temple of Jerusalem,

ii,

393-

Knight

Templar Degree,

French, vii, 1853.

the

spurious

INDEX
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Knights Templars, medieval order

of, es-

first

tablished, V, 1326; history of the, from
1118 to 1291, V, 1321; list of G. M. of,
V, 1361
suppression of the military orI,

256;

I33iff.

V,

;

Krause MS. (York

438.
Constitutions), see un11,

der "Old Charges."

development of, iv, 994; Lodges
governed by, instead of by State Law,
II,
496; an important principle of, v,
1379 a principle of Royal Arch Law, v,
1294; Royal Arch Masonry a feature
of, V, 1296; influence of the G. G. Chap;

ter upon, V, 1300; the principle of,
erning degrees, vi, 1561.

gov-

Lawkie's History, treatment of the Essenes
authentic,

in,

11,

389.

Law-suits, early guild spirit discouraged,
between members, iii, 587.
Lawrence, Gen. S. C. (P. G. M., Mass.),
Masonic library in America
largest

owned

La

IV,

the

;

regard to the Leland MS.,

916; source of the first
896; Operative charac-

of, iv,

;

present ritual
of, a modern inveniion, v, 1340; tradition that Chevalier St. George was admitted into Order of, 11, 280; influence
of the, in Europe, v, 1326
the history
of the, in America, v, I368ff.
Keause, Dr. Carl Christian Friedrich,
The Three Oldest Documents of the
Fraternity of Freemasons by, cited in
of,

of,

ter of the early, iv, 939, 940 history of
the early progress of, iv, 914, 917; indebtedness of, to George Payne, iv, 919;

;

der

code

code

by, vii, 201

1.

Layer, the name of a Rough Mason, in,
FA^^^TE, General, reception of. by S.
C. Encampment, No. i, 1825, v, 1374 (cf.

780.

Henry Beaumont, Sov. G.
C. of the Supreme Council of England,
a letter from, on the condition of Scottish Rite Masonry, vii, 1852.

Leeson, Dr.

V, 1421).

Lakin, Geo. W.,

Lalande

vi, 1462.

(see Delalande), history of Free-

Le

masonry by, V, 1187.
Lamball, Jacob, one of the

first

Wardens in England, iv, 904.
Lambskin Apron, hi, 593.
Lameche, history of, in Legend
I,

Grand

tificatif,

of Craft,

19.

Lamech's Sons and the Pillars,
the

Legend of

the Craft,

part of

19, 44.

i,

Landmarks, Ancient, proprietary "marks"
important features of. in, 814.
of the Order, historical basis

Landmarks

of the. IV, 896.

Landsdowne, MS.

(cf. "Old Charges"),
supposed date of, l, 15; charges in the,
582 compulsory attendance of Masters and Fellows mentioned in, iii, 607.
Landsdowne Statutes, some requirements
III,

;

of the.

III,

587.

Lapis Angularis, an element
bolism,

II,

in early

sym-

341.

cus, V, 1356.
v,

1341.

G. H.

P.,

18S6, v,

1302.

Larudan, Abbe, theory of, that Oliver
Cromwell invented Freemasonry, 11, 293.
I^TH.^M, Bei.a, VI, 1574.
Lathrop, Gurdon, elected

G.

M.,

v,

HI, 748.

Latin Christendom,
hood in, V, 1321.

;

Law, Masonic,

of

Knight-

the historical basis of the,

628
some sources of modern, iii,
872, 876; IV, 917; the beginnings of, iv,
908; the foundation of, in Operative
MS. Constitutions, iv, 918, 917; the
;

;

;

spread

Laurie, History of Freemasonry, written
by Sir David Brewster, iv, 1025.
III,

;

;

Latin, early Masonic secrets concealed by
of,

;

sources of the, in, 600; successive Constitutions contain the, iv, 915; the Dowland text of the, I, 18; the Germ of
History in, I, 36; the origin of Geometry as treated in, i, 18, 2i, 40; Lamech's
Sons and the Pillars discussed in, i, 19,
44; the significance of Hermes in, I, 20,
The Tower of Babel and meaning
50
of in, I, 20, 53; Nimrod, mention and
discussion of, in the, i, 20, 63: Euclid,
significance of mention of, in the, i. 20,
67; sources of the, in the "Antiquities"
of Josephus, I, 69 prominent points of,
relation of the Temple Legend
I,
71
to, I, 73, 159; IV, 948; the, as a narrative of the rise and spread of architecture, I, 74; modern Speculative Masonry suggested by, i, 77; val-.ie of the, on
the progress of Masonic signs and symbols, I, ~7; the spread of Slar.onry into
other countries related in. I, 83 significance of Charles Martcl and Namus
Grecus in, i, 22, 85 the Legend of St.
Alban in, I, 23, 90 the York Legend in
the, I, 24, 95
summary and significance
of the, I, III
element of the historical
;

first

1295-

use

V, 1207.

Legend, the definition of, vii, 1757.
Legend of the Cr-\ft, importance of the,
in Masonic History, i, 12
supposed

;

Larmenius of Jerusalem, Johannes MarLarmenius Templars,
Earner, Noble D., G.

Fr.\nc, Abbe, theory of, tracing Freeto the Socinians, 11, 382.

masonry

Le Frere de la Chausse, Memoire Jus-

;

truth in. i, 38, 49, 50, 51
later theories
of the origin of Masonry based on the,
;

I.

3^1,

38.

115,

117,

124,

128,

143; influ-

ence of French Masons on the, I, 34
new elements introduced in the, by
Cooke MS., II, 370; distorting influence
of the, on the History of Freemasonry,
II, 463; historical value of the, i, p. v,
;

INDEX
t!ie
real historical
foundation of
II,
549; some names used in the,
708; Socinian origin of Freemasonry disproved by the, 11, 386; use of the,
by Scottish Speculative Masons, iv,
iioi
theory of the introduction of Masonry into France in the, 11, 527; no
allusion to Pythagoras in the old ^ISS.
of the, II, 364.

38;

2041

LiVERT
II'.

III,

612.

;

Legend of Enoch, Continental origin
401; symbolic character

II.

the vault,

vi,

etc.,

of,

of,

404;

11,

1565.

Legend of the Four Crowned Martyrs
(see "Four Crowned Martyrs").
Legend of Hiram Abif (cf. "Hiram
Abif"), the substance

Legend of the Smith,

of,

ii,

11, 419.
421, 424, 425, 427,

influence of the, on Hiramic sym431
bolism, II, 431.
;

Legend of the Temple,

22, 73; relation

i,

the. to Masonic symbolism, l, 74;
symbolic character of, I, 165.
Legend of the Tower of Babel, three different forms of, I, 59; present form of,

of

I,

61.

Legends, three classes of Masonic,
the, in

Masonic degrees,

Legends and Symbols

Leland MS.

(cf.

4

;

1755.

"Symbolism"

(cf.

of, in

importance

iv),

vii,

I,

Freemasonry, i, 8.
"Old Cliarges"), genuine

publications of, 11, 433, 437; theory that
Sir John Mandeville's work was the
real source of, 11, 451; discussion of
the, II, 433
spurious character of the,
II, 347; attitude of early Masonic writers toward the, 11, 361
the true character of the, II, 441.
Lemon, Reuben C, G. G. H. P., 1897, v,
;

;

Companies,

The Twelve

Great,

595; exclusive character of the, in,

the,

Liveries (analogous to "properly clothed"),
593,

III,

594-

Edward, G. G. H.

Livingston,

P.,

1829-

1832, V, 1301.

Locke, John, Leland
360;

II,

\'\(tv/s

of,

MS.

discovered by,

on Leland MS.,

11,

435-

Lockharte, Sir Samuel, ii, 281.
Lodge, members, necessary to organize an
iii, 619; iv, 892; number necessary to constitute an early, iv,
938; the early sign for a, iv, 931.
Lodge of Antiquity, London, the history
of the, IV, 886, 887; original title of the,
IV, 885; several meeting places of the,
VII, 2009; the schism of the, iv, 1135;
text of the schismatic Manifesto of the,

early Speculative,

1

IV,

140.

of Antiquity
MS. (cf. "Old
Charges"), I, 15; vii, 2003.
Lodge of Five Freemasons, establishment

Lodge

of

a,

III,

620.

Lodge of Fortitude and Old Cumberland,
the present name of one of the Lodges
sharing in the organization of the First

Grand Lodge, vii, 2009.
Nomenclature, the beginning

Lodge

of,

VII, 2008.

Lodge of St. Germain, peculiar device belonging to, II, 271.
Lodges, Operative and gentleman membership in the early English, iv, 881 transformation from Operative to Speculative, I, p. x; modern Masonic Guild
spirit of secrecy still preserved in. ni.
General Assemblies of medieval
58s
Masons and, lii, 604 first distinction
between, and the Masons' Company,
III, 602
Speculative, direct successors
of Operative, iii, 615; early meeting of
the. III. 610; the first meeting places of
first named after
Speculative, iv, 885
Taverns or Hotels, vii, 2008; number
needed to constitute the early, iii, 619;
IV, 892; the early method of organizing; IV, 924; early organization of,
without warrants, v, 1229, 1231, 1233;
original method of creating new, vii,
2008 change in the system of organizing, IV. 893
organization of, by the
Grand Lodge of "Ancients." iv, 1126;
the multiplication of, in England, iv,
the use of, as political centers in
92off.
Europe, vii, 1815; the establishment of
Speculative, in France, iv, 1020; early
meeting places of, in France, v, 1199;
the increase of, in France, v, 1215
invention of higher df^grees in continenBauhiitten the name of those
tal, II. 275
of the German Steinmetzen. in, 715;
early existence of, in American Colonies, v, 1226; the first in the States and
;

;

1302.

;

Lenoir. M.. theory

regarding origin of

of,

Freemasonry, i, 189.
Lenoncourt, Robert, v, 1356.
Lernais, Marquis de, Scottish Rite introduced into Berlin by, in 1758, vii, 1805.
Level and the Squ.\re, early emblematic
use

n, 345.
Lewis, John L., G. G. H. P., 1865, v, 1301.
Libero Muratore, name of Freemasons in
of,

Italy, HI, 788.

Light,
1701

history of the Symbolism of, vi,
significance of the symbolism of,

;

VII, 1749.
(cf.

"Cabala"),

11,

349the,

use

of,

in

earlv

rituals,

iv,

941.

Lilly, William,

ii.

306, 316. 318. 319, 339.

Limerick (Ireland), early emblematic use
of square and level revealed by relic
discovered

at,

11,

349.

Lincoln, Constitution of the Tailors' Guild
at,

II,

572.

Lists of Lodges, some early,
1028.

Littler.

;

;

;

Light from the East
Lights,

;

iv, 920, 924,

;

;

:

Territories

Henry,

ii,

320.

1394-

of

the

United

States,

v,
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Lodges and Imcorporations, names of Associated Operative Masons in Scotland,
ix.

I,

Lodges, Scottish, three classes of

members

in, 64S.

in,

LcGos

(Word), early use

sonry,

II,

of,

in

Freema-

;

nth

in,

in,
in,

four

513;

Operative lodges

at,

in,

in

two theories that Specu1717, IV, 881
lative Freemasonry had its origin in,
;

1646,

311;

11,

development

early

of

Speculative Masonry in, III, 837.
London Companies, The Masons' Company AND THE, III. 589.
"Loss AND Recovery," the significance of,
in Masonic Symbolism, v, 1239.
Louis VII of France, second Crusade un-

der, V.

by,

1323-

Louis XV, hostile attitude of, toward Freemasonry, V, 1 189.
Louis Augustus, Duke of Maine, v, 1356.
Louisiana, first Lodge and establishment

Grand Lodge

of

1445; introducin,
v, 1512;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1581 organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, VI,
1609;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vil, 1889,
of

tion

R.

A.

in,

vi,

Masonry

;

1890, 1892.

(see Layer), in, 780.
Loyola, designs of the disciples of, in the
use of Freemasonry, 11, 286.
Lozenge, the figure of a, as a Masonic
mark, in, 808.

Ludlow, Edmund,
Lustration, the

298.

ii,

first

step in the Mysteries,

179.

Lyon, David Murray,
641

;

V,

1895.

Lodge, in, 652.
W., light

thrown

on

early

Speculative Masonry by, 11, 323.
MaFtre Gerard (Master Gerard), hi,

737.

I^Iaitres inamovibles, V, 1 196.
Mandeville, Sir John, theory that Leland
MS. was developed from work by, 11,
451-

Manitoba, Freemasonry

1933.

in, vii,

Manning. Edward, Cardinal Archbishop
OF Westminster,

1336.
v, 1322.

v,

Manuel Comnenus,
Manuscripts, The Old
cipal,

Masonic

(cf.

I, 13; list of the printhe destruction of several

15;

I.

valuable, in 1720, iv. 916; historical importance of the Harleian, in, 616; discussion of the Leland. n. 433 ; charges
in the Landsdowne, in, 582; Fremasons

forbidden to work with

Rough Masons

in the. in, 779.

Maria, Henrietta, ii, 268.
Mark Book. vii. 2007.
Mark Decree (cf. "Degrees" 4), relation
of the, to early "proprietary mark," iii,
815, 816; rise and progress of the, in,
earliest mention of the, in
816, V, 1292
first record of the
England, in, 821
;

Lowen

I,

vii,

"Old Charges"),

1322.

Louis IX of France, sixth Crusade led
V,

in,

Mainwaring, Colonel, one of the earliest
recorded
members of
non-operative
Maitland,

century, in, 693.

London, remains of Roman monuments
II.

;

Rite Bodies

308.

LoMBARDY, remnants of Roman Colleges
Freemasons first associated
II, 527
iir, 687; condition of Freemasonry
in

Maine, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, v, 1424; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1515; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1582 organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1609; Scottish

ii,

280, 465; in, 630,

1347.

M

;

adoption

1795, v, 1280; supposition
as to the origin of, in, 659; sources of
the ritual of the, iii, 826, 830, 832, 834;
introduction of the, in the United States,
in, 822; made one of the preliminary
degrees to Royal Arch, v, 1295 definitive adoption of the Webb, v, 1299.
M.\RK Lodges, independent existence of,
last part of l8th and early part of 19th
centuries, in, 822, 823-824, 825 charters
for, sometime issued by Grand Council
of Princes of Jerusalem, v, 1275 latef
by the Grand Chapter, in, 817, 818; inof,

;

;

;

Macbenac, new Master's word applied by
Jacobites to James of England. 11, 268.
MacCalla, Clifford P., valuable contributions by, to the history of Freemasonry,
V,

1228.

Macon

Parfait,

ii,

;

Council A. A. S. R. and, vi, 1589.
Magistri Com acini (Masters of Como),
in, 70;.
iit,

634.

Maier, Michael, theory that Rosicruciani?m was introduced into England by,
II.

337-

abolished in

1853,

in,

818,

824.

Mark Mason,

a degree given to Fellows
in Scotland, in, 820.

Mark Masonry,

271.

Madras, Freemasonry in, vn, 1977.
Mackey, Albert G. (M. D.), General
Grand H. P., 1865, v, 1300; vi, 1536;
Memorials on the death of, opp., v, 1302;
an estimate of, v, 1305 the Supreme

Maidment, James,

dependent,

in, 825

;

a fabricated history of,
influence of the ancient tessera
in, 826, 830; common
various rituals of, in,

hospitali.1 upon,
element in the

834-

Mark

Masters, the jewel of the, in, 821.
the history of Masons', in, 792;
early use of, by Operative Masons, vn,
2007; the discovery of, by M. Didron,
three classees of, iii, 796, 797,
111, 658
802
resemblance of stcnccutters', to
old printers' devices, in, 834 the character of the old Scottish, in, 659;

Marks,

;

;

;

INDEX
use

the

for

of,

Masonry,

Mak^uesas

signatures

Freemasonry

Islands,

Legend

Scottish

657.

iii,

duced in, VII, 1999.
Maktel, Charles, and
the

in

of,

Namus

intro-

Grecus,

22, 85.

I,

Maryi,and, the introduction of Freemasonry in, V, 1414; introduction of R. A.
Masonry in, vi, 15 16; G. G. Chapter of
the U. S. of A. admits G. Chapter of,
1298
Cryptic Masonry in, vi,
1582; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in,
VI,
1610; Scottish Rite Masonry in,
1816, V,

VII,

;

1889, 1890, 1893.

a member of the first lodge
in France, u, 283.
Mason Allowed, an early term applied to
one admitted into the fraternity, in,

Maskelyne,

586.

Mason of the Royal Arch, vii, 1772.
Mason Word, importance of the, in

the
17th century form of initiation, iii, 649;
the medieval, iv, 948; frequent use of
the, in Scottish Lodge Records, iv, 970,
973-

Masonic Arch-«ological Society of Cincinnati, the Grand Mystery of Freemasons

Discovered (fac-simile of an
early Catechism), published by, iv, 930.
Masonic Arch.eologists, many old records
discovered by,

604.

iii,

Masonic Arms, an account of the, iii, 597.
Masonic Brethren, first mention of, in the
American Colonies,

v,

1394.

Masonic Constitution, an ordinance com-

mon

io

11,

576.

Constitutions

(cf.

"Old

Charges"), name applied to documents,
ranging from the 14th to i8th century,
III, 598; Masters and Fellows forbidden
to work with a Cowan by, iii, 586.
Masonic Decrees (cf. "Degrees"), argu-

ments against the existence

of, prior to

1720, IV, 953.

Masonic Guilds,

Roman

the

Artificers, the prototype of,

Colleges of
in11, 485
;

of Craft Guild spirit on, in,
584; exclusive character of the, iii, 612;
the early English, iii, 581
character of
the French medieval, in, 674.
Masonic Knighthood, oldest Grand Body
of, in the United States, vi, 1616.
fluence

;

Masonic Law (see under "Law").
Masonic Legends (see "Legends"),

the
character of, 11, 456.
I\L\sonic Lodges (see under "Lodges"),
between, and
identity of regulations

Roman
III,

Colleges,

11,

in

England early
850

use

to establish analogy between
of,
Freemasonry and the Royal Society, 11,

307.

Masonic System, Webb

the aullior of
in

practiced

universally

a,

United

tlic

States, V, 1292.

Masonic Union,
land, V,

Masonry

1

of the,

history

in

Eng-

155.

"Freemasonry"), Temple
as treated by different schools

(cf.

origin of,
of thought, I, 7; legendary account of
the spread of, i, 83 inherent conditions
leading to the spread of, in, 692; Operative condition of, among the AngloSaxons, II, 540; Operative, some Saxon
patrons of, 11, 543ff.
Masonry, CJcom;

;

and Arcliitecture, .synonymous
terms in Legend of the Craft, i, 66;
III, 762; the decay of practical, iii, 849;
the beginning of additions to Ancient
Craft, II, 340; alliance of, with the
Knights of the Red Cross, v, 1317; made
subservient to English Royalty, 11, 268,
etry,

269.
]\L\sons, a particular dress

common

to the

medieval, in, 594.
hi, 617.

Masons Allowed,

Masons' Company,

direct predecessor of
the Masons' Lodges, in, 590; Stow's
account of the, in, 595 Chisweli's account of the. III, 596; the London Companies and the, iii, 589; Operative Masons absorbed by the, after 1717, iv,
902 history of the, by Edward Conder,
;

;

every early,

Masonic

in
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Masonic Society, customs of the, iii, 625.
Masonic Symbols (cf. "Symbolism"), the

;

origin

of

476; coalition of,
the i8th century,
the titles. Masters

and Wardens in, iii, 592.
Masonic Magazine, best discussion of Leland MS. in,
Masonic Rites

11,

440.

(see "Rites"), rivalry of,

with
lUuminism,
France, 11, 2S9.

in

Germany

and

Jr., VII, 2005.

Masons' Company' of London,

history of

the. III, 599.

Masons, The Company'

early association of, in England, 11, 307; secrets of
the medieval, in, 753 the General Assemblies and Lodges of the medieval,
III,
604; non-operative, early election
of, in English and Scottish Lodges, 11,
321, 365; in, 620, 652; Speculative outnumbering Operative, 11, 273 early regulations of the French, in, 675
requirement for admission of, in early
Speculative Lodges, 111, 613.
of.

;

;

;

Masons' Hall,

in Basinghall Street, London, n, 307, 316.
Masons' Marks, the history of, in, 792.

Mason's Wound, ii, 309.
Massachusetts, introduction of Freemasonry into, V, 1230; first Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, v, 1398;
introduction of Royal Arch Masonry in,
about

1769, V, 1273; VI, 1519; represented at organizing of General Grand
Chapter, 179S, v, 1294; formation of
Grand Chapter in, 1799, v, 1274 Cryptic
Masonry in. vi, 1582; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1616; Scottish Rite
;

Bodies

in,

vii,

1897-
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Master, origin of the title, iir, 592 early
meaning of the term, iv, 892 early au;

;

thority of the,

in, 6l8;

importance of

in
Bauhiittcn
and Speculative
Lodges of Germany, in, 749.

the,

Master ok Living Stones, hi, 800.
Master-General of the Buildings,
dictions of the, in

juris-

French Masonry,

iii,

679.

Master Mason, early duties of the, iv, 1047.
Master Masons, 14th century assemblies
of.

606.

III,

Master Mason's Degree

(cf.

"Degrees"

3), the invention of the, iv, 975: record
of, in 1727, VII, 2009; Royal Arch originally the completion of, vii, 2010.

Master AL\sons" Lodge, Templar Masonry under jurisdiction of, prior to iSoo,
VI,

161,1.

Master Word (see Mason word), iv, 970.
Masters and Wa:;dens, titles of chief offiin chartered Guilds and Ma':onic
Lodges, III, 591 early use of the terms,
III, 602
early functions of the, in making Masons, in, 619.
Masters of Como (cf. "Traveling Freemasons"), history and spread of the,
cers,

;

;

682.

III,

Masters, Fellows and Apprentices, common terminology in Operative and Speculative Masonry, iii, 869.
Masters, early Speculative regulations regarding the, IV, 917; rank instead of
degree in early Scottish Masonry, iii,
648; unremovable, v, 1196; warrants of
the

irremovable, suppressed, v, 1211;
Masonic schism over the irremovable, in
France, v, 1220.

Master's

Legend,

interpretation

political

of, II, 268.

Master's Warrant, conferring of Royal
Arch degree under, v, 1293.
Master's Word, new substitute for the, 11,
268.

1786,

to,

1915.

Mavronne, Dominique,

McCahan, George
V,

L.,

vi,

1445.

G. G. H. P., 1894,

1302.

1942; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commandcries in, vi, 1617
Supreme Council A. A, S. R. in, vii,
in, vii,

;

1857.

Meyer. J. G. L., 11, 434.
Michaeler, Carl, ii, 373.

Michaud, Joseph

F.,

v,

1315.

Michelet, M., II, 528; III, 712, 756.
Michigan, first Lodge and organization of

Grand Lodge in, v, 1428; introduction
of R. A. Alasonry in, vi, 1520 Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 15S3; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commandcries in, vi, 1617; Scottish
Rite Bodies in, vii, 1905.
Middletown (Conn.), first meeting of the
Grand Chapter of the Northern States
held at, 1798, v, 1296; 1806 session of
G. G. Chapter held at, v, 1297.
Military Lodges, some early, in Pennsylvania, v, 1266; in the Civil War, v,
1418; Royal Arch Masonry imported
into America by, v. 1286, 1279; elements of the Royal Arch distributed by,
V, 1288, 1293; existence of, in the American Army, v, 1427; jurisdiction of
the 'Templar degree
English, VI, 1641
and, V, 1372.
AIilitary Templarism, relation of modern
:

;

Templarism

Milwaukee,

to,

v,

136S.

early lodges organized

at,

vi,

1461.

Lodge and organization
of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1468; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1520;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1583 organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1618; Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890,

Minnesot.\,

first

;

1892.

Lodge established in, by the
Grand Lodge of "Ancients," iv, 1126.
Minute, fac-simile of the oldest, vii, 1926.
Mississippi, first Lodge and organization
of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1449; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1521
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1583
organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1618
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889,
;

McClintock, Dr., opinion
ing of

of, as to

mean-

Hiram

Medal, copy

Abif, 11, 413.
of a copper, to

John Mat-

thews, 1786, VII, 1915.

Medieval Freemasons, three differences
between the, and Speculative Freemasons,

early,

VI, 1708.

Mexico, Freemasonry

iliNORCA,

of medal

Matthews, John, copy
VII,

Mexicans, picture-characters of the

III,

863.

Medieval Masons,

;

;

1890,

1S92.

first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1453 introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1521
Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1586; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1619; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Mitchell, John, one of the organizers of
the Supreme Council A. A. S. R., vii,

Missouri,

;

secrets of the,

753
the General Assemblies and Lodges of
iii,

;

the, in, 604.

Meeker, Moses, vi, 1462.
Membership, early and modern requirements as to, in lodges, iii. 618; early
conditions of, in English lodges, iv, 9C9.
(1640), great
value of. as faithful record, 11, 299.
Mestrice des Masons, name of (Operative
Masons in Gaul, i, ix.

Memoirs ok Edmund Ludlow

;

1810.

Mithras, the Mysteries

"Moderns"
by

(cf.

rivals

to

of,

I,

177.

"Ancients"), epithet given

members of

the

Grand

INDEX
Lodge of 1717, IV, 1104, 1107, 1109, 1116,
1117; number of Lodges under the, v,
of

1 176;
the,
practice
regarding the
Royal Arch degree, v, 1177, l2bo; the
inlluence of, on the Royal Arch, v, 128S.
Modern Masons, the Royal Arch adopted

by, 1769, VII, 2007.
de, last G. M.
of Knights Templars, v, 1363 vn, 1803
sketch of the life of, v, 1363-1364; official successors of, appointed by, v, 1356;
causes which led to marytrdom of, v,
1331; the execution of, v, 1332 (cf. I,
256, and VII, 1803)
theory connecting
the martyrdom of, with the Hi ramie
Legend of the 3rd degree, i, 265; Rebold's theory makes violent death of. an
element in a mythical Templar degree,

MoLAY. James (Jacques)

;

;

;

II,

274.

Memorial of German
MoLLER, Georg,
Gothic Architecture (trans, by W. H.
Leeds, London, 1836), in, 685, 708.
Monad, history of the origin, development
and use of the, vn, 1738. 1741-1747.
Monk, a friend of Cromwell, 11, 294.

MONOGRAMMATIC "MarKS," III, 796. 814.
Montague, The Duke of, the fifth Grand
Master of England,

Montana,
Grand Lodge
first

iv, 905.

Lodge and organization of

in. vi, 1479; introduction
of R. A. Alasonry in, vi, 1523 Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1586; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1619; Scottish
Rite jMasonry in, vii, 1S89, 1S90, 1892.
MoNTEiL ET Rabutaux, corporations treat;

ed by.

III,

MoNTFAUcoN,
by,

II,

of "abraxas

gems" given

Arch

in

America, history of the lodge termed
the, v,

Murer

1267.

(old

German

for

"wall-builder"),

same as "Cowan" in Scotland, iv, 959.
Music, 6th liberal science mentioned in
Legend of the Craft, i, 18.
Musical and Architectural Lodge, The,
vn, 2009.
Myers, Joseph, Royal Arch IMasonry

in

Virginia, organized by, v, 1272, 1276.

Mysteries (cf. "Pagan Mysteries" and
"Customs and Usages"), various forms
of

the Ancient, i, 177; principal elements of the Ancient, i, 174; purpose
of inventing the Ancient or Pagan, I,
181
steps in the initiation of the, I, 179;
sodality character of the, 11, 472 theory
of new degrees founded on the, n, 274;
:

;

Freemasonry and
parison,

the,

174;

i,

192; the Dionysiac,

I,

a

i,

Mysteries of Egypt and Greece,

com-

167.

tradi-

tional source of ist degree in Alasonry,
II, 311.
Isis, in Egypt, i,

Mysteries of Osisis and

Mystery, meaning of the term, in trnde
Guilds, III, 589; meaning of the word,
in the Middle Ages, in, 763.
Mystic Cross (see "Fylfot" and "Swastika"; cf. "Symbolism" I), in, 801.
Mystical Numbers, the medieval use of,
III,

757.

Myths, character of

Myths and

the Ancient, 11, 458.
subject matter of

Legends,

Prehistoric Masonry,

veloped from,

i,

10.

9,

de-

I.

I,

378.

Moore, John, letter from, in 1715 (1716,
N. S.), mentioning "Masonic Brethren" at Philadelphia, Pa., v, 1228, 1394.
MooRE. Sir Jonas, ii, 326.
Morgan, William, history of the excitement over disappearance of, vi, 1671,
1677; general inlluence of excitement
over, V, 1426, 1433 effect of, on Masonry in Conn., v, 1418.
;

Morality, Freemasonry, the science

of,

vn,

1756, 1757-

MoRiN.

Stephen, influence of, on Royal
Arch Masonry, v. 12S9 text of the patent of, vn, 1806; appointment of, in
1761, as Inspector General of all lodges
in the New World, vn, 1864.
;

MosHEiM,

Masonry

Myths. Masonic, Masonic philosophy

666.
list
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Mother of Roval

J.

L.,

II,

385.

of Omar, now on the site of Solomon's Temple, v, 1320.
MOSSDORF, FrIEDRICH, IV, 935.
Most Excellent Master's Decree (cf.

Mosque

"Degrees," 6), first record of the. 1796,
rise of the, v, 1292; made one
of the degrees preliminary to the Royal
definitive adoption of
Arch, v, 1295
the Webb, in Capitular Degrees, v, 1299.
V, 1280;

;

Mother Kilwinning
made by, ill, 631.

Lodge, priority claim

N
Nabathean Alphabet,
characters

in,

VI,

significant picture1703.

Name, The Ineffarle, importance
the

Namus

Legend of Enoch, n,

of,

in

399.

Grecus, omitted by Dr. Anderson

in revision of Legend of the Craft, i, 86.
National Grand Lodge of France, The,

adoption of the

title,

v,

1198.

Nature, revelation in external, vi, 1713.
Navarre, The King of, v, 132S.
Nebraska, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, v, 1474 introduction
;

of R. A.

Masonry in, vi, 1524; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1587; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1619: Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vn, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Negroes, Prince Hall and 13 other, made
Masons by an English Military Lodge,
March 6th, 1775, vi, 1659.
Neegal, an early symbol of

deity, vi, 1718;

VII, 1773.

Netherlands. Masonic relations between
the, and Scotland, vn, 1912; the. Supreme Council A. A. S. R. established
in the, vn,

1850.

INDEX
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first Lodge and organisation of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1476; introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1524; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 15S7; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1620; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, i8go.

Vevada,

New Brunswick,

Freemasonry

in,

vii,

1931, 1939-

Newburyport, King Cyrus's Chapter
1798, V,

New

at,

in

1274.

Caledonia,

Freemasonry

in,

vii,

in, vii,

1940.

1999-

New

Jersey, introduction of Freemasonry
first Lodge and organizainto, V, 1225
tion of Grand Lodge in, v, 1427 introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1525
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1588; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1621
Scottish Rite Bodies in, vii, 1902.
;

;

;

;

Granada, Supreme Council A. A.

R.

in,

New

VII,

1857.

Hampshire, introduction of Freema;

;

1796, V, 1293.

New

Mexico, first Lodge and organization
Lodge in, vi, 1468; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1587 organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1621
Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vil, 1889, 1890, 1894.
New Orleans, first Lodge organized in,
of Grand

;

;

list of twelve lodges in, prior
1445
organization of Grand Lodge, vi,
1447; Cemeau degrees in, vil, 1853,

VI,

;

to

1856.

Newport (R. L), Royal Arch Masonry
V,

V,

in

New

1810.

1797, VII,

Zealand, Freemasonry
de Bonneville

in, vii,

Nicholas

1997.

Borine-

(see

ville), II, 311.

Nicolai, Frederick, theory of, that Royal
Society and Freemasonry resulted from
same cause, 11, 307; treatment of Rosicrucianism by, 11. 336; the ideas of, as
to relation of Freemasonry and Rosicrucianisrn, 11, 347 theory of, regarding the
invention of Freemasonrj', u, 304, 310,

1276; early

Knighthood degrees
in,

NiEBUHR, B. G., influence of critical spirit
of, on Masonic scholarship, i, 3, 9.
NiLES, Hezekiah, Council of Select Masons organized by, and P. P. Eckel, vi,
1557.

Nimrod, mention and significance of,
Legend of Craft, i, 20, 63 source of
formation regarding,

i,

in
in-

64.

NoyECHiD^, an Andersonian term for "Masons," VII, 2003.

Northern Jurisdiction (A. A.

S. R.), es-

tablishment of the, VII, 1850, 1857, 1873.
NoACHiTES, early theories regarding the,

and Freemasons,

11, 407.
influence of the Legend of,
ulative Masonry, 11, 406.

Noah,

on Spec-

Non-Operative Members of Lodges, some
early, in, 840.

Nomenclature,

the

beginning

of

lodge,

VII, 2008.

North America

"United States"), introduction of Freemasonry into, v, 1224.
North Carolina, first Lodge and organ(cf.

ization of Grand Lodge in, v, 1422; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi
1530; Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1589; organization of Grand Commandery and
subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1627;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 18S9,
1890,

1894.

North D.\kota,

first Lodge and organizaGrand Lodge in, vi, 1478; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1531
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1590; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1629: Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1S89, 1890,

tion of

in,
in,

1373-

York, Grand Lodge established

316, 318.

;

S.

sonry into, V, 1229 first Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, v, 1406;
concurrence of, in the G. G. Chapter,
introduction of R. A.
asked, v, 1295
Masonry in, vi, 1525; Cryptic Masonry
in,
VI,
1588; organization of Grand
Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, VI, 1620; Scottish Rite
Bodies in, vii, 1896.
New Haven, Franklin Chapter formed at,

New

City, 1816 and 1826 sessions of
G. Chapter held at, v, 1298, 1299;
Chapter of Rose Croix estabUshed at,
G.

;

Newfoundland, Freemasonry

New

New York

by

the "Ancients," 1781, iii, 824; introduction of Freemasonry into, v, 1225
first

;

;

Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge
introduction of the Royal
Arch degree into, v, 1273; introduction
of Capitular Masonry in, vi, 1528: represented at organization of the General
Grand Chapter, 1798, v, 1294; Cryptic
Masonry in. vi, 1588: early Knighthood
degrees in, v. 1373 Grand Commandery
organized in, v, 1390: Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, VI, 1622; Columbian
Commandery
organized in, 1816. v, 1391 list of Scottish Rite Bodies in, vii, 1900.
in,

V,

1409;

;

;

1892.

Non-sectarian

Character of Masonry,

the origin of, iv, 942.

NoRTHOucK, John, ii, 274, 300, 543.
North Island. Freemasonry in, vii, 1998.
Norwich, Conn., Franklin Chapter at,
1796, V, 1293.

Nova

Scotia, Freemasonry in, vn. 1940;
Provincial Grand Lodge, established in,
I757> by Grand Lodge of "Ancients,"

IV,

1126.

Novice,

name

degrees,

11,

of one of the
352.

Ramsay

hij;h

INDEX
NuMA, germ
of,

vii

I,

II.

by,

;

of fraternal idea in philosophy
Fabrorum established

Collegia

of,

in-

corporated in Speculative Masonry, II,
367; the science of, in Gothic Architecancient doctrine regardture, III, 757
ing odd, followed in numerical symbol;

931

IV,

Dowland MS., date and

publication of,
text of the Legend of

full

14-15;

I,

Craft in, I, 17-18; Tower of
Babel mentioned in, i, 55; Legend
of Euclid in, i, 69; St. Alban Legend
given in, I, 92 Temple Legend rethe

474.

Numbers, Pythagorean symbolism

ism,

204;/

;

the

symbolism

vii,

of,

;

cited in,

I,

154.

Edinburgh-Kilwinning MS., preservation of, at Kilwinning, in, 633.
i, 15; vn, 2002.

Grand Lodge MS.,

1733-

HalliwcU MS., the date
VII. 2002; comparison

Oath, character of the Operative, iv, 971
form of the, in St. Catherine's guild at
the form of. not
Stamford. 11, 579
;

;

given in Old Constitutions, in, 615 that
of the Wardens, 1377, iv, 892; annual
renewal of. in Scottish Lodges, m, 651.
Oath of Allegiance, G. G. Chapter,
adopts an, v, 1297.
Oath of Secrecy, an early form of the, in,
;

615.

14,

I,

30,

;

;

;

;

York Legend

in,

i,

95.

Harleian MS., No. 1942, supposed date
of, I, 15; historical importance of,
III, 616; an analysis of the, iii, 6i7ff.
recent discovery of new copies of,
;

Oceania, Freemasonry

in,

vii,

1999.

Odd Numbers (cf. "Symbolism" iii). ancient and modern symbolic use of, vii,
1767.

Amand.

St.
1

plars,

M. of

a G.

the

Tem-

170, V, 13,^0.

titles of those, of General Grand
Chapter and Deputy Grand Chapter, v,

Officers,

1295; duties of the G. G. Chapter, vi,
1491 adoption of oath of allegiance for,
A. Constitution, v, 1297; list
of the G. G. Chapter, v. 1301.
;

in G. G. R.

Lodge and Grand Lodge

first

in, vi,

introduction of R. A. Masonry
in,
VI, 1532; Cryptic Masonry in, vi,
1590; organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in,
Scottish Rite Bodies in, vii,
VI, 1629
1443

VII, 2006.

Harleian MS.. No. 2054, supposed date
of, I, 15
Hughan's view of the date
;

Odo de

Ohio,

of, I, 15, 25;
of, with other
34; analysis of the,
1, 26-30; question of German origin
of. III, 742; Legend of the Craft and
Tower of Babel in, i, 53
the, I, 25
Legend of Euclid in, i, 68 Temple
of Solomon not mentioned in, i, 75

MSS.,

;

;

1904.
first Lodge and organization
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1483; organizaGrand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, vi, 1630 Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, i8go,

Oklahoma,
of

tion of

;

Vll. 2002.

of,

Henery Heade MS., vii, 2003.
Krause MS.
(York Constitutions),
source and publication of the, i, 57,
69;

58,

date of

the,

in,

91

;

78;

71,

l,

in,

i,

69

in, I,

;

;

II,
410; worthless character
of the, as authority, 11, 418.
Landsdownc !MS., supposed date of, I,
15: charges in, in, .582; some requirements mentioned in, iii, 587;
compulsory attendance of Masters
and Fellows in, in. 607.
]\Iasons' Company YlS., vn, 2006.

chitcs,

Papworth MS., i. 15, 78 (note) Medieval Legend of Euclid in, i, 71.
Phillipp's MSS., Nos. I and 2, vn,
;

2006.

1892.

Old Charges,

MS.

modification of the spirit,
but retention of the words of the, iv,

Regius

896.

Roberts MS., i, 102, 105.
Sloane MS., No. 3848. the date of
i> '5. 37
probable source of the,

Old Charges, or Manuscript Constitutions

the

58 Legend
Temple Legend
I, 76; Legend of St. Alban in, i,
quoted in relation to the Noa-

Babylonian Legend
of Euclid

:

MS.),

(Halliwell

'•

Aitcheson-Haven MS., i, 15.
Alnwick MS., i. 15 (cf. iv, 880, 895).
Antiquity MS., i. 15, 69; vii, 2003.
Bain (G. W.) MS., vii, 2006.
Cooke MS., the date of, i, 15 vii,
2002
form of the Legend of the
Craft in, I, 14 Legend of Lamech's
Sons and the Pillars in, i, 45 Tower
of Babel in, i, 54
Legend of Euclid in, I, 68; first mention of Solomon's Temple in, i, 75, 154; Charles
Martel and Namus Greens, as given
the York Legend in, i, 95
in, I. 85
additions to the Legend of the Craft
;

;

:

;

;

;

in, II, 370.

;

vn,

200.-;.

the,
vii,

20C2.

Sloane
I,

?,IS.,

No. 3323, the date of

the,

15-

Sloane MS., No. 3329, the date of the,
I,
IS: VII, 2002; text of, published

by Hughan, in 1872, in, 626; most
valuable and important of the Sloane

MSS., in, 626.
Spencer MS. (or Cole MS.), vn, 2003.
Thorp (John T.) MS., vn, 2002.
York MSS.. supposed and certain date
of various (No.
5.

No. 6),

I,

and

I,

No.

2,

No.

4,

No.

IS.

Old Constitutions
"Statutes"),

(cf.

"Old

Charges"

some regulations

in

INDEX
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the Operative Masons', iii, 593
uniform character of the, iv, 915; existence of early Lodges proved by the, lii,
610; compulsory attendance prescribed
in the most ancient, iv, 898; certain
mo<lcrn terms not found in, iii, 603.
Olu Man of the Mountains, The, name
of the Chief of the Assassins, v, 1330.
Oliver, Rev. George (D. D.), Masonic
v/orks published by. I, 5, 25, 60. 187,
212; II, 274, 367, 396; III, 854, 856; IV,
;

1024; V, 1342; VII, 1734,
as to the Origin and
the
I,
143
Legend accepted by, i, 4 the
as
treated
by, i, 155.
Legend

928, 933, 1005,

theory

1758;

of,

Progress of

Freemasonry,

;

Temple
Temple
On, VII, 1761.

;

scribed, VII,

the

ancient,

de-

ry, Operative), the extinction of, as a
Guild, IV, 909; the death of, and the
birth of Speculative, iv, 1003; decline of
the influence of, in Freemasonry, v, 1177.
Operative Freemasons, the one degree of,
IV, 946; non-existence of a Mason's degree among, iv, 964.
Operative Grand Master, a name for
Hiram Abif, 11, 439.
Operative Lodges, continuation of, after
birth of Speculative Masonry, iv, 940;
exclusive character of the, iii, 611;
gradual decline of the, iv, 881 admission of Theoretic Masons in the, did
not affect Operative character of, iv,
S96; Speculative Masonry founded on
;

the. III, 683.

Masonry,

Craft

Masons,"

and

of,

distinction between
the "Company of

323
pursuit of, in early
lodges, III, 611; the gradual decay of,
III, 855; IV, 906;
Speculative Masonry
11,

;

founded on, m, 683.
Operative Masons (cf. "Freemasonry" i),
two distinct classes of, iii, 744; the
ranks

three

sonry,

the

of,

for

basis

three

Speci'lative degrees, iv, 900
early emblematic use of the square and the level
secrets
of
the.
11, 349;
the, iii. 761;
by
character of the symbols of the. in Middle Ages, II, 367 symbolic character of
the "Marks" of, iii, 792; the ritual of
the. IV, 927, 930 control of Lodges taken

theory

sect),

were incorporated

of,

in

that

Ma-

373.

II,

Order of Christ, The, v,
Order of the Knights
.'\merican Colonies,

1340.

Templar,

in

1369.
v, 1327.
v,

Order of the East,
Order ok the Hospital of
Knights of Malta),

John

St.

v, 1349,

(cf.

1343.

Order of H. R. D. M., v, 1342.
Order of the Knights of the Holy Sepulcher,

V,

1310.

Order of Knights Hospitjvlers of St.
John, establishment of, v, 1326, 1349.
Order of the Temple in Paris, v, 1327,
1338.

legal code of, v,

1328.

Orders

1739.

Ontario, Freemasonry in, vii, 1939.
Operative Brotherhood, but one esoteric
system of admission to the, iv, 899.
Operative Freemasonry (cf. Freemason-

the

Gnostic

(a

symbols

Order of the Templars,

Onomantic Arithmetic,

Operative

Ophites

of

Knighthood, the three great

military,

the

225;

i,

several

medieval,

V, 1318.

John, Rhodes, and M.vlta,
Grand Masters of the. v, 1364.
OrBIN.^NCES Or
THE STONECUTTERS OF
Orders of

St.

Straseurg,

adoption

of,

in

1459,

iii,

743-

Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1466; Cryptic Ma-

Oregon,

first

sonry

in,

1591

VI,

organization

;

of

Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1630; Scottish
Rite Masonry in. vii, 1889, 1890, 1892.
Oregon City, first Lodge organized at, vi,
1466.

Ordinacio Cementariorum, title of a code
o! Masonic rules, a.d. 1370; iv, 1044.
Origin of Freemasonry (see "FreemasonSpeculative," 2).

ry.

Origin of the Royal Arch, iv. 1024.
Orky's Guild at Abbotsbury, ii, 565.
Ok.mesius, Order of Rose Croix attributed
to.

V,

1327.

Orphic Fragments,
Orvius. L. C.
II.

vii,

1761.

(see also "Rosicrucians "),

337-

and Isis, the Mysteries of, i, 177,
182; influence of the Mysteries of, upon

Osiris

later systems,

182.

i,

Oughtred, William,

ii,

306, 316, 318.

;

;

;

from,

II,

Operative

365.

Masonic

some features

of,

Law
111,

(cf.

"Law"),

874.

Operative Ritual, iv, 927; degrees not
mentioned in, iv, 938.
Operative System, modification of the laws
of the, for Speculative use. iv, 914.

Opsrative

and Speculative Masons,

Pagan Mysteries,

the Dionysia were a
initiation in the, i,
part of the. i, 171
of
Death in the, i. 175;
174; significance
names of the various, i, 177: similarity
in form and design of all the, i. 177;
the idea of "apotheosis" in the, i. 178;
two classes of the, i, 179; three steps in
the initiation of, i, 179: tl;c purpose of
the. I. 181; the Egryptian, i. 182; Osiris
in the, i, 182
dramatic form of allegory in all the, t, 185 theories of the
origin of Freemasonry in the, I, i8t);

;

;

ri-

valry of the, 'v. 878, 906; usages of the,

192;

compared,

masonry and

iv.

084.

r)f\y.

analogies

between

the,

I,

modern Free-

192-198

;

theory of

INDEX
the origin of
I,

Freemasonry

in.

rejected,

p. vi.
li?t

Kingdom

Rulers

of

of

the

Latin

of, v, 1366.

Paley,

F. a..

PapjU,

Cuaetek,

question

of a

Masonic,

(see

"Old

under

Charges").
Paracelsus, the vocabulary of (see "Rosicrucianism").
Paelirkr, name of principal officer in the
"Hiilten," or Old German Lodges, iv,
893.

Paeis, introduction of Speculative Freemasonry into, by Radcliffe, v, 11S7; lodge
constituted
the
vii,
in,
1732,
2009;
Chapter of Clermont organized at, 1754,
1805.

Paevin, Theodore S., v, 1371
Passwords, the origin of, in
Masonry, iii, 692.
;

1638.

Operative

nary to the Royal Arch, v, 1295; deadoption of the Webb, v, 1299.
list

of the, v,

1349-

Patriarch Noachite, or Chevalier Prusdegree A. A.

by

the

S.

Supreme

R.

as

Council

anof

Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Payne, George, the second (1718) and
fourth (1720) Grand Master of England, IV, 883, 904; influence of, on the
development of Speculative Masonry,
III,

S52.

Pearson, John (D. D.), ii, 306, 318.
Pelican, an element in Rose Croix symbolism,

II,

358.

Pennsylvania, military lodges in,
first provincial Grand Master
1730. VII, 2011

;

v, 1266;
of, a.d.

introduction of Freema-

first Lodge
sonry into, v, 1225, 1394
and organization of Grand Lodge in, v,
al'
colonial
warranted
in,
1395
lodges
by the "Ancients," vii, 2011; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1533;
status of the Grand Chapter of, v, 1301
Grand
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1591
Encampment of K. T. organized in, v,
;

;

;

;

1391
organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in,
Scottish Rite Masonry intro1630
duced into, VII, 1810; list of Scottish
Rite Bodies in, vii, 1902.
Pennsylvania Gazette, mention of Ma;

VI,

;

1847.

Pernelty, Antoine Joseph, Rite known as
"Academy of True Masons," established
by,

353.

II,

Persia, Freemasonry

Peter the Herjiit,

1984

vii,

in,

Red Cross degree

of the

in,

;

scene

1311.

v,

v, 1325.

Peru, Supreme Council A. A.

S. R. in, vii,

1857-

Phallic Religion, the symbolic

cliaracter

of. III, 868.

Philadelphia, early lodges
2011;

VII,

lar,

1265
1293;

;

finitive

Patriarchs of Jerusalem, a

2ist

274

in the

at,

not regu-

chapter of Royal Arch
in, about 1758, v,

Masons, established

vi,

Past Mastir, significance of, in Royal
Arch Masonry, v, 1286.
Past ALvster's Decree, the rise of the, v,
1292; made one of the degrees prelimi-

nounced

11,

Ancient
name of 14th degree
Mysteries, i, 181
A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802,
VII,

MS.

of,

1847.

Perfection, the last grade,
;

379.

It,

ui, 778.

Papworth

sian,

Perfect Master, the degree
VII,

Palestine,

VII,

204g

;

sonic

Lodges in, 1730, v, 1226.
Pentalpha, a frequently occurring, symbolic Mark of the Middle Ages, iii,
800-805; VII, 1799, 1800.
Peoria, Mrsonic records burned
1850; VI. 1450.
Pepys, S., the Memoir:; of. Quoted,

at,

11,

in

319.

1795,

American chapter in 1758, v,
Grand Chapter established at,
Council of Knights KaV, 1271
first

;

dosh, organized at, 1796, vii, 1810; a
colored lodge established at, vi, 1660.
Philalethes, Eucenius, the pseudonym of

Thomas Vaughn,

11,

340,

344.

Philip

I of France, Order of Knights of
Holy Scpulcher, revived by, v, 1312.
Philip the Fair, v, 133 i, 1338.
Philip of Naflous, G. M. of Templars, v,

the

1330.

Philippines,

Freemasonry

1984.

in

the,

vii,

Halliwell — (consult

BibPhillips, J. O.
liography).
Phillipp's
MSS.
under
"Old
(see
Charges").
Philosophic Cabalist, a traditional degree of Rosicrucian origin, 11, 354.
Philosophic Rose Croix, a modification of
the original Rose Croix degree. 11, 356.
Philosophy, the place of, in Scottish Rite
Masonry, vii, 1870.
Phonetic Writing, the development of,
from picture-writing, vi, 1708.
Picture Writing, some early, vi, 1703,
1707, 1708, 1710 (cf. also III, 796, 800,
805, 808).
Pillars, The Two, vii, 1752.
Pius VII, Pope, ii, 2S7.
Plautus, an instance of the use of the
"tessera hospitalis" given by, iii, 829.
Pliny, Collegium Fabrorum (College of
Masons) organized by, under Trajan,
II.

495-

Plutarch,
Politics,
lish

vii, 1747.

all

questions

of,

Grand Lodge,

iv,

PoLYDius,

II,

abjured by Eng1037.

275.

Polychronicon of Ranulph Higden. Trevisa's translation of, i, 56
Legend of
the Craft suggested by, i, 69
Legend
of Lamech's Children, given in, i, 46,
;

;

47-

Pont du Gard, most important Roman
Masonry in Gaul (France), 11, 510.

INDEX
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Pope Clement V, part played

by, in supi, 256.
bull of, against
1191.

pression of Militar\' Templarism,

Pope Clement XII, famous
Freemasonry,

1738,

v,

Pope Eugenius III, the Red Cross symbol
assigned to Templars by, v, 1321.
Pope Innocent III, v, 1316.
Popes ok Rome, authority of, in Order of
Knights of the Red Cross,

v, 1310, 1312.

Porphyry, a biographer of Pythagoras,

11,

366.

Porto Rico, Freemasonry in. vii, 1961.
Portsmouth, N. H., establishment of
Lodge at, v, 1220. 1231, 1406.
Portugal, important "marks" discovered
in,

in, 805

R.

in,

Supreme Council A. A.

;

VII,

S,

1857.

PowNAi.L, Governor, it, 535 iii, 695.
Prayer, use of, by Scottish Masons in
opening Lodge, in, 655.
Pratt, Foster (M. D.), v, 1428.
of
CromwelHan
Presbyterians,
theory
Masonry and the, 11, 297.
Prescott, Arizona, first Lodge established
;

at,

1482.

VI,

William, Masonic works pub-

Preston,

under, v,
1421,

1396, 1398,
1427.

1423,

1407,

lished

at Crotona, Italy, by, 11, 366;
symbols in system of, vii, 1759; the
symbolic "Marks" of health, in school

of,

III,

800.

Pythagorean
of,

II,

Philosophy, the character

366.

Pythagorean

Symbols,

Speculative Masons,

adoption
11,

Pythagoreans,

I,

Freemasonry,

I9<3-

Prestonian System, adoption
II,

of,

in 1772,

1291.

Legend by, i, 7.
Pythagoras, school of philosophy estab-

regarding Druidism and

;

v,

v, 1293; parorganization of General
Grand Chapter, 1798, v, 1294; established organization of Chapter at, 1793,
V, 1275; 1799 session of G. G. Chapter
held at, v, 1296.
Provost and Judge, 7th degree A. A. S. R.
as announced by the Supreme Council
of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1S47.
Pyrriionists, abusive treatment of Temple

in

ticipates

Pythagorean Symbolism,

I,

1414,

;

1660; Webb removed to,
Providence Chaiter, 1793,

199: III, 84s; IV, 879, 1139;
theory of, as to the Origin and Progress
of Freemasonry, i, 124; the Temple
Legend as treated by, i, 155 theory of,

lished by,

1409,

Providence, inlluence of St. John's Lodge
at, on the spread of the Royal Arch, v,
1275 a colored lodge established at, vi,

367,

of,

by

368.

influence of, on

Speculative Freemasonry,

11,

370.

Pythagorean Triangle, The,

vii,

1738,

1747.

Rosicrucians' vows like
those of the, 11, 337; Freemasonry and
the, II, 360.

368.

Prestonian Work, the so-called, v, 1291.
Prince Edward Island, Freemasonry in,
vii,

1932.

Prince Hall Lodge (colored), true history
of, by Gardner, vi, 1642.
Prince Henry, v, 1230, 1.S96, 1398.
Prince of Jerusalem, i6th degree A. A.
S. R. as announced by the Supreme
Council

of

Charleston,

in

1802,

vil,

iv, 912; du988; supreme authority

Quarterly Communications,
ties of

the,

of the, v,

1

IV,

2 10.

Lodge, new name of
Students Lodge No. 2076, London, vn,
2003 the Transactions and Reprints of

Quatuor Coronati
;

1848.

Prince of Libanus, 22d degree A. A.
R., vii,

1848.

Prince of Mercy, 2Sth degree A. A.
VII,

S.

S. R.,

1848.

Prince of the Tabernacle, 24th degree
A. A. S. R., VII, 184S.
Pritchard, Samuel, the

Charles

III,

826.

Provincial Grand Lodges,

the organization of, V, 1234; origin of the system of,
in 1726: VI, 1644; the French, v, 1217.

Provincial Grand Lodge of
setts, 1733, V,

Massachu-

1230.

1

133;

colonial

vii,

lodges

1996.

Radcliffe, Charles, escape of. to France,
n, 282; the introducer of Speculative

Masonry into Paris, v, 1187.
Ragon, J. M., theory of, regarding etymology of the word Heredon, 11, 278; sale
of Masonic charters mentioned by, II,
281

;

an estimate

Ramsay,

of, iv, 967.

Chevalier

Andrew

Michael,

biographical sketch of, v, 1243 character and purpose of, n, 277
relation of,
with exiled Royal Family of England,
II,
269; pretender to the throne of
England one of the pupils of, n, 270,
284; theory of, regarding the origin of
;

Provinctal Grand Master, jurisdiction
and functions of the, vi, 1645, 1649.
Provincial Grand Masters, appointment
of, by the Grand Lodge of "Moderns,"
IV,

1938.

Quorum, required number for a, in early
and modern lodges, in, 620; iv, 938.

Martel

Legend in his Masonry Dissected, I. 88.
Protestant Religion, influence of the,
upon growing Freemasonry, iv, 941.
Proprietary "Marks," iii, 803, 812; influence of, upon Speculative Mark Masonry,

the, VII, 2001.

Quebec, Freemasonry in, vn,
Queensland, Freemasonry in,

established

;

INDEX
Freemasonry,

i,

245

;

11,

283, 352, 519;

fabricator of rites in France,

1735-1740,

and Royal Order of Scotland, 11, 279,
352; V, 1 197; rites and degrees founded by,

I,

character

245,

of

247; vii,

1771

High Degrees

;

political

fabricated

Stuart Masonry in269, 277, 281
vented by, II. 285
English attitude
toward the High Degrees of, iv, 1130;
the six degrees of The Rite of, v,
by,

II,

;

;

1248; influence of, v, 1248; influence of,

on Masonic terminology, 11, 277; Legend of Enoch supposed to have been invented by,

II. 401
germ of the Royal
"Hautes Grades," fabricated
1243; symbolism of a Recovered
Word suggested by, v, 1250; degrees
invented by, not philosophical but chivalric, II, 352; in Rome, in 1724, 11, 276.
Ramsay, David, a "gentleman," made a
member of Operative Lodge, 1637, iii,

Arch

;

in the

by, V.

840.

sonic historian, 11, 519, 523; rise of
Stuart Masonry traced by, 11. 273.
Records, recent discovery of early Mason-

ganization

Order

of,

of, v,

V,

1310;

spread of the

1316, 1371.

Reghellini, M., on the spread of symbolism. II, 373; views of. regarding Rosicrucianism in his Masonry Considered,
etc., 11, 336, 347; views of, regarding

Abbe Le Franc's theory of the origin
of Freemasonry, 11, 383.
Reglements sur les Arts et Metiers,

i,

16.

duction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1535;
represented at formation General Grand
Chapter, 1798, v, 1294; Cryptic Masonry
in,
VI,
1591
organization of Grand
Commandery and subordinate commandcries in, vi, 1616; list of Scottish
Rite Bodies in, vii, 1898; Webb's body
;

re-interred by Grand Lodge of, v, 1291.
Richard of Engl.\nd, Sov. G. M. of the
Knights of Rome and Constantine. v,
1316; wins title of "Cour de Lion," v,

Richardi, Prior Hagustal, ii, 551.
Richter, Samuel, "Golden Rosicrucians,"
first mentioned in work of, n, 354.
Rites and Systems:
of True Masons, a Rite established by Pernelty, n. 353.
Accepted Scottish Rite (see
"Scottish Rite" and under "Degrees."

Academy

Basilidean Gnosticism, 11, 372, yn.
Clement's Gnosticism, n, 373.
Company of Masons, iii, 599, 626.
Constantinian Orders of Knighthood,
V,

1300,

I370fif.

Capitular Rite (see under "Degrees,"
A. or Y. Rite, 4-7).
Cryptic Rite (see under "Degrees,"
A. or Y. Rite, 8-10;.
Egyptian Mysteries, 11, 366; vii, 1760.
Eleusian Mysteries, i, 177.
Essenes, the Jewish system of the, i,
230, n, 388.

French

Rite, v,

1218.

the origin and character
of the system of. 11, 372, 374.

Gnosticism,

Religious Wars, influence of the, on development of Speculative Masonry, ill,
855.
IV,

1

The

Thirty-nine, reference
147; adopted in 1721, iv, 1148;

Regulations,

some early, v. 1258.
Renatus, Sincerus, the pseudonym of
Samuel Richter, 11, 354.
Resemblances, important, between medieval Operative, and modem Speculative
Masonry, in, 864, 875.
Resurrection, the suggestion of, in the
Ancient Mysteries, i, 178.
Revelations, The Three, vi, 1712, 1713,
1714,

1719.

Revival, term sometimes applied to birth
of Speculative Masonry, i. 11; the soof Freemasonry, discussed, IV,
development of Speculative Masonry not a, IV, 897.
Revival of Freemasonry, the Hermetic degrees and the, 11, 329.
called,

890

ers of

Revolution of 1688, condition of Freemasonry in England at time of the, iv, 902.
Rheims. Masonic marks discovered at, by
M. Didron, in. 658.
Rhetoric, 2ci liberal science mentioned in
Legend of the Craft, i, 18.
Rhode Island, first Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, v, 141 1; intro-

Ancient

VII, 2001.

Recovered Word, the symbolism of a, suggested by Ramsay, v, 1250.
Red Cross, a symbol assigned to Templars
by Pope Eugenius HI. v, 1321, 1329.
Red Cross Degree, v, 1309.
Red Cross of Rome and Constantine, or-

to,

name given to the re-organizMasonry in i8th century, 11, 367.

Revivalists,

1322.

Ramsay, Sir John Mitchell, v, 1354.
Raymond. Edward A., vii, 1878.
Rebold, Emmanuel, position of, as a Ma-

ic,

2051

;

Kassideans, v, 1346.
Mysteries of Cabiri,

Order
Order
Order
Order

of
of
of
of

i,

177.

Christ, v, 1340.
the East, v, 1327.
the H. R. D. M., v, 1342.
the Temple in Paris, v, 1327',

13.*

Pagan Mysteries

(see

under "Pagan

ilysteries").

Pythagorean system of Philosophy (see
under "Pythagoras").
Ramsay's Rites, i. 245, 247; n, 279,
352; V, W97, 1248; VII, 1771.
Rite of Strict Observance, n, 283, 290.
Rite Franqaise. v, 1218.
Rite of Perfection, original name of
the "Scottish Rite," vii, 1805 origin
of the degrees in the, vii, 1805.
Rosicrucian System, v, 1342.
Society of the Trowel, n. 384, 518.
Stuart Masonry, n, 273ff.
;

INDEX
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Supreme Order
Arch,

York
Ritual

the

Holy

Robert, son of William the Conqueror, v,

Royal

1325.

Robin, Abbe Claude, a writer on the his-

(see under "Degrees").

Rite

(cf.

of

IV, 1109.

"Degrees" and "Symbolism,"

degrees not a feature of the Operasome features of the Operative, IV, 943
tive, IV, 970; description of the, in 17th
century, in, 626; some features of the
oldest extant, in, 865 the earliest form
of the, IV, 930; origin, history and transmission of the idea and use of "word"
in. III, 649, 720, 742; IV, 934. 948, 970,
iv),

;

;

1 130; v, 1239,
1249; VII, 1772; influence
of the OpeVativc, upon the Speculative,
of geometrical symsource
the
IV, 940
bols in the. in, 865; simple character of
the early, iv, 899, 928: the Grand Lodge
of England uses old Operative, at first,
IV, 1014; the early Speculative, iv, 926;
a definition of tlie term, iv, 926; first
alteration in the old Operative, 1719, IV,
loio; the growth of, by gradual accretions, III, 6(x>; Pythagoreans source of
early Masonic, 11, 367; modern origin of
the Masonic, v, 1347 the fabricator.? of
;

;

Desaguliers developed the,
the, V, 1381
method of determining the
IV, 917;
Desagulicrian, iv, 928; sources of the
;

Speculative, iv, 937; development of the
old Operative, into three Speculative
some changes in the
degrees, iv, 958
early English, iv, 1107; the symbolic
basis of the, v, 1243; traditional sources
of the first degree in the Masonic, u,
311; incorporation of the Fellow-Craft's
degree in the, iv, 957; of the Master
Mason's degree, iv, 975 source of the
Third degree in the Masonic, 11, 416;
historic reasons for the symbolic use of
the Temple of Solomon in, vii, 2003
provisions of the "Article of Union" regarding the, v, 1179; traces of the early
French, V, 1 191; the French, derived
from the English, v, 1 195; the influence
of Thomas Smith Webb upon the Ma;

;

;

sonic,

v,

1278;

Webb

develops

a,

for

degrees, v, 1292;
origin and spread of the Webb, v, 1292;
development of that, of Mark Masonry,
III, 825; the early Royal Arch, v, 1283;
sources of the American
conflicting
Royal Arch, v, 1288; the basis for the
Cryptic, VI, 1565; the medieval Temof mepla'rs had a secret, v, 1347; traces
dieval, in modern Templar, v, 1368;
source of the Templar, vi, 1617 Tem1340;
plar, a modern production, v,
adoption of the Templar, in the United
States, VI, 1616; source of the Scottish

preliminary Chapter

;

Rite, VII, 1868.
of, between Operative
and Speculative Masons in i8th century,

Rivalry, existence

J.,

I,

iv,

1017; believes
of Freema-

188.

Roberts MS. (see under "Old Charges"),
I,

105.

102,

RoEisoN, John, account of the origin of
some High Degrees, given by, 11, 271
vie%vs of, on the Jesuits, II, 287, 259.
;

Rockwell,

Wiluam

scholarship

of, v,

Rocky Mountains,
west

S.,

Masonic

the

1305.
first

Lodge

established

of, VI, 1470.

Catholic
Religion
Roman
"Church"), influence of, upon
Freemasonry,

(see
early

iv, 940.

Roman

Colleges, the meaning of the, 11,
476; the offices of, 11, 480; the growth
of the, II, 488.
Roman Colleges of Artificers, rise and
progress of the, 11, 489; spread of the, in
the colonies of Rome, 11, 502; sodality
the essential feature of, n, 474; nonoperative members in the, in, 652; usage
of non-professional members of, followed in subsequent ages, iv, 877 importance of, at Comum, the modern
Como, II, 508; Lombards imitate the,
resemblance of the Craft
III,
688;
Guilds to the, n, 563; origin of medieMasons of
val Masonry in the, i, 191
France a continuation of the, 11, 523;
relation of the Guilds in France to the,
III, 664; identity of regulations between,
and Masonic Lodges, n, 476; origin of
Speculative
Freemasonry in, i, p. vi
Freemasonry descended from, in, 705
Dr. Mackey's theory regarding the re;

;

;

;

lation of Freemasons, and the, 11, 469,
influence of, on Masonry through471
;

out Europe, in, 644; Geometrical proportions link the Freemasons with the,
in, 758.

Romans,
1730;
II,

baptism

meaning

practiced
of a College

by

the,

vi,

among

the,

476.

Rose Croix Decree (see under "Degrees
18), not the same as "Red Cross," v,
not the source of the Mysteries
1371
of Freemasonry, 11, 290; Ashmole and
others said to have had, 11, 273; first
brought to notice by Prince Charles Ed;

ward, n, 356.
Croix Chapter, formation of, at
Arras in France a.d. 1747, n. 280; first
Chapter of, in N. Y. City, 1797, vil,

Rose

1810.

the
Christian,
mythical
founder of Rosicrucianism, n, 331.
Rosenkreutzer (see "Rose Croix"), 11,

Rosencreutz,

354of,

11,

in, 608.

Robert de Craou, second G. M.
plars, v,

Initiations,

Pagan mysteries the source
sonry,

RosiCRUCiAN Masonry, the decline

IV, 878, go6.

Roberts,

of

tory

1322, 1329.

of

Tem-

RosicRUCiAN System, a
degrees

of, 11, 253.

partial U:l

cf the

INDEX
RosiCRUCiANiSM, Outlined history and char330; the essential principle
post-Andrean, different
11, 335; Cornelius Agrippa's Occult Philosophy, the text-book
defence of, by Dr. Robert
of, II, 349
Fludd, II, 338; common symbol in Freedistinctions bemasonry and, 11, 341
tween, and Freemasonry, 11, 342; influence of, on the High Degrees of Masonacter of,

II,

of.

333',

I'.

from

original,
;

tine, V, 1317.

Royal Arch Masons, preliminary convention

Boston, 1797, V, 1293
Knight
degree practiced by the, v,
practiced Royal Arch in Scotland
without recognition of Grand Lodge, v,

II,

of,

;

Templar

;

ry,

2053

1547: Grand Chapter law of, v, 1296;
the Constitution of the G. G. Chapter,
the "Common Law" of v, 1297; relation
of, to Red Cross of Rome and Constan-

1371

;

1288.

352.

RosicRUciANS, some of the early, 11, 345;
the Golden, 11, 354; influence of the, on
Speculative Freemasonry, 11, 304, 310,

Royal Arch of Solomon, a degree

fabri-

cated by Chevalier Ramsay, iv. 11.30; an
early title for the Royal Arch degree,
V, 1280.

329.

Rosy Cross,
Scotland,

a degree of the Royal
11, 279; vii, 1908.

Rough Layers, iii,
Rough Mason (see

Order of

Royal Arch Word, history of the, v, 1241.
Royal Art, a title given to Freemasonry
by Charles

846.

also "Cowan"), might
become a Freemason, 111, 618;
meaning of tb.e term, iii, 781, 745; certain employment forbidden to the, iii,

not

611.

II, 11, 273.

Royal and Select
made preliminary

Master's Degrees,
to the Royal Arch in
Maryland, v, 1298.
Royal Society (of England), the founders of the, II, 305, 306
contemporary
views as to the origin and purpose of,
;

Rough Masons, The Freemasons and
THE, history of the two classes of work-

men, in,

779,

Royal Arch,

791.

Supreme Order of the
origin of tlie, v, 1238;
recognition of the, in the "Articles of
1 179;
Union,"
v,
1S13,
conflicting
sources of the, in America, v, 1288.
Royal Arch Chapter, formation of a, in
1765, IV, 1132; early minutes of, v, 1284.
Royal Arch Lodge, a title of the Colonial
period, v, 1279.
Royal Arch Lodges, early existence of, vi,
Holy,

IV,

the

nog;

1519, 1528,

Arch

Royal

Nicolai's theory as to the com311
mon origin of Freemasonry and the,
I'. 307, 310;
Freemasonry and the, n,
influence of the, on Speculative
301
II,

;

Freemasonry,

Order,

into America, v,
in

v,

from symbolic Masonry, v, 1271
the
spread of, in Colonial America, v, 1273
;

in Mass., 1519, in Mich., 1520, in Minn.,
1520, in Aliss., 1521, in Slo., 1521, in
Mont., 1523, in Neb., 1524, in Nev., 1524,
in N. H.. 1525, in N. J., 1525. in N. Y.,
1528, in N. C, 1530, in N. Dak., 1531,
in Ohio, 1532, in Pa.. 1533, in R. I.. 1535,
in S. C, 1535, in S. Dak., 1536, in Tenn.,
1536, in Tex., 1537. in Utah, 1540. in
Vt., 1.S41, in Va., 1543. in Wash., 1545,
in W. Va., 1546, in Wis., 1547, in Wy.,

;

vii,

;

;

;

;

J.

Hughan,

Rummer and
lodges

;

in Arizona, 1488, in Ark., 1489, in Cal.,
1489, in Col., 1490, in Dak., 1492, in
Del., 1493, in D. of C, 1495, in Fla.,
1501, in Ga., 1503, in Idaho, 1504, in 111.,
1505, in I. T., 1506, in Ind.. 1506, in
Iowa, 1508, in Kan., 1510, in Ky., 1510,
in La., 1512, in >.le., 1515, in Md., 1516,

Masonic

;

;

in Canada, v, 1287
origin of American system of, v, 1293
introduction of, into Alabama, vi, 14S7,

for

11,

767

iii,

degrees of,
winning, p.

;

account of early,

title

280; character of the
the history of the two
Heredom of Kil1908
1910; regular minutes at
Edinburgh, from 1766, p. 1813
the,
in foreign countries, p.
1914; in the
United States, p. 1916; antiquity of the
Royal Order, p. 1921 Primary Aim of
the Rite, p. 1922 historical basis of the
Order, p. 1922 copy of certificate to W.
of,

ritual of,

Degrees,

1264; the Mother
1267; severance of,

of,

old French

v, 1217.

Royal Order of Scotland, an order of
Freemasonry, 11, 279; Kings as Grand

;

01,

of the

n, 301.

Royal Order,

Masters

(cf.

853.

"Royal Society" after the Restoration),

1543.

Masonry

111,

Royal Society of Sciences (name

Capitular), source of the essential element of, V, 1249; origin and development of degrees in, v, 1239, 1243, 1248,
1249, 1251, 1252, 1271, 1275, 12S0; the
introduction
early ritual of, v, 1283

America,

;

at,

p. 1924.
Gr.'vpes Tavern,
iv, 882, 888.

meeting of

Sacred
Congregation
Catholic
(of
Church), Masonic work ordered burned
hy,

1750, V, 1246.

Sacred Stone, tradition regarding, 11, 399.
St. Alban, the Legend of, i, 23, go.
St. Amphibalus Legend, vii, 2003.
St. Andrew at Hexham, the Church-yard
of, II, 550.

St.

Andrew's

Chapter,

Massachusetts,

v.

Boston,

1274,

pates in organization of
1798, V,

St.

1293;

first

in

partici-

Grand Chapter,

1294.

Andrew's Royal Arch Lodge, Boston,
V,

1370.

INDEX
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St.

Bernard, second crusade incited by,

v,

1322.

St. Blaise, Operative French Masons under the patronage of, 11 1, 674.
St. Cath.\kine's Guild, at Stamford, form
of admission and oath in charter of, 11,

Master of Scotland,

iv, 1098.

Edmundsbuby, Adbot of, contract between, and John Wood, in 1439, iii,
786.

St.

Helena, Lodge established

the Is-

in

land of, by the Grand Lodge of the
"Ancients," iv, 1126.
St. Isidore, influence of his "Chronicon"
or Chronicle, on Masonry, i, 48 indebtedness of the Legend of the Craft to
;

Etymologies

of,

i,

among
masons,

III,

674.

John the Baptist's Day,
of

Grand Lodge

first

organization

on, 1717,

850,

iii,

851, 883, 903.

St.

John the Evangelist, Masonic
brations of festival of,

1770, iv,
1400, 1401, 1413-.
Boston, priority
of, V, 1395 ; first regular Lodge in
America, vii, 2010.
1397,

V,

St.

St.

cele-

1075

;

1399,

John's Lodge,

John of Jerusalem, Knights

North
of,

v,

John's Masonry, a term for the three

symbolic degrees, or Ancient Craft Masonry, III, 818; V, 1180.
St. Mary's Chapel Lodge, Edinburgh, priority claim made by, iii, 631.
St. Paul's Lodge,
original title of the

Lodge of Antiquity, iv, 886.
St. Paul, Minn., first Lodge organized
V, 1322.

Lodge

first

established

at,

1481.

VI,

Salutations, Forms of, used by Traveling
Craftsmen, in, 750.

Sanctum Sanctorum, vii,
San Domingo, introduction
ry

in,

in,

VII,

VI,

1445

A. A.

;

Savannah,
1395

;

ii,

320.

Ga., first Lodge established at,
early Freemasonry in, v, 1405.
that of Orky's Guild one

Saxon Charters,
of the oldest,

11,

565.

Saxon Guilds, antiquity of the, 11, 564.
Sayer, Anthony, first Grand Master
England,

iv, 883,

II,

(1598, 1599),

The,

earli-

Scotch Freemasonry,
642; resemblance between the, and
the eirly English Constitutions, in, 644;

est constitutions of
III,

in

ment of

a, in France, v, 1200, 1205, 1214,
1220; the French, and English, contracted and compared, v, 1220; the appearance of a, in Scotland, v, 1176.

Schultz, Edw. T., VI, 1517.
Schoepflin, John D., Alsatia Illustrated,
written by (Colmer, 1751), iii, 723.
Science of Numbers, hi, yii; iv, 931; vii,
1733-

Scotch

Knight, the

Ma(;on Parfait,

11,

v,

degree of the

first

271.
1342.

ScoTL.^ND, Lyon's contribution to Masonic
History in, 11, 321
e:irly non-Operaative membership in Lodges of, 11, 322;
III, 652, 839; early Masonry in, in, 629;
introduction of Freemasonry in, iii. 632;
first historic period of Freemasonry in,
III, 634; tardy development of Speculative Alasonry in, iii, 837; authentic records of Freemasonry in, iii, 641 record
history of Transition from Operative, to
Speculative Masonry in, iv, 1090; relation of Speculative Freemasonry in, to
that of England, I, p. x; political use of
Masonry in, in the time of the Stuarts,
II, 274
theory of the introduction of
Cromwellian Masonry in, 11, 298; three
claimed
to have been the first
Lodges
customs of Masons in, in
in. III, 631
the 17th century, iii, 646; earliest record of the Third degree in, iv, looi
;

;

;

:

in

1736,

Grand Lodge

III,

of, organi^ied
1079: altitude of
of, toward the Engiv,
1123; system of

645; IV,

the

Grand Lodge

lish

"Moderns,"

Provincial Grand Lodges in, vi, 1648;
customs as to use of marks in, in, 8og;
Mark Master's degree given in, 1778,
660
the Mark degree originated
III,
in. III, 832
history of the Mark degree
in, III, 817-818, S20; early practice of
Royal Arch in, v, 1263 vii, 2007 the
Templars in, v, 1342; some Templar
Grand Masters in, v, 1343; Supreme K.
T. Encampment formed in, v, 1343
Supreme Council A. A. S. R., in, vii,
1857; the rise of Schism in, v, 1167;
history of the Royal Order of. it, 279;
VII, 1908
Kings of, as Grand Masters
of the Royal Order, 11, 2S0; the Knights
of St. John in, v, 1353
relation of
women to Freemasonry in, in, 653.
Scottish Jacobite, title of Rose Croix
Chapter established at Arras, France,
;

;

;

;

;

423.

ScHAw Statutes

the,

;

of

888.

Scandinavians, legend of the Smith among
the,

for

;

introduced

1809.

Sankey, Richard,
V,

1766.

of Freemason-

S. R.

basis

ritualistic

Speculative
at,

VI, 1468.

Saladin,

Salt Lake City,

the

128;

England, v, 1220; influence of the great,
on Masonic History, iv, X152; develop-

;

claim

1318.

St.

Masonry, 11 1, 647.
Schism, the development of the, between
two Grand Lodges of England, iv, H04,

Scotch Templars,

69.

the Baptist, use of the title,
the German and English Free-

St. Joh.n

St.

in
the development of
of,
Speculative Freemasonry, iv, 1082.
position of, in Scotch

1

579-

St. Clair Charters (Scotland), iii, 636;
a consideration of the, iv, 1085.
St. Clair of Roslin, William, first Grand
St.

influence

ScHAw, WiLLiA.M,

1747,

Scottish

II,

280.

Knight, or Master, fabrication

of the degree of,

11,

272, 290.

INDEX
Scottish Knights of St. Andrew, a term
introduced into Masonry by Ramsay, ii,
records
l6th century,

Lodges,

since the
classes of

usages

mcmber.s
in the

of,

in,

of,
lii,
iii,

preserved
633; three
648; some

17th century,

655,

iii,

656.

Scottish Mason, a degree of the French
Rite, V, 1218.

17th century,

in

the,

the

646.

iii,

term introduced into
Masonry by Ramsay, 11, 277 name of
a degree fabricated by de Bonneville,
]\Iaster, a

;

1754, VII,

1S05.

Scottish Masonry, date of the origin of,
III, 634; the development ol Speculative,
IV, 1003.

Scottish or Stuart Masonry, an addition
to the Symbolic degrees, 11, 273.
Scottish Rite (A. A. S. R.), a terra introduced into Masonry by Ramsay, 11,
277 union of the early, with symbolic
;

Freemasonry

in

France, v,

1206; early

history of the, vii, 1803;

Wren's

tion

p.

to

development

of,

rela-

1S04;

the

Bonneville
High Degrees, p. 1805
Frederick the Great and, p. 1806, 1810
Morin's Patent and visit to America, p.
Webb's influence upon, p.
1806, 1809
1809; Supreme Council of the 33ds es;

;

;

the Chapter of Clermont, p. 1816; Chevalier de Bonneville, p.
1S16; recognition of, in France, p. 1818;
early statutes of the, p. 1818; register
of the original Supreme Council, p.
1821 ; sources of the degrees of, p. 1868;
titles of the several degrees of, p. 1847 ;
history of the, in the United States,
text of the 1802 Charleston,
VII, 1843
"Circular," p. 1844; names of the several degrees in, p. 1847
councils established in Italy, Spain and the Netherlands, p. 1850; Northern Jurisdiction
established in 1813, p. 1850: Supreme
Council of England and Wales established in 1846, p. 1851; effect of the
division of the United States, p. 1851 ;
the new Supreme Council of Foulhouze,
relation of Ccrneau to, p. 1853
p. 1852
faction in the Northern Supreme Counlist of the legitimate Sucil, p.
1855
preme Councils of the world, p. 1857;
tablished, p. 1810;

;

;

;

;

;

unrecognized Supreme Council, p. 1858;
conflicting Rituals, p. 1858: Councils of
Deliberation, p. 1858; jurisdiction of the
Supreme Council, p. 1858; differing
work of the Northern and Southern
jurisdictions, p. 1859; controversies, p.
1861
text of th.e address of Yates, p.
1863; statistical information, p. 1889.
Scottish Rite Bodies, tabular statistics of,
VII,

Seceders,
gree supplemented by, v,

1293.

(cf.
"Degrees," 2), symbolism of the, VII, 1756, 1765, 1767.
Secrecy, importance of, in Masonic Guilds,
III. 585
importance of, in early Lodges,
an oath of, taken by the SquareIII, 611
men in Scotland, iii, 649; necessity and
importance of, in Operative Masonry,
;

;

692, 747; historical development of,
the Operative Masons
614, 761
practiced, iv, 926; origin of Speculative,
III,

Scottish Masons, customs of

Scottish

the Master's de-

Second Decree

277, 288.

Scottish

20S5

The English,

III,

;

in Operative, iii,
tice of, vii, 1758.

864

;

widespread prac-

Secret History of Clubs, particularly of
the Golden Fleece.
With their Original

And

:

the

characters

of

the

most

noted ISIembers thereof, iii, 856.
Secret Master (cf. "Degree" S. R. 4),
origin of degree of, II, 274; 4th degree
A. A. S. R., VII, 1847.
Secret of the Order of Freemasons, etc.,
The, title of letter in the Gentleman''
Magazine, 1737, v, 1191.
Secret Societies, formation of, among the
Greeks, 11, 497; some ancient, v. 1346;
the spread of, in the i6th century, 11,
384.

Secret Vault,
VI,

vi, 1564; significance of the.

1565.

Secret Word, use of
sons,

III,

by medieval Ma-

a,

767.

Secrets, one set of, common to ApprenFellow-Crafts and Masters, in
tices,
the early
Operative Masonry, iv, 947
Opera;ive, in, 745; iv, 948; geometrical
character of medieval, in, 679, 753, 796;
use of Latin to conceal early Masonic,
;

III,

748.

Sections, the sub-divisions of Masonic degrees, VII, 1765, 1769.

Select Master
gree
lar

"Degrees" 9), the de-

(cf.

1549, 1553.

of, VI,

Select Master of

Masonry

degree

27,

of, in capitu-

of Virginia, v, 131

1.

Sepulcher, Knights of the, v, 1318.
Serpent Symbol, The, vi, 1702, 1706.
Seven Liberal Sciences, treatment of,

Legend of

the Craft,

Shadeolt, Thomas,

Shawneetown,
1815,

ii,

III.,

i,

18,

in

41.

320.

Lodge established

at,

by charter from Grand Lodge of

Tenn.,

vi,

1450.

Shoemarks, proprietary character of medieval,

III,

804, 807.

John, ii, 320.
Shorthose, Thomas, ii, 320.
Sidney, Algernon, ii, 294.
SiiORTiiosE,

Sign, early use

of,

among German Stone-

;

masons, III, 720.
Signature, the use of Marks

1892; by States, p. 1895.
Templars, the story of

Signs, early written, vi, 1698, 1703, 1707,
1708, 1710 (cf. also III, 796, 800, 805,
808; VI, 1718, 1720.
Signs and Tokens, the Operative use of,

Scottish
255-

Scribes, vi, 1725.

the,

I,

for, iii, 657.

IV, 900.

Sinclair

of

Roslin,

Scottish

Operative

INDEX
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Masons adopted

the family of, as patrons and protectors, iv, 1088.
R., salutatory by, v,
1305 record certified by, VI, 1563.
SiRius, or Dog-Star, vi, 1506.
SisMu.NDi, Republiques Italiennes of, ill,

Singleton, William
;

709.

Skillful Architect, a name for Hiram
Abif,

11,

429.

Sloane MSS., No. 3848 (see under "Old
Charges").
Sloane, George, theory of, on the relation
of the Rosicrucians and Freemasons,
Leland MS., criticised by, 11,
II, 348;
440.

Smith, Legend of the (see "Legend of
the Smith"), wide prevalence of the
myths of the, 11, 420; influence of, on
Hiramic symbolism, 11, 431.
Smith, Sir William Sidney, v, 1357.
writer
on English
Smith,
Toulmin,
Guilds, II, 561, 564.
Smitiifield, first Kansas
at,

VI,

Lodge

established

1472.

Societa della Cucchiara (Society of the
Trowel), 11, 384, 518.
Society Islands, Freemasonry in, vn,
1999.

Socinians, Freemasonry and the, 11, 382.
SociNus, F.^usTUS, theory that Freemasonry was founded by, 11, 383.
SociNus, L.ELius, II, 384.
Socrates, vii, 1747.
Sodality, principle of, in development of
Operative and Speculative Masonry, i,
p.

viii.

SoFis.

The

Persian,

Syria traced

to,

I,

all

secret societies of

239.

Sol'i-man, Sultan, v, 1325.
Solomon, King of Israel, significance of,
in Middle Ages, i, 82; in relation to

Legend of Hiram Abif, i, 79;
French Operative Masons of
called the "children" of,

413;
to-day

11,

in, 680.

1293 participates in the organization of
the General Grand Chapter, 1798, v,
;

1294.
in,

vn,

1994.

South Carolina,

introduction of Freemasonry into, V, 1230 the first Lodge and
organization of Grand Lodge in, v,
1408 introduction of Royal Arch Masonry in, V, 1283; VI, 1335; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1592; Tcmplarism established in, V, 1373; Templarism once dependent upon the A. A. R., in, v, 1378;
organization of the Grand Commandcry
and subordinate commanderics in, vi,
1634; Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii,
;

;

tion

of

(cf.

"Dakota"), introduc-

Arch Masonry in,
Masonry in, vi, 1592;

Royal

1536; Cryptic

in

symbolic Lodges

v,

in,

1293.

Southern Supreme Council, vi, 1579.
Grand Inspectors-General of
the 33RD, formation of Council of, vii,

Sovereign

1806; 33rd degree A. A. S. R. as anby the Supreme Council at

nounced

Charleston, in

1802, vii,

1848.

Sovereign Prince of Rose Croi.x de HereDOM, i8th degree A. A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme Council at
Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Roman Colleges of Artificers in,
II. 503. 504; the degree of Mark Master
not known in, in, 817; Supreme Council
of A. A. S. R., established in, vn, 1850,

Spain,

1857-

Spectator, influence of the, on the development of Speculative Masonry, in, 854.
Speculative, early equivalents of the term,
in, 8-14; history of the term, iii, 847;
period wlien the term came into general
use, IV, 878.

Speculative
Freemasonry (see under
"Freemasonry," II, Speculative).
Speculative Lodges (cf. "Lodges"), relation of early, to the Masons' Company,
in, 590.

Speculative Mark, significance of

the, in,

828.

Specul.\tive Mark Masonry (cf. "Degrees" 4), the rise of, in, 825.
Specul.\tive Mason, admission of, into
Lodges of the Operative Craft, in, 838,
844.

Speculative

Masonry

(cf.

"Freemasonry,"

II Speculative), development of, from
sodalities of Operative Masonry, in,

62S; Operative Masonry the ba'iis for,
the real beginning of, in 1717,
III, 683
n, 370; some Pythagorean sources of,
II,
368; inlluence of various legends
upon, II, 396, 398, 404, 406, 429; Operative source of the early symbolism of,
II, 349; III, 861-862, various influences
that developed, in, 853; influence of religious features of Craft Guilds upon,
11, 574; influence of T. S. Webb upon
introduction of
the Ritual of, v, 1291
the Mark degree in, in, 831
hermetic
element in High degrees of, 11, 344.
Speculative Masons, indebtedness of the,
to medieval science of Geometry, ill
796; arms of the Operative Masons as
sumed by the, in, 597; adoption of son\
Pythagorean symbols by, n, 367.
Spencer, or Cole MS. (see under "Old
;

;

Charges").
Speth. G. W., VII, 2002.
Masonic Marks discovered at, by M.
Didron, in, 658.
Square and Compasses, phallic use cf the,

Spire.

1889, 1890, 1893.

South Dakota

1890, 1892.

Southern States, Capitular degrees given

:

Lord Bacon's romance of the
House of, and Freemasonry, 11, 304.
Solomon Chapter, Derpy, Conn., 1794, v,
Solomon,

South Austraua, Freemasonry

ganization of Grand Commandcry and
subordinate commandcries in, vi, 1635;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889,

vi,

or-

in

Rosicrucian symbols,

11,

349;

early

INDEX
symbolic u^e of, iii, 805; early emblematic use of, disclosed by relic discovered near Limerick, 11, 349.
Squaremen, form of initiation of the, in
Scotland, 11 1, 649.

Squaremen's Word,

iv,

974.

Stamford, St. Catherine's Guild at, form
of admission and oath in charter of, u,
579-

1297.

Statistics
names and dates of principal
Old Manuscripts, i, 15; list of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem, v, 1349
Grand
Officers of the Knights of Klalta, v,
:

:

1351

;

plars,

Grand Masters of Knights TemGrand Masters of the
V, 1361
:

Orders of St. John, Rhodes, and Malta,
Rulers in the Latin Kingdom
V, 1364
of Palestine, a.d. 1099-1205, v, 1366; list
of the Popes of Rome, a.d. 1088 to 1316,
V, 1366; number and dates of the Crusades, V, 1367; Grand Masters of the
Grand Lodge of England, iv, 1127; list
of Lodges which organized the Grand
Lodge of Scotland, iv, 1097 list of
;

;

Virginia prior to 1786, v,
twelve chartered Lodges in
New Orleans prior to the organization
of the Grand Lodge, vi, 1447
Lodges
which organized the Grand Lodge in
Indiana, vi, 1456; list of Grand Lodges
in the United States, number of subordinate Lodges and membership, vi,
list of Provincial Grand Lodges
1485
and Chapters, vii, 1915; some Lodges
of India, vi, 1972, 1974; memoranda of
important transactions of the Gen. Grand
Chapter, vi, 1548; list of G. H. Priests
of the Gen. Grand Chapter, U. S. A., v,
in
subordinate
Councils
the
1301
United States, \i, 1596; list of States
in which Templar Order was conferred
prior to the organization of Gen. Grand

Lodges
1420;

in

the

;

;

;

the SuS. R., internationally recognized, vil, 1857; Scottish
Rite statistics for the United States,
number of active and honorVII, 1889
ary 33ds in the United States, vii, 1889;
membership in the United States, vii,

Encampment, v, 1383;
preme Councils, A. A.

list

of

;

i8go; Consistories, vii, 1892; Councils
of K. K., VII, 1893
Rose Croix Chapters, VII,
1893
Lodges of Perfection,
;

;

Statute of Excommunications, Council
ot Avignon issues, against Fraternities
in

French Guilds, ill, 672, 675 Royal confirmation of the early French, iii, 669,
679; early statutes of the Scottish Rite,
VII, 1818; Supreme Council of the A.
A. S. R. promulgates, vn, 1858.
Steele, Sir Richard, inTiuence of, on Spec-

fcf.

ulative Masonry, iii, 854.
Steinmetzen, the Stonemasons of Germany, I, p. ix II, 471; meaning of the
;

iii, 790
history of the,
analogy between tlie methods

term,

iii, 707
of, and,
Collegia Fabrorum, II, 500; fraternal organization of the, in, 713; two
classes of, in Middle Ages, ni, 779; the
only two authentic statutes of, in, 744;
Cathedral of Cologne and the, in, 731 ;
most important cu^toms of the, in, 714,
close connections between the
724, 741
Freemasons of England and the, in, 768;
the
modeled
Speculative
Fraternity
after the. in, 862.
Stone, symbolic use of the, 11, 341.

"Constitutions"

"Old

and

Charges"), an emmieration of the early,
the
of German Freemasons, iii, 721
;

the
authentic, of the Steinraetzen
Strasburg Statutes of 1459, iii. 738. 739,
743, 744, and the Torguu Statutes of
:

;

;

the

;

Stones, Druid, vii, 1763.
Stowe. Survey of London,
subject
ir,

of

early

by,

Speculative

quoted on
Masonry,

323-

Stowell, C. L., 33rd, V, 1317.
Straits Settlement, Freemasonry in

the,

1985.

VII,

Strasburg,

The Cathedral

of,

and the

Stonemasons

of Germany,
iii,
718;
imat, in, 725
of
Masons
portation
from, into Scotland. Ill, 634; Masonic Marks discovered at, by M. Didron, in, 658; a Grand
Lodge established at, in, 720; early
statutes of the Grand Lodge of. iii, 743.

usages of the ^lasons

;

Stuart, Charles Edward, v, 1338.
Stuart, outline history of the family
267; Freemasonry and the house

of, II,
of, 11,

267.

Stuart Masonry,

recital of various theChevalier
regarding, 11, 273!!.
the inventor of, 11, 285; politof
281.
11,
the,
purpose

ories

;

Ramsay
ical

Student's Lodge No. 2076 (London), name
of, changed to Quatuor Coronati, vn,
2003.

Stvria,

introduction

of

Freemasonry

in,

721.

Sublime Degrees, general term
A. S. R. from the 4th to the
sive

1326, III, 593.

St.\tutes

two

Craft Guilds, II, 570, 572; the old Manuscript Statutes from the 13th to the
i8th century (see "Old Charges"), in,
872; the Schaw Statutes, the earliest of
Scotch Masonry, in, 642; Statutes of

III,

1894.

VII,

1462, III, 743, 744; some Anglo-Saxon,
565, 568. 570, 572; the English Operative, III, 872; text of two 14th century
II,

;

Stanton, William, ii, 321.
Stapleton, Joseph K., vi, 1505. 1576.
State Grand Chapters, adoption of the
name, v, 1296; internal regulations of,
V,

2057

for the A.
14th inclu-

(see under "Degrees"), vn, 1867.
influence of the

Sublime Freemasonry,

Pythagorean and Essenean
VII,

rituals upon,

1S71.

SunLiME Knight Elected, nth Degree A.
A. S. R. as announced by the Supreme
Council of Charleston, in 1S02, vn, 1S47.

INDEX
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PRI^'CE of the Roval Secret
Prince of Masons, szd degree A. A. S.

Sublime

of

Degrees

Masonry

"De-

(cf.

hi, 800; vii, 1787,
1789; the discovery of, in America, vii,

1755; historic influsources of early
Masonic, 11, 349, 367, 372; iii, 770,
792, 797, 866, 868, 869; the first
three degrees, vn, 1756; the rite of
"circumambulation," vii, 1758; uniformity in the practice of primitive
people, VII, 1758; the Pythagorean
system, 11, 365, 367; vn, 1759; the
Druids, VII,
1760; the Egyptian
Mysteries, vn, 1760; significance of
"light," II, 349; VII, 1761, 17G4; of
"darkness," vii, 1762; of the "perambulation," VII, 1764; of the "middle chamber," vn, 1765
of "odd
numbers," iv, 931
(note)
vn,
1766; the "stone" (Lapis Angularis), II, 341; Solomon's Temple as a
Masonic Symbol, i, 74 iv, 965 v,
1347; VII, 1769; a triple series of

1797-

antagonisms

grees"),

R. as announced by the Supreme Council of Charleston, in 1802, vii, 1848.
Sun, references to the, in Gnostic symbolism,

ences,

379.

II,

Supreme Being,
one, vn,

Pagan idea of

universal

1747.

Supreme Council of Sov. G. I. G. of the
33RD AND last Degree A. A. S. R. for
the U. S. of A., the organization of,
fac-simiie copy of the
1810, 1820
text of early deregister of, vii, 1821
cree by, VI, 1561 the jurisdiction of the,
VII,

;

;

;

VII, 1858.

Supreme Councils, A. A.

S. R., list of le-

Switzerland, Supreme Council, A. A.
in,

(cf.

and

meaning

Architecture,

spread of the style

Symbolism, history of the
and practice of, vi,

of

vi,

origin, character,

1693-1732;

i6g3ff.

1565

some impor-

;

vii,

the origin

1693, 1705; gesture-language,
1695; written signs, vi, 1698;
symbols, vi, 1698; light, vi, 1701
vi,
hieroglyphic
1702;
writings,
definition and origin of symbols,
VI, 1705; earliest method of con-

of, VI,

VI,

;

veying religious and ethical ideas,
868; VI, 1699; picture writing,
1707; pictures of ancient symbols, VI, 1718, 1720; description of
same, vii, 1773; merging of all ancient symbols in the sun and moon,
the cherubim, vii, 1781 ;
VII, 1781
the swastika cross, vii, 1787; the
pentalpha, vii, 1799; development of
the science of, in, 853; iv, 1130;
Gothic architects familiar with, iii,
III,

797-

The Three

Revelations, vi, 1712; i, in
external nature, vi, 1713; 2, in
man's nature, vi, 1714; distinction
between good and evil, vi, 1717; 3,
the written revelation, vi, 1719; significance of the elements in symbollight, VI, 1701
VII, 1761
fire,
1706; water, vi, 1731; dew, vi,
;

;

1732.
III.

Symbolism of Numbers,
Vesica

IV, 931

;

vii,

vn, 1733;
arithmetic and geometry, vn, 1736;
17.33;

Piscis,

the triangle, vii, 1738; the Monad
("the point witliin a circle"), vn,
1742. 1743; the Duad, vii, 1747; the
Triad, vn, 1751.
IV. Legends and Symbols in the Several

of, iv,

1132;

the

Mark

degrees

:

degree, in, 825, 830, 832-833, 827831,
833-834; Operative symbolic
use of "marks," in, 792; in the
Royal Arch degree, v, 1243- 1244,
influence of the
1249, 1250, 1285
Royal Arch on the general development of, V, 1238 the important element of, in the R. A., v, 1239, 1242;
in the Cryptic degrees, vi, 1555,
1563-1567; the secret vault, vi, 1565;
in the Order of the Red Cross, v,
in the Templar Order, v,
1371. 1391
1368, 1370; VI, 1616; in the Scottish
;

;

;

Rite, 11,357, 358; V, 1309; VII, 1867;
Ramsay's contribution to Masonic,

Webb

influence of
on
V, 1249
sonic, V, 1292; the elements of
;

MaRose

Croix, II, 357 the Red Cross in, v,
1309; source of, in the Royal Order,

;

ism:

;

in the Capitular

VI,

VI,

Masonic,
1239
1242); VII, 1757; the three
940; the secret vault, vi,
influence of the "Ancients"

p.

v,

upon the development

of, iii, 727, 739, 755.

tant, medieval, iii, 800.

II.

in

lights, IV,

Symbolic Marks, pictures

1733-1S00.
I. Introduction,

;

;

S.

VII, 1857.

Symbolic

;

;

1109.

Swastika Cross, The,

R.

853

;

gitimate, VII, 1857.

Supreme Order of the Holy Royal Arch,
IV,

VII,

III,

;

VII, 1922.

Symbols, significance of, in Scottish Rite
Masonry, vn, 1867.
Syria, origin of most ancient secret societies

in,

V,

1346.

Tacitus, account of Romanizing

Britain

by, n, 533-

Tailleurs de

PIERRE,

name

of

Operative

Masons in France, n, 471.
Guild at Lincoln, Constitution

Tailors'

of the,

Tancred,

II,

V,

572.
1325.

Tasmania, Freemasonry in, vn, 1996.
Tavlour, Samuel, associate of Elias Ashmole, n, 320.
Tellier, Chancellor,
under, in. 669.

1531

Corporations

INDEX
Templar
in

America,

origin of, in the United

1612.

VI,

States,

first

1383.

v,

Templar Masonry,
Templar Order,

preceding
kniglithoods
1309; a secret ritual in the me1347 mingling of, vi^ith Royal
Arch, prior to War of Independence, v,

;

the, V,

dieval, V,

;

1S92.

Ternary, the first, vii, 1751.
Tertullian, II, 275.
Tessera Hospitalis, resemblance of a
Speculative "mark" to the, of the An-

1382.
traces of medieval Templari;-m in, v, 1368; the English different from the American, v, 1370.

Templar Ritual,

Templarism, Knight, general history of

cients, III, 826, 829.

medieval, v, 1309; the several orders of,
V, 1310, 1318; during the Crusades, v,
1320; the suppression of military, I, 256;
execution of James De Molay, v, 1331,
1332; list of Grand Masters, v, 1361
the source of modern, v, 1339; influence
of Scots Lodges upon, vii, 1814: introduction of modern, into America, v,
1368; first record of, in the United
States, V, 1370; formation of first en;

campment

of,

the

1377;

the

in

spread

of,

United States, v,
in
the United

1383; General Grand
the United States, v,
of Grand Masters, v, 1393;

1370,
Encampment, in

States,

1384;

V,

list
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Lodge and organization
Tennessee,
of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1449; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1536;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1593; organization of Grand Commandery and suljordinate commanderies in, vi, 1635 Scottish Rite Masonry in, vil, 1889, 1890,

Degree, early conferring of the,

Grand and subordinate Commanderies,
in the States and Territories, VI, 1601.
Templars, The Knights, origin of, in the
Crusade movement, I, 225, 227 estab;

Tessier,

II,

269.

Tetragrammaton,
for the Deity,

Hebrew word

of

title

11,

378;

iii,

800; vi, 1704.

of, in the
sades, I, 22s, 228; estates of the
shared
by, v, 1335.
plars

Teutonic Knights, origin

Cru-

Tem-

first
Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1464 introduction
of Royal Arch Masonry in, vi, 1537;
the status of the Grand Chapter of, v,
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1593; or1301
ganization of the Grand Commandery
and subordinate commanderies in, vi,
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vii,
163s

Texas,

;

;

;

1889,

l8go, 1893.

T. G. A. O. U. (The Grand Architect of
the Universe), vii, 1742, 1746.
Thanes' Guild at Cambridge, Charter of,
II,

568.

lishment of the, V, 1319; influence of
Oriental societies on, I, 242 theory of

Theodosius, Emperor,

origin of Freemasonry in the, inthe, and the Assasvestigated, I, 243
tradition of the division of
sins, I, 253
the, after the death of De J.IoIay, v,
1339; the escape of the surviving, to
Scotland, I, 260 the story of the Scot-

Theoretical IMasons, a title of early nonOperative members, iii, 841 transforming influence of the, on Masonry, iv,

;

the

;

;

;

tish,

in

I,

255

;

in

the,

Scotland, v, 1342

;

America (see "Templarism").

Temple Chapter, Albany, N.
1797, V,

Y., prior to

1293.

Temple-Builder, the Legend of the, i, 22,
73; the Krause MS. recital of, i, 76; a
discussion of the,

l,

151; significance of

tions abolished by,

IV, 965.

Temple of Solomon, work done by Hiram
Abif

in, 11,

430: apocryphal character of

of workmen at, 11, 392,
476; medieval tradition of origin of Freemasonry at, I, 163; II, 387; mentioned
in all old Constitutions, iv, 933; Operative ritualistic use of the, iv, 948; as a
Masonic symbol, iii, 871; vii, 1769;
significance of, vii, 1766;
allegorical
symbolic substitution of, in place of Bacon's House of Solomon, 11, 310; reasons for the symbolic use of, in Speculative Masonry, vii, 2003; symbolic
character of, in fable of Cromwellian
Masonry. 11, 297 allegorical relation of
Bacon's House of Solomon and, 11, 326;
rejection of theory that Freemasonry
began at, 11, 467 theory of Mark degree at, a myth, in, 660.
classification

;

;

mystical associa-

173.

;

ion.

Theyer, Charles, a 17th century collector
of MSS., I, 25.
Third Degree (see "Degrees" 3).
Thompson, John, ii, 321.
Thompson. Thomas (M.D.), 11, 311.
Thorp (John T.) MS., of a.d. 1629, vii,
2002.
C. a., a French Masonic historian,
516; Acta Latomorum by, 11, 3il_.

Thory,
II,

the,

all
i,

Thought,

definition

and significance

developing symbolism,

Three Globes,

the

vi,

of, in

Ifc94-

Grand Lodge of

the,

VII, 1805.

Tilley, Count de Grasse,
spread by, vii, 1850.
Locri, Deity defined by, vi,
Scottish

Rite

Timeaus of
1706.

Timoleon, Louis Hercules, v, 1356.
Titles, significance of some of the Scottish Rite, VII,

iStg.

Toler.\tion, religious, the adoption of,

Freemasonry,

in

iv, 942.

Jacob, translation of Pythagorean

ToNSON,
works published by, 11, 367.
Torgau, Constitutions of 1462 adopted at,
III, 74+
Toulouse, Veille Bru, or Faithful Scottish Masons, created at, 11, 281.

INDEX

2o6o
Tower of Babel,
end

of,

I,

present form of the Leg-

6i.

Trajan, Pliny organizes a Collegium Fabrorum under, n, 495; development of
Collegia Fabrorum into political clubs,
feared by, 11, 496.
Transition, The, from Operative to Speculative Freemasonry, ni, 836; the bethe remote
ginnings of, III, 652, 848
;

causes

850, 858;

in,

of,

way prepared

for, III, 860; character and development of, IV, 1003 gradual growth of,
IV, 1008; record history of, in Scotland,
IV,
III, 661
1090.
Traveling Freemasons, use of term, in
loth century, i, p. vi
development of,
;

;

;

in
p.

Italy from
ix
II,
468;

Collegium Fabrorum,

;

the,

from Como,

history
11, 50S;

i,

and spread of
682; found-

iii,

ers of Gothic architecture, I, 191
unity
of design introduced by, ill, 684; church
employees at an early period, in, 699;
Masonry introduced into Germany by
the. III, 710; relation of the, to the
;

United Grand Lodge of England (see
"Grand Lodge of England, The United").
United States (.see under the names of
the States), the spread of Freemasonry
in

the,

v,

degree

1394;
in,

in,

Mark

introduction of
the
817,
823;

Gen.

Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons
for the, V, 1297; Gen. Grand Encampment of K. T., in, V, 1601 the Templar
Order in the, v, 1370; history of the
;

Scottish Rite in the, vil, 1843.

Universal Wokd, The, iv, 943.
Uruguay, Supreme Council A. A.

S. R. in,

VII, 1857.

Unsectarian, when
became,

Masonry

Speculative

iv, 942.

Usages (see "Customs").
Utah, first Lodge and organization of
Grand Lodge in, vi, 1481 introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1540; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1593 organization of
Grand Commandcry and subordinate
Commandcries in, vi, 1635
Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vii, 1889, 1S90.
;

;

;

i,
172; "Company
representative of, in

Dionysiac Architects,

Freemasons"

of

England, iii, 599, 601 theory of their
spread to Scotland, in, 631; supposed
usages of the, in Scotland, in, 632;
character of the symbols of, II, 367.
Trknt, Grand Lodge of England South of
;

the, history of the, iv, 1135.
Higden's Polychronicon translated by, I, 56.
TiiAD, history and symbolism of the, vii,
the Welch triads, i, 203.
1751
Trial Piece, the early use of a, in, 650.
Triangle, Operative use of the, in symbolism, IV, 1 130; the double, a frequently
occurring symbolic mark of the Middle

Trevisa,

:

Ages,

800.

III,

Trinity,
1723

;

Masonry
early

strictly, vii,

ideas

homage

to,

1771.

regarding
in

early

the,

Masonry,

vi,
i,

15-

Triskelion, the symbol of the, vn, 1797.
True Word (see "Eccossaism"), v, 1251.
Truth, all Masonic ceremonies tend toward, VII, 1767.
TuDAL Cain, theories as to the etymology
in the Legend of the Craft,
of, Jl, 422
:

19. 47; the Legend of (cf.
the Smith), 11, 421.
I,

Legend of

Tunis, Supreme Council A. A.

Two,

the

number

Vaughn, Thomas,
cian,

a

of

title

a

788.
to organize
vi, 1450.

Rosicru-

celebrated

340.
the Secret, significance of, vi, 1565.
II,

Vault,
Veille Bru, "Faithful Scottish Masons"
(created at Toulouse),

11,

281.

Venezuela, Supreme Council A. A.

S.

R.

in, VII, 1857.

the introduction of Freemasonry in, v, 1432 the first Lodge and organization of Grand Lodge in, v, 1432 concurrence of, in the Gen. Grand Chapter,
introduction of Royal
asked, v, 1295

Vermont,

ii,

S.

R.

in,

512.

(see

;

;

Arch Masonry in, vi, 1541
Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1594; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commandcries in, vi, 1636: list of Scot;

tish Rite Bodies in. vn, 1897.
Vesic.\ piscis. a prominent mystic symbol
of the medieval Masons, 11, 367; ill,
756, 800
widespread use of the, vn,
;

1733-

Victoria, Freemasonry

VII, 1857.

Turner, Sharon,

book published in 1734, in,
Vandalia, 111., convention
Grand Lodge held at, 1822,

;

Trinitarian Christianity, original Speculative

Vade Mecum, Free Masons',

"Duad").

in,

vii, 1092.

Vienna, early jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of. III, 721.
Villa neuve, Arnold de (see "Rosicrucianism"),

II,

ViNCENNES,

340.
Inc., first

Lodge organized

at,

VI, 1456.

u
L'nion, in 1799, of the Rival Grand Bodies
of France, v, 1220.
L'nited Grand Chapter established in
1817, VII, 2010.

views

on

of
Roman Colleges of Artificers, 11, 503.
Virginia, introduction of Freemasonry in,
v, 1419: first Lodge and organization of

ViOLLET-LE-Duc,

of,

spread

Grand Lodge in, v. 1419: Royal Arch
Masonry in, v, 1272, 1288; vi, 1=43;
Grand Chapter of, v, 1301;

status of the

INDEX
Cryptic
of
ordinate
Scottish

tion

1890,

Masonry in, vi, 1594; organizaGrand Commandery and subcommanderies
Rite Masonry

in,

vi,

in,

vn,

1636;
listig,

1892.

the invention

of,

v,

1286.

Iceland,

of

symbol

1718; vu, 1773.
VoLUND, the Legend

Deity,

vi,

Scandinavia and

of, in

424, 425.

11,

w
to receive, advancement from a
lower to a higher degree, iv, 918.
Walcan, the name for Tubal Cain among

Wages,

Stcinmetzen, iv, 932.

Walter the Penniless,
of

War, The

v,

influence

1S12,

Masonry,

on capitular

Civil, influence of,

on capitular

(see

ii,

320.

under "Scot-

648.

III,

Wardsfford, Esq.,

ii,

320.

Warrants, not known

prior to 1717, v,
187; introduction of the system of, in

forming subordinate

Lodges, iv, 924;
2008; history of the early Grand

Lodge, V, 1235
Lodges in American
Colonies opened under, v, 1230; the
the
Grand
of,
grant
by
Lodge of "An;

cients," IV,

ated

Elias

Ashmole

initi-

320 (cf. VII, 2004).
Washington, George, at communication of
"American Union Lodge" at Morrintown, 1779, V, 1428.
Washington, D. C, Supreme Council of
the Southern Jurisdiction A. A. S. R.
in,

II,

VII, 1857.

Wa_^shington Territory and State, first
Lodge and organir.ation of Grand Lodge
introduction of R. A. Ma1545: Cryptic Masonry in,
VI, 1595
organization of Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in, VI, 16,38; Scottish Rite Masonry in, VII. 1889. 1890, 1892.
Water, significance of, in early symbolism,
VI,

sonry

1469

;

in, VI,
;

VI.

in,

vii,

of 16S7, vii. 2003.
a prominent Ritual
maker, iii, 830; sketch of the Masonic
life of. V, 1290
influence of, on Masonic Rituals, V, 1278; elected first G. S.. v.
source of the degrees fabricated
1295
by, VII, i8og
preliminary degrees of
the Chapter, invented by, v, 1292
the
Mark degree incorporated in the American Rite by, in, 659; capitular degrees
of, definitely adopted, v, 1299; influence
;

;

:

;

on Templari'm, v, 1371. 1,387; vi,
1616: influence of, on Scottish Rite Ma-

sonry, V, 1272.

tion of Grand Lodge in, vi, 1480; introduction of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1546;
organization of Grand Commandery and
subordinate commanderies in, vi, 16,38;
Scottish Rite Masonry in, vn, 1889,
1890,

1892.

Wharton, George, ii, 306, 316.
Wharton, Thomas, ii, 306.
Wharton, The Duke of, the
Master of England,

Grand

6th

1722, iv, 905.

Mantle, distinguishing dress of

medieval Templars,

v,

1321.
in the

Hutch-

inson theory, i, 138
political use of
term, in Stewart Masonry, n, 238, 308.
Wieland, Martin (editor of German Mercury), cited as to the origin of Freemasonry, n, 311.
Wieland, name of the Artificer in the German Legend of the Smith, 11, 425.
WiLKE, William Frederick, Legend of
the Scottish Templars attacked by, i,
;

263.

William of Sens,

ii,

301.

a celebrated Master in

Operative Masonry,

iv, 944.

Will's Coffee House,

Wing, Rev.

iv, 885.
by, cited in relation
376.

work

Dr.,

to Gnosticism,

11,

WiNZER, J., writer on German Brotherhoods of the Middle Ages, in, 716.
Wisconsin, first Lodge and organization
of Grand Lodge in. vi, 1460; introducof R. A. Masonry in, vi. 1547;
Cryptic Masonry in, vi, 1596 organizaof Grand Commandery and subordinate commanderies in. vi, 1639; list
of Scottish Rite Bodies in, vn, 1907.
tion

;

tion

Wise, Thomas, ii, 320.
Wise, Willi.\m, ii, 320.
Woart, William, elected

first

Grand Sec-

retary of Mass., V, 1295.

1731.

Watson, William, roll
Webb, Thohas Smith,

of,

India Colonies, Supreme Council
A. A. S. R., estabiishcd in, vn, 1850.
West Virginia, first Lodge and organiza-

WiLKiNS, Dr. John,

1134.

Warrington Lodge.

in,

Freemasonry

West

Whittington, G. D., II, 525.
Widow's Son, no mention of,

1300.

v,

Warden and Deacon

at,

West Australia,

White

Warden, Richard Penket,
land"),

1325.

of,

v, 1297.

Masonry,

VII,

Werkmeister (Master of the Work), importance of, in German Masonry, in,
1996.

an early

Vishnu,

1

Adam, .secret society established in Bavaria by, 1776, 11, 289.

Weisiiaupt,

750.

Virtual Past Master,

War

2061

Wodman, William, ii, 320.
Women, relation of, to Freemasonry

in

Scotland, in, 653.

Wood. John, contract between, and the
Abott of St. Edmundsbury, in. 786.
Woodford, A. F. A., iconoclastic spirit of,
tovvfard Masonic legends, i. 6 opinion of
regarding Halliwell Poem, i, 28.
Work (cf. "Ritual"), the Masonic, mean;

ing of the term, iv, 918.

Workmen, two
Ages.

Ill,

classes of, in the

Middle

7;79.

Word, The, history and

significance of the
idea of, v, 1239-1249; importance of the

iNDEX

2062

in the 17th century form of iniIV, 948, 970; Operative
of
the, iv, 1130; the "Jerusalem,"
origin
and the "Universal," in the early Ritual,
IV, 934; in Indian Mysteries, vii, 1772.
Words and Signs, early use of, among

Mason,

tiation, in, 649;

German Stonemasons,
transmission

of,

in, 720; historic

742.

lii,

Worms, Masonic marks discovered
M. Didron, in, 658.
Wren, Sir Christoi-iier, influence
persecution of, on change
II, 310; Masonry among
described by, 11, 557; the
quoted, in, 696, 772 not
;

at,

by

of the
of symbolism,

Anglo-Saxons
Parentalia of,
a Mason, vn,

1804.

Writing, the oldest mode
Revelation, in

Written

of. vi,

1703.

symbolism,

vi,

1719.

Yarker, John, ii, 325.
Yates, Giles Fonda, vii, 1809 a sketch
of, VII, 1862; address on the laws, objects and history of the Scottish Rite,
;

by, VII, 18&3.

York, remains of Roman Masonry in, 11,
513; minutes of Lodge at, preserved
since 1712, iv, 881 ; text of the early
rules governing Speculative Freemasons
at, IV, 1058; the Grand Lodge of, iv,

no Lodges out of England war1043
ranted by, Grand Lodge of, vn, 2010.
the supposed source
and publication of the, l, 57, 58, 69;
date of the, l, 71, 78; the Babylonian
Legend in, i, 58; Legend of Euclid in,
I, 6g; Temple Legend in, l, 76; Legend
of St. Alban in, i, 91.
York Legend, The, i, 95 history of, i, 95,
;

York Constitutions,

;

Wyoming,

first

Lodge and organization of

Grand Lodge in, Vl, 1483 introduction
of R. A. Masonry in, vi, 1547; Cryptic
Masonry in, vi, 1596; organization of
Grand Commandery and subordinate
commanderies in, vi, 1640; Scottish
Rite Masonry in, vn, 1889, 1890.
;

loi

:

true

York MSS.
I,

meaning
(.see

of,

i,

loi.

under "Old Charges"),

15-

York

Rite (see "Capitular Masonry,"
"Royal Arch Masonry," "Cryptic Rite,"
"Templarism," "Knight Templarism"
and also "Degrees").
Young, Nicholas, ii, 320.
;

X
Xenophanes,

vii,

1746.

Zend, baptism

in

the

ceremonial

of,

vi,

1730, 1732.
vii, 1747.

Zeno,

Zennaar
YaiIBLICHUs (see "Jamblichus"), vi, 1705.
Yankton, first Lodge in Dakota established

at, VI,

1477.

(cf. Cable-tow), vn, 1763.
Zerudbabel, VI, 1491.
Zoroaster, vii, 1746.
Zurich, early jurisdiction of the Grand

Lodge

of, in, 722.
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FOB USE BY THE

MASONIC FRATERNITY,
Containing

over

The Form

Fourteen Hundred Words liable to
of Instruction for Pronunciation is the

in the

Mispronunciation.

same Defined

American Dictionary, by Noah Webster, LL.D.

BY CHARLES

T.

McCLENACHAN.

KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION
VOWELS, REGUL.\R LONG AND SHORT SOUNDS.
O, u (long^, as in Old,

A, a (long), as in Ale, Fate.
A, & (short), as in Add, FiU.
A, U (Italian), as in A>-m, Father,
e
E, e
!E,

^loug), as iu Eve, Mile.
(short), as in

I, I (long), as iu

£nd, MSt.

Ice,

Fine.

Far.

O, 6 (short), as in
X^, U (long), as in

Note.

t)dd,

Hum.

U, ft
Y, y

(long), as

Y

(short), as in Cyst^

,

y

(short), as in

tjs.

ML
Hume.

Use,

m My, Fly.
Nymph.

1, i (short), as in lU, Fin.

The above simple process is adopted, omitting instruction relating to diphthongs or
tripthongs, occasional sountls, or references to consonants.

—

Accent. The principal accent is denoted by a
In the division of
lighter mark, as in Ab'ra-ca-dab'ra.
also R',ipp!y ihe )il.ace of the hyphen.
WORDS OF
DOUBTFCL PRONUXCI.\TION.

b^arymark;
words into

the secondary, by a

syllables, these

marks

PROXOUNCES'G DICTIONARY.
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A.b}balk

Ab'I-balk

Abit'

Ab-ir

Abihael

A-bi'ha-«l

Abibii

Ab'i-hu

Abira,ni

Ab-i ram

Ablution

Ab-lu'shun

Abrac
Abracadabra ....
Abraxas

Ab-rac'

Acacia

A-ca'ci-a

Acanthus

A-can thus

Accessory

Ak-ses'so-rl

Accolatlo

Ac'co-lade'

Aceldama

A-cSl'da-mi

Acliad

Chief of the three

......
....

Father of Strength.
A son of Aaron.

Abiram Akisop. traitorous craftsman.

....

Ai>-'ra-ca-dab'ra

Washing, baptizing.
Acquiring the science of Abrac

A term of

.

A

A-brix'as

incantation-

symbol of the year.

Symbolic of the

....
.

A

...
.

.

soul's immortality.
part of the Corinthian capital-

Private companion-hip

....

The welcome

into knighthood.

Field of blood.

.

A-kad.

A-chad

Acharon Schilton

assaasins.

Literally, his father.

A'cha-r6n Schil-Wn

A'ka-rOn Schil-ton.

Achias

A-chlas

A-ke-as.

Achisliar

Ac-hl eh&r

Achnietba

Ach-'me-tha

.

.

.

Achtariel
Acolyte
Acousuiatici
A'lah

Ach-ta'ri-el

.

.

.

A'da

Jephtha's daughter.

Adar

A'dar

The

Adarel

A'dar-el

Angel of

A-dept'

An

.

.

.

Ak'6-llte

,

,

A couB-ma-tl'cI

Adept
Adcptus Coronatus
Adhere

.

.

.

.

One over the household of Solomoa
of a Hebrew city.

Name

Cabalistic

name of God.

Candle bearer.

Church

servant.

A-coos'ma-te'cfi.

twelfth Jewish month.
fire.

expert.

Adjudicate

Ad-ept'us C6r5-na'tU3 Seventh Degree of the Swedish Rite.
Ad-bere'
Cling to.
To determine.
Ad-ju'di-kate ....

Adinah

Ad'mil

.

Ad 3Iajorum ....
Dei Gloriani

.

.

.

\

A

Ad

mii-jo-rum
da-e glo-ri-am

'

1

Hebrew

To the

city.

greater glory of God.

>

The Lord.
who is exalted.

Adoiiai

A'do-na'i

Adonliiram

Ad'on-hl'ram

....

Adoiiiraui

.Xdo-m'ram

....

Adonis
Adult
Ad vitam

Ad-6'nis

A-dult'

Adytum

.Vd

Aentud

yE-nO'id

A

Aeon

.'E-6n

E'on.

Affiliate*

Af-fil'e-ate

Au

Agapae

As'a-pfe

Ag'a-pe.

Love

Aprate

Ac'it

The eighth

stone in the breastplate.

Ag-athopades*
AffB

Ad ve-tam

....

A-do-nah'e.

Soi. of

Abda.

Sou of Jlyrrha and Cinyras.
Of full age.

....

A'ga-tho-pa'de-<

For

life.

A retired part of the ancient temples.

y-tum

Aje

Signifying the master

.

.

.

creation of Virgil.

Age

or duration of anything.

adopted one.

Ecclesiastical

Of

a given

feasts.

Order of lOth centurj.

number of

years.

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY.
DOHBTFUL PBONUNCIATION.

MASONIC PRONUNCIATION.

Affeuda*

A-jSn'da

Aghi

Ag'la

Ajfiiu.s

Dei

....

Order of biuiness.

One

Agnus Dei

Ahatl

.

A

Olam

name

Aha-bath O'lam

Eternal love.

A-his'-u-e'-rus

Name

Aliiliid

A-hll'ud

AJiiinan

.

.

.

A

A'hel

A-hl ah

Rezon

.

.

.

....
....

A-hln's-dab

.

.

A-hts'a-maU

.

.

AJiisar

A-liisar

Abeshar

A-hi'-shar

...

A-ho'li-ab

.

.

.

Ah'rl-man

.

.

.

AlioHab
Abriinan
Aiobnialotarcb
Aixlacbapelle

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alchemy

Al'ki-my

A-kl'rop

Aldebaran
Aleppo

,

.

....
....

A-lep'po

.

.

....

,\-le'tho-phile

Aliader
Algabil
Allah*

Al-fa'(ler

Al'ga-bli

.

.

....
....

Al'a,

Alleg-iance

Al-le'jance

...

Al'l6-g6-ry

.

.

...

Al-le-lu'ya.

....

.

Al-le've-ate

.

.

over Solomon's household-

officer

skilful artificer.

Principle of evil in Zoroaster system.
of Captivity.

The Prince

A

city of

Germany.

Or Achar, a Pass word.
One of the ruffians of Thin Degree,
.

A

Al-deb'a-ran

Aletbopliile

Allegory
Alleliyab
Alleviate

A

A'kiir

A-la-pa

A-hi'sar.

An

Alch-mal'o-tarch

Akirop
Alapa

of a Persian king.

curtain of the Tabernacle.

.\-he'a. Oneofthescribes of Solomon

....

Aks-U-shii'-pel'

Akar

of God.

The fiither of Joeaphat.
The will of selected brethrea
The sou of Jetdo.
The father of Aholiab.

A-hl'man Ke-zon'

Altiuadab
Ahisaiuacb

Lamb

of God.

Abashuerus
Ahel
Abiah

.

Book of precept*.
names of Grod.

of the Cabalistic

Ag'niis Da'e.

.

.

A'had

Aliabatli

2U(i5

PKOPEE

W0R1>S OF

symbol of manumission.

The

science of Chemistry.

A star of the first magnitude.
A town in northern Syria.
Lover of Truth.
Chief

God

of the Scandinavians.

Siguifying The Builder.
The God of the Moslem.
Fealty.
.V fable,

or figurative expression.

Praise Jehovah.

To

relieve.

Allies

A!-liz'

Companions

Allocution

Al-lo-ku'shun

Tiie official opening address.

Almoner
Alms
Al-om-Jah
AJpba

Amz

Al'mo-ner.

Al-6m-jah

...

...

Alpiua

....

Als

Al-pl-na
Alz

Al Sbaddai

Sl-shiid'da-e

Al-Sirat*

Iv

Alyciiber

Amal-saggbi*

.

.

.

.

Dispenser of alms.
Charitable gifts.

A name
Greek

AKfa,

.

.

.

.

.

Al-e-ku'ber

.

Sl-rat'

Amul-vSag'ghi

Amar-jah

A'mar-jab

Aniboth

Am'bolh

.

.

.

.

in enterprise.

of the Supreme Being.

letter

A.

Name of Grand Lodge of Switzerland,
The All-powerful God.
The second sanctified name of God.
The path.
Master of the Tribe of Manasseh.

.

Fifth step of Kadesh ladder.

.

God

....

spake.

A country in Syri?

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY.
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Aiuenti*

A-men'-tl

Anieth
Ainethyst
Amicists

A'ni«th

Place of Judgment of the Dead.

.

.

....

See Emeili.

A

Am'e-tliist

.

.

A'mi-cbta

.

.

stone in the breastplate.

Association of students of Germany,

I
'

A-mln'a-dab

Aminidab
Amis Reunis
Ammonites

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ani'mon-itz

One of the Chiefs
A'me Re'-u-ne.

.

Amis Re'unis

.

.

Descendants of Lot.

.
I

Amshaspands*
Amulets

.

A

.\juuii

Anaehronisin

.

.

.

.

Anakim*

Principle of good

Am-shils'pandB
Am'u-lets
.

mfln

of Israel.

.

among

....

The Supreme God of the Egyptians.

Au-a'chro-nlsm

An

An'a-klm

error in computing time.

.

.

.

Giants.

Anauias

An-a-ni'aa

.

.

Sapphira's conspirator.

Ancieut*

An'shunt

.

.

Andre
Andrea

An

dr6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

An-drOg-e-nou9.

An'jel

Messenger.

.

.

Ani-ma

.

Christopher Karl Andr^.
John Valentine Andrea.

An-drog y-noua
An'ge-ro-nJ

.

Mfln'di

Anniliilate

An-nt'he-lat«

Anno De'p6-8l'ti-o 'nis

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

Anno Depositionis
Anno Domini ...
Anno Hebraico
Anno Inventionis
Anno Lucis ....
Anno 3Iundi ....
Anno Ordinis
.

Indefinite time.

....

An'drSft

Androgynous
Angel
Angerona
Anima Mundi*

.

Persians.

Mystic gems.

.\ji-no

D6m'In

An'no

He

Side degrees.

pagan deity of the Romans.

Soul of the World.

Destroy finally.
In the year of the Deposite.
The year of the Lord.

bra'I-co
In the Hebrew year.
An-no In-ven'she onls The year of discovery.
An'no Lu'cis
In the year of Light.
.

An-no Mnn'di
An'no Ordi-niB

The year of
In

the world.

year of the Order.
French annual record of proceeding
t)ie

Annuair©
AnsjTeeh

An'nu-aire

Antarctic

Ant Ark'tic.

Antepenult ....
Antipodeans ....
Antipodes
Auubis or Anepu*
Apanie
Aplianism
Apbarsathohites
Apocalypse ....
Apollo

An-te-pe-nult'

The

An'tl-po-de'ans

An-tip'o-dez
Xn-u-bis or A.n-i •pu

Lea Antipodiens.
Opposite sides of the globe.
Egyptian deity. Son of Osiri.i and

Ap'a-me

Wife of King Darius

Aporrlicta
Apostle
Apotheosis

A

Au's5'-re6h

.

.

Apprentice

Aprou*

....

.

.

.

A

.

Opposite to the Northern

.

.

sect of

Northern Syria.

last syllable

A

A-p6k'a-lIp8

Book of Revelation.

A-p<5l'o

.

A

.

.

Persian tribe.

Greek

deity.

Intelligible to the initiated.

.

porr-he'ta.

....

A

deputed agent.

Ap-6-the'o-sis

Deification.

Ap-pSr'ent

Evident.

Ap-pren'tis

A'prun

.

.

.

The

.

....

[Xephthya,

boily.

A-ph.1r'-«atli-ck it€8
.

circle.

except two.

Concealing of the

Aph'an-iam

.\-p6s'l

Apparent

.

I

servitor of a mecfaanic.

Badge of a Maaoo.

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY.
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Zodiac.

Water-bearer.

A-qua'ri-UB
Xr'ab or A'rab

Arab

20G7

.

.

.

Inliabitaut of Arabia.

Pertaining to the Wilderness.
" Lion of God."

Arabici*

A'ra-bl'cl

Aral

A'rSl

Aranyaka*

A'ran-yi'kft

Araiinah
Arbroath*

A-raa nah

See Orruin.

Ar-bi6ath

Abbey

Arcana
Archangel
Archbishop
Archetype
Archi magus*

Ar-kii'na

Secrets, mystery.

....

of England, 12th century.

An Angel

Ark-an'jel

Arch-bish'op

An appendage to Veda of the Indians.

.... A church
An

Ar'ke-tip

of the highest order.
dignitary.

original model.

Ar'chl-m&'gOs

.

.

.

Chief Ruler.

Achipelago

Ai^kI-pel'»-go

.

.

.

Group of

Architect*

Ar'ki-tect

.

Arcliitectonicus

.

.

.

islands.

Skilled in the art of building.

Ar'chi-t6c-ton'I-cus

Archives

Ar'kivz

Relating to Architecture.
Place for records.

Archivlste
Arctic

Ar'clii-vlste

An

Arktik

A

Arduous
Area
Arellm
Areopagus

Ar'du-us

With difficulty.
The given surface.

Arianisni*

A'rl-an-ism

Arid

Ar'id

Aries

A'riez

Armenbusche ....

Ar men-busche

Armistice

Ar'mis-tis

Temporary

Aroba*

A-ro'ba

Pledge, covenant.

.

.

.

.

A're-a
Ar'e-lim
A're-Cp'a-giis

officer in charge of the archives.
northern circle of space.

Literally, valiant, heroic.
.

.

.

.

....

A

tribunal.

The

doctriue of Arius.

Exhausted of moisture.

.

.

.

The sign Ram
The poor box.

in the

Zodiac

truce.

Aroma

A-ro'ma

An

Arrogant
Artaban

Ar'rO-gant
Ar'ta-bin

Overbearing.
Scribe in the Scottish Rite.

Artaxerxes

Ar'-tag-zerk'-zez

Artificer

Ar-tif'i-ser

Designer of buildings.

Aryan*

A'ry-au

One

Asarota*

A'sii-ro ta

A variegated pavement.

Asher

Ash'er

A

Ashlar

Ash'lar

Asia*

A'shl-a

Stone as taken from the quarry.
An Eastern continent.

Asnapper

As-nap'-per

Aspirant
Associate

As-pir'ant
As-so'shl-at

Assur

As'siir

Astarte
Astraea

Aa-tiir'te

Female Deity of the

Aa'tra-e4

The Grand Lodge

Asyhim

A-ei'lum

Place of retreat.

AteUer

Atel-ier

A

.

.

A
A

agreeable odor.

Persian king.
of three historical divisions of

One who

....

[religion.

tribe of Israel.

aspires.

Companion with.
Assyria.
Plia-nicians.

of Kus.>iu.

[sembled.

workshop where workmen are as

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY.
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Atheiueuiu
Atossa*
Attacked
Attoucliement
Attbakatha*
Atys
Audacious ....
.

.

Ath-e-ne'um

.

.

PBOPKK
MABONIC FBOHUMCUTION.
.

.

.

A-tos'si

At-takt'

Assailed, assaulted.

.

At-touch'emSnt

.

.

,

It'tha-ka'tha

.

.

.

A building for philosophic inetrticlicm
Daughter of Urrus.

.

It'is

A-tou'iih-min.

Commentary on Canonical books ol
The Pbrrglan God.
[Baddhiam.

Aw-Ui'shu»

....

Contemnlug

Audience
Audi Vide Tace*.
Aufseher

Au'dl-enoe

....

An

Auriel

Au'ri-el

Aa-dl Vi-de T&-ce
AQf'sfe-hei

Aarim

.

.

.

.

Auni or Om
Ant Vincere
Aut Mori

.

.

Afls'er-wahl-t«r

.

.

.

AQm.

.

.

.

Om

.

.

Aut Vin'ce-re
Aut Mo'ri
.

Avatar*

A'vft-tir

Avis*

A'vU

Axiom
Aye
Aynon

Ak'sl-utn

.

.

.

.

.

I

Either conquer or die.

.

.

.

.

Self-evident truth.

.

An

descent of a

affirmative vote.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Solomon's Captain of the Guards.
"

.

Scapegoat," the

Baal

Ba-a'lim.

Baaiia

Ba-an'a

Son of

Babylon

Bub'e-lon

Gate of Bel.

Bactjica*

Bac'tyl-e'i

Baculus

Bicu-lus

Bafomet

Ba'fo-rafit

Bag-ulkal

Baldacbin ....

Ba'giil-kra
Bal'dii-cLia

Bablric

Bil'drik

Bal-sa'mo

Balu.ster

Bal'us-ter

Biinacas

Ban'a-kas

Bapliomct ....
Barabbas ....

Baph'6-m6t

.

.

.

.

Barbati Fratres*.

Bar

3Iitzvah*

.

.

....
....

....
....

Bar Mitz'vah

.

.

Bar'rucI Ab'bS

.

....

Batb Kol* ....

Bath K51

Boa Machcb ...

Be-a-miik'-a

Beauceniler.

.

.

.

.

.

A Captain

Beau-cCal-lier

See

Cagliostro.

stair-rail.

of Guards.

imaginary idol or symbol.

Son of Abba or Father
Not Bar-ba'ri-ous.
father'sson.

Bearded Brothers.

Son of Commandment.
Augustin Barruel.
Frigrant, spicy.
Court -room foradministrationoflaws

A
.

bishop.

mediciual gum.

Joseph Balsamo.
The support of a

A

Bar-ba'tl Fra'tres

Ba-sill-ca

kingdom.

canopy supported by pillars.
riblion worn from shoulder to hip.

An

,

,

A
A
A

....

Bas'moth

Basilica*

A

See Baphontft.
Ciuardian of the sacred ark.

....
....

Bir'ba-rus

,

Master.

grief.

The pastoral staff carried by a

,

.

.

Barruel Abbe
Basmoth

Ba-rib'bas

demon of dry places.

....

Bam

Balsamo

Barl)arons

deity.

Agnon, Ajuon.

Ba'al

Balm

Hindu

.

•

Ay'nfin
Al-a-re'4

A-ia'zel

Chosen, selected.
of the Hindoos.

God

.

The

.

A

Azariah*
Azazel*

Inspector, oTerseer.

Angel of Fire.
Or Urim.

Au'rim

Auserwahlter

law.

assembly of hearen.
Hear, see and be silent.

voice from the Shekinah.

To be with God.
To cany.

projsiouncing dictionary.
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Beauchaine
Beanscant

Begoue

.

.

.

.

.

Benai*

Be-gou'

\m

A

.

B6-le'nus

The Baal

.

Bereth

.

.

Ben-ku'-rim

.

.

Ben'yah

.

.

.

BC-r'ith

Alliance.

B6r'il

Chrysolite, topas.

.

.
.

Ben'ja-miu ...

Beth'le-em

.

.

Bey'er-le

.

Be-yond'

.

.

.

Intelligent

of the Princes of Solomon.

Youngest son of Jacob.
Free since birth.

The son of Jah.

.

.

.

Literally, Place of food.

Not Be-yund'.

.

.

Be-zal'-e-el

.

.

Bi-en'ni-al

.

.

.

Bi'na

.

.

.

.

Bla'tant

.

.

.

.

....
....

Bles-ed

Bo'lz

A builder of the Ark of the CoTenact.
Not Bl-en'yal.
The mother of understanding.
Not Blat'ant.
Not Blest.
Liter.ally, fleetness, strength.

The

.

.

.

Bo'chim

Bo'kim.

.

.

.

Bo-c'ber

Johann Boeber.
Jacob Boehmen.

.

.

.

Boeh'mea

.

.

Bo-n.1'im

.

.

Bone'

Bosonian*

.

.

Brethren

.

.

.

.

.

Buh
Buhle
Bui
Buri or Bare*
.

Byblos
Byzantine
.

.

.

.

.

Bo-nah'im.
Boneh, a builder.
Fourth degree of African Architect*.

Bu'dii

A

Bound,

Brii'min

Corruption of Brahman.

Breth'ren

Not Breth'er-en.

Buh

A corruption of the word Bel.
Johann Gottlieb Buhle.
The rain-god.
The first god of Norse mythology.

Bu'ri or Bu're

.

.

BJfb'los

Biz''an-tin

Caaba or Kaaba*

weepers.

Bourn

Buhle
Bui

.

.

....

Bo-so'nI-an

.

.

Of Judah.

Franpois Louis de Beyerle.

.

Bouddha
Bourn

.

....

Atample

God.

.

Boehmen

.

The
One

Be-n!l'I

Ben dS-kar

.

.

.

.

Braniin

of Babylon.
Corruption of Baal. Lord.
See Macbenae.

King

.

.

Bonaim
Bone

.

BssL

of Scripture.

.

Beyond.

Boaz
Bochim*
Boebcr

.

contraction of

.

.

.

.

Be'nUc

.

.

Bethlehem

Blatant
Blessed

.

.

Beyerle

Binah

.

Bel-shiz'zar

,

Beryl

Bezaleel
Biennial

.

BS'lus

Beudekar
Benjamin
Bcukhurim
Benyah
.

A war banner.
Not Be-gawn'.

se-ilnt

,

.

.

Bo-sha'ne.

Beau

.

Belshazzar
Belus

Benac

Beau-chaino

.

Bel
Beleiius

PROPEB
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....

Hindoo God.

An
An

limit.

ancient city of Phajnicia.
art from the days of Constantine.

Ca-a'ba or Ks-a'bii

Square building or temple in Mecca.

Cabala

Ca-ba'li

Cabiric

Ca

Cable-tow ....
Cabul
Caduceus ....
Caementarius

Ka'We-to

Ivabbala.
Mystical philosophy o"
Dry, sandy.
[theosophy of Jew*.
A man's reasonable ability.

.

Cag-liostro

Cahier

.

....

.

bir-ic

A district containing twenty cities.

Cabul
Ca'du'ce-us

....

Ca'e-men-ta'ri-u3
Cag'li-os'tro

Cah'ier

.

.

.

.

Peace, power, wisdom.

A builder of walls.
A Masonic charlatan.

[together.

Sbeets^f paper or parchment fasteoed
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Cairns
Calatrava*

Heaps of stones of a conical form.

Cairns
.

.

Calliniaclius

.

.

Cal'id

Military Order, instituted 1168.
A sultan of Kgj'pt about 1110.

Cal -lim '-a-chfls

Noted Grecian

Kiim

Tranquil, serene.
X llindoo God.

Cal'a-tra'va

.

CaUd*

Calm

Ka'ma

Cauia
Canaanite
Candelabra.

.

.

....

.

.

Kd'nan-ite

.

.

Kaii-del-a'bri

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kap-ri-kom'u3

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ca-pu'chin
Kar'a-van

.

Cantalevcr*.
Capitular*
.

Can'ta-lev'er

Ki-plt'u-lar

Capella
*
.

Carbonarisni
Carbuncle

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Caryatides*

.

.

Casmaran

.

.

.

.

Carmel

Kiir'mel

.

Ca« 'mi-ran

.

Cat'e-chu'men

Cathari*

.

.

.

.

.

.

Not Kar-a-van'.

A
A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cenephorus*.
Centaine
Centenary
Censer
Cephas
Ceres
Ceridwen*
Cerneau
Cerulean
Chaldea
.

.

.

.

Chamber

.

A cave for the burial of the dead.
A novice in religious rites.
Italian heretical society, 12th century.

Chapiters
Chasidiin

.

Cfin'taine

.

Sen'te-na-rl

.

.

.

Ce-riJ'wen
CSr'neau

.

.

.

Se-ru'le-an

.

.

.

Chal-de'a

....

The

Chal'is

Cham'ber

kn
Not

.

Not Kaz'um.

.

.

Kazra
Cha«'tau-Ier

.

.

Chas'u-ble

.

.

.

Cliesed

Ch6r'u-bim

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

An

.

.

She-deu'vr

....

A

Maccabees

void space.

Benedict Chastanier.

.

.

.

of a column.

in the time of tlie

.

outer dress in imitation of the

Literally,

Those held

[Koman

toga

fast.

Signifying mercy.
Name of the second Jewish montll.

Chts'ran

ChCth
Chlb'b5-luni

capitiil

.sect

.

Chg'sSd
.

ICa'us.

.

Chef-d'oeuvre'
.

A

[Tigris rivera.

A confused mass.

The

.

Euphrates and

incli«ed place.

Shap'o.

.

Chastanier
Chasuble
Chef-d'oiuvro

.

color of the sky.

A country along the
A cup or bowl.

Chap'e-terz ....
Cha sid-im ....

.

.

A stone.

Ccr^no.

....

Ka'os
.

.

Literally,

The goddess of com.
The Isis of the Druids.

Chap'eau

.

Chesvan
Cheth
Chibbelum

A century.
incense cup or vase.

Se'fas

.

.

mystical society of 19th century.

Not Sen-ten'a-rl.

A Syrian name.

.

Cherubim*.

.

SSn'ser

.

.

.

place of burial.

An

.

.

.

OSicer in charge of sacred implements.

.

Se'res

Chasm
.

.

A

.

.

Chiios
.

A

....

Sem'e-tfir-I

.

.

fruitful place.

The noun. The bond of union.
The verb. To bind together.

.

.

A

The women of Caryae.
The angel of air.

Cath'ar-i

.

Chalice

of mer[chants.

stone in the breastplate.

Sem'ent or Se-ment'

Cen'e-pho'nis

.

Francis,

Company

secret society of Italy.

Literally,
.

Se-ment'

Cemetery

projecting block or bracket.

A Zodiacal sign, the Goat.
A monk of the Order of St.

....

Catechumen*.

Cement
Cement

.

.

.

Kat'a-kombs

.

.

.

branched candlestick.

Pertaining to a Chapter.
The name of a star.

....

Car'y-at'i-d£s

.

Catacombs*.

Chapeau

A
A

....
....

Cirbo-nar-ism
Kar'bun-kel

.

artist.

Descendants of Canaan.

.

.

Ka-pcl'la

Capricornus

Capuchin
Caravan

PBOPEE
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.

A

city of Palestine.

A

worthy Mason
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Cmx

....
Ansaia

Cum

Civi

Crj-ptic

.

.

.

Curetes
Custos Arcaui
Cynoccphalus
.

Cynosure
Cyrene
Cyrus
Dabir

.

.

.

.

....

Krip'tic
.

CriSi-an-a'U

.

Kum

.

Cupola
.

MASOKIC rBOirUMCLlTIOK.

.

.

SIvI

.

Pertaining to Royal and Select Macross with a handle.
[soniy.

.

The

.

Arise and kneel.

Ku'po-la

....

Cu-re'te»

....

Not Kii'pa-lo.

KOs'tdt Ar-ci'nl

The guardian
Figure of a

.

.

•

The

.

....

Cy-re'nS

of

tlie

treasury.

man with head

of a dog.

center of attraction.

Ancient city of North Africa.

A king of

Si'rOB

....

Dii-bf r'

A surmounting dome.

Prieets of ancient Crete.

Cyn'o-cfp^'*"'''*

Sin'o-shoOr

.

.

.

Most

PeiBia.

sacred.

Priests of Cybele.

Dactyli*

Dac'ty-li

.

.

.

Dadnclios

Da'du-chos

.

.

Di«(lalus*

Daed'a-lus.

.

.

Dais
Dainbool*

Da'ia

A torch-bearer.
A famous artist and mechauiciao.
A canopy.

.

.

Kock temple of Buddhists of Ceyloa.

Dao*

Dt'o

Darakiel*
Darius*
Datlian

Da-ra-klel'
Dii-ri'u3

.

.

.

Da'than.

.

.

.

Dazard

Da'zard

Decrepit

De-crep'It

Deiseil*

D&-is'eil

Delalande

Dani-bool

.....

Delaunay

.

From

By

.

.

.

Wasted by

.

.

Southward, foUowingcourse of thesiiB

.

.

.

Marked, described.
Fourth letter of Greek alphabet.
Greek n:une of Ceres.

....

Dt-me'ter

Demit
Denderah*
Depths

De-mit'
D5n-dJ'rah

Derogate

DCr'-o-gate

Desaguliers

D5-sa-gu'Uer»
De-ein'

Relea.'^e.

A

mined town of Upper Egypt.
Kot Deps nor Debths. Profundity.

Depths

Dessert*

age.

D6-lalan'-d. Joseph J^rfimeFranjois
Franfois H. Stanislaus Delaunay.

.

De-lin'e-i-ted

Design

[Moees.
revolted against

Michel Franyois Dazard.

.

D(3-Ia-lan'de

Di-l'tii

Daer, to shine.

direction of God.

A king of Persia.
A Reubenite who

....

Dfr-liu'iiay

Delineated
Delta
Denieter

.

....
....

Degrade.

John Theophilus

Desaguliers.

A

preliminary sketch.
The last course of a feast.

Dez-zert'

Deuchar Charters
Deus Meumque Jus

Dfi'us

Devoir

DS'voir

Dew

Du

Atmospheric moisture.

Dieseal

Dl-cs-e'al

A

.

Dieu et mon Droit
Dicu Ic Veut

.

.

Deu-chur' Charters
Working warrants.
Me-fim'que Jua God and my right.
.

Dieu
Dieu

DS'voa.

Ct

mOn

\5

Veut

Droit

.

.

....

Druidic term.

Dieu ft mon droa.
Dieu le Veu-t
Not Dif'reut. Distinct, separate.
Celebrations by which the years were

Dift'erent

Dif'fer-ent

Dionysian
Dionysus

Di'o-nya'Iaa

Diploma

Dl-plo'ma

Dislodge

Dis-lodge'

Greek name of Bacchus, [numbered.
Not Dl-plo-ma. A sealed writing.
To drive from a place of rest.

Disloyal
Dissolve

Dia-Ioy'al

Faithlees.

Di7.-zolv'

Disti-ict

Dis'trikt

Separation into component parts.
portion of territory.

Dl'D-nys'iu

....

A
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The "Shining Light of Heaven."

Diu*

DI'u

Divest

Dl-veat'

Deprive

Diviilgre

To mak«

Domino Deus Meus*

Dl-vulj'
Dom'i-ii6 Da'us Mi'iu

Doniitiau

Do-mlsh'i-an

Donats

Do'niU

Wearers of the demi-cross.

Doric

DOr'ik

An

Doth

Duth

Not Doth.

Drachma

Drfik'mii

A

Draiscke

Drii'e-seke

Johann Heinrich Dernhardt Dmeseke

Druid
Druses

Droo'id

A

Celtic priest.

Dru'sJa

A

sect of religionists in Syria.

Duad
Due Guard

Du'ad

Dupaty

Du'pa-ty

Number two in Pythagorian system.
Mode of recognition.
Louis Emanuel Charles M. Dupaty.

Dyaus*
Dye na Sore* ....

Dy'aus

Eastward

East'ward

Not

Ebal*

E'bal

Literally, bare.

Eban Bohan*

fi'ban

Eblis*

fib'lis

Ecbatana*

Ec-bat'4-ni

Capital of Media.

Ecossais

K'c&jHsais

A'cos-sais.

Ecossism

E'cf>3-slsm

Edicts

E'dikts

Eheyeh

E-hS'y6h

Elai benl almanah*

Lord,

publicly known.

my

God.

.... A Roman Emperor.

Du' Gard

order in Architecture.

Third person of do.

coin, a weight.

Bright, exalted.

Sanskrit for sky.

Dy'e-ii4 8o-z6

.

O

remove.

of,

Bo'hin

.

.

A Masonic

.

....

A

romance by VanMeyern.

Ea«t'-ard. Direction of the East.

Son of Shobal.

up by Bohan.
Arabic for Prince of Apostate Angili
witness stone set

Decrees by an authority.
I am that I am.

E'U-I b6n-i ftl-ma'n&h Third degree A. A.

Elchauau

El-chan'in

Al-kSnS'n.

Eleazar

El-e-a'zar

Son of Aaron.

Electa*

E-lSk'ta

Eleemosynary ...

El-e-mozl-na-rl

An eminent woman
.

Scottish Rite,

of Judeo.

Relating to charity.

.

See Elchanan.

EUeham

El'6-ham

Elephauta

£l-e-phan'ta

....

Eleusinian

E'leu-sIn'I-an

....

Eleusis

E-lu'sis

An

Eliasaph
EUihoreph

E-li'a-saf

A Levite.

Elohim*

fil-6'hlm

El Shaddai
Elu

El Shad'da-e
El'u

See Elus.

Elul
Elus

El'ul

Twelfth civU month of Jewish yeat

Eilysium
Ehueritus

E-lizhl-um
E-mSrt-tda

One who has served

Emeth

E'meth

Integrity, fidelity, firmness.

Emir

A'mir

An

EJmounah*

£-mou'nih

Fidelity, truth.

Ell-ho'-rJph

....
....

Ancient temple in Gulf of Bombay.
Mysteries of ancient Atheniao reliancient Grecian

city.

One of Solomon's secretaries.
The Creator.
The second name of God in the

[giou

Bible

Elected.

El'us
.

.

.

.

A

place of happiness.
out his tima.

Arabic counsellor.
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Empyrean

Em-pl're-an

£iiiiin:ili

E-mu'n4h

Encyclical

En-cy'cll-cal

famine
Euochian*
En Soph*

En

E-u6'chi-an

Ephud

E'phdd

Eons

E

Ell

....

HOTATIONB.

The

highest Heaven.

Fidelity to one's promises.

....

Circular, sent to

En

ft-mllle'

....

relating to Enoch.

E-nykee-au,

£D'S6ph
Sacred vestment of the High Priest.
Divine spirits in intermediate state.

(3ns

Eostre*

E-os'tre

Easter.

Epliesus

El''e-su8

An

Epliraim

K'fra-im

Ei>istle

E-pia'l

Epitome
Epopt
Eques

A tribe of Israel.
A letter missive.
A smnmary.

E'pOpt

An

E'qUBS

Signifying kniglit.

Eqiiitas

Ek'wI-tis

Equity.

Eranoi
Erica

E'ra-nO'I

Friendly societies

E-rl'ca

A

E-pIt'o-me

\

ancient city of Asia.

eye-witness.

sacred plant

Eroscli

A-roeh'

The

Errand
Erratum

Er'rand

A

Esar Uaddon

E-sar Had'don

Esoteric

Es'-o-t6r'ic

That taught

fis'pe-rilnce

iJs'pe- rinse.

.

.

.

A

among the Greeks.
among the Egyptians.

Kaven.

Celestial

commission.

An

Er-ra'tum

Esperance*
Esquire

error in writing.

king of Assyria.
to a select few.

Es-kwir'

Au

Esrim

Ez'rim

The Hebrew number

Essenes
Esther

Es'sSn-es

Es'sen-ees.

£s'ter

Ethauim or Tishri*
Eumolpus
Eunuch
Eureka
European

.

.

Evates*
Eveilles, Secte des*

Examine
Example

.

.

armor-bearer.
twenty.

A Jewish

sect.

Eth'a-nlm

Wife of King Abasuenig.
The seventh Hebi ew mouth.

Eu-mol'pus

A

Eu-'nOch

Prohibited candidates.

U-re'ka

I

U-ro-pe'an

Relating to Europe.
Second degree in the Dniidical system.

E-va'tes
.

Evergeten Bunddei-*
Evora*
Exalt

[sons.

many places and per-

fit-nietl.

king of Eleusis.

have found

it.

d& E-va-ea. Bright, enlightened.
E'vCi^ge'ten Bund'dtr Secret order similar to the ///umwia/i.
E-v6il-le8, Sect-e

E-v6-r4

Knights

Egz-awlt

To
To
To

Egz-am'In

.

.

.

.

Egz-am'pl

....
....
....

Exempt

Egx-cmt'

Not

Exist

Egz-ist'

Exordium

Effz-or'dl-um

The
The

Exoteric

Ei'o-tfir'ic

....

military order.

be imitated.

Eks-6el-lent

Egz-ek'u-tiv

A

scrutinize.

Excalibar*
Excellent
Executive

Ex-cftl'i-Ur

of.

elevate.

Kin^ Arthur's famous swold.
Admirable.

An

executor of the laws.
subject.
state of being.

iutrodnction.

Public, not secret.
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Expert*.
Expiration
lixtempore
£zekiel
Ezel ....
.
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.

.
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....

Eks-pl-ra'ahun

.

ICks-tem'p6-re

.

K-zC'ki-el

.
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.

.

An experienced person.
A breathing out.
Without previous study.

A

.

Hebrew prophet.

E'zel

Division, separation.

Faiullieu Logea*.

Fil-mil'I-en Logen

A

Fauor*
Fasces

Fiiii'or

Name

Fas'ces

Speecliea or records done

Fealty

Fu'al-ty
I'eb'roo-a-rl

Loyalty.

February
Feix-Peax* ....

....

Feiideurs

Ferveucy

....

Fciiillauts*

....

family lodge, private.
given to the Syrian Mason.

up

in a roll

.

.

.

Second month in the Calendar.

Fe-Ix' Fe-ax'

.

.

Signifying School of Thought.

Ffn-deurs
Fflr'ven-cy
Feu-Il-lants

....
....

Fan-deur.
Devotion.

....

Feu-ian-t3.

....

Fiat Lux
Fiat Jnstitia
Ituat Ccelum

FG'at

Fidelity*

Fl-del'I-tl

Fitles

FI des

Fiducial

Fi-du'ci-al

Fillet

t^l'let

Head -band.

Finance
Forehead

Fl-nance'

Revenue of person or a state.
The frdut of the skull.
Not For'ist. A large tract of wood.

.

.

.

....

Forest

Lux

rd'at se-lilm

....

Faithfulness.

A Romau

goddess.

....

Confiding

trust.

FOr'ed
FOr'est

Frankincense
Frater

.

.

Frank'in-flJnae

Fylfot*

Fyl'ftt

Gabaon ....
Gabor

Ga'ba-on

Gabriel
Gsedicke

Ga'bri-el

.

An

.

.

.

Fri-mou'rer.

.

Frires POn-tives.

Frend'ship
Freez

....

Person

The

An

A
,

,

.

.

Gaed icke

.

.

.

Ga'la-had

.

G. A. O. T. U.

.

Gar'i-m6ut

.

Ga

.

.

.

.

Garinus
Gavel
Gebal
Gedaliah
Geiuara
Generalissimo
.

.

.

.

.

,

Gav'el

,

Ge'hil

....

.

.

.

Ge-daKiah

.

.

.

.

Ge-ma

Geometry

.

.

.

Je-om'e-tre

.

Geth-sem''-a-n6

.

Gethseniane

.

.

ra

Gen-^r-al-Ts'-si-mo
.

.

.

.

[and cornice.

ancient symbol.

higli place.

archangel.
Gad'ick. Joh inn Christian.

corruption of Gilead.

Great Architect of the Universe.

Hebrew

engraver.

Corruption of GarimondorGarimund

A standard-bearer.
[tice.
A working tool of an Entered ApprenA city of Phoenicia. Border, hilly.
Son of Pashur.

,

.

attachment,

entablature, between architrave

An

A
.

.

rl-mi3

il

builder of walls.

Strong.

A
.

Ga'reb

Gariuiout

A

.

C;a bor

Gareb

in.

Frgres P6n-tives

.

G. A. O. T. U.

odorous re

Faith.

Latin for Brother.

Frei-mau'rtr

.

.

.

Fra'ter

Freiinaurer
Freres Poutives*
Friendship ....
Frieze

Galahad

Let there be light.
Let justice be done thougli the
heavens fall.

Fe'at JflB-tl-fihl-a

See Talmud.

Second

A
,

officer in

command

science of magnitudes.

A garden near Jerusalem.

of

K. T.
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Gorshoii
Glicnioul

PBOPBH
UASONIC PKONDNCIATION.
Giir'ahon

Ge'raul

.

.

[boii'nali

A son of Levi.
A step of Ihe Kadesli ladder.

Gbcmoiil BinahThebooDah'^ Ghe'moulBl'nahThG- Prudence

Gibeali*
Gibliin

in tlie midst of viciBsitude.

Glb'e-ah

Literally, height.

Gib'lim

BtoDesquarer.

Gilead*
Gnostics

Gll'e-ad

The Syrian mountains.

GnOs'tica

Ni5s'tiks.

God

God

Godfrey de St. Aldemar
Goethe

[mar Not Gawd.
[Templarism.
God'-fry-de-San-alde- Oneofthefoundersof ancient Knights
Gue'the
John Wolfgang vou Goethe.
Go-e'tii
Go-e'sha.

Goetia*
Golfjotha

Gol'go-tha

Name

Gomel*

Go'mSl

Reward.

Gornioffons

Gor'mo-gons

gi%'en to

Calvary by the Jews.

.... A society opposing Freemasonry,

Gomorrah

Cio:u-dr'ra

Name

Gonfalon*

G6n'ftl-Cn'

Ecclesiastical banner.

Gordian
Gorgeous

Gor'dl-an

Not Gord'yan.

Gor'jus

Gothic

G6th 'ic

Magnificent.
A style of Architecture.

Gravelot*

Griv'e-lot

One

Gugomos

Gu''go-m63
Gibz

Baron von Gugomos.

Guibs
Gulllemain
Guttural
Gjmuosophists*.

A

....

Guil'lS-maiu
Gdt'-tiir-al
.

.

Habakkuk*

[ledpe.

Superior or celestial know-

of a

Hebrew

of the three ruffians.

ruffian in the Scottish Kite,

Ge'ye-main.
Pertaining to

Gym-nOs'o-phists

.

.

....

Hab'ak-kdk

city.

Signifying

tlie

throat.

"Naked

sages."

A Jewish prophet

Love's embrace.

Habin*

nab'In

Habramah*

Uab'ra-mah

Iladtrases

Ha-dees'-es

Hafedha*
Haggai

riaf'i5d-ha

Second of four godsof Arab tribeof Ad.

Hig'ga-i

A

Hah

Hlih'

Hail

Hail

Hale

Hale'

Hallelujah*

Ha''rfis-pl''cc8

....

Hautes Grades
Heal

.

.

.

Haupt-Plutte
Hautes Grades
HCal'

Heaven
Heeatomb

H6v'n
HCc'a-tum

Heptasron
Hernjaiines

H2p'ta-gf>n

HCr-maimes

Hermandad*
Hermes

HSr'mez

Iltr-man-tiad

Traditions handed

[med

down by Moham-

hail ?

Praise ye Jehovah.
The angel of Venus.
Haf-zi-el.

Ham-ouest-er
Har'o-dim

Harodim

Mod. French E.

in France.

Whence do you
To hide.

....
....

Hipht'zi-el

Harnouester

Used only

Hebrew prophet.
Hebrew definite article "the."

Hal-le-lu'ya
iiam-a'ii-€i

Hamaliel*
Haphtziel*

Haruspices*
Haupt-IIutte

Initiate of4th degree,

....
....

....

....
....
....

Harn-west-er.
Princes in Masonry.
Implying a soothsayer or aruspice.
Hout-hiite.

Ho-gra-d.

To make legal.
The abode of bliss.

....
....

A

sacrifice of

A
A

plane figure of seven equal

a hundred oxen.

corruption of Hermes.

"Spanish Brotherhood."

The Greek God, Mercuiy.

aides.
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Hieronytnites*

.

Ile'sSd

Literally, kindness.

Illb'bat Hak'ke-ber

Beating nf the sepulchre.
Ilermit order of tiie 14th century.
Guardian of the lioly vessels and veat-

Ill'e-rOa'y- mites

.

.

Hierophylax*

Ili'e-ro-pliy'lax

.

.

Hiudoo
Hiram Abba

Hin'dGo

.

.

.

.

Hoiuage

lii

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

IlOs'jiI-tal-erz

.

.

of

A corruption of the word huzza.
A branch of the Templar Knighthood
Lowly of mind.

Hum'bl

Huzza
Hypothenuse ....

has sufTered.

Not Hor'i-zOn. Visible boundary

Ii<5s-che-a
.

A widow'ssonofthetribeofNaphtali.
The mountain on which Aaron died.
The Mount f^inai range.
[earth.

Ho-ri'zun
.

[menta.

Reverential worship.

Ho'rSb

Horizon
Hoschea

native of Ilindostau.

Not Abi. Hiram the blaster, Father.

He

tii-e

II6m'aj
IlOr

Hor
Horeb

Hospitallers*
Hiiiuble

A

riiram-iib-If'

Ho

.

....

Ill'ram, A'ba

Hirani-abif
Ho La Tai

NOTATIONS.

Mythical mountain in Scotland.

H6r'6-d6in

Hibbut-IIakkeber*

2077

Acclamation.

HQz-za'
.

Ili-poth'e-nus

.

.

The

[angle.
longest side of a right angle tri-

Hystaspes

His-tis'pez

Hyssop

His'up

A species of

latric

I-at'ric

Searchers after universal medicine.

I-Colm-Kill*

Ic'Olm-KilK

....
l-c6u'o-clasts ....
I'con-<51'o-gy ....

Ikom-kiK.

Iconoclasts*

Iconology
lesus Hominum
Salvator
lesus Naz^renus

Father of the Persian king, Darius.

.

.

.

Ya'sus liom'e-num \

.

.

.

Ya'sus Nii-zi-ri-nus

1

Kex ju-de-o-rQm

'

Siil-vli'tor

Rex Judseorum

.

Ih-Ho

Ih-hO

Ijar'
Illuniinati

I-jir

luinianuel

Im-man'-u-el

Iiuaum*
Immortality
Impious
Imposter
Incomparable ....
Indian

.

.

J

caper.

Image-breakers.

Teaching the doctrine of images.
Jesus, savior of men.

Jesus of Nazareth,

King

Eighth month of the Hebrew year.

fl-lu'mi-na'ti

.... Immaculate.
.... God with us.
Im'om.

Im'aum
Im-mor-tall-tl

.

.

.

Unending

existence.

Profane, wicked.

Im'pl-us

Not Im-paw'ster.

Im-pOs'ter

In-kOm'pa-ra-bl

.

.

.

.

lu'dl-an

A

deceiver.

Transcendent, peerle s.
Pertaining to the Indies.

Ineffable*
Inexplicable

In-«f'a-bl

In Hoc Signo Vinces

In h6k sig'no vin'sez

By

Initiate*

In-i'shi5-at

Performing the first rite.
Search for information.

Unutterable.

In-eks'pll-ka-bl

Inquiry

In-kwI'rl

Institute

In'stl-tut

Interesting
loric
Irrevocable

lu'ter-fet-ing

.

Without explanation.
this sign

thou shalt conquer.

Erect, establish.

....

Engaging the attention or

A

I-on'ic

Iivrev'o-<a-bl

of the Jews

See Ho-hi.

....

curiosity

style of Architecture.

Incapable of being recalled.
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Ischuyi*
Ish Chotzeb

Isch'n-gl

.

.

Ish-cbotzib

.

NOTATIONS.

.

One of the

.

Literally, hewers.

God

ia

Men

of burden.

Isluuael

Ish-ma'el

.

.

.

Ish Subal
Ish Sodi
Isiao Tables*

Ish-sil'bal

.

.

.

.

.

Is'I-ac Ta'bles

A
A

Islaniisui

Iz'lam-Izm

.

.

The Moslem

Isolate
Israfeel*

Iz'6-late

.

.

.

Is'ri-fetl

.

.

.

Isis

I-sis

Ithainar

Ith'a-mar.

.

.

Itratics*

l-tra'tics

.

.

ish-so'dl

.?zads*

Jtuiborou

Iz'ads

Hammain*

Jabesh
Jabescheh*
Jabulum*
Jachin
Jachinai
Jacinth
Jacques de Molay
Jafuhar*

.

.

.

.

A

A

JiOjash

Ja-b&'ch6h

Dry place.
The dry soil.

Ja'bu-lflm

Corruption of Ju-be-lflm'.

Ja'kin

To
.

.

.

Past

Grand Master of the Templars.
Thor.

for

name

Ja-I'na

A cross adopted by the Jainas.
Descendant of Seth. Lived 902 years.

.

.

.

of God.

A

Neoplatonic philosopher.
Last Grand Master of ancient K. T.

Upright.
Fourth stone in the breastplate.
Natives of Jebus, (afterwards Jerusa-

Je-bash'-a-ftt

.

.

.

A valley East of Jerusalem, [lem
Son of Abraham and Keturah.

)

•

Jek'siii

....

J6t-zl'rah Se'pber .
Ju-a
Ja'vJi.
Jo'va,

.

,

[temple.

in Solomon's

Jah
Jimbll-chus ....
James de Molay

JSr-o-bo'-am

Jezeeds*
Joabert

A pillar

establish.

Triliteral

Jeb'u-sites

.

significance.

Synonym

Jebusites

.

word of covered

Ja'kin-ahl. Corruption of Shekiuah.
A mineral gem of value.

.

Ja'per

Jeva Jova Jua ....

[of Egypt.

society of adepts.

Thetwentyeightcreationsof Ormudz

J.'/sher

Jetzirah Seplier*

fiiith.

itself.

Youngest son of Aaron,

....

Ja'red

Jeroboam

rectangular bronze plate.

Ja-ab'6-r6u H5m-ma'In

Jared
Jasher*
Jasper

Jehoshaphat ....
Jeksan*

flat

Trumpeting Angel of Resurrection.
Goddess

Shak' da M6-lay'
Ja'fu-har

.

select master.

Place by

Ja'sinth
.

hearing.

Sister of Osiris. Beneficent

Ji'chln-ai

.

Jah
•Jamblichus
Jaiues de Molay
Jaiua*

.

Solomon.

five miisters of

First king of the ten tribes.

A

traditional document.

Jgz'eeds

Abbreviations and corruptions of JeJah is honor.
[hovah.

J6-a'bert

The

chief favorite of Solomon.

Joah

Joah

Jah

is

Jobel*

Jo'bel

.\

name

Jochebed*
Jod ho vau he ....

J6-che'bed

Jo

-ke'bt'd.

Joha

Joha

Jah

Jo-ha-beu*

Yo-hii'ben

A

Jokshan*
Joupa
Jordan
Josedech
Joshua

Jftk'shan

I-'owler.

J6p'pa
JOr'dan

Scacoast city, 37 miles from Jerusalem

Jo'ae-dek

Jah

Josh'-u-a

High

66

Y6d ha vau he

.

.

.

brother.

Hebrew

A

is

of God.

Jah

is

nonor.

letters spelling

Jehovah.

living.

mystical word.

Second son of Abraham.

tortuous river of Palestine.
is

righteous.

Priest

who

Father of Jeshua.
rebuilt the temple.
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Jua

Ju'a

Jubal
Jubaloain*

Ju'bal

Jubelii-o-iu*

Ju-b5-Ia'-6'm'

Jubala*

Ju-be-I:i'

.

.

.

First rufEan.

Jiibalo*

Ju-bC^lo'

.

.

.

Second

Jubeluiu*

Ju-bC— liim

.

.

Tliird rutEau.

Corrupted form of Tetniprammatonp
Shout, blow. Son of Adah.
Founder of the Bcience of music

....

Ju'bal-cain

.

.

Assassins.

rnfTian,

Kaaba

Kit-ft'ba

Ka-ar'bar.

Kabbala

Kab'ba-ia'

A

Kabbalistlc*
Ka<lesh

Kab'bal-is-tic
Ka'dasli

Holy.

Kadiri

Kl'dl-rl

An Arabian secret society.
An Amulet.
A Mohammedan sect.

....

Holy temple of Mecca.

mystical philosophy of the Jews.
Pertaining to the mysteries.

Same

as

Kedesh.

Kauieu

Ki'mG-a

Karinatians*
Kasideaiis
Katharsis

Ka'sI-de'aiiB

Kbem*

KhCm

Ceremony of purilication.
The Egyptian deity, Amon.

Kbepra*

KhJ'pra

An

Klier-heb*

Kbgr'hfib

....
....

Kar-ma'tiana
Ka-thar'sis

Khesvan*
Khetein el Nabiini*

Egyptian deity.
Master of Ceremonies.
Second month of Jeivieh

Kh&'van
Khe'tSm

.

Klion*

el

Nib-Iim.

.

.

.

.

KC'tCra

The

Kb6n

Khotbah*

Khurum-Abba*

Latinized spelling of Chasidim-

KhOt'bah
Khu-riim-1'bba

Subject to examination-

dead.

Mohammedan
.

.

civil year.

Nahb-Iim.

el

Confession of Faith.

Hiram Abba.

Ki*

Ki

Kidron

Kld'ron

Turbid water. AbrooknearMountof

Kislev*

Kis'lev

The

Kuewt-neb-s*

Knewt'n6b-8

In old Ritual of A. A. Scottish Rite,

....

Hebrew month.

third

[Olives,

Nute'nfibs.

Kobatb

Ko'hath

Assembly.

Ancestor of Moses.

Kojiki*
Koiix Onipax

KO'jt'ki

The ancient

religion of Japan.

Korab*
Koran*
Krisbna*

Ko'rib

Baldness.

Ko'riln

The

Krish'na

reading. The Moslem Bible.
A Trimurti in Hindu religioussyatem

Kuliua*

Kul ma

Hindustani Confession of Faith.

Kum

A rise

Kflnx

Kum Kivi
Kuu*
Laanah*

Labarum

Om'pax

....

Kl-vl

La'a-nah

Wormwood.

La'ba-rum

Monogram of Christ.
To labor is to pray.

Lalaiide

La'lande'

Lamaism*

La'ma-iam

Lainiua Sabactanl*
Lanturehis*

.

Larudan Abbe

.

.

See

....

Lara'raa sa'bao-ta'ni

.

La'pi-ci'da
la'rii-dan A&T>6

Lan'tu-re'lQs

•

creative fiat of

God.

La-come'
La'kor'na'.
Li'kak Der'or Pes'sah Liberty of passage and thought.

.

Liapicida

Esau.

and kneel!

The

La'-bo-ra're est 6-ra're

.

1

A Son of

Kun

Laborare est orare
Lacorne
Lakak Deror Pessab*
.

Definition uncertain.

....

De

la

Lande.

Religion of Tibit and Mongolia.
Used in French Rite of Adoption.
Instituted in 1771.

A stone-cutter.
.

.

Author of a

libellous

work.
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KOTATIOSB.

A

Btone quarry.

A

brick.

Latomia

La'to-m6'a

Liatres
Laiis Deo
Liaurcl

La-tr6s'

Lftr'el

Au

Lebaiioa

LC'b'a-non

The

liecliaug-eur

Lfi-chan'geur
Le-frinc'

Liiw-tls

Ijefrauc
liCgate

Da'o

....

God be

praised.

evergreen shrub.

mountaiua

forest

in Syria.

....
A

enemy of Freema-sonry.

bitter

xVn embassador.

Ltg'ate

Legend

Lej'end

A

Lielirling

Lfihr'ling

German

Lemauceau

Lfr-man-ceau'

Leoutica*

Le-on'tl-ca

for Entered Apprentice.
Li-man-so'.
Ancient sacrifices in honor of the RUn.

Lepage
Leucht

LS-page'
Leucht

A

Level
Levitikon

Lfiv'el

An instrument to find a horizontal line

Libaiiiis

Li-ba'nus

....

fable.

L^-pa'j.

....

Le-vit'I-kCn

Masonic charlatan.

The spurious Gospel of St. John.
The Latin for Lebanon.

Libation

Li-bu'shun

A

LibtT*

Li'ber

The Book.

Libertas
Libertine
Licht*
Liohtseher*

Lib-«r-tas'

Liberty.

Lib'er-tin

A

Licht

Light.

Linear Triad

Lin'e-ar Tri'ad

Listen
Livre d' Architecture *

Lis'n

To

Ll'vre d'Ar'chi-tec-tur

Li'vr d'Ar'she-tek-tu-r.

Li'VTe

.... A

Licht'se-hSr

d'Or

.

.

.

A

pouring out a liquor.

dissolute, licentious person.

mystical sect of the 16th century.
figure in some old floor cloths.
attend and hear.

Ll'vre d'or

Le'vr-d'or.

Lodge

LOdg

A

Logos

LiJg'Os

The word.

Loki*
Lotos

Lo'kl

An

Lo'tus

....

The Book

of Gold.

place of shelter.

Egyptian aquatic plant.

Louveteau
Loyal

Lou-ve-teau'
Ix>i-al

Devoted, faithful.

Lubec
Lumiere La Grande*

Lu'bek
Lu'mlere La GhSnde

A

Lili e ten'e-bris

Light out of darkness.
Let there be light and there was light.

Lux
Lux

e tencbris
Fiat et Lux Fit

.

.

.

Luz*
Blaacha

Haccoiinieke Societeiten*

Macerio
Macio
Maconetus

Maoonne

Fi'at ft

.

Lui

.

.

Fit

.

Germany.
Light.

,

Ma-ar'ka.
See Mac.

A

Ma-y(5n'ne-rie

Rouge

Ma-9on'nie-ke

S6-<;i'-

heroic Jewish family.
Ma-sCn-ne-re Ruge.
Dutch Masonic

e-tel'ten.

This word

Ma'ce-rl'6

is

now

clutv.

obsolete.

Ma'»he-o.

Ma'cl-o
Ma'con-t'tOs

in

Literally, bendii^, curve.

Mic'ca-bees
.

town

The Grand

Ma-a-cha
Mic-be-nac

Macbenac
Maccabees
Maccouuiere Rouge*

Ldi
Luz

Lou-v-to'.

.

Macrocosm*

Ma'fon-ne
Mac'ro-cOsm or

Maczo

Mic'zd

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ma'-son-e-tus.

Ma-sou-e.
Ma'oro-oftsm. Creating the univer8»i

A mason,

a constructor of

walls-
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NOTATIONS.

Wise men of

Ma'jI.

Ma'gi

Mng-iia est Veritas et Mag'ua fst vf-r'e-tas \
*
et pre'va-la-bit
praevalebit* ....

Truth

Magnus

Ma-gds.

is

Persia.

miglity and will pievaiL

.

Ma'gOs

Mah

Hebrew pronoun " Wliat."

Miili

Maluvbharata*
A Sanskrit poem.
Ma'hii-bhi'ra-ta
Maliadeva*
"The Great God."
Ma'lia-dG'va ....
Maliakasyapa*
Disciple of Buddha Sakyamunl
i\la'iia-ka'sy-a-pa'
Mall cr- Slialal- Uash-Baz Ml'her SLa-lal Hash- Make haste to the prej'.fall upon the
.

.

.

Mahomet

Ma-h6m'et
Ma'shSm

Mall Shim
Maitre Macou
Maitresse Agissante

.

.

.

[Baz The Moslem prophet.

A

Mal'trS Ma-yon'

.

.

[spoil.

standard bearer.

Me'tr

l\la-s6n'.

Mai'trC'Sse

Acting mistress.

Maitrise
aialach

Mal'trlse

Without an English equivalent.

Ma-lich'

Malaohi

Mal-a'chi

An angel.
Jlessenger of Job.

Malakoth

Mal'a-k6th

MalekAdJielSayfeddia
Malta

Ma'lek'ad-6l Saf-fid-dla

.

The angelic messenger,
The just king who Iiolds

An

Miil'ta

island in the Mediterranean Sea.

Manasseh
Manes

Ma-nas'sa

A

Ma'nes

Souls of the dead.

Maiiichaeaus*
Maiiu*

IMau'i-che'ans

Marchesvan

Miir-kesh'van

.

.

.

.

Man'u

....

tribe of Israel.

Also termed Gnostics.

Corresponding to the word West,
The second Jewish month.

Marduk*

Mir'duk

A

Masora*

Maa-6'ra

A Hebrew work

Masoretic Poiuts

.

.

.

Massouus
Master
Mathoc*

Ma'su-ret'ic points

Lord, Chief, Prince.
Amiability.

An

....

ISIfg'a-cOsm
Me'lioiir

,

Meist'er

MSl-chlz'e-dek

.

.

Me-mfiii'to

M6-re

Mem'o-re

...

.

.

....

MS'uu

.

.

Mesli'I-a

Scarcely

known out of

Russia.

Mfs'5-po-ly'te
Mf'soii-ni-ne'o

Metusael*

M6-tu'sa-el

death.

[duce thoughts.

Expert blaster Masons.
Son of Brahma.

Heb.

Youngest .son of LevL
which the sun more."!.
Corrc'^ponding to Adam and Eve.
4th degreeof German Unionof XXH.
Bitter.

,

Space

Mt«h1-ane

Mesouraneo

Kemember

Not Mera'ry. Menfcd power to repro-

Me-ra're
Mfr' SkSr

Mer-Sker*
Mesliia Mesliiane*

....

Ancient name of island of Malta.

Me-uSt'chim

Menu

for master.

of Salem.

King

Ma'lak.

Mel'es-I'-no
Mei-i'ta

Menatzchim

Or, May-hQre.

German
.

Me'lCck

Merari

intermediate world.

Or, May-hCu.

Melchizedek
Melech

Memeuto Mori ....
Memory

stately sepulchre.

Mort.

Meister

Mesopolyte

A

...

Me'hC-n

.

on the Bible.

signs.

Ma'tliOc
M.iu-so-le'ilm

.

Vowel

Mas-ter

Maut

.

victorious warrior-god.

Mason.

Maa-Bo'nus

Mausoleum
Maut*
Megacosm*
Mehen*
Mehour*

Melesino, Rite of
Melita

.

.

[of Faith
the Sword

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

am

in

the centre of heaven.

Heb. quarryman, one of the

assassins,
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Mezuza*

Mez'u-Zi

IVIierofo.siii

Minos

Mi-cro-cosm
Mi'nos

Mistletoe*

Miz'l-to

An

Mithras
Mitre

Mlth'riis

The principal Deity of the PersianSi
The covering of a Bishop's head.

Blizpeh

Mlz'pg
Miz'raim

A

Mo-a'bOn
Mol'ok

Mo-ah'bOn.

....

The lawgiver

Mi'ter

Mizraiin
Moaboii*
Moloch*
Montfaueon, Prior of

Mystagogue

originated at Milan in 1805.

memorial.

A

pretended

Mo-rl-a

The

Mor'tal

Subject to death.

Mu-si-Ic

\'ariegated, tessellated.

MOz'lem
.

of,

The Deity of the Ammonites.
One of the two traitors.

.... A

Mortal
Mosaic
.

city in Gilead.

Mdp'ses

Mon'u-ment

.

of Crete.

evergreen plant.

Rite

Mont'f^u-f on', Prior of

Monunjent
Mopses
Moriah

Moslem
Mot de Semestrc
Murderer

Third principle of Judaism.
Pee Man.

Mot' de Se-mes'tre
Mur'der-er

.

.

....

hill

name for Masonry.
on which the Temple was
[built.

Mohammedan.
Mo' de-se-mest-r.
Not Murd'rer. Assassin.
[tiate.
One who makes or conducts an ini-

Mj'stes

Mys'ta-gOgue'
Mjs'tes

Mj-thology

Ml-thol'd-ji

Naainah

Na-a'mah

The daughter of Lamech.

Nabaini

Nadab
Naked

Na'ba-im
Na'dab
Na'k«d

See SchooU of the Prophets.
High-priest of the Persians.

Naphtbali

Naf'ta-ll

One

Narbonne

To shut the
The science

eyes.

of myths.

Unclothed, defenceless.
of Jacob's sons.

Nar-bonne

Nayuius Grecus ....
Kazarene*
Nebuchadnezzar
Nebuzaradan
.

.

.

Necum
Nee

....

jS'iy'miis Gre'ctls

.

.

Possible corruption of Magna Grseciii.

An

Naz'a-rene

N6b-uk-ad-nSz'zar.

.

Neb-u-zar'a-dan

.

.

Ne'koom

inhabitant of JNazareth.

A

king of Babylon.
An officer under Nebuchadnezzar

Vengeance.

nee pro- Nek pro'dl-tor, nfik pro' Not

proditiir,
ditur, iiinocens ferat

the traitor, not the traitor,

the innocent bear

dl-tor In-no-sfinz fe-rat

let

it.

Neder

Na'der

Neith*

Neith

Egyptian synonyni for Greek Athen&

Nekam

NS'kam

Signifying vengeance

Same as Nekam.
The Guardian of the Temple.

Promise.

Nekaniah

NCka-mah

Neoconis*

Nu'o-co'rQs

Ne plus ultra
Ne varietur

Na
Na

Nicotiates*

NS-c6'tI-a'tes

Nihongi*

Ni-hon'gl

Nil nisi clavis

Nll-nlsi-ciaTis

Nisan

Nl'san

Noacliidae

No-ach'I-dse

NoflodeU

NOf'fo-del'

plus

....

tll'trii

va-rl-e'tiir

Nothing beyond.

.

Unless changed.

....

Ne-co'tl-ah'tes.

.

.

Chronicles of Nihon.
.

.

.

....

Nothing but the key is wanting,
First month of Jewish year.
Descendants of Noah.

An

apostate Templar.
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Under

NOn'aj

Noiiesyuches

N6n6-sjrn-ch6s
No'nis

Noiiis*

Non

nobis, Doiuine,

non nobis sed nouiini tuo da gloriaiu
.
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Nonage

.

.

.

.

NOu no-bis, DOm-I-ne
ii6n nobis, scd nom
-In-e tu-o

dii
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lawful age.

A corruption of Noonshun (luncheon)
A mystic word.

"I

Not

O

to us,

Lord

Thy name

gl6-

not to us, but to

I

give

tlie

glory.

rl-im

Nornaj*
Notuina
Novice Maconne

Signifying Past, Present and Future.
Anagram of Aumont.

NCr'uae
No-tfliu
.

.

.

Novice Ma-yon'iie

.

.

Novice Ma-son-n6.

Novitiate *
Nulv-pe-nuk*.

No-vish'e-ate

Nyaya*

Nj'-a'ya

Nyctazontes*

N^c'ta-zOn'tes

Oaimes*
OatU

O-an'iies

Obligatory
Obsequies
Occult

Ob'llga-to-r^^

Ob'se-kwiz

Funeral

Ok-kult'

Secret,

Odious

0'dl-u3

Off

Off

Offer

Offer

Office
Officiate

Of-fishl-at

....

....

Nak'pe-nOk

Olibanuiu

01-I-ba'num

Omega
Omer
Omnia Tempus Alit
On

O-me'gi
0'm«r

e-16'5

Om'nI-a

....

affirmation.

Binding in law or conscience.
rites

or solemnities.

unknown.

.

.

.

Love of God.
Love of neighbor.

.... An aromatic sap,

frankincense.

Last letter of Greek alphabet.
A Hebrew measure.
tfim'piis a'llt

On'
O'niSch

Time heals all things.
A name for Jehovah among Egyptians
After Enoch or Phenoch (the Phoenix)

A

O'nix

stone of the breastplate.

Brotherhood of the Serpent.
Verbal, by word of mouth.

(J'pliltes

Oral

O'ral

Ordo ab Cliao

Or'do-ab-cha'o

Orirtamme*
Orion

O'rl-flamme

Oman

ancient sect.

Not .Vw'fer. Present for acceptance.
Not Aw'fis. Assumed duties or busi^
act as an officer.
[ness.
Not often. Frequent.

O-heb ka-ro'b5

OnjTC
Ophites*

An

To

Of'n

Ouecb*

am."

Deserving hatred.
Not Awf. Away from.

Often

.

that I

Solemn

....

Oheb Eloah
Olieb Karobo

Ormudz and

....

Of'fis

.

"I am

A system of ancient Hindu philosophy

Oth

0-h«b

A person under probation.

.

.

.

Order out of chaos.
Ancient banner of the Counts of Vezin

One of the constellation of stars.
Abrinian Ormfldz and Ah-ri-man Good and evil. Darkness and light.
O-rJ'un

Or'nan

Strong.

Whose

thresliing floor be-

came David's
Osiris

Oterfut

Otreb

O-sI'ris

.

O'ter-fdt

.

.

The

.

Pseudonym

Ouriel*

O'trub
Ou'rI-6l

Overseer

O-ver-ser'

.

altar.

Chiefgodof old Egyptian my thology.
assassin at the west gate.

of Rosicruclan Michel

.

[Mayefc
Nutsach.

One who

inspects
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Polycronieon
Ptdiiegraiiate
Poiiiiue Verte*

Poniard
Pontiles Freres
Pontiff

.

.

.

.

.

.

Porch
Position

Postulant
Poteus
Potentate
Pours uivant
Praxceaus*
Prelate
Precept
Presentation
Princeps
Progress

Proponeuda
Propylieuwi*

Pro tempore
Protean
Protocol
Provost

Prudence
Psalms
Psaterians*

Pseudonym
Puissant
Pulsanti Operietur

Puujaub*
Puranas*
Pursuivant*
Pytliag-oras

Quadriviuin

and TriTinm

Quaternion
Quetzialcoatl*

Rabbanaim
Kabbi
Rabbinism
Rabboui
Kag-on

Rahab
Raniayana*.

Raphodom
Ratisbon
Razahbelsijah
Recognize

2085
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Sardius

Siir^de-us

A

Siirscua

Sar-se'nit

Pretended exposition of Freemasonrj

SatB'hai»

SatB'hai'

Satrap
Scarabieus

Sat'rap or Sa'-trap

Sot-b-hoi'.

Skar'i-be-us

<

.

....

Schism

Sizm

Schismatic

Schls-matic ....
Schor-Laban' ....

Schor-Laban*

.

.

.

Secretary
Sefidd Schamagan*

.

,

.

S6-frdd Scha.'m.a-gan

Sejjin*

SSj'jin

Selah

Se'lah

.'

Selamu Aleikum*

.

An

Insubordinate Masons.

White Ox, or Innocence.

.

Seneschal

S6n'e-shal

Seniority

Seeii-yOr'-i-tj^

Sephiroth

Sfiph'i-rOth

From

Serapliim*
8erai
Merapis

S6r'a-fim

An

Se-ra'e

A

»esh Bazzar

S&h

A steward.
.

.

.

.

Priority, or superiority in rank.

baz-ziir'

—

Saphiri splendid.
angel of the highest order.
rest house.

An

Se-rii'pia

.

recopda

Se-la'moo A'll-koom.
Semi-annual word used only in FiaiH.

Se-mSs'U'e

Shalash esrim*

with wings cased.

Division, separation.

Semestre

...
Sethos. ....
Siiaddai
Skalal Shalom Aba*.

Eastern ruler.

insect

Arabic register of all the wicked.
A pause or musical note.

S6-la'mu A.'l£i-kilm

.

A local

A superintending officer of
A secret Moslem society.

Sek're-ta-rt
.

precious stone of the breastplate.

Egyptian Deity

.... A name of Zerubbabel.
A

popular work published in 1731
One of the names of God.
Shad-da-I
Shal'iil Shal'um Ab^ba He restored peace to his fatlier.
Se'th5s

.

Shiil'iish

6z-rem

Shamir

Shamir

Twenty-third.
The worm used forbuildingthetemi*

Shastras

Shas'trSs

The

Shaveh

Sha'va

A valley in

.

.

.

sacred book of the Hindus.
Palestine.

Sheaitiel

She-aJ'te-el

Father of Zerubbabel, who led ba«f
the Jews from Babylon.

Shebat*
Shekel

She-bat

Fifth

Shek'l

A Jewish coin.

SheKinah
Sheiomoth
Sbeliim lecka*

She-kl-nah
She'lo-moth

....

Shem Ham Phorash

.

She-lOm

Shemltic*
Shesha*
Shetharboznal
Shibboleth
Shimsliai
Shinar
Shoulkain*
Shrine

Shem-it'io

Shrub
Shushan

.

.

fo'rash

.

Peacefulness.

.

Password of the Order of Felicity.

.

The unsolved

A

She'sha

mystery.

The name

historical religious division.

Free, noble.

She-thaivbOz'nSr-i

.

.

....

Shib-bo'leth

Shims-shai
Shi nilr

See Tatnai.

An

A

ear of com.

Persian ofEcer.

Stream of watet.

Shonl'kain

extent.
Babylonia Ln
Stolkin, mentioned in A. A. S. B.

Shrin

A

Shrub

Not Srub.

Shu'shan.

Sic transit g^loria mnndi Sik transit
Slg'el Al
Sijel Al»

Simeon
Simorgh*

To dwelL

....

leck'4

Shem ham

month of Hebrew civil year.
Value about 62 cent

its fullest

.

.

[ratindl

glor'ia

hallowed place.

A dwarf tree.

The ancient capital of Persia.
Thus passes the glory of the worid
Recording Angel in Islam.
of the tribes of Israel.

STm'e-on

One

Sim'orgh

Guardian

of the Persian mystcrin!
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A

SI'nai

moDntain of Arabia.

Sl'rat.

Siruc
Sivan*
Sniaragdine*

Signifies

.

.

.

Soi'iiis

Snia-rJg'dlne
So'cl-Qs

.

a shoe-latchet.

The ninth Hebrew month.

Siv'an

....

Foundation

of

Hermetic knowledea

6th deg. of Order of Strict OLiservanoj,

.......

A

Sotisin

Su'tkm

Sojourn

So'jum

Temporary

Solenxn

Sol'tm

Reverential, devout.

Solomon

.......

mystical religious sect of Persia.
residence.

S<5l'u-mon

King of

Solstice

SOl'stis

The apparent stoppage

Solus

So'-lus

Latin, alone.

Sorbonne

S^ir'bonne

Southerly
Spes luea in
Squaruicu*

Sath'er-le

College of theological professes in
Toward the South.

Deo est

Sp6s me'-a in De</ &t

Israel.

of the sun.
[Paris,

Squir'men

My hope ia in God.
[land,
Companiesof wrightfl, slaters, in ScotBevelation.

Sruti*

Sru'll

Stauros

Stou'rua

Stibiiuu

Stll/i-um

Antimony.

Steiumetz
St. Jean d'Acr©

StSin'metz

German for stonemason.
The city Acca, taken by Richard I,
in 1191 and given the new name.

Stolkin. .
Strenffth.
Succotli •
Sultau . .

.

.

SbSa

da.'ker

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SiU'tan
,

,

....

Su'per-flsh-ez
Sfirn'mund . .

Sord

.

.

.

Strength .
Suc-koth'.

Summoned
Symbolic
SyuagogTie

.

SWI'kin

.
.

Sui>erlicies

Sword

.

A

.

.

Sim-bOl-ik

.

.

.

.

.

iSln'a-gOg

....
....

Sjiiod . . .
SjTia ....
Systyle* . .

Syn'od

Tabaor*

TaTia-or

.

.

SIr'i-a

Sys'tyle.

.

.

.

.

.

Tabernacle.

Tab'ei^na-kl

Tableau

.

.

Tab'16

Tadir.or

.

.

T.ld'mor

Talisman
Talith*

.

. .

.

Tal.iahad»

Talmud
Tamuz*
Tapestry

.

.

...

,

A

A place east of Jordaa

Turkish sovereign.

The

surface, the f:ice of

Relating to symbols,
flace of Jewish worship,

A

meeting, convention or counciL
Heb., Ar^m. East of the Mediterra.
An arrangement of columns, [neao,

A name of Edom.
A temporary habitation.
A vivid representation.

.

Magical charm.

An oblong shawL

ftll

.

jah'ad

.

.

.

Toi'mud
Ta'mQz

.

.

.

.

.

Tap'ee-tr5

.

Tar-8ha'thft

.

.

Ta.s'sel

TatuaJ

.

.

.

The Hebrew law.s and traditions.
The tenth Jewish month.
Woven hangings.
.

...

IMt'na-I

TSa

Angel of water.

.

.

.

....

a thing.

Not Sum'maiizd. Commanded.
>ot Sword. Military officer's weapon.

.

.

•

.

Ueb. Booths.

Tal'Ith

.

....

Inspector of the Tribe of Benjamin.
Not Strenth. Force, vigor.

Til'iz-man

Tarsliatba
Tassel .

Tao

Cross.

City of I'alms.

.

.

stake.

See

A
A

l^irshntha.

pendant ornament.
Hersian

officer,

Tl»e hist letter of

Hebrew

alphabet.
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Taiirus
Tchauilalas*

Tchan'dal-as

Tebet

Ti'bst

Tebetli

Te'-bC'th

Tenipluiu
Tenets

Tiiu'rQs

.

.

T6n'-ets

Teiig-ii
.

.

.

.

A

The
[y-m,

.

Literally, winter.

Latin for Temjile of Jerusalem.

Dogmas, doctriues and principles.

.

.

the Zodiaa

of pariahs.
fourth Jewish month.

class

Ten-gu
Ten sl-o Dai' Sin

Initials of a sentence.

T6r'a-flm

Household

.

.

.

.

A sign of

Bull.

.

.

Tem'plum HI'(e-rC-sOl

Uierosolyuise

Tensio-Dai-Sin*
Teraphini

3089

.

.

.

.

A deity held in adoration by Japanese,
deiiies.

Tessellated

TSs'se-'li-ted

Ornament of a

Tessera
T«tractys

TCs'sC-ra

Tessera Ilospitalis, token of the guest.

.

.

Tetradites*

T5-trac'tys
Tet'ra-dites

Tetragraui

TCt 'ra-gram

Tetragraiumaton
Teutonic

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theopascliites
Tbeoricus*
Therapeutae
Theriog*

Theurgy
Thokath*

.

.

Tlie-bil''n3,
.

.

a word of four

Relating to the ancient Germans.
Syrian god Adonis.

.

Tha'bet
.

four-letter word.

Tu-tonlk.
Tliirn'muz

.

Believers in a Godhead of four persona

A

Signifies

Tliaininuz

*

.

lodge.

four.

Tet'-ra-gram-ima-ton

Thebet
Theboiiit.ah

The number

.

.

Same

letters.

as Tebet, above.

A mystic word

in Kadt-sh.

The'o-pas'chites

Followers of Peter the Fuller.

The-or'i-cii3

12th degree of German Rose Croix,
Ascetic sect of Jews in first A.D.

Thgr'a-peu'tse

The'rI-Og
celestial

means.

The-iir'gy

Magic operated by
Streugth.

Thuiumim

Th5 kith.
Thum'-mim

Tiara
Tiberius

Te-U^ra

Ti-be're-ds

k

TUuk*
Timbre

Ti'luk

Impress upou forehead of Brahman

Tim'bre

Tirshatha

.

.

.

.

See Urim and Thummim. Truth.
A crown The Pope's triple crown
city of Palestine.

Name

.

giveu in France to

a

stamp.

Tir-sha'tha

Title of Persian governors of Judea.

Tisri*

Tis'rl

The

Tito

Ti-to

first

Hvbrew month.

.

.

.

.

Torgau

Tor-gSu

.

Tortuous

T<5rt'u-U3

Traveler
Tredic*
Trestle
Triad
Tribute

Triv'el-er

Trlb'ute

Trig-Iyphs

TrI'glifs

TriUteral
Triniurti

Trl-lit'e-ral

Trinosophs

Trl'no-sophs

A

Tripitaka*

Triune

TrI-pit'a-ka
Trl'un
.

.

Three

Tsaphiel*

Tsa'phl-€l

.

Sa'fe-€l.

Tsedakah*

Tse-da-kah

.

First step of the mystical ladder.

Tsidoui*

Ifei-do-ni

.

TrSd'ic

.

Trts'sel

TrI'ad

.

.

A
A

fortified

town on the Elbe.

Deviating from rectitude.

.

One who journeys.
The ranking King in Scan. Mysteries,
The designing board.
The union of three objects.

.

.

.

.

A subsidy o:

.

Au

Trl-mfir'te

.

favorite of the king of Israel.

.

. .

tax.

ornament iu the Doric Order.

name of God among Ilindooa
The Hindoo Trinity.
Sacred

lodge instituted at Paris in 1816.
Canonical book of the Buddhists.
in one.

The Luna

An «nqaiter>

angel.
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.

.

FROPER

I

.

Tu-a-phoU

.

.

Tyrian

.

.

Tu-bal Ca'In
Tu'nik

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tar-quoise
TOs'can

.

.

Tl'fiin

.

.

Tlr'e-an

The Egyptian

....

Cn-af-fil'e-a-ted

Unhele*.

Un-hele'

.

.

Uriel

.

Urim

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

Not a member.

To uncover or reveal
Harmony, concord.

.

.

U'pi-de'-viSs

L/'piu-Ish—id

Name

.

U'ri

Son of

Heb., Enlightened.

U'ri-el

U'rim

for certain Sanskrit works.

Fire, light or spirit.

Cr
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

God

.

.

.

.

.

Lights.

.

.

.

Yu'zij

.

.

.

Custom,

Utopia

.

.

.

U-to'pe-a

.

.

Usurp

.

.

.

tj-zflrp'

.

.

,

use, habit-

Ideal perfection.
Seize

and hold

possession.

Vagao*

Va'gfl-o

Found

"Valorous

Val'or-oils

Brave, courageous.

Vase

Vaz

An

Vashti

Vash'te

Wife of Ahasuerus.
That is, the second Adar.

Veadar*
Vedas

Ve'i-dar

.

.

Verger
Veritas
Vesica Pisces

V6hm'-g6r-Icht'

.

.

.

Vespasian
Vexillum Belli
Vicegerent
Vielle-Bru
Vincerc aut 3Iori
Vineyards ....

.

.

.

.

.

Truth.

Vfcs'I-ca Pis-cIs

Ves-pa'-sian

vessel.

See Secret Tribunal of Weslphalia,
An attendant upon a dignitary.

.

Ver'jer
Ver'-i-taa
.

in French Eite of Adoption.

ornamental

Sacred canon of the Hindoos.

Ve'das

Velini-gericht

.

Hm.

is light.

.

.

Usage

evil deity.

Relating to Tyre.

....

Yu'ne-sun

Unison
Upadevas*
Upanishad*
Ur*
Uri

A

slone in breastplate
order of Architecture.

Tur-koii-z.

An

Unaffiliated
.

The long undergarment of the clergy
Commander of cavalry.

.

.

.

.\ term used by the Druids.
Son of Lamech and Zillah.

.

TOr'co-po-li'er

.

Tuscan
Typhon.

So-Im.

Tso'Im

Tuapholl
Tubal Cain
Tuuic ....
Turcopolier
Turquoise
.

KOTATIONS.

HASOMC PEONUNCIAnOK.

.

The

air-bladder of a

fish.

....

V6x-il'lum Belli

.

A war flag.

.

An officer authorized to act for another

Vis'ge-rent

V-ie-1 Bru, Kite of, established 1748
or to die.

Vi'elleBru
Vln'c6-re Jut Mori

To conquer

.

Vitra*

Vl'tra

A plantation of vines.
A Mohammedan sect established 1740

Viva voce ....
Vivat
Voishnuvus*
Volutes

Ve'vi vo'sa

By word

Vi'vat

Vivat! vivat! vivat!

Vo'lutz

A

Vouch

Vouch

To

.

.

Vin'yardz

Vo-Ish'nu-vtis

Waliabites*.

Wa'ha-bites

Warrant
Westward

.

Wi'ir'rant

.

West'ward

.

.

.

.

of mouth.

Acclamation.

.

spiral

ornament

attest or

in Architecture.

bear witness.

Represents the opponentsof Slasonty.

.

i

I

Commission, authoritv.

Not West'urd.

Toward the We

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY,
WORDS OF
DOUBTFUL PKONUNCIATION.

Wilb,eliusbad

Wolf enbuttel

....
....

PBOPKK
IU.SONIC PRONUNCIATION.

Wardship

WaKthe

.

.

.

.

.

.

Xysuthrus*

Xe'ro-plia'glsto

.

.

Eaters of dry food.
seat of the souL

.

The

Xys'u-tlirai

Yah, Yeva, Yod
Yaksha*
Yaveron Hamaim
Yezdegerdiau*
.

.

.

.

YU, Yiva,

....

Y6d

.

.

.

Yak'sha
.

.

.

Yezldee*

Germany.

Estimable, possessing merit.

Xin'xe

Xin..vo

city of

city of Lower Saxony.
To adore.
Title of honor.

W6l-fen-battel

Worship

....

A
A

Wil'helms-bad

Worthy
Xerophagrists

2001

Y'a've-ron

Ha'-maim
.

Y'gz'dfe-ger'dlan

.

.

\'ez'i-dee

Zls'u-thrfls.

Corrupt names of the Deity.

Hindoo Deity.
The passage of the

river.

Pertaining to the era of Yezdegerd.
A sect bordering on the Euphrates.

Scandinavian mythology.

Yggdrasil*

Ygg-dra'sil

Sacred

Y-ha-ho

Y-ha'ho

Signifying the Eternal God.

Yod

YOd

Yoni

Yo'nl

A
A

female symbol of the Orientalists.

Zabud

Za-bad

A

historical personage at

.Zabulon

Za'bu-l6a

Tenth son of Jacob.
[court.
Righteous. Son of Ahitub, a priest.

Zadok

Za'dck

Zadki-el*

Za-herMa-her-bon'

Zarriel*

Zar'rI-el

Zarthan
Zebedee
Zedekiah
Zend-Avesta
Zeuuaar

Zar'than

Zeraias

Ze-rai'as

.

.

letter.

.

Zaph-nSth-paa'ne'ah

Saviour of the world.

Za'ra-tlius-tra

Name of

.

.

.

Zoroaster in Zend language.
angel that governs the sun.
See Zeredatha.

The

Zeb'e-de and Zeb-e'de Jah

....

is gift.

Husband of Salome.

might. A false prophet.
Persian Bible in Zend language.

Jah

Zfid'e-ki'a

Zend A-ves'ta

Solomon's

Angel of the planet Jupiter.

Zad'kl-€l

Zaherlaherbon
Zaphiiath-paaneah*
Zarathustra
.

tree,

Hebrew

is

Sacred cord used in Hindustanee

Zgn'naar

ini-

[tiation.

Zerbal

zer'bal

Zeredatha
Zerubbabel

Ze-r6d'-a-tha

Zeus*
Zicu*

Ze'fls

Zif*

Zif

Blossom.

Zipporah

Zlp-po'rS

Little bird.

Zitheru*
ZizoD
Zodiac*

ZIth'em

A

Ze'zon

Balustrade.

Z6'de-ak

An imaginary belt

Zohar*

Zo'har

Distinction, nobility.

Zohariti*
Zoroaster

Zo'ha-rl'tl

Zschokke*
Zuni*

ZschSk'kS

Founder of the Parsee religion.
An eminent German Masonic author.

Zu'nl

Indian tribe of

New

Mexico.

Zurthost
Zoziia ........

Zflr-thost

Modem

name

for Zoroaster.

Ze-rub-ba'bel

.

.

.

.

....

King Solomon's C»ptain of Guards.
See Clay Oround.
A prince of the House of Judah.

The Chief Deity

of the Greeks.

Zl'cu

Zo-ro-as'ter

Zu'sanr

The second JewLsh month.
Wife of Moses.

musical instrument of 28 strinss.

in the heavens

Nobility.

....

Strong.

Parsee

A primitive race.
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